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IXICUT TIV SUMMARY

DR. J.3. GREEN, Co-Chai_._n, Programee Otmmittee

.,Powerplant installations involve complex flows, strongly influenced by viscous effects and often with
important aerodynamic interactions between the airframe and the propulsion system. The introduction of new
vehicle propulsion concepts, and new points of emphasis in aircraft and missile design requirements, provide
an expanding range of aerodynamic problems which call for both experimental and theoretical study.

It was the purpors of the symposium to survey the current and foreseeable aerodynamic problems in powerplant
installation and to review recent work which has improved basic understanding or has enhanced prediction and
design methods in this field. Since the last AGARD symposium on the subject, in September 1974, there have
been many significant developmaerts. The present symposium was organised by FDP with the active support of
PEP, in order to draw in contributions from both the airframe and the engine communities and also to provide
a forum in which workers in these two comunities could exchange ideas and debate interface problems.

ýThe presentaticu'ns were g%:ouped into four sessions under the headings: Combat Aircraft Intakes; Afterbodies
and Noeales; Testing and. Analysis Techniques; Installation Aerodynamics of Transport Aircraft. On the final
afternoon the symposium concluded with a Round Table Discuueioml in which progress under each of the four

reviewed. Some of the main points to emerga from the symposium are given below.)

'1' •Theoretical methodIN jVloying computational fluid dynamics techniques will play an increasingly
important role in aerodynamic design and a high level of effort to develop these methods is justified. For
transport aircraft, saris impressive results obtained by such methods were presented at the symposium.,/ For
combat aircraft, with Intake and afterbody flow fields of! treater complexity, applications are at pertsent
more restricted, but ties need and the opportunity exists for major advances in the longer term provided
effort on method elevelo)pment is sustained.

'• 2L Understanding of the problems of engine/intake compatibility has improved largely as a result of hore
advanced experimental 1:echniques and increased emphasis on dynamic measurements. Several noteworthy
developwent. vcra report:ed at the symposium. Instantaneous distortion is genera ly agreed to be the most
reliable indicator of it-e acceptability of the intake flow to the compressor, bt som unexpected engine
surges still occur occaisionally during flight test. The need was voiced for,-Oork to deepen scientific
understanding cf the ititeractions between unsteady intake flow and the engine.

3. In the session on Afterbodies and Nozzles, a number of papers highlighted the need for aerodynamic
studies of advanced noarttle concepts to be integrated with weight tnd cost studies. The complexity of the
external flow, particularly for twin-engined con.igurations and a, high angles of A•tack, means that wind
tunnel testing will remain the only reliable means of predicting the briternal saeodynamics for som time to
coae: in extrapolating from wind tunnel data to flight, the need to distinguish in the wind tunnel data
between true Reynolds .ýunwbtr effects and other spurious pOenomena was emphasised.

4f A range of engirAe simtilation techniques, including through-flow nacelles, blown nacelles, ejector
nacelles 2nd turbine-powei:ed simulators, are in current use, and their application is being progressively
extended and refined. Foe transport aircraft the turbine-powered simulator is in general use and, with the
refined calibration t hniques now developed for it, high standards of accuracy and repeatability are
claimed (th.ough fv o~r improvements are still sought). The differences in the simulation requirements for
transport and combat aircriift were noted during the Round Table Discussion and the need for improved
simulators for uombat aircitaft was stressed.

5. For transport aircraft, the main priority remains aerodynamic efficiency. The potential for reducing
drag by careful tailoring ot' nacelle, pylon and airframe was well demonstrated in the fourth session of the
symposium, and the value of theoretica.? methods in providing a rational basis for such tailoring was
highlighted.

Overall, the symposium lived ap to 4he hopes of its organisers. It brought forward a number of important
new technical contributions, :'t provided a valuable opportunity for engine and airframe specialists to meet
and srgue, and it enabled the AGAR community to review present knowledge, identify opportunities and assess
priorities for future work. From the papers presented and from the Round Table Discussion it is evident
that the future will see incremsing emphasis on engine-airfram integration. The driving factors are seea
to be, for combat aircraft, the requirement for high manoeuvrability, good supersonic performance and low
detectability, and for civil aircraft the continued search for improved efficiency. To support future
developments, two of the most iuportant needs currently ate for improved wind tunnel testing techniques and
for a substantial effort to appl1h computational fluid dynamics methods to enSine-eirframe combinations.

J.I. Green
J. Dunham
Co-Mhairmen,
Pro'gra.m Comittee
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PERFORMANCE OF HIGHLY INTEGRATED
INLETS FOR SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT j

Lewis Surber
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio

Jan Syberg and Joseph Koncsek

Boeing Military Airplane Company

Seattle, Washington

SUMMARY

Performance data obtained on several subsonic diffusers applicable to advanced
supersonic tactical aircraft configurations have been used to select a forebody-inlet
model for proof-of-concept wind tunnel performance evaluation. Three of the diffusers
were designed for high aspect ratio inlets having throat aspect ratios greater than
seven. A fourth design incorporated a low aspect ratio inlet. Two of the high aspect
ratio difflsevs and the low aspect ratio diffuser incorporated duct bends typi Cal of
inlets substantially offset from the engine centerline. Preliminary tests of the high
aspect ratio diffuser produced high total pressure recovery coupled with relatively low
flow distortion. Furthermore, the use of longitudinal vanes in one high aspect ratio
diffuser provided reductions in engine face flow distortion with very little porformance
degradation. Proof-of-concept tests further Investigated the performance of a hign aspect
ratio, side-mounted external compression supersonic inlet. Tests were performed n a
16-foot supersonic propulsion wind tunnel at Machnumberof 1.6 to 2.2 over a -5• to 120
angle of attack range and sideslip angles from -8 to +8 . The results of these tests
support the use of high aspect ratio inlets with sharp duct bends as a vitble design
option In future supersonic aircraft designs.

NOMENCLATURE

/cnRatio ieof enginemassrflOWto oms flow based on free stream conditions
and inlet capture area at 0o

D2 Diffuser exit diameter

Ft Feet

HD Height of diffuser entrance

In Inches

L D Diffuser length

0 N Diffuser offset perpendicular to plane defined by engine centerline and OR

OR Diffuser offset in supersonic compression plane

P Static pressure

psi Pounds per square inch

P T Total pressure

PTAV Engine face average total pressure
PTMAX Engine face maximum total pressure

PTMIN Engine face minimum total pressure

AP/P Engine face flow distortion (PTMAX-PTMIN)/PTAV

W 0 Engine mass flow

Mass flow throuqh inlet simulator capture area at supply-nozzle exit
GC (includes bleed, bypass and some spillage)

W D Width of diffuser entrance

Angle-of-Attack0|

Angle-of-Sideslip

iA 0
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Typical missions for future tactical air.raft will force preliminary designers to con-
sider a broadening array of performance standards. Designing such aircraft to accomplish
tactical interdiction missions against defenses of the 1990's may well require some improved
combination of speed, agility and short takeoff/lat Ing (SlOL) capabilities - all at a
reduced level of detectability. Combining supersonic pe)sistence with reduced detectability
would in itself necessitate careful integration of advanced technologv into the airframe-
propulsion system design.

The work described here has been accomplished by the Boeing Miltary Airplane Company
in a cnmbination of independent R&D and a program contracted with the USAF Wright Aero-
nautical Laboratories. As a part of this work, several airframe-inlet configurations in-
corporating two-dimensional external compression inlets of unconventional shapes were
selected for investigation, This paper discusses the development of various air intake
concepts by means of carefully devised subsonic diffuser tests and validation of the dif-
fuser tests by means of forebody-inlet supersonic wind tunnel tests.

Con:ept Seloction

A design study was conducted during the initial phase of the contracted effort to de-
fine a series of advanced tactical aircraft conflgurations with carefully integrated pro-
pulsion systems. These configurations were sized to fly an interdiction mission profile
which Included a high-altitude penetration at a Mach number of 2.20. Thus, all inlets con-
sidered in the present study are designed for this Mbch number.

Performance and survivability analysis of a number of concepts were used to select the
three configurations depicted in Figure 1 for further study. Concept I features high-
aspect-ratio, two-dimensional, horizontal-ramp, oxternal compression inlets mounted at the
wing leading edge. The inlet diffusers are long with an offset in the horizontal plane,
and the engines are buried in the fuselage near the airframe centerline. Concept 2 has two
topmounted, high-aspect-ratio, horizontal-ramp inlets with long, vertically-offset diffusers.
Concept 3 has two sidemounted, low-aspect-ratio, vertical-ramp inlets with relativel~y short
and highly curved diffusers. Another unique feature of concept 3 is tne swept top jideplate
which extends forward of the inlet to help align the flow with the inlet during aircraft
maneuvers.

DIFFUSLR TEST PROGRAM

Each of the three inlet concepts described above included features that, from an aero-
dynamic standpoint, were new and unproven. In particular, the performance potentials of
the long, curied subsonic diffusers with the high aspect-ratio entrances of concepcs I and
2 and the relatively short, highly curved diffuser of concept 3 needed to be verified before
such configurations could be considered viable options for future aircraft. An experimental
program was therefore devised and conducted to evaluate the performance of subsonic dif-
fusers representative of the three inlet configurations illustrated in Figure 1.

CONCEPT I oel

CONCEPT 2.".

CONCEPT 3

Fig. 1 Airframe-Inlet Concepts Selected for Investigation

4_ _I
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Four diffuser configurations were selected for testing. These configurations are
illustrated in Figure 2. Diffusers A, B, and D simulate the diffusers of inlet concepts
1, 2 and 3, respectively. Diffuser C, a short, straight duct, serves as a baseline for
the high-aspect-ratio diffusers A and B. An optional cylindrical extension Is provided
for diffuser C such that its length can be varied from that of diffuser D to that of
diffusers A and B.

The main geometric parameters of the four diffusers are shown in Table 1. All con-
figurations have a diffuser area ratio of 1.84 (1.55 when the reduction in diffuser exit
area due to the engine hub is considered).

6-- L..= • - • -- n l D D D H R D N D

.DIFFUSER A b. DIPPUIER uratIS Lon0/D

A 5.5 7.725 0 1.3
CYLINDRICAL

"" XTNSION B 6.5 7.725 1.3 0

"-" C 3.4 7.725 0 0

D 3.4[.o 1.3 0

4. iFFuSRC d, DIFFUSER D Diffuser area ratio (witout spinner) * 1.836 for all models

Fig. 2 Configurations for Aerodynamic Performance Testing Table 1 Test Coiafijurations

A duct geometry computer code has been used to generate diffuser contours for the
entry geometry, area ratio, area progression and centerline offset design constraints
associated with each diffuser. It also provides for inclusion of a section with parallel
sidewalls in the forward part of the diffuser to simulate the presence of a movable aft
inlet ramp. The length of this section is determined by the engine airflow characteris-
tics and by the diffuser area progression. For the present diffusers and engine cycle,
the length of this section is equal to approximately one engine face diameter. Super-
elliptic cross-sectional shapes are used to transform the rectangular entrance to a
circular exit such that flow separation due to rapid changes in wall slope or discontinui-
ties in wall curvature are avoided. Computer-drawn diffuser contours are presented in
Figure 3. Details of the diffuser design work are discussed in Reference 1.

To alleviate potential secondary flow problems caused by the diffuser offsets, dif-
fusers A and g are provided with optional flow guide vanes. In diffuser A the guide vanes
consist of three longitudinal vanes located Just downstream of the trailing edge of the
simulated aft ramp. The three vanes divide the duct Into four equal-area ducts. Cruciform
vanes have been used in diffuser D to guide the flow through the highly curved part of the
dunt. The leading edge of this set of vanes is also located just downstream of the trailing
edge of the s';mulated aft ramp. Figure 4 illustrates the optional guide vanes.

@. OIIFUS A b, DIFFUSERl .- 1

dim e 41, DIFFUSER A b. DIPFuSS D,

.DIFFUSR C d. DIFFUSER a WITH LONGITUDINAL VANES WITH CRUCIFORM VANl5

Fig. 3 lsome "ic Draings of Diffusers A, B, C, and D Fig. 4 Guide Vanes for Diffusers A and D, i



Diffuser Test Facility

Since the performance of a given diffuser is strongly influenced by its entrance flow
properties, proper assessment of the performance of the above diffuser configurations
necessitates provision of diffuser entrance flows representative of an external compression
supersonic inlet. This has 5een accomplished by using the specialized test apparatus
presented in Figure 5. A high-pressure plenum supplies air to a two-dimensional (2-D)
nozzle which expands the flow to a uniform Mach number of 1.3. A two-dinensional "inlet
simulator" section is installcd just downstream of the nozzle. The inlet simulator is
designed just like the lip and throat section of a 2-D external compression inlet.
Critical flow features, such as the normal shock/boundary layer interaction on the ramp and
the sideplates, flow spillage around the cowl lip, flow removal through the throat slot,
sideplate bleed in the vicinity of the norma'i shock, and the flow turning through the
forward part of the inlet are simulated with th'is test setup. Three separate vacuum lines
are provided to allow individual control of normal _hnck pnsition, throat slot bleed and
sidepiate bleed.

The test diffuser is installed just downstream of the inlet simulator as it would be
on an actual inlet. Flow straighteners, flow metering devices, and a hydraulically
actuated mass flow plug are connected to the downstream end of the diffuser. The only
appreciable losses for an isolated two-dimensional external co~ipression supersonic inlet
at to=O not simulated with the test apparatus are the obliiue shock losses upstream of the
normal shock. Since these losses can be reasonably well precirteo, the performance results
from this diffuser test can be applied to an actual supersonic inlet with a higher degree
of confidence than would be possible with simpler diffuser test methods. Photographs of
the teE:t apparatus are presented in Figures 6 and 7.

A DENOTES STATIC
PRESSURE TAP
LOCATIONS

INLET SIMULATOR DIFFUSER

SEPARATE PLENUM
PRESSURIZED PLENUM FOR SPILLAGE OVER
FOA FULL.SCALE REYNOLDS - - - COWL LIP SIDEP. ATE BLEED WITH
NUMBER SIMULATION_ -- COWL LIP - SEPARATE PLENUMS

, HROAT SLOT WITH a in

SEPARATE BLEED

CHOKED NOZZLE .E.A OE TO.LMN
WITH UNIFORM S--EPLATES ONE SET OF ALUMINUM
M -1.3 EXIT FLOW • PLATES WITH BLEED, ONE SET OF

GLASS PLATES WITHOUT BLEED
NowE All btasI plontum# ,

conna•etd to vacuum pump.

Fig. 5 Diffuser Test Apparatus

DIFFUR R f VV

LIP

SIEPLATE OTATINB AFOWARD

Fig. 6 High-Aspect-Ratio Diffuser B Installed Test Fig. 7 Low-Aspect-Ratio Tulet Simulator
Apparatus
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The inlet simulators (one for the high aspect ratio diffusers and one for the low
aspect ratio diffuser) are provided with a number of static pressure taps to ensure that
prcper flow conditions are established in this pirt of the test apparatus. In addition,
pressure measurements are monitored in each blee6/spiliage plenum to facilitate proper
inlet simulation.

Total pressure meaturements are made at the diffuser entrance with a traversing probe

and at the diffuser exit with a 28-probe (four rakes, seven probes per rake) rotating rake
Assembly. Between th! entrance and exit planes, wall stitlc pressure measurements dre madeusing approximately JO static pressure taps in each diffi-sekr model.

The mass flow passing through the individual flow channels (primary duct, throat slot
duct, lip spillage duct, sideplate bleed duct) are measured with standard flow meters.

Details of tU. Instrumentation used ii. tne diffuser test are givei iti Reference 2.

Diffuser Test Conditions and Prcedur,;s

The diffuser test was conducted using a supply plenuT pressurg of approximately 35 psi
and local test site plenum temperature (approximately 500 R to 520UR). At Mach 2.?. these
conditions prod,'ce an inlet Reynolds number of 4.4xI06 (based on the model engine face
diameter). This value corrcsponds to the Reynolds number for a full scale inlet at 60,000
ft. and Mach 2.2.

The test procedure followed during Lhis program was to move the normal shock in small
increments from a supercritical position to a subcritical position by means of the primary
duct flow control plug. Figure 8 shows a shadowgraph picture of tý,e inlet simulator taken
during a typical test seqoence

At a given test condition data was typically ro.orded with the rotating rake in three
positions. This procedure provides 84 equal-area measurements of the diffuser exit total
pressure, which is sufficient to assure accurate measurement of averag2 total Fressure
recovery and distortiun.

2. 6.5% SUPFRCRITICAL OPERAT:ON b. 1.5% SUBCRITICAL OPERATION

Fig. 8 Shad'owgruaph Pictu.as of Inlet Simulator FKow Conditiono

!1 Diffuser Test Result!ý

Average total pressure recovery is plotted versus engine airfluw in Figure 9 for Pachof the seven test configuratiors. Since the recovery is referenced to the suppl) plenum
total pressure, measured losses include the normal shock losses and the additional viscous
losses associated with the turning of the flow into the diffuser. In Figure 9, the "knee"
on the recovery curves corresponds to the point where the normal snock starts spill Ing over
the cowl lip. Five of the seven configurations have recovery curves that fall within a one
percent band. Only the two Tow-aspect-ratio configurations (diffuser D with and without
vanes) fall below this band. For a typicai operating condition (i.e., just to the left of
the "knee" in Figure 9) the throat slot and sideplate bleed flow rates were abnut 3.0% ard
0.4% of the captured flow, respectively.

.7
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i'esuedtottn PhPh)/T, is onIn Figure 10.
All of the high-recovery configurations except diffuser C without extension have distortion
values below 10%. The distortion for diffuser A with Ion Itudinal vanes is exceptionally
low, Indicating that the vanes are helping to maintain uniform flow through the horizontal

At the operating condition, the total pressure losses of offset diffusers A end B are
relative to C are approximetely 0.5% and 0.3% P TO# respectively. An additional 0.7% PTO
is lost when the longitudinal vanes are installed in diffuser A bu~t, as observed, a note-
worthy improv!ýmvnt in compressor face distortion is obtained with this configuration. The
performance of liffuser D is significantl~y lower than that of the high-aspect-ratio dif-
fusers. The deficiencies of diffuser D will be discussed late
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-- w oal pressu apfr diffuser I at the operating conditionis illustrated In
Figure 13. As expected, the depressed total pressure region is larger on the ramp side
(lower wall) of the diffuser.

Figure 14 shows typical compressor face maps for diffuser C with and without e ttension.
The improvement in engine face distortion obtained by adding the extension is demonstrated
in this figure. The total pressure gradients near the top and bottom diffusing walls have
clearly been reduced.
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Fig. 13 Comprewsor Face Total Pressure Hap - Fig. 14 Compressor Face Total Pressure Maps - Diffuser C

Diffuser 2 With and Without Extension

The compressor face maps for diffuser D are presented in Figure 15. The performance
of this diffuser is significantly lower than that of the three high-aspect-ratio diffusers.
A large low-pressure region is present in the bottom half of the diffuser. The length and
area ratio of diffuser D are such that the pressure gradient in a corresponding straight,
two-dimensional duct would be close to local boundary layer separation levels. The addition
of the duct offset, with the associated secondary flows along the sidewalls, has apparently
been sufficient to promote massive flow separation in the lower half of the duct. It is
evident from Figure 15 that the cruciform vanes aggravate - rather than alleviate - the flow
problems. These vanes are apparently introduced too far downstream in the duct where a
fully three-dimensional flow field is already established. Separation off the leading
edges of the vanes, due to "ocal high angles of attack, is the probable cause of the added
performance losses measured with this device. The bottom half of the duct flow is very low
in energy, both with and without vanes. When the cruciform vanes are added, however, the
new low energy region betind the upper vane effectively reduces the aerodynamic flow area
in the top half of the duct, promoting acceleration of the remaining high energy flow in
that region. This theory is supported by the static pressure profiles in Figure 16.
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.NLET TMT PROGRA1M

The use of relatively simple subsonic diffuser models provided a means of expl.,ring
the performance potential of a number of inlet design variations, but the wE#knass'.; in
such a test program were also recognized. It can be seen, for instance, tnat the test
apparatus does not simulate those upstreotm flow fie;d irregularities which z ,oter super-
sonic flow structure associated with the inlet comprussion ritirps. Therefore, th~e question
concerning validity of these preliminary direct-conne-t diffuser tests has been addressed
by a more detailed proof-of-concept supersonic forebody-inlet wind tunnel test.

Supersonic Inlet Model

The p roof-of-concept test selected for this program makes use ot the Concept I
(Figure 1) airframe-inlet configuration which incorporates diffuser A (Fig. 2). In order
to reduce possible effects of model scale, the Mach 2.2 design forebody-inlet moodel has
been designed to be tested in approximately 1/4-scale in the Arnold Engineering Development
Center (AEDC) 16-Foot Propulsion Wind Tunnel (PWT). Figure 17 is a schematic illustration
of the forebody-inlet model installed in the AEDC facility. The mod6l installation pro-
vides for testing of the inlet with or without the presence of the forebody. This in-
stallation makes use of model hardware from a previous supersonic inlet investigation
(References 4 and 5). Specifically, the model generated under this program makes use of
primary and secondary flow metering plugs, engine face total pressure rakes, support beams
and ang'ýe-of-attack sideslip mechanisms from that pro ram. The similarit of inlet flow
ranges, instrumentation and test variables invites a data comparison which is accomplished
later 1 the paper.

Ihe inlet itself is designed for operation up to the design Mach number of 2.2. It
is a high aspect ratio, external compression two-dimensional, horizontal-ramp, side-
mounted inlet. the first compression ramp is a fixed wedge, but the second and thrid
ramps are hydraulically actuated, the second ramp being slaved to the third ramp. The
aft ramp, as well, is variable, and can be actuated independently in order to vary inlet
throat slot offset. Distributed bleed is provided on the inlet side walls and ramps.
These regions of distributed bleed are located at shock-wave boundary layer interaction
regions and, coupled with the large throat slot, are designed to control boundary layer
growth aiid the effects of shock wave boundary layer interactions in the inlet prior to
subsonic diffuser entry-

The inlet model includes configuration variations for the addition of diffuser vanes
and/or cut back inlet sideplates. With the test system available at PWT and appropriate
design of the model hardware, many test variations can be accomplished remotely without
shutting down the tunnel. Accordingly, the ramp geometries, main inlet flow control,
throat slot flow ontrol, model angle-of-attack and model angle-of-sideslip have all been
varied remotely by means of hydraulic actuators during the test program. Figure 18 Is a
photograph of the supersonic inlet installed in the PWT 16S (Propulsion Wind Tunnel 16-Foot
Supersonic) facility.

Instrumentation in the supersonic inlet model is largely a reflection of instrumenta-
tion used in the subsonic diffuser models. Accordingly, the inlet model has extensive
static pressure instrumentation on the subsonic diffuser walls. Forty total pressures are
recorded at the compressor face with twelve of these probes having the capability to
measure hoth steady state and dynamic total pressure. Thus, an estimate of compressor
face turbulence can be determined for each test condition. In addition to the diffuser
and compressor face instrumentation, surface static pressure measurements have been made
on the supersonic compression ramps and throat pitot rakes have been used to As-tesi. uni- (formity of flow entering the subsonic diffuser. Details of the instrumentation used in

the supersonic inlet test are given in Reference 6.

IFi
;1

Fig. 17 Proof-of-concept Model tn~callation Fig. 18 High-Aspect-Ratio Inlet Test Installation
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Testing in PWT l:S has been a2complishe9 at Mach numbers 2.2, 2.1, 1.8 ang 1.6 witt

angle-of-attack varying from ao -58 to aoul2 and angle-of-sideslip from 0,w-8 to 0-8,

(negative 8o indicates inlet in windward flow). Variations of compression ramp geometry,
ramp and slot bleed flow and sideplate geometry have been examined both with the isolated
inlet and installed with the aircraft forebody. Also, both the isolated inlet and fore-
body-inlet configurations have been tested with and without the installation of longitudi-
nal vanes in the Subsonic dif'user. Representative data will be presented on model con-
figurations employing the cut-back sideplates with the best compression ramp geometry and
bleed flow at Mach numbeps 2.2 and 2.1.

Average total pressure recovery is plotted versus engine mass flow ratio for the
Vsolated inlet in Figures 19 and 20 for several angles-of-attack. The inlet configuration
In both of these cases incorpors es a cutback sideplate, but Joes not make use of the
long';tudinal diffuser vanes. A very small difference in Mach number (Mach 2.20 n Figure

19 and Mach 2.1 in Figure 20) is seen to have a significant effect on the 01 inlet
total pressure recovery and stable mass flow range. This Mach number effect suggests that

the Inlet ramp system design would require additional development for optimum Mach 2.2 per-
formance.

Also, Figure 21 compares the Mach 2.2 ao-O° performance of the isolated proof-of-
concept supersonic inlet with performance predicted from the diffuser tests. Here it is
seen that the difference in pressure recovery between the two tests is significantly
greater than would be accounted for by the oblique shocks necessary to decelerate the flow
from Mach 2.2 to Mach 1.3 (entrance Mach number in the diffgser test). Failure to provide
adequate stability margin in shock wave positioning at aomO apparently resulted in
significantly higher shock wave loss!es than anticipated in the idealized case represented
by the diffuser tests. Note that inlet total pressure recovery at the higher angles-of-
attack is much closer to predicted levels, Figures 19, 20 and 21 Indicate that pressure
recovery rises or remains high up to ao-4' (representative of cruise conditions), begins
to diminish at o.=80 and is sharply reduced at ao=120, as predicted. ',ompressor face
average distortion level falls between b% and 10% over the mass flow range for all these
cases.
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Fig. 19 IsltdInlet Performance, Mo-'2.2 Fig. 20 Isolated Inlet Performance, H o2.1
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Fig. 21 Comparison of Isolated Inlet Pressure Recovery Measurements Versus Predictions
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.. mp at -2.10 Fgure 22 depicts the basic

pressure recovery and dis~ortion performance of the isolated Concept 1 two-dimensional
inlet with anu without the incorporation of lonttudinal vanes. Comparing this data with
the diffuser data of Figure 10 (near the knees of both curves), it is seen that the overall
level of distortion is clearly higher in the vaneless supersonic inlet (AP/P.11) than in
the corresponding diffuser test (AP/P=7%). In both tests, however, the vanes proved to be
quite effective in distortlnn reduction, paying less than 1/2 percent pressure recovery for
sitniftcant reductions in distortion. In thv configurations with vanes, the supersonic

infet distortion (AP/P=5%) was much closer to the comparable diffuser distortion (01/P24%).

tffects of the vanes on compressor face distortion maps are seen in Figure 23. Re-
distribution of the flow in the diffuser with vanes has greatly reduced the level of cir-
cimfereitial total pressure distortion. Comparing this result with that depicted in
Figure 11, it is seen tn'?t the basic characteristics of the flow improvement with addition
of the diffuser vases have been predicted adequately by the carefully devised subsonic
diffuser tests.

goa0 O
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Fig. 22 Effect of Vanes on Isolated Inlet Performance, 00-2.1
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Fig. 23 Effect of Vanes on Isolated Inlet Compressor Face Haps, %-2.1

Next, the final realism factor is added by integrating the vehicle forebody with the
inlet to produce a fully representative test configuration. Data shown in Figure 24
suggest8 a detrimenta' effect of the vehicle forebody presence on total pressure recovery
at auo- when compare,( to Figure 19 (presence of vanes has little effect on pressure re-
covery). Normally. tie vehicle forebody presence is observed to produce harmful effects
a-c the higher angles-,if-attack and at angles-of-sideslip (leeward inlet). In this case,

J hwever, the inlet pr.-ssure recovery and stable mass flow range are reduced at the lower
*angles-of-attack. Tht is, low ao flowfield downwash introduced by the forebody at tChe

inlet is sufficient ti alter compression ramp shock wave patterns adversely. Data from
this case also reveal; that the presence of the forebody is sufficient to increase inlet
distortion from AP/Pz'% (isolated) to AP/PulIC% (forebody-inlet). ihe fact that total pres-
"-ire recovery is not 'educed at the higher argles of attack suggests that the forebody
belly shape has been .iell designed.

SFigure 25 shows :ferformance sensitivity to angle-of-sideslip at MoU2.2, ao-4 , reveal-

Ing that there is a s;lightly positive effect of windward (negative) sideslip, but 8hat
leeward (positive) si:eslip causes a significant performance deterioration at o-+4 and
what would probably bi, an unacceptable condition at 0-+8
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Fig. 24 Effect of Angle-of-Attack on Forebody-Inlet Performance,. Mo-,2.2
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Fig. 25 Effect of Angle-of-Sideslip of Forebody-Inlet Performance, Mo-2.2

While the high aspect ratio supersonic inlet (HARSI) perfornanr- fell somewhat short

to be indicative of a major development problem. Figure 26 shows .comparison of the HARS
performance with another side-mounted two-dimensional supersonic inlet from a pr.vlo.s in-
vestigation (References 4 and 5). In 0 this limited comparison it is seen that the 14AKIS
performance near cruise conditions (2 <a <4 ) is not inconsistent with the level demonstra-
ted by the more typical design. It is bilieved that there are two sources which contribute
to the performance differences at low and high ao. First, the Reference 4/5 inlet geometry

allowed greater freedom to arrive at optimum ramp positions, and second, the high aspect
ratio in let may be reacting adversely to a broader range of external flow itngularties
entering the inlet aperture.
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Fig. 26 Comparison of High-Aspect-Ratio Inlet Performance with Tailor-Mate Inlet Data,
0M-2.2
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Recent studies have indicated that geometric constraints in future supersonic tacti-
.al aircraft inlet installations may leid to the development of inlets with unconventional
otksign features such as high or low aspect ratio apertures and long, highly curved dif-
fuserz. A unique apparatus has been used to evaluate the performance potential of such
diffusers a,,4 A supersonic inlVet wind tunnel test has, n turn, been used to validate the
basic diffuser te.' results and to explore oAe diffuser concept in greater depth. The
following conclusions vre made with respect to the investigation.

1. The utility of a unique subsonic diffuser test apparatus to duplicate diffuser
,trance flow conditions and provide realistic pressure recovery and flow distortion

results has been demonstrated.

2. Reasonably high supersonic inlet performance Las been demonstrated in a high
aspect ratio two-dimensional slide.mounted external compression forebody-inlet design.

3. Total pressure recovery penalties associated with long, highly curved subsonic
diffusers can be small in a properly designed and integrated supersonic inlet.

4. Properly designed flow guide vanes can be effective in suppressing flow dis-
tortion In subsonic diffusers having high aspect ratio entrances without significant
pressure recovery loss.

5. Precise design of supersonic inlet compression ramps and variable geometry
systems to provide for adequate stability margin in shock wave positioning at the designcondition is critical to the generation of high inlet performance.
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SUMMARY

Top inlet flow field and engine-inlet performance data for an advanced fighter aircraft confisu-
ration were obtained over the Mach 0.6 to 2.0 range. These studies not only provided extensive data
for the baseline arrangement, but also evaluated the effects of key aircraft configuration variables -
inlet location, canopy-dorsal integration, wing leading-edge extension (IEX) planform area, and vanr-
able incidence carards - on top inlet performance. In order to set these data in the context of
practical aircraft systems top inlet performance is compared with that of more conventional inlet/air-
frame iLutagrationni.

Ths results of these evaluations show that, for the top inlet configuration tested, relatively
good inlet performance and compitibility characteristics are maintained during subsonic and transonic
maneuver. However, at supersonic speeds, flow expansion over the forobody and wings causes an increase
in local inlet Mach number which subsequently reduces inlet performance levels. These characteristics
infer that altnough top inletp many not pose a viable design option for aircraft requiring a high-
degree of suparsonic maneuverability, they have distinct promise for vehicles with subscnic and
transonic maneuiver capabilities.

NOMENCLATURE

Al Wing aspect ratio iT2 Average total pressure at engine
compressor face

F&P Fuselage reference plane

AP•T22  Maximunm total presatire variation at
FS Fuselage station (inches) Engine compressor face
IDC gniine fan instantaneous circus- PTRHS Average root-man-square of total

ferentinl distortion index pressure fluctuation (turbulence)

IDClimit Maximum allowable instantaneous a Angle of attack
circumferential distortion index
for a typical low-bypass fighter e Angle of sideslip
aircraft engine

Canard deflection angle
KL Local inlet Mach numberd

Free-stream Mach nusmber LTading-edge flap angle
0n Leading-edge flap angle

PT1 Average to::1 pressure at inlet high- Traiing-edge flap angle

SA MTI aximum total pre-sure variation at F Dihedral angle

:'•. 1.0 INTAODUCrION

Recent advanced fighter aircraft technology studies have shown that mounting the engine-inlet
above the fuselage zan afford a variety of potential advantages relative to more conventional inlet
locations. These advantages include:

" Unobstructed lower-fuselage for weapons integration (inlet isolated from weapons, thereby
eliminating engine-inlet compatibility problems during weapons carriage atd delivery)

" Virtual elimination of hot gas reingestion problem associated with VSTOL aircraft

" Reduced incidenct of engine foreign object damage (FO0) problems during takeoff 4ad landing

a Superior ground-level access to most aircraft sub-systems

"• Reduced aircraft structural weight due to characteristically short l.nlet duct length

"• Reduced frontal aspect radar cross-section (RCS) due to the inherent forebody/wing shielding
of the inlet system from low-altitude and ground-based radars.
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Despite this attractive list of advantages, top Inlet systems have not yet been applied to
production fighter aircraft, primarily because of concerns over Inlet flow field quality at angle of
attack. Htowever, several recent experiental studies (References 1-5) have shown that the upper-fuse-
lage region poses a potentially favorable inlet location for fighter aircraft cot.figurations cmployiug
vortex lift enhancement. This is due to the action of the strong, counter-rotating vortex pair pro-
duced by the wing leading-edge extensions (LEX's) which effectively inhibits upper-fuselage flow
separation. These vortices inhibit separation by entraining high-energy free-stream air into the
upper-fuselage region and sweeping low-energy boundary layer air outwards.

Past top inlet studies have been limited to subsonic flow field and engine-luet performance
evaluations (References 1, 2 and 3) and transonic and supersonic upper-fuaelage flow field surveys
(References 4 and 5). These programs have established a valuable initial data base, but have left
a need for inlet performance measurements at higher speeds to provide a firmer data base for aircraft
design studies. In addition, previous work has identified several potential problem areas on which
further intormation is needed. First, ingestion of wake flow from the canopy can occur, so that the
integration of the canopy with the fuselage appears to be important to top itlet performance. Second,
sharply degraded inlet performance can be produced by ingestion of vortex flow into the inlet, either
because of vortex bursting or because, in sideslip, the vortex rigrates into the inlet. Third, at
supersonic flight speeds, expansion of the flow field over tha forebody and wines at angle of attack
produces local elevations in Mach number and consequent increases in inlet shock losses. The objec-
tives of the study reported on herein are to meet the need for high-speed performance data and to shed
further light on the known problem areas.

The test program on which this paper reports was conducted under contract by Northrop Corpora-
tion to NASA's Ames Research Center and the David Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center*.
Top inlet flow field and engine-inlet performance data were obtained for an advanced top-inlet fighter
aircraft configuration over the Mach 0.6 to 2.0 range and for angles of attack and sideslip up to 27"
and 12, respectively. In addition to extensive evaluAtion of the baseline configuration performance
characteristics, these tests also investigated the influence of several key aircraft configuration
variables.

This paper provides a summary and evaluation of significant test results from this program and,
in addition, compares selected top inlet performance data with those of more conventional inlet/air-
frame arrangements.

2.0 TEST PROGRAM

2.1 Test Vehicle

Top inlet performance evaluations were conducted utilizing a 0.095-scale model based on North-
rop's Vertical Attitude Takeoff and Landing (VATOL) configuration. This vehicle, depicted in Figure 1,
was designed as an advanced, supersonic, air-to-air fighter with operational capability from ship-board
platforms. The vehicle is launched and retrieved utilizing an unusual tail-sitting takeoff and landing
procedure from a vertical platform. This launch and retrieval technique imposed special constraints on
the design of the inlet which ultimately played a major role in the selection of a top inlet configura-
tion. The inlet employed on this configuration is a two-dimensional fixed geometry design with a 7"
external compression ramp, and was sized for shock-on-lip at Mach 2.0. The wing is a clipped delta
planform with a 50" leading-edge sweep angle and Includes an integral wing leading-edge extension
(LEX). Further details concerning the design of Lhis configuration may be obtained in Reference 6.

FIGURE 1. VATOL 0.096-SCALE INLET PERFORMANCE MODEL

SNASA •,•idy Contract MAS2-10584, "Study of Top Inlet Technology"
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SMdiffuer tilized in the inlet/airfram performance model was modified from the
original VATOL design to enable fore and aft movement of the inlet. By eliminating almoss. all diffuser
offset in the diffusion plane (profile view), as is shown in Figure 2, the entire t,'et assembly,
consisting of the inlet, diffuser and mass flow control plug assemblies, could be positioned at any one
of three predetermined locations. Although duct offset was not accurately simulated, other diffuser
parameters such as duct aspect ratio and diffusion ratio were retained relative to the initial VATOL
design. Inlet same flow was regulated through the use of two remotely controlled plugs located in the
duct exits (sea Figure 2).

INLET SURVEY LOCATIONS AS A FUNCTION OF PROJECTED WING ROOT CHORD

(BASELINE VATOL INLET LOCATION -44 PERCENT;
.30 .44 .70

AR-2.1 ENGINE COMPRESSOR
FACE

INSTRUMENTATION

FIGURE 2. VATOL INLET/AIRFRAME PERFORMANCE MODEL LAYOUT

The model was clso designed to enable evaluation of the effects of other key aircraft configura-
tion variables, in addition to inlet location, on top in]et performance. 'Details concerning these
configuration options, which included changes in canopy-dorsal integration, wing leading-edge extension
(LEX) planform area variations, and replacement of the LEX by a variable incidence canard, are given in
Section 3.2.

2.2 Instrumentation

The model was instrumeat' d to enable evaluation of the ingested inlet flow field and engine-
inlet performance parameters. Flow field instrumentation spanned both the left and right inlets
systems and was. located imodiately upstream of the comprens:ion ramp leading-edge, as is shown in
Figure 3. This instrumentation package included an array of pitot and 5-hole cone probes from which
local inlet flow field parameters including total pressure, Mach number, and flow angularity were
determined. To eliminate interference effects during acquisition of engine-inlet performance data the
entire inlet flow field rake assembly was removeable. Unfortunately, cone probe flow angularity and
Mach number date were not available at the time of printing of this paper; however, cone probe pitot
pressure mearurements are included in the flow field total pressure data presented herein.

Determination of engine-inlet performance parameters over the Mach 0.6 to 2.0 range required the
use of two different instrumentation systems, one applicable to the subsonic and transonic rAnge and
another for supersonic speeds. For free-stream Mach numbers less then 1.4, inlet performance para-
meters were evaluated at the engine compressor face station (see Figure 2). Duo to the small scale
of the model [7.3cm (2.9in) compressor face diameter] instrumentation at the engine face was limited
to 12 total head pressure probes, 6 "Kulite" transducers (capable of measuring both steady-state and
dynamic pressures), and 4 wall static taps. This arrangement can be seen in Figure 4. The 18 prober.
were mounted in 3 circumferential rings, each containing 6 probes: The spacing corresponded to the
centroids of equal areas. This instrumentation package enabled evaluation of inlet total pressure
recovery, steady-state distortion, and turbulence.

At supersonic speeds above Kach 1.4, evaluation of inlet performance characteristics at the
'I engine compressor face posed a problem. The small scale of the model did not allow for incorporation

of an active boundary layer control system. Thus, there was no means of controllitg the shock induced
boundary layer separation which results from the interaction of the inlet terminal shock and ramp
boundary layer. Inlet performance parameters measured at the engine compressor face are thus masked
by the resulting separation region. To counteract this problem "quasi" inlet performance parameters
were measured at the inlet entrance plane using a "clipped-cowl" ittlet, shown in Figure 5. The ratio-
nale behind this arrangement is as follows: Clipping the inlet cowl moves the terminal shock dobn-
stream of the true inlet lip location. An array of pitot probes can then be mounted in the inletentrance plane, upstrean of the terminal shock and the resultant separation region. The probes give
readings of local pitot pressure which are assumed equal to the corresponding total pressures at the

true in•.t face. Hence, the mean total pressure recovery and steady-staet distortion levels at the

-i"
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. . , ,Vois @aa i. f * ch r ieta s can then be used to estimate the
mean compressor face total pressure recovery lewve.s,

The inlet was also instrumented with surface static pressure taps on the ramp and along the

upper- and ]ower-centerlines of the duct for diagnostic purposes (see Figure 5).

2.3 Test Particulars

Top inlet flow field and engine-inlet performance evaluations were conducted in the l1-Foot
(3.4m) Transonic and 9-by 7-Foot (2.7m x 2.1m) Superecnic Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel Facilities at NASA's
Ames Research Center.

Testing in the 11-Foot Wind Tunnel was conducted at6 the primary test Mach numbers of 0.6, 0.9
and 1.2 at a fixed Reynolds number of 9.8 x lO/m (3 x 10 /ft). Maximum angle of attack was limited
to 27' by sting divergence criteria. The support system enabled survey of a + 156 circular angle of
attack and sideslip envelope, which was centered at 12.50 angle of attack and 0'sidealip. This gave an
angle of attack capability -3" to 27* at zero sideslip and correspondingly reduced ranges of angle of
attack at non-zero sideslip angles. Testing was conducted at fixed sideslip angles of 0, 4 , 8* and
12'. Limited testing was also conducted at negstiv,-, sideslip angles to determine the effect of possi-
ble model asymmetries on inlet performance. The test envelope surveyed can be seen by looking ahead to
Figure 14.

InL the 9-by 7-Foot W nd Tunn-l, 6 the primary test Mach numbers were 1.6 and 2.0, again at a
Reynolds number of 9.8 x 10 /m (3 x 10 /ft). An angle of attack range of -4" to 15' was surveyed
at fixed sideslip angles of 0', 4" and S*.

In both tunnels, the influence of inlet mass flow ratio on inlet performance was examined at
predetermined angle of attack and sideslip conditions, however, all data presented in this paper are
for the maximum engine airflow condition. To ensure turbulent boundary layers on the model, transi-
tion strips were fixed to the aircraft nose, wing leading-edges, and canard leading-edges during all
testing.

3.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The following sections present and discuss some of the more significant results from this test
program. First, selected results obtained for the baseline configuration will be described. Then, in
Section 3.2, the influence of certain configuration variables on inlet performance will be considered.
Finally, in Section 3.3, the inlet pirformance characterJstics obtained for the baseline configuration

are comrAred tu those of more con',entional inlet installations.

3.1 Baseline Configuration Inlet Performance Characteristics

Screening tests were initially conducted to determine the impact of inlet location on engine-
inlet performance, and to aid in the selection of a baseline inlet arrangement for future comparative
purposes. The results of these tests, however, showed little discernable difference in inlet perform-
ance as a function of inlet location over the entire test envelope surveyed. In the absence of any
decided preference, based on engine-inlet performance data, the mid-inlet location was selected as the
baseline arrangement since it corresponded with the VATOL inlet design location. Similar screening
tests were also conducted to assess the influence of leading-edge flap deflections (0'< a < 30") on
inlet performance. Teat data showed that only marginal improvements in inlet performance wera obtained
with leading-edge flaps deployed, thus for all ensuing performance evaluations the zero degree leading-
edge flap setting was used. In addition to incorporating a mid-inlet arrangement and zero degree
leading-edge flaps, the bareline configuration as defined employed tho baseline VATOL LEX, shown in
Figure 2, and was tested with trailing-edge flaps undeflected.

Performance characteristics associated -with the VATOL inlet/airframe model diffuser system were

evaluated during subsonic and transonic wind tunnel testing. The results of these studies show that
there is a marked thickening of the boundary layer along the upper- and lower-centerlines of the duct,
which adversely effects inlet recovery and distortion. Surface static pressure instrumentation located
along the upper-eanterline of the duct indicates that this growth is not attributable to boundary layer
separation, but rather to the adverse pressure gradient created by the high local wall angles (7,
maximum diffuser half-angle as opposed to accepted optimum value for an ideal diffuser of 2.5" to
3.5'). Conversely, surface static pressure instrumentation along the lower-centerline of the duct
indicates that there may be a zone of separation and re-attachment immediately downstream of the inlet
throat (high turning region shown in Figure 3). Comparison of these data with Northrop experimental
data for a similar top inlet diffuser with offset indicates, that VATOL inlet performance levels could
have been improved by 0.5 to 0-8 percent had the model diffuser design not been constrained by a fore
and aft movement requirement.

3.1.1 Subsonic-Transonic Performance

Subsonic and transonic inlet performance characteristics for the baseline arrangement are
presented in Figure 6 in terms of average t, tv ressure recovery, distortion, and turbulence, which is
a measure of the total pressure fluctuation, ,ach oi these parameters is presented as a function of
angle of attack at zero sideslip for Hach 0.6, 0.9, and 1.2. In addition to the typical maximum
minus minimum total pressure, steady-state distortion parameter (APi/PT), an estimate of maximum
instantaneous fan distortion has been provided to enable a preliaidary assessment of engine-inlet
compatibility. The instantaneous distortion parameter presented (IDC/IDC ) is an estimate, based
on steady state distortion and root-mean-square turbulence data, of the dx 1imum instantaneous circum-
ferential fan distortion normalized by a representative meximum allowable (limiting) value for a
typical low-bypass ratio fighter aircraft engine (this value has not been quoted due to its proprietary
na ture). A
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It can be seen from Figure 6 that iu, the Ig level flight domain, J* < a < 3%, the top inlet
system exhibits high total preosure recovery levels, notwithstanding decreases in performance with
increasing Mach number. These decreases in performance with Hach number, at low to moderate angles of
attack, are attributable to ±icreaied incidence of canopy-dorsal separation. This highlights the
importance of careful canopy-dorsal integration for top-mounted inlet installations. As ang.e of

; attack is increased frow O" to 10" a general deterioration in inlaet recovery, distortion, and turbu-

lence is experienced, independent of Hach number. This performance degradation Is not the reault of
increased canopy-dorsal separation, but rather is traceable to ingestion of low-energy flow emanating
from the juncture of the wing leading-edge extension and forebody. This is illustrated in Figure 7,
where Mach 0.9 inlet flow field total pressure contours are presented in conjunction with corresponding
water tunnel flow visualization photo.:-phs for a similar top inlet configuration. In fact, Figure 7
Rhows that at 10* angle of attack the wake sheo from the canopy-dorsal is no longer evident, due to the
entrainmeut action of the 1ZX vortex system. Above 10' angle of attack, a general improvement in inlet
performance is noted to levels near those obtained at 0O angle of attack. This effect is ascribed to
the increased sweeping action of the LEX vortex with angle of attack, which entrains the low-energy,
LEX/body juncture flow out of the inlet flow field. improvements in recovery are realized until
a exceeds 15' to 20', dependent on free-stream ,an. number. Above this angle of attack range there is
a reduction in inlet recovery accompanied by increases in distortion and turbulence. This is caused by
the movement of th. LEX vortex system burst point ahead of the inlet entrance plane. The burst phenome

on described results in a rapid expansion in the diameter of the low-energy turbulent core of the
vortex, which is subsequently ingested by the inlet (see Figure 7, a w 27"). It can also be seen in
Figure 6 that the burst point moves ahead of the inlet at progressively lower angles of attack with
increasing Mach number. This phenomenon is believed to be attributable to changes in the strength
of the wing leading-edge vortex system and the magnitude of the LEX/body juncture low-pressure region
with Mach number. As Mach number increases the wing leadirig-edge vortex system strength decreases,
while the magnitude of LEX/body juncture flow region increases, thtes having a resultant destabilizing
action on the wing LEX vortices.

In sideslip, the top-mounted inlet system exhibits performance trends which are diametrically
opposed to those of most conventional twin-inlet installations for low to moderate angles of sideslip
(.< 12). For top-mounted inlet installations, as is shown in Figure 8, it is the windward inlet which
experiences the most noticeable degradation in inlet performance. Although Figure 8 presents data only
for the Mach 0.9 condition, the trends shown are indicative of those exhibited over the entire Hach 0.6

to 1..2 test envelope.

The leeward inlet initially experiences an improvemeit in recovery and distortion charact.riii-
tics, over most of the positive angle of attack spectrum, at low sideslip angles ( 8- 4*'). This
improvement is due to migration of the LEX/body wake out of the inlet flow field, as is illustrated in
the total pressure contours of Figure 9. At higher sideslip angles, leeward inlet performance deterio-
rates as a result of ingestion of low-energy flow from the windward LEX/body juncture. Only a small
amount of this low-energy flow is ingested at 8' sideslip, whereas at 12" the entirety of the low-pres-
sura region is ingested, thus accounting for the marked differences in performance shown. The dramatic
improvement in inlet performance which occurs at 12' sideslip and 21' angle of attack, shown in Figure
8, is believed attributable to the favorable influence of the LEX vortex entrainment mechanism.
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In general, windward inlet performance decreasesE with increasing sideslip. This can be related
to iztcreaaed low-energy flow bdildup from tho windward LEX/body juncture at low angles of attack, and
to milration of the windward LAX vortex system into the inlet flow field at higIher angles of attack.
An anomaly in this trend is exhibited at 120 sideslip. At this angle, Low-pressure flow from the
windward LZI/body juncture aigratas out of the windward inlet flow field, thereby explaining the
improvement in performance observed In Figure 8. relative to the 8' sidealtp condition, at -low to
moderate angle@ of attack.

3. 1.2 Supreonic Characteristic*.,

During supersonic teating, ingouted inlet flow field q~iantities were again evaluated, however,
as commented in SecLion 2.2 "quasi" inlet performance parameters were measured at the inlet intracce
plane. The inlet aperture total pressure data were used to estimate average compressor face recovery
levels (FT/P ) and to determine steady-state, saximum minus minimum, distortion levels ( A1'.lFi )
meassured a'A Ym199nlat entrance plane. Estimated compressor face recovery levels were obta?.ed Tly
subtracting an allowance for the diffuser loose. from the measured inlet aperture recovery levels. The
total pressure loss attribsitsd to the diffuser was 1.9 percent; this value was computed from subsonic
test data for the baseline configuration. No attempt was made to estimate compressor Coac distortion
levala from the inlet aparaturb data as the impact of th.w diffuser on distortion varies (it can
increase or decrease distortion) dependent on the inlet enttgnnca profile.

ageVeJ.ues of estimated recry iry and measured distortion are presented in Figtcre 10 as a function of
ageof attack at zero sideslip for Hach 1.6 and 2.0. A comparison of (he estimated recovery levels

in Figure 10 with correspondiug trinainic values in Figure 6 3howe the siame initial fall in recovery
levels but without the leveling of f and subsequent IIAcreasse seeen above 10' at tranvonic speeds. A
direct cause of this difference in bemhavior is the larger scale and reduced pressures of the low-energy
ragion generated by the LAX/body juncture at supersoniic speeds as compared to transonic speeds. This
effect cAn be seen by comparing the pitot pressure contours of Figure 11, which are for Hach 2.0 and
10' "1g* of attack, witn the 10' angle of attack, Hach 03.9 total pressure contours of Figure 7. It
can be seen that based on the pitot pressure contours at Mach 2.0 the low-energy region from the
LEX/body junction is more extensive and contains lower total pressure. in Fig~are 11 than in figurs 7.
This ie reflected in tha inlet aperture (total pre-satire) distortiou values presented in Figure 10,
which show a marked increase with angle of attack. The reascn for this increased effect of flow from

the LEX/body juncture is believed to he due to a loss in strength and effectiveness of the LAX vortices

vortces asis discussed in (Reference 7).
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The magnitude of the wake generated by the i.ntersection of the wing leading-edge extension with
the forebody is be~ievosd to be directly related to the shaping of this region*. Hence, it Is possible
that this low-pressure region coue~d be reduced or eliminated and inlet pierformance isproved by sult-

4able design change. To estimate, the relative levels of Improvement peassible, inlet recotsry and
distortion levels were recomputed !rom inlet entrance plane data with the region affected by tho wake

~. ( removed. These values are presectted In Figure 10 where they are denoted as 'adjusted" recovery and
distortion. Significant improvement.a In recovery and distortion over the unadjusted values are rea-
lized over most of the positive angle of attack range tested. These data further 'highlight t.e- import-
anký, *3f careful LAX/forebody integration with respect to top Inlet vehicles.

The adjusted curves of Figure 10 show that there is still a reduction in recovery with Lactoea-
ing angle of attack, even in the absence of the low-pressure region. This is due to supersonic flow
expansion over the forebody and wings, which Increases the local inlet Mach number and hence increases
shock The variation in average local inlet Mach number with ange of attack for zero side-
slip at Mich 2.0 is presented In Figure 12. Those data have been computed from total heand pressure

ueassuremcn~ts made at the inlet entrance plane and assume that the inlet shock system is purely two-

and the local Mach number ý!or flow over an infinite flat plate, derived from Frandtl-*Ieyer theory. The
VATOL data presented 'ca4 those of Reference 5 are in generally good agreement, and both g~ve substan-
tially lower lon-al Mac~h n.Ambers than would be found for a flat plate at angle of attack. Nonetheless.
the local Inlet ti~ number is elevated by approximately 13 percent at 15" angle of attack.
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reduction is attributable to the increased ingestion of low-energy flow from the TAX/body ju~ncture and
the eventual migration of the windward LAX vortex wystem into the Inlet.

*Evidence supporting this contention is gives. in Section 3.2.1
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3.1.3 Engine-Inlet Compatibility

Compatibility of an aircraft inlet with the engine is crucial since it defines the functional
limits over which the engine will operate. Indeed, for inotantaneous maneuver, the thrust levels are
relatively unimportant and the requirement for the inlet is that it should deliver flow to the engine
at sufficiently low distortion levels to prevent engine stall. Normally, engine-inlet compatibility
is defined in terms of both instantaneous circumferential and radial distortion. Hoowever, prior
studies have shown that instantaneous circumferential distortion used alone serves as a good preli-
minary indicator of engine-inlet compatibility.

Utilizing the estimated instantaneous circu2ferential distortion parameter defined in Section
3.1.1, Figure 14 shows the conditions at which the estimated instantaneous distortion levels exceed a
typical engine stall-free limit over the subsonic and traiisonic test envelope surveyed. Also shown are
fixed-throttle maneuver envelopes characteristic of an air-to-air tactical fighter over the Hach 0.6 to
0.9 range and at Hach 1.2. It can be seen that the compatibility limit was exceeded for only three
test conditions: these wern all at Mach 1.2 and well outside the corresponding maneuver en, elope. A
complete assessment of engine-Jnlet compatibility over the entire 0.6 < H < 0.9 maneuver envelope
was not possible since the test envelope was liwited to 27* angle of attack (see Section 2.3).
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Al thgh no *mpcescs face meseureuemts or dYnaumc data were obtained at supersonic opweds,

-oWe indication of engine-inlet compatibility can be obtained from the steady-state distortion data
measured at the inlet entrance plane (Figure 10). Using an allowable total pressure distortion limit
of 30 percent, which is the typical compressor face value ( AP/1 ) at which instantaneous distortion
limLts are exceeded (IDC/IDC >l)*, the eanadjusted vaubI Lieed the compatibility bounds at a

rather modest. 4" angle of aAt'I-i However, these high distortion levels are directly related to
degraded flow from the LEX/body juncture: thus, if this low-pressure region could be reduced or
eliminated, the 'adjusted" values shown in Figure 10 indicate that the inlet would not experience any
compatibility problems over the entire -53 to 15" angle of attack range at zero sideslip.

3.2 IMPACT OF KEY AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION VARIABLES ON TuP INLET PERFORMANCE

In order to establish guidelines for the design of future fighter aircrnft incorporating top-
mounted inlet systems, the impact of several key aircraft configuration variables on top inlet perform-
ance was examined. A summary of the variables investigated is presented in Table L.

TABLE 1. CONFIGURATION VARIABLES

o INLET LOCATION (FORE-MID-AFT)

a LEX PLANFORM AREA
- BASELINE LEX
- REDUCED PLANFORM AREA LEX
- LEX-OFF

* CANOPY-DORSAL INTEGRATION (CANOPY
ON-OFF)

e VARIABLE INCIDENCE CANARDS

o LEADING AND TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS
(0° -5 &n -< 30 0° 6 f <5 3

0 °)

As described in Section 3.1, the influences of inlet location and leading-edge flap deflections
was investigated during screening tests and found to have limited impact on inlet-performance. Subse-
quent tests evaluated the influence of trailing-edge flap deflections and also showed little or no
impact. This section presents results for configuration variables which were found to have a more
significant influence on inlet performance. These parametric evaluations were conducted with the inlet
mounted in the mid location and leading- and trailing-edge flap deflections held fixed at zero degrees.

Only inlet total pressure recovery data are presented for the comparisons which follow. This
parameter was selected as it serves as a good general indicator of inlet performance trends (typically
losses in recovery are accompanied by increases in inlet distortion and turt~le'emn).

3.2.1 Canopy-Dorsal Effects

The integration of the canopy with the fuselage takes on a new importance in the case of a top
inlet aircraft since low-energy flow shed from the canopy-dorsal region may now be ingested by the
inlet. This leads to a reduction in inlet recovery and increases the potential for engine-inlet com-
patibility problems.

The baseline VATOL configuration tested in this study highlights this problem. Since t.e

vehicle was designed for an air-to-air mission, a full 360" field-of-visibility was required, causing
the crew module to be elevated. This resoults in a high canopy-dorsal aft slope, which is responsible
at low angles of attack for the low-pressure region and consequent reductions in inlet performance,
which have already been pointed out in connection with Figures 6 and 7.

To examine the effects of reducing the canopy-dorsal aft slope, a "canopy-off" block, shown in
,Figue 15, was fitted in place of the baseline canopy. To limit the extent of the modi.ications, the
dorsal, which comprises part of the center-fuselage, was retained and the canopy-off block faired to
it. Thus, even with the canopy-off block in place, some aft slope remains and the resultant configura-
tion is perhaps more indicative of a canopy-dorsal integration which might be employed on an Air-to-
Surface aircraft, with its reduced rearward visibiltty requirement.

The impact of re-configuring the canopy-dorsal on inlet performance can be seen in Figuro 16.
At Mach 0.9, significant improvemerts can be seen in the recoveries at low to moderate angles of
attack. This improvement is related to two different effects. At low angles of attack ( a < 5*)
corresponding flow field total pressure contour data confirm that there is a considerable reduction
(but not elimination) of the wake from the canopy-dorsal. For moderate angles of attack, the baseline
performance is degraded by the low-energy flow associated with the LEX/body juncture (see Figure 7),
but thl. ranopy-off block reduces the severity of the corner created by the junction of the LEX with the
forebody(canopy), thus reducing or eliminating the low-pressure region. As the angle of attack is
increased to approximately 20%, the benefit of the improved canopy integration is lost because the
increasingly powerful LEX vorticeu become more effective in sweeping away the LEX/body juncture
low-pressure region even from the baseline arrangement. At Mach 1.6, Figure 16 shows that inlet

* This correlation is based on subsonic and transonic inlet perfnrmance data.
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poser. e t gg7 estma&'gii 06, relative to th ssLete ccaligurt ton with 40616 of
attack. Indeed, 4omperison vith Figure 10 shows that the canopy-4.1ff results are almost Idencical with
those of the 'adjusted recovery" values obtained for the baseline arrsangyv%&it. This indicates, that
the wake from the LEX/body juncture (see figure 11) has been significantly reduced or eliminated from
the ingested Inlet flow field via the smoother blending of the LEX and fore't-ody which results frou the
use of the canopy-off block.

The reduced effect of the low-pressure region from the LIX/body juncture with canopy-off block
confirms that the probloma experienced with the baseline arrangement due vo this flow phenomenon are
configuration-dependent and can he significantly reduced or eliminated by appropriate LUX/body Integra-
tion.
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3.2.2 Wins Planform Effects

Earlier top inlet studies (e.g. References 1 and 4) have shown the importance of tho LEX vortex
system in counteracting the effects of upper-fuselage flow separation. These studies have also shown a
direct correlation between LEX vortex syatem effectiveness and LEX planform area (size) and shape. A
further examination of the effects of LEX planform area variation was conducted during this study.
This was achieved by testing the model, as is illustrated in Figure 17, with the baseline LEX, a
reduced planform area (alternate) LEX, and with wing leading-edge extensions removed. The alternate
LEX retains the baseline LEX shape but has a 40 percent reduction in exposed planform area.

Comparisons of inlet pressure recovery for these three wing leading-edge extension arrangementsat transonic and supersonic speeds are presented in Figure 18. It can be seen that the alternate LX

performs nearly as well as (and in some instances better than) the baseline LEX, despite a 40 percent
reduction in planform area. This result differs from the findings of Reference 1 which shows a direct
correlation- between improved inlet performance and increased LEX planform area. A possible explana-
tion for Lhis behavior is that the alternate LEX forms a more favorable junction with the body, thus
reducing the amount of low-energy flow buildup. In addition, this low-pressure region nay be posi-
tioned further outboard on the upper-fuselage, since the intersection of the LEX and forebody moves
farther out on the fuselage (see Figure 17). Thus, the consequent reduction in the extent of the
low-pressuro region entering the inlet would compensate for the reduced LEX vortex strength. Verifica-
tion of this explanation will be possible when the inlet flow field contours become available for the
alternate LZX configuration.

Ilk, .
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FIGURE 18. EFFECT OF WING PLANFORM VARIATIONS ON INLET
RECOVERY AT ANGLE OF ATTACK ( =00)

The LEX-off result, of Figure 18 show a number of interesting features. First, at Hach 0.9 the
LEX-aff recoveries are lower, but not drastically so, than the LEX-on values, except above about
20" of angle of attack. This is due to the strong win& leading-edge vortex system, generated by
the 50" swept wtng, which is nearly as effective as the LEX vortices in controlling the upper-fuselage
flow. 4

owever, &tove 20' angle of attack, the wing is stalled and the LEK-off recoveries fall rapidly.
An-..her it>-.i6ii feature of Figure 18 is that at Mach 1.6 the LEX-off recovery levels continue to
de,.rease reo.ntive to the baseline configuration with angle of attack, dospite the elimination of the
low-prebstrrc %sgio;: from the LUX-body juncture. Thus, the wing vortices must be much less effective in
control.ling upper-f,;ealage soparation than the LEX vortices at supersonic speeds. A possible explana-
tion for this ,ti tLat, while the strengths of both vortex systems are reduced supersonically, the wing
leading-ei, system experiences a greater reduction in strength as the wing has a lower sweep
tingle and hence a ý,:Sher effective leading-edge normal Mach number.

At Mach C.9 &nd 4' sideslip, the UX planform has a strong effect on the windward inlet recovery,
at can be seen in Figtr.- 19, but relatively little impact on the leeward inlet performeance, until 2U*
angle of attack, when the wing without LEX stalls. At this sidesl.p angle, low-energy flow from the
LEX-body junction is ingested by the windward inlet but migrates outboard of the leeward inlet, thus
explaining the resultant trends in inlet performance. It should also be noted, that ou ?,e windward
side of the vehicle the boundary layer buildup from the LEX-body juncture is more severe in sideslip
while the effective leading-edge sweep angles of the windward LEX and wing are reduced, resulting in
weaker vortices and lower inlet total pressure recoveries. It can be seen that at this sideslip angle
the windward vortex generated by the wing alone (LAX-off) becomes almost totally ineffective.

As sideslip angle was increased, the larger vortex from the baseline LAX was found to enter the
windward inlet first, hence diminishing che advantage of the baseline LEX. Thus, in the integration of

the wing planform with the inlet, it is critically important that the design achieve maxicum entrain-
ment with minimum vortex ingestion.

-...
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The test model did not provide the capability of examining the effect of wing planf orm varia-tions. However, an indirect evaluation of this parameter is poesible by making use of the flow fielddata of Reference 5 (AYFDL/Vought test program). These data were acquired utilizing a 350 leading-edgesswept wing model with a 3.8 wing "aepct ratio, which is depicted in Figure 20. Figure 21 comparesinlet flow field total pressure recovery values calculated from the h1FDL/Vought data with similarvalues obtained for the VATOL model.* which has a wing leading-edge sweep of 50* and an aspect ratio of2.1. Data derived for the aft-survey location on the VATOL model were used, In order to obtain theclosest correspondence with the flow field survey location used In Reference 5 (see Figure 20). Themost important point of difference between the two curves of Figure 21 is the greater angle of attackcapability exhibited by the VATOL configuration: The AIFDL/Vought model experiences a rapid decreasein recovery near 15* angle of attack whereas the VATOL crnfiguration gives only R, iderate reduction at25* angle of attack. This difference is ascribed to the following: The VATOL wing has a significantlylower aspect ratio than the AIVDL/Vought Configuration but a similar LEX to wing planform area ratio.Thus, at given angle of attack the adverse pressure gradient associated with the VATOL wing is lessthan that of AIIDL/Vought configuration. This results in increased LEX vortex system stab~lity for theVATOL configuration and, hence, increases the angle of attack at with the burst point moves ahead of

0 NASA/NORTt IROP VATOL CONFIGURATION, AFT
A -350  

INLET LOCArION I A - 50, AR -2.1)AR - 3.8 Q: [3AFFOL/VOUGHT HIGH-WING A - J50, AR - 3,S) WITH
- INTEG3AL LEX CONFIGURATION (CONFIG 10, REF 5)

' 38B0 
1.00

4,+ W
4+ K

INLET FLOW
FIELD SURVEY LOCATION 0.92

(FS 17.62)
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FS-2.60 FS 26.73 'CANGLE OF ATTACK~ (DEGREES)

FIGURE 21. WING LEADING-EDGE SWEEPFIGURE 20. AFFDLNVOUGHT TEST FE snIN STDNLTLO
CONIGRATONFIELD RECOVERY C3-00)

3.2.3 The Effect of Canards

Canards are a configuration option which are employed on a number of advanced fighter aircraftA concepts, therefore, it was of interest to determine the impact canards would have on inlet performanceif integrated into a top inlet configuration. Variable incidence canards were integrated into the.4 VATOL model by replacing the wing leading-edge extensions with canards having a leading-edge sweep of60' and a dihedral of 200, sea Figure 22. Although not typical of most canard integrations, thisarran~euent was selected so as to couple the canard leadinlg-edge vortex system with the wing flowfield, thus providing for vortex lift enhancement. Xn addition, it wae desired to create a strongvortex system above the wing in order to establish a similar sweeping action to that provided by thewing leading-edge extensions.

f.. **.4 .e *:..
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Figure 23 compareis inlet total pressure recovery charactoristice for the canard and baseline
configurations at Mach 0.9 and 1.6. Curves are only ihown for the undeflected canard condition

( * 0). At Mach 1 .6, a zero degree canard deflection approXisates the angle required for trim;
but Mach 0.9, where the aircraft has a negative srati'n margin, quite large negative deflection@ are
required for trim. Inlet recovery levels which would be obtained if the canards were scheduled are
shown In Figure 23 for the Mach 0.9 condition at three different angles of attack.
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•I FIGURE 23. EFFECT OF CANARDS ON INLET RECOVERY AT ANGLE

OF ATTACK ( - 00)

The Mach 0.9 data, shown in Figure 23, indicate that the canards are not effective, over the 00
to 10" angle of attack range, in controlling the upper-fuselage flow field, but at higher angles of
attack, the vortex from the fixed canard improves inlet recovery, yielding values higher than those
obtained with the baseline configuration. However, the scheduled canard at 22" angle of attack ( *
- -25*) experiences a large loss in inlet performance, down to the level of the plain wing (compari
Figure 18). At Mach 1.6, the canard vortices increase inlet recovery above the wing alone (LEX-off)
levels but are not as effective in improving inlet performance as the baseline LEX vortices.

3.3 COMPARISON WITH MORE CONVERIONAL INLET INSTALLATION3

In order to set the results from the VATOL inlet/aIrframe model into the context of practical

"aircraft systems, VATOL top inlet performance (recovery) data have been compared with typical perform-
ance data for fighter aircraft employing more conventional inlet installations. The aircraft utilized
in these comparisons are the YF-16 (Reference 8), which has a fuselage-shielded inlet system, North-
rop's YF-17 prototype (wing-shielded inlet), and an advanced Northrop fighter configuration with

side-mounted, two-dimensional external compression inlets with fixed, vertical ramps.

Figure 24 presents comparative results at Mach numbers of 0.9, 1.6 and 2.0. The results reflect
differences in inlet design and mission requirements and do not allow a precise determination of the
relative merits of the different integration options. They do, however, show the following: The VATOL
inlet provides recoveries at least comparable to those of the other aircraft over the cruise range of
angles of attack (J" <•G< 3). At the transonic operating condition shown, the top inlet performance
levels are competitive out to at least 25* angle of attack. Supersonically, top inlet performance
deteriorates with angle of attack, primarily due to increases in local inlet Mach number (high shock
system losses). In contrast, the performance of the fuselage- and wing-sha-olded inlets improves with



aug1  of attack because of the vpre•m iessioa provided by the forebody and/or wings. Supersonic angle
of attack capability for fighter aircraft is typically limited to less than 15" angle of attack at Mach
1.6 and to approximately 10" st Hach 2.0, based on load factor constraints. Figure 24 uhows that the
top-mounted inlet at these angle of attack conditions gives "adjusted" recoveries which are di tinctly,
but not drastically, lower than those of the other inlet installations.

It is perhaps apropos to comment that the VATOL inlet system has not undergone the many hours of
davelopmsntal testing that each of the other inlet systems presented in Figure 24 has, thus, the
performance of the VATOL inlet system could most likely be improved through similar development
efforts.
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FIGURE 24. COMPARISON OF INLET RECOVERY CHARACTERISTICS
FOR TOP AND CONVENTION INLET INSTALLATIONS

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

The study described in this paper has generated extensive data on top-inlet flow field and
engine-inlet performance characteristics at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds. From an
initial assessment of the data the following conclusions can be drawn.

a Thm VATOL top-inlet configuration maintains relatively good subsonic and transonic inlet
performance characteristics at zero aideslip over the entire -30 to 270 angle of attack
range tested. In sideslip top inlet performance in general deteriorates, but a preliminary
assessment of engine-inlet compatibility shows no apparent problems over the subsonic and
transonic (0.6 < M < 1.2) test envelope.

For the configuration tested, ingestion of low-energy flow from the LEX/body juncture serves
as a major contributor to inlet performance losses. This highlights the importance of
attention to detail when integrating the LEX into the forebody, especially during the preli-
minary design process.

e Top inlet performance is sensitive to canopy-dorsal integration and the location and strength
of the wing leading-edge extension (LEX) vortices.

o The sweeping action of the wing leading-edge extension (LEX) vortices can significantly
enhance top inlet performance characteristics at angle of attack. In addition, available
data indicate that the effectiveness of these vortices can be extended to higher angles of
attack by employing wing planforms with low adverse pressure gradient, which delay the onset
of LZX vortex burst.

a Supersonically, top-mounted inlet systems experience an inherent increase in local inlet ?lach
number at angle of attack. This undesirable characteristic reduces inlet performance and
may prohibit application of this concept to vehicles which require a high-degree of super-
sonic maneuverability. However, the prospects of creating designs with subsonic and tran-
onic maneuver capabilities appear promising.

The ioregoing conclusions demonstrate the highly configurational-dependent nature of top-mounted
inlet systems. This indicates that major components of the sirframe design must be evolved interac-
tively with the inlet system not only in the preliminary design process, as is conventional, but also
during the inlet/airframe development testing phase. The parametric studies reported on in this paper
together with previous work (References 1-5) will, however, provide valuable design guidance for
fighter aircraft incorporating top-mounted inlet systems.
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SUMMARY

This paper sumiarises RAE work aimed at improving the incidence performance of
fuselage-mounted intakes at subsonic and supersonic speeds. The effects of simple changes
in intake geometry, such as increasing contraction ratio and altering lower lip shape, are
first conside..ed; it is shown that such modifications can be beneficial at subsonic speeds,
but drag penalties tend to limit their use at higher Mach numbers. Two intake locations
that potentially offer a good degree of incidence shielding - underfuselage and under-
strake - are then examined. It is concluded that satisfactory performance can be obtained
with an understrake installation, but a detailed study of strake shape, slots, splitter
plates and boundary-layer "iverters must be made if the combination is to be successful
over the whole of the intended flight envelope. However, for the configurations tested,
the underfuselage location offers generally better intake performance at lower technical
risk. Finally, some results for a side-mounted staggered lip intake are presented,
together with some two-dimensional calculations of the mutual interference effects that
occur between the upper and lower lips. It is suggested that, with development work
currently in hand, an intake of this type can be competitive with an underfuselage
installation.

NOTATION

A cross-sectional area of streamtube or duct
CD drag coefficient, based on intake entry area
Cr intake contraction ratio, Aen/Ath
DC60 distortion coefficient defined as (P6 0 min - Pf)/qf , where P6 0 min is the lowest

value of the mean pressure over any 600 sactor of the engine face.
L strake length
M Mach number

MFR mass flow ratio, A./A en
P total pressure
AP P 0 -p
w strake width

q dynamic pressure
a angle of incidence

8 angle of sideslip

6 compression surface angle

C shock wave angle

T total pressure recovery, Pf/P.
Suffices
en entry

ext external
f engine face
L local value
th throat

- free stream
rms root mean squaxe

o datum value

I INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years there has been very considerable interest in improving the
combat agility of strike-fighter aircraft, and this has resulted in a need to fly at much
greater angles of incidence and sideslip over a wide range of speeds. This expansion of
the flight envelope has affected many aspects of aircraft design and layout, including



%6•6 ooindeed, air intake performance may well be crucial under
so that engine thrust is preserved, but total pressure dibLurtion and turbulence of the

airflow at engine entry must be kept down to specified levels if engine malfunction is to
be avoided.

The problem is essentially that of suppressing, or delaying the onset of, the flow
separation that tends to occur on the lower lip of an intake as its incidence is increa-
sed. There are basically three ways of doing this, although in practice these methods
may be combined to some extent.

(a) Modifying the lower lip so that its susceptibility to flow separation is reduced.
This can he done by means of shaping, cambering and increasing the contraction ratio, or
by using slots or BLC techniques such as suction or blowing. Another possibility is the
use of a hinged cowl lip,2 this is additionally attractive in that it affords a means of
varying intake entry area so that matching of intake and engine airflows can be achieved
over a wide range of conditions.

(b) Mounting the intake underneath some other component of the aircraft - fuselage,
wing or wing strake - so that it is shielded to a greater or lesser degree from the
incident flow.

(c) Extending the upper lip of the intake forward so that it provides a measure of
shielding to the lower lip. Such a 'staggered' intake may bear a strong resemblance to a
rectangular inlet with external compression ramp intended for efficient operation at
supersonic speeds, but conceptually the two designs are quite distinct.

This paper summarises RAE work in these three areas. In section 3 the effects of
some simple geometrical changes on the performance of a side-mounted pitot intake are
considered: in addition to pressure recovery and distortion data, measurements of the
changes in intake drag at subsonic and supersonic speeds are shown. Two intake locations
that potentially offer a good degree of incidence shielding - underfuselage and under-
strake - are explored in sections 4 and 5, the latter in some detail. Finally, some
rec1ilts for a side-mounted staggered lip intake are presented, together with some two-
dimensional potential flow calculations of the mutual interference effects that occur
between the upper and lower lips in an intake of this type.

2 MODELS AND TEST FACILITIES

Three separate models (which will be denoted by Models I, II and III) were used in
this investigation, an. they are shown in Fig 1. All were of modular construction so
that configuration changes could be easily made. Models I and III were intended primarily
for measurements of internal flow and were equipped with a single intake and duct: this
was normally located on the port side of the fuselage, but on Model I it was possible to
simulate on underfuselage installation by changing the fuselage module, whilst retaining
the same intake and duct. It was also rossible to measure intake performance in isola-
tion on both these models. Model II was designed primarily to measure intake drag and
was equipped with an intake and duct on each side of the fuselage: these could be removed
to measure the datum drag of the fuselage. This model was only tested over a small range
of incidence due to balance strength limitations. Further details may be found in Ref 3.

All three models were provided with means of controlling and measuring the i.irflow
through the intakes. Pressure instrumentation was more extensive on Models I and III and
included both steady and unsteady (rms) pressure measurements at a representative engine
face location. Pressure recovery (n), mass flow ratio (MFR) and distortion parameter
DC60 were obtained from 72-point total-pressure surveys. In addition, pitot rakes could
be fitted in the intake throat region on Model III for diagnostic purposes.

The intake and duct could be removed from Model III and replaced by rakes of pitottubes and yawneters to measure the flowfield in the region normally occupied by the

intake, or at an alternative forward location.

The intake duct on Model I was quite long, 9.3 engine-face diameters between throat
and engine face, and had a very low rate of diffusion. That on Model III was shorter,
with a length of 5 engine-face diameters and an area ratio Af/Ath of 1.6. The internal

shaping of the ducts on Model II was not representative of a full-scale aircraft and was
intended merely to produce a reasonably smooth flow distribution at the measuring station.

The Table below shows the facilities and range of test variables used with each
model, although not all configurations have been tested over the complete range available.
Limited tests have also been made on most configurations to investigate the effects of
"sideslip. For certain intake configurations tested on Model I, the ARA 9 ft x 8 ft
transonic tunnel was used to extend the incidence range to considerably higher values
than were feasible in the RAE 3 ft x 3 ft tunnel.

3 SIMPLE MODIFICATIONS TO IMPROVE THE INCIDENCE PERFORMANCE OF SIDE-MOUNTED INTAKES

3.1 The beneficial effect of increasing lip thickness and contraction ratio on intake
performance at lo*q speeds is well known, but there is not a great deal. of information on
the effect of such modifications at transonic and supersonic speeds. A series of intakes
was therefore designad and tested on Model I to provide data on internal performance,



Model I Model II Model III

Tunneis used RAE 3 ft x 3 ft RAE 3 ft x 3 ft RAE 8 ft x 8 ft
ARA 8 ft x 9 ft RAE 13 ft x 9 ft

Subsonic/transonic M. - 0.6 to 1.05 M - 0.6 to 0.95 M 0.25 to 0.85
M, a range a - -8 to +19.30 a - 0 only (Flow surveys)

(RAE) o 0.85_60to +220

M - 0.6 to 1.20 (Intake tests)
= +160 to +360

(ARA)

Supirsonic M = 1.4 to 1.8 M = 1.5 to 2.0 M= 1.4 to 1.8
M, a range a - -8° to +160 a - 00 only -60 to +130

(RAE)

whilst a closely related, but not identical, series of intakes was used on Model II to
assess the effect on cruise drag.

The baseline configuration on each model was a rectangular pitot intake with a
contraction ratio of 1.08, and changes to the intake geometry were restricted to the
internal lines forward of the intake throat and to the external cowl lines forward of
the cowl maximum cross section.

These changes comprised (Fig 2):

(a) increasing contraction ratio (CR = 1.15, 1.2b, 1.35 on Model I and CR * 1.25, 1.40
on Model II), the increase in cowl highlight area being uniformly distributed on
the upper, outboard and lower cowl lips;

(b) increasing CR to 1.25 and concentrating all the highlight area increase on a
thickened, symmetrical lower lip (Model I only);

(c) increasing CR to 1.25 and concentrating all the highlight area increase on a
thickened and cambered lower lip;

(d) introducing slots on the lower cowl lip for the CR 1.25 and 1.35 cowls at subsonic
conditions (Mcdel I only).

All intakes were fi.tod with a wedge-type boundary-layer diverter with a 500 apex angle.
Diverter height, b , could be varied, but for the present tests h was constant and
about 20% greater -han the thickness of the boundary layer on the side of the fuselage
at zero incidence. A zplitter plate was not used.

3.2 Some results from Model I at free-stream Mach numbers of 0.9 and 1.4 are summarised
in Figs 3 and 4. These show the pressure recovery, n , Qnd distortion paramc -3r, -DC60,
as a function of incidence for a constant throat Mach number, Mth , of 0.6. iuls value

of Mth may be regarded as somewhat low, but because of the small amount of internal
diffusion in the duct actually corresponds to an engine entry Mach number of approximately
0.55.

At M = 0.9, significant gains in pressure recovery at high incidence are obtained
b, increasing contraction ratio uniformly on the three active lipz of the cowl, from
C- = 1.08 to CR = 1.35. These gains can be sustained to slightly higher incidences by
cpening a lower lip slot, although at a cost of a significant increase In -DC60 levels.
kor the CR = 1.25 intakes, performance is further improved by concentrating all the
additional highlight area cn the lower lip, 'thickening and cambering' proving more
effective than symmetrical thickening: again, using a lip slot causes slight increases in
both n and -DC6O

At M, - 1.4, increasing CR from 1.08 to 1.15 has virtually no effect at incidences
•. A less than 12 , but improves both recovery and distortion levels at higher incidences.

Further increase in CR is generally detrimental to the internal performance when the
increase is applied to the three active lips, but can still be beneficial (at positiveH"incidences) if applied in the form of a thickened and cambered lower lip.

Drag results for the similar range of cowl lip variants tested on Model II are

illustrated in Fig 5. Results are for zero incidence only and show the intake external
drag as a function of M , for the same value of M , 0.60, as for the interna!
performance data.

3.3 Considering the internal performance and external drag esults as a whole, it may
be concluded that, at subsonic speeds, both .-.'ntract,.on ratio increases and lower lip
reprofiling can offer worthwhile gains in intake internal performance at high incidence,



&) 6i'siOm intake drag penaltytcruise Supersonically, any gains in
internal performance from such modifications ae at best marginal and the intake drag
penalties can be severe, except for quite small increases in contraction ratio. Overallt
a contraction ratio in the region of 1.15 to 1.2 appears to represent a reasonable
compromiIse between subsonic and supersonic performance for pitot intakes of this type.

It is, however, important to emphasise the limitations attendant upon the presentresults. In general, assuming the engine-face area and the cowl maximum cross-sectional
area to be fixed, both throat and highlight areas can be selected independently to
achieve an optimum balance between internal arid external performance. In these tests
only the highlight area has been varied and this has tended to bias the results against
low external drag at subsonic speeds due to the reduction in cowl projected arca and the
increase in spillage (for a given engine flow) t]'at occurs as the contraction ratio is
increased. on the other hand, reducing throat area increases M'h for a given engine
flow ani this tends to depress prer sure recovery. Consequently fbrthr r work is required
before the effects of changing lip geometry can be fully assessed.

4 INTAKE SHIELDING BY MOUNTING THE INTPFE UNDERNEATH THE FUSELAGE

4.1 Although 4rguments may be raised against an undorfuselage intake installation on
such grounds as the greater difficulty of st re carriage and the greater possibility of
foreign object ingestion, previous studiesit have shown distinct aerodynamic advantages
for this location. In particular, it offers a much 'cleaner' 2nvirornent for the intake
than the junction region between the fuselage and wing or wing leading edge strake,
where, as will be shown in the following section, complex flowfields can develop at high
incidence.

By changing the fuselage module on Modal I it was possible to simulate an under-

fusnlage intake installation and thus obtain data directly comparable with thaz for the
same intake mounted on the side of the fuselage, and also provide comparative data for
the aswasument of the performance of hhe st-.ggered lip intakq described in sectior G.
Two new forebodies were used and are shown in Fig 6. The long forebod, 'A' was
geometrically uimilar to that used previously on Moeýl I and the intaxe ws located
underneath the body at the same longitudinal position as when mounted on Zhe bodl" side.
The short forebody 'B' enabled tht intake to be mounted considerably nelzer to the nose
of the model, and was of similar uhape to forebody 'A' ahead of the intake entry plane.

Most of the tests were made ii. the RAE 3 ft x 3 ft tunnel using the naseline 1.08
contraction ratio intake, but some aeditional tests (using the long tore )dy 'A' and the
i.1' CR intake) were made at higher incidences t transonic speeds in the ARA tunnel.

4.2 The resmlts are shown in Figs 7 and 9, a constant throat Mach number of 0.6 again
being used as a convenient basis for comparison.

At Mý a 0.9, forebody length has very little effect on eithei pressure recovery or
distortion at positive incidences, although at negative angles performance holds up
hotter with the short forebody. Compared with the same intake mounted on the vi&c of the
fuselage, the rate of fall-off of pressure recovery with incidence is greatly reduce*4 by
the shielding effect of the fuselage. A contraction ratio effect is still evident and
pressure recovery at high incidences is better maintained by the 1.15 CR intake.

At M_ w 1.4 it is notable that the' pressure recovery at zero incidence is greater
than the normal-shock 'ecovery. Since r'ictional losses in the duct are of the ordei' of
0.02, the mean total pressure of the aiý intering the intike is consequently some 0.03
higher than would be predicted for a r.ormal shock at th'. free-stream Mach number.
Although this could be p;,rt]y due to the local Mac! number being less than the free-
stream vulue, a more likely explanation is the formation of a lambda shock system ahead
of the intake, so that part of the air entering the intake passes through an oblique
uhock and n much weakcr normal shock, instead of a single normal shock (Fig 8). Unfor-
tunat&Ily, 41--, a system tends to introduce flow distortion and -DC60 levels are increased.

fIn p)r*"LICU, It. wouild probt'ly be necessary to use a splitter plate or similar device to
|oicter suppress the formatirn of the lambda shock (although this would reduce pressure
recovery), or prevent the entry of the separated boundary layer into the intake. Again,
differences due to forebody length are scarcely significant and fuselage uhiel~ling
effecto arc noticeable aboes 100 incidence.

rThe situation at M. - 1.8 is broadly s:.';ilar, although here the performance is
better with the underfuselage !.ntakes over tie whole of the incidence range. It is also
appr "unt that the underside of the fuselage is acKing as a kind of pre-entry compression
surface, pressure recovery increasing steaWily with incidence, but it is much less
oef..•tive in this respect than a two-dimensional qledge used to generate an oblique shock
aheaC of an intake, if the wedge angle is regarded as the equivalent of the forebody
incidenco. Diffirences in pressure recovery due to forebody length are very small,
although there is some effect on distortion levels.

The behaviour in sideslip at zero incidence shows considerable variation with Mach
number (F.i 9). Suboo'.ical]y, pressure recovery varies little over the rar.ge s = is
(and this is confirmed at incidences up to 300 by the results for the 1.15 CR intake
shown in Fig 21), but -DC60 tends to increase, particularly with the long forebody. At
supersonic spruds, disruption of the lambda shock system is believed to be responsible
for the comparatively large changes in pres3ure recovery and -DC60 that uccur as the
sideslip angle is varied.
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.... .. 43 erall, the results confirm those of previous studies of underfuselage intake
installations. Subsonically, a high level of performance is attained over a wide range
of incidence and sideslip. At supersonic speeds, interaction between the intake shock
system and the fuselage boundary layer may pose some problems unless adequate preventive
measures are taken, but these are essentially no different from those that can occur with
an unrhielded side-mounted intake.

Forebody length ahead of the intake does not appear to be a very significint para-
meter, provided the width of the intake is less than the width of the forebody at the
intake entry plane.

5 INTAKE SHIELDING BY MOUNTING THE INTAKE UNDERNEATH A LEADING EDGE STRAKE

5.1 The concept of sustaining intake performance at high angles of attack by positioning
the intake beneath a wing or leading-edge strake has receiv~d considerable attention. The
principle was demonstrated during the 'Tailor-Mate' program and used on the YF-17 aero-
plane5 : more ;ecently this type of configuration has been studied at low speed by Lotter
and Malefakis'.

This section describes an experimental study, which was made using Mode). III
(Fig 1), to investigate shielding effects of a strake and to identify problems arising
from the complex flows existing near the junction of a strake and fuselage. The main
emphasis was on how intake performance is affected by straka geometry, presence of strake
bleed, and the form of the boundary-layer diverter.

The four strake geometries used are shown in Fig 10t slots were provided at the
strake and fuselage junction so that the effect of strake bleed could be investigated.
The tests consisted of both flowfield surveys and measurements of the internal perfor-
mance of a square pitot intake (CR - 1.20) mounted underneath the various strakes. They
included an examination of the effectiveness of several forms of boundary-layer diverter
between intake and fuselage and between intake and strake undersurface.

5.2 Flow survey results

Mean flow angles over the survey region, with and without a strake, are shown in
Fig 11. At both subsonic and supersonic speeds, the presence of the strake decreases
the mean local incidence, and increases the mean local sidewash angle. These overall
effects are very slightly reduced by the use of strake bleed. The flowfield under a
strake is quite complex at moderate to high incidences (Fig 12), and there are consider-
able variations in local flow angle over the survey plane. A vortex, which appears to
originate near the iowrer fuselage corner, develops beneath the strake, leading to a
large region of low total pressure in the intake entry plane. The extent of this region,
in which pressure loss coefficients (AP/q) as high as 0.5 occur, increases with increas-
ing incidence, with increai-.ng length of strake ahead of the survey plane and with
increasing thickness of fuselage boundary layer, but is independent of strake width. It
is greatly reduced by strake bleed at low speeds, but bleed effectiveness deteriorates
with Mach number and becomes quite small at supersonic speeds.

The itifluence of strake width and length ahead of the survey plane is summarised
in Fig 13, using the smallest strake, (planform 'B'), as reference. In terms of mean
flow angles, the shielding effect of a strake appears to increase with strake width, but
vary little with strake length.

Sideslip causes considerable changes to the understrake flowfield. On the leeward
side (a positive in Fig 14) the size of the understrake vortex increases, the region of
low total pressure expands and both iL and L are increased: these effectz are
reversed on the windward side.

5.3 Intake performance

5.3.1 Subsonic speed

Intake performance for two strake geometries both with and without strake bleed is
shown in Fig 15 for M. - 0.85 and at a constant throat Mach number of 0.7. Results from
isola;ed intake tests provide a datuui with which to ccmpare installed intake performance.
Comparison of installed and isolated intake performance at the same conditions of
incidence and free-stream Mach number show the effects of strake shielding whilst com-
parison with isolated intake performance at mean local flow conditions provides a
measure of performance deviation from the 'ideal' shielded intake performance.

Pressure recovery can be improved significantly by understrake shielding at
incidences beyond that at which the isolated intake develops total-pressure losses due
to lower lip separation, but precsure recovery is highly dependent on strake geometry.
Strake bleed improves pressure recovery at higher incidences in all cazes by reducing
the extent of the low totAl-pressure region under the strake. Also pressure recovery is
reduced considerably in the presence of longer strakes snch as planform '0', relative to
that for the shorter strake planform A', owing to the greater extent of the low total-
pressure region from the understrake vortex. Fall-off in pressure recovery for shielded
configurations where improvements over the isolated intake are found occurs with the
onset of lower lip separation. The local incidence at which this occurs agrres well
with the free-stream incidence at which separation is detected for the isolated intake.
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.ith the exception of the long strake configurations at zero and moderate negative

incidence (where -DC60 values are increased due to a local boundary-layer effect and
vortex ingestion respectively) distortion level is controlled by the same lip separations
and low total-pressure ingestion as pressure recovery. Consequently distortion level is
generally low where pressure recovery is high and vice versa. However, the overall
effects of the lip separations and low total-pressure ingestion are much greater on
distortion than on pressure recovery and consequently at higher incidences the distortion
level of the installed intake is higher than that of the isolated intake. On the other
hand, unsteady pressure level, which for the isolated intake increased rapidly beyond 160

of incidence, remains low up to the highest incidences considered in the tests.

5.3.2 Supersonic speeds

Intake performance at near-critical mass flow conditions is shown in Fig 16 for
Mach numbers of 1.4 and 1.8.

Results are more highly dependent on strake geometry than at subsonic speeds and
strake bleed has only a small effect. Intake performance for configurations with the
long strakes '0' is inferior at nearly all incidences to that for configurations with
the short strakes 'A'.

At positive incidenc6.vressure recovery is increased considerably relative to the
isolated intake, mainly due to reduced local Mach number. All configurations show losses
in pressure recovery and large increases in distortion level at negative incidence due to
vortex ingestion. Large pressure recovery losses and corresponding increases in distor-
tion level are evident near zero incidence for the long-strake configurations, due to the

understrake boundary-layer diverter being too thin to cope with the thicker bouedary
layer on the longur strakes. Similar effects are evident at incidences above 8 , due to
ingestion of some of the low total-pressure region. At Mach numbers in excess of 1.4,
pressure recovery for short strake configurations is noticeably higher than that which is
predicted from isolated intake results at local flow conditions.

Distortion level at M. - 1.4 for short strake configurations is comparable with
isolated intake values up to about 70 of incidence, above which the shielded configura-
tions show reduced distortion level. At Mach numbers above 1.4 distortion levels at low
positive incidence are much greater than the values found for the isolated intake, but
fall steadily with increasing incidence to near the isolated intake values at the high-
est incidences considered. The reason for the observed behaviour of pressure recovery
and distortion level is basically the same as was illustrated for the underfuselage
intake in Fig 8. However, in this case the normal shock is now interacting with both the
fuselage and strake boundary layers leading to the shock configuration shown in Fig 17.
Most of the intake capture plane is covered by a two-shock system, except for a small
triangular region near the outboard lower corner where the flow is compressed only by the
normal shock. The sudden decrease in total pressure .ver this region gives rise to the
large -DC60 values at low incidence. These values reduce at higher incidences as this
region disappears as local Mach number decreases and the whole intake becomes immersed
within the oblique shock waves.

Unsteady pressure levels are always increased over those of the isolated intake but
normally lie within acceptable levels. The only exception is the long strake planform
'0' at the higher Mach number, where considerable dynamic activity occurs at all
incidences other than 40.

5.3.3 Intake performance in sideslip
Excursions to moderate angles of sideslip affects intake performance only on the

leeward side. Fig 18 illustrates that losses in pressure recovery and increases in both
steady state distortion and unsteady pressure level occur beyond a certain sideslip
angle. These effects are greatest at supersonic speeds, where they are sign :icant
beyond sideslip angles of 20 for short strakes and at even lower angles for long strakes.
Behaviour is similar at subsonic speeds, but a higher sideslip angle can be tolerated
before performance deterioration becomes significant. For instance, for a short straked
configuration with bleed, significant deterioration does not occur until a sideslip angle
of 50 is exceeded.

Pressure measurements at the intake throat show that on the leeward side in side-
slip large amounts of air can be ingested from the enlarged understrake low pressure
region. Also, flow surveys show that local flow angles increase rapidly on the leeward

A side with increasing sideslip angle, (Fig 14), so that local incidence values greater
than model incidence can be present at moderate sideslip angles. These effects lead to
the situation where there are no benefits from strake shielding, but the attendant prob-
lem of low-pressure ingestion remains.

5.4 Concluding remarks

At both subsonic and supersonic speeds some benefits can be obtained by using a
strake to shield an intake from the effects of incidence. However, the results are
highly configuration dependent, with performance depending on the exact nature of strake
geometry, boundary-layer diverter geometry, and strake-bleed geometry. Problems liktely
to arise include increased distortion at higher incidence at subsonic speeds, high -is-
tortion at low incidence at supersonic spoeds, and a sensitivity of performance of the
leeward intake to sideslip. .
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hepresent work nuggests ways in which some of these problems may be overcome.
Careful tailoring of the boundary-layer diverter geometry (notably thickening) in
conjunction with the strake bleed system is likely to offer performance improvement at
high incidence and in sideslip at subsonic speeds. Good performance is likely to be
aiistained to higher incidences by shifting thp lower cowl lip from the region where local
flow angles are greatest and shielding is at a minimum. At supersunic speeds, distortion
levels are most likely to be improved by control of the shock-wave boundary-layer
interaction by means of appropriate splitter plates, and these may be aspirated if
required.

6 THE BENEFICIAL EFFECT OF LIP STAGGER

6.1 XUchemann and Weber6 have shown that, at zero incidence, staggering the lips of an
otherwise symmetrical two-dimensional inlet causes increased velocity increments on the
rear lip and decreased increments on the forward lip. Hence it might be supposed that
lip stagger will tend to increase the likelihood of flow separation on the rear lip under
certain conditions. However, it was considered that for thin-lipped intakes these
conditions-would only arise near zero incidence and at mass flow ratios appreciably
greater than unity, whereas at more normal mass flow ratios, the incidence shielding
effect of the forward lip on the rear lip was likely to be of much greater importance. To
check this hypothesis, some calculations wore made of the velocity distribution over a
simplified two-dimensional model of an intake in incompressible flow. This intake, of
1.25 contraction ratio, was modelled from two flat plates of identical thickness and with
the same 2:1 ratio semi-elliptic nose shape. The calculations were made using a modified
version of a panel method program originally intended to deal with multiple aerofoils,
and covered a range of stagger angles, incidences and inass flow ratios. Fig 19a shows

K the maximum velocity on the inside of the lower lip, as a function of stagger angle, for
incidences of 00, 100 and 200 and mass flow ratios of 0.6 and 1.0. The powerful effect
of stagger in reducing the peak velocity on the lower lip at high incidence is very
apparent and, in accordance with the original assumption, of much greater significance
than the slight increase in peak velocity t~3at occurs at zero incidence when MFR - 1.0.
Even quite modest stagger angles (around 20 ) produce a worthwhile reduction in peak
velocity and, at the other extreme, 700 of stagger would give almost complete incidence
shielding to the lower lip under most flight conditions.

it should be added that this benefit is not gained without a corresponding penalty.
Fg 19b shows the maximum velocity on the outside of the upper lip of the intake. With
icreasing stagger, the upper lip effectively loses the shielding effect of the lower and
tepeak velocity increases. This increase in peak velocity is much less than the

reduction which occurs on the lower lip, but in principle it could lead to some increase
inspillage drag.

obtained by using a larger stagger angle (600 or more) but, for initial testing of the
concept, a less extreme value of 450 was selected. Such an intake (with a contraction

rtoof 1.25) was constructed and tested on Model I in the RAE 3 ft x 3 ft tunnel and
laeat higher incidences, in the ARA 8 ft x 9~ ft tunnel. The throat dimensions and

dutshape between throat and engine face were the same as for the tests described in
section 3.

The results, for a constant throat Mach number of 0.6, are summarised in Figs 20
and 21. At M. - 0.9, over most of the incidence range from -40 to +300, the performance
is equal to (or very slightly better than) that of the 1.15 CR intake mounted underneath
the fuselage. Above 300 incidence, n starts to fall-off fairly rapidly and -DC6O
increases. However, the main disadvantage occurs at supersonic speeds, as shown by the
results for M. - 1.4. At incidences greater than 80, recovery and distortion levels are
slightly better than those of the 1.08 CR intake mounted underneath the fuselage, but., at
lower angles, ni undergoes a steep decline. The reason for this is almost certainly due
to a shock - boundary-layer interaction on the inside of the upper lip of the intake
oau,3ing a major separation of the flow. If this is the case, it should be curable by

iilga suitable design of boundary-layer bleed.

The effect of sideslip on pressure recovery at M., - 0.9 is shown in Fig 21. The
recovery tends to fall at positive sideslip angles (when the intake is on the leeward
side of the body), tht effect becoming more pronounced with increasing incidence. However,
this problem is inherent in all side-mounted intake arrangements and is not specific to
the staggered configurati~n. some alleviation should be possible by employing a thicker
boundary-layer diverter.

6.3 In general, the results obtained at subsonic speeds from these preliminary tests
confi~m the theoretical predictions that lip stagger is a powerful technique for improv-
ing intake performance at high incidence. Provided that the problem of fall-off inJ
pressure recovery at low incidence at supersonic speeds can be overcome by the use of a
suitable boundary-layer bleed system, it is concluded that it should be possible to
design a side-mounted staggered lip intake that will closely match the performance of an
underfuselage pitot intake installation over a wide range of speeds.

7 CONCLUSIONS

All the methods of improving intake performance at high incidence considered in
this paper - lip shaping, inlet shielding and lip stagger - are effective to some extent.

The usefulness of lip shaping is mainly confined to subsonic speeds, where considerable



benefits can be obtained by increasing contraction ratio, thickening and cambering the
lower lip, atid incorporating a U~p slot. However such modifications can incur a large
supersonic drag penalty and a contractioft ratio between 1.15 and 1.20 is likely to be
near optimum for a pitot intake intended to cover a wide speed range.

The flowfield under a strake is quite complex at high incidence, but a considerablc
degree of incidence shielding can be achieved by an intake in this location. The best
configuration is a fairly short and broad strake with adequate boundary-layer bleed in
the strake-fuselage junction, and such an arrangement can give excellent intake pe.'form-
ance at subsonic speeds. The main problems occur at higher Mach numbers, due to inter-
action between the intake shock and the boundary layers on both the fuselage and the
underside of the strake. Considerable detail development work on boundary-layer diverters
and splitter plates is likely to be necessary before these proklems can be satisfactorily
overcome in a practical design. As with all side-mounted intakes, some deterioration of
performance is to be expected in sideslip when the intake is on the leeward side of the
body.

The underfuselage intake installation is attractive aerodynamically, and intake
performance can be maintained up to high angles of incidence and over a wide range of
sideslip at subsonic speeds. Shock boundary-layer Interaction problems can arise at
supersonic Mach numbers, but their solution should prove much simpler than for an under-
strake intake. Length of fuselage ahead of the intake does not appear to be very
s.gnificant, except at negative incidences.

The concept cf using lip stagger to provide shialding of the lower lip has been
demonstrated and, for an intake with a moderate degree of stagger, incidence performance
at subsonic speeds can approach that of an underfuvelage intake installation. The main
problem is a deterioration of pressure recovery at inw incidence at supersonic speeds,
but it is consideved that this should be curable with a suitable boundary-layer bleed.
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Model I - used for intake internal per~mance measurements

(flow meanuring equipment not siwn)

FigA The three intake models used in this investigation
(models are not shown to same scale)

AAI
Symetrcal Syuuericl ymmtrial Symmetrical Thickened lower Cambered lower4CR 21-08 CR a 1-15 CR a 1-25 CR =1-35 lip, CR =1-25 lip, CR =1-25

Fig. 2 Intake lip variants tested on Model 1, Ath constant for all intakes
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PREDICTION AND MEASUREMENT OF TIME-VARIANT,

THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOWS IN MILITARY AIRCRAFT INTAKES

by
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National Cas Turbine Establishment
Pyestock, Farnborough, Hants GUt4 OLS

England

SUMMARY

Projected enhanceitusnts to the operational capabilities of future military aircraft present: designers
with challenging aerodynamic and structural problems. An early indication of installation effects which may
compromise engine performance or stability can reduce both design and subsequent development costs.
Theoretical and experimental techniques have been developed at NTE to quantify these effects and thus
contribute to the optimisation of installed powerplant performance.

The development of a computational method suitable for Predicting the three-dimensional flows within
the diffuser sections of aircraft intakes is described. The Paper discusses a novel, fast, met)' for auto-
matic grid-generation, applicable to ducts of any smoothly varying cross-sectional shape. The development
of a finite-volume, time-marching method for solving the flow equations is also described. The validity of
the chosen techniques is discussed in the light of comparisons with analytical and empirical results.

Whilst the theoretical methods are beginning to yir.ld useful results in predicting steady, quasi-
inviscid duct flows, empirical techniques have been developed to examine flows in which viscous or time-
variant effects are dominant. A rotating yaw meter rak-, has been developed at NGTE to undertake detailed
flow surveys at the exit of model diffusers. and results may be obtained from tests both in isolation and in
the presence of a compressor. The developr' tnt of instrumentation and data processing facilities for measuring
instantaneous engine face total pre.'ure di.tortion in small scale models is also described, together with the
validation of this technique by comparisor i.ith results from a full-size replica of the intake tested under
free-jet condicrions.

I. INTRODUCTION

The tactical and strategic specifications for military aircraft, and proposed enhancements for future
projects, have progressively increased the performance required if both airfr'ame and powerplant. Extensionls

to the flight envelope, and increased agility within that envelope, have presented the designer with
challenging aerodynamic and structural problems. In particular, extremes of speed and attitude have e.(tanded
the range of operation over which powerplant intak.,-s are required to perform compatibly with the engine.
An early indication of installation effects which may compromise engine performance or stability is thus a
necessary part of design, development and improvement phases. Both theoretical and experimental techniques
have therefore been developed at NGTE to quantify these effects and thus contribute to thc optimisation of
installed intake performance.

The designs for most aircraft intake systems include a diffuser section which decelerates the incoming
air from high subsonic speeds at the throat to a Mach number of 0.4 to 0.5 at the engine face. Any flow
maldis tribut ions present at the throat will, depending on the design of this diffuser, be accentunted,
changed or attenuated before reaching the engine. The crost-sectional shape at the throat, the relative

positions of inlet and engine and the position of structural features fundamental to the aircraft design will
all be constraints on how this diffusion can best be achieved.

With the increasingly high costs of full-scale testing a method for assessing t'ime-,averaged diffuser
performance during the design phase will reduce both design and subsequent devllopmnent comts. At NTE two
approaches to this problem have been developed, one theo,-etical the other experimental, both of which can
be applied flexibly and relatively cheaply at an early stage of, and as a contribution towards, the design
process.

Whilst these experimental facilities are useful for establishing the time-averaged sensitivity of
subsonic diffuser designs to flow non-unifcrmities, it is recognised that engine stability is also affected
by flow distortions persisting for only about one engine revolution. Consequently facilities have beeni
developed to assess the levels of time-variant flow non-uniformity likely to be encountered in candidate
intake designs. An area of the aircraft operating envelope where significant non-uniform, time-variant
flows are likely to be found is in high speed supersonic flight, where strong shock waves are present at the
diffuser entry. To complement the time-averaged diffuser performance measurements, NGTE has therefore
developed facilities for the supersonic teoting of both full-size and scaled intakes equipped with dynamic

pressure measuring instrumentation.

"•2. COMPUTATIONAL FACILITIES

A theoretical approach to analysing the flow in diffusers requires a scheme for solving the three-
dimnsional compressible flow equations within ducts of any smoothly varying cross-sectional shape., As
enhanced computing facilities and improved solution algorithms become available, increasingly sophisticated

*flow simulations may be obtained within acceptable time-scalesl. However, whichever calculation method is
*adopted - whether finite-difference, finite-volume or finite-element - the basic problem of how to model the

diffuser bouocdary accurately, and where to place the calculation grid-points, or element nodes, within this ,i boundary, tnuet first be solved.
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Any practical diffuser may be divided up by a series of cross-sectional surfaces, not necessarily
parallel, and its geometry specified by the X, Y, Z co-ordinates of several points around the perimeter of
each cross-section. For axial boundary fitting, the corresponding boundary points on each cross-section
may be joined by parametric cubic splines 2 . 'The problem of grid-generation then reduces to one of
establishing a reasonable distribution of grid-points on each of these arbitrarily shaped surfaces. It is
possible to use a large number of regularly shaped grid elements (Figure ](a)), and thia grid enables the
flow equations to be solved in their simplest frm, but with complicated boundary conditions. Alternatively,
a stwiller number of r:urvilinear elements nay be used to form a piecewise fit to the boundary (Figure I(b)).
The resulting flow equations are now more complicated, but with very simple boundary conditions, and this
approach, with the boundary accurately represented, is to be preferred. Since, for efficient implementatior.
of the flow solution algorithms, there must also be an ordered numbering of the grid-points on and within
the boundary 3 , the best aethod of fitting the boundary may be considered as 6 full transformation of each
cross-section into a curvilinear boundary ýoincioent co-ordinate system. This process is illustrated in
lA Figure 2. As explained by Gordon nnd Hall , this process is equivalent to the solu.dion of Laplace's
equation for the grid-point co-urc inates and, although computationally expensive 3 an automation of this
process haJ been presented by Chu". This work has been extensively developed by Thompson et al
(eg Reference 5) and, viddly used for external flow calculation, it appeared to have potential for applica-
tiun to the duct flow problem.

A sautmary of the Thompson method, and how it was implemented at NOTE is given in Reference 6.
Ilowevor, the quality of the grid-point distribution thus obtained proved to be highly dependent upol the
evoss.seetional shape of the duct, requiving considerable user interaction with the computer program to
achieve a satlsfacý'ory distribution. The requirement for an automatic grid-generation process was therefore
not astimfied, and, due to the it9,.,,tt,- nature of the solutIoZ process, computing times (on the ICL 1904S*)

of 120 to 360 seconds were req --red for each plane. These drawbacks, of qtality and expanse, appear to be

similar to those raported by Robarts and Forester? whon using the Thompson grid-generation method for their
duct flow clculations.

A novel, fully antomated, method of grid-generation was therefore developed at NOTE, which is based
on 4n analyticaO, rather than an iteratile solution to Laplace's equation. A full description of the method,
including all, tiih rellivant intermediate calculations, is given in Reference 6, but the basic philosophy may
be summiaeised &s follows.

If the distribution of any property U, specified on the circumicrence of a circle, radius R, is given
by a func tion 

U - U RO
U - U(R,•) ... .(I)

tnd if the distribution of that property within the circle u - u(r,0) satifies Laplace's equation

V2 u , 0 .... (2)

01en a solution will be given by Poisoon's Integral Fo-iula (see, eg Reference 8).
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u(r,I) I U(R,) R.2Ro - ) dO .... (3)

Vurthi..r,iftefnto(1isaFuirsise

theO

tIR ° n- con no + bn sin no).. 
(4)

thenan aa nalytical volution to Equation (3) may be derived6 w!iich is of the form

u(r,O) a + n " (5)

It practice, since U is only specified at a finite number of points, N, the .ourier series must be truncated
to torma in cos ko and sin k4,, where k - N/2 if N is even, and k - (N - 1)/2 for N odd.

' 1 Rsturning to the grid-generation problem, if U is the X, Y or Z co-ordinates of points around the
duct boundary, then the co-ordinates of the grid-points within the boundary will be given by

x(r,O) . a + ( [a cos nO + b sin nO
n-i

'and similarly for y(r,o) and z(r,O) . Tei parameters r,O refer to grid-points within a generating circle,
whose distribut:ion will govern the distribution of physical rid-points within the d'ct boundary. A
ouggoosttd criterion for a goov distribution of grid-points within an arbite'ary shape is Ohat the grid
,.ements thus generated should be of equal area, and the r,O distribution is chosen to meet this criterion

with the generating '-irle. The grid generated within a circulr boundacy by this method is shown in
ncI 'rli
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Figure 3. It is, by definition, also the distribution of grid-points within the generating circle, and
thus illustrates the accuracy of the method. For an asymmetric inlet shape, the method produces the
distribution shown in Figure 4. For aUl shapes, the program requires no user intervention to modify the
generated grid, and only 12 to 24 seconds computing time per plane. Thus a fully automated technique has
been programmed and an order-of-magnitude saving in computnr time has been demonstrated. If, later,
boundary layer effects are to be modelled, increased grid definition close to the duct walls may be
obtained simply by reducing the r increment for the grid lines close to the boundary of the generating
circle.

2.2 FLOW CALCULATIONS

The solution method for the flow equations currently adopted at NGTE is a finite-volume time-marching
scheme, originally developed by Denton for blade-to-blade flows in turbomachinery 9 . This method was chosen
mainly for its simplicity and corresponding computational speed. The method has been adapted to calculate
the flow in two-dimensional aud axisymnetric ducts and in these simplified forms the stability and conver-
gence of the time-marching process has been thoroughly ii.vestigated. Informative graphical output facilities
have also been developed to assist with the analysis of results from the flow calculations. The grid-
generation program and the full 3-P finite-volume time-marching algorithms have been linked so that solutions
to the three-dimensional Euler equations for compressible, inviscid flow within ducts of any smoothly varying
cross-sectional shape (ie any practical diffusers) may now be obtained. A form of presentation similar to
that used for experimental results (see Section 3) has been developed to assist in the analysis of the
calculated flows. An important feature of this combined geometry/flow calculation package is the facility
to examine quickly and easily the effect of changes in geometry on the diffuser exit flow, thus enabling
the programs to be employed as a useful part of the design process.

Two examples of some preliminary reziults from this 3-D flow ealculation package are now presented.

A theoretical investigation of the cress-flow gene; -tJ *'ithin a curved, square cross-sectioned,
duct, based on the secondary flow theory of Refeience 10, has demonstrated that if the duct is subjected to
a non-uniform axial flow at inlet, a de'cee of circumferential flow will be generated at the duct exit. A
similar geometry was investigated using tae 3-D flow calculation package, When subjected to a non-uniform
total pressure distribution at inlet, the flow at exit from a 140 bend was calculated to be as shown in
Figure 5. With the current size of ccmputer used for this simulation, a very coarse grid had to be used,
but the essential features of the secondary flow are visible.

A general, asymmetric, S-bend diffuser, whose geometry is illustrated in Figure 6 has also been
examined. A feature of the flow calculation wethod ie that the development of the flow can be examined at
several stations along the duct, as illustraued by Figure 7, showing the non-axial components of the flow
about 2/3 of the way along the duct. Further validation of the flow calculation method will be undertaken
by comparison with the results obtained for this duct using the experimental facilities described below.

3. INTAKE DIFFUSER TESTING

If the structural or operational requirements of an aircraft do not allow for an optimum diffuser

design to be achieved, a degree of flow maldistribution may have to be tolerated. However, an early
assessment of the engine performance penalties thereby incurred may be obtained ',y examining the effect of
the diffuser exit flow onI a compressor.

Two complementary rigs have therefore beer established at NGTE for assessing the performance of
aircraft intake diffusers. A diffuser, scaled to 30.5 cm engine face diameter and constructed accurately,
c:heaply and quickly in glass-fibre-reinforced plastic, may be connected to a well-instrumented 2-stage
transonic fan (described in Reference 1l) or to a dummy version of that compressor. This duimmy compressor
consists of a duplicate casing and a representative centre body only, air being induced through the rig by
an ejectoi iystem well downstream.

The primary nt, feature of both rigs is a rake of 5-hole yaw meter probes, which may be installed
just upstream of either cowpressor, to measure the flow delivered by a diffuser both in isolation and in
the preser.xe of rotating turbomachinery. The rake is shown installed in the compressor in Figure 8. The
large dome protruding through the centre of the rake covers the Vibrometer slip-ring unit, used to transmit
blade strain-gauge slgnals. It can also be seen that the probes on adjacent arms of the yaw meter rake are
at different radii, such thas by rotating the rake (while the rig is running) and recording data at equal
increments, a complete circumferential picture of the flow at the centre of eight equal-area rings may be
obtained.

The normal compressor face time-averaged total pressure distributions may be established but in
addition the static pressure distribution, (and hence, if required, Mach number) as well as the
circumferential and radial flow angles relative to each probe can be calculated. Results for a 24-position
(ie 7JO increment) test run, i.ivolving less than one hour's running, may be presented graphically as shown
in Figure 9. The tail of each arrow indicates the position to which the data apply, the direction of the
flow at that point is illustrated, and the length of the arrow is proportional to the non-axial flow angle
(see scale). The radial outflow near the centre is, of course, due to the bullet.

4. DYNAMIC DISTORTION TESTING

This section of the Paper reviews those facilities equipped with dynamir pressure measuring
instrumentation, inclu~ling discussion of particular problems encountered during their development. It
concludes with the results of comparative tests performed to establish that time-variant total pressure
distortion measurements made in the model test facility, with models of about 1/10 full-size, ce" be used
to predict the levels likely to be encountered in the full-size inlet operating at the same condiltons.



Zhe instrumentation systems used at NGTE to measure and record the engine duct total pressure
fluctuations are of conventional design1 2 . As Figure 10 shows the signals from the miniature pressure
transducers are conditioned by instrumentation amplifiers before being transmitted by land-line to a 42
track FM magnetic tape recorder in a central data recording facility. Although normally ac coupled during
total pressure measurements, the instrumentation can be dc coupled to permit calibration of the system
using steady reference pressures. Data identification is obtained by recording an IRIG B standard time-
code signal on one of the magnetic tape tracks. The time-averaged total pressures are measured separately
using probes adjacent to, but radially displaced from, the transducers and connected by long lines to a
scanning valve measurement system.

Experience has shown that in the test facilities at NOTE fine debris in the air supply require the
miniature transducers to be located in protective mountings. Designing such mountings for the small scale
models was a particular problem because a flat frequency response was required up Lu about 2 kHz. After
an evaluation of both resonant and non-resonant designs the method adopted as most practicable was the
baffle probe arrangement shown in Figure II which could be fitted over the 2.3 mm diameter transducer. By
keeping the length from entry to Lransducer less than 7 mm the traditional requirement for a flat response
(ie making the maximum frequency of interest less than 1/5 of the fundamental resonant frequency) was
satisfied. Calibration on a phonic wheel rig showed that up to the scaled cut-off frequency of 1.8 kHz the
probe response •.as flat to within 0.6 per cent (Figure 12), the maximum deviation occurring at that
frequency. In many hours of testing using these mountings no transducer failures attributable to particle
damage have occurred and regular checks have not shown any blockage of the mountings.

4.2 DATA ANALYSIS

The time-variant inlet distortion data are analysed using either a computationally slow, but ver-
satile suite of programs on an ICL 1904 digital computer or, at rates approaching real time processing,
with an analysis package based on an EAL Pacer 600 hybrid computer. The all-digital method provides the
maximum values of Rolls-Royce, Pratt and Whitney and General Electric distortion indices occurring in the
data sample and plots the engine face contour patterns associated with the peak values. The hybrid method
calculates only the Rolls-Royce index, the sector distortion coefficient DCO. DCe is the difference
between the average engine facc total pressure and the average total pressure in the lowest pressure sector
of angle e, expressed as a fraction of the local dynamic head. Depending upon the progrcm used by the
digital part of the machine, the hybrid method can either determine the peak value of up to four different
sector angle parameters at one pass or, by treating the values at each time interval as samples from a
population, provide n detailed statistical analysis of one sector distortion coefficient. In both digital
and hybrid methods the transducer signals are filtered to attenuate frequencies corresponding to less than
one engine revolution.

Although more than two orders of magnitude faster than the all-digital method, analysis using the
hybrid computer is inherently less accurate. This is partly a reflection of the lower accuracy of the
analogue computation used to weight and average radially the transducer signals, but also due to the less
sophisticated, but computationally faster, curve fitting methods used in the digital part of the machine
(Figure 13) to determine the extent and location of the low pressure sector. However a series of compar-
ative tests performed by analysing the same taped records with both systems showed that in practice only
small differences occurred (Figure 14). In more than 60 per cent of the cases the all-digital and hybrid
values of DCO agreed within 5 per cent and in all cases were within 10 per cent of each other. The hybrid
method was therefore adopted as the principal method for all routine analysis of time-variant inlet distor-
tion data by NOTE. It has since been used to support tests of isolated intakes both at full-size and as
scale models in the NOTE facilities and of an installed intake model in two UK wind tunnels.

When analysing full-size inlet data using the hybrid computer the magnetic tape is usually replayed

at 1/8 of the speed at which it was recorded. This permits the filtered and radially averaged signals from

the analogue computer to be sampled fir transfer to the digital machine at a rate at least five times the
cut-off frequency of the 'engine speed' filter, whilst simultaneously satisfying the basic machine operating

4 requirement that all digital computation on data sampled at one instant is completed before the next sample
is taken. The minimum sampling rate is necessary to prevent significant sampling errors being incurred.
As Figure 15, the results of an analysis of two test conditions at various sampling rates shows, it is only
when the sampling rate exceeds about twice the filter cut-off frequency that the peak value observed becomes
relatively insensitive to further increases, indicating that the true peak value is being approached.

"Analysis of model intake data is intrinsically a more difficult computationas task than analysing9 full-size inlet data, although the mathematical operations are similar. The reason is that the effective
sampling rate at the analogue/digital computer interface must increase in direct proportion to the size
reduction, because the scaling rules for inlet turbulence 1 3 require the cut-off frequency of the filter
(used to condition the analogue signals prior to digitising) to b2 increased by the inverse of the model
fractional scale to maintain similitude. Whilst the simplest method of increasing the effective sampling
rate !zas to reduce the tape replay speed, using the same digital calculation routines, in practice the
timiting step-dm a ratio of the replay unit was often reached first. To re-record the data and use further
time expansion vould introduce unacceptable errors. The solution adopted was to refine the digital program,

t* introduce lower level program languages for the time-critical routines, and thereby minimise *he nurber of
operations performed. By adopting such methods, using only a 4-fold increase in time expansion, data from
a 1/12 sr.ale model of an installation can now be analysed, whilst maintaining the 5/1 ratio of s'ampling
rate to filter cut-off frequency, assuming a maximum LP compressor speed of 12,000 rev/min.

In addition to being able tL analyse measurements made in models of different scales the hybrid
computer package can also accept data from either 8 arm or 12 arm rake configiracions, using existing
interchangeable analogue patch panels and digital software. Although the rake geometries are litated

* to 5 transducers/arm and 3 transducers/arm respectively by the 40 track limit of the tape recorder, less
extensive rakes or individual failed transducers can easily be dealt with without the need for repatching
ot manual potentiometer adjustments. The changes are made through the software roLtines in the digital
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~~a il'tjtliy co'ntrolled attenuators on the analogue machine. The routines are such that
when a failed transducer signal is eliminated the V/eightings on remaining signals are automatically
readjusted. The hybrid computer is thus both a rapid and a flexible method for analysing inlet distort ion
data.

4.3 MODEL TO FULL-SCALE COMPARISONS

Supersonic powerplant research programmes at NGTE have shown that an adequate simulation of time-
averaged intake flow properties can be achieved with small (*1/15) scale models tested in small facilities,
provided that the major part of the Reynolds number reduction due to scalinh is offset by increased stagna-
tion pressures1 4 . When powerplant compatibility requirements, particularly for military applications,
began to demand instantaneous total pressure distortion levels, the tests reported here were undertaken to
determine the feasibility of making such measurements in the same small facilities. The source of full-
scale intake data for the comparison was a test programme that had been carried out on a 2-D, variable
geometry, external compression intake with a long curved diffuser in Cell 4, the large free-jet test

faclitatNGTE. The Cell 4 facility is described in more detail in a recent paper by Ashwood and

Whilst the intake model was a 1/9 scale replica of the Cell 4 duct in all essential aspects, the
amount of engine duct instrumentation had to be decreased to reduce the addit~onal blockage that resulted
from having to use similar size transducers in both full-size and model intakes. The number of measurement
points was reduced from five to three per rake arm, although the symmnetrical 8 arm arrangement was retained
to preserve the circumferential definition. For structural reasons the model rake needed a centre body,
not present in the full-size rake, with the consequence that the rake-plane areas were not equivalent. To
enable the measured distortion coefficients to be compared directly the full-scale intake values have been
corrected to the scaled rake plane area, using one-dimensional isentropic flow theory to determine the
ratio of the dynamic heads. The other main features of the data acquisition and analysis system have
already been described in the previous two sections.

The model was tested in the 0.3 m diameter, high pressure, intake test rig at NOTE with jet Mach
numbers of 1.8 and 2.2. A schematic arrangement of the facility showing the interchangeable, fixed Mach
number, blowing nozzles and the model mounted on its pitching frame is presented in Figure 16. The
comparison data were obtained by setting the model ramp angle and incidence to the appropriate Cell 4 value
and making measurements at a series of choked exit positions, to obtain data at a rsrý"' of duct Mach numbers
that bracketed the full-scale intake value. In general only one dynamic comparison point was available at
any one combination of incidence and ramp angle, because the Cell 4 tests had usually been conducted with
the intake under the control of its automat'c scheduling system. The model test Reynolds number of 4 x 106
based on intake capture height was at least 2/3 of the value at which the full-scale intake tests were
carried out and was also double the value at which Reynolds number effects had been previously observed to
produce siguificant changes1 4 .

Before the modei and full-scale intake time-variant data were compared it was necessary to establish
that there was adequate agreement between the time-averaged measurements. To assist in making the comparison
some additional full-scale intake results, obtained with only time-averaging instrumentation, have been
included. Figure 17 shows a comparison of the average engine duct pressure recoveries at the critical
operating point over a range of ramp set~ings for both test Mach numbers at one incidence. In general the
agreement was good with the difference being less than 0.5 per cent of the free-stream total pressure, On
average the model intake recovery was slightly higher than that of the full-scale intake, but this was
probably due to the fewer measurement points in the model rake, rather than an indication of significant
differences in intake performance.

A comparison of the time-averaged total pressure distortion coefficients at similar operating points
is presented in Figure 18. The model and full-size intake distortion levels shown are those observed with

the intake cperating near the critical point at three different incidences, for a range of ramp settings.L
There is a broad level of agreement between the results, although for some points a sizeable difference can
be observed. To determine whether the discrepancy in the time-averaged distortion levels was a real effect,
or merely the result of the different rake configuration in the two intakes, a series of engine face total
pressure contour plots was prepared, of which Figure 19(t.) and (b) are examples. These showed that even
where there were differences in distortion levels, the range of recovery levels and the locations of the
high and low pressure regions were usually similar. For instance in Figure 19(a) the corresponding full-
scale and model intake DC 90 values were 0.339 and 0.406 respectively. Thus it was concluded that the
differences in distortion coefficients were essentially due to the different rake configurations. It was
therefore reasonable to attempt a comparison of the time-variant data.

The two palrameters used in the comparison were the average rms turbulence levels in the engine ducts
and the peak values of the instantaneous sector distortion coefficient DC 60 observed in equivalent periods
of data analysis, with the intakes operating at nominally similar steady conditions. In all cases the
transducer signals were filtered to attenuate frequencies greater than 200 Hz in the full-scale data, or
its scaled equivalent in the case of the model signals.

A comparison of both average turbulence and peak distortion levels over an intake characteristic
are presented in Figure 20. For reference purposes the average intake recovery is also included, all
parameters being plotted against normalised intake mass flow. Both model and full-scale curves showed an
increase in turbulence and distortion levels as the intake became super-critical and both exhibited the
lowest levels of distortion near the critical operating point. The level of agreement was therefore
considered to be satisfactory.

A comparison over a wider range of conditions, including results from tests at extreme attitudes
and with the intake operating off the normal control line, showed that Although the peak distortion levels
were generally within 20 per cent agreement (Figure 21) larger differences were observed in both senses.
The discrepancies were however not significantly greater than could have arisen due to a combination of
the known differences between the model and the full-scale intakes and the inevitable errors associated



""..'iU m ia' i•ly"u4.l l ica wueureumnts. For instance differences of about 20 per cent could be
expected from a combination of (i) the inherent errors in the respective measure.-ent and the calculation
processes, (ii) the effect on the peak value of fewer measurement points in the model rake and, (iii) the
inevitable variation between extreme values in different samples, even when taken from identical
populations.

The indication was therefore that the influence of additional factors which could produce diff-
erences, such as the redistribution of flow imposed by the model rake centre body or the discrepancies
between the nominal and the actual intake settings at similar operating conditions was relatively small.
Consequently, within the limitations imposed by the physical constraints and the inherent difficulty of
comparing extreme values of time-dependent variable, the tests were considered to show that instantaneous
inlet distortion measurements were practicable in the small test facilities at NGTE. Agreement was best
at the lower distortion levels, suggesting that the models would provide a mcre reliable indication of the
levels at normal operating conditions than at extreme ones. However since high levels were apparently
over-estimated the potential problem areas would be highlighted and not hidden.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Two facilities, one theoretical the other experimental, have been developed at NGTE for assessing
the time-averaged performance of the diffuser section of aircraft powerplant intakes. The current
capabilities of both approaches to analysing the essentially three-dimensional flows arising in such ducts
have been presented in this Paper. As part of the finite-volume time-marching flow calculation package of
computer programs, a novel, fully-automated, method for grid-generation within ducts of any smoothly varying
cross-sectional shape has been developed. An order-of-magnitude saving in computing time over a currently
popular method has been demonstrated. The grid-generation program may be easily extended to provide any
extra geometry-dependent information required for other flow solution methods. It is suggested that the
flexible computational approach can make a valuable contribution to the diffuser design process. The
usefulness of the theoretical approach will be extended as new algorithms and larger, faster, computing
facilities become available. Confirmatory experimental data can be obtained relativ.ly cheaply and quickly
from the experimental rigs, and can also give an early indication of any problems which may subsequently
arise due to interaction with the engine.

Data acquisition and analysis facilities for model and full-scale intakes, equipped with dynamic
pressure measuring instrumentation, have been described. By comparing the time-averaged and time-variant
results from both model and full-scale intake tests it has been shown that instantaneous inlet distortion
measurements can usefully be made in small rcale facilities similar to those currently available at NGTE.
This will permit more reliable preliminary evaluations of new designs, or modifications to existing inlets,
to be made whilst maintaining the short time-scales and low running costs associated with small facilities.
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Fig.4 Grid for duct flow calculation
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Fig.6 Asymmetric S-bend duct
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EFFECTS OF INTAEE GEOMETRY ON CIRCULAR
PITOT INTAKE PERFORMANCE AT ZERO AND

LOW FORWARD SPEEDS

A.C. Willmer ) British Aerospace, Aircraft Group, Filton, Bristol
T.W. Brown
E.L. Goldsmith Royal Ai-iraft Establishmuent, Clapham, Bedford

SUMMARY

A series of experiments complementing and extending tha work of Blackaby andWatson (NASA 195% and '55) on circular cross-section pitot intakes at Mach numbers from
0 to 0.21 and angles of incidence and sideslip from 00 to 400 are presented. Measure-
ments were made at the engine face of 72 pitot pressures, h. unsteady pitot pressures,
swirl angle at six positions and boundary layer profiles at four positions. Static
pressure distribution around the cowl lips and along the diffusers were also measured.
Five cowl lips covering a range of contraction ratios and lip shapes were tested with
both a straight and an S bend diffuser. The effect of inserting parallel section
spacers between the cowl lip and the front of the subsonic diffuser and between the end
of the subsonic diffuser and the engine face instrumentation and the effect of a thin
lip slot upstream of the intake throat were evaluated.

NOTATION

A duct or streari tube cross sectional Of S duct offset
area 1' total pressure

a Lgitudinal semi axis of cowl lip q dynamic head i-PVellipse dnun ha V

V speedb radial semi axis of' oowl lipVspe

ellipsc x longitudinal ordinate
Cd discharge coefficient y lateral ordinate
CR contractioni ratio Ashi/At indee

mlnmun min60O - P0111011A1 PWu " Pe
qu itoan Plip 11. - 1) t

ol diameter total pressure recovery Po/L

ER cowl lip ellipse ratio a/b Sufficos

1 duct length
M Mach number 0 engine face

Oil litghlight plune

t throat

freestream

1 . INTRODUCTION

Interest in pitot intakes for use in highly mauoouvrable fighter aircraft Io•r flight
at Mach numbers from zero to 1 .8 prompted a prograwmlo of both low and high speed touts on
circular section pitot intakes at incidence up to It)o. Although practical aircraft des-
igns or intake are seldom of' simple shape, choice of circu•lar crosn-enctions enables syn-
tematic model changes to be mado in an economical manner and for meai.urements to be comp-
ared with existing theoretical methods of' prediction for both the inviscid and viscous
flow components. A later series of test:, will investigate changes of cross-section shape
from tho entry to the engine Vaso.

Little systematic low uprod pitot intake testing has been done since the 1951-51'
work of Blackabv and Watson - and the lip goometries chosen have some features that are
common to those outed in refs 1 and 2. This work extends Blackaby & Watson to establish
the sensitivity uf intake performance and compatibility to detailed lip design and diff-user geometry particularly at high throat Mach number and high incidence. It includes anlassessment of duct offset, a st bject hithoeto not studied systematically.

Measurements include a limited 'ssesomeno t of' engine face swirl and pitot pressure
fluctuation ret'lecting todays awareness of tho Importance of those aspects of flow quality
"to intake-engine compatibility. More conprohctn,1livo measurement, ts are planned in future
test phli-1es.

a o)P- "
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S2. DESCRIrTION OF THE MODEL

Figure 1 and associated table shows the model components. Six axi-symmetric lips
and two diffusers, one with an S shaped centre line, were available. The diffusers have
common area distribution and length and are of circular cross section. Constanb section
parallel spacers of various lengths could be inserted between the diffusers and the cowl
lips and between the diffusers and the engine face.

2.1 Cowl Lips

The values of contraction ratio were chosen to provide a range from values typical
of civil aircraft (CR = 1 .25) to those applicable to military aircraft and to coincide
with those of Blackaby and Watson (CR = 1.078 and 1.177). The internal lip profile from
the highlight to the throat is a quarter ellipse. Inviscid compressible flow calculations 3

indicated that there was a decrease in lip surface supervelocities at high speed conditions
by increasing the ellipse ratio (ratio of major to minor axis) from 2 to 5 and that for a
given ellipse ratio tho lip pressure distribution at low forward speed and high throat Mach
number was improved but the high speed distribution was not adversely affected by adopt-
ing a blunter profile than an ellipse shape. Thus ellipse ratios of 2 and 5 were designed
for the 1.078 contraction ratio (lip 2 and 1) and an inner profile defined by a 'super-
ellipse': 2.l 2.h 1

was designed for the contraction ratio 1.177 (lip 6).

The junction between the cowl lip and the diffuser or spacer was always at the
throat. All the cowl lips had external profiles defined by NACA 1-85-35 proportions for
at least one throat radius aft of the highlight position.

One of the lips (lip 3.1) was provided with thin slots. These had a total flow area
of 10% of the throat area and because of the requirement for inter-changeability of the
lips all the slot area was located ahead of the throat. High speed tests on a rectang-
ular intake with a similar slot indicated a small beneficial. effect at high incidence and
no adverse effect of the slot at supersonic speeds. A standard circular arc bellmouth
entry was also provided and tested with all diffusers and entry and exit parallel section
oombinatione- under static conditions. For all lips the throat diameter was 128.8 mm.
Pressure tappings were located on the inside and outside surfaces of the lip along four
lines (at 900 intervals) to match up with similar tappings in the diffusers.

2.2 Diffusers

Both diffusers are 457.2 mm long (1/de = 3) and have an area ratio of 1.400 (gross)
or 1.3074 (net) reflecting the difference due to the engine face centrebody.

The wall profile of the straight diffuser is defined by

d-(dt=) - 44 1 ) + 1Sde - dt 3(1 L) 4 1

For the S bend diffuser, the same expression is used but x is measured along the centre-I line and d is measured perpendicular to the centve line.

Tho centre line is defined by

Y = 2"Z o2 L co(IT 01
where Of/l = 0.3 for the S bend diffuser reported in this paper.

Pressure tappings are located along four genorators spaced around the diffu,,er at
900 intervalo.

2.3 Spacers

Several cylindrical extension pieces were made to fit the front or the rear of the
diffusers. These allowed either the threat or the diffuser to be lengthened so that the

4 lip separation region had a constant area section in which to reattach or the mixing
process in the subsonic diffuser more neajrly to be completed. ThIs permitted ducts upto
a total length of 1/de 6 to be studied.

2.•4 Engine Face Metering Section

The engine face diameter of 1.52.4 mrs was determined by the compressed air supply
available to drive tpe airflow ejectors. A scaled up vernion of' the standard RAE
(Bedford) flow cell 4 which has been calibreaLed to allow air flow to be mRasured was
used. This calibration was chocked against the bellmouth calibration during the initial
testing.
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Instrumentation at the engine-face 2s shown in figure 2. Twelve radial arms at 30 0
intervals, each carry six pitot tubes radially spaced so that each pitot surveys 1/72 of
the engine face nett area. On every second arm, one pitot was incorporated into a 3-hole
yawmeter head. On every third arm one pitot was flanked by a Kulite pitot-type sub-min-
iature pressure transducer (CQ - 00 series with Boeing screen), to measure unsteady
pressures.

Twelve wall static tappings were fitted midway between the twelve radial arms and
at 6jo offset from each horizontal and vertical arm, a 6-pitot wall boundary-layer rake
was fitted.

3. TEST CONDITIONS

Fig 3 shows the model mounted in the low speed 12ft x lOft Wind Tunnel at British
Aerospace, Filton. Air was drawn through the model by an ejector pump driven by comp-
ressed air. This ejector also acts as the model chassis carrying the model gravity and
aerodynamic loads to the tunnel supports.

The capacity of the ejector is such that it was possible to choke the flow at theinlet throat. The test technique consisted of taking pressure recovery-mass flow charac-teristics (typically 12 mass flow conditions) at fixed tunnel speed and angle of incidence

or sideslip.

Table I shows the test conditions.

TABLE I

Nominal NominalV Reynolds number based on

m/sec MW intake throat diameter dt

0 0 0
18.3 0.054 1.61 x 10O
36.6 0.108 3.23 x 10'

70.1 0.207 6.18 x 10l

At a mean threat Mach number of 0.6 the Reynolds number based on mean throat cond-
itions is 1. 4 8 x 10%

Incidence and sideslip angles of up to 400 were tested.

"4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

At low forward speeds except at very low rates of flow the size of the ingested
streanitube Is almos.t always larger than the capture streamtube of the intake. Under
these conditions at zero angle of incidence flow separation occurs all round the periphery
of the lip (Fig lI(a)) and the majority of the loss in total pressure that is measured at
the engine face is due to this separation followed by turbulent mixing of the flow in the
diffuser. As angle of incidence increases from zero this separation will gradually con-
centrate on the inside of the lower lip and will occur even when the streamtube size is
smaller than the entry size (Fig 4(b)). The losses measured at the engine face will be
a fuinction of:

-•lip shape

A..1 - contraction ratio Aen/At

- the sizo of the streaotube relative to the capture area A./Aen
It is often convenie t to use t~e inverse of this ratio so that losses measured
at static conditions(Aen/A = O)can be plotted

- the initial Mach number at the beginning of the diffuser. This is non-uniform
ur,dei, cunditions of separation but ic conveniently characterised by the one
dimensional throaj Mach number Mt based on the geometric area and derived from
measurements at the engine face.

- the geomecry of the subsonic liffuser i.e. its area distribution, shape, wall
surface area and diffuser area ratio

- angle of incidence

Since both lip geometry and diffuser geopmetry can be changed on this model it is
aosirable to separate these losses in total pressure emanating frcm the diffuser from
from those caused by the cowl lip. Diffuser losses wore obtained from tests at nomin-n,
ally zero forward speed with a bellmouth entry fitted.

-. t • .. , • o,, , .- . '.. ,, , , . • . . . , •.. , .•• •



4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS (Contd)

At a given throat Mach number Mt the losses were then subtracted from the losses
measured at the engine face at the same value of Mt with a given Jip at all conditions of
forward speed and incidence. Thus lip loss is defined as:

lip for lip configuration for bellmouth configur-
at zero or at forward ation at zero forward
speed speed and incidence

TIe lip loss defined above is probably better described as a lip loss plus a diff.
user interaction loss.

If the basic diffuser were such that its losses were higher than would be expected
from skin friction considerations then this approach would be an oversimplification.

Lip loss should be defined with reference to a configuration with a pars ..l pipe
following the lip rather than a diffuser. However this would entail repeating the experi-
nmonts with a reduced size engine face and it is suspected that the results would not be
significantly different from those derived in this experiment.

4.1 Effects of Transition Fixing

A limited number of tests were made to investigate the effects of transition fixing
on lip 1 and lip 4.

The transition strip used was lead-based tape with a serrated leading edge, the
tape being 0.2 mm thick and 5 mm wide.

In Figure 5 free transition is compared with transition on the highlight, this being
the position which was found to have the largest effect on the intake characteristics.

For lip 1, fixing transition has negligible effect o.i DC60 or intake recovery. Lip
4 shows an improvement with fixing for both of these parameters at high incidence, but the
critical incidence is not changed.

Changes to swirl angle and to root mean square (rms) pressure level at the engine
face were negligible.

It was concluded that transition fixing has a negligible effect for low contraction

ratio and only a small effect at high contraction ratios. The fitting of transition strips
compromises the geometry of the lip profile confusing comparisons between different lips.
For these reasons all subsequent tests were transition free.

4.2 Effect of' Contraotion Ratio

The prime geometric variable that affects losses and flow distribution is the lip
contraction ratio. As will be seen in section 4.3, for low speeds, the variation within
a given family of lip shapes fo given contraction ratio is small. Thus comparisons
are shown (Fig 6) at zero and 40 incidence between contraction ratios of 1.078, 1.177
and 1.25 that have ellipse ratios of 5, 5 and 2 respectively. As can be seen lip losses
decrease continuously with decrease in streamtubo size (increase in Aen/A ) at zero
incidence as would be expected. However at 400 incidence after remaining constant or
even slightly decreasing from the level of the losses at zero forward speed, the losses
then increase rapidly with decrease in streamtube size.

The incidence at which this change in trend with streamtube size is illustrated in
Fig 7. For lip shapes 1 and 3 at a throat Mach number of 0.6 the change in sign of losses
_'ersus streamtubo size (the condition at which losses are independent of streamtube area)
occurs at • 270 - 280. For lip shape L1 losses are much smaller and there is virtually
no change in sign of losses versus streamtube size (except at very low values of Aen/A)
nevertheless there is still an incidence where the losses are independent of streamtu e

size.

In this experiment, at low values of throat Mach number, this increasin loss appears
to be still in evidence when the streamtube size is less than the entry size (Aen/A. > 1).
Tests at higher forward speeds (M. = 0.3 - 1.0) at high incidence are needed to indicate
the exact variation of this important trend at all throat Mach numbers. Some tentative
projections are available at = 3 0 by comparing results for the CR 1.177 lip with some
from an isolated rectangular intaku5 with approximately the same contraction ratio.1.15
at M. = 0.6 and 0.9 (Fig 8 (a)).

The alignment of low and high speed measurements is better illustrated by plotting
the lip loss divided by the throat dynamic pressure versus M,/M, (Fig 8(b)). This form
of collapse, which in effect combines the influence of streamtube size and throat Mach
number, is useful in presenting the overall performance as contraction ratio is varied.
Li. example is shown at zero angle of incidence in Fig 9.

LIIIL a .L7ý



4.2 Effect of Contraction Ratio (Contd)

Engine face flow distortion coefficients DC6o are shown plotted in a similar manner
to the losses as 8 function of streamtube size and throat Mach number at angles of incid-
ence of 00 and 40 in Fig 10. DC 6 0 is me inly dependent upon streamtube size and independ-
ent of throat Mach number in the range Mt = 0.2 - 0.5. Somewhat lower values of DC60 occur
for throat Mach numbers of 0.6 and 0.7 for lips 1 and 3. At these throat Mach numbers the
local values of Mach number adjacent to the cowl lip surface are supersonic resulting in
turning without separation or perhaps with a small bubble of separated flow followed by
shock recompression. This will not be followed by shock ind ced separation if the Mach
number is loss than 1.3. If lip losses are plotted versus Mt then in general It can be
seen from Fig 11 that they vary linearly for lip shape 1 but for lips 3 and 4 there is a
sudden change of slope. In general the magnitude of the slope of the loss versus Mt
appear to correlate roughly with the variation of DC60 with throat Mach number and stream-
tubs size. Thus for lip 4 (CR 1.25) the higher values of DC6 0 at Mt = 0.6 and 0.7 where
the streamtube size is large, are associated with the higher slope of the loss curve
(Fig 10 & 11). Similarly for lip 3 (CR 1.177) the lower slope for the loss curve at high
throat Mach number occurs with the lower values of DC6 0 (Fig 10 & 11).

4.3 Effect of Change of Lip Profile

The effect of a change of ellipse ratio from 2 to 5 is wholly beneficial to the vel-
ocity distribution on the inside of the cowl lip at high flight speeds and zero incidence
as illustrated in Fig 12(a). It would be expected that there is some penalty to be paid
in reduced performance at low speeds and high incidence for use of a higher fineness ratio
ellipse as shown in Fig 12(b) for OR = 1.07.3. However, as can be seen this appears to be
largely confined to the smaller streamtube size and more particularly at higher angles of
incidence which suggests that at this contraction ratio the adverse pressure gradients
around the lip are nearly always sufficiently high to separate the boundary layer whatever
the shape of the profile.

At zero forward speed the effect of making the lip blunter by increasing the index
of the ellipse equation from 2 to 2.4 reduces the calculated maximum supervelocity and
hence the adverse pressure gradient substantially as shown in Fig 13(a). The super ell-
ipse is disadvantageous only aL 30 incidence at the highest forward speed.

Obviously the effect of any profile change for a given contraction ratio is going
to be a fairly complex function of streamtube size and incidence and probably requires
both high speed and low speed tests to define properly the boundaries between separated
and unseparated flow.

L•.4 Effect of Spacers on a Straight Duct

Full results over a range of forward speeds are available for the addition of an
entry spacer, and at M. = 0.21 for an exit spacer. As with the lip profile change the
beneficial effects of an entry spacer are largely confined to losses at the smaller
streamtube size and the higher angles of incidence (Fig 14). In general flow distortions
are made slightly worse. The changes with exit spacer at M,,,= 0.21 have, as would be expe-

cted, a negligible effect on losses but substantially reduce flow distortion at all
incidences.

4.5 Effect of a Lip Slot

At angles of incidence above 300 the presence of a lip slot (lip 3.1) substantially
reduces losses increasingly as streamtube size decreases but at lower incidences the red-
uctions are small (Fig 15). In contrast the effect of the lip slot on flow distortion is
adverse at high incidence but slightly favourable at low incidence. The limited reuults

t 4 at N1,= 0.21 show that the effect of changing from a straight to an S bend diffuser is in
*i general favourable to flow distortion but results in no change in losses. The unsteady

pressure variations tend to follow the variation of losses with streawtube size and incid-
ence rather than the DC60 values.

i4.6 Effect of Offset Diffuser
•-- Comprehensive results at all forward speeds and angles of incidence are only avail-

able for the S bend diffuser fitted with an exit spacer for lip shapes 3 and 4. Thus com-

parisons have been made between the straight diffuser without exit spacer and the S bend
diffuser with exit spacer with the addition of spot points at M - 0.21 for the straight
diffuser with exit spacer. As can be seen in Fig 16(a) for lip 3 the major effect of the
S bend diffuser both on losses and flow distortion is at large streamtube sizes (static
and very low forward speeds). The much lower flow distortion for the S bend diffuser at
smaller' streamtube sizes is obviously due to the favourable effect of the exit spacer as A
illustrated by the corresponding results for the straight diffuser with exit spacer.

In contrast to lip 3, 2or lip 4 the major effect on losses is at the smaller stream-
tube sizes and the higher angles of incidence (Fig 16(b)).

`3 ."i• .. . "" ' LZ, ,r' ,. "



4.6 Effect of Offset Diffuser (Contd)

Flow swirl angle (defined as positive for clockwise rotation looking downstream),
which is less than 50 for all the configurations discussed so far, is more significant
with the offset duct. Unsteady pressure rms levels also are somewhat higher for the off-
set duct.

4.7 Offset Diffuser at Incidence and Sideslip

Comparison of the effects of incidence and sideslip (Figure 17) shows that the S
bend intake is far less sensitive to a given magnitude of sideslip than to the same value
of incidence. The intake represents a port installation on a fuselage side. Positive
sideslip (as defined for these tests) means that the relative wind is from the port side,
and in effect straightens out the intake aerodynamically. The effect on the total press-
ure contours at the engine face is illustrated by Figure 18.

4.8 Coparison with Blackaby and Watson Results

The Blackaby and Watson lip shapes had the same contraction ratios of 1 .177 and
1.078 but with an ellipse ratio of 3.6 and they had a small forward spacer aft of the lip
*,id before the start of the conical diffuser. As can be seen in Figure 19 at zero incid-

ence, the agreement between the two results is very close for the CR 1.177 lip and also
for the CR 1.078 lip at the higher forward speeds. There are some small discrepancies at
and near static conditions. Agreement in the variation of lip loss with angle of incidence
up to 250 is again very good.

4.9 Maximum Mass Flow and Throat Discharge Coefficient

The measured maximum mass flow is presented as a throat discharge coefficient Cd
(defined as the ratio of measured maximum mass flow to ideal calculated mass flow based
on geometric area). Figure 20 shows Cd at incidences of 0 and 400 as a fIunction of free
stream Mach number. The agreement at zero incidence with tae results of reference 1 is
very close.

At zero forward speed, the maximum flow is also presented in terms of Men, the moan
Mach number at the highlight plane. Figure 21 shows data from the present experiment and
from references 6 to 11. This presentation clcarly shows two regimes, one for attached
flow (high contraction ratio), where the flow is set by choking in the throat, and one
for separated flow (low contraction ratio). Here the limit is set by a constant value of
Men. This separated flow limit has been found to be mainly a function of Ma with minor
corrections for incidence. The attached flow limit is largely independent of forward
speed.

4.10 Engine Face Unsteady Pressure Measurements

Unsteady pressures presented in the preceeding sections refer to the maximum rms
value of the four engine face transducers. In fact there is considerable variation of rms
level around the engine face as illustrated in Figure 22. Examination of engine face total
pressure contours showed that the high rms pressures appeared to be measured in regions of
high pressure gradient. This poe tulated relationship is shown in Figure 23 where the rad-
ial pressure gradient is taken as an approximation to the tr.e value.

Data from all four transducers over the full incidence range are plotted for both
diffusers with lip 1. Unsteady pressures in the offset diffuser tend to be higher than
those in the straight diffuaer at a given radial pressure gradient, which indicates that
other parameters are also important. Much useful work remains to be done in relatingL" unsteady pressures to steady state pressuio fields.

Selected data points have been analysed to produce pressure spectral density plots.
,This analysis was made with averaged samples and covers a frequency range from 0 to 5 K•z.

Note that the ordinate of a pressure spectral density plot is the square root of
that for a power spectral density.

Figure 24 shows a typical result for all four transducers. The spectra are notice-
ably different for each location. Resonances are present which are harmonics of the
natural frequency of the complete model and ejector assembly.

I•'" .Figure 25 shows the spectra for the top transducer at sever'al 4noidences. Increas-
ing incidence is seen to produce higher harmonics and to increase the peak spectral dens-

r. 'ity level. This suggests an edge tone mechanism. Data from the thicker lips show less
marked resonances and fewer harmonics, as would be expected for an edge tone.

Since the data obtained contains aerodynamic resonances specific to the test equip-
ment and since there is some suspicion that rms pressure levels are related to local total
pressure gradients, there are obvious prni'llenc 4n nnnIving model results of this type to
a full scale aircraft configuration. Thought needs to be given on now to correctly rep-
resent the boundary condition presented by an engine.
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Low speed tunnel tests on a family of inlet geometri.es have been reported. Inlet
total pressure loss has been separated into lip and diffuser contributions.

Good agreement exists between measured lip losses and previously published data,

Lip losses may be decreased by increasing contraction ratio, fitting a lip slot or
a forward spacer.

Steady state flow distortion at the engine face is decreased by increasing lip
contraction ratio or by fitting an aft extension. Forward extensions and a lip slot are
less effective.

For the S duct tested, distortion levels are set by the diffuser as much as by
incidence. Sideslip, however, lessens the distortions.

Flow swirl angles at the engine face are low for all conditions with the straight
diffuser. Higher values are found with the S duct ac high incidence.

Engine face unsteady total pressures are related to local pressure gradients. A
forward spacer is effective in reducing rms pressures.

Pressure spectra at the engine face show features related to the test configuration
which would give difficulties in interpreting the results for an aircraft installation.
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Laos avions de cootiat futurs seront caract~irioi~a ) Is fois par une maillouro manoeuvrobilit6 ot
I' par un domaine do vol plus 6tandu quo pour coux an service actuallemont. Coab va on' traduiro par la

conception d'apparails capablos d'6VOIbnor hi trba grando incidenice, dans dos conldit'-ons of) 1'6caulemant
subit on d~collement g~n~raiis6. II not certain quo pour ce type d'avion, Ion prioas dlair doivent fairR
llobjJet d'une attention toute particuli~rL.

LP r~lo do la prine d'air eat di; fournir au motaijr, dana touo lea cas do vol. la quantit6 dlair
~ji ~ nkgLAo'ire, kit ca dans lea inoilloutnou conjitions. Done Ia plan d'antr6o du compreasloor, la prossion

d'arrdt dolt Atro 1.3 plus Torte pc~ssibla. Ln ontro, J.'6cnnbamont doltt (1tre 3uffisarrrnont uniformeoat
permanent pour 6viLtar In d~crochaga du --mmpraassur. 11 fant 6galornant 040u la pr'ise dlair intorfl~-ae Ia
010105 possibleo v-4-, 1 'ionion et quo lt r~isistance do capt~ation rooto 6 Un niveau occaptablo. Cool
n6cessit~o do pouvuir at~t6ninar, Minon snpprimeir, les offeot do d6collemorit qui rioquo dr. se produiro 6
I ontr~o onl vol bi grannda inc~idence.

Dna Citudoaxop~rimet'nalnto do ca problIbme a 61: iiemntc 6 VII.M.F.L., over. In acutien du la D.R.E.T.1

nour uno maquot~to do priso d'aLt bic~irnsnionnallo 6 grando inicidence. NOuo pr~sentuno daris Go qui suit
cartoins dea v~sultots do coo travaux.

2 - M01'NNS D'ESSAIS.-

~ I Lau noasasio 0 out d~roulejo dann lia notifflovia t.'clinsnoliqlue do 1 IIM.r?.L. Cloot una petite
acufflarie 6 rotour hi fonntiorinamrnt contion. L~as conditions jm6rarivnill soot atitnaphdriques. La inointigo
dw la tump6raturo darr~t oat ausur6 potr un 6'ctonga dWaitr &voc lowxtriourv, non travoru di'un dussicatour.

Ln voino ti'oxp~vionutt oat rotntiiguitnive, dui auction 2001 x 40 rnn'i. Lou paroin haut~oa Qt bassos
torit. ll Notes luonitudinalou. La pormmiatiiit( out voMaine du S

Lo flaqulot~to oat conatitullo Jimr duxtt) plalouoo paral liiou i ciu~artijaont; It 12 tritt, d'aijongaount 8I.
Lo bord dlattaquol do lo piloqun llLlpdrioUt' Wait Lii WIL90W 1.1'016 15 i I".

L.n plotjnut irfiliriourn dil In inillijoritAO (WI)IMlotO iLLIUX paxlltilil !nit fiXa , CII POVInr0. wt; uogo
I. nmilinviblaC 1) Pavailit Ifg.1 CoiHtU durn-Iihz ont; uoouti toin unit pill, fil buvd ;Jottitqun poiiitu idontiquo

Ci0011 1~~ aI 10 JAMIua Stlp(iI'J0ui , soit; pni' nol burd at-vanirl, oppuI6 Ib ivvio

Will coituil~ unt 60t rvaimin'a nvon on mm :apjo do onniffiago ol t,tiew h III onn du bord d' Mt-aqw.

LOa 1111%001- d1i IR fnrItIII notI d' oivivuli / 111 (it; lion ~orn.i do wdii,,t~i iit U of3D0 .

DOOMl Oil 01AOulIJIiit'tnj!o , lIn ifitllo ritd rrr'jorliIlt (Pii' 111111 (itiiL A wit lullpnii wiiiiiiloiiilloit in plini

Pilniii (IOU duokx duiuiiAvual nlifiiiLowrittioll * miinl lin bovil dL 'a ~taluki larrurdi U Otdi utiliug5

Le aiiuit memo rlu onimrtim ilmiii otti-Ilw Lua iprilutl~l J)iitiOa Llijln~i ourI LuioiJU 1mini lrmteli~i" mii UX
atudioiiaum X* 4 1it X* LI . DI 'oit; tum nri Inni Lnot 41; tIm voil munlo lei 1 Civin Ui uz'ba),ut tupnli.)An CI P11t.0
I'lm a (t tid Fa(utoL poviluot. (1il ddtilraboni111 loI dobilt; inapil pill. (unilu-i'..

eoix Liuanoliaaazull 16litori Xgg 4, 1.1 ot 'I i , Ca diituiul. ni OL6it uil~iIu6 LIllil p10,101 ouoll uia von fuiitii,

o.11il li x ~ignujilmi fihi(i u i n X*. I wt; Lt ailitiiiistt (I usII H a t1 ill 9~ uiodnt.0A dolO,3 :i ol vii fulbowIi A gill
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Les expilriences ant dt6 rdalisdas dana lea conditions suivanten

-La norbrer doe Mach mroyon au niveau dU compresaaur ast nominalamant compris ontra 0,30 et 0,45.
Mais cartains essais ont W faits pour dog va~aurs plus faiblo~r.

-A Pincidanco 400 nous aovns test6 las qudtra maquotteB. Lae nomrbra do Mach M oaet alors limiitri
A 0,38 A cause do l'obstruction. Les diff6rencea obsarv6oa antre Is t~ord d'attaque pointu at la 3bvro sent
extr~niaemnt faibles at nous no pr(tsonter'onB les r~sultats quo pour cetto derni~ra ccnfiguration, en les
comparant 6 caux ohtanua pour ln fenta at Is fpnta avou (3copL. La relative inafficacit6 do la lE~vro pout
saexpliquar par le fait qua pour Is nombre da Reynolds r~alis6, le d6collemant oat laminaira. Il so produit
dlone tros pr~s du point daerrdt, avant ls contournornont do Is lbivra. A grand nombro do Reynolds on ourait
un d~collament turbulent plus tisrdif at la hautour dio la bulbe soroit moindra.

-A l'incidanca 200 souls 3 mod~blo ont 6t6 utilis6s Ibord d'attaque pointu, 'onita at fonto
avac 6cope. La nombva do Mach M a6tait do 0,530.

Il no faut pas pord'a de vuo qu'6 1'incidence g~ombtrique r~a.Aslfl an ssoufflorio, correspond on
atmonphbra infinie una incidancu plus importanta, inois qu'il nous eat impossible d'6valuor,

3 - XXCXDh9NCB 400.-

3.1 - 9wclution do 1 'deou.loment .intcurnc.

Les prunsionri mosurtia doria la conduit, POUT, M 0,40 sont pr'~auntaon dons la tableau oi-
duaouaju rapport~sa h Is proasion critique do 116'~Clulumiirnt dfiont.[ Cunfiguration X *. 1,.0 4 8i

L~v ro U. 0,01 r740

Lov I u tt F wnto 0, OttO 1 , UIJOj 1,142

Letr, anto tit Fiiuols 0t,9$34 1,210 I'1m2

C.1a vnllauIstlrwz'eiliinitum;~ ' Isnysn do0YtnU sisuouzu M oUU~ ut' utiuuunP tWo sioux I)ILVtIsLnI I I6sszt; JW)i' '1KIL
~lrooI n iiUY01 di~lf tliouli; Inoim > X' %,rjrtotisIr~:tdi~r;slrait u

Oil nolitento 111W 1411iý ~l X .Iii Uti .1: iX it i i M 4. I(u ili'iti 'liii 11.1ait~ IAN (1.1 dupsiff l . C t

Id)1 fi~liII. 2 izftwirtfo 101 is61lulil. tnt.00Rg twifsii)5 i srsIn 'TirmilA I'. fnitliitn 10 tI'90iisu

Firlstr dir ut1 s I bu nslis l i ilfglmt.111 1ii waiiii~liii; r 01f1 iisv i o iriis lif IIr X 4 m iiru Ill un" q l i's ioi osruni atw 1, 1,Ivn' usi:

tiguorw o siitru stuli U~tl plus giolind qu.4ilor 4.11 Lisrlo,rr row f,011,0 . 11,1,4 I 'i1uutii irtilinrtis poiu dill uuI I sr(i t:isi

Pouri 1011 r~siirOd,ii (iiunju tIxelitis, Ill poj i m 11,14 ol o 1 iu (6UtiI1m ll(elil slt'
iii 1 iiiut; ol Ouir i' iti'ir ,i si' 11w I111isvils, )ni oriimsomsuu sismilsisri ) Ill t'sstr ouu ~iiit. if, 4 sis 1o ' ~ mIv.~Iis mrs (1i irirU g~~~~~iniiintirt; Jo' im :n Ua~ilia , Lai isniiwiio (ill 'Iti stn13tsLi t 1An Itviottlt. M i.-'1 ' tI (r .j liii irtii iiIisA n 4i 'i tit. X ~

(411m r1,11t, p 1u .1iijouus "ii v~sFrif tr rs.,0ir d lt1n fillt, Ol i 'lui~l iiir tit st (AF1ii s1,,.it'iti tl ~iiri ss;i
Clira a t'ti.itr lliisit; 1:m o iaioi. ii ir ils i. 111t w ilri, ritsiiirwVA is Ill strhitr eII, A 1 Ptllt iA011io tiivssisiii III, i~4i I'
thusl at; ou"li1 uijtoiriu 111i.IntUt:giat~lunu (julo liu str(ius s1d fil; isrs ll sirrt~

(Ins uoiiralmi (Jill io tniiu!0,1 jiioul i i fil n 1,11 Issul st afl~.Ioi stains )Is isiiirrui dos wl~tutlrrs i ~ i'
no d~il Il u n rm ljlel'~lfl 111. ti1AWriiuui 1011.111 :iir r Ili 11:1uiA 'ri (r3rtu~srIM 1is~. is'

uu.Nilj, lm ntom1;fi I 'iiri.5Ai ostr iii I, milt tIit.rsiinitrii

!ýj I I'l rillsuulsi Ofly I .1,11 II il I ' I ii:uni ut, ir io .0 io,"

straus IIisssiu A I Iiiii i Lr sp '. iii Itt is .5/sr sin tsoul t I,- jriirif IItIIItIjirr. O hln i iuilrOtiir i',ilIsrtiiu f: issnuiii ti rif 1 reiss

I sit to 5 ta i f ii u I Ir Ia i x i. 11 5Ir'm i tO I s liii) I o iiii IVkii f$ kl IN I, t st si i ii Ii iit i r snl llss
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at 2 74~

2 2

Par dilleursl on a

Coniiid6ronn leg 0000±0 prlistent6s sur la figure 2. (J6signonna par q4F at q raspectivemant leg
d6bits piassant; par 1 aritri~a dall at la Fante. Dans lo cas do la funto jorulo,' las ondlages on X 8
at X*'1 ,'idonnent 0. 71, 0iq 0, 39tq ot q1  0],131q, tandiO quo 1 lO GU co cl afectu~i A partir (Jar valeurs
don p at. V liiraur~es orn X~ 8 conduit 6 ' 0 ,74, q[ - j q,3? , 0,63q lit A 0,086, 0,12.
Lour lo cao fonto avec i'icnpo, on oltiont peor lo, calcu] 0.0 0]:3011., qj oi - A,1c m 0,12 at

V 0,10) , tandig quo 2'axpftirinco donnoti - ,8 q E 0 ̀ 31q qt F 0139q. Les flondages onl x 1 'S
Foturni E3 ont pout, A la valeur approch6a 0.15.

Cins rolotionn permattent: doinc, lir do.-. mnoureg danS Line seule section, d~avojir uno ostirnation
corraecto dol Ja faron dent 109 Ufibito ne riipartiooont entra I nntr6ao J'oir pro-prarnont dite at la fanta.
Ellen mtrittnt arn ividenroa le t'61 indurotur J00(4 Par' 11 fonltU onl GQjui connorno lo o16bit dans le plan
dounti-k. Ern affet, leg valnui'a trouJV60in pr-O6cdammonnt, A -0,0136 Lt V - 0,12 conduisnort 6 uno valour
(Ija db dtt e tril ga1Ma h20 ducOuiotlMain nrous ven r~rUbo'n abilonOe dola fentalo

Loraprin Ina dilbit interim Rilt, foible, in col nWant poo amorcOi at le bord d 'nttar.loo sup~irJaul,

pruoý,v~t .1'in~r~ur o Ii -zlloW1011(o s sor~f~rhatinut Jtllol palorn infeiricura , Prour Joi mlirigu-
tipion d, 1 0oiý1' IUt' fr rliwonianc N m lilt AtrCm 4n.a 1 ,~ o b not do I Invdrn dil 31-1 10 ( N Il/V w W,7.

WWII) ~ n~al f1,116"1Inn' phintollt'oias insttilonnoit'oo tiont; txbih blair mdn oin (ividonco Aý In 11n. pti'lojvt-3
d~l~m i'l3miIfratimton. rdolai.f,6 -n rnt dom :i~ichttleod visunlittltiun ultro-rapidn fitt. CIL pvt Ifnolntz'4 7

i

Vo(;uitionthi o riion~tot~ton oval u.

ionitn0jori'rtQ~n do 1 .,cclpc, Ia queloli~i t6 ii 1lisnulrt t notrnncrn amvlirnilnra orirtnt; air1 noh~ ~ ~ ~ ~~01CJ'lt l (L ro~.idJ1ititi atvoc laquorr)i IL n fa itI'ioru7rlilt it

1(1 '01 ~it-dun ltltmclanio ( ti v, 1 c avo onix tot~l tn tuil (fircil tirontrtn cqtjo X*t I(4, 1I I 10rrrngi~
tiilmit; lir oul. ironiuci t~ 1 0.", tirir o a'n opo, ~.Iaiitrtwln io albintntta otil fciblu coutmirt fill rotoul, I

notl proim uuttol roil an "1ua In p.ruminoln ollanitoirtlo pw on ritm' X* 4 ut UI.

tLun viow luol~la . tort'Ii 14 ?runutl~tlllirt Iirtytin 1`nr 111n 1 I'1rrl 2 rin jt ilIdo 11 IrOLV lt;tit Ibol OUltR t)at' Jo
fianto Li Ai,!. li it: inimttrii lvio lii itir1g.11 Votjnll titll a- tt In Ir'u1iriilloiiioii n i'i 14tt aov l do1 Inn Flirtio ont

innta r~itttit1loitint iliiriniittl I.'oxio] larto dur~~ ll i'iootlotifililit 0ititrom "tit parilaitutitont vittiblo
IHill' lou ul Glot i)01 10V11,1to1Oll U01iriu U1Tmn'I.Ak;~i.

3_1 - Comitpelvellaon don rdrtsmlwtv tolobaux.

* I 111' m glo belo cin mi. 'in In iitt , li t . ivoritLit, 1 itrl ritt, io 1 iiz'l t'i It 1. JYO111 I villreoin obtuino Iltl tt p l i
it tuitll 't I.

Wi xOl oi'ltiliitttiu (11 1i olo ji' iitin otir fillttrtvili (tiIIIII A 1 ii ntitti ilgt ito ttl ao

till
lviii:opo voiii i t. oi film oim -I'lA ol lt m 11.1 1 ` 11'o lt it tW ltwl,11,uiwlo p u l



En ce *qlui concorne let proession d'arrlt p t (fig,'11) lea taffeta do la d~gradatiari sent tros
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CALCULATION OF TRANSONIC AIR-INTAKES USING A COMPUTER PACKAGE
FOR INVISCID AND BOUNDARY LAYER FLOWSby

Ciro W. Lucchi
Theoretical Aerodynamics - UFE122
Messerschmitt-Bdlkow-Blohm GmbH

Postfach 801160
D-8000 Mtnchen 80

West Germany

SUMMARY

A finite-element method has been developed to solve the full potential equation for
transonic flows in a two-dimensional engine intake.
To insure simplicity of formulation and mass conservation, the subdomain finite-element
technique has been chosen. The full potential equation being expressed in the 4-formula-
tion, a successive line over-relaxation algorithm was developed to solve the system of
non-linear algebraic equations. Stability in the supersonic domain was obtained using
Hafez' artificial compressibility method.
Herring-Mellor's finite-difference code has ben incorporated to compute two-dimensional
compressible laminar-turbulent boundary layers. A fixed transition or Dunham's transi-
tion criterion may be chosen.
The inviscid method has been tested on single airfoils and cascade profiles. The via-
cous-inviscid method has been tested on a few single profiles, such cases having lben
computed exhibiting difficulties expected to occur in the calculation of two-dimensiwnal
intakes: high leading-edge suction peaks and strong shocks.
Computations have been carried out on a two-dimensional Tornado-like air-intake at M -
0.7 and a between 00 and 120, the viscous-inviscid coupling having been used at a - 0.
Results compare relatively well with the experiment considering that measurements were
taken on a Tornado model. Improvements to the mathematical model arQ expected to appre-
ciably enhance the method's capabilities as a design tool.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

Ao/Ac mass flow ratiu at the engine fLce
M local Mach numler
M, froestream Mach number
Ra Reynolds nunmor
a local velocity vector

u norm of velocity
Sa angle of incidence
y specific heat ratio
* potential
p density

1. INTRODUCTION

In the development of modern combat aircrafts, particular attention is being given to
* combat manoeuvres at transonic speeds requiring high angles of attack. These are amongst

others dependent upon the engine-airframe Integration, the air-intake design playing an
important role. Within the current research program at the Military Aircraft Division of
Meszerschmitt-B8ikow-Blohm omphasis has boon placed upon improving the experimental and
thooretical capabilities in designing advanced air-intakes.
Two- and three-dimensional numerical methods hava already been developed to compute the
transonic flow on axisymmetric [,13] and th'ee-dimensional [4] inlets. These w3rks have
been exclusively confined to geometries with thick leading edges as opposed to sharp
leading edges appearing on two-dimensional inlets of supersonic combat aircrafts.
Having as far-reaching gcal the numerical modelling of u complete tnree-dimenslonal
wing-body-engines configuration, the present two-dimensional research program wag star-
ted using the full potential formulation in the potential function.
Looking for a suitablq numerical method, the following criteria havt been defined:
1) simplicity, 2) capability for complex geometries, 3) computational speed. A full mass
conservative formulation may aiways in a more or less simple manner be incorporatedl
this should not however contradict the first criterion.
Satisfying these criteria, a subdomain finite, element method wain developed [5] .The full
potential equation in the potential function wvitten in tonserv.-tive form is discratized
using the above-mentioned method which also insures mass conservation in the nmunrical
scheme. A mesh generation method using only geometrical considerations has been found to
insure simplicity of implementation and such flexibility as ntded for complex thise-di-
mensional configuration; the grLd allows the use of iine solution methods (successive
over-ralaxation as in this work, ADl) and always displays smooth variation of the ele-
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iments sizes &nd intersection angles far from 00. Stability in the supersonic domain was
achieved by, adapting Hafez' artificial compressibility method [6] to the finite element
tecihnique. A mesh refinement algorithm is included.
Accuracy and reliability were the main reasons for choosing the Herring-Mellor's bounda-
ry-layer code [7].
The inviocid method has been tested oi several single airfoils and cascade profiles [53.
Results compare favorably with concervative finite-difference methods both in accuracy
and computing time. Strong shocks were accurately predicted, slightly forward of the
trailing edge too.
In the computation of air-intakes at transonic speeds t.wo kinds of difficulties were ex-
pected to appear that may cause a boundary-layer computation to break downs high suction
peaks at the upper lip leading edge and strong shocks. The viscous-inviscid method has
first been tested on a, few single profiles*. The first difficulty was examined on the 5%
thick MBB-A10 airfoil: becausa of its relative insensitivity in that region, the bounda-
ry-layer code did not detect the expected leading-edge separation iubble: the simulation
of this physical phenomenon requires additional research. The second difficulty was exa-
mined on the 13% thick DFVLR-R2 airfoil; it was solved by smearing the shook over a few
elements [8).
In the next paragraphs more information is presented on the inviscid method and the re-
suits obtained to-date with the air-intake program are describe .

2. METHOD

The steady, inviscid, irrotational flow is governed by the full potential equation
. -. (1)

v *- 0 (2)
4 1

0 C1 + YjJ.l0- Ij- (3)

u and p being norralized by their freestream values.
Integrating eq. (2) over the surface and applying Gauss' divergence theorent, the inte-
gral form of the continuity equation appears

Ic p4 n' dg -, 0 (4)
C being the contour of .ntegration and n the outer normal vector. 8q. (4) formally de-
fines the subdomain finita element method; main characteristic is the ccnaervative form.

Neumann-typQ boundary conditinns are imposed on the surface. A far-field solution is gJ-
yen on the domain boundarieg And an experimentally-obtained mass flux is assigiled at the
"engine face.
Details of the finite element method are presentad in Ref. [51.

3. COMPUTATIONS

The center section geometry of the Tornao's air-intake haa been modified to apply the
method, In particular, all bleed system ham been removed, but the sharp upper lip leading
edge has been retained (geometry a90-1, the full mesh on flguee 1, a detail ot figure 2).
With thiz geome'ry results could be obtained Ir a very small angle of attack range (less
than 10). Cause for the numarical break-down is the inlinite velocity at the leading
edge when the stagnation point does not coincide with the leading edge.
This problem was partially removed by thickening the upper lip in its front part by in-
serting a NACA 0012 nytmetric airfoil (geometry G90-5, figure 3, a detail). Results were
obtained at M w 0.7 with angles of attac'. between 0 and 9" with the invivaid code (fi-
gures 4 and 5 for these two angles). At a . 126 the computation broke down after the
21st iteration otarting from the case at a 90 (figure 6, 15 iterations, normal aspect,
figure 7, 21 iterationu, beginning of break,,down). The causo is the same an before: sx-
cessive velocity at the loading edge going into vacuuml this problem has it:; origin in
the assumptions of potential flow theory and is independent of the numeri.cal method.
Results at a - 00 (figure 4) shnv the Eociotence of , strong suction peaks computations
with the viscous Herring-Mellor code did not detect any leading-edge separation: becouse

> i of the relative insensitivity of any boundary-layer code in the sLarting region of the
br-'undary layer no accurate prediction of flowi separation and separation bubble length
can be obtained without additional empirical information. The viscous and inviscid solu-
tions do not differ appreciably in this test case.
The theoretical results on the outer surface o( the lower lip differ considerably from
the vxperimental ones at a - 0' ffituru 4): three-dimentsional effeaLc are here predomi-
nant. Not so at a s 9" (figure 5).
Theoretical and experimental results on the inner surfaces (upper and lower lips) agreerelatively well at both angles of attack considering that the first are two-dilmensionai

.Work in progress. A report will appear in spring 1982.
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.oMput.Ations and to saecond were measured on a Tornado model. At a 9* the experimentaldata show boundary-layer separation on the lower lip inner surface; the suction peak iswwell predicted by the inviscid method. The presence of side walls justifies the as•.u..p-tion that a two-dimensional theoretical research contributes appreciably to the under-standing of air-intake flowfields*.
No other Mach number has been investigated: the mathematical model developed up to nowpresents some deficiencies (mostly shown by the high suction peak on the upper lip)which require a detailed investigation before the method is tested at higher Mach num-
bers.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The nwnerical method that haa been presented promises much needed accuracy and reliabi-lity as a design tool in the development of two-dimensioral air-intakes. The results ob-tained to-date show a relatively good comparison with measured data where the assumptionof two-dimensionality holds.
Improvements to the mathematical model are expected to appreciably enhance the method's
accuracy.
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Fig. 1 Mesh for geometry GEO-1 (turned 900)

The discontinuity in the experimental pressure distribution appearing at approximatelyx 1.5 on the upper lip inner surface corresponds to a boundary-layer bleed
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SUBSONIC MILITARY AIRCRAFT ENGINE INTAKE:

AN !NTEGRATED THEORETICAL-EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

by ¶1
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Combat Aircraft Group
Aeritalia Societh Aerospaziale Italiana P.A.

10146 Torino, Corso Marche 41 - Italia

SUMMARY

As initial steps of a long term effort aimed at design and performance evaluation of engine air intakes
by computer aided methods, two numerical codes were recently developed for the simulation of the in-
take-induced flow field in two dimensional transonic and three dimensional subsonic cases.
Both codes were obtained in a very straightforward way by modification of existing codes suitable for
the computation of the exterior flow past airfoils (by a finite element method) and about three dimensio-
nal arbitrary configurations (by a panel method). Computed results and comparison with experimental
data pertinent to the analysis oi a single bifurcated intake prove the uselfulness of the present numeri-cal schemes for engineering applications.

In addition to the above described theoretical study, the second part of this paper deals with two pecu-
liar experimental problem areas: engine face auxiliary doors design and side intakes div"'rter shape op
timization. Following an extensive testing program performed on a static model, the engine face auxi-
liary doors with annular air admission into the primary long type duct appears to be a good alternative
to the classical solution placed at the main inlet entry.
Diverter geometry influence both on aerodynamics, in terms of drag coefficient, and intake performan-
ce, in terns of distortion coefficient, was moreover investigated, testing a low speed model, and the
results are presented in this paper.

Nomenclature

h Diverter width

a Diverter upper profile lenght

b' Diverter upper profile height

Sa" -Diverter lower profile lenght

b" Diverter lower profile height

bT b' + b" Diverter total height

r Leading edee radius

A0  - Freestream area of captured flow
AH, - Intake hilite area
ATH - Intake throat area

A2 - Engine face area

A' HI - Primary intake hilite area

ATH - Primary intake throat area

A"11HI - AID hilite area

A"TH - AID throat area

CR - AHI/ATH Inlet contraction ratio
C'R - A'HI/A'TH Primary inlet contraction ratio

C"R - A"HI/A'ýIH AID inlet contraction ratio

MO - Freestream Mach numnber

MT11 - Intake throat Mach number



2 Engine fac.e M.ac.h number

M'TH = Primary intake throat Mach number

- AID throat Mach number

PO - Freestream static pressure

Pro - Freestream total pressure

o10 - Freestream dynamic head
PT2 Engine face total pressure

q2  - Engine face dynamic head

APT - PT2 - PTO Intake pressure losses

PT 60rin - Engine face 60* sector minimum total pressure

A p- Primary intake pressure losses

A pL. - AID pressure coefficient

Cp - (P - P0)/q 0 Pressure coefficient

Ca - Sonic pressure coefficient
p

CD - Frictionless diverter drag coefficient based on frontal dliverter reference area

DC 6 00  = P 60 m " PT2 ) q2 Distortion coefficient

1. 1 Engine Air Intake Analysis by Computational Methods

1. 1. 1 Introduction

Current trends exhibited by modern military aircrafts to increase both the thrust-to-weight ratio
and the engine by-pass ratio emphasizes the demand of numerical tools for supporting the design
of the air intakes and evaluating the interference effects induced by the engine massflow on the
aerodynamic characteristics of the overall configuration.
The first part of this paper is aimed at demonstrating that a fairly acceptable simulation of the
flow past two-dimensional and three-dimensiona) engine air intakes may be obtained by use of nu-
merical methods derived from existing and well-tested codes suitable for the computation of the
external flow past airfoils and about arbitrary three-dimensional liftig bodies, For this purpo-
se the following items must be added to the basic codes:
- definition of a control surface suitable for calculating the mass flow entering the intake
- definition of a computational device required to modify the intake mass-flow
- definition of an iterative loop for matching the prescribed mass-flow condition.

The main advantages of such a type of approach are that it allows a considerable reduction in the
coding time in comparison to the case of "ad hoc" developed codes without introducing appreclt,-
ble penalties in the computing time and thWt the high commonality of the new codes with the basic
ones enables to exploit the existing pre-and post-processor packages, such as graphic display
of input/output data and boundary layer analysis codes.

Experience gained ac Aeritalia from use of two numerical codes developed for the computation of
three-dimensional subsonic and two-dimensional transonic intakes gave evidence of the useful-
ness of the above mentioned approach for many engineering applications.

A brief survey on the mathematical background of the two codes and an application to the analy-
sLs of a single engine bifurcated intake aire presented.

1. 1.2 3-D Subsonic Intake Analysis by a Panel Method Code

a) General Features of the Mathematical Model

The most efficient solution for the simulation of the exterior flow about arbitrary three-dimensio-

nal lifting bodies is provided by the Panel Method. Under the basic assumptions of steady, irro-
tational and incompressible flow it solves the Laplace differential equation of the velocity poten-
tial function bytransformation into a set of linear equations whose unknowns are the strenghts of
piecewise distributions of mathematical singularities (panels of source/ sinks and doublets) spread



a proper arrangement within the body volume. Each linear equation specifies the fulfilment of
the Neumann boundary condition on the body contour (i. e. vanishing of the normal velocity on the
surface panels) and of the Kutta condition at the trailing edge of the lifting surfaces, whilst the
zero perturbation condition at infinity is implicit in the singularity methods.
In the present version of this method - which was derived from the MBB Standard Panel Method
(1) - tf - external surface of the body configuration is fitted by flat panels of sources/sinks of
constant strength whilst the lifting terms are provided by doublets arrangements whose strength
is determined '.y imposition of ze j normsa velocity on dummy panels at the trailing edge aligned
with the local bisector (the so-called Kutta panels). Use of Goetherth's similarity rules allows
to compute compressibia, but still subcritical, flows.

To describe the way by -which the capability to simula-
te intake-induced flow was added to the basic code,
let us consider for sake of simplicity an isolated axi- Kutsa panel

symmetrical nacelle.
Computing this configuration like an annular wing by
the basic Panel code a simulation of a mass flow
A //AHvery close to unity should be expected, the ac-
tual value of AO /AHI being determined by the circula- S•ound vortices

tion induced by the bound vorticity on each slice of

the annular wing. This analogy suggests that in order -- ou-

to control the total mass flow entering the intake it c' *' • rol eu riac.
is sufficient to change the value of the bound vorticity
by relaxing the Kutta condition at the trailing edge of
each circumferential slice.
The geometry of real intakes is much more complex
than that of an isolated nacelle: however the same de- Annular wing

vice for controlling the inlet mass.-flov, may be retain
ed provided that a proper arrangement of bound vorti-
ces may be defined between the interior wall and the
exterior cowl of the intake.

For matching the prescribed mass-flow in a trial-and-error mode two basic options are available
in the present code:

- iterate by rotating the Kutta panels
or

- iterate directly on the strength of each bound vortex arrangement.
At each iteration step the actual value of the mass flow is computed by integration of the velocity

field at a control surface, usually at the throat section.

b) Comparison of Theory and Experiment

In order to investigate the influence of some geometrical details on the performance a I : 7. 2 scale model war' tested in the Aeritalia 2 x 2 sq. mt. Low Speed Tunnel (see para 2. 2. 1). The mo-

del was instrumented for measurement of pressure distributions on the cowl lips, the diverter and
the plate.
The choice of elliptical profiles for the external and internal cowl lips was led by a trade-off ana
lysis performed by the present method on a simplified axisymmetrical mathematical model of the
intake, aiming at reducing the presrure peaks for preventing flow separations at the design con-
ditions.

"*Computations for an intake-fuselage configuration fully representative of the SEBI low speed mo-
del except forthe absence of the diverter and the plate (Fir,. 1. 1) were later carried out for eva-
luating the capability of the present method to deal with such a complex configuration.
Comparison of theoretical vs. experimental data pertinent to the three cowl sections of Fig. 1. 2
for the test conditions of Fig. 1. 3 are presented in Figg. 1. 4 through 1.9.
Although no simulation of the viscid effects is taken into account by the theory a fairly acceptable
agreement between theory and experiments is shown for the near-design conditions of Fig. 1. 4
and 1. 5, especially on the external cowl where boundary layer interaction has negligible effects.
At off design conditions (Figures 1.6 t 1. 9) the poor correlation exhibited on the suction side of
the cowl lips is essentially due to local flow separations where the theory predicts very
large positive pressure gradients. Visualizations of the flow performed with oil at equivalent con
ditions show a similar pattern of local separations: however a favourable effect of Reynolds Nura
ber is expected at full scale.

1.1.13 2-D Transonic Intake Analysis by a Finite Element Method Code

a) General Features of the Mathematical Model

The two-dimensional intake code is essentially a by-product of a recently developed. numerical
program which performs the computation of transonic flow in presence of recompression qhocks
about two-clement airfoils (2).' The general features of this program are the following:

_ _ _ _ _ L



- solution of the full potential equation of gasdynamlcs by Eberle's formulation of the Finite Ele-
ment Method (3) which is based on the variational principle stating that the work necessary to
deform the fluid is a minimum with respect to the prescribed boundary conditions. For steady
flow this formulation is equivalent to state that

//• OqqýdV -

where flui density
q = a normalized velocity
S- velocity potential

V - fluid volume
This intýegral equation is solved by numerical integration using quadrilateral bilinear isopararne-
tric elements.
- Use of a computational grid obtained by a conformal transformation which maps the exterior

of the two airfoil-element into an annular domain (4);
- iterative solution of the resulting quasi-linear equations by a successive line over-relaxation

(SLOR) scheme in the radial direction;
- use of a rotated artificial density scheme (5) - (6) which maintains an upwind bias for any o-

rientation of the computational cell with respect to the local velocity vectur in order to stabili-
ze the numerical procedure when the local flow is supersonic.

In the present formulation the Finite Element Method is fully conservativre and numerically very
stable, so it seemed actractive to attempt to adapt this code for the computation of two-dimensio-
nal intakes, following the same procedure outlined in the previous section.

Since the region close to the intake lips only interests, both the upper and the lower cowl may be
extended dowstream by i dummy fairing ending with a cuspidate trailing edge: this enables to use
the same grid generation of the basic code.
The contribution of each computational cell A'
to the integral term pertinent to the pivot
point P (sketch a) is equivalent to the mass
flow through the diagonal AA': thus the total
mass flow entering the intake may be compu-
ted in a consistunt way by summing up the
contribution of the cells adjacent to a grid Ii
ne cutting vertically the interior nozzle
(sketch b).' The same feature is used for bull
ding up the :omputational device required for sketch a sketch b
cot.trolling the mass flow entering the intake:
since in the basic code the Kutta condition
(which defines the circulation around the two
elements and hence the mass flow through the
two cell adjacent to the trailing edge (sketch
c) in order to alter the circulations in an an
timetric mode it is sufficient to allow a symn-
metric "transpiration" of the flow through the
two trailing edges.
A trial-and-error iterative process to ffid sketch c
the proper "transpiration" is again used for
matching the required mass flow-condition.
In order to speed up the convergence rate which is very slow for the circulations on the mesh si-
ze required for achieving a good resolution of the shocks, successive mesh grid divisions with
intermediate interpolation of the potential distribution are used (7): computations carried out with
four mesh divisions gave evidence that circulations and mass-flow are fro'zen since the crudest
grid computation whilst pressure distributions are more sensitive to the mesh size (figures 1, 10
through 1. 13)

b) Computee results

Although the SEBI configuration do not belong to the two-dimensional type of intakes a rough inve
stigation of the SEBI transonic characteristics was carried out by computing a section cutted ver
tically through the intake (cowl A and C of figure 1. 2). Figures 1. 14 through 1. 16 present the
transonic pressure distributions computed at zero angle of attack.

1.1.3 Conclusions [ii

Two numerical methods for the simulation of the flow abort engine air intakes are presented.
Both codes were adapted fr7om existing codes suitable for the computation of the external flow

[•'•. about arbitrary lifting bodies (limited to subsonric flows) and past transonic airfoils. Presented •
results prove the usefulness of this engineering approach tc the design of the engine air intakes.

Extensions aiming at the simulatlon of three-dimensional transonic flow about intakes in presence
cf the body (by 3-D Finite Elements) and computation of viscous interaction (by the transpiration
technique) will be pursued in the next future.

I..•
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ýneane traCeAux1Iiar5 Doorr

2. 1. 1 Introduction

High engine intake lip losses suffered at takA-off conditions by many military aircrafts, can be
drastically reduced using secondary air supply. Rear auxiAiary dcors, with secondary airflow
annular ndmissiou, placed very close to the compvessor face, when compared with the typical
forward installation near the primary inlet, present remarkable advantages in performance
which can easily ov:ercone space and complexity penalization3.
Above mentioned auxiliary doors types will be refi_.red in this document as "REAR AID" and
"FORWARD AID".
"REAR AID' have been employed on the ,ERITALIA Co9Y ground attack and close support air-
craft, powered by two GE J85 turbojects: unacceptable engine instability or surges have never
been experic.nced, in the AID optrational range, vhich can be attributed to the air mass flow
supply system.
FIGURES 2. 1, 2.2, 2.3 schematically show G91Y AID installation: the .secondary air enters

through a series of four spring loaded doors, opened by suctiou effect, and goes into an almost
cylindrical chamber with araLular air admission to the main duct.
rhe performances of G9lY "REAR AJD" can be written down in the following way:

.'JIJIA'TH-.32 ; (iPr/PTO)w D7.3% ; (APT/PTO) AD .
w/o AID '~h AID

2. 1L 2 Experimental Results

A "single engLie bifurcated intake (S. E. B. I.) suction model" oA a subsonic single engine milita-
ry aircraft ( Fig. 2.4) was built and extensively tested at static conditions to investigate the ef-
fects of "REAR AID" in terms of recovery factor PTZ/PTO and d: storsion level DC609.
The model is characterized by a lorig bifurcated duct intake type, with low inlet contraction ra-
tio ( - 1. 20) and therefure sensfl)l losses and distorsion level (P'Z/PT0o - .93 and
DC60o - - . 20) at take-off static condition without AID.
With regarLd to "REAR AID" configuration, the secondary throat -..ea A'rH can be changed in
the full range from 0% to 120% of the primary throat area k'THi , while the secondary hilite area
A" 11 can vary opening 2,4 or 6 inlet ports. Thus a large range of contraction ratios up
A"`H / A"ýH - 3. 5 can be reproduced. Five values of A'ýH /A"TN (1.20, 1,L 39, 1.66, 2.21, 3.32)
and six values of A"IH /A'TH (. 180, .360, . 525, .719 ,. 638, 1. 08) were tested fr a tital of 15
configurations.
Fig, 2,5 pr-,,.ents the distorsion maps at the engkie face at he same corrected air flow for:

a) bell mouth inlet w/o AID
b) actual inlet w/o AID
c) actual fnltt with AID

(~ / A'-I/A"H - 1.66, A"TH/A'TH = • 30)

Fig. 2. 5. c clearly '•xplai?.s the advai~tge of the "REAR AID" use: reco,,ery factor increase and
distortion level reduction; in particular we can observe that DC 6 0 0 for case c) is better than
case a) bocause the circumferential boundary layer is eliminuted aad. the"splitter effect" is stron-
gly attenuated.
FIg. 2. 6, shows the "REAR AID" pressure losses versus second.'. r throat Mach numrber M" *

The influence of A'¶1-/A"TH is well -.-.plafned- lip lossep icrowa.e when contracti'.a ratio de-
creases. The strong influence of A"TH / A'"TH at the same A'Ji / V"TH is apparently difficult to
justify, but this effect is due to model geometry.- only A'HI and A"TH can ba changed while the
intermediate ruom geometry is fixed, theref.rn thb.. impingement and turbolence losses increase
with secondary air, flow W"and W" increases with A" TH/&'TH,
"F or example

A11.H/A'TH - .,360 -%. W"/W . .20

A",1-11/A'TH - .853 W"/W .. 35

On a real applcation the impingement and turboleace losses could be reduced by the optimization
of the "REAR AID" internal geometry; in particular the secondary flow duct could be carefully
shaped, better than on the "S. E. B. I. suction model", from the hilite up t" the annular exit into
the primary duct. Moreover the hilite internal lip radius could be increased to improve perfor-
man•,-s.4
What abou't leads to the conclusion that for an operating installation with fixed geometry the
"REAR AID" reCLovery factor wouldn't be so far from the values of fig. 2. 6. a, where the impin-
gen•ent and turbolence losses are low because of reduced A"TH /A' TH,
The fig. 2. 7. a represents synthetically, at take-off static condition, the results in terms of re-
covery factor which is equal to .93 for the model primary duct without "REAR AID". The above
meri.toned figure can be used to design "REAR AID":

a) knowing A" !/ A'THH . e. the available space to install the aux. ports, fig. 2. 7. a supplie-,
Cie cptinmw A'•j: !A"rH to get max 2'

b, knowing PTZ /PTO that has to be reached, AID dimensions are supplied in terms of min.

#' _ _L4 V



A'hz /A'TH and, consequently, of A" J/A'.H.

Likewise, fig. 2. 7. b shows a similar diagram regarding the distortion parameter DC6 0 11: a
strong influen-te is exerted by the A" TI/A'TH value (i. e, by the secondary air flow n.rcentage)
while a large -ange of A":-Iu/A" TH values doesn't affect so much the results. From 113. 7. h
it's evident that with "REAR AID" most benefit cau be expected in terms of disto o: -1 im-
rrovem~ent:aratio A"TH/A'THof .20, which means W"/W - 10% for the tested mc' * Lf
DC60.*

2. 1.3 "REAR AID": an extension to the supersonic inlets

"REAR AID" are more useful If pressure losses and distortion level in the primary duct at static
3nd low subsonic conditions are considerably high, like in supersonic aircraft inlets. If perfor-
mance of a given primary duct without AID are known, it's possible to draw design diagrams si-
milar to those of fig. 2. 7 with the aid of fig. 2. 6. a, under assumption of same primary and se-
condary duct static pressure at the mixing section; thus a 1.,elimirnary assessment of performan- 4
ce level for an engine air supply systen. with "REAR AID" c&a be made. This procedure was fol-
lowed to compare the effectiveness of the "REAR AID" and the "FORWARD AID" for military
aircraft supersonic CMO - 2) bidimension-il intnke application.
Fig. 2.8 shows the "REAR AID" advant,ý'es.

Same A"jI and A"TH : 50M' red ictir . in pressure losses
70% reduction in distortion

- Same recovery factor: 50% reduction it area
55V reduction in distortion

2. 1.4 ConcIu-ionn

For engine air supply systems, characterized by high pressure losses and distortion level in the

main inlet at static and low subsonic conditions, the "REAR AID" with annular air admission into
the Drimary duct appear to be a good &htemrative to the classical "FORWARD AIR". The follow-
ing principal advantages can be listed :

- considerable pressure recovery factor improvement
- very large distortion reduction
- sensible "splitter effect" attenuation in the case of a single engine bifurcated intake.

To design the most profitable operatio,'.al configuration, "REAR AID" concept substntiation
and optimization could suggest further investigation to measure, at the engine face, local deflec
tic-a from the axial flow, turbolence level and dyn.nlc distortion.

2.2 Diverter Aerodynamics

2.2. 1 Yatroduction

The majority of the military aircrafts air intakes are provided with a "DIVERTER", i.e. with a
boundary layer discharge channel which hinders the low energy flow near the fuselage fraom being
ingested by the engine. Diverter geometry influence, both on the aerodynamics and the intake
perf, emance, presen's some interesting aspects which can be investigated by a wind tunnel
testing.

S" this purpose a "single engine bifurcated intake (S. E. B. I. ) low speed vaodel" of a subsonic
I" m.•.1tary aircraft was designed with a I t 7.'2 scdie factor and tested in the AIT 2 x 2 sq. mt.

wa,,d tunnel. The mass flow ratio A0/AHI at diffe-.ent typical flight conditions was reproduced
at M 0  .20 varying, by an ejector, tho engine air flow.
Four diverter configurations, with same height bT and same width h , with or without plate, with
"synimetrical or asymmetrical profile,with blunt or sharp le.ading edge, were experimentally inve-
on stigated Ul utg. 2,9).
Each configur.aton incorporates two static pressure probes distributions along the diverter pro-
file equally spaced at 1/3 and 2/3 of the diverter width. Static pressure tappings are providedon the fuselage upstream of the diverter and three boundary layer total pressure rakes. (seven
probes each) are placed just ahead of the inlet.
The diverter profiles are defined by elliptical typee equtations with exponent -- 2
A data reduction system supplied profile pressure co,.4ficient Cp, the drag coefficient CD(based
on the diverter frontal area), and engine face distor o. parameter DC6 0 ..

2. 2.2 Experimental results

Fig. 2. 10 sho•'s fusciage pressure distrihution for twr diverter types ("B" and "D") at diffe-
rent test conrlitions.
At fixed incidence the AO/AHI parameter exerts a gre'%t influence on the pressure field round
the profile on the upper surface at 9( - 0' di'.rerter "'B" re,,eals for AO/AHI - .46 (typical mini-

a', ,; " j a i' j, "' ' . " . .," ' ... - '" ." ' , " • " . ''' "" "• "' ,=



9 -- e which disappears for A0/Am - 2.0 (typicaltake-off value).

Blunt or sharp leading edges play an important rgle: comparing for example diverters "B" and
"D" at A0 /AHI - .4G, the former presents a larger suction high velocity zone than the latter;
what above is emphasized by incidence where the sharp diverter shows poor characteristics: ir
Fig. 2. 10 at o - 10' and Ao/AFI - .46 the large zone of overpressure (Cp > .5) for diverter
"D" is evident.
In general diverter Cp distribttion at AO/AHI I is similar to a typical airfoil profile distribu-
tion, while at AO/A.HI >•1 the intake suction affects (more or less) the pressure coefficient de-
pending by intake hilite distance from the diverter leading edge and configuration with or without
the plate . Increasing the AO/AMI value over the unit, the velocity reduces along the profile,
flattening the C diagram. This is evident in Fig. 2. 11 which presents Cp distribution for all
tested configuritions: b) and d) C p diagrams tbre more interesting because recorded at
Ao/AHI - .46,meaningfull value for the flignt cruise conditions. Blunt profiles have more advan-
tageous characteristics in terms of negative C level than sharp ones and, therefore, reduce
drag coefficient C D induced by pressure distribution.

Moreover Fig. 2. 11 shows boundary layer shape, derived by a total pressure rake placed in
the"Z" position on the intake centerline; it's possible to observe a remarkable difference on!y
in the Ao/AHI - 2.0 case, where high PT/P TO losses were registered along the diverter width
for the configurations with the plate.
Ftigg. 2. 12 and 2. 13 show drag coefficients CD versus A0/AH-L respectively at ol,. 0' and cý -10",

while the Fig. 2. 14 presents the CD variation with incidence at AO/AjHI - .60. The drtg coeffi-
cients are derived from Cp integration along the profile up to the diverters and when, Cp values
for different configurations are very close. The results show considerable C D fluctuations, in
the order of some percent of the total clean aircraft zero incidence drag coefficient C DO.
In Fig, 2. 14 is evident the advantage of diverter "B" and the convenience to place the profile
few degrees nose up relatively to aircraft horizontal axis, to reduce CD without transonic dete-
riorations.
The above reported cmosiderations are strictly valid for testing Mach number M0 - .20 and may
be extended to the subsonic field up to M0 - . 6; at transonic velocities blunt diverters negaiive
pressure peak could be too high and shock waves could be thought to arise markedly reducing
blunt shape CD advantages. Anyway this is only partially true because of two facts which should
cause in transonic flight a peak velocity reduction if compared with the same profile moving in
an indisturbed flow: thL diverter ii surrounded by a low speed boundary layer flow and
A0/AH- values < 1 (typical of a high velocity flight) slow down the flow in the intake hilite zone.
In any case e.:eriimental evidence of above considerations through a transonic test appears essen
tial for a flow field understanding.
Fig. 2. 15 shows the distortion parameter DC60. versus A0 /AHI at ,4L- 00 and oL - 100 for the

jdifferent configu2rations: the diverter plate has a peculiar influence on distortion: DC 6 0 . actual-
idly increases when A0/AHI decreases; configurations witholdb plate (replaced by thin lip ) usiua-

fly how the opposite trend.

•i' i2.2.3 Conclusions

vFrom a drag standpoint the blunt diverters, at subsonic velocity, have a better behaviour in
•i:' terms Of CD, the difference with the sharp diverters reaching the order of some percent of air

Plae eimiatin icreseAintake performances in terms of distortion level in the normal
AD decreases wihth conditioen! range. The advantage could be in the order of 50e.

A' ptirizansonc wd tunel deteso recommended to substantiate low speed results and check their
SIapplicability to the complete typical C. A. S. aircraft velocity envelope.
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Figure 1. 1 - Panelling of the
SEBI Low Speed Model
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K Figure 1. 12 - Second iikterm*tdiate mesh grid

Figure 1. 13- Final mesh grid
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SUMMARY

The design and development of the Tornado supersonic intake is described outlining
the critical aerodynamic design areas with 6pecial emphasis on compatibility; the problem
of deaign loads is also reviewed.

The philosophy and cparation of the automatic control system is d1scussed.

Finally, the propulsion system behaviour in flight and some examples of intake-
airframe interaction are les'zribed.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A Intake capture area Pt Total pressure

A Free-stream area of intake flow RAE Royal Aircraft EptaYblishmentstreamtube Bedford, UK

ARA Aircraft Research Association Re-No Reyrolds number
Bedford, UK TU Turbo Union

B.L. Boundary Layer W/T Windtunne!

Cell 4 Supersonic high altitude test Ahaoute value
facility at NGTE, Pyestock

C Aircraft incidence
DFVLR Deutsche Forachungs- und Versuchs- 61 Second ramp angle

anstalt fUr Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V.
FTB Flying test bed 14 Pressure recovery
I/B Inboard 0 Polar coordinate in compi.essor

faceM Mach number M aSwirl, i.e. circumferential flow
As Milli seconds angle on 87 % radius of measuring

m/s Metg per seconds plane

NGTE National Gas Turbine Establivhment Subscripts:
Pye0tock, UK o Free stream condition

O/B Outboard Center line

P 1  Steady state static pressure at EF E ine
• i ~~~~compressor entry E niefc

P2  Steady state static pressure at MAX laximum
comproesor exit MIN Minimum

' SB Static bleed void pressure RMS Root mean square

1. INTRODUCTIONSThe TORNADO Aircraft (Fig.l) is the poutof Zirý,a collaborat~ion b0.W_%!n air-

frame and engine companies d~signed to meet the requi:mrients of the German, I•U.an and
British airforces with whom it is now in service.

The two seat aircraft is twin engined %;,.ith a shoulder mounted variable geometry
wing and a low tailplane, The engines, TU RB 199 are located in the rear f,,selage and
are equipped with thrust reversers which in confulcion with a sophisticated high lift
system give a well balanced take off ani landing performance.

The engines are fed kby variable geometry two dimensicnal intakes located on the
fuselage side forward of the wings. The irtakes are designed to satisfy the conflicting
requirements of greater than Mach 2 operation and a very wide incipence operating envelope
at subsonic speeds.

STo achieve these aims compatibility and performance have been ac.-urded equal statusus

in all assessments. Having achieved the desired aerodynamics an intake contrul system
has been designed with the performance and precision to exploit the aerodynamios.
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This paper reviews the evolution of the Tornado engine intake design from concept to
iflight, highlicgting the critical design areas and the design actions initiated to secure,
in collaboration with TU, an efficient and flexible propulsion system.

2, ENGINE INTAKE LNYOUT

The 4iL intakes are disposed on each side of the forward fuselage (Fig, 2). The
compression ramps form the upper surface of the intake. The intake datum is aligned
parallel to the fuselage datum (zero cant angle) and the first ramp is fixed, the
second ramp is variable relative to the first ramp. The third (subsonic) ramp is me.chani-
cally linked to the second ramp and is hinged at its tailling edge.

The variable ramps are positioned by an electro-hydraulic actuator under the coxhtrol

of the Air Intake Control System (AECS).

The couipression nu- ce boundary layer is bled through the wide nlot, formed between
the trailing edge of the sec'.nd ramp and the leading edge of the third ramp, into the void
above the ramps to be exhausted overboard through a rearwards facing scoop on the top
sur""ce of the intake.

Each intake is equipped with two blow in auxiliary doors which maintain high prs-.-re
recovery under take off and landing ccnditions.

The intakes are connected to the engines by low diffusion angle ducts which have an
elongated S shape planform.

Ploughshare shaped boundary layer diverters separate the intakes from the fuse e1side,

3. AIR INDUCTION SYSTEM NOMENCLATURE

intake aerodynamics is concerned with four main topics:

* Intake preb;iure recovery

* Intake spillage diag

e Distortion

e Swirl

Intake pressure reiovery is the mean total pressure Lecovered at the engine-intake
interface referred to free stream total pressure. Engine thrust is directly related to
pressure recovery on a greater than 1:1 basis.

intake spillage dzag is the drag asscciated with the intake running at less than full
* mass flow. At subsonic/transonic speeds full mass flow (zero spillage drag) is achieved

whon the intake throat Mach number is equal to free stream Mach number. Supersonically
full mass Zlow is defined by the shock wavco geometry.

Disto;tion in the airflow at the engine-intake interface is seen as the non-uniformity
of the total pressure distribution. Increasing distortion leads to increasing loss of
engine surgo margin. Distortion is usually described in coefficient form. The coefficient
adopted by TU is DC 0 and defines the maximum toeal pressure defi.7it in an angular segment
G0 of the compressor face, as a fraction of the mean dynamic head.

By-paos engines have been found to be sensitive to pressure distortion existing for
a very short period of time (less than one compressor revolution). This instantaneous
distortion is measured during intake model tests and used for the determination of the

"4 4 engine/intAke compatibility boundaries of a propulsion system. Generally speaking high
distortion lovas accompany low prersure recovery levels and are typical of high intake
mass flow conditions, especially P r'Ln incidence subsonic Mach number and at high
supersoric Mach number flights.

Distortion tolerance of by-pass engines can be reduued drastically when distortion
is acuompanied by intake flow angularity. Circumferential flow angles are defined as
swirl. Swiil iE an additional important intake flow parameter in the ovLrall performance
of the propulsi'omn tystem. The description of a swirl coefficient is highly desirable,
however, !.a not yet fully codified into practical aid common use. Therefore, this paper
refers to swirl on the c0Lcumference of a specific intake duct radius.

"4. TORNADO INTAKE DEVELOPMENT MODELS; TOOLS

Small scale modals were tested during development of the intake (Fig.3), comprising
static, low speed, subsonic and supersonic models. Extensive use was made of the Cell 4
facility at NGTE, Pyestock, where full-scale testin9 of an isolated Tornado intake in
front of a r.-:heated RB 199 was carried out, the majority of the testing being with the
irtake undex automatic cont:ol.

The main test parameters have been internal performanoe, drag, steady state and
instartaneous distortion end swirl.
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internal performance was measured with Pitot rakes across the intake duct at an
agreed interface between intake and engine.

Two techniques were adopted for intake drag measurements, namely the conventional
method of determining drag increments where the complate model, i.e. intake plus fuselage,
is balance mounted and a novel technique, where the intake only was balance mounted
allowing absolute intake drag to be measured.

Dynamic flow fluctuations were recorded by KuliLes. Steady state and Kulite pitots
were positioned side-by-side (Fig. 4aY.

Instantaneous distortion coefficients, turbulence and time-variant preasure recovery
were calculatud using an analog on-line system (Fig. 4b).

Five-hole probes on a separate rake were used for the measurement of flow angularity,
i.e. sw5,rl (Fig. 4c).

Prior to full-scale intake testing the performance of the air intake control system
(AICS) in terms of stability and response has been demonstrated on an AICS-rig, comprising
actual electronic and hydr&ulic aircraft hardware with simulated pneumatic and electrical
stimuli inputs.

5. INTAKE DESIGN

5.1 Fuselage Flow Field and Intake Orientation
At subsonic speeds there is considerable upwash aggravating the cowl design problem.

At supersonic speeds there is a downwatý% (Fig. 5) reducing first ramp shock strength but
increasing the strength of the shocks further downstream with attendant shock boundary
layer interactions.

The cowl design problem is essentially of a subsonic nature and is considered in
chapter 5.3.

The supersoMnc downwash problem has been alleviated by Ancreasing th- cant angle of
the intake from an initial -3 degrees to 0 degrees which increises first ramp £1ov turning
and restores compression balance across the shock system. Fig. 6 shows typically how the
turbulence and distortion characteristics across the intake throttling range are reduced
by increasing the cant angle from -3 to 0 degrees.

5.2 Diverter
The fuselage bound-ry layer diverter is sized for a width/fu.1 boundary layer thick-

ness ratio of unity (Fig. 7). Side elevation is a ploughshare shi.e of relatively low
aspect ratio. This shape was optimised in combination with inboartd sideplate geometry
in transonic drag tests.

5.3 Intake Cowl Lip
From combat studies ft has bocome increasingly evident that at subsonic speeds very

high incidence operation gives significinit tactica. advantages, for interception roles
good acceleration to high zupersonic Mach numbers %.i required.

Fo; Tornado these iequirenents have been met successfully using a fixed cowl geo-
metry, the design of which can be regarded as the most critical and difficult in the over-• all intake design.

At subsonic speeds increasing incidence leads to cowl flo separation as illustrated

b, the water tunnel flow visualssation photoearaphs in Fig. 8. With separation comes
increased distortion level resulting in reduced engine surge pressure ratio. Large tail-
plane angles and wing sweeping have to be accomodated by the hydraulic system resulting
in large power off-take demand. The power off--take lifts the engine running
line with a further significant reduction -n surge margin, engine handling on top of
all this leads to a very sensitive situation where a classical compatibility problem can
well occur.

• To combat this situation increased incidence tolerance can be obtained by cowlblunting, but at the expense of rapidly deteriorating supersonic intake performance via

increased crwl wave drag and reduced capture and reduced pressure recovery from increased
terminal s).ck standoff. Fig. 9 indicates how the compatibility parameters improve
with lip contraction ratio and also the dramatic increase in shock standoff.

A substantial decrease in instantaneous distortion has been achieved in the Tornado
intake development by applying cowl blunting und de-cambering for a small and acceptable
deterioration in supersonic performance; the original and current cowl shapes are com-
pared in Fig. 10a, the resulting reduction in turbulence (distortion) is shown in Fig. 10b.
The supersonic penalties are illustrated by figs. 10c and 10d in terms of mass flow
deficit and shock standoff respectively.
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............. . : lev7of untinq it, howavr still insufficient to ensure that the cowl is freeI of flow separation over the required incidence range at naximum engine ratings.

It would then seem inevitable that for a modezi' combiat aircraft with unshielded
intakes cowl flow separation will occur well within the required incidence envelope.
The task of the intake designer is to ensure that under such high incidence conditions
the flow at engine entry is conditioned so as not to provoke engine surge. This task
is eased by the fact that instantaneous distortion does not increase proportionately
with increasing incidence, but reaches & plateau value at very high incidence
(Fig. l1a). It is conjectured that this is due to the increasing incidence reducing the
effective intake stagger causing flow turning to be more equitably balanced between
ramps and cowl (Fig. lib) hence tending to suppress the cowl sld• separation.

With the advent of a separated cowl flow a Aurther pQtentially de-stabilising engine
flow property can occur if there is appreciable curvature of the flow in the same plane as
the plane of separation (Fig. 12 a). The differences in centrifugal forces (due to
velocity differences) between the high and low energy flows in the intake produce static
pressure gradients which cause secondary flows, i.o. cross flows. This mechanism is the
same as in fully developed pipe flow in curved ducts where the symmetrical boundary
layer results in the classic twin swirl pattern which has zero mean swirl. In an intake
duct where the boundari layer is separated on one wall, e.g. downstream of the cowl lip,
the mechanism produces a bulk swirl with nearly solid body rotation superimposed by twin
swirl'

The flow angles with this composite pattern, measured near to the engine face for
high angle of attack are ah:.wn in Fig. 12b together with the associated isobar distribu-
tion (Fig.12c). The largest flow angles are connected with the lowest total pressures.
The position of the low totol pressure area Indicates a rotation of the cowl separation
flow by about 210 degrees.

The strength of both bulk and twiy," w.rl depends, for a given Mach number, intake
geometry, and engine mass flow on innidanc.e only. This is demonstrated in Fig. l2d,
where the mean, the maximum and the minimum swirl on the circumference of the outermost
measuring station is plotted as a function of incidence. As can be seen, there is a
strong increase in mean swirl at intermediate incidences and a plateau value is reached
at higher incidences. The same dependency on incidence was found for instantaneous
distortion (Fig. Ila). As a measure for the strength of the'twin swirl the differences
between mean and maximum swirl or mean and minimum swirl can he considered. These
values nearly double with increasing incidence.

If the sense of rotation of the swirl is contra to that of the engine compressor,
assuming no interaction from inlet guide vanes, additional losses in surge margin to
those already accruing from distortion ensue. This could be expected in the port intake
(Fig. 12a).

In this cont.ext it is worth pointing out the dangers of misleading results from tests
of a full scale .intake-engine combination in the presence of mvtlti-armed Pitot rakes which
may have powerful flow straighten.ng properties and mask a problem.

5.4 High Ramp Anqle Subsonic Diffuser

The Tornado &irc'zft s .onceived as a compact fighter of the minimum size compatible
with Its diverse rolues.

To secure minimum possiblz supersonic drag cross sectional area in the centre
fuselage section must bc particl" arly closely controlled. Consequently volume for themain undercarriage is at a premix., and the intake duct turning into the centre fuselage
needs to be accomplished as rapidly as is compatible with achieving good duct lines.

• 4

A short third ramp results from this dproach reducing ramp hinge moments, allowing
a modest actuator, minimising hydraulic demand.

At high ramp angles, however, the short ramp results ir high diffusion rates which
can lead to deterioration in duct flow quality.

'-3 High ramp angles are associated with high Mach number operation where the diffuser
entry flow can already be adversely affected by external shock boundary layer interactions.

Under these conditions it was recognised that there was danger of reparated flow inSthe vicinity of the third ramp with associated unsteady flow and the probab.L.ity of flow
swirl.

Using the same (simplified) flow model as in the preceding chapter 5.3 Fig. 13a
shows the creation of swirl due to third ramp flow separation. The sense of rotation is•., ( contra to that one of the swirl stemming from cowl flow separation. Again, mean swirl i

is a bulk swirl superimposed by 'twin swirl'. Also, the area of largest flow angles is
the one with the lowest total pressures (Fig. 13b and 13c). The dependency of bulk and
'twin' swirl strength on ramp angle is shown in Fig. 13 d.
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--ii, u tboard engine during high supersonic Mach
numbers, i.e. high ramp angle, operation is a possibility due to the swirl rotating contra
to the first engine compressor stage.

•| 5.5 Anti Icing System

Each intake has its own independent ice protection system which is an electrical
*• anti/de-icing type. When the system is operating the leading edges are anti-iced by

continuously heated mats and areas behind them de-iced by cyclically heated mats. Power
intensities and cycle times are arranged so that the maximum size of ice shed into the
engine from heated areas will be 150 x 25 x 7 mm or 18.4 gram mass. The third ramp
leading edge is not heated and ice shed from there is acceptable to the engine.

The areas of the intake covered by heater mats are shown in Fig. 14.

The electrical load for the whole ice protection system during a cycle does not!i~texceed 6.85 kw.

The continuously heated anti-iced areas initiallyI de-ice the intake lips if necessary
and then prevent ice from forming whilst the de-icin. system is operating. The cyclically
heated areas allow ice to build up during a predetermined period of time and then shed it
progressively. The complete cycle for both intakes takes 128 seconds. The pieces of
ice entering the engine are the size quoted earlier or smaller so that no degradation is
caused to engine performance.

Operation, either automatic or manual, of the de-icing system is inhibited on the
ground to avoid overheating the mats.

The performance of the Propulsion System ais a whole has been tested at the NGTE
Icing Facility, Pyestock, and the results verified that the intake has sufficient icing
protection for 15 minutes of continuous maximum icing conditions.

5.6 Air Intake Control System
The Air Intake Control System (AICS) has been described in depth elsewhere (Ref. 1),

but for completeness a brief description of the system will be given here.

The purpose of the AICS is to position the intake to achieve maximum installedthrust and exploit the operating limits of the intake.

Each intake has its own totally independent AICS which compiises a digital computer
with its associated air data sensors and an electro-hydraulic actuator, the design phi-

losophy is operate fail safe.

The AICS has two normal modes of operation:

Open loop for operation at less than M = 1.3 ---
closed loop operation for greater than M - 1.3 flight.

In the open loop mode the intake is held at a constant throat area with the second
ramp fully collapsed.

At M f 1.3 the intake ramps are positioned as a function of Mach number, incidence
and engine mass flow dentand. Mach number and incidence are obtained from the side pitot.
static system and air direction detectors respectively. Engine mass flow demand is deter-
rImined from a sensor measuring pressure in the ramp void. This pressure when normalised by
free stream pitot pressure uniquely defines mass flow for given free stream conditions and
intake geometry. A value of this void pressure recovery can be chosen which represents
the optimum intake operating point for a given ramp angle and free-stream condition.
Schedules of the optimum void pressure recovery are stored in the AICS digital computer,
the actual value of Y1B mreasured in the void is compared with the scheduled value, the
resulting error signal ii; fed to the actuator via its associated servo system and ramp
angle is changed until actual and scheduled bleed pressure recoveries are identical.

.irr.iting ramp angles, which are a function of Mach number and incidence only, chosen
to give maximum buzz arid supercritical intake operating margins over-ride the closed loop
operation under low ("Hot Day") and high ("Cold Day") engine flow conditions respectively.

The AICS is provided with Built In Test Equipment (BITE) which has the dual modes of
continuous self checking in flight and a more comprehensive system check prior to flight.

For the flight test programme the AICS has been fully instrumented and additionally
has the facility of allowing manual control of the intake.

5.7 Intake Structural LoaCds
As a result of engine surge, pressure waves are set up in the induction system

which produce loads which are analogous to hammer shock in pipes. Hammer shock pressures
design the Tornado ducts, ramps and linkage systems.

-.4:
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rMaximUm hammer shock pressures increase essentially linearly with increasing engine
compression ratio (Fig. 15a). These data include subsonic and supersonic flight condition
results. For the RB 199 in Tornado, duct peak svrge pressures of the order of twice free-
atream total pressure have been experienced.

Such pressure levels can usually be accommodated in the circular sections of the
duct, the associated hoop stresses not being critical. Moving parts, hobiever, are es-
pecially vulnerable, ramp loads can be intensified by the hammer shock w4Nves accelerating
intc the void above the ramps whilst auxiliary doors are liable to structural damage
under slamming loads. Reference 2 gives a detailed review.

The pressure rise time associated with the hammer shock is extremely short (Fig. 15b),
of the order of 1 millisecond. The sudden surge pressure application can result in stress
amplifivations. In Fig. 15c the increased stress level expressed as a gain factor is
clearly lnfluenced by duct panel size and correct sizing of the panel can give appreciable
alleviatlon.

Hammer shock loading cases are especially important for prototype aircraft where
surge occurrence frequency can be high during initial flying. As flying progresses the
frequency decreases dramatically due to establishment of clearance envelopes and general
development. On this basis there could be a case for more lenient surge loading cases to
be specified for production aircraft.

6. FLIGHT TESTING
ii i6.1 Programme Tasks

The objective of the flight test programme was to establish and ensure that the per-
formance and the iperational envelope of the intake and its control system is compatible
with the overall weapon system requirements.

To meet the objective programme tamks as indicated below were initiated:

9 Measurement of intake internal performance in terms of pressure recovery
and steady state distortion as a function of mass flow, Mach number and
incidence.

e Assessment of the AICS in open and closed loop operation.

9 Acquisition of adequate data from "on Control" and "Off Control" intake
operatioh for :omparison with the wind tunnel data bank to provide confident
successive clearances.

e Confirmation oi aircraft recovery procedures specified for AICS failures.

* Measurement of intake loads under engine surge conditions for confirmation
of structural integtity.

Comprehensive flight test instrumentation, measuring more than 70 parameters, was
installed in the intake and duct of the intake/engine development aircraft. During the
testing telemetry was used extensively to monitor critical parameters. Also in flight
re-fuelling was standard procedure to expedite the programme.

6.2 Subsonic Tests
In addition to measuring intake performance using a conventional Pitot rake much

attention was devoted to ensuring propulsion system compatibility at high incidence
including the effect of large power offtakes and simultaneous engine handling. This part
of the testing will be dealt with in detail in this section. The programme culminated
in a highly success.ful result, no surges were experienced at f-.arget nclience even under
seve witegine handling and extreme power off take conditions.

Experience showed initially that surges occurred at less than target incidence
with intake flow conditions at which instantaneous distortion levels were not excessive.
The surges were confined to the left hand installation.

The fact that the problem was handed re-focussed attention on intake flow swirl. The
combination of instantaneous distortion and swirl, rotating contra to the fan in the port
installation, wan apparently sufficient, in the absence of compressor inlet guide vanes,
to cause surge. The right hand engine in a co-rotating swirl environment was surge free
.as anticipated.

A simple fence was introduced into the intake on the intake centre line just down-
stream of the cowl lip and extending downstream for the length of the duct inboard bend
(Fig. 16a). Tha fence had been shown in wind tunnel tests to inhibit the development of
bulk swirl by preventing the duct secondary flow from interacting with the low energy air
emanating from the separated cowl. In Fig. 16b the reduction in swirl on the circum-
ference of the 87 % duct radius and the reduction in mean swirl on that radius as a
function of incidence due to the cowl fence can be recognised.

Flight tects showed the fence to be highly effective allowing a propulsion system
incidence envelope to be defined compatible with the high incidence requirement of the
aircraft (Fig. 16c).



6. 'rspeonst Tests

At supersonic speeds the full flight envelope has been successfully demonstrated.
The AICS behaved precisely as predicted and no development problems were experienced.

At M - 1.35 the characteristics of the RB 199 Main Engine Control Unit
(MECU) are such that there is virtually no engine mass flow variation with throttle posi-
tion, mass flow varies only as a function of ambient temperature and Mach number. As
variations in ambient temperature, on a given day, are likely to be small only a small
ramp angle variation and hence a small area of the intake's required operating range can
be investigated. In order to rapidly gain assurance that the intake was behaving as ex-
pected, intake characteristics at constant mass flow conditions were measured and
assessed.

The technique adopted involved, at constant flight conditions, driving the intake off
schedule using the manual control facility. Excursions were made to buzz onset, decreasing
ramp angle, and also to surge induced by supercritical intake operation, increasing ramp
angle. Intake parameters recorded during the ramp traverses were thcn compared with wind
tunnel data.

Excellent agreement was found to exist between the flight measurement and the small
scale wind tunnel data as shown by Fig.17 where the ramp angle versus void pressure ratio
relationship and also buzz onset are compared.

As supersonic flight testing proceeded towards the maximum design airspeed and hence
the intake ramp angle approached its maximum value, surges began to occur in the right
hand installation. Again a handed problem indicated swirl to be the engine destabilising

agent. The origin of the swirl being the thickened boundary layer on the subsonic ramp
caused by the high diffusion rate associated with the high ramp angle (see chapter 5.4).

TO reduce the swirl content of the duct flow, two fences (Fig. 18a) were introduced
into the duct at about two engine diameters upstream of the engine face, one on the
bottom centre line, the other on the inboard centre ýine. During model tests these
fences had been shown to substantially reduce swirl (Fig. 18b).

Subsequent flight tests were highly successful, permitting flight to the maximum
Mach number/air speed combination. Fig.18c indicates the improved intake/angine
operating rango due to the provision of fences.

The cowl fence described in chapter 6.2 also showed a potential for reducing swirl
at supersonic Mach numbers (Fig. 18d). Flight tests for final proof are being conducted.

7. INTAKE AIRFRAME INTERACTIONS

In a close coupled configuration similar to that of Tornado, the flow field induced
by the intake, in its different modes of operation, has significant modifying influences
pon the overall aircraft aerodynamics.

By carefully planned and phased wind tunnel tests during the definition phase of
Tornado such problemii were surfaced and solved whilst the aircraft configuration was
relatively fluid.

The lifting vortices shed from the inboard and outboard corners of the leading
edge of thn intake produce sidewashes at the fin which reduce the effectiveness of the
fin in sideslip (Fig. 19).

The vortex from the inboard Intake corner tends to be de-stabilising at low incidence,
At nigh incidence the outboard vortex is pronounced and in conjunction with the forebody
and canopy vortices can cause a noticeable reduction in weathercock stability. The highS1 aspect ratio fin of Tornado maintains its effectiveness under such conditions.

when the intake Is running at less than full mass flow, spillage around the swept
outboard sideplate proauces a vortex. At high incidence the vortex breaks down and
passes over the wing not sensibly interacting with other aircraft components.

At low to moderate incidence the vortex is constrained to pass close to the tailplane
root unloading the leading edge of the tailplane and driving the aerodynamic centre aft
(Fig. 20).

The shift leads to a reduction in effective tailplane stiffness and it was necessary
to change the planform slightly by making minor changes to the tailplane leading edge
to recover flexible anrcraft longitudinal stability.

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we have attempted to highlight some of the problems encountered by the
intake designers in the real world of design and development of a successful Multi Role
Combat Aircraft.

The designer must be aware of what the overall weapon system design strategy is and
recognise where to concentrate his main effort, considering not only induction system
problems but also intake inteiactions with other aircraft components.
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.. Themajorcomponent Vith whioh the intake interacts in the engine. We do not apologias
--for making such an obviovns statement. The importance of close continuous contact and co-

aperation with the engive manufacturex cannot be overstressed neither can testing of the
engine-intake combinatiQn at the earliest juncture such that potential problem areas can
be highlighted, discushed and resolved in th, most cost effective way for the overall
propulsion system.

In this way the 'gods of compatibility and performance' are equally propitiated and
the success of the overall project is g:eatly enhanced.
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INTEGRATION OF ADVANCED EXHAUST NOZZLES
by •

Douglas L. Bowers
James A. Laughrey

Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433

USA

SUMMARY

Airframe/propulsion integration plays an ever increasing role in aircraft design as
the mission requirements for advanced tactical aircraft become more stringent. Reduced
cruise drag, increased maneuverability and improved short takeoff and landing (STOL) per-
formance have been associated with integration of advanced exhaust nozzles. Advanced ex-
haust nozzles can be either axisymmetric or nonaxisymmetric and may have independent throat
and exit area control, thrust vectoring and thrust reversing.

The potential for significant aircraft performance improvements lies in the proper
utilization of advanced exhaust nozzle technology in concert with other emerging aircraft
technologies. Potential benefits examined for advanced exhaust nozzles include reduced
cruise drag, especially in twin jet aircraft and, for propulsion Installations where the
nozzle exit is near a lifting surface, a possible increase in lift that allows a reduced
cruise angle of attack and therefore reduced cruise drag. It is shown that an advanced
thrust vectoring noz-!e can be used in conjunction with reduced static margin and a canard
to provide aircrat. trim and reduce total aircraft cruise drag.

Thrust vectoring and thrust reversing are considered for maneuvering and STOL perfor-
mance. Large improvements in instantaneous maneuver or a smaller aircraft for the same
mission requirements can be derived from thrust vectoring. Thrust reversing is identified
as a desirable option for STOL performance on high thrust-to-weight military aircraft.
While an axisymmetv-ic exhaust nozzle can incorporate some of these capabilities, a non-
axisymmetric exhaust nozzle can offer a design flexibility which provides the required re-
verse thrust and additional installed aerodynamic benefits.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

ADEN Augmented Deflector Exhaust Nozzle TV Thrust vectoring

AR Aspect Ratio W/SW Wing loading at takeoff

Axi Axisymmetric

Z-D Two dimensional
A/B Afterburning

2-D C-D Two dimensional convergent
a Angle of Attack divergent

6 C Canard deflection angle

a N Nozzle deflection angle

CFG Reverse gross thrust coefficient
Rev

CL Lift coefficient

CD Drag coefficient

CM Moment coefficient

,CP Pressure coefficient

CT Thrust coefficient

C T.D Thrust-minus-drag coefficient

kt Knots

G Load factor

TNPR Nozzle pressure ratio

Sec Seconds

SSTOL Short takeoff and landing

TOGW Takeoff gross weight
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During the past 10 to 15 years, the techrnology of the jet engine exhaust nozzles and
its integration into military aircraft has produced some rather unique concepts. The mail)
concern during the 60's and early 70's was designing configurations where the installed
exhaust system did not cause excessive drag or thrust loss, The research and development
programs being conducted investigated design variables including nozzle type, tail loca-
tion, type of interfairing, and nozzle spacing. Configurations such as the F-16 and F-18
are examples of aircraft with axisymmetric ,iozzle installations that are very efficient
with very low drag and thrust penalties. Other configurations, however, did not fare as
well because of various design restrictions. Among the more promising design schemes pro-
posed to minimize the drag were concepts incorporating nonaxisymmetric or two-dimensional
nozzles into aircraft. Wind tunnel data from exploratory research models ;ndicated that
it might be possible to reduce afterbody/nozzle drag of twin engine aircraft with non-
axisymmetric nozzles due to a reduction in separated flow regions.

An indication of possible improved performance was presented in Reference 1 where it
was concluded "For a twin-engine installation, the thrust-minus-aftbody drag performance
of the twin two-dimensional [wedge] nozzle integration is significantly higher, for speeds
greater than a Mach number of 0.8, than the performance achieved with twin axisymmetric
nozzle installations". The data, shown in Figure 1, indicates a thrust-minus-drag penalty
for a twin axisymmetric nozzle installation compared to a single axisymmetric nozzle of
equal nozzle flow area. This single versus twin installation penalty does not appear to
exist for the nonaxisymmetric nozzle, A reduction of the external wetted area was given
as a reason for the better performance of the twin nonaxisymmetric nozzle.

Other experimental data, reported in Reference 2, indicated that vectoring the flow of
a nonaxisymmetric nozzle near the trailing edge of a winj generated a lift increment similar
to that obtained from experiments with jet flaps. In this 1976 summary of related research,
conducted at the NASA Langley Research Center, it was concluded that induced effects from
thrust vectoring generally resulted in increases in lift and decreases in drag at constantangle of attack. T his lift increment was caused in part by a component of the thrust and
in part by the exhaust jet favorably influencing the flow over the lifting surface. The
latter component is the result of a reduction in the separated flow, similar to that ob-
tained with boundary layer control, and to a favorable influence on the flow around the
wing sometimes referred to as "supercirculation". In general, the higher the aspect ratio
or width of the nozzle, the greater the increment of induced lift. With these improvements
in lift, discussion in the technical literature began to reflect possible improvements in
fighter aircraft maneuverability and agility, particularly in the flight regime away from
the design point of the wing.

A related development was the emer ence of the vectored-engine-over-wing (VEO) concept,
an adaptation of upper surface blowing (USB) to a fighter aircraft. This scheme, reported
in Reference 3, uses the jet exhaust to change the wing aerodynamics for improved lift and
also produce vectored thrust. Once again, the improved wing aerodynamics is attributable
to thrust induced circulation and the reduction of separated flow on the wing flap. The
coupling of spanwise blowing with the VEO concept gave promise of further improvement of
lift, particularly at low speeds and high angles of attack.

The benefits attributeo to nonAxisymmetric nozzles and the VEO concept are overall
drag reduction, improved lift-drag polars, and improved aircraft agility, However, the
reduction in drag of an integrated nonaxisymmetric nozzle on a closely spaced twin-jet air-
craft turned out to be more difficult to accomplish than the original data (References 1,
4) indicated, particularly when trimmed aircraft performance was finally determined. The
information being generated indic5ted that merely recontouring the aft fuselage for non-
axisymmetric nozzles, particularly one designed originally for axisymmetric nozzles, was
not sufficient to realize an aftbody drag reduction. The inclusion of vectoring with
these concepts did hold some promise if integrated into a lifting surface and if it could
be trimmed.

Until the last 3 or 4 years most of the interest in advanced nozzles has been how they
might be used to improve cruise performance and aircraft agility or maneuverability. More
recently, operational considerations have generated an increased interest in short takeoff
and landing (STOL) capability where it appears propulsive lift concepts utilizing vectorable
and reversable nonaxisymmetric nozzles might be of benefit. Initial assessment Qf the STOL
performance requirements indicates that the vectoring capability will be used both on take-
off and landing. The nozzle thrust deflections required, however, are larger than the 30
degree maximum desired for maneuvering and cruise trim. Preliminary investigations have
shown a need of up to 25 degrees of vectoring for takeoff and 60 degrees for landing. The
same studies also show a need for almost immediate thrust reversing after touchdown if
landing roll distances are to be less than 1000 feet. Current efforts are being directed
to determine if vectoring and reversing can be accomplished with an axisymmetric nozzle.
With the high vector angles needed and the complexity of a reverser, howev:'r, it appears
that a nonaxisymmetric nozzle may be best suited for propulsive lift STOL.

This paper discusses some of the more pertinent attributes of advanced nozzles (bothaxisymmetric and nonaxi symmetric) and the~ir incorporation into an aircraft to improve cruiseperformance, maneuverability and STOL operation. Most of the discussion will address the

installed aerodynamic performance of the nozzles, A more complete discussion needs to in-
clude information on structural integrity, cooling requirements and the difference in
weights for the various concepts.
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........ DA D "EXAUST NOZZLE INTEGRATION FOR CRUISE PERFORMANCE

The F-111 aftbody/nozzle, Figure 2, was designed for optimum thrust and not necessar-
ily minimum drag. As much as 30 to 60 percent of the total aircraft drag has been attriLu-
ted to the aftbody/nozzle and would therefore appear to be a fruitful area for a drag re-
duction by utilizing advanced exhaust nozzles. The F-15 aftbody/nozzle, shown io Figure 3.
appears to be an aerodynamically tailored area. The predominantly negative pressure co-
efficient contours shown in Figure 4 indicate that the F-15 nozzle boattail forces In
cruise are essentially all drag with only a small amount of thrust on the lower boattail
surface.

Based on these examples, airframe/propulsion integration specialists proposed the
nonaxisymmetric or 2-dimensional (used synonymously) exhaust nozzle to reduce cruise drag
for advanced tactical aircraft. The benefits of this nozzle were purported to be 1) re-
duced interference drag with aircraft booms and tail surfaces, 2) reduced aftbody/nozzle
flow separation, and 3) overall better integration with the "rectangular" fuselage of twin
engine aircraft. References 1-16 are representative of efforts seeking to identify and
quantify these aftend drag benefits.

To date, the expected payoff in reduced cruise drag for advanced exhaust nozzles has
been difficult to realize. Indications are that the airframe/propulsion integration of
these propulsion components must be done very carefully. The message is clear concerning
the installation of nonaxisymmetric nozzles on future aircraft, that is, the installed drag
benefit is not inherent for these exhaust nozzles. The aftbody contour upstream of nozzle
boattail is as important as the nozzle boattail contour. The proper contouring for an
advanced exhaust nozzle will require analytical tools which go beyond simple empirical
methods. Advanced paneling methods and Navier-Stokes analysis may be necessary for the
proper integration of advanced exhaust nozzles into an aircraft.

For the high fineness ratio air-to-surface aircraft, Figure 5, which is designed for
a cruise Mach number of 2.0, the proper aftbody/nozzle contouring for different nozzle
types is critical. ihe aftbody/nozzle contours and the resulting pressure distributions
for an axisymmetric and two nonaxisymmetric exhaust nozzles are shown in Figure 6. The
contouring of the advanced axisymmetric nozzle, designed for subsonic cruise, is gradual
on the aftbody with a rapid change near the nozzle exit to give a 24 degree final boattail
angle. The contours of the two nonaxisymmetric exhaust nozzle instbilatlons also change
slowly on the aftbody and close down to a 23 and 18 degree final boattail angle, re-
spectively, for the aspect ratio 3.6 and 7 nozzles. These contours, while not radically
different from the axisymmetric nozzle contour, result in surface pressure distributions
which show more expansion and more or less recompression compared to the axisymmetric
exhaust nozzle. Looking at a three-dimensional pressure coefficient contours for the
axisymmetric nozzle, Figure 7,.the 24 degree boattail and gradual closure in the aftbody

2 •gives a large region of thrust on the aftfacing nozzle surface. The difference in drag
at 0.9 Mach number, as shown in Figure 8, is 23 drag counts (Cn'.0O23) for the low aspect
nozzle and 11 drag counts (CD=.001) for the higher aspect rat o nozzle.

The installed drag of nonaxisymmetric nozzle can be comparable to axisymmetric nozzles

for this aircraft type but only after utilizing a very careful design procedure. Drag
benefits for nonaxisymmetric exhaust nozzles have been shown more consistently on aircraft
with pod mounted engines %sith the nozzle exit at or near a lifting surface (References 3,
5, 10, 12, 15, 16). An aircraft configuration of this type is shown in Figure 9 (Reference
10). Compared to ao axisymmetric nozzle, the single expansion ramp nozzle (SERN) installed
on this aircraft rcduced drag at the cruise condition leading to a large improvement in
specific range, Figure 10. The cruise benefits are primarily due to a favordble lift/drag
relation for the SERN nozzle. With the integration of this nozzle near the wing trailing
edge, the tot:al aircraft lift becomes a function of the engine power setting. The wing
pressures (not presented) provide evidence of this favorable interaction of the nozzle andwing flows. Upstream of the nozzle exit, the upper surface pressures decrease and the
lower surface pressures increase due to the presence of the nozzle jet. This change in
wing pressures, both upper and lower surface, contributing to increased lift, was also
verified in References 11 and 14.

Since the influence of the exhaust flow on the wing flow field is not easily under-
stood and is often confused, a short discussion of the phenomenon may be helpful. The pre-
ponderance of the experimental data obtained to date indicates there is a positive contri-
bution to lift from vectorable nozzles when they are properly integrated near the trailing
edge of a lifting surface. The flow phenomenon responsible for this favorable lift in-
crement has not been well defined for most of the configurations evaluated. For the three
aircraft configurations assessed in Reference 15, it was concluded the thrust induced
effects were small when compared to the direct jet effects. The thrust induced effects
were attributed to boundary layer control (BLC) of the flow in and around the nozzle andthe trailing-edge wing flap plus some induced circulation. The amount of induced cir- H
culation determined was minimal and configuration dependent. In other evaluations, such
as reported in Reference 10, the thrust induced effects have not been separated betweenthat caused by BLC or by induced circulation. In such cases it is sometimes incorrectly {assumed by those reviewing the results that all of the thrust induced lift can be attributed

to induced circulation of "supercirculation". In Reference 10 the thrust induced lift was
approximately 3 times the direct jet lift. A similar relalionship between thrust induced
lift and direct jet lift was also reported in Reference 9. The conclusions of Reference
lb, however, conflict with those of Reference g and 10. The different results are probably
attributable to the different levels of dynamic pressure at which the data was obtained.
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't lOw vaifuesoif dnamic pressure. CT will be high and therefore the lift coefficient due
to direct jet lift will also be high. At high values of q, and similar thrust levels, the
CT will be less and the contribution of 'he dire,,.t jet lift to the totel aircraft lift will
be correspondingly lower.

In general, at the lower speed regimes, such as during approach and landing, the thrust
induced lift is a smaller percentage of the total lift reouired than it Is at higher flight
speeds. From the information presented in the above references it is estimated that at the
lower speeds the thrust induced lift is between 6 to 12 percent of the total required, while
at the higher speeds 10 to 15 percent of the total lift can be attributed to the induced
lift. WhQ+. ,r this induced lift is created by BLC or induced circulation or both is not
clearly defined, particularly in the case of the data obtained at the higher Mach numbers.

For a given mission profile an aircraft cruises at a nearly constant total lift co-
efficient which corresponds to an angle-of-attack depending on the wing/tail design and
aircraft speed and altitude. When the aircraft lift is supplemented by a favorable nozzle
flow/wing interaction as described in the previous paragraphs, the required wing lift can
be reduced, thereby reducing the required angle-of-attack for cruise, and subsequently re-
ducing the cruise drag. For the aircraft shown in Figure 9, and relative to a 0 degree
thrust vector, an exhaust nozzle with a 10 degree down thrust vector supplemented the lift
through the favorable wing interaction and direct jet lift, to reduce the cruise angle-of-
attack by 1.3 degrees. The reduction of cruise drag, partially offset by the axial thrust
loss due to vectoring, results in a 10.5 percent increase in specific range.

Reduced or negative static margin is playing an increasing role in future aircraft
development. Canards in place of (c;, in addition to) the horizontal tail have demonstrated
benefits for these aircraft. When the nozzle is used in conjunction with another aircraft
trimming device, such as a canard, the two devices can be interplayed to enable the aircraft
to fly at a minimum aircraft cruise drag condition. For the aircraft presented in Figure
5, the canard and nozzle thrust vectoring combination reduced the aircraft takeoff gross
weight by 3 percent when compared to the no vectoring aircraft which utilized only the
canard for aircraft trim. The canard and nozzle deflection schedules for aircraft trim
with and without thrust vectoring are shown in Figure 11. Notice that for the no-thrust
vectoring case, the canard deflection is still irreasing past minus 13 degrees as angle-
of-attack exceeds 16 degrees while thrust vectoring keeps the canard deflection to minus
8 degrees or less. The loss of thrust due to thrust deflection is more than offset by re-
duction in aircraft drag. References 5 and 13 also indicate this favorable trim drag
benefit for thrust vectoring. The F-Ill configuration in Reference 13 utilized thrust
vectoring to reduce the horizontal tail size with a corresponding reduction in drag andweight.

Ir summary, when considering Installed cruise drag of advanced exhaust nozzles in

tactical aircraft, the following lessons have been leariied to date:

r . The installed drag benefit for advanced exhaust nozzles is not inherent and may
require sophisticated analytical procedures and experimental verification to ensure

acorrect ftbody/nozzle contours.

2. For propulsion installations where the nozzle exit is near a lifting surface,
t', lift required for aircraft cruise can be partially obtained by the direct jet lift and
thrust induced lift. The reduced lift required of the wing allows a reduced cruise angle
of attack and reduced cruise drag.

3. An aircraft cruise drag benefit can be obtained by using nozzle thrust vectoring
in conjunction with the canard for aircraft trim.

3. ADVANCED EXHAUST NOZZLE INTEGRATION FOR AIRCRAFT MANEUVER

Aircraft size often depends on the maneuver requirement levied on the vehicle. Con-
sequently, designers have developed efficient aircraft lift systems to meet the maneuver
requirement. Through new airfoils, planforms, and variable sweep wings, the aircraft can
have the desired maneuver performance but often at the expense of other mission legs. The
best maneuver lift system, for example, may create a penalty in supersonic cruise. The ad-
vanced exhaust nozzle can offer an alternative to a wing compromise. An efficient cruise
"wing with lower maneuver capability may be coupled with a thrust vectoring exhaust nozzle
to supplement the maneuver capability and improve overall missi,;n performance. These exhaust
nozzles can be used to increase the maneuver capability or can be used to reduce aircraft
size and maintain capability. This section will address several different aspects of the
contribution of advanced exhaust nozzles to enhance aircraft maneuver.

tion The influence of the jet exhaust on a lifting surface as discussed in a revious sec-
tion is the basis for some of the maneuver benefits of installed exhaust nozzmes. This
phenomenon produces lift and drag (though not as much proportionally as to lift) by changing
the overall wing flowfield, and, depending on the location of the jet to the aircraft
center-of-gravity, a change to the pitching moment. Advanced exhaust nozzles nominally
have the capability for + 30 degrees thrust vectoring. The vectored jet has been related
to a mechanical aerodynamic flap which varies in length with power setting, but does not
have separated flow as on a 10-15 degree metal flap. As a result, there are greater lift
increments and a reduced drag penalty.

SII
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='•&thv.aneuvering benefit for vectoring advanced exhaust noz;fles is primarily evident
at higher angles-of-attack corresponding to the aircraft instantaneous maneuvering envelope.
Reference 9 indicates that most of the drag polar improvements are above 8 degrees angle-
of-attack where the wing flow tends to separate. As angle-of-attack is increased, an in-
creasing amount of thrust vectoring is beneficial. Figure 12 presents the powered polar
improvements as the nozzle deflection increased from 0 to 30 degrees. The lift increment
resulting from the thrust vectoring also depends on the configuration. For the aircraft
configuration shown in Figure 9, a pod mounted engine installation near the wing, there is
a .125 increase in the thrust-removed-lift coefficient for 20 degrees thrust vectoring at
8 degrees angle of attack. The same aircraft configuration, at 0.9 Mach number, 20,000
feet altitude, 27,000 pound weight, with 20 degrees of thrust vectoring provides a lift
increment which increases the sustained maneuver G's by 6 percent. The change in G's with
nozzle deflection for this aircraft is shown in Figure 13.

Another benefit for advanced exhaust nozzles in the instantaneous turn envelope is
the ability to utilize the aircraft maximum lift coefficient after the canard control limit
has been reached. Using estimated high angle of attack data for the aircraft shown in
Figure 5, thrust vectoring of 8 degrees could be utilized to trim the aircraft at its maxi-
mum lift coefficient at the instantaneous maneuver condition after the canard control power
limit had been reached at a negative 20 degrees deflectioti. This use of thrust vectoring,
Figure 14, translates into a 25 percent improvement in turn rate at 0.9 Mach number, shown
in Figure 15.

Rather than increase maneuverability, the increased lift at the maneuver condition due
to advanced exhaust nozzles can be utilized to obtain the aircraft instantaneous load per-
formance at lower angle of attack and subsequently lower aircraft drag. The results in
Reference 4 indicate that the combination of the direct jet lift and the lift enhancement
due to the nozzle with a 6 degree udlela.Liun provides a lift coefficient increment of .063.
If the total aircraft maneuver lift coefficient required is 0.8, the nozzle lift contribu-
tion allows the lift now required from the wing/body to be reduced by the nozzle provided
increment. The reduced angle of attack for the reduced lift required results in a drag re-
duction of 243 drag counts (CO=.0243).

An additional benefit of advanced exhaust nozzles is maneuverability and agility at
high lift and/or low dynamic pressure conditions. The pitch and roll control available
when aerodynamic surfaces lose control power provide added aircraft flexibility and sur-
vivability.

In summary, when considering the impact of advanced exhaust nozzles on aircraft maneu-
ver, the following lessons have been learned to date:

1. Advanced exhaust nozzles show the most benefit for aircraft maneuver when used in
conjunction with canards and relaxed static margin.

2. The vectored exhaust jet during maneuver acts like a mechanical flap except that
its length varies with powe, setting and it does not have separated flow.

3. The benefit derived from advanced exhaust nozzles at maneuver angles-of-attack is
increased G capability.

4. If increased maneuver is not required, the lift increment due to the nozzle can oe
used to maintain the total lift required for maneuver, reduce aircraft angle oF attack,
and therefore reduce aircraft drag drd takeoff gross w'gIt .

4. ADVANCED EXHAUST NOZZLE INTEGRATION FOR STOL PERFORMANCE

Recent emphasis on STOL has evolved from an anticipated requirement to operate from
bomb damaged runways and/or unprepared areas. STOL as a specific performance goal is un-
defined and STOL performance for one class of vehicle is not the same as for anoth3r class
of vehicle, for example, the F-l1 versus the B-1 aircraft. The goal of the current STOL
related efforts is to develop an efficient STOL capability for high performance tactical
aircraft. Nominal STOL takeoff and landing ground roll distances being considered are 1000
feet though the distances range from 0 feet up to 1500 feet or more.

Technology areas being investigated to improve STOL capability include high lift aero-
dynamics, thrust vectoring and thrust reversing. A combination of these may be needed to
obtain the desired low approach speeds and to overcome the resultant trim and control prob-
lems. The information shown on Figures 16 and 17 was generated under a current program in-
vestigating advanced exhaust nozzles for improved STOL performance and gives an indication
of the total lift required as a function of takeoff and landing distance for the air-to-
surface aircraft being considered. This data is for an aircraft with pod mounted engines
located beneath the wing and with the nozzle exit near the wing trailing edge. It is
assumed this arrangement will provide a thrust induced lift contribution to the total re-
quired lift. A one thousand foot ground roll takeoff distance is possible due to approxi-
mately equal parts aerodynamic and thrust vectoring lift plus an additional increment for
thr'st induced lift to obtain the required lift coefficient of 2.0. Notice that as the
takeoff distance is reduced, the required thrust vectoring increment increases while the
lift enhancement and aerodynamic lift increments are essentially constant.

The components of thrust vectoring and induced lift are approximately equal for the
1000 foot landing distance. The aerodynamic component of lift is twice as large as both
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nozzle components combined. Also, as the required landing distance is decreased, the nozzle
components of the lift ticrease while the aerodynamic lift remains constant. The results
of this preliminary investigation indicate that to attain this level of lift and the resul-
tant shr~rt distances, the nozzles may need to be vectored up tn 30 degrees on takeoff and
60 degrees on landing. In addition to vectoring, the nozzles may have to have relatively
high aspect ratios to allow the exhaust jut to influence a larger section of the wing to
produce the thrust induced lift required.

Ongoing STOL studies indicate that nozzle requirements for thrust vectoring and thrust
reversing change as the takeoff and landing ground roll distances required are decreased
well below a 1000 foot nominal value. For a 750 foot balanced field length, the approach
speed for an air-to-surface aircraft decreases to 105 knots from a nominal 145 knots for a
conventional approach. Thrust vectoring, lest than 45 degrees, and thrust reversing are
required. For a 300 foot balanced field length, the approach speed required is now less
than 70 knots. Thrust vectoring has taken over the thrust tpoiling function and more pro-
pulsive moment balancing and reaction controls (like the Harrier control system) are re-
quired.

Generally the goal for STOL performance is balanced field length, that is, takeoff
distance equal to landing distance. If tikeoff distance is acceptable below a reasonable
distance, the landing ground roll problem can be approached with thrust vectoring to reduce
approach speed and thrust reversing to spoil thrust and to reduce the ground roll. The
nominal goal for thrust reverser efficiency is 50 percent of intermediatL thrnst which has
been met in most designs that have been tested to date (References 9, 12). For a 30,000
pound air-to-air aircraft, the landing ground roll, Figure 18, is reduced From 2830 feet to
980 feet with a reverse thrust nf 50 percent. The improvement is even more significAnt for
a wet runway. With the reduced braking efficiency on the wet surfice, the reduction is
565C feet. Note that the thrust reverser tends to significantly reduce the wet runway
ground roll problem.

The comparable air-to-surface aircraft ground roll reduction is shown in Figure 19.
When compared -o idle power- witt: and withoit a speedbrake, the ground roll with a thrust
reverser was reduced approximately 2500 feet with a total ground roll of 1500 feet.

Many other factors govern the effectiveness of the nozzle as a contributor to STOL per..
formance. For example, •iaximum SIOL performance can be realized when approach speeds are
minimized, the engine is miaintained at maximum dry power, and the reverser is deployed at
toucidown. The mechanical and control complexity of these advanced nozzles will also impact
thair utilization in a STOL mission. As thrust reversers are refined, difficult design
problems must be solved which will determine the best nozzle type. Both axisymmetric and
nonaxisymmecric exhaust nozzles must be investigated for their application to advanced air-
craft STOL.

In summary, for the application of advanced exhaust nozzles for STOL in advanced tacti-
cal aircraft, the following lessons have been learned to date:

I. Balanced field length including increased lift at takeoff and a reduction of ap-
proach speed and ground roll during landing may require utilization of nozzle thrust vector-
ing and/or thrust reversing.

2. As the STOL distances are reduced, the required exhaust nozzlq capability (thrust
vectoring and thrust reversing) varies significantly.

3. Further work is necessary to define the role of advanced exhaust nozzles for ad-
vdnced STOL aircraft.

5. OTHER TECHNICAL FACTORS FOR ADVANCED EXHAUST NOZZLE INTEGRATION

Aerodynamic considerations alone will not be the final determinant in the selection of
an advanced exhaust nozzle for an aircraft configuration. Nozzles are also separ3ted by
total weight, cooling flow required, and internal performance. The degree of thrust re-
versi',g and vectoring will also drive nozzle selection. The use of carbon/carbon composites
to reduce nozzle weight is one of the other factors being considered in the development of
advanced nozzles. Factors which are unknown quantities at this time but which offer possi-
ble payoffs are reduced cost, simplicity, and a reduced structural penalty by mounting the
nozzles directly to the airframe. The aircraft configuration and the type of mission can
also have a significant impact on the nozzle selections. Consideration of all these factors i
and the aerodynamic performance determine the best advanced nozzle for a particular tactical

aircraft.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Some of the impacts o' advanced exhaust nozzles o~i tactical aircraft have been discuss-
ed for cruise, maneuver, and STOL mission requirements. While current and projected US
government and industry efforts are continuing in the advanced exhaust nozzle area, trie
emerging trends are as follows:

1. When used as a trimming device, advanced exhaust nozzles with thrust vectoring can
provide significant aircraft cruise drag reduction. The aftbody/nozzle installation for
advanced airframes and exhaust nozzles must be approached very carefully to demonstrate an

installed drag benefit.
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2. For maneuver, advanced thrust vectoring exhaust nozzles show advantages a' high
angle of attack. Improved turn rate ard instantaneous maneuver performance can be pro-
vided by utilizing these advanced exnaust nozzles in advanced aircraft.

3. For STOL, advanced exhaust nozzles with both thrust vectoring and thrust reversing
may be vicessary. Thrust vectoring up to 60 degrees (or higher) and a propulsive lift
control system may be required.

The choice of exhaust nozzle for a tactical aircraft is driven by aerodynamic charac-
teristics, mission requirements, and many other factors. The potential for significant
aircr'aft performance improvements lies in the proper utilization of advanced exhaust nozzle
technology in concert with other emerging aircraft technologies.
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Fig. 9 Advanced aircraft with pod mounted engines, Reference 10
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The Subsonic Performance of Practical

Military Variable Area Convergent Nozzles

by
L.R. Harper

Installation Aerodynamics Group
Rolls-Royce,
P.O. Box 3, FILTON, Bristol,
England.

Summary

Performance considerations involved in the selection of a variable area nozzle for
reheated engines for combat aircraft are discussed. The main emphasis is on dry
operation at subsonic speeds since drag, weight, leakage and other penalties in this
regiwe can prevent an aircraft attaining its design radius of action.

Zero-base nozzles are compared with a Moving Shroud nozzle which has a substantial
annular base area in dry setting. It is shown that the drag penalty of the latter type
of nozzle is small and may be outweighed by benefits in terms of weight, leakage, etc.

The implications of possible future developments in lightweight/high temperature
materials is discussed.

It is concluded that until these developments are fulfilled the Moving Shroud
nozzle remains the optimum nozzle for combat aircraft.

List of Symbols

A Projected area normal to free stream direction

A Annular base area

A, Nozzle exit area

Am Afterbody maximum cross sectional area

Afterbody pressure drag coefficient=
Cc Pressure coefficient

Cg Thrust coefficient

Measured Gauge Thrust
Gauge Thrust of Ideal Convergent Nozzle, same flow and pressure ratio

i •p Pressure Drag

SLocal static pressure

Free stream static pressure

Nozzle total pressure

" sl 0 Free stream dynamic head

SIAftebody chord angle

Nozzle final boattail angle

Raioo specific heats

0 Nozzle convergence angle

1. Introduction

Reheated turbofan engines require nozzles whose throat area can be varied by a
factor of typically about two.

* A variety of alternative mechanical arrangements have been devised to achieve this,
notably the Moving Flap, Iris, Balanced Beam, and Moving Shroud nozzles. The selection
of the nozzle type for Any military aircraft/engine installation depends on the balance
of a number of considerations, the relative importance of which depend on the particular

C' mission.



i) Internal Performance - Thrust Coefficient

ii) External Performance - Drag

iii) Cooling

iv) Leakage

v) Weight

vi) Complexity, Maintainability, etc.

vii) Ability to fit thrust reversers

This paper considers performance aspects of the selection process. The main
emphasis is on dry operation at subsonic speeds since it is in this regime that some
nozzles have high drag, and performance losses in subsonic cruise, or excessive weight,
can prevent the aircraft from attaining its intended radius of action.

Two dimensional and ejector type nozzles are extensive subjects in their own

right, and will not be considered in this paper.

2. General Description of Alternative Nozzle Types

Before discussing the various performance aspects in detail it will be useful to
take a brief look at the main geometrical features of the alternative nozzle types. With
some rather sweeping generalisation we can categorise the nozzles into the three types
sketched in Fig. 1; the short flap, sometimes called the moving shroud nozzle, the long
flAp, and the iris. All can be designed to provide convergent-divergent geometry in the
reheat mode and this has implications on the dry, convergent, performance.

The cn.iflicting arguments for the different types are clearly evident. The moving
shroud nozzle is mechanically simple, compact and light, and has a low boattail angle,
but has a large annular base in the dry setting. The other nozzles have near zero base
area but at the expense of either a high boattaiU angle or long petals. Long petals are
heavy and lead to high actuation loads. These can be eased by ingenicus mechanical
design but if this requires additional volume at the upstream end of the nozzle then a
further increase in boattail angle may result.

The short length of the moving shroud nozzle permits use of a simple, relatively
low weight, target type thrust reverser, and this has proved a valuable feature on the
Tornado MRCA.

3. Internal Performance

The thrust and discharge characteristics of a conical convergent nozzle are
C functions ci the convergence angle and the nozzle pressure ratio as shown in Pigs 2 and

3. There n'.:e olso 'r effects but these are small for convergent nozzl es particularly
at the moderate temperatures of dry operation. In dry mode the convergence angle of a
short flap nozzle nay be high, about 400; however at pressuze ratios appropriate to
cruise, between 2:1 and 4:1, the thrust coefficient is close to unity. The discharge
coefficient at these conditions, on the other hand, is low, about 90%. This is
beneficial to the extent that it means that the geometric area to which the nozzle has to
be closed-down is significantly larger than the required effective flow area, so that the
annular base area is reduced. In addition, the petal travel is reduced.

Nozzles which are convergent-divergent in reheat mode may have a double-convergent
or convergent-parallel profile in dry mode. Performance losses d'te to this geometry will
be discussed in a later paper.

4. Nozzle Afterbodv Drag

If we examine the origins of nozzle afterbody drag it becomes evident why this is
often quite a large fraction of total aircraft drag. Pressure drag is, of course, simply
the result of the external air flowing over the afterbody failing to provide the pressure
distribution which would have existed in potential flow.

The real local static pressure differs
from the potential flow value because the ..-free stream is displaced from the body /:.
surfacehby the boundary layer.o The boundary
layer thickness at the rear of the afterbody UKAL ....
increases rapidly for two reasons; firstly
the body diameter decreases by typically ak
factor of three so that even a constant cross
sectional area of boundary layer would
occupy three times the thickness, and
secondly the boundary layer growth rate is
accelerated by the adverse pressure gradi.ent.
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if the boattail anglo is increased the recompression eventually becomes sufficiently
severe to cause boundary layer separation, with a further increase in drag.

At higher subsonic Mach numbers the flow around the "crest" of the afterbody may
become locally supersonic. In this case shocks are formed and a wave drag component is
incurred.

The influence of initial boundary layer thickness on afterbody drag has long been
a subject of discussion, particularly in the context of application of model data to full
scale. The model layer is often unrepresentatively thick because the test Reynolds
number is low relative to flight, also afterbody test rigs often have a long forebody or
support sting. Fortunately it has been found by a number of workers (refs 8 and 9) that
initial b.,undary layer thickness and Reynolds number have little effect on drag coeff-
icient. A thick boundary layer reduces both the peak suction and the peak recompression
(see Fig. 4), the integrated pressure drag remaining near constant. However, the
reduction in the suction peak does result in some increase in drag rise Mach number.

Attempts to derive theoretical solutions for afterbody drag have generally run into
problems, partly because of the difficulty in representing the jet and its influences on
the free stream at the rear of the body through flow deflection and entrainment. However,
work on this problem is continuing and some recent approaches look encouraging.

"I SE ENTRAINMENT

The magnitude of these effects is illustrated by the variation of drag with jet pressure
ratio, Fig. 5.

To circumvent the shortcomings of presently available analytical methods we have
correlated drag ,,,ith simple geometrical parametris using the continuing growing volume of
model te.t data. Perhaps the most obvious parameter is fina. boattail angle, as plotted
in Fig. 6, This confirms the expected trend for drag to icicrease with boattail angle; it
can be seen that this is progressive, there is no abrupt change of Crag with Vhe
appearance of separation, which is generally found to occur at about 0 = 18 . This is
consistent with the proposition that pressure drag is a consequence of boundary layer
thickening and separation is a stage in this.

While this plot is a useful guide to trends it is not entirely successful in
collapsing drag for different shape afterbodies. A more satisfactory correlation has
been obtained using boattail "chord angle", A , see Fig. 7; this is an index of the
fineness ratio of the overall nozzle/afterbody combination. This approach is consistent
with the finding that a body which is boattailed over a long length is less sensitive to
the final boat-tail angle.

The moving shroud type of nozzle differs from those covered in the previous
"correlations in that it has a substantial annulai base area. Data from tests of this
type of geometry are plotted as a function of base/max. area ratio, and boattail chord
angle, in Fig. 8. This shows that, especially at higher boattail angles, small amounts
of annular base cause little increase in drag. This is presumably because the scale
"of the base is small relative to the boundary layer thickness at the end of the nozzle.
However, for low boattail angles and Ab/Am greater than about 10%, drag increases near
linearly with base area; CDA = 0.13 Ab/Am and since CD = D/qo Am, D/qo =0.13 Ab i.e. the
base drag of a given nozzle is independent of Am. A similar relationship to this has
been established for more complex twin nozzle afterbodies using an eflective base area
which includes unfaired central base area etc.

It is evident from Fig. 8 that if a moving shroud nozzle is to be used its base

area should be as small as possible. Fig. 9 shows the extent to w'.ich attention to
detail design has reduced base area on a recent nozzle relative co earlier geometries.

5. ~~~
Nozzle weights cover a wide spectrum because of differences in actuation method,

range and versatility of area variation, materials etc. Fig. 10 illustrates this for
some alternative designs of nozzle all having the same final boattail angle. Also sh.,wn
in Fig. 10 is the result of a design study of one particular type of nozzle to assess
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the variation of weight with boattail angle. Weight increases rapidly when boattail
angle is reduced to a low value to achieve low drag, as nozzle petal length increases and
causes progressively larger canti'.evered loads and consequently involves more massive
structure.

Included on Fig. 10 is the weight of the R9199 moving shroud nozzle, illustrating
the substantial saving which this provides relative to the more sophisticated nozzles
unless high boattail angles are accepted.

Great attention is paid to methods for minimising nozzle weight. For example the
Y" "Balanced Beam" nozzle is arranged to use the internal pressure distribution to minimise

the loads so that petal structural weight can be reduced. Some nozzles use ingenious

linkages to minimise the number of actuators. However, in some cases these design
"~improvements" can themselves incur penalties. For example, if the mechanism bulkI
increases too much, the nozzle fairing lines may be impaired with an increased boattail
angle and a consequent drag penalty. Also, increased complexity is likely to adversely
affect cost, reliability, maintainability etc.

Weight can also be reduced by use of low weight materials. If sufficient cooling
is maintained during reheat operation then titanium petals can be used instead of the
more usual high temperature nickel alloys. In this case the weight savings must be
balanced aga ...st the performance penalty in reheat operation due to increased cooling
flow.

6. Cooling

heeCooling is not normally required in dry operation but is will be briefly mentioned
heebecause of its effects on nozzle design.

In reheat operation a cooling airflow of several percent of the total nozzle flow
is needed to cool the nozzle petals and structure and since this flow is not available
for reheat fuel addition there is a proportional loss oPf reheat thrust boost. The
quantity of cooling air required depends on the nozzle length to be cooled, the method of
cooling and the safe working temperature of the nozzle materials. This will be discussed
in more detail in a later paper, but it is evident that a short nozzle is attractive and
that there will be benefits from future developments in high temperature materials and in
cooling technology.

7. Leakage

The amount of flow which can leak from a nozzle depends on the quality of the
sealing between the petals, the petal length, and the internal/external pressure differ-
ential. Generally leakage is less significant in the reheat, con-di, mode since the
petal length/nozzle diameter ratio is smaller and the internal/external differential
pressure is lower in the divergent section of the nozzle. Also, for iris nozzles in
reheat, the petals are rf -racted so the seal length is short.

Simple overlapping petals provide adequate sealing for nozzles which are
relatively short in dry mode but on longer nozzles the leakag(-. penalty can become
unacceptable and more sophisticated seals may become justifiable. In this case there
will be the penalty of additional weight and complexity.

8. Mission Implications

The significance of weight, drag, and leakage will be illustrated by their effect
on aircraft range for a representative strike mission. Cooling is not considered si.nce

4 this only affects combat performance.

8.1 Weight

The penalty of increased nozzle weight can be quantified in various ways. If the
aircraft is Take Off Weight (TOW) limited then an equal weight of stores, or fuel, must
be removed. If we assume that all the weight surfeit is debited to fuel load, and that
only the cruise legs of a mission can be eroded, then substantial loss of rangc is
incurred. In a recent aircraft project strike mission calculation 100 lb. additional
nozzle weight, vis. 100 lb. fuel penalty, represented 4% loss of range.

On the other hand, if the aircraft is not TOW limited then, to a fair approximation,
we may assume that the fuel. conlsumption during all segments of the mission is increased

j in proportion to the increase of aircraft weight. But, if the total fuel capacity is
casied, then samlte exampl ase used above 100 ldexitefram wheih representedn1.3 lothsso
limied,fo then sall thmpe etase used muste be0 debitefrom thegh cruiseesegment1.3 Ins thi
range.

*8.2 Drag 4

We have, in an earlier section, presented nozzle/afterbody drag as a coefficient
based on afterbody maximum cross sectional area. For a typical combat aircraft the
total aircraft drag coefficient based on this area varies from about 0.2 at zero lift to
about 0.3 at cruise. Therefore, an afterbody drag coefficient of 0.01 is equivalent to
about 5%6 of zero lift drag or 3% of cruise drag, and so, for a given fuel capacity, an

increase of 0.01 CDA would represent 3% loss of cruise range.
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.... FProm g7and 8 we see that, depending on the afterfuselage geometry, a good
practical zero base nozzle might have CDA between 0.005 and 0,01 lower than an equivalent
"moving shroud" nozzle, representing a cruise range gain of 1.5 to 3%.

8.3 Leakage

Leakage of flow frcm the nozzle represents an equal percentage loss of gross thrust.
At cruise conditions the gross to nett thrust ratio is generally about two, so that 0.25%
leakage is equivalent to approximately 0.5% loss of nett thrust, or of cruise range.

8.4 Nett Effect of Weight. Drag and Leakage

The contributions made by weight, drag and leakage are compared in Fig. 11. It is
evident that even for a very low drag nozzle it will be difficult to obtain an overall
range improvement of more than about 1%.

9. The Future

In order to realise the potential benefits of zero base nozzles, and of convergent-
divergent geometry, the penalties associated with weight and zooling must be minimised.
Some improvements will be achieved by design innovations which will reduce weight,
cooling, and leakage losses but the more major steps forward are likely to come in the
use of new materials and improved cooling technology. Fig. 12 shows the way in which
the potential improvements are interrelated.

Reduced cooling flow, or reduced material temperatures at the same flow - which
would permit use of lower weight materials, could be achieved by use of impingement
cooling. This has been proposed for Two Dimensional nozzles which otherwise have very
large cooling penalties. However, this would involve a considerable increase in
mechanical complexity, and if HP compressor bleed air is used the engine performance
penalty will be proportionately larger than for a film cooling system using fan air.

The recently developed carl~on composites offer the prospect of high working
temperatures, up to perhaps 2000 C and therefore reduced cooling flow, combined with
large weight savings - up to maybe 50%. These materials require anti-oxidation
coatings, and the development of these to withstand service on overlapping petals may
have some way to go.

10,0 Conclusions

It has been shown that at the present state of technology the Moving Shroud Nozzle,
as used on the RB199 engine in the Tornado MRCA, is very competitive with zero base
nozzles in terms of overall performance. It is light, mechanically simple, reliable,
and its short length permits a target type thrust reverser to be used. Therefore, it is
concluded that this type of nozzle will remain the optimum choice for combat aircraft
until further technology advances permit substantial improvements in the overall
performance of the more sophisticated nozzles.
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COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT NOZZLE CONCEPTS FOR A REHEATED TURBOFAN

H. Grieb, R. Vedova, H. Enderle, H. Nagel

MTU MOTOREN- UND TURBINEN-UNION MUNCHEN GMBH

Pustfach 50 06 40, 8000 MUnchen 50

Summary,

For a reheated turbc'An of the 70 kN thrust class several concepts of convergent and con-
vergent/divergent nozzles are investigated and compared in view of performance, weight,
complexity and the influence on afterbody drag of a combat aircraft. For all nozzles the
same afterburner configuration and performance was assumed.

The influence of different nozzle cooling concepts with subsequent cooling air requirements
on thrust is investigated. For the convergent/divergent nozzles the optimwum ratio of exit
area/throat area being dependent on nozzle concept and nozzle pressure ratio is identified.

The comparison of performance shows that fully variable convergent/divergent nozzles pro-
mise some advantages against the simple convergent nozzle at high nozzle pressure ratios.
However, the higher weight and complexity of convergent/divergent nozzles lead to the con-
clusion that the choice of convergent/divergent nozzles for reheated turbofan engines in
combat aircraft is not generally justified from the outset.

Symbols

A m2  area (cross section) L m lenght

b kg/h specific fuel consumption M kg/s mass flow
=aN MN - Mach number

nD - drag coefficient, related toaircraft cross sectional area p bar pressure

cF - net thrust coefficient, related R m radius
to one-dimensional, isentropic T K temperature

X m length of film cooling layer
D m diameter 1 - efficiency
F daN net thrust X - divergence (area ratio) As/A 7
G kg weight 9 kg/m 3  density

H km flight altitude

Indices Abbreviations

2 LP compressor exit AC aircraft cross sectional area

6 afterburner exit B nozzle base area
7 plane behind primary nozzle section BPR bypass ratio
8 plane behind secondary nozzle section OPR overall pressure ratio

co main flow, ambiance TET turbine entry temperature

c cooling
SE engine
SN nozzle

,•t total

th nozzle throat
SW wall

Further symbols and indices are explained in the context.

J,

The investigation forming the basis of this study was sponsored by the Ministry
of Defence of the Federal Republic of Germany, Department RU FO 4.
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"1. Introduction:

The configuration of the afterbody section of combat aircraft with afterburner engines
largely affects the total drag of the aircraft. In addition, the development effort ex-
pended in the optimization of the afterbody section is considerable. This effort is
characterized by the trend away from the simple convergent nozzle with large base area
in dry operation towards the convergent/divergent nozzle with a favourable aerodynami-
cally faired afterbody section with moderate contour angle and minimum base area.

A first rough analysis of various nozzle concepts, assuming isentropic flow and ignoring
the effects of nozzle contour and cooling requirement, indicates that at high nozzle
pressure ratios, i.e. with engines of high specific thrust or low bypass ratio, the thrust
would benefit considerably from convergent/divergent nozzle configurations expecially in
the supersonic flight regime.

This initial apparently attractive picture, however, requires closer examination, paying
attention to the nozzle contour, the aerodynamic losses in the nozzle and, in particular,
the nozzle cooling air requirement in reheat operation in order to be able to assess
realistically the gain in thrust attainable with convergent/divergent nozzles. Further,
detailed design studies are necessary in order to determine the extra weight expected
with sophisticated convergent/divergent nozzles in comparison with simpler convergent
nozzles. Finally, estimation of the afterbody drag of the aircraft requires proper
assessment of the afterbody configuration.

In the study about to be presented, a systematically selected variety of convergent and
convergent/divergent nozzles with different variability and complexity is investigated
in order to obtain a comparison of the potential thrust gains at certain flight conditions,
the attendant weight penalties and the afterbody drag to be expected at a rele1vant sub-
sonic flight condition. The findings should then contribute to recognizing the advantages
and disadvantages with regard to the effectiveness of the aircraft as a whole, expected
with the various nozzle concepts in their proper relati6nship.

2. Nozzle concepts investigated

Comparison is made here between the following 5 nozzle concepts shown schematically

in Fig. •.

Convergent nozzles

1. Short-flap nozzle with large base area in dry operation
2. Long-flap nozzle with small base area and acceptable boattail contour angle

Convergent/divergent nozzles (of small base area and acceptable boattail contour angle)

3. Simultaneously variable single-hinge long-flap nozzle
4. Consecutively variable double-hinge long-flap nozzle
5. Two-parametrically variable double-hinge long-flap nozzle

These nozzles were tailored to suit a modern reheated turbofan engine in the 70 kN thrust
class with the following design parameters at ISA, SLS:

Turbine entry temperature 1650 K
Pressure ratio 24I Bypass ratio 1.27 daN

Specific thruzt with afterburning 951 dgN

While the results presented here naturally apply only to engines of the basic type assumed,
the conclusions to be drawn for engines of lower bypass ratio, i.e. of higher specific
thrust or higher nozzle pressure ratio, will become fairly apparent.

The various nozzle designs considered here have no provision for secondary flow being in-,
gested from the intake via the engine bay into the nozzle. The modest airflow required for
venting the space between the nozzle flaps and the fuselage skin is ignored. Also the small
air leakage through the gaps between the nozzle flaps is neglected.

The actuating possibilities with convergent/divergent nozzles will become apparent from
Fig. (ý. With the simultaneousl variable convergent/divergent nozzle a definite relation-

. ship exists between throat area and area ratio A /A . This relationship, in the design se-
lected here, is approximately linear*, so that iA dty operation the nozzle ccntour i1. ne-
cessarily convergent and in reheated operation necessarily divergent.

The consecutive4 variable nozzle remains convergent until the maximum throat area is
.reach~edwhile at maximum throat area, i.e. at maximum reheat, any desired dxvergeace
A /A short of a-given limit can be selected. With the two-parametrically variable
nozzle the throat area and the divergence can be combined ar itrarily withAn the given
limits. Finally, it should be kept in mind that with convergent nozzled the nozzle
throat will always be at the nozzle exit, while when convergent/diverg'cnt .ozzles are
being opened, the throat area will shift from plane 8 to plane 7.

* Other designs with non-linear relationship are known.
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The requirements governing the layout and mechanical design of convergent/divergent N"
nozzles reveal that with given divergence the growth in nozzle length, on the one hand,
is associated with an asymptotically diminishing improvement in nozzle efficiency, i.e.
in thrust gain, as long as the influence of the cooling air requirement is ignored, and
in a reduction of afterbody drag. On the other hand, the penalties associated with the
increase in the cooling air requirement and a rather progressive increase in weight have
to be reckoned with. Optimization of the nozzle layout and design thus becomes a compli-
cated task.

In order to produca realistic weight data, mechanical designs of all nozzles considered
including their actuation mechanisms were carried out on the basis of nozzle contours
being optimized in the sense mentioned above. Fig. G illustrates the various designs
of the 5 nozzles investigated. Apart from the reference nozzle, which has 14 master flaps,
they each consist of 12 masterflaps and 12 slave flaps plus the actuating mechanism for
moving the flaps radially in order to achieve the nozzle areas selected. The master and
slave flaps of the two convergent nozzles and the simultaneously variable C/D-nozzle are
of a single piece, while those of the consecutively and two-parametrically variable nozzles
consist of two hinged parts.

The actuating mechanisms of all nozzles consist of the same suitably modified components.
The pneumatic operating system employs a rotary valve-controlled air motor, flexiblo shafts
routed in rigid guide tubes, and four synchronously driven ballecrew spindles. The latter
serve to move a polygonal ring in the axial direction, which indicates the radial movement
of the flaps via rollers. The two-parametrically variable nozzle requires two of these
systems.

The various axial positions of the nozzles result from the requirement for equal length and
roughly the same cross sectional areas of the afterburner up to the nozzle throat as well
as for acceptable boattail contou, angles and minimum base areas. with the convergent long-
flap nozzle the length of the afterburner was extended somewhat over that of the convergent
short-flap nozzle in the interest of an acceptable boattail contour angle and a small base
area, while the axial position of the flap hinges was retained.

A more detailed description is given ',,r the two-parametrically variable nozzle, the
design of which is shown in Fig. (3). Here the two hinged parts of master and slave
flaps form the primary (convergent) and the secondary (convergent or divergent) nozzle
section. The primary master flaps are hinged to a box-shaped reinforcing ring at the end
of the conical section of the reheat jet pipe. Cam-shaped tracks on the outside of the
primary master flaps transform the axial movement of the ring via actuating rollers into
the radial movement of these flaps. The master flaps of the secondary nozzle section are
attached to links which, together with the master flaps of the primary section, form
parallelograms. At the pivot points of the links these parallelograms rest on rollers
on inclined tracks of a second outer moving ring. With the consecutively variable nozzle
this outer moving ring is rigidly connected to the inner moving ring and simultaneoucly
is moved axially, while with the two-parametrically variable nozzle, shown here, use is
made of a second actuating mechanism, mentioned above, to effect independent axial dis-
placemeiit of the outer moving ring. The slave flaps, which also consist of two hiiged
parts, are arranged for overlap between the master flaps and are supported by and Dper-
ated together with the master flaps. The gas pressure forces the straight edgos of the
more flexibl(. slave flaps against the flat inner surfaces of the stiffer master flaps
for a snug fit without gaps. All circumferential gaps required to maintain the freedom
of movement of hinged parts are sealed by thin metal plates under the gas pressure.

4. Cooling concept

The cooling requirements for the no0zle flaps are given by the thermal conditions at
the following essential operating points3

Flight altitude H 0 11 km
Flight Mach number MN 1.2 2.2
Terperatures
- afterburner exit T 2080 2130 K
- LP coi.,pressor cxJt Tt2 450 490 K
- max. wall temperat%.re TWa 1150 1150 K

w~max
required
cooling efficiency

. t6 W max•c a - Tt" -- 0.57 0.60•

The cooling voncepts under discussion or applicaole here are shown schematically in Fig. ®.
The simple single blow-in concept, represented on the left, is suited primarily for nozzles
with short flaps. The double blow-in concept, illustrated on the right, serves for keeping
the amount of cooling air required for nozzles with longer flaps as low as possible. ;tV
9T



Wfi~&7j~~roughh a heat
shield extending into the variable part of the nozzle to a second air-ingestion slot. This I
moving heat shield consists of metal plates which are rigidly connected to the master flaps.
Yet another cooling system employing triple blow-in, where the third blow-in occurs in the
divergent section of the nozzle, was not pursued because of the considerably more compli-
cated design with lesser saving in cooling air in comparison with the double blow-in con-
cept.

The cooling efficiencies attainable for convergent/divergent nozzles with single and
double blow-in cooling system, calculated according to [1) , are represented in Fig.
in relation to the cooling layer parameter containing the length of the cooling film and
the cooling air flow. The greater value of the cooling layer parameter, occurring at the
required cooling efficiency for double blow-in against single blow-in indicates the re-
duction in cooling air requiremeat expected with the double blow-in concept. For compari-
son, measured data according to f 2) and theoretical data according to [3] have been added
for the case of single blow-in. The effect of heat transfer by convection on the thermal
loading of the heat shield was computed separately by means of standard procedures.
Computation of the cooling efficiency and, thus, the cooling air requirement did notinclude the following factors, listed here together with the plus or minus effects they

tend to have on the cooling air requirements:

Tendency

- Degree of turbulence of main and cooling air flows +
- Surface roughness of flaps and heat shields +

(including dirt deposits)
- Corners and edges at flap-to-flap transitions +
- Heat transfer by radiation +
- Temperature of main flow with afterburning, decreasing towards

the nozzle contour

Except for the convergent short-flap nozzle employing the single blow-in system, the
double blow-in cooling configuration was selected for all other nozzles, i.e. for the
long-flap nozzles. The resultant cooling air flows are shown in Fig. 0 in comparison
to measured data [4) taken on an iris nozzle, whose cooling system is comparablb to
a single blow-in arrangement.

5. Nozzle weights

The nozzle designs illustrated in Fig. Q resulted in the weights shown in Fig. So.
The afterburner parts located behind the flange at the transition to the conical section
of the afterburner were included. Apart from the nozzle itself, all actuating elements,
including the rotary air motor, but not the outer nozzle fairing i.e. the fuselase skin,
have been added. Significantly, e weight rises progressively as the length and variabi-
lity of the nozzles are increased. Referred to the weight of the entire engine, the nozzle
weight increase relates rather unfavourably to the potential gain in thrust, as will be
shown latc-r on. The number of parts (excluding fasteners etc.) finally conveys an impres-
sion of the complexity of design accompanying extra variability.

6. Nozzle control

With the convergent iLozzles, control is limited to the selection of the proper exhaust
area with-ue consideration being paid to the contraction of the jet cross sectional
area, see Fig. D

With the simultaneously variable convergent/divergent nozzle the area ratlo A /A is
cldarly governe'by the nozz throat area A selected. At a moderate nozzle Pre~sure
ratio p /p , a significant degree of divergence will cause a drop in thrust, because in
that caH sbock fronts will occur inside the nozzle with subsequent shock losses and flow
separation. To keep convergent/divergent nozzles at least as efficient as convergent
nozzles, then, the following minimum nozzle pressure ratios should be maintained:

divergence A8 /A 7  1.1 1.4

minimum nozzle
pressure ratio

- dry operation 3.0 4.4

- - reheated operation 3.4 4.6

With the simultaneously variable convergent/divergent nozzle, aucordingly, the degree
of divergence reached at maximum throat area, i.e. at max. reheat, can be determined only
by trade-oft between the optimum values at various flight conditions. In the present case
of an engine having a bypass ratio of 1.27 the divergence was figured to be an optimum at
1.15. This optimum value will necessarily be the higher, the higher the specific thrust of
the engine, i.e. the lower the bypass ratio. At a very low bypass ratio the optimum diver-
gence would be about 1.3.

For the consecutively or two-parametricalll variable nozzle the effect of flight Mach mum-
ber and altitude on optimum divergence in reheated operaFion is illustrated in Fig. 09
The plot makes it apparent, on the one hand, that in low-level subsonic flight the di-
vergence should at least in the present case be smaller than 1, i.e. that the configu-
ration should be convergent, meaning that a simultaneously variable nozzle is expected



to cause disadvantages. On the other hand Fig.• illustrates that divergences exceeding
1.15 will be favourable only in supersonic high-lcvel flight.

In the case of the two-parametrically variable nozzle the optimum divergence in max. dry
operation is about the same as that for max. reheat.

With engines of low bypass ratio, higher optimum divergences would be expected chiefly
in subsonic flight, while in the regime of high supersonic flight Mach numbers ex-
ceeding 1.5, the influence of bypass ratio on optimum divergence fades. Moreover, at
the extremely hijh nozzle pressure ratios occurring here, the ultimately achievable
divergence is reached anyway.

With consecutively or two-parametrically variable nozzles it will be important to
prevent a cylindrical nozzle throat from being formed by the secondary flaps, because
this ,ay entail substantial thrust losses. These losses result from local supersonic
flow regions in the vicinity of the contour kink where the transition is made to the
cylindrical section. In the present case, therefore, according to [51 , the control
provisions were selected to ensure a markedly convergent contour at an area ratio A /A
smaller than 0.825, or divergence settings greater than 1, at which the flow throug "

iI the divergent nozzle section remains supersonic or is still accelerating.

7. Performance data (thrust coefficients)

The standard definition of the thrust coefficients referred to the gross or net thrust
.. of the one-dimensional isentropic convergent nozzle implies equal gas temperatures and

gqual nozzle pressure ratios in the entire cross section of the nozzle. In the case of
reheated operation this prerequisite does not hold any longer. The thrust coefficient
is significantly influenced y the fact that the nozzle cooling air does not partici-
pate in afterburning. Fig. O) illustrates the effect the cooling air requirement has
on engine performance at various flight conditions. The cooling air required accordingly
causes a reduction in net thrust as well as in specific fuel consumption.
Fig. @ then shows the resultant net thrust coefficients for max. reheat operation

leading to conclusions as follows:
- The convergent long-flap nozzle compares approximately with the short-flap, i.e.

the reference, nozzle. This will be readily appreciated if it is remembered that
the contours of both nozzles are very gently curved in reheated operation, see Fig. ®
and their cooling air requirements are approximately the same.

-The simultaneously variable nozzle affords advantages over the convergent nozzles onlyin the supersonic regime at medium tu high flight altitudes, these advantages being
modest enough in all cases compared. At low altitudes, as well as in the entire sub-sonic regime, its performance is clearly inferior to Lhat of the convergent nozzles.

The consecutively and the two-parametrically variable nozzles are equal in reheated
operation, as they are controlled to have the same divergences. Moreover, both nozzles
are inferior to the convergent nozzles in the entire subsonic regime, but are expec-
ted. to give a maximum of 5% gain in net thrust in the ranCe of high supersonic flight
Mach numbers at high altitudes.

In max. dry operation the relationships are essentially different. Firstly, the cooling
air flow generally has no detrimental effect on the thrust coefficient. Secondly, 'ith
the convergent short-flap nozzle, the high contour angle at the nozzle exit, see Fig. 43
causes overexpansior near the wall, which benefits the thrust coefficient. Compared with
the short-flap nozzle, the convergent long-flap nozzle, as well as the simultaneously
and the consecutively variable nozzles, both of which are convergent in dry operation,
exhibit a relatively gently curved contour preventing overexpansion at the nozzle exit
near the wall. These phenomena contribut to the relations of net thrust coefficients
for max. dry operation as shown in Fig. b2:

"* - - The convergent long-flap nozzle as well as the simultaneously and consecutively
variable convergent/divergent nozzles are inferior to the convergent short-flap
nozzle, above all, at medium and lairh altitudes at supersonic flight Mach numbers

- The two-parametrically variable convergent/divergent nozzle is the most favourable
in the regime of medium to high altitudes, as its design permits optimum divergence
to be attained.

Compared with the results shown here, which hold true only for an engine with a bypass
ratio of 1.27, at a lower bypass ratio the nozzle p ssure ratios achieved at various
flight conditions will be higher, as shown in Fig. U3), with the result that the above
relationsnips concerning the net thrust coefficients will shift towards lower flight
Mach numbers. On the one hand, noticeable thrust gains cannot be expected with conver-
gent/divergent nozzles at nozzle pressure ratios below 5. On the other hand, in the
range of nozzle pressure ratios above 10, no significant further gain in thrust can
be expected, as uitimate nozzle divergences are limited to values of 1.4 to 1.5. After
all, the generally,-held maxim of convergent/divergent nozzle3 lending khemselves for
use preferably in engines of low bypass ratio is highlighted in Fig. •.

A-"-.;&~.



210 lneralik o 'the af ter'body

Assessment of the various afterbody configurations of a combat aircraft, which could be
designed for the nozzles compared, or the estimation of the afterbody drag they might
cause, is an onerous job and, because of the number of parameters involved, is far beyond
the scope of this study. This applies all the more to twin-engined aircraft. There-
fore, the clean-cut afterbody of a single-engined aircraft serves as an example for
tracing in rough outline the effect of the main parameters

- boattail contour angle at nozzle exit and
- base area,

achieved with the nozzl under study in dry and reheated operation on afterbody drag.
For this example, Fig. shows the effect the boattail contour angle and the base area
are predicted, r6, 7, 8, 9], to have on the afterbody drag coefficient in subsonic flight
at MN - 0.8 and at the relevant nozzle pressure rgtio p /p 2.8. It then follows thatat practicable boattail contour angles of 15 - 20e, mode•at~base areas up to 7 % of
the fuselage cross-sectional area must not necessarily be detrimental. When the nozzles
under study are related to Fig. 4, it becomes apparent that in reheated operation the
differences in afterbody drag coefTficient will be modest enough, while in dry operation
the large base area of the convergent short-flap nozzle entails considerable extra drag.
In dry operation the two-parametrically variable nozzle will give the best results. The
divergent setting according to Fig. Qwill be beneficial, especially in subsonic flight.

9. Summary and Evaluation of Results

Under the assumptions made here the comparison of the long-flap nozzles under study with
the convergent short-flap nozzle as the most simple concept shows the following pattern
in view of the net thrust coefficient:
- The convergent long-flap nozzle is approximately equal iin reheated operation, but is

inferior in dry operation at supersonic flight Macti numbers.
- The simultaneously variable convergent/diverg'ent x.ozzle is inferior in reheated opera-

tion, except in supersonic flight at high altitude, where a small gain in thrust is
achievable. In max. dry operation it behaves similar to the convergent long-flap nozzle.

- The consecutively variable convergent/divergent nozzle is superior in reheated operation
in the regime of supersonic flight Mach numbers at medium and high altitudes, but is in-
ferior in dry operation, similar to the long-flap nozzles mentioned before.

The two-parametrically variable convergent/divergent nozzle compares in reheated ope-
ration with the consecutively variable nozzle, but affords substantial advantages in
dry operation, especially in the supersonic range.

At the point of predicted afterbody drag all nozzles are about equal in reheated operation,
while in dry operation the convergent short-flap nozzle suffers from a noticeable disad-
vantage.

From the aspects of weight and complexity of the nozzles, it will be well to note that it
is cardinally the convergent/divergent nozzles with wide potential for variation that in-
volve a considerable penalty which, with a view to overall effectiveness of the aircraft,
appears to cancel the benefits afforded in terms of thrust coefficient and afterbody drag.
This holds true especially in the case of the two-parametrically variable nozzle.

With nozzles for engines of lower bypass ratio, results are expected to bear out the
greater merits of the convergent/divergent nozzles. It is certainly worthwile to state
that the choice between the more =omplex convergent/divergent nozzles and the simple
convergent short-flap nozzle must be made individually in every case.
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SUMMARY

Recent developments in turbine engine exhaust nozzle tr-lhnology indicate the potential for signinfiesunt advancements In the
state-of-the-art, Thetis technologies include nonaxlsymmetric nozzles, thrust reversing, and thrust vectoring. Trade Atuiss hiveuI been
performed to) determine the Impact of these developments on the thrust-to-weight, ratio and specific fuel consumption of an advall.,.d high
performnance, augmented turbofan engine. Results ar. presented in a manner which provides an understanding of the sources and magnitudep
of diflerencea in the basic elements of nozzle Internal performance and weight Ps they relate to conventional, axisymmetric norrle technology,
'These comnparisons are presented for three categories of nozzle functional capability: jet area and exit area control, thrust reversing, and ..hrust
vectoring. rhis provides an understanding of the engine performance ipetialties associated with adding functional rctjuiremerits wo each of the
nozzles considered In this study, Conclumions are presented and recommendations are made with regard to future direc'iolis of' advaticed
development and demonstration.

SYMBOL$

A, Nozzle exit area

Aj Nozzle throat area

Ali Nozzle aspect ratio (throat width/height At cruise power)

C)) Nozzle/aftbody drag coeffic;ont (wing area reference)

CV Velocity coefficient

It'llMaxinmumi thrust ait sela-level static

1118yu Uninstalled specific fuel comswnption

'lTSW41" Insiital led slpeciflc fuel Conisumiption

LW Augniontor/nozzle weight

Wc Tlotal augmientor/nozzle cooling nlow (percentl of, ti'Lii alr flow)

Rngine eight ITRODUCTION

.'o everal Areas of iiongoinig exploratoryv And iidvinm'ed de'velopmniit ioffer potentiail fort signifivant Advancm'eniiit lit Iorhiie eiglin, exhaustl
muzloA.e teihiiotigy, Substanmtial ltile And n'solrulle lustlie hoinvesilod Ill each1 of tliiso techniology Arenas Its prop~erly devolop their iiotoitital lor
tirodluitlim apicthat ioni,
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Many governhaent-sponsored programs hasive investlgfskLad the advantages and disadvantages of nontaxisymmetric nozzles In areas such as
weights, cooling flow requiremnints, and internal performance. In addition, efforts are being made to determine the installed performance
chariv~teristics of various nonaxisymmetrie 3xhatait uystenis in advan~ced aircraft.

Thrust Reversing

Thrust reversing hasl potential for applicekioii to current and advanced high performance aircraft for landing approach control and
A, ground roll redluction. The potential also exists for using thrust reversal fii flight for maneuverability enhancomcnt. Thrust reversers can he

voeiy effective in reducing lendii~g distances to levels comparable to takeoff distaacce capablliticA, thereby providing balanced field length. They
Alpo priwide a mneans of deceleratien, less sensitive to runway condition,- than conventional means of braking. Problems do exist., howower, in
integrating the reverser both with the aircraft to mniinimize any ridversle impact on the effectciveness of the vertical stabilizer, slnd with the
turbine ougine to avoid lairge performance penalties and stability problems.

Thrust Veffttoring

Thrust vt,!torlng has the potential to improve the ability tot trade energy for incroased instantaneous turn capability with high~
~~f porlortviii~e aircraft, However, the penalty !in exhaust oyatcm, engine Case and mount weights with thrust vectoring can ba prohibitive. This is
NV particularly true since the value of inidroving ipi~antaneous tuon capability at the expense of further logeae in specific excess power is highly

questlnnahlb.e

Thlrust vectoring shin hasl potential for reducing field length requiremneuts below that wnilch can be achieved with thrupt reversing alone.
Properly emplon d during the takeoff ground roll, thrust vectoring can significantly reduce the distance requ'ired prior to rotation. Thrust
vectoring also hast the potential to reduce aircreft approach speed, and thus reduce landing distancest and t'u,4 tiown disperviloc.
Requirements for futtirfs tactical aircraft appear to be directed toward a combinatiotn of STOL and supersonice capabilities. This could be
satisfied to a dlegree with thrust reversing; however, it is ncot cleat' how much SPOL capability will be required to effectively Counter runwaydenial Operations, TIhum, the dejrere of thrutt vectorlnij requited, if any, remains to be defined, If thrust vecto~hg is required to further
enhanco STO1L capability, It may have a slUialclcant. impact on liianl,ý11d performance wnd operatitonal capabilities of the aircraft,

STUDY R1SULTS

iij, Ml'e purpose of khir study wos to determline the Impact of the previousoly disceussed exhriuat system techntologloo (Pn engine
thrust -to-weight, and ongine speific fuel callonimption. Anl attenmpt was also :.iade to a"sess the Impact on Installed lperfornilince basedi on
exl,.tlcg data. Ani anailysis was Concducted on sevoral advanced exhaust nozzle conceptsl, both astloyintetrlv anid nomaxImyncnetrIc, Incorporating
d ifferent. Cocalls hl14,011Of n.ozsla funcetions F or eacih Coincep~t weights., coolin n fow requlielnentso aid Internal parfornancef ivore defined.

I'These rUNu tm then allowed focr the deterinoi icl.ion of ecc'i no thpulit-to-welgflit, and spatulac fuel Vccinsunpt ion, 'I'llrottla-depead o tt droll was thon
esttimtated for each ooncept. sio tnt it c piollivi mary assessmnent of' Incualslld specific fuel consumpti4onl iould W~ mnade.

To o 11cccaill-10 en1ici cc usrd for this study Wos lif advanccd, moidorato blippass ratio, afterisracricug turbofan ongfine With all a imyninni itrIc
cu~veaunl.c I vrg nt uccxld. The ftcncl loyal cucp.1bildlltlaa ' cithe lis.40for nozzle were confined to jet areai and exit areal 'oaurul.

1I ht coiling ityplencs wore sCzed for -ei-eLa~lc takeoff, inoiaslimcu afforhurnlng, which was" also thc( cond~tion at which enginle
I~~~~o hiPtyt I gtws alualed, Ini ukoal owr.4zle p Irformnalici Was calculated eor oubsonle tand siuperson k ciridais sliwoc thase are ths flight

ccondadvo% -116- cacresplkfic 1`l0 cuonfccnpl-lon Is of critical hinportimee.

Stidy Configurations

'lw Iceconflig atillins Connithilcrci iII this ottudy curti sucnuiuucrijcd InI 'ablo 1 WNO) that thlure are# three Inwiv functional groups for voinparlsicui
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coil ii, whichl vcillilpreicxlyni ric a ill vciiicu~icinolasicylin unettc Sciiiczls Wi thc jot lareasit *11 i oi, arvla cocntrol, thruot rcvccrslng andt thrcist
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Isi J;A 1- Axky.... -;;; ls* .

The baseline nozzle is an ayisyrnmnetric convergent-d!,'ergent nozzle with variable jet area and exit area. Tlhi:. configuration is shown ini
Figure 1, and consists of balance, convergent, and divergent flapso, located axially, adjacent to a similar series of aximl s3ials, Fiftecyi (acl) of
these flap and seal strings make u1) the flowpath, giving an approximation of' a circular cross section,

0 Configuration 2 - Axleymtmetria with Uputream Thrust Reverser

Tlhrust reversing caipaility ia added to the baseline axiisymmetric nozzlk through the use of a chumrhell arrtngel'unt located upstream of
the afterb- rne,,'nozzle module shown in) Figure 2l, During reversed thrust operation the clamshell uncovers reverser port~s lovated onI the top
and bottomn ol the engine case and deflects the exhaust flow into the ports, Exit flow angle is controlled through cuaicade vanes located in each
port. Th'le portion of the exhaust system downstreaw oul the reverser is the sarne as; in configuration I.

*Con figuration 3 - Amisymmetric with Upstream Theus Reverser and Thust Vectorinp

Thilus configuration, shown In Figure :1, consists of a translatinmg nozzle for conveatitonal jet area control with an additional actuation
system for exit area control ats in the previous confligurations, The clamshell reverser system (a located Just upstiearn of the nozzle
(downstream trom that of Conlligu ration 2). Thrust vectoring up to 20) deg Is accomplished through a gimbal arrangement which rotatea the
whole aft sect ion of' the nozzle. TIhis nozzle Is simnillar to that ul configurations '.and 2 in termis of kninematics.

__________________________ - -Ungint Ceanterline - -

Exhaust Flow -

Converlenshell

BJalance Vlape %D0~I7 22117
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* ~M~uA~. 4-~t8~W3EI Ou1vPNt-INWgen~t NOnle

a This nt,naus.vmrnetric (two-dimensional) convergent-divergent nozzle, shown in Figure 4, is typical of two-dimensional nozzlesi in that
the nozzle cross; section is square or rectangular with a transition from a circular cross section 'ipstreami of the nozzle. T!his type of nozzle
usually results in o fewer number oif moving parts since the sidewalls are stationary. l'he major ;noving parts are the top and bottom flaps,
which are used to coatrol jet area and exit area. 'Phis particular configuration consists of two conv~'Tgeflt flaps (top and bottom), two divergent
flaps, and two external flaps which serve as aerodynamic fairings as well as the means by which exit area is controlled

*Configuration 5 - Nonauirayinmotri Cernergent-Divergent with Thrust Reversing

TPhis nozzle contignra'1on, shown in Figure 5, is similar to contiguration ý except. that the convergent flaps are allowed to pivot around
their mid-axial location to close off the axial flowpath. TIhe forward end of the convergent flapl openls the reverser ports top and bottom, which

in turn direvta tl'e flow out of the ports, resulting in reversed thrust.

e Configuration if - Nonaxiaymmotrio Con vrrgont-Divergent with Thrusat Reversing and Vectoring

'l'his configuration, shown in Figure 6, is similar to that of configuration 5 with the added capability oftdeflecting the diverg~mt flaps in
uinison either up or down, 'l'his results In vectored thrust ill either the upward or downward direction, 'l'hs added function requires stronger

S(usunily heavier) divergent flaps andaitmore complicated ectuation systent than needed for area control allonec.
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'P'his, coniot graltion, shown ill Figilre 7, is anoither nonaxtsytnznletrit cI~ouzlc- also having th rust reve rsi ng and thrust vectoring capabilities.
UlikLi ike l, inonax isyttnmetric convergent divergent ioxele, this nozzle' is not. symnmet rical between top) iid liittonim, but rather incorporates anl
expansioni rarrp fin addition tro the, convergent and divergent lisps of the preViotis co~nfiguration. Reversing is accomplished in a similar maonner
to the technique uised in configurations 5 and 6 - by rotating the convergenit flaps inward to the engine ceiterliiel while at the samne time
opening reverser ports at the forward end (if the con'.ergeni flap. Vectoring is aci'omnplished by deflecting the divergent flaps, ats well as the
expansiomn ramip, either q) (or down.

* e.onfiguiralolon 8 - Nonaxistyinmolorlc Plug Nozzle with Thrust ReversitnEl and Vectoring

'Phe plug concept, Hhowto iii Figuire 8, use:; the pi votfii bratta il flaps to control bothI jet area iind internal area ratio, Unlike the previous
noizzles, a fixed relatioinshiip exists between thet jet area and the in terior exp~ansioin area ratio which prevents comnplet e perfiormance
(optiniizat ion with nozzle pressuire ratio. TIhe plug body provides thrust ve'~ori ng bly rotating abolut the phlug pivot. Upward rotation itttl.h
forward JnOrti'mti 0if the plug body cause~s a redistribution (of' the oxhaust 1'ow boy increasing the puerceuitag(ý o( flow through the lower throat
passage and si mouiltanleoustly canlting the lower thmroat rihine in the diesired vectoring direction. Th'rust reversing is accomplished by rotating thei

[itscino oth oatlf faps inward until they contact 'the plug. TIhe forward sections of the boattail flape rotate outward in the riotatioii
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Engltw Pakimonce

A F~ach of the nozzle conftigurations considered will have an impact on engine performance either in terms of weight or internal
performance. T'lhe impact of exhaust system weight (thrust- to- weight) anid nozzle aerodynamics (performance) on engine performance is
obvious, However, thle performance canl be affected by nozzle cooling Iin two ways. First, the amount of cooling and the location at which it Iis
discharged into the main gas stream canl affect nozzle CV, and has beer: included Iin the values iiven fin Figures 1 Ia, 111b, and I le. Cooling flow
also has anl impact onl afterburning thrust; if a smaller amount of flow is required for cooling, t~hen there is more flow availab~le for burning,

t~v and thus more thrust will result, TIo compare the nozzle concepts in termis oif their impact oil engine performance, engiiii thrmst -to-weight and
thrust specific fuel consumption have been calculated fur each nozzle configuration.

* Engine Thrust-to- Weight

Eniginie thrust-to-weight comnparisonsi am~ given Iin Figures 12a, 121), and I12c for each nozzle configuration relative to the baseline nozzle.
'l'he operaiting ciondition assumecd for thig vnalysis was sea-level static, maximum afterburning. From Figure 1 2a it call be seen that thle
baseline nozzle resulted fin the engine With thfe highesi, thrust- to-we ight, followed closely (within 1.0%) by thle nonaxisymnmetric conl-
vergent-divergent nuzzle with area control. l'he addition of reversing gave the nonaxisymfnetric convergent-dive~gent nozzle a slight edge
(92% of baseline) over the ltipstream reversing axisymnmetric (91% of' baseline) as shown in Figure 121). 'M'e addition of' thrust vectoring
resulted Iin tile MADMN with the advantage, 91% of baseline thrust-to-weaight, with the convergent-divergent nonaxisymimetric and
axisyininetric nozzles next each at. 90% bai,eline thrtmst-to-weight as shown Iin Figure 12c, As might be expected, tae nonaxisymmetric plug
nmade at poor showing ait 77% of the baseline th rust- to.-weight.

''l'hus, it appears there is very little differenice Iin termns of engine thrust-to-weight between the axisiymmacltric, and thle noinaxisynitnetric
convergent-divergent or MADEN with similar capabilitios. Only thle niiiiuxiiiymnetric plug nozzle surfiiced as a clear loser.
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0 khse~d Engine Thnmlt Dpecifl. Aue Consumption

rhe exhaust nozzle is a uniquic component of a military turbine engine in that. its integration with high performance aircraft canl have at
large impact on the performance of the overall weapon system.

iol BUtaUSe of this impict, an attempt was made to compare the relative iuistalled thrust specific fuel colsuinptiunK of some of the study
configureouns. rlo do this, throttle -dependent, nozzle/afterbody drag was estimated based onl windtunnel data from pi~~vious studies, 'l'hi
data was then used to generate installed thrust specific fuel consumption values for selected configurations, for at subsonic cruise flight
condition. 'rhe results of this study by no means is meant to represent anl absolute instilled thrust. specific fuel consum111ptionl comparison for

the overall weapon system, since this would require that the drag effects of' the specific overall weaponi Nystein be in-luded,

[In addition, fin order to have a direct conmparison of the oxisylmninetric and the nonaxisynimietric configurations, the axisymmtet~ric
configuration I was again used for the baseline. Thus, installation effects aire included in this comparison which maiy unjustly pienatlize one or
the other nozzle types (axisymmnetric or 2-1)), depending oil the nozzle type for WhiLli the basic study aircraft was optimized. h 'I' nclusion of'
the installation effects was deemed necessary in order to obtain a direct comparison between the nozzle types for a given aircraft
configuration,

As one niig'lt expect, depending oin the aircraft configuratilon, engine location, and insaldlation, different installed performnince results
will occur, Absolute results would therefore depend onl such things asl whether the engine is mounted undor the wincl s YmIn the tail, or whether
the engines are closely spaced vs wide spacing, single engine vs twin engines, and number and location(s) of the vertical stabilizer(s).

S3ince many of these configurations have been evaluated lIn other studies, at iiinlimui/niaxinium b)and Is presented fur tho nomiaxisyni.
metric nozzles, This banld, therefore, reflects installed thrust specific fuel consumption for the nonaxlsyniietrlc nozzles relativte to the
axisynmnietric baseline.

Tlhese results are shown InI Figure ltia for the grotip I niozz.le configurations. Tl~s figure indicates that the nenaxisHymmnetri?
coiivergont/cllvei gent nozzles canl be fromi 3% wot hall tl' ax Isyininiet c basell ij to 3% better. Tihe smekti Is true whtiei thrust reversing Is
added, asl shown fin Figure 15bb. Th'le axisyinmu'tric with thrust, reversing and vectoinr g is slightly hotlttot than the basieline ax isyin nit-ric, #IN
shown in Figure I 6c, due to its better uninstalled thrust specific fuell consunitiotlo. Thel nounaxiisyninutric convergenit/divergent, tiirust.
reversing and vectoring configurationsil are the same1 ats shown In Figures 15 ban 111( Ib, TIhe nonax isynimeitric MADIOlN nozzle results, Khiiwn InI

Figure 1 tc, Indicate that installed thrust specific fuel consumnpt~ol cain vary fromi at good ats the axisynunetric b~aseline to 1.61% better thrni filbe

Although limited data was available for speific aircraf't coinfiguratliuis, It was Insufficient for general conci oiilig
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re... t..of this stiudy idiesia thx't UtN' possible to get reversals in rankings whan comparing uninstalled and installed thrust specific
fuel consumptions. It also should be noted th.. fhese installod comparisons are only for subsonic cruise conditions and in some cases different
results may occur for supersonic cr-lice conditions. The results shown in this paper therefore indicate that installation effects must be taken
into account when evaluating engine performance with various nozzle configurations.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of this study, the following conclusions are drawn:

1. Axisymmetric nozzles are competitive with nonaxisymmetric nozzles in terms of their impact on engine performance,
regardless of the number ol functions the o:.zzle is required to perform.

2. Installation effects must be accounted for in evaluating the impact of various, generically different nozzle configurations
on engine performance.

,3. The impact of adding additional functional capabilities (i.e., thfust vectoring, thrust reversing) to the exhaust nozzle is
significant only in terms of engine thrust-to-weight,

4, The penalties in all aspects of engine performance associated with using a pllug nozzle are very great regardless of the
functions which the nozzle is required to perform.

RECOMMENDATIONS

'lThe fo!lowing recommendations are made regarding the paths of future development in exhaust nozz!P technology based on the
knowledge gained from this study:

1. Future development of multi-functional exhaust nozzles should give equal consideration to both sxisymmr tric and
nonaxisymmetric nozzles,

2. If additional functions are required to be performed with future exhaust systems, efforts should be concentrated on
minimizing their negative impact on engine thrust-to-weight,

3. Any future considerntion of the plug nozzle as a design option should be minimized, if not eliminated.
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A NUMERICAL INVESTIGAIION OF EXHAUST PLUME TEMPERATURE EFF'KCTS
ON NONAXISYMMETRIC NOZZLE/AFTBODY PERFORHANCE
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SUMMARY

Nonaxisymmetric nozzles dre being investigated for future generations of military aircraft to meet
diverse mission requirements. One nozzle of this type, a single expansion ramp nozzle (SERN), has undergone
extensive wind tunnel testing. For reasons not well understo.d, the SERN test data revealedl that a
significant variation in nozzle flow field characteristics occurred as the exhaust total temperature was
changed. In the present work a two-dimensional Navier-Stokes flow analysis procedure was used to simulate
the SERN flow field in an attempt to understand this effect. Steady state solutions were obtained using an
explicit time-dependent method utilizing efficiency-improving techniques such as body-fitted mesh, coupled
computational regions, wall functions, automatic alignment of mesh with mixing layers, and vectorized
execution on a CRAY I computer. Many possible contributing factors to this effect are discussed. The
factors investigated in the present study (temperature-dependent specific heat capacities an' the effect of
exhaust plume temperature on mixing layer spreadiag rates) were found not to be solely responsible for the
effect of exhaust total temperature on the nozzle flow characteristics. A normal shock on the expansion
ramp was evident in the SERN experimental data that was not predicted with the 2-0 anrdysis. This shock was
present whether the exhaust total temperature was hot or cold and Its position was dependent on the total
temperature. Based on work to-date, an extension of the present study is suggested to predict this effect.
The work demonstrates the capabilities and some of the problems in applying a Navier-stc-kes flow analysis
procedure for computing complex viscous nozzle flows. The importance of measuring upstream condition in
flow experiments is emphasized if the data is to be utilized for explanation of flow variations which occur
or for flow analysis validation.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

C a sonic velocity x. y, z - Cartesion coordinates

CL O specific heat capacity at constant 6 a boundary-layer thickness (U/UeVvolIume -0.99)

Sa mean specific heat capacity at € a relative fuel-to-air ratio,constant volume (f/a) actual/( f/')$tolch.

Cp a specific heat capacity at constant P a density

pressure d a second viscosity coefficientCP . pressure coefficient F"P•• K 0 wt)n Kerman cntn ,.1

e a specific internal energy nl a distance coordinate, normal to
wall1

E a total ene rgy dens ity Ta s e r s r s i
k a ratio of specific heat capacities xy norhal stresses(C p/CV) ox, oy " no mnal stresses

K M turbulent eddy thermal conductivity IJW • laminar viscosity coefficient

M - Mach number U a turbulent eddy viscosity coefficient

- unit normal vector

NPR • nozzle pressure ratio

NTT a nozzle total temperature

P a pressure

total veloty vector t a total thermodynamic state
Qx' Qy a Cartesian heat flux components * W freestream
R a gas constant .rifrence

S •surface area
, - value at outer edge of boundary

t - time layer
T • absolute temperature w • wall value

u, v • Cartesian velocity components

"V * volme



Nonaxisymetric nozzle installations are being investigeteJ for future generatiors of military air-
craft to meet diverse mission requirements. One such n'-zle is the single expansion ramp nozzle (SERN)
shown in Figure 1. The SERN flow field contains mixed jbsonic and supersonic regions in which shocks,
compression waves, and expi, ,on waves interact with boundary layers and mixing layers. The three-
dimensional geometry of the 57:t results in the flow field being somewhat three-dimensional as illustrated
in Figure 2. The nozzle was aesigned using the traditional approach in which model scale parametric testing
is used to build a data base from which the full scale nozzle performance is predicted.

The traditional test based approach to nozzle design is slow and increasingly expensive. Since model
sca%.. results are often difficult to extend to ' , ,, iteration with full scale testing is usually
required to achieve a satisfactory (.asogn. T1 -''nges have creato' zonsiderable interest in
developing analytical procedures !or simol aui .. , f These comput,.r programs can be used by the
designer to supplement and guide his parawetr. ,) . ... w and '.,us reduce the number of models
which must be tested to achieve a sat~sf*ctcr'y , , - a-, numerical algorithms become more I
powerful, the role of analysis in nozzle de.i~Jf *, , . icr'.ase. Eventually nozzli design will
evo've to an analysis based design apnroach. Par-, A, , s will be conducted on full scale
configurations, replacing model scale parametric testi. '. ' • se of testing will shift to validationof the analysis and confirmation of tht final design p'r

Extensive wind tunnel testing of the SEUN has i. iovc ti acquire an understanding of its complex
flow field. Because nozzle wind tunnel t'titng is ,ler a4Wd less costly with unheated exhaust air, much of
the experimental data for the SERN has beer. obtaineu in thii manner. However, at a given nozzle pressure
ratio, a significant variation ire nozzle flbw field characteristics occurs as the total temperature of the
exhaust gas is changed. This effect is illustrated in Fiqure 3. where experimentally measured CP distribu-
tions 'References 1 and 2) on the SERN external expansion ramp are plotted for various exhaust total
temperatures.

A schematic diaqram of tne SERN flow fiAld is shown in Figure 4. Of particular interest is the
location of the inock u, (strong comprmssion wave) on the expansion romp. The shock's position was
experimentally found to shift with changes in exhaust total temperature. In Figure 3 for M, 1.4 the
shock, indicated by the sudden rise in the meaured CP distribution, remains 18 the same position for.
exhaust total temperatures of 667, 833, and Ob6"K, but sloifts dramatically at 278 K (the unheated case, no
combustion). The CP distribution upstrecx of the shock is also seen to change significantly from heated to
unheated exhaust. However, for ,1, 0.85 there is a more gradual change as the exhaust total temperature
is changed.

In Reference 2 an effort wai made tj experimentally simulate heated exhaust nozzle Flows with unheated
exhaust nozzle flows. It was assuoed that the effects of changing exhaust temperature occurred because the
ratio of specific heat capacities was changing. The technique consisted of adjusting the NPR such that the
computed initial inclination of the unheated exhaust plume matched that of the heated exhaust plume. The
results were satisfactory at M * 1.2, but failed to give good results over the entire rangt of freestream
Mach rumbers from 0.5 to 1.S. "These results suggest that the temperature dependence of the ratio of the
specific heat capacities may be a contributing factor to the obs.rved changes of the flow field with exhaust
total tmperature, but that other mechex;sams are probably involved.

The wall boundary layers on the outer tirface of the nozzle test apparatus are influenced to some
extent by the heat transfer from the nozzle surface which has no external cooling system. The increase in

A boundary layer displace.'ent thickness -esulting from the heat transfer reduces the extent of expansion
experienced by the sut •,, flow turning oer the boattail of the nozzle. This affects the location of
thme liattail shoLk, .. susc, "'bility c& te boundary layer to separation, and the initial exhaust plume
inclination.

lnmd larme change in veloL,,d across the mixing layers caused by the difference in temperature of 'he
external flow and the heated exhaust g)s, enhancis the turbulent mixing, and thus increases the spreading
rate of the mixing lqvv-s. lIteractions of the mixing layers with shocks and expansion waves are affected,
The interaction of the supersonii exhaust plume with the external flow downstream of the expansion ramp

, could result in the formation oT an oblin,,e $mck wave. The influence of the exhaust temperature upon thespretading rate of turbulent mixing 'layer could alter the amount of turning required by the exhaust flow atthe trai ing edge of the expansirn rump. If the imount of turning Is great or the exhaust flow Mach nunber

is low.. an oblique shock structure maiw nt be possible, giving rise to the formation of a normal shock on
the exoanston ri•np as shown in Figure 4.

tRelaninarlzation may occur in the internal boundary layers which undergo an extremely strong and
extensive acceleration through the noi.zle throat and expansion ramp. The sudden change in the flow field as
the exhaust tamptrature is decrease( shown in Figure 3, suggests that a change has occurred in the upstream
internal flow conditions. Such a behavior could be due to bomndary layer relaminarization. Slight
perturbations in the expansion raml boundary layer produced by changes in the exhaust temperature may be
substantially ampt )fied by downrtreim shock/boundary-layer interactions.

SSin.e detailed exp-qrimental measuremants (particularly total pressure and total temperature profile
surveys) have not ':een taken, changes in flow conditions (other than average nozzle total temperature)
upstream of the nozzle th')at couH be the cause of the changes in the nozzle flow field between heated and
unheated exhaust flows. Secondary flows and total pressure and total temperature cross stream
nonuniformities probably occur downstream of the flame holder, shown in Figuro 1, partic:ularly when
combustion is present for the heated exhaust cases. lhe substantial influence wh', .h upstrear. conditions
have on developing jet plumes has been shown in Reference 3.

The effects of changing exhaust total temperature as well as detsi led information on the fluid dynamic
mechanisms which are involved can be studied by solving the guverning mathematical equations of the flow.



. .. dt , Tind and validated, full scale and model scale flow simulations can
be obtained in a relatively short period of time for mhny different nozzle flow conditions. Such analyses
yield detailed Information (e.g., temperature, velocity, pressure, density, Mach number) at all locations
in the flow field. It is usually not feasible to obtain this information experimentally in wind tunnel
tests, yet it Is invaluable to the nozzle designer for understanding the nozzle fluw field.

A need exists fnr an analysis procedure capable of accurately simulating the flows (both internal and
external) of nozzles for understanding wind tunnel test data and supplementing nozzle design parametric
testing. An analysis procedure has been developed and is presented for analyzing two-
dimensional/ax Issymmetric' nozzle and afterbody flows (References 3, 4, ad 5). Using an explicit
time-dependent method approximate steady state solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations (together with
conservation equations for mass and energy and zonal turbulence models) are obtained. Several efficiercy-
improving techniques are contained in the procedure including body-fitted generalized mesh, wall functicns,
mesh fitting o0 mixing layers, multiple coupled computational regions, and vectorized execution on the CRAY
I computer.

The objel.tive of the present work was to simulate the SERN flow field with the 2-0 nozzle analysis to
understand at least qualitatively the exhaust temperature effect. Many possible factors have been identi-
fied which could contribute to this effect. In the work described herein the first steps toward this
objective were taken by considering the effects of temperature-dependent specific heat capacities and the
effect of exhaust temperatures on the mixing layer spreading rates (including the interaction of the
external flow with the exhaust jet downstream of the expansion ramp).

ANALYSIS

The unsteady enstmble-averaged two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations, conservation of energy I
equation, and conservation of mass equation can be written for turbulent flow of an idial gas with
temperature-dependent properties in integral form for a fluid volume V bounded by the surface S as

f - dVY+ 6 dS - 0 (1)
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Clo uve .e• h equatios"'is obtained by use of an eddy viscosity turbulence model. The Reynolds stress
terms are approximated by the product of an eddy viscosity and a mean flow velocity gradient. The Reynolds
heat flux is computed by the product of the eddy viscosity, a specific heat capacity, and a mean flow
temperature gradient divided by the turbulent Prandtl number. A two-layer mixing length model is used for
computing the boundary layers on the nozzle surfaces (Reference 7), where in the inner layer the eddy
viscosity is computed as )2 u

PKt Ty, (2)

where rn is the distance normal to the wall. In the outer layer the eddy viscosity is computed as

1 Pt(0.096) ay (3)

where the boundary layer thickness must be estimated locally. At points within the boundary layer both JI
inner and outer values of lt are computed and the minimum value used.

In the mixing layer, the eddy viscosity is approximated by the mixing length formula (Reference 19,
pages 549-550)

lt " O.017pLG kAul ' (4)

where L is the thickness of the mixing layer, Au is the difference between the tangential velocities across
the layer, and 0 is a coefficient defined as

0 = U, (5)1u+ u2 1

In the above expression, ul is the tangential velocity above the mixing layer and u2 is the tangentialvelocity below the layer. The mixing layer thickness is assumed to vary linearly with distance from thetrailing edge of the upper cowl at xo. Starting with an initial thickness of Lo equal to the combioied inner

and outer boundary layer thicknesses, the mixing layer thickness L was computed as

L - 0.12(x - x) + L . (6)

The laminar viscosity is computed from Sutherland's viscosity relation

1j, (kg/;;:-sec) - 1'.1x10-6 ( /2 (273•+ , (7)

where T is in units of degrees Kelvin and S - 110 0K.

The equation of state relatior. for an ideal gas is

P - pRT (8)

R is0the gas constant which is nearly constant (287. J/Kg-"K) over a range of temperatures from 2000K to
2500 K and fuel-to-air ratios of 0.06 and less.

The extreme range in fluid temperatures present in nozzle flow,, with heated and unheated exhaust
requires that the properties of the gas, namely the specific heat capacity, be computed as a function oftemperature. Equilibrium C data for air with products of combustion of (CH )n taken from Reference 8 was
fit in a piecewise fashion wYth linear and quadratic polynomials. The ratio o specific heat capacities. ';,
is computed as

k R+1 R (10)
v

The temperature Is computed from the specific internal energy using the mean specific heat capacity.

T - e/Cv , (11)

where rv is defined as

"yev . Cv dT / (T-To) (12)

0

The a alytic expressions for the specific heat capacity were Integrated from a reference temperature
of T0 (- OJK) to obtain curve fits for the mean specific heat capacities. The curve fits reRvoduce the
data to better than 0.2 percent accuracy over the range of temperature from 200"R (111AK) to 2600uR':"/ i;(14440K).

-, ., ,
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",-.. 'n ..... hav en eua••Ions are solved using the explicit predictor-corrector finite difference algorithm
of MacCormack (References 3, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16) in conservation law form for a nonorthogonal body-
fitted computation mesh. Steady state solutions are obtained as asymptotic limits to this time-dependent
method. The forms of the difference equations and their use in the method are given in Reference 3.

Resolution of turbulent boundary layers requires a very finely spaced computational mesh near the
solid boundaries. However, the CFL stability condition for explicit schemes demands an exceedingly small
time step size which drives the computation time p-chihitively large for practical nozzle design
calculations. To partially alleviate this difficulty in the present analysis wall functions as described
by Launder and Soalding (Reference 9) are used to obtain the wall shear stresses and convective fluxes in
the mesh cells bordering solid boundaries. This allows the boundary layer to be adequately resolved with
significantly fewer (and larger) mesh cells, thereby allowing large) stable computational step sizes, and
thus lower computational costs.

In the application of the wall functions it is assumed that a constant shear stress region exists in
the boundary layer in which the compressible law-of-the-wall (Reference 10) given below is valid.

nlu\
"* 1.In/ j (13)

The shear velocity, u5, is defined as

u5 s f! (14)

and u, is defined as

u, (ue/Vj½) arcsin W '(U/Ue) (15)

where

Given the tangential velocity at a point in the boundary layer logrithmic region (the center of the
cell bordering the wall), Equation 13 is solhed for the wall shear stress. The mass flowing tangentially
through the cell is calculated by integrating Equation 13 along the vertical edge of the cell.

In regions of low velocity and particularly regions where there exist large second derivatives in the
conservative field variables, the algorithm requires additional smoothing to prevent numerical instability.
An explicit smoother is used in the present analysis similar to the fourth-order pressure term introduced by
MacCormack (Reference 15). In addition a linear diffusion term was added to each equation to damp large
transients created early in the computation by the initial conditions.

Up to three fluid streams can be analyzed simultaneously for which up to three mesh regions are
generated-one per fluid stream. In the computational logic space each region is rectan~ular and has a
separate 1-3 indexing scheme as shown in Figure 5. I-mesh lines are generated as vertical and pa,'allel
lines to the y-coordinate ax!-, and J-mesh lines are generated to fit the nozzle surfaces. In the
calculations to be described, the exhaust flow and external flows are computed in separate, but fully
coupled, computational regions. This technique of subdividing the flow field into several coupled
computational regions conserves computer storage, eases mesh generation, and allows alignment of the mesh
lines with flow streamlines.

Fitting a computational mesh to flow field discontinuities (e.g., shocks and slip surfaces) has been
shown to reduce the generation of computational noise (References 16 and 17). Fitting can also be used to
position fine mesh for resolving thin mixing layers between fluid streams. During the calculation the y-
coordinates of cell vertices on mesh lines between mesh regions are continually and automatically moved
according to the transport equation

- ( ; - U ), (16)

where Y is the y-coordinate of the mesh cell vertices, u and ý are simple averages of local cell centered
velocity components, and 8 is a damping coefficient. With upwind differencing for -7-' forward

differencing for - , and 8 - 0.1 the scheme is stable A similar technique was used in Reference 18 to

compute the movement of a free surface of an incompressible liquid.

2, In the present analysis, at steady state, the mesh is aligned with the dividing streamlines between the
fluid streams. The other J-mesh lines are periodically adjusted to conform to the fitted mesh lines to
avoid large differences in neighboring cell volumes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The two-dimensional analysis procedure was used to simulate the SERN flow field for the 16 cases listed
In Table 1 covering a range of NPR's from 3 to 6, NTT's of 2780K and 11110K, and freestream Mach numbers of
1.2 and 1.4. The objertive of these calculations was to determine if the two-dimensional analysis, which
included temperature-dependent specific hect capacities and influence of exhaust temperature on the mixing
layer spre&ding rates, could simulate the experimentally observed exhaust temperature effect," and if so,
identify the dominant mechanisms causing the m• rtt. By inspection of Figure 1, showing the geometry of the



SERN, it is evident that the flow is three-dimensional. Therefore, the results from the present calcula-
tions could not indicate more than qualitative trends and the characteristics of the mechanisms responsible
for the change in the flow field as the exhaust total temperature is changed.

The 16 flow fields were computed on the inner computational domain shown in Figure 6. This domain
contains teexhaust flow stream and one external stream. The downstream boundary of the domain is located
a short distarice downstream of the expansion ramp trailing edge where it was assumed that the flow was
totally supersonic. This assumption was a result of a number of preliminary calculations (at NPR - 5, M,.
w1.2 m, and unheated exhaust) in which the outflow boundary was located far downstream (at x -3.2 in). The

flow was always found to be supersonic along the vertical line that is presently the outflow boundary of the
inner computational domain (at x 0 .6m). The portion of the lower boundary of the inner domain, which
extends downstream of the trailing edge of this expansion ramp, was assumed to be parallel with the nozzle
axis and on which a free-slip boundary condition was applied. This last assumption was checked by
calculations and is discussed later in the text.

The freestream static pressure, static temperature, and velocity were prescribed oni the external
Inflow boundary at x - -0.2 m, which is slightly upstream of the beginninj of the boattail curvature. The
boundary layer profile at the external inflow boundary was computed using the one-seventh power law
solution for a turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate with zero pressure gradient (Reference 19, page
598). For the freestream M~ach numbers of 1.2 and 1.4 the boundary layer was estimated to be 41 mmn thick.
The internal nozzle Inflow boundary was located at x - -0.1 m where the nozzle total pressure, total
temperature and flow angle were specified. Using the one-seventh power law solution as before, the
boundary-layer thicknesses at this location were estimated to be 8.9 run for the cases with unheated exhaust
and 12.7 mmi for the cases with heated exhaust. The prescribed flow angle along this boundary was obtained
by linear interpolation between t.)e slopes of the upper and lower surfaces. In the heated cases (NTT
1111vK) the fuel-to-air mass ratio was 0.022. Since detailed measurements of total pressure and total
temperature profiles were not available for specifying upstream flow conditions at the internal nozzle
inflow boundary, uniform profiles of these quantities were prescribed.

Placement of the computational mesh is important to the accuracy of the resulting numerical solution.Al. A problem nearly always exists in determining how much mesh is necessary for adequate resolution of all
length scales of a particular problem. Because of a lack of practical methods to estimate absolute
truncation errors, cur-zi-;tly the only available technique to assess the errors is to compute the flow field
using a series of cc~nputational grids of increasing mesh density.

The nozzle flow fi-31d for case No. 1 was computed several times using computational meshes consisting
of fron 323 to 3316 cells for the inner domain. The resulting CP distributions on the expansion ramp are
plotted in Figure 7. As the mesh density increases the CP distribution seems to approach an asymptotic

limit. Limited core size on a Cyber 175 computer prevented further mesh refinement even though a definite
asymptotic limit was nut reached. Little difference was found in the computed solution between the mesh of
3316 cells and that of 3173 cells, yet the former mesh with twice the mesh density near the exit plane of the
subsequent computations of the nozzle flow fields. Approximately two hours of CPU computation time was
required per calculation on a Cyber 175 using the selected mesh. The selected computational mesh is
displayed in Figures 8 and 9 at steady state for cases No. 1 (NPR - 3) and No. 4 (NPR - 6), respectively,

frmTable 1. Note the differences in mesh alignment reflecting the significant difference in plume
expansion between the two cases. The mesh is expanded exponentially upstream, downstream, and away from the

nzesurface. At steady state the mesh aligned with the dividing streamline between the internal and
external flows which served to position fine mesh in regions of large gradients to improve resolution and

reuecomputational noise.

Initial conditions for the first of these calculations were uniform flow through the domain. These
*1 ,~;rude initial conditions caused large transients in the initial part of the calculation which required a

substantial amount of damping to avoid numerical instability. The initially heavy damping using the linear
diffusion terms accelerated convergence and were turned off later in the calculation. The initial
conditions for subsequent calculations were obtained from results of the first calculation or some other
calculation previously completed. It was estimated that this saved approximately ten percent in

The results of these calculations are shown in Figures 10 through 13. The computed flow fields for
cases No. 9 and No. 13 are representative of all the calculations and are displayed in Figuies 10 and 11 by
Mach number contour plots. These cases are for- the heated and unheated exhaust at NPR - 3 and M. - 1.4. As
in all shock capturing numerical techniques the shoc~ks are smoothed due to the action of numerical and
artificial diffusion. Shocks appear in the contour plots 3s steep gradient regions where contours of Mach
numbers are closely spaced. Mixing layers are clearly shown in the Mach number plots by closely spaced
contours. Mixing rate in the heated exhaust case of Figure 11 is seen to be greater than in the unheated
case of Figure 10, because the velocity difference across the layer is much greater in the former case. In
the present mixing layer turbulence model no account was given for the increase in turbulence level
contributed by the boundary layer wake, so in the unheated cases where the velucity difference across the
layer was small, the mixing rate is slightly underpredicted.

The contour plots indicate that partial cancellation occurs in the Prandtl-Meyer expansion fan orig-

inating at the cowl trailing edge due to the compression turning of the supersonic Jet on the externjal
expansion ramp. The plots also show little ref~ection from the mixing lay4 of the eixoansion fan or
compression waves. The IFlow field downstream of the expansion f an under them~ixing layer is thus relatively
uniform up to the compression wave created by the turning on the expansion ramp surface at about x a 0.35 m.

No significant changq occurred in the computed flow field when the exhaust total temperature was
changed from 277. to 1111. -K. This indicates that the experimentally observed exraust temperature effects
are not directly attributable solely to the temperature dependence of either the ratio of specific heat
c apacities or the spreading rate of the mixing layers. In the computed flow field of case No. 5 with heated

exhaust, a normal shock formed in the exh aust jet in the position of the shock oti the expansion ramp

_71M



.... .11utra ed in Figure 3. The subsonic flow downstream nf the normal shock extended to the outflow boundary
at x a 0.6 m. The supersonic boundary conditions were inaopropriate for subsonic outflow and thus
invalidated the results of this particular calculation. However, it is interesting to note that the CP
distribution on the external expansion ramp computed for this case was more similar to the measured CP
distribution• than any of the other 15 cases computed.

The computed distributions of CP on the expansion ramp surface and upper boattail surface are plotted
in Figures 12 and 13 for all of the cases for M,4.4. Similar results were obtained for M.1.2. The
behavior of the cdlculated CP distribution on the expansion ramp is similar to the measured CP distribution
reported in Reference 20 and shown in Figure 14, in that the CP distribution between th,• nozzle exit plane
x - 0.23622 m) and the shock increases in level as the NPR increases. However, in the cwmputed flow fields
except case No. 5) a weak oblique shock wave was positioned on the expansion ramp where a normal shock

appeared to be !ocated in the experimental data. The computed oblique shock wave did not move with changes
in NPR, M., or NTT, as did the normal shock wave in the measured data, but was apparently generated by the
curvature of the expansion ramp. The calculated boattail CP distributions display trends with changes in
NPR and exhaust temperature similar to those found experimentally in Figure 15 (Reference 20). The boattail
shock moves forward as the NPR and the exhaust temperature are increased. Again there are significant
differences between computed and measured boattail CP distributions.

The salient feature of the computed flow fields is the absence of the normal shock on the expansion
ramp which was evident in the SERP2 experimental data. Since the exhaust temperature effect is dependent
upon the presence of this normal shock, the effect was not predicted. The presence of the normal shock
could be caused by the interaction of the external stream with the exhaust Jet downstream of the expansion
ramp. The computed results for case No. 5 suggested that the formation of the normal shock might result
from such interaction. To investigate this interaction, the flow field was recomputed for case No. 5 on the
larger computational domain shown in Figure 6. In this calculation the external flow below the nozzle (as
shown In Figure 6) was added to the computational domain and the outflow boundary was shifted downstream to
x = 1.4 n. The computational mesh for this calculation is shown in Figure 16. The portion of this mesh that
overlays the inner coaputational domain coincides with the previous mesh. In this calculation two mixing
layers were computed end the mesh automatically adjusted so that at steady state it was aligned with the two
dividing streamlines between the three streams. This calculation required 550K (octal) words of incorestorage which exceeded the maximum random access memory available on the Cyber 175 computer used for the
preceeding calculations. A CRAY I computer, having ample in-core storage for this calcuation, was recently
acquired by The Boeing Company and was made operational in time for this calcuation to be performed. A
substantial speedup in computational time was also realized. After removing IF statements from the Fortran
DO-loops, computational time decreased by a factor of 16 cnmpared to the Cyber 175. The computed Mach
number contours for this case are shown in Figure 17. This time however a normal shock did not occur in the
exhaust flow on the expansion ramp.

The reasons why the normal shock occured in the SERN experimental data and not in the computed flow are
not well understood. As mentioned in the ihtroduction there are a number of factors which could contribute
to the "exhaust temperature effect" and also to the absence of this normal shock which were not studied in
the present work. At present the two factors believed to be most responsible are the three-dimensional
effects and the effects of upstream internal nozzle conditions. It is recommended that a numerical
investigation be performed using the present analysis procedure in which the upstream internal flow
conditions (boundary conditions) are distorted and the effects on the nozzle flow field studied.

In an investigation of a nonaxisymmetric wedge plug nozzle reported in Reference 6, , two-dimensional
flow analysis procedure similar to the present procedure was inadequate in computing wedge surface static
pressures for NPR above about 3. Surface oil flows suggested that three-dimensional effects in the flow
field became substantial above this NPR. The flow field of the SERN also has a three-dimensional character
as indicated in Figure 4. A two-dimensional analysis procedure cannot accurately simulate this flow field
"effect.

Had more detailed experimental measurements been cullected during the testing of the SERN, this
"exhaust temperature effect" may have been easier to examine and an understanding about the phenomena
easier to reach. The work presented in Reference 3 demonstrated the significant effect that upstream
conditinns inside the nozzle c.-n have on the external flow field. The important measurements of the
upstream total pressure and total temperature profiles entering the converging section of the nozzle andS~measurements of the external boundary layer are absent from the SERN data. Without sufficient detailed data
it is extremely difficult to define and quantity the effects of the exhaust flow total temperature, let
alone attempt to understand it. This shortcoming of the SERN experimental data is a typical problem
encountered in efforts to validate computer flow analysis procedure by comparisons to experimental data.

SIf test data on the flow characteristics of nozzles/afterbodies (or other aircraft components) is to be used
for code validation, the test plan should be coordinated and consistent with the validation needs of the
code developer.

CONCLUSIONS

A viable analytical procedure has been developed and used for the computation of compressible viscous
two-dimensional nczzle flow fields with temperature-dependent specific heat capacities. Several flow field
computations were presented covering %range of N Rs from 3 to 6 for freestream Mach numbers of 1.2 and 1.4
and exhaust total temperatures of 277 K and 1111vK which have demonstrated its capabilities.

Comparisons were made of the computed trends in the SERN surface CP distributions with chnnges in

exhaust total temperature to those measured in experiment. The present two-dimensional analysis, which
included temperature dependent specific heat capacities, effect of exhaust temperature on the mixing layers
spreading rates, and the interaction of the exhaust jet with the extenal flow, did not predict the presence
of a normal shock on the expansion ramp that was evident in the SERN experimental data. The exhaust
twmperature effect, being directly dependent upon the presence of the normal shock, was therefore not
predicted. Several possible reasons have been discussed why the shock did not appear in the computed flow
fields and follow-on work has been suggested.



i lemportance of having detailed flow field measurements, Including the internal and external

upstream flow conditions, for understanding the experimental test results and for flow analysis validation
was illustrated in the present work.
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I. RE'11EW OF THE EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER
ON AFTERBODY DRAG

0 M Pozn.'ak
Aircraft Research Association Ltd

Manton Lane
Bedford

England MK41 7PF

SUMMARY

The reported cffecta of a change in Reynolds number or boundary layer thickness on the afterbody drag
of axisymmetric bodies and military type aircraft are reviewed with the aim of assessing their significance.

Neglecting the effect of Reynolds number on the calibration of some tunnels had resulted in a
misleading indication of a significant increase ia aft rhody pressure drag with Reynolds number.

It is concluded that a better understanding of the •zported trends, after allowing for calibration
Errors and installation effects where appropriate, is obtained if the significanco of different Mach number
regimes and of boc-ttail, steepness combinations is ret.ogniEtd.

At subsonic Mach numbers and in the absence of flow separations, significant but compensating pressure

changes are found such that there is little effect on the afterbody pressure drag of complete afterbodies.

In the presence of flow separations, the effects of Reynolds number tend to be small when the location
of the flow separation is fixed as a result of a sudden change in the boattail contour, but on afterbodies
with more continuous contours, the locatior of the point of separation can be affected; conflicting factors
are then involved and the afterbody drag ca., increase or decrease by modest amounts, or remain unaffected by
Reynolds number changes.

significant 1 orepses in drag for incLeases in Reynolds number have been consistently reported for
high subuonic Mach n'tm'ow.zs above t!'.- drag rise.

SYMBOLS

A Area M Free stream Mach numberA9 Nozzle e~it area Mc Mach number from plenum pressu7-e
AI0,Aa, Maximum t5ody cross-sectional area NPR Nozzle pressure ratio - PJ/P
CA." Afterbody axial force coefficient P Free stream static pressure

by pressure ir-,zegration PJ Jet total pretisure
CDA Afterboy drag (friction + prebsure) PS9 Nozzle exit static pressure

coeffi .ient PO Stagnation pressure
,CDAP Presure drag coefficient build up - R Radius

IC d (A/A.,ax) Rc Radius of curvature of a circular arc bndy
CDA Fr At•erody preusure diag coefficient of same ai,'a ratio and boattail angle
CDF Friction drag coefficient Bo Reynulds €,umher based on length
"CDFI, Forebody pressure drag coefficient SL Sea level
CDNP Nozzle pressure drag coefficittnt To Stagnation temperatureSCDO Aircraft zero lift drag coefficient W/T Wind tunnel"CDP Complete body pressure drag coefficient x Axial position

*Additional x, Axial position of separationo/:*Adthwionlse bcl• eoe wing ree'nea~, a Incidence

otherwise body maximum cross-se'-t'ion as reference erinaboanng

area. P Terminal boattaij angle

cPressure coefficient Chordal boattai ane

oPressure coefficient Boundary layer displacement thickness
C P Pressure coeff6cient at sonold s O Boundary layer -somentum thicknessPR Presrure coefflcient at a Reynolds number w Wlane

pRen of Ron ,n - 1,2,3 etc) aw Wall angle

C Mean pressure coefficient on wall or model
d Body diametar
c, Jet diameter
L• Body length
I Afterbody length

I. INTRODUCTION

Concern about the ability to predict full scale afterbody drag from wind tunn.el teots was aroused
by the magnitude and variety of the effects of Reynolds number observed in the past. An example of such
,:onflicting effects (Fig I) w.,s noted by Schnell (Ref 1). Some test programmes led to the conclusion,
which could be supported by a plausible explanation in terms of visco", effects, that afterbody drag
initially rises and then falls as Reynolds number increases, Fig 2, thus making full scale drag prediction
uncertain.

Ie
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The adequt v ot conventional drag accounting procedures in which afterbody pressure drag is assumed to
be independent of Reynolds number whilst the change in friction drag is calculated from boundary layer theory
was being questioned. Even the validity of ascribing some of the drag variations observed during tunnel
tests to the change in Reynolds number was challenged.

These problems coincided with the increased significance of afterbody drag due to the trend for
selection of engine cycles which require increased airflow and hence the likklihood of magnified
installation effects. The problems are particularly acute for military type aircraft with variable area
nozzles installed in the fuselage and especially with the steep exteinal profiles which can result from the
reduced nozzle area associated with cruise at high 3ubsonic speeds. The situation has led to much recent
activity adding to the available data.

A survey (Ref 3) of some of the scattered informatirn was made with the aim of identifying any pattern that
emerged with regard to the effect of Reynolds number on afterbody drag. The conclusions that were drawn
are presented here and illustrated by examples from the available data. Mainly conventional military type

dircraft which are charac..-rised by fuselage engine installations with jets emerging at the rear are
considered here; caution should be exercised in drawing conclusions with regard to configurations which are
radically different.

2. ArTERBODY DRAG, FLOW FIELD AND TEST RANGE

The skin friction drag can normally be estimated adequately provided there are no separations and the
position of transition is known. The variation of ckln friction drag with Reynolds number follows well
known laws and the reduced friction drag component at full scale conditions can be estimated.

The afterbody pressure drag, however, is the result of lack of balance of the much larger rearward
acting forces resulting from the suctions on the initial part. of the boatts iling and the thrust forces
generated by the pressure recovery on the rear of the boattail. In the absence of forebody interactions on

an afterbody terminating in a cylindrical sting or jet, potential flow theory indicates a balance of

pressure forces resulting in zero pressure drag. In real flow on conventional configurations, the boundary
layer accumulated on the relatively long front fuselage significantly displaces the effective contour ofthe aft~erbody and gives rise to a pressure or form drag. A change in Reynolds number affects the deve.lipment

of the boundary layer; on the forebody a change in Reynolds number has generally a small effect on pressures

but on the afterbody whose reducing circumference tends to reinforce the effective growth of the accumulated
boundary layer, there can be larGer changes in the pressures which may lead to significant effects on the
pressure drag.

A sketch of a typical jel -ECRILIO
flow field surrounding an EXTRA REGION
afterbody is shown in Fig 3 FLOW
and illustrates further
possibilities for so called tL1v, / •A

viazous/inviscid interactio,•, _-_------

ia irreractions between the A'TERO-
boundary layer and external M-IXINGREGION

fio~w: on steep afterbodies,
in addition to the
displacement eifects of Lhe JET

boundary layer, separations
may be present hi'ch reduceý
the pressure recovery on the FIGURE 3 AFTERBODY FLOW FIELD
rear of the boattail and
thus have a signifcant efFac. oti drag. At high Mach numbers, further possibilities for strong viscous/
inviscid interactions arise because of the presence of shocks whose strength and locatio can be affected
by the displacement effects cl: the boundary layer and by the possibility of shock induced separations.
The comple-A flow field is furlh4'r influenced by the exhaust plume and entrainment effects. These
interactions are sumarised oti the diagram below:



Wactot~a affecting t cu interaction Bd oer

Stagnation pressure Reynolds nubeboundary layer thickness
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ScaleI
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where viscous interaction. are investigated through direct changes of the boundary layer. It is Arguable
that a more universally useful parameter is the ratio of body diameater to boundary layer displacement or
momentum thickness at the start of the boattail.

The maximumt Reynolds number available presently in transonic wind tunnels Is an order smaller than
for full scale. flight resulting in about 50Z proportionately thicker boundary layers for model tests. For
0.05 to 0.1 scale models of typical fighter aircraft, the boundary layer displacement thickness to body
diameter ratio is typically 0.012-0.015 full scale and 0.017-0.021 model scale, Fig 4. The body fineness
ratio (ie length/diameter) and the ratio of win& area to maximum zross-soctional area of afterbady both
range typically from 8-12. Unless otherwise noted, Reynolds nua -r here is based on model length and
at terbody drag coef~iiients are referred to the at terbody cross-sectional area and are thus about 20 times
those referred to wing area.
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3.1. Elfect of Tunnel Calibration

Aulehia and Bhsigk (Ref 4) in a paper presented in 1974 (Ref 5 containa additional data), drew
attention to the sensitivity of afterbody drag derivisd groam part body teats to poosible errors associated
with tunnel testing.

Some afterbody pressure drag measurements in a variety of tunnels, Fig 5, showed an unexpected
increase in afterbody pressure drag with Reynolds numnber which made extrapolation to full scale uncertain.
Combining pressure and friction drag (profile drag) reduced the increase but dV'd not eliminate it.

CYLINDER
anlsdAulshia and Besigk
anlsdin detail pressure

measurements on axisymmutric
bodies (fig 6) in the Gbttingen
tunnel. The pressure changes,
Fig 6, can be considered as
consisting of compensating
increases of expansions end o -

recompressions relative to a
datum change in pressure which C
affects tewhole bod1y. The l~.p*
effect on the drag a' the complete&
afterbody was slight, but the cuw,*itl oadi 01

magnitude r. the change in A3 alb ul
afterbody pressure drag apparent
for the GOttingen tests shown in .0.02*RIUA.O
Fig 5 corresponded mainly to the I

change in thir datum. A comparison lp02p~
of the changes in the mean of the Pj
pressure coefficients on the model .0,041 - -q

and on the tunnel wall, Fig 7,. , , . ~ , ,
showed them to be similar. This FIGURE 6 CHANGE IN FREP' lRE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO REYNOLDS NUMBER
was some of thu circumstant~ial N - 0.8 (REF 5)
evidence which led the au~hors to A=CP Ck -E
suggest that the afterbody drag variation dit~h ?Wynolds I "e
number of the type observed for the Gtittingen rad AEDC-16T 0-010. 1 a'
investigations might be due to a systematic error in static U
prousur., and furthermore, chat the variation of the averaged ACp
tunnel working section wall pressures was a sensitive F ERO 3
inaicator of the magnitude of this error, The vesults shown
in Fig 5 were based on tunnel calibrations performed at a Mo
fixed Reynolds number which are normally adequate for most 0.001 DE UFC
types of tests such as drag measurements on complete hodies.

L ~~The authors concluded that for testing techniques which are '/, WIT WALL
very sensitive to small deviations in free stream static
pressure such as part-wodel testing, or for transonic testing/
with unstable shock locations which are sensitive to Mach/
number change, calibrations at a nominal Reynolds number may 0
no longer be adequate.

Followin&; the 'AGARD Nozzle Afterbody (NAB) tests,-
(Ref 7) additional calibrations over a range of Reynolds/
number were performed in the AEDC-16T in 1975, (Ref 8). The
calibrations were within the normally accepted accuracy but a o.oo0- - -

systematic variation was in fact found, Fig 8, which can be 5 10 Revs i
significant in terms of the
effects on afterbody drag FIGURE 7 COMPARISON OF C~HANIGES IN MEANI PRLSSURE
measurements. The calibration COEFFICIENTS ON MODEL AND TUNNEL WALL (REF 6)
is shown as the difference 0.02 -

between the Mach numbers M sAverage Centre Line Mach Number
derived from working section . KqIsetPnmChbeMhWesr 0.020 4 M
centre line static pressure Mc 31''aev leu h~brMehNme.
and the plenum pressure. 00.Sl$

it can be noted that the pI I
plenum pressure is higher than 0T0 e .1

the free stream static, pressure M... M -w

and furthermore, atsuonc 04 10 -
Mach numbers, except for a fj
'bucket' at low Reynolds 003 .004
number, this pressure
difference increases with
Reynolds number. (Jackson, ~- - z 1  E
Ref 8, notes that an adequace
explanation for the 'bucket' 0.00- - - - -. 040 - -

attelw enlsnubrhs 0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 1.0 6.0 7.0 0 1.0 2t0 3.0 6.0 1.0 0.0
at helo Renodsnuberha feld$/PT NW10lIFT

not yet been found).
Wall angle, ow 0' Ssoptimum Wall angle Schedule

FIGURE 8 AEDC-16T MACH NUKBER CALIBRATION FOR VARIOUS REYNOLDS NUMBERS
WALL POROSITY 6% (REF 8)
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S~An explanation for the general trend in changes of tunnel calibrat2.on was put forward by Aulehia,
(Ref 6). He suggested that it is a result of the forward inclineu perforations acting as flush inirts,
whose recovery increases as the vail boundary layer becomes thinner as the Reynolds number is •eisad., Both
?he AEDC-16T and the 3m x Im G~ttingen transonic tunnels hava similar working section walls: the perforations
in both cases are circular holes inclined forward by 600 from the perpendicular, Fig 9.

The resulting reduction in the pressure drag of a typical &fterbody (nett/maximum projected area
ratio • 0.8) due to the change in the tunnel calibration between Reynolds numbers of 2 x 306 and 5 x IOl6

is listed below.
0 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.0 3.2

ADP 0.0048 0.0024 0.0016 0,0008 0.0008

The table shows that the consequence of not using a calibration corresponding to the actual test

Reynolds number may be significant at N - 0.6 but reduces rapidly with increasing Mach number.

I a1,

A r .,,r I

,D 
A 

,.,l 
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ýJacuoo Clef V~ sbotie a comparison of afterbody pressure drag, FiG 10. of an AGARD nozzle
4fterbody based on the originally standard AEDC-16T calibration at 1000 PSF stagnation pressure with that
obtained by using the correct Reynolds number calibration. The data show that the correction at M - 0.6
reduced the overall afterbody pressure drag variation, but Lhat at the higher Mach numbers the difference
is marginal and significant increase of drag with Reynoldc number still remained at M 4 0.95.

L/di SOS
Similar results were obtained by Spratley et aI

(Ref 9) from pressure measurements on axisysmistric sting ___________________

mounted bodies wLthout jet representation. The area
distribution of the bodies was typical of high performance
miltary aircraft. The results, Fig 11, indicate that obf
taking account of the variation of the tunnel calit stloo
with Reynolds number at M - 0.6 has virtually reowied any
observable variation of fore-, aft- and complete-body drag; -- I to with tunnel cai~brated few5YAnd
whereas assuming that a calibration at a single Reynolds 1 is
number applies throughout the range had indicated a 0.oz 3E
reduction in the pressure drag of the forebody of 0.018CO I
and an increase in afterbody pressure drag of 0.014. At 1

N*0.9, the afterbody pressure drag variation based on 0.02-
the tunnel calibration at the correct Reynolds number
wab nagligibica for tha contoured aft ruindy and there
was an increase of only about 0.004 for a 5 0 boattail.
The amount of Much number deviation ra.Iquired to eliminateR

these residual Raynolda number effects at Maci% number of CW
0.9 was still within the range of measurement uncertainty. ~1 'I
However, the deviation required at M - 1.2 was too large 00p - .
to eliminate the observed drag increase of about 0.01 j
which the authors suspect to be due to the presence of
a significant viscous/inviscid interaction.

The failure to account for the variation of the 0.02~-----------
tunnel calibration with Reynolds number is thus a likely COPp FORE 80
explanation for the increase of pressure drag shown in .1--1- -I¶ Fig 5 only for some of the tests at Mach numbers below
0,9. other investigations mentioned in later s~ctions
of this report, ag Ref 10, show that. at Mach numbers0
high enough for shock-induced separations to be present
or at Mach numbers close to or above the drag-rise value, -00 3 0 3 40 s0 60 70
genulno increases in pressure drag are likely to occur fmg
and this may well be a contribution to the variation FIGURE 11 EFFECT OF TUNNEL CALIBRATION ON
shown by curve 2 in Fig 5 for instance. PRESSURE DRAG COEFFICIENTS FOR

CONTICIORED IOATTAIL CONFIGURATION
M - 0. 60 (RIE 9)

* IThe NASA data, shown in curves 4 and 5 of Fig 5, were obtained in the 8:t x 6ft supersonic
wind tunnel on different scale modoel,. The data for the lower Reynolds number is from a sting mounted,
5% scale model and for the higher Reynolds number from a 21X scale, floor mounted half model. Tho
differences In technique may well be the main cause of the observed differences in drag; a view which is
supported by the differences in drag observed on identical boattails tested in different facilities
during the AGARD-NAB programse (Refs 11,12) and which is considered further in later sections of this report.

3.2. Recenl. Axisymmetric Configurations and AGARD-NAB Tests

To investigate further the conflicting effects of Reynolds number reported in earlier
investigations, an experimental study by Blaha at al (Ref 10) of the effect of boundary layer t.hickness
and, to a limited degree, of boundary layer profile on the flow over sting-supported axisyunestric bnattail
afterbodies without lot representation was conducted in the NASA Lewis Research Center's B('t x 6ft wind
tunnel. The boundary layer thickness was varied by changing model length and by using a series of slotted
rings. The range of boundary layer displar~ement thickness explored was from about 0.01 to 0.05 body

* diameters. This investigation is particularly informative because of the wlie range of diagnt-stic
techniques employed; surface statics to obtain pressure distributions, movable probes and fixed rakes tc.;
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Tuft pictures of Io
obtain boundary layer flow
profiles and fluorescent mini- SOL t.w•:-IN'•¢ •tWW

&ISfD tree. H1GNLY IUASULEN 7L0,V
tufts to establish regions of
separated flow. Thte results Of _•Boundary layer

"ti"AAInetgto a" * displacement thickness
examined here in some detail fs Bod dia~e~ter
they exemplify many of the trends Bod
which appear to he commnon to much ".
of the data examined during this
s urvey,.

Details of the models

are shown in Fig 12a. Four --
round shouldered and one sharp" _J.... .

I

shouldered model were tested. In / d - 0.01 € !a
the designation used, the first • r i
two digits represent the ratio of I $
the radius of the shoulder to i o• u,. , -

that of a full circular arc: the ••uv i
last two digits denote the cak

termialna boattail angle. •MI;H l O5I O•efoawi/ll~iptN 0. I
The effect of boundary M ]• I e tD4A P•~~ COUiA l .1)

S~of the round shouldered bodies is
i shown in Fig 12b, The main * . M:0,6

*effect of increasing boundary •s /d - 0,04
layer thickness is to postpone *
the drag-rise Mach number' : •
similar effects, Fig 

1
2c. were !

"" • ~observed in the presence of a jet,

onthe AGARD l 5 °~ boattail (Ref ,,a,

06'

it• ~II) which, in the designation iI

At i = 0.6 for a flow . a

which is mainly attached, d u e l
U M

reduction of the boundary layer f lo 0.0S 0 - h FLOW

thickness resulted in euctions at d t.ii ,,.4, .,,e

.exaie shulere and prssure deai asId Bdydaee

recovery at the rear incyeasing o the t
(wCh c 0.07) in a compensating t much.

manoter, Fig 13a, resulting in sl .,

litle effect on drag, Fig 14a. : ThC *i 444.i4l, 4(4,0..Att flt~ .,4)Ats ur 0.9, howeve'

aretais of floInw
""="' - °'"° d isl

separation were present on A
the 6524 boattwil, Fig o3b. b. MuO9 "
The dashed lines are used to
denote limits of what in Ref of
were described as areas of t /d s 0.0tt
lncreased tuft movement and FIGURE 13 FLOW AND pRESSURES ON 6521 BOATTAIL (REF I W) A

turbulence' and which were
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probably areas Vf intermittent separation. In the presence of the thinner boundary layer the limits

.marked by the dashed lines were somewh~at extended, but the areas of 'flow reversal' and co,LtinuousS~separations marked by solid lines were significantly increased and the recompression on the aft

boattail reduced. There was also a marked increase in the auctions indicating areas of supersonic floes
at the shoulder where-as, for the thickest boundary layer, the suctions were of a similar level to those
observed at H - 0.6. This,of course is In accord with the drag variation of Fig 12 which shows that the

i' drag rise has been postponed to just beyond H - 0.9 for the thicker boundary layer.

Fig 14 shows the effect of boundary layer thickness at H - 0.6 and H -0..9 for all [he range
. of boattails tested. At H - 0.6 there is little effect of boundary layer changes on afterbody drag

except for the 2524 boin tail. Two curves are snow n for this boattail, the upper for varying boundary

•. layer displacement thickness without and the lower with distortion rings present. The tuft pictures,
.m rkig 15, d how on athon this body extensive areas of separation and flow reversal were present at H - 0.6

and, in particul ar areas of permanent flow reversal were reduced by the presence of the
distortion rings; the corresponding pressure dietribution shows that the drag reducLaso is ,einly due
to the isproved pressur .fecovery at the rear of the botttail.
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drag of each of th, oodies
tested correlated against
boundary layer thickness
irrespective of whether
this was varied hy changes
in body length or through -
the addition of dist,,rtjon
rings, Fig 14. There is aI
significant increivie in -
pressure drag as boundary
layer thickness i3 reduced, 00
the pressure drag changing 6 /d - 0.01 6 U MOn Wv fi.

more rapidly for thin 1011"i 1A

boundary layers and A& oA 1

rending to levwl out for *-"Is arlnmss .0
thicker boundary layers.
In such a case, tests in ,. _ _. _ . _0 .4 ._ _ ._ _ .6 0
wind tunnels over a uO t SA L PV,,•s I aMNE uR Al

limited, low Reynolds
number range would
significantly under- M=06
estimate the change in 1
drag between test and
full scale Reynolds numbers. 6 /d - 0.04

SOLID LINE-REVERSED FLOW
All the DASHED LINE-HIGHLY TURBULENT FLOW

"boattails tested exhibited
some flow separation at FIGURE 15 FLOW VISUALISATION AND PRESSURES ON 2524 BOATTAIL (REF 10)
M - 0.9 and the drag
changes are the result ofchanges in the over-

expansion at the shoulder
and changes in the separated region on the rear of the boattail.

The geometries tested included a case where the
change in boundary layer thickness affected not 'he extent
but the nature of the separation. This occurred on the
conical 0016 boattail where the sharp corner fixed the c
separation point, Fig 16. For the thickest boundary layer 41 AoI
the boattail flow was very turbulent and as the boundary layer 0 * *e0

became thinner the turbulence intensity increased and A6
'permanent flow reversal' eventually occurred over the entire 8
boattail. Downstream of the shoulders, the pressures M wo IWi 60 dv O'd
decreased significantly as the boundary layer became thinner .* "'o", LAWS

and resulted in the large drag increase observed. .- I Mt0 ANoi

6524 boat~ta). with tests in different facilities of the ., ..A

similar AGARD 15° boattail (Ref 12) are shown in Fig 14b.
The AGARD data were obtained in the presence of a flowing jet
and boundary layer thickness variation both by changing model Mr. O'9
length and by blowpesr Fig 14c shows a comparison of the
pressure drag determined experimentally and analytically.
The analytic calculations were based on the 'viscld-inviscid' FIGURL 16 PRESS.JR, DISTRIBUTION ON T.RE
interaction procedure of Chow et al (Ref 13) which does not 0016 BOATTAIL (REF 10)
take into account the presence of flow separation. Although
for the •xperimental and analytic comparisons shown in
Figs 14b,c tho drag levels are different, the variation of drag with bouýidary layer thickness is
essentially in agreement. At M - 0.6 both experiment and analysis indicate that boundary layer
thickness has little effect on drag. At M - 0.9 the data from Ref 10, the AGARD tests (Ref 12) and
analysis (Ref 13) show a similar trend for drag to increase as the boundary layer thickness is reduced.

The range of the change in boundary layer thickness investigated in this study exceeded the
50% change normally expected between full scale condition and model tests in a large tunnel. The largest
change in drag at M - 0.9 that was indicated for a realistic range is about 0.025 equivalcnt to 25 drag
counts.

An extensive programme to improve nozzle testing techniques at transonic speeds was executed
under the auspices of the AGARD Propulsion and Energetics Panel (Refs 11,12,14). The programme
involved pressure measurements in different facilities on a standardised range of axisymmetric nozzle-
afterbody shapes ('AGARD-NAB'). The range, Fig 17. consisted of a 100 boattail, chosen to be fr-Že from
flow separations at subcritical Mach numbers, a 15 boattail on which at some Mach numbers shock-induced
serarations were present and a 250 boattail with rounded shoulders which had separated flow at all MNacl
numbers. The effects of variations of Reynolds number and boundary layer thickness at Mach numbers from
0.8 to 0.95 formed part of the investiga-ion and were reviewed by Zonars, Loughrey and Bowers (Raf 12).
The pressure drag for some of the tests listed in Ref 10 is shown replotted in Fig 17 in terms of either
quoted or estimated values of the ratio of boundary layer displacement thickness at time start of the
boattail to body diameter ratio. Plotted in Fig 17 are results of tests for a range of Reynolds nuabcr
obtained b) changing tunnel stagnation pressure, eg AEDC-16T and ARL-CFF as well as tests for which .hc
boundary layer displacement thickness was reduced by blowing, eg RR. The AEDC-16T .mnd the RR tests were
with a flowing jet represented whereas for the ARL-CFF tests the jet was simulated by P cylindrical sting.



-Ar~cent "
calibration of the AEDC-16T tO* IV I. C CP

A ,I€1 )STA00NATION PR 111S1U 0.11
tunnel at various Reynolds ' V0.AI Tl 11143,
numbers (Refs 8,9)i
referred to earlier, * ARUCF TAGNATIOM PRIIISURE 0.14
indicated that these data SAVATIINI JE r ISIMULATING JET.

reported in Ref 12 are 042
RR NATUAAL AND SLOWN OUNODARYsubject to marginally LA9RI#R.TH JET FLOW REPRESENTDO.

significant errors at 0,C o
M - 0.8, but that at
H - 0.9 and 0.95 these 00
errors are small.

It is clear 2 5" 0.0o Ma.O.6
from the derived data , 5e
that differences i-, the 10 0.041
boundary layer thickness
are not the only reason d/ 002, 0.
for differences in the AGARD BOATTAIL= d* *,

level of afceribody 21 L7: S60010-02 !2&' '50
pressure drag obtained 1.6 1,2 0.8 0.4 xld 0 0 0, O ,01 , .04w 05 0
from t its in different
facili.ies, and an
examination of these
formed the main subject
of the AGARD NAB |1I1OUNOAR LAYER oISACIMINT THICKNESS AT Wd -1-
programme. However, CWpiAFTERSOOV PRESSURE ODAG
tests in a single (EASED ON 0 OV CROSS-S9CTIOI0AL AREA), .

facility should give a (ETRAOILATED TO 0.0.35)true Indication of the

effects of Reynolds C• Cp
number or boundary O.ll 0.16
layer properties,
provided possible flow
velocity and direcrion 0.1. 0,16

changes are carefully
allowed for. 014 0 6 0.1A

The range of 0.12 0,12
the ratio of l'oundary
layer displacement O.10 0.10
thickness tR body as
diameter, 6 /d, 0,00. aGOE a,
investigateid in each of I

the facilities was of 0.01 s 0,1 •Ol I' 0.0.6
the order of the change 00.0. o 0-95
from Todal to Ju?.l scale,say 6- MODEL/6 FULL O,0, 0%4w~ 0,04

SCALE w 1.5 and the
ranges of a solute 0.02. 0,02 seaa
values of st /d for the e •

with blown boundary layer 0-1A '30"693,0-05--0
extended to 1.kely full FIGURE 17 SUMMARY OF VARIATION OF PRESSURE DRAG WITH BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS
scale values. AGARD BOATTA.LS 00,150,250 (REF 12)

At M - 0.8 for the 10 and 150 boattail, drag changes did not exceed 0.005 which is of the order

of the precision of the experimental data. The pressure distributions (not reproduced in Fig 17) in common
with those from other investigations showed that quite large increases, 16%1 w 0.05, occurred in the
suctions at the boattail shoulders and in the pressure recoveries at the rear for reductions in boundary
layer thickness or increase in Reynolds number and that these changes in the pressures have a compensating
"effect on drag.

At M - 0.95, increasing the Reynolds number or decreasing boundary layer thicknass over a range
that encompasses tunnel and full scale values, resulted in an increase in the afterbody pressure drag by
"abcut 0.02 equivalent to say, 20 airc'.aft drag counts for the 150 and 250 boattail configuratic-ns. The
corresponding pressure distributions (not shown in Fig 17) were characterised by only small changes in the
&Kpansion region near the shoulder, the increase in drag being principallg due to the reduced reccnpression
in an apparently separated flow aft of the shock. The results for the 30 boattail show a mucti to%-; drag
variation.

At M - 0.9, the cffect of Reynolds number on the drag of the steeper boattails is in a similar
direction but less severe than at M - 0.95. The drag changes were principally due to 'changes in the
expansion at the shoulder with only P small change in recompression region at the rear.

It has been noted elsewhere in this r..art that the changes with Mach number of the effect of
Reynolds number on drag found during the AGARD-hAB tests is in general agreemebt with those of other
investigations.

For the 25a boattail at M - 0.8 different drag trends were obtained from the three investigations
shown; these tests di'ffet in being either with or without a flowing jet, and for the RR tests involved
substantial changes in botuidary layer shape factors. Each of these factors may be sigi'ificant in the

1,!
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.. o or instance, the drag of a similarly steep boattail (Ref 10) was found to
be sensitive to boundary layer profile.

Lately, the unique capabilities of a cryogenic tunnel to test an individual model over a wide
Reynolds number range in one facility has been utilised to test boattaila, similar to those of the earlier
tests, in isolation (Ref 15), and installed under a wing-body combination (Refs 16,17). The results of
both the isolated and installed tests, in spite of the presence of significant installation effects, showed
little change in boattail drag with Reynolds number at Mach numbers ranging from 0.6-0.9. The g haracteristic
Reynolds number range in these tests for a body of a fineness ratio of 8 was about 2 to 50 x 100 and drag
coefficient (based on body area) changes were less than 0.005. Tests (Ref 18) on axisymnetric boattails
in the 0.3 metre Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel (0.3m TCT) illustrate the typical sensitivity to scale effects
of local pressure distributions and hence drag build ip and the compensating effect on overall drag at low
Mach numbers (Fig 18). AC0.

Some indicatiuo of the effect of
changes in the boundary layer thickness on PRESSURE ORFICES55Xi
pressures and drag of axisvwmuetric boattails .10 oRL .j83 xl
with an annular base surrounding the jet can Rt u 1. X 10

be obtained from tests reported by Cr-le T4
(Ref 19). The boundary layer was thinned by
reducing the length of the front shaft supportand by suction. At M -0.8, changing from XAC0. .

long to short shaft reduced the boundary layer 0
momentum thickness from 0.015 to 0,010 body 0

diameters and increased the suction at the
start of the boattail by (-ACp) - 0.04 but
had little effect on the base pressure, '2

Fig 19. The effect was an increase in the
boattail and hence also in the complete L 2 I I I I I j
afterbody (boattail and base) drag 0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
.cefficient of the order of 0.01. A further xldm
reduction in boundary layer •momntumredcthiones i boundry layermentums nrFIGURE 18 TYPICAL EFFECTS OF REYNOLDS NUM=ER ON
thickness to 0.003 body diameters increased BOATTAIL DRAG BUILD UP
the pressure recovery on the rear of the M - 0.60 (E 1
afterbody by about AC - 0.04 and increased M - 0.60 (REF 18)
the extent of the suctions on the 001 MMAIL I
boattail without an increase in the level
of the suction peak. These changes made aCOAP
compensating contribution to boattail drag 0
alone but ths overall drag decreased due AFTERB4. 3 EASE# -TAL
to the higher base thrust. Flow
visualisation confirmed that at M - 0.8 d762M, i03.d
the external flow was attached over the 002' {. T
entire boattail. In conclusion, it
should be noted that although the
boundary layer thickness was varied over 0
a range which probably exceeds that 0 " 0 -11
typical between model tests and full
scale flight, the overall pressure drag BASE __ _bndrktve r d hkk
coefficient variation did not exceed -0 d'k
about 0.01 (based on body area) but an d abody dkaidf
extrapolation of the results with the 1=7 SHORT LONG
thicker boundary layer would have been ~ iAT SHAFT SHAFT
quite misleading. W17H

Some word of caution with a) Pressure drag coefficlent
regard to drawing firm conclusions from bWA
comparisons of the tests with different
shaft lengths: the changes involvod 0'2__•
different axial locations in the tunnel
and therefore may have been subject to Cp
errors due to pressure gradients, or I
since pressures were measured along a -

top generator only, due to changes in

flow di.rbctioi, (Ref 6). I - .

Sflow over a bluff base -02
is naturally sepax;A.cd, anu like other
separated flows, way be sensitive to the
shape of the boundary layer profile and
this mAy also be a contributory factor _0. __ _

in the irregular variation of aftembody 0 02 014 A 08 1'0 T2 Cd 1'4
drag with boundary layer thickness shown
by the results of Ref 19. Reid and Kurn b) Pressure distribution
(kef 20) investigated the effect of
boundary layer thickness on the pressure FIGURE 19 EFFECT OF BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS ON A PARABOLIC,
drag of a range of circular arc AXISYMMETRIC AFTERBODY WITH BASE (REF 19)
afterbodies, Fig 20, with and without M - 0.8 PJ/P - 3
bases, at a Mach number of 0.8. The
steepness of the bodies varied such that both fully attached flow and varying degrees of separation were
represented. Although reducing the boundary thickness moved the separation point significantly downstream
the drag increase from the steeper effective profile at thb soart of the boattail was almost completely
balanced by the increased pressures on the rear such that there was little or possibly only a marginal
increast. in drag.
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FIGURE 20 EFFECT OF BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS ON SEPARATION AND APTERBODY DRAG (REF 20)

3.3. NASA - F-106 Data

Measurements of the installed boattail pressure drag over a wide range of Reynolds number have
been made by NASA on an extensive range of boattails mounted behind underwing nacelles on an P-106 type
delta aircraft during tunnel and flight teses. R. radius9 atl simide

N~. radisui4tIJ r 4 of circula 0" 01 ed ate
Examples (Ref 2) of the AR WIND I NNL bolESiS FLI NZZLmeasured pressure drag at WN UCLltS PiIT NOZI.
H - 0.6 and 0.9 from .1. scale 221. scale
these tests (Refs 21-25) ofiI, ubjtP~
plotted against the r
characteristic Reaynolds A 65 241
number, Fig 21, showed 0 21 24
an unust'cl and large dreg CIRCULAR ARC-CON9IC 02
variation, which implied
that it would be aTUNNdEL FLIGHT 10- TUNNEL FLIGHT
impossible to ox2trapolat 5*1 22L% I
to flight Reync-lds ateCALE.

}*numbers the boattail JIB 06
drag data obtained fromt
wind tunnel testZs, and
is the source from 0 0
which the type of dr'ag
variation shown -'.n F ig 2
was derived.

The magnitude 02-4
of the drag increase
shown at the lower rangeI
of Reynolds numbers is
not in general agreement Ml 1I.O
with the axisymmetric 0 10 20 33 40 W0 14~o 10 20 30 .11 00. 60 ' ITj9[yNOL0S N11MBROI. Re REYNIOLDS NUMBER Re,data, particularly from (iMC UBR .JIMC LBR09later investigaotions A1 UB.11.1 1CRLMI 0
described tn the previous FIGURE 2i REYNOLDS NUMBER EFFECT ON PRESSURE DRAG OF CIRCULAR ARC BOATTAILS
section, which tend to (REF 2)



•',"'•',shov little if any zhango in pressure drag at low subsonic Mach numbers. The data, as shown in Fig 21, are
in fact from wind tunnel tests with different scale models and from flight tests over a Reynolds number
range which did not overlap. At the lowest Reynolds number the results are from a 5% scale sting mounted
full span model vith closed inlets and solid jet simulator and next up the scale from a 22% floor mounted
half span model te.ited hoth with a turbine powered and also with a solid plume simulator. In general, the
drag at the lowest Reynolds number of the flight tests shows a further substantial increase in relation to
the tunnel tests. It is most likely that 'he difference in drag between the data from different models and
flight test is not entirely due to the difference in Reynolds number but is caused by the differences in
test technique. It was noted previously that significant differences in relation to Reynolds number effects
were, for instance, also found between measurements in different facilities during the AGARD nozzle afterbody
investigations (Refs 11,12).

Flights were made at different altitudes in coordinated turns to obtain data over a significant
range of Reynolds number at constant incidence. The flight test results consistently indicate a reduction
in boattail drag with increase ir. Reynolds number, although the exact rate is uncertain due to the scatter
of the data. The presence of sep r fior.3 during flight tests and changes in their extent were indicated by
wool tufts. That the observed mo e.:.nt of the separation point would affect the drag on a 190 boattail in
the observed manner has also been orified analytically (Ref 26).

In some instances, the position of the separation point varied intermittently. The presentation
of the paper by Wilcox and Chamberlin (Ref 2) at the previous AGARD propulsion symposium in Romen, was
accompanied by a cind film obtained during flight tests which showed the existence of an intermiLtent
separation on the extended boattail with 0.25 shoulder radius ratio, R/Rc, and 240 terminal boat*tail which
exhibited a significant -. ration of drag over the flight test range of Reynolds number, Tn this instance,
the pressures recorded by ti:e instrumentation system were intermediate betvcen the attached and separated
case. Even though the limits of the extent if the separation might not change under these circumstances,
a change with Reynolds number in the degree of intermittc.ncy may result in change of measured drag.
Earlier reports (Refs 27,28) from flight tests with similar (and some probably identical) boattails on the •

F-106 alrccaft noted a similar reduction in drag with increase in Reynolds number, and in this case the
citcumferential extent of separations was reduced, Fig 22.
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FIGURE 22 REYNOLDS NUMBER EFFECT ON BOATTAIL DRAG FROM FLIGHT TEST (REF 27)

During flight tests, although incidence and Mach number were kept constant, some variation in
elevon angle is appareut in the results presented in Refs 21,23,26 and it is not clear whether this may
have had an initence on the boatetil drag.

Anoth t possible con ibution to the observed drag variation arises from the presence of a
significant and favourable int•iference effect on the nozzles close to the wing trailing edge which is
"apparent from the higher drag of the '2524 exuended' configuration where the 252k boattail was locate,, half
a nuzzle diameter further downstream of the wing trailing edge, Fig 21. In this svnse, the F-106 boai,,ail
data may exhibit the 'part body' sensitivity to Reynolds iumber highlighted by Aulehla and Besigk (Ref 4).
However, the results of flight tests for a contoured boattail (Ref 21) which showel little movement of the
point of separation showed only j slight decreas! in drag at both M - 0.7 and 0.9. Very little change ii
pressure drag at Mach numbers bh.i 9 was also observed during tests (Refs 16,17) on smooth boattails
installed under a wing-body comb•na ion, which were tested in a cryogenic tunnel over a wide range of
Reynolds number which encompassed the F-106 flight and tunnel comparisons.

0.3 - ---. I I I I - - -.--, AIt seems therefore safr i-o conclude CP ExP~trOMnt
that the changes in drag observed during the 0.2 Thewy Relfrtflco12 It

F-106 tests, such as curves 4 and 5, Fig 5 and A- 0 F
Fig 22, are due to interference and installation 0 - - I-u
effects and for the flight results were due to 0r.
changes in flow separation which may not have 0[-L
been entirely due to Reynolds number effects. -0.1 -

-0-2

-0.3
1.4 1-3 1.2 1.1 .0 0,9 041 0.7 06 0.5 0.4 0.3 02 0-1 0

Lhid

FIGURE 23 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER ON AFTERBODY PRESSURE
DTSTRIBUTION (REF 29) (1-10°, M-0.9, NPR-3)
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3.4. An&lytical. Results - Subsonic

The trends for the suctions on the front of the boattail and the pressure recoveries on the rear
to increase with Reynolds numbers for gentle boattails at subsonic Mach numbers, are also generally predictcd
by those analytical methods (Ref 29) in which the inviscid free stream flow is calculated about the effective
boattail consisting of the geometric boattail with the boundary layer displacement thickness added, Fig 23.1W This confirms that the observed changes of pressure distribution with Reynolds number are essentially due to

* the change in boundary layer displacement thickness modifying the effective contour of the afterbody.

Presz et al Rid
(Ref 30) have recently 0.4
formulated a viscous flow
calculation that M4___ _ _ _ 0.0
incorporates an improved 0.2 0 1 0____ 0.___aI._________
analytical model which 0Ad ' 0 08 1 oP * aar15
includes the effects of 003 Ad*
skin frj-:tion, axial 0.02r
presarlire gradient anid CP C0.sP.,,0.DiInozzle jet entrainment on ________.LM .0
the separated reverse flow
region. The separation
point prediction described -021 0.01-
by Presz (Ref 31) is %~sea. IO
The combined analysis was nyf
found to predict both the -0.1. 0 ______________magn~itude of the after- 0 0.2 064 0.6 xid0.8 1.0 0 1.0 2.0 341 4.0 5.t
body' pressures and pressure V
drag and also their a) Pressures b) Drag vairiation with Rtynoids
variationi with Reynolds number,
number. A comparison of FIGURE 24 COMPARISON OF MEASUREMENTS AND PREDICTION (REF 30)
the predicted and CIRCULAR ARC - CONICAL BOATTAIL, M - 0.6
experimental values of
pressure distribution and tho variation of afterbody pressure drag with Reynolds number for a circular arc
conical afterbody tested in the NASA Langley's 1/3 metre cryogenic tuanel (Ref 15) is Phown in Fig 24. The
analytic prediction and the experimental data both show a reduction in afterbody pressure drag 17ith incre;Ase
in Reynolds number at M - 0.6 for this sting-mounted boattail on which a flow separation is presant. The
predicted reduction is almost twice the experimental value, which is no more than 0.005 Of CDM,

3.5. Analytical Results - Supersonic

Hoist ~Ref 32) exploited a numerical technique to produce results over a wide range of Reynolds
number at a Moch number of 1.3. A time-dependent, finite difference method was ewployed to solve the

plum aiulaorsandcomparisons we-re made with the exporimental data of Reubush (Ref 33). Fig 25 shows

disribtins alulaedfor a 0.202
rang of eynods nmberfor a CP 0C 00

conigratonwit arelatively 01

sepa?,ation is present. The 02 R

*agrfeienet for high Reynolds WAVIER-SIOKES ....... 19e1 NiE- SIUKES f= go:1
number with the experimental EXPERD4ENI.ref.33 0 *9 .. g
data except "!or slight
differences in the pressure____
plet' iu regioti, Fig 25a. An

inraein Ryodnubr0 0.1 02 ri.3 0.4 d'i 0 0.1 02 0.3 0.4 05
results in a steepening of ~''bPepr MiI'n m

a. E=~mntui old thmeetluhe pirOuetseovure omicon vlato withthe pressure rise due to the dltrbur, Reynolds number.
shock wave and produces two
opposing effect~s on afterbody FICURE 25 REYNOLDS NUMBE~R ,?'EC ON AN AUýSYKfAETRIC AFTERBOT:.,, B 34.'
drag: firstly, the ;iixpansion WITH CY!.1NDRiCA!t P.11" zIMTJLATOR, N4 1.3 (REI. 32)
ahead of the separation and OPEN SYMBOLS - COARSE SOLUIgO.l
seconidly, the pressure in the CLOSED SYMS REFINF.O SOUYO O-sseparated region are both increased.
The calc iated change in the a 19. 1,0,
pressure distritbution isalomuh %M. an O v-,I ;YVR-SIOKLS
larger for a Reynolds number 0.20 'r ~ i"

increase from 19 x IO to 19 x 105 COPA
tha fo a further increase to 0.16 03

012 Re

The variation of the 0106 01 1 AVItR-SI0KES
calculated bcoattail pressure drag 190ýJ
cdefficienL 'CDAp for a range of &0.0.a 0 PRMNIi'
boattail angl'es, also from Ref 32, 0 0.
is shown in Fig 26a for Reynold, 0 10 20 30 40 so 0 20 10 P.d89 wO
numbers of 1.9 x O,19x1 Ano
19 1. 106. The nignserical results Qfat rw#dA'ofiietb emto oiinwu
at Re of 19 x 10 fall below the 0. u boeettelt puw rq cetuii* b. epntwlo pmigto. er
experimental values by 'qbout 6 to 5Ubete eg.beti et.
12Z even th-ough the trend seems to 17iGURE 26 CALCULA17D EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER FROM REF :2, M 1. 3
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r rý t r t; 'agreemIt in difkg level wsi obt'A nor asisuming a different value of jddy viscosityrelaxation parameter to that employed for the boulk of the calculations. The good agreement of theevaluated variati 'on of drag with boattail iangle with the experimental result increases the confidence inthe analytically predicted Reynolds number variation. !'or a11 the cases considered, the calculationsindicate a rearward movement of the separation poin~t accompanied by a small increase in CDAp with increasingReynolds number; this lncretue in pr-.ssure drag is about 0.015 for all except the extreme cases considered.V A small Increase in the boattail pressure drag with increasing Reynolds niuber at low supersonic Machnumbers is in agreement with the experimental data for the AGARD-NAB (Ref 34), eg Fig 10.
3 .6 .Fseage Installations

Data on o~ther than axisymmetric configurations is relatively scarce, and results from some recent
additions are presented in this section.

Afterbody pressure drag measurements (Ref 35) oq 0.11 scale sai~gle-engine aircraft model (F-16)over a range of characteristic Reynolds nu:mber of 12 x 100 to 28 x16shwdaesubl rdcto inrg
L M - 0.6 for the smallest nozzle area setting only, for larger nozzle settinga and at Mach numbers of 0.9-1d 1.2 n~either experimental data nor prediction indicated any significant Reynolds number effects. Furthertests on a 0.25 scale model are planned which vill permit an overlap of the Reynolds range with full scale,

Data howing the effect of Reynolds nubrvrainon the atroydrag ofa tvir.-nozzle fighter(WF-17) model have been present-I by Price (Refs 37,38) and Fanning and Glidawell (Ref 39). Ref 38 shave
afterbody drars with
nozzle pirassure ratinLa tl
variad:ons at M - 0.6,

afterbody drag from
force measurements
(friction + preaaure),
which includes the
drag of t-he tallplane ,N
has been replotted in I ERC RA 'fi4. 6w~. rot. 3 2?MTD
FVg 27 against MYCRA ~~~ .~ TM10Reynolds number. The ý-ON(PRX)_
Reynolds numb,4rI

vaiton was from METRIC BREAK
6 x 10ý to 35 x 106. 0l Sketch of model. I2V HALF-ANOLE CONEThe offset of Reynolds

nubrwsexplored CRUISE NOZZLE CONTOUR
ontwo configurations,

a cruise nozzle and a SO HALF-AJIGLE CONE X10* HALF-ANGLE CfAI$sprtd cruise ........ ~ <
nozzle. The latte~r
nozzle has a steep

,. I terminal contour and
was designed as a high - -____ ___-

drag nozzle CRUISE SEPARATED CRUISE
specifically t~o 0424 - PRECISIONO-2

number effects on
separated ýAoattail
rejions. At subionic .0 1 a 0.022-
sreed the drag 00
decre.'ses with+jeoi
increa,;ing Itaynol " 7seiO1
number, this deLurease, NR0 =4~.. 0.010

Ahowever, is similar C A DAW
to the variation (,f

A ~frictioni dragi
outinmatod from the 0.004 M=0.9 0.oCoo
data of Refs 37,38.
Any deduced :~hanges 0.012
in j~reaav- dreg with COA
Reynoldt amzber ore~
within 4 oot AC4'--Of
±0.0005 ud within;V 01 _ ~.
precision of the data. 000

frconfigurations A~c vA~ytIoN cv Frn~iaiN DRAG AOF9 VARIATION OF FRICTION 0RiAG(ESTIMATED)
without: tails and in 0.00i (ESTIMATED) 0.001
metric tails aind for 7 .

cruise and reheat1 _________I 
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nozzles, the latter -0-001----.* ~ OOhaving lest steep -is0 3
final boettailing. Resl6 1W.10-
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b wac Etfct Reynolds number an afterbodJy drag.
FIGURE 27 CLOSELY SPACED TWIN JET CONFYGUP.ATION (REFS 37,38)



•'* Al I........ .. ' t ,.2 ti dtag - 1 1. 4th in'a &sing ieynolds rnmusr indicating the probability of an
even larger increase of possibly ACrAp - 0.03 in he pressure drag based on body cross-sectional area.
(Wing to body area ratio - 16.9). Thers is also a Lindency, although within the precision of the data, for
the jet-on drag variations to be less than those jet-Lff.

The difference in the vuriation in drag between the cruise and the 'separated' cruise nozzle was
also generally within the precision of the data. However, 'he steepness of the boattailing of the cruise
nozzle was such that some separations may have been present Q en on this configuration. These tests were
conducted in the AEDC-16T wind tunnel anl! although details of tCe calibration used are not specified, the
data are probably subject to the small corrections (Refs 8,9), Fig 10, resulting from not taking the change
in tunnel calibration with Reynolds number into account.

FOR SETCH OF ,ODEL SEE FIG.27?
Fanning and AI01A9 x;MUM S-SECTIONAL AREA

Glidewell (Ref 39) report I A, ANLA

the results of later tests PSe -. ,
with pressure plotted " MMIIO1T I

afterbodies on a model Ib*aNEYNOLDS NUMOER BASED ON FUSELAGE LE0NGT
wh-'ch is similar to that Ce :ApW TINS0V AXIAL FOR CWFCIKENT BV iN1I, OATlN OF ILlS • S•S= ON WOON*AA
shown in Fig 27a. The
latest tunnel calibration 003
of the AEDC-16T tunnel C€FW J FF
which accounts for changes 0.0010. A180AS•s.2O0
in the working section A=
static pressure with 0.020 .6
Reynolds number, was used
for data reduction. The 0.0010
axial force coefficient O.O0j
nasel on wing area and 1O O0O*. 8.20
obtained from the 1.2

integration of pressure
is shown in Figs 28a,b 0.0000- 0.0020T
for a Mach number of 0.9. C-APW

The data were obtained 0.0020"
without boundary layer CAPW AIO/A$aa 3.18
transition fixing. O'O0 0"•
Fig 28a shows the reeults JET
grouped together for each o.00oto OFF 0-0020'.P N 8.of the three nozzle CAP*•'tSsettings employed in the C..p

tests and Fig 28bfor 4
pressure ratios. The 0.0000 1.2 0.0010
curves show that after-
body axial force .O0O0U. AIOIAgaS.16
component derived from T
pressure for a given C€pW O.00.0
nozzle size and jet JtT

prefsure tends to OF 0.0020
increase as Reynolds 0,OO20 O
number increases and CAW PS2•gP2
that both the effect of 0O
nozzle size (or closure

ratio) and jet pres~tu-,e 0.001006 0.900. . 2i:! are Reynolds number

dependent. The Reynolds . -
number dependence of l.2' I.1
nozzle cloeiure effects 0.0000. I I - 0.00001
is lowest for under- 0 10 20 30 0 20 30
expanded jets and Reyt,olds Nea 10-6 ftX

number effects on aftrrr-
body drag teni to beC. ,UJSr, O.N
greatest jet-off for all MACH NUMBER=0.9

three nozzle settings INCIDENCE: 4*
investigated. The aFRE
authors also note that FIGURE 28 EFFECT OF RYYNOLDS NUMBER ON AFTERBODY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT FROM
pressure effects at PRESSURE lFtEGRATION. CLOSELY SPACED TWIN JET CONFIGURATION (REF 39)

characteri-tic Reynuld, numbers based on body lengths of 7 to 15 x 106 at which nany jet effect tests have
been conducted, are not repretentacive of those occurring at higher Reynolds numbers. However, the
magnitude of any of the eirects over the range of Reynolds numbers investigated was jenerally less than
ACD - 0.001 based on wing area or less than about 0.015 on body cross-sectional area. The pressure
distributions in Ref 38 aLso suggist that at M - 0.9 some areas of supersonic flow are likely to be present
on this model, and under these conditions sce increase in pressure drag with Reynolds number would be
expected.

"To sumiarise, the subsonic results for this twin jet installation show little or only small
increases in afterbody drag with increasing Reynolds number and they occur mainly in the presence of flow
separations and local supersonic regions and rossibly are subject to installation interference which may
create effective part-body effects.

An interesting comparison of the extant of the flow separations observed full scale with trends
indicated during model tests investigating the affects of thinning the boundary layer is available for the
convergent-divergent iris nozzle on an F-14 aircraft (Ref 1).
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indicAtion during model tests of the 04 C Wfte M C
effict nf Reynolds number on the nozzle
drng, the boundary layer was enargi3eLd2
by mans of an array of vortex
"generators upstream of the 'co'tomer
connect' station. The pressure
distribution indicated that at a Mach
nmuwbr of 0.7, the separation on the 0
nozzle was largely eliminated with a 0
drag reduction of 42 of aircraft
sudnimum drag, Fig 29. Surface oil flow
patterns on a 1/12 scale model at aReynolds .number based on nacelle length

of 4 x I06 and in flight at a range of
40-60 x 106 were also obt4 inad. In 2. i 3 4 S
spite of the large differnce in the
Reynolds number range, the flow J Nam M. rum
separation was still prese.it on the full FIGURE 29 INFLUENCE OF ARTIFICIAL INCREASE IN EFFECTIVE
scale aircraft. The flow pattern in L.YNOLDS NUMBER (REF 1)
flight was essentially similar with the
extent of separation possibly slightly aft of the 2/3 cruise nozzle length indicated during the wind tutinel
t'iatS.

The affect of thickening the boundary layer artificially on an F-14 type mcdel with similar
nozzles has also been reported (Ref 40), Fig 30. The boundary layer was thickeneo in two stages by mans
"- a fence consisting of 3 and 7 wires respecclvely, spaced on supports surrounding the model j ist
downstream of the inlets. The
forces and pres-ures on the
.ioymzles alone wort measurad
ankl in the pres-n't: of the - -

thickest boundAry kayer the -----

nozzle drag ci 'fei.:ient based
on win! -•v-'a was iibout 0.001
lower oi imL numbers of 0.7
and 0.' ^.han with the thinner 0.9
bomdarr Layer irithout fences. ,,• .
The lover draq with the fencer. P'€" .4n

was due to decreased suctions ___
on the forward part of the • 'e eE
nozzles, whereai the pressures
near the trailing edge were

little affected. However,
flow separations were reported
by Schnell (Ret 1) on a _.

similar model and so ore
likely to have been present
in this case as well and are
& probable reason for the
relativo•ly low pressure
recovery at the trailing edge a) Model detaWls
of the nozzles. In the

j absunce of the compensating
effect of changes of the TO "N 00 om MEN "I

0 9o 100 M .0 0 to 110 RN70
;.cessure recovery on the rear 0
njý the body, pressure drag C€ C,
dac:aased as a result of the
lower ,t..tions in the presence 0
of tht .. h chickened boundary
layer. It is worth noting ,IL.O0
that ener-ising and hence
effectivei, thinning the -04

boundary layer by means of.
vortex generators (Ref 1) had c.
also resulted in a reduction
in drag through quite a -
different effect: the -0. L • '. 0 ,Ss
suppression of flow b N p e
separations. These F-14 b) Nozzle prehs.re M.07
experiments not only show the
highly non-axiymmetric
nature of the botudary layer 0. M=.07 M= .
on twin jet installations, Ca," 0 -
Fig 30, and therefore that 0o W
effects may not aecessarily
be similar to thooe found on o- 1
axisymmetric configurations, I ,[ .
but also the difficulties in 0 lb •-oo 10 W0 ' ,o 4 0 t so
interpreting the results of
bcundary layer moditication c) Nozzle pnroUi dmg coefftie nt
tests to arrive at full scale
drag levels. FIGURE 30 EFFECT OF BOUNDARY LAYER MODIFICATION ON NOZZLE PRESSURES

AND DRAG (REF 40)
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• -'•'=• • 3.7. aeelle !nitallation ... .

Nacelle or pod installations in general differ from fuselage installations in seve .1 respects:

- the maximum body cross-section in relation to nozzle exit area is smaller
- they are generally shorter with increased likelihood of strong forebody and afterbody interaction

they may be immersed in the interference flow ficld from major components of the aircraft such as
wing or fuselage.

The data shown in Fig 3 of Ref 34 (not reproduced here) are an example of the increased
sensitivity of part-body drag to a change in Reynolds number. In this case the pressure drag of a 150
AGARD axisymmetric nozzle afterbody, excluding that on the rearmost 0.3 diameter, exhibited a noticeable
increase with Reynolds number even at moderate subsonic Mach numbers, whereas the pressure drag of the
complete body, Fig 5 of Ref 34, which includes changes in the pressure recovery at the rear in full, shows
only minor variations in general. Similar part-body effects may be expected on nacelle afterbodies.

Pressure drag trends similar to those obsprv~d or. complete axisymnetric afterbodies were observed
on the aft nacelle of a 0.06 scale model of the B-I a~rcraft during variation of Reynolds number in the
AEDC-16T wind tunnel (Refs 34,41). A pressure map presented in Ref 41 shows that the suctions forward and
the pressure recoveries at the rear increased in a substantial but compensating manner. The effect on
pressure drag (Ref 34) at M - 0.8 was relatively small but larger increases with Reynolds number were
observed at higher subsonic Aach numbers and at low supersonic Mach numbers. The variation of aft nacelle
drag with Reynolds number at the higher Mach numbers meant that the confidence with which the results could
be extrapolated to flight Reynolds numbers was greatly reduced. Some zones of flow separation were
identified by flow visualisation during the tunnel tests and it was intended to monitor these durinL the
planned flight tests. The author4 note that it is the change in separation regions which may often be a
primary contribution to any lack of correlation between tunnel and flight data.

The data presented by Richey et al (Ref 42) for the B-I aircraft configurations inc ,des one of
the few available comparisons of flight and wind tunnel results. Comparisons of the B-I air.. ft aft-nacelle
pressure differences and forces derived from pressure measurement at matched conditions from flight and from
wind tunnel teats at Mach numbers from 0.75 to 1.2 are presented. At Mach numbers below the nacelle irag
divergence Mach number there were small regions where pressure coefficient differences between flight and
wind tunnel exceeded 0.05 but in general they were less than 0.01. These differences tended to compensate
resulting in drag level differences which, over a wide range of conditions, varied within 6 drag counts or
18% of nacelle drag. At higher Mach numbers, particularly supersonic, a more consistent bias towards higher
pressures and hence lower drag on the full scale aircraft became evident. For the example shown in Ref 42,
the drag difference was 14 drag counts or 20% ot flight nacelle drag. The trend for full scale Pilzraft
pressure drag to be lowar is counter to the Reynolds number effects observed during tunnel tests (Ref 34).
It suggests that the differences between tunnel and flight results may not be solely due to Reyinolds number
but may contain other effects such as support interfereice and intake flow effects, and v,.ry poatsibly part-
body effects had also become important in this case.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Some of the widely varying afterbody pressure drag trends with Reynolds number that caused concern
some years ago can riw be partly resolved.

Some false indications of increasing afterbody drag for increasing Reynolds number at low subsonic
Mach numbers were the result of neglecting Reynolds number effects on wind tunnel calibration. Other
confusing indications can be obtained by neglecting differences in test techniques, considexing incomplete
boattails and through not fully appreciating the importance of different Mach number/boattail steepness
regimes which emerge as the most significant factors. For this reason, conclusions with regard to the
effect of Reynolds number are considered here separately for various Mach number ranges and severity of
boattailing.

4.1. Subsonic-Gentle Boattails

At subsonic speeds below the critical Mach number, for gentle boattails on which extensive flow
separatLions are absent, experimental and theoretical results are in agreement in showing that an increase
in Reynolds number or the direct reduction of the boundary layer thickness results in significant changes
in the pressure distribution; both the suctions at the start of the boattail and the recovery at the rear
are increased typically by about JACpI - 0.05. The pressure changes are, however, compensating to a large
degree, such that any pressure drag coefficient (CDgp) variat,.on that may occur is generally within the
accuracy of the results, le generally within 0.005 eased on body crcss-sectional area.

Analysis suggests that these pressure changes are the direct result of the change in the effective
contour of the boattall due to changes in the displacement thickness of the boundary layer.

The analytic data and most of the experimental data is for isolated boattails, but similar
insensitivity of afrerbody drag to Reynolds number variation has been reported for some installed smooth
boattails.

Although the drag of the complete afterbody may not be sensitive to changec in Reynolds number,
the pressure changes are such that significant change in part-body drag can occur. For instance, the drag
of a nozzle alone may well show a decrease in pressure drag whereaR the rest of the boattall may exhibit a
corresponding increase. Fortunately, the practice of considering nozzle drag separately is becoming less
prevalent.

Neglecting the effect of Reynolds number on the calibration of some tunnels had resulted in the
erroneous indication of an increase in afterbody pressure drag for some experimental results in this regime.
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On boattails of sufficient steepness for flow separation to be present, there are opposing trends
at work. On the one hand. the thinner boundary layers, which are present at high Reynolds numbers or are
the results of a simulation technique, can negotiate steeper pressure gradients wthout separating. On the
other hand, the effective steepness of the boattail and hence also the pressure gradient, is increased.
Which of these trends is dominant probably affects the extent of flow separation. In gener-l, It has been
found that afterbody drag at subsonic and transonic speeds changes in proportion to Lhe magnitude of the
boattail projected area affected by separation (Ref 43). However, drag changes which may be expected to
result from a change in the extent of separation, which affects the final pressure recovery, resulting from
a change in the boundary layer thickness, may be compensated by the change in suctions on the front of the
boattail resulting from the effective change in the contour (Ref 20). These considerations are consistent
with the variety of drag trends that have been reported for these conditions, both small increases and
decreases as well as no variation have been noted.

On balance, on smooth but steeply contoured boattails with 'free' separations, both experimental
data (Refs 15,21) and analytic data (Ref 30) tend to indicate a small reduction in drag for incraase in
Reynolds number or for thinner boundary layers.

On afterbodies where the separation is triggered by a rapid change or discontinuity in the contour
such the' the extent of separation does not change with Reynolds number, there is generally also little
change in drag. Examples of such results that may be cited are those reported for configurations with
annular bases (Refs 19,20); for a separated cruise nozzle in a twin jet (YF-17 type) installation (Ref 38);
contoured nozzle installation in the F-106 (Ref 21) and the F-14 (Ref 1) and for conical boattails (Ref 10).

There is also some indication that the boundary layer shape factor may be a significant parameter
under these circumstances; for instance, on the 2524 boattail of Ref 10, distortion of the boundary layer
changed the level of drag. Such a dependence on the boundary layer profile may well be the reason for the
different drag trends obtained from different teciniques for the 250 AGARD-NAB by Zonars (Ref 12). Suc,
changes in drag may not necessarily be associated solely with a change in the extent but possibly with the
unsteady nature of the separation also.

Direct modification of the boundary layer in tunnel tests to simulate Peynolds number changes can
be quite misleading with regard to the drag trends in the presence of separations, particularly if the
boundary layer modification is unrepresentative of that occurring naturally; it is possible to induce
changes which in all likelihood may not happen between model and full scale situations.

The 1rge drag reductions observed for increases in Reynolds number during flight tests of
underwing installations of steep boattails (eg Fig 22), were associated with extensive reductions in the
extent of the separations.

Analytic methods, which are currently available for axisymmetric cases only, generally rely on
empirical separation criteria which do not as yet account for Reynolds number effects.

4.3. High Subsonic Mach Numbers

Close tc or above the drag-rise Mach number of the efterbody, consistent and significant trends
are indicated by experimental data and also by theory.

The main effect of increasing Reynolds number or reducing boundary layer thickness is to reduce
the drag-rise Mach number. This effect is the result of increased suctions at the start of the boattail
" which occur in the absence of the ameliorating effect due to the presence of the boundary layer on the

effctie seepessofthe boattail contour. Below the drag-rise Mach number, boundary layer thickness has
little effect on drug but once the boundary layer thickness is reduced beyond the vwlue at which the drag-
rise Mach number is exceeded, further thinning of the boundary layer results in significant increase in
afte-body pressure drag due to the increase in wave drag, Thus, the variation of boattail drag with
increasing Reynolds number changes from being negligible over the entire Reynolds number range at low Macth
numbers, to being negligible at low and significant at high Reynolds number when the Mach number is
intermediate.. to a continuous increase at higher Mach number. The rate of change of drag tends to be
greatest in the presence of thin boundary layers, particularly, of course, at the intermediate Mach numbers,
kind hence, assessment of drag trends based on A limited Reynolds number range in the wind tunnel does not
give an adequate indication of the full scale value tinder these conditions. The variation of drag is least
for gentle contours.

"The interaction of the shock with the boundary layer usually results in the eventual separation of
the latter which affects the pressure recovery on the rear of the boattail and hence the drag. Again, the

appearance qnd the extent of shock-induced separations is subject to conflicting factors such as shock
strength and the ability of the boundary layer to withstand the pressure rise; some experimental results
for axisymmetric boattails (Ref 10) show a larger extent of separation with a thin boundary layer. These
conflicting factors probably mean that the changes in flow separation are quite minor in some cases. Some
analytic data (Ref 13) give reasonable agreement of wave drag change due to boundary layer thickness effects,
but the separation criteria are probably less reliable. The drag in this regime is, however, very sensitive
to Mach number variation (Ref 6), and as a consequence, neglecting Reynolds number effects on the tunnel
calibration may result in significant errors.

4.4. Low Supersonic Mach Numbers V

At moderate supersonic Mach numbers viscous effects may affect the location of the shock near the
rear of the boattail and this in turn has an effect on drag, but once again the location of any resulting
separation is subject to conflicting factors. In general, experimental data show a moderate rise in drag
wjth increases in Reynolds number, for example Ref 37 for axisymmetric boattails and Refs 37 and 38 for
closely spaced twins. Analytically computed data (Ref 32) are in agreement in showing that the general
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4.5. Effect of Jet

Some results suggest that the variation of afterbody drag with Reynolds number may be lass jet-on
than jet-off or with solid jet plume simulators, but the evidence is not sufficiently extensive to confirm
this as a general trend.

4.6. Concluding Rqamarks

Other than near the drag-rise and supersonic Mach numbers, real Reynolds number effects were
found to be of limited magnitude; the assumption that trends established over a small range of Reynolds
number in wind tunnels persist to full scale conditions appears to be generally unjustified. Support
interference and the presence of faired inlets or unrealistic transition can make the drag variation
observed in the wind tunnel unrepresentative. Boundary layer transition may be affected by wind tunnel
turbulence or edge tones from porous walls or fixed in an unrepresentative manner and may lead to
uncertainties in the computed skin friction. The impossibility of perfect simulation in wind tuinnel
tests obscures the comparisons from different facilities and flight, also the accuracy of afterbody drag
measurements in the past is insufficient to identify clearly the limits of the Reynolds number effects.
Because if uncertainty in the drag breakdown of complete aircraft, after-body drag comparisons between wind
tunnel and flight are probably best obtained from detailed boundary layer and pressure measurements on the
afterbody and these are rarely available.

The conclusions drawn in the earlier sections are largely based on axisymmetric data which may
have limited applicability for real configurations. On real non-axisymmatric installations, separations
are usually present and under these conditions, Reynolds number effects appear to be variable and are
difficult to predict to the high accuracy desired for defining performance. An instance where such
specific information would be of particular importance is when the effect on performance of nozzle length,
with its strong impact on nozzle weight, is being balanced against boattail angle and its effect on drag.
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RESUME

L'un des objectifsprimordiaux des chasseurs modernes eat la manoeuvrabilitd ; celle-ci ndcessite une
4tude approfondie do la compatibilitd avion-moteur. Le motoriste doit donc, lorn mSme de la mise au point du
coupresceur, dvaluer pour 1'ensemblo du domaine do vol la perte do uarge au pompage entratnde par Ia distorsion
do sumche.

Un dispositif, constitud d'un pavillon dissymdtrique ou m•uc simplement d'un tube biseautd, destind h
reproduire au banc compreaseour lea grosses structures tourbillonnaires rencontrdes en vol h grande incidence,
a it# tostd on soufflarie I 1'ONERA puis expdrimentd au banc cumpresseur du centre d'easais de Ia SNECHA A
Villarocho.

Los esuais on soufflerie (Achelle 1/4) ont permis une comparaison des dcoulements au niveau de l'entrde du
coupresseur dens une prise d'air cylindrique en incidence (0 aO(460*) A M - 0,6 avec ceux obtenus au pý)int
fixe dana lea diverses versions du dispositif envisagi.

A ls suite de ces easais, is SNECHA a dgalement effectud au bane compresseur une caractirisation d;2 l'Ecou-
lement ddlivrd par la manche taillde en biseau A 30" alimintant un fan (Echelle 1) monodtage trannsonique.

Lea valaurs obtenuos au banc sont confrontdcs aux rdsultats maquette en vue de valider le dispositif,en
tenant compte des corrections d'Echelle pour la bande pasants et le temps d'acquisitlon.

SUMMARY

Increased manoouvrability requirements for modern fighter aircraft involve an extensive inlet-engine
compstibility analysis.

Therefore, during the early stages of compressor development, the engine designer must estimate the surge
margin loss resulting from inlet: dyna•mic distortion over the complete flight envelope.

A bell-mouth with varying lip thickness and a level-edged duct have been designed to simulate the large
vortices generated in an inlet at high angle of attack in a compressor test facility ; the simulator has been
tested in a wind tunnel at ONERA and validated in a compressor test facility at SNECMA's Villaroche test
center.

The flow at the inlet/engine interface plane has been characterized in the wind tunnel both for a 1/4
scale cylindrical duct at a Mach number of 0.6 and angles of attack up to 40 degrees and for different versions
of the simulator in static conditions.

Thereafter, a 30 degree level edged duct has been tested at SNECMA with a full scale transonic fan a ,ge.
Scaling rules for acquisition time and frequency are uoed to compare the mnasurement in front of the fan
with the results obtained in the subscale wind tunnel rodel.
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Pour accrottre lour manoeuvrabilitd, lax avions militaires des nouvelle. g6ndrations devront dvoluer I des
inc~dences de plus on plus Alevdes. Cei aviona sont conque &vec des priaes d'air optimisdea pour lea vola
aupersoniques dont lea bards d'attaque mont minces. A grande incidence, un ddcollement important eat crd4
I l'intirieur de la Manche, au niveau du bord d'attaque d'intradoe, et dem tourbillons mont sinsi crddo ala
l'sntrde (fig. I&). Tout au long du diffuacur une certaine homogdndiaition a'effectua, mais celle-ci no pout
Stre parfalte. au nivesu du plan d'entrde compresasur aitud I quelques diambtres amulemant do l'entrde d'air.
11 an rdsults des conditions d'alimentation qui pouvont perturber Is fonctionnement du moteur. Un travail do
qualification, done Ie plan d'entrde compreaseur, de l'Ecoulemmnt ddlivrd par de tellas prises d'air en inci-
Oance cat donc ndcamsaire. 11 peut etre rdalisE en soufflerie dana un premier temps, puits poursuivi en vol.

Par ailleurs, l'airodynamicien doit fournir un mayan, si possible peu cofiteux, do simulation do cot dcoulement
011 pour la mime au point des moteurs, lora des essals au banc. En effet, lea moyesn do simulation mu point fixe

des diatorsions dans Is plan compresseur, actuellement utilis~s dmne lea bancs des motor~stes, no pormottont
pans do reprdsenter lea effets instationnaires do fagon satisifaisante ; ils son. -4ndralsment consLituds d'un
grillage I permdabilitd variable qui ne crde qu'une distorsi-n moyenne , la tai.' ile dea maillem limits los
effete instatlonnaires I une turbulence amsez homogbne et de faible int~ensitd. Los autres dimpositifa utili-
*ds, bien qu'ils reproduisent plus fidblement l'alimentation du moteur pour des conditions rdolles d'un vol
k grande incidence, ndcessitent des installations complexes et fort ondreuses.

Un moyen de simulation aimple est proposid - il consists en une prise d'alr non axisymd~trlque :tube biseautd,
mmini qua l'a proposE M. Lazareff, ou ayint in rayon de bard d'attaque dyolutif, ddnomids respectivement
"biseau" ou "bourrelet" par la suite (fig. lb). Avoc do tela dispositifs pour des fonctionnemonts mu point
fixe, un ddcollement plus ou mains important apparatt dane la nanche coemme c'est le cao nour let prises
d'air placdes an incidence.

Los premiers rdsultats obtenus A l'ONERA et I la SNECMA avec coin moyesn 0$! simulation font l'objet du prdsent
document. En particolier lea cirtographies do l'Ecoulement ou niveau du plan d'entrde iompreoseur obtenues
en soufflerie dane wie prise d'air schdnstique en incidence seront compardes avoc cellos obtenues dona dil;er-
sea primes d'air non aximymdtriques en fonctionnement au paint fixe. Pour terminor, une Etude do l'Ecoul'iment
en divers plans d'un compresmeur tranasonique monoitage do recherche aliment6 par un "bis,!sul confirraIc I&
faisabilitd do la simulation recherchde, y compris en ce qui concp~rne l'inatatlonnaire.

2 - VSULISATIONS AUTUNNELHVVROVYNAIUE-

La qualification en souffleric do l'dcoulement dane le plan entrde compresseur, pour lea primes d 'air en inci-
dence, a Etd rdAlisde avec une entrde d'air schdmatique conat~itude d'un tube cylindrique de 4 ou 8 diamltres
de longueur, dont le bard d'attaque oat aiguisd.

Pour effectuer des essais au tunnel hydrodynamique, une prime d'air, d'un diambtre do longueur seulenient, a
dt4 utilxade compte tenu des dimensions do l'installation. La figure 2 prdrente cette prise d'air placde h

V 40' d'incldence. La visualisation [1] par bulbes d'air dclair,ýes done Ie plan mddian eat effectude pour un
coefficient de d~bit ( A../A.4 ) de 1. Cette photographie met en dvidence le point P'arrot placE A l'intrados
do la prime d'ai~r qui induit un contournement du bord d'attaque aigu d'ot un ddcollement important A l'intd-
rieur do I& Manche ; un second ddcollement eat Egalement mis en dvidence A l'extrados de la Manche.

L'dcoulement interns prdsentd our cette photogiaphie pout Stre comparE A celui obtenu avec une prise d'sir
bimeautde fonctionnant mu paint fixe. La seconde vue prdsentge our la figure 2 montre une telle prime d'a~ir
aliment~e avoc un coefficient do d~bit trbm impo0rtant A.../A4. 15, car le point fixe A. 4a*
no pout Etre r~alise done l'espacs confinE du tunnel hydrodynamique.

Deux ddcollements apparaimment dana cotte configuration

-un petit I1l'extrdmitd amont du biseau qui me rdmorbe rapidement,

-un de grande taille,h 1'intdrieur do bin manche,comparable A cebui de ba prime d'air en incidence.

3 - ESSAIS EN SOUFFLERIE-

3.1 - Moyem, d'e.64a.L8

Tous lea essais, y compris ceux au point fixe, ant 6tE e"fectude dane la grandes oufflerie tranasonique du
centre de Modane-Avrieux de 1'ONERA [21] Les conditions gdndrstrices corresponde~it ..jx conditions ambiartes

P.=0,9 bar, Tj*. :2 90 K) .

La prime d'air -lindrique, A l'dcheble 1/4 environ d'une Manche d'avion mibitaire, a dtd essay~e emmentiel-
lement pour un itcmbre de Mach amont de 0,6 et pour diverses incidences comprises entre 0 et 40'.

Le montage d'eseais est schdmatiad cur Ia figure 3. 1l comprena d'amont en aval

- Ia prime d'air dont lea variantem meront prdciades ultdrieuremant,

- une alloage cylindiiqua perinettant des nesures h 4 ou 8 disinltres du plan d'entrde,

- un paigne rotatif au niveau du plan compresseur,

- un obturstaur rdglable A distance,

- des joints souplas parmettant Ia rotation de Ia partie ariont grAce A une tourelle intdgrde au plancher de
is veine,

- une trompe A sir comprimd assurant 1'extraction du d~bit.

4N



aus131 f se"Ld&4a du lanchor ; Is miss on incidence do Is pries d'air,obte~aue &rice
I Ia tourelle, eat an fait une miss an ddrapage dens l& soufflerie. Le figure 4 montre 1 installation en
vein.,

Les diffdrentes formes d'entrie d'air essaydes sont regroupdes our Is figure 5. Pouk letaessais en incidence
i& prime dWeir 'droite" a dt6 ut'.lisde :c'ost un cylindre do 184 mmde diamitre, idghrement biaeauti au
bord d'attaque de 4 ou 8 diamlktres scion i'allonge inistalid..

Trois tub.-i biseautds unt Atd essayds au point fix. lea inclinaisona du plan d'ontrde dtant respective-
ment de 30, 45 at 60". Come. pour Is prime d'air droite, 2.. bord d'att.aque eat mince. La position du plan
de meaure (4 ou 8D) est. ropdrde par rapport au milieu do rpiseao.

La dernibre configuration essayde au point fixe, appelde "Bourrelet" seat constitude par un pavilion dont
Is rayon de bord d'attasque dvv~ue rdguiilrement de D/4- h 0 coivant lai position angulairo autour de i'axe
de i& maneho,

La qualific,-itlon de i'tcoulement dan3 ie pian entrie compreaseur eat obtenue grice i un peigne tournent
Aquipd do 36 primes de preasion d'arrdt rdparties en dquisurfaco. Ces preasions sont mesurdes avec dos
capteurm "Kulite" intdgrA& en extrdmitd do cheque prime. Ce peigne et le oystbme d'acquisition associd sont
ddcrits dens Is rdfdrence [3].

La majoritd de l'expioitation prdsentde ci-deasous rdsulto d'acquiaitions nomdriquss effectudes 1 i 5~50 tA:
pendant environ I seconds po'ur lea diverses configurations.

* ~3.2 - ComjpauizLon : ,U d~oaij en inciZdence -_pon*iqLLxc

Lea rdaultats obtenus en souffierie dans ia prime d'air en incidence et. pour lea deux types do simuiation

vont Etre prdsentds en parallble.

3.2.1 - Eji Wc.1 rnoynne-

* I Lea primes du peigne dtant xEparties en "dqoiaurface", l'efflcacitd est obtenue par one moyenne arithmdtique
dans l'sspace den rapport. tie pressions d'arr~t iocaies I la preasion gdndratrice. La figure 6 prdeente
l'dvolutlon de cette efficacitd moyennde dana le temps (our I seconde), en fonction de i'incidence pour Is
prime d'air droite, avec on nombre de Mach amont Mo de 0,6 et on nombre de Mach interne, ao niveso du plan( ~de sondage Mz Voisin de 0,6 dgalement. A incidence nulie, l'efficacitd est procbi de 1, Is Prime d'sir ne

jperturbe qoasiment pas l'dcoulement, seoltea iea couches limites interneb accroisaent l'entropie. Lore de. 10"
mise en incidence, ie ddcoiletaont interne appar&att et fait chuter i'efflcacitd moyenne. Pour le plan

s'xerce sour lee parois -,toutefois, l'emsentiel de i& parte eat dO au ddcollement situd i i'entrie de I&
manche.

Sur cette smsm figure, sont prdaenttdea lea efficacitda obtenues avec i& prime d'air biseautde a 30" et le
bourel' a por ds fnctonnmens pintfix ;le nombre de Mach interne M(2 eat dgalement vulsin de 0.6.
Come ýdcdemmnton etruveIs ort du aufrottement entre lea plans X - 4D et 8D.

L'esaentiel eat de constate-z que l'efficacitd sinai obtenue avec ie bourrelet eat dgale I cell* mosurde dena
Is priae d'air droite h environ 22" A Mo - 0,6. Pour le bimeso de 30', on trouve one incidence Aquivalente
de 35".

Y.2.2 - Caktc aStatonnaiUt~ a e )muzion d'o.,Vtt -

La figure 7 regroupe des cartographies d'isobares moyennes dens ls temps, obtenues dans le plan de mesure
situd A 4 diami~tres del'entrde. Sur Is partie gauche, on peout voir l'dvolotion de la carte de presuilon d'ai-rdt
en fonction de l'incidence pour Is prise d'air droite, Loan de is mise en incidence, is ddcollement as forme
dena is partie lnfdrieure de la manchie et provoque des pertes de pressainn d'arr~t en aval. on constate

A~qo '1 200 Ia partie supdrieure n'est que partiellement affectde ; ce qui Wesst plus le cam loraque l'inLidence
atteint 40'.

Sur ia partie droite de Is figure, lea cartographies obtenuea au point fixe avec Is biseau et le bourrelet
sont prdsenitdes. On peut vdrifier que le rdaeau d'imobares atationnaire. reievd dens Is prime d'air en
boorrelet est proche de celui Etsbli avec Is prise d'air droite h 20' d'incidence a Mach - 0,6. Pour le
biseao coupE A 30%, on retroove des niveaux intermddiaires A ceux obtenus dans l& prime dasir droite placde
1 30" et A 40', de pius is formne gEndrale est conservde.

Lea mfimes remarqujes peuvent Otre expriwdes A partir de la figure 8 qui eat relative so plan X/D - 8.

LA comparaison dee figures 7 et 8 montre linfluence de Is longueur de la nuanche aur lea cartes dem presalon
d'arrfit moyenne ; one homogdndisation importante ae ddveloppe dana ce trongon de 1* manche plac# en aval do
recollemnent. Poor obtenir one bonne simulation, ii sers ndcessaire de consprver is iongueur globale de Is
manche.

11 faut noter que lea cartes stationnaires de pression d'arrat soit, i is prdcision des mesures prbs, gdnE-
ralement symndtriqoea, ce qoi n'est peas ie cas des cartes inatantandes qoi de plus Evolueimt de faqon aldatoire
en fonction do temps A configuration donnde. Ainsi Ia comparaison directe entre lee mnoyons de simulaticoi so

* . ~point fixe et one prise d' sir en incidence ne pout ase faire, do point de vue des cartes de pression d'arret,.
qu sour leti valeurs muyennea dana is temps.



ijfLo~tA6de. dL&*oý4ton

ChAque motoriste utilise sea propres coefficients do distorsion ; la presente Etude a tenu compte des prin-
cipaux coefficients . La rdfdrence [L4], par example, rappelle leur d~finition.

L'exploitation suivante rdsulte d'acquisitions num.5riqueu 1 1 650 Ht des pressions d'arrdt instantandes
done le plan compresseur, pendant 1 aeconde, Ainsi, A chaque instant 11 eat possible de calculer divers
coefficients de distorsion puio d'en extraire la valeur moyenne, lee valeurs maximale et minimale et mime
l'dcart type our la pdriode d'enregistrement.

La figure 9 montre l'Evolution de ceon valeurs caractdristiques d'un certain coefficient do distorsion
(UDC moynn) eii fonction de l'incidence de lo prise d'air & Mach 0,6.

Pour lea faibles incidences ( 0( < 10*) la diotorsion eat trbs limitde, main au-delh, olle dvolue trbs

rapidement ; la valeur moyenne eat multiplide par 10 environ loroque l'incidence passe do 0 &i 40*. 11 on

eat de mime de la valour maximale, alors que leo minima dvoluent trbs lentement.

Comme pour 1'efficacitd moyenne (fig. 6), leo niveaux de distorsions obtn-nuo au point fixe ont dtd placds
our coo courbes. on constate quo pour le bourrelet, lea points se positionnctit dana une fenitre comprise
ontro 20 at 25' et pour 10 bioeau do 30' dane is plage 30.40'.

11 eat certain quo la simulation d'une incidence prdcise eat ddlicate, main elle rdoulte on grande partie
do l'imprdcision du calcul des coefficients de distorsion instani:ande avec un nombre limitd do prises (36);
la rdfdrence (5] indique des erreurs possibles de plus do 20 %

Si V'on consid~re d'autres coefficients do distorsi on ( H , K~j , K C ,1 DC 0 ,IDC. ... ) lea fenItres
ainsi obtonuen dvoluenL li6g~rement ;on pout toutefois, en effectuant une moyenne des incidences, milieu
do coo fenitros,pour les divers coefficients considdrds, aces bien prdciser les incidnnces d'une entrde
dWair droite qui sent simuldes par lea doux dispositifo d'essais au point fixe conoiddrds. -

X/D 4 8

- le biseau 30' 34' 37'

- le bourrelet 21' 24'

Coo valeuro sent A rap,)rochor do 35' et 22' obtenues en comparant lea efficacitds globales.

3.4- Hutaiude .i!4>Lon

La figure 10 donine leo valeure dezi fluctuations do proosion (4cart type exprimd en % de la pression g6ndra-

trice 1'4 ) on fonction do Ia position oingulaire dane la prise d'alr. Coo rdsultats ont dtd obtenus A partir

d'niveuglobalnt s'4 lve tdogi plus lo mraxim anse dplsacnteds alres don l'aucres aut do Lau e ma ch. us l

Pons la prise au d crorbes Ae afigurene 10 corrleaflnctnt divorns ienesidence don la brise 25ai droit 10kzs
Mo - 0,oibleest0posibe do plaerleon coudrbsce) obenues aurrepointdfnt auo nivprise drait biseaude la

S0'ot aye, 10cdec borreit. Come proluidemnon conot p ar te qufoible inidence 300 imue unea incdeceuatois sine do
35' ent le bourclot un inciaooden mne (d~e en aa u driue d&olmn) 20rl'.niene lu otel

Co rsugltotbat intlbre ent cd r plu plouv quoim sa silatinnet alr evalabe cgleetd deul point o ueistt

Dnaire r lsea ductuatioes dan le pigue n comprespour nt biA divUeset invience de' nivauxis coarrects. e

3M. -06 inefl eat possble de placerle £noturb. - beusa on ieae I rs 'i ieud

Tou t cve quiuree, om prdcddadt oteu vent nonbr donsMach dan le plsan en0'd compre neu icodnstnte voisined
do* 0,6 li l'on rnuifie incidebct l'dcouoment sudint rno co 2odfi. E atc~o iO 'uretl~i

cacisutat inernt yne huer t Lar distorionv ye laotr simpltion etnud fatl quele contournpoint do u bnsard o
dattaqlee s'ffectuetoa dapls lrne pla it pes.11fseut ontparer cotudeffet ourc La ris di u coir enncidncst.u
Le.m2e.5 d deustoa point finto,

La figure 11 pr~sente en fonction du nombro do Mach interne M2, leo 6voluti~ons d'un coefficient do distor-
sion ( K-D.1 ) :in valeurs moyenno , inaximale et minimale, pour la pribe d'eir biseautde A 30' et pour La
pr,,oe d'air druite A Mo - 0,6 pour des incidences do 3Q0 et 40*.

Si l'ot con:-idbre les valeuro moyonneo, on constate quo le biseau (f'*30') simulo toujouro la prise
d'sir Cr.vers 35' si le nombre do Mach initerne eat cozzserv6. Cette conolusion pout dgalement s'appliqt12r
Pour Lew i'-eurs minimales, main plus difficii'.ment pour leo valours maxiniales.



Apr~s avoir montrd qu'un bisecu utilied au point fixe pouvait servir pour sjmular le fonctionijement d'une
priase dair t.;hdmatique cylindrique en incidence, ii faut connattre l'influence de Is ddcoupe de biseau sur
1'dcoulement interne qul s'dtablit afin de pouvoir simuler, dena une dtape ult~rie':re, n'importe quelle prise
d'air d'avjon,

Des visualisations au euonel hydrodynamique montrent que l'impurtante du d~collement interne eat peu affectd
par Is ddcoupe du biseau dens ia plage Otudide ( f-30 A 60*),

Les essais en soufflerie confirment cette information qualitative ;la planche 12 prdsente lea dvoiutions
ýJ d'un coefficient de distorsion (IDC slayen par exemple) en fonction du nombre de Mach internes on pout

consatter la trbs faible influence de la ddcoupe du biseau. Il faut noter en particulier que lea dcarts
entre lea courbos prdsentdes aont peu significatifs compte toen de l'imprdcision des mesurea Affectu~es

our un temps limitd.

En conaiddrant 1'efficacit4 moyenne qui eat calculde de fagon beaucoup plus prdcise, on constate que l'sngle
du biaeau a une 14&6re influenc~e A nombre de Mach M2 donn6 plus Is ddcoupe eat inclinfr par rapport A
1'axe du tube (Cfddcroiassant) plus l'efficacitd moyenne chute ; toutefois cette influen.,e eat limitde.

En effet, pour un nombre -le Mach interns voisin de 0,6 qui a dt considdrd pour Ia rnajorit6 des esases et
en particulier nysecla prive d'sir droite en incidence A Mo - 0,6 une modification de 30 A 60' de Is d~coupe
du biseau conduit b une plage d'incidencea simuldes tr~a rdduaite (32 h 350 environ),

Au contraire, le fait de remplacer un biaeau par un bourrelet modi~ie considdrablement l'incidencs simulde
si l'angle du biseau n's que peu d'influence, le rayon de bard d'attsque iui par contre eat determinant.

Pour trouvor des formes Lic prise d'air non axisymdtrique, fonctionnant au point fixe et permottant de simu-
ler une prise d'air quelconque d'un avion plac6 A grands incidence, ii faudra donc jouer non seulement sur
Is forms de la ddcoupe nais aussi at surtout our Is valeiur des rayons do bord d'attaque.

4 - ESSAI VU BISEAU (' *30*) AU BAN4C COMPRESSEUR

4.1 - -oe, l-6a

Las essais ant Atd effectu~s au banc compresseur de la SNECHA A Villaroche. Le montage so compooie d'un
compresneur monuoStab~e traensonique de reche~rche dont lv pavilion d'admission habituel eat remplacd par une
manche du type bijeau tailld A 30*. L'ensemble de 800 man de diamiltre eat ptac6 dens ia chambre de tranquil-
lisation (fig. 13). La distance manche d'admission - compresseur eat dgaiement de 4 dlsm~trea.

L'instrumentation de Is meuhine comprend

-8 peignes de~ type sabre plac~a A l'axont du comprossour, chaque psigne dtant dquipd de 5 prisos de
preasion d'arret ; Is valeur stationnAire eat relevde en extrdmitA du tube d'amortissement grflce A un capteur
consnutd par ijcanivalve, is compoaants dynamique eat meourde par des capteura do typo Kulito placge en extrd-
mitd des priaca pitot, Is membrnio sensible r~fleurant Ia paroi interns du tube, De plus, une sonde de
tempdrature Aquipe cheque peigne,

- 8 peigesa de 8 prisesa combindea "preasion d'arrfit - tempdreturo" en sortie dui compreaaeur.

- 4 sondes directionnelles stationnaires utilisdes pour lea sondages en pression d'arrdt et on direction

(inclinaison par rapport A des plans radiaux) doen lea plans notdo 1, 3 et 4 aur ia figure 13,

Des prisos do pression statique paridtales dana lee divers plans de mesure,

cpbed'enrsgistrer en continu sur unt diaqus de caiculateur, 32 voios 4chantiilonndea A 2 kHz pendant

25 secondes, Lea aignaux Atant filtrdc doen is bande 0,2 Hz - 630 Hz, l'dchantilionnage eat raialisd do

des nivesux de contrainte. rencontrds. Un capteur d'accdldration dtait dgaiement plac6 A l'extrdmitd do Is
manche afim d'en surveilier len ddplaemonts.

La caractdrioation do l'dcoulement a ftig effectude juaqu'& 90 % du r~gime nominal pour piusiours points du
champ compresseur -,l'isovitosae nominale n's pu fltre expiordo A cause des sollicitations ad.oysmqe
*jugdes dangereuses pour i'enaembia manche-compresseur. L'eassai r~alied comprend uns dtude de Is dynamique
de i'dcouiement dens is plan entrdo compresseur (2) en considdrant noteinment lea coefficients do distorsion
usuels, is qualification diu plan (1) situd dens Is manche en preaeion d'arr~t er direction et enfin des
rIesures dana is corapreasour proprement dit (pians 3 et 4).

4.2 - Ecote~ment au n-iveavu du ptax entke-colnpke466eut -

Bien quo lea conditions d'aiimentntion de ia manche en biaeau du banc comprosseur ne aoisnt pas cellos do
l'atmosph'-o illimitde, A cause du confinement relatif A Is prdsenco do ia cuve de tranquillisation, is
ddcoilement interne subsiste ce confinement eat d'ailieura comparable A cslui rencontrd lora des essai.s

au tunnel hydrodynainique (fig. 2).

par une alimentation hdt~rogane du compresseur. La figure 14 montre la cartographie do., preasions d'arrdt
obtonue A pertir des informetionafournies par len capteurs ntationflaires pour un nombte de Mach moyen dens

Iy



ma moch. vo~isn do 0,43. Cotte carte eat I comparer 4 cellia obtnue avec Is mAIme bieftau on soufflerie
o6~ le ddbit ititerne eat assuri6 par tin extracteur (fig. 7) ; une 7.rne de ' aible pression saast formie en
oval du ddcollement qui done le banc compreaseur &e situe en haut de I'installation, contrairemant. aux
essais en soufflerie ot) le biseau eat retournd ; ceci explique l'inversion des cartographies pr~sentdes. Ldee
niveaux de presaion obtenus sont trbe voisins ainsi que la forme gdndrale de l& carte ; on vdrifie dgalement
la parfaite symdtrie de l'6cuulement moyen dana ce plan.

Par contre en instationnaire aucune symdtrie instantande n'est mise en dvidence comme on petut le voir sur
la figure 15 obtenue pour le m~me fonctionnement du moteur & partir desi pressions intationnaires filtrdes A
la frdquence de rotation de Ia machine.

La planche 16 prdsente lea dvolutione en fonction du tempa de trois coe~ficiants de diatorajon UDC, IDR et
K 0 ) pour une frdquence de coupure correspondant au quadruple de Ia fr~quence de rotation du moteur (en
haut) puis h la frdquance de rotation du moteur (en baa). Ces courbes montrent l'aapect instetionrnsire at de
plus aldatoire de 1'dcotilement interne abordant la machine.

L'intenaitd du d~collement variant avec le nombre de Mach interne, le profil de pression d'arrdt devant la
plan compresaeur 6voltie ;Ia figure 17 treduit ces conatatationa sous farme de coefficients de dibtorsion
atationnairesaet maximeux. L'influenca du r~gime de rotation appareft mineure par rapport k l'dvolution avec
le nombre de Mach ; IDCmax et IDR max croisaent fortemant aevc le nombre de Mach alora qua le coefficient
K G diminue car la preasion dynamique de 1'dcoulement intarvient alu ddnominateur de son expresaion.

Un coefficient de proportionnalitd pouvent atteindre 3 entra lea valeurs maximales et atationvliaires ddmontre
qu'il eat indispensable do maptirer lea valeurs inatatiorneirea maximelea de la presaion d'crr'dt si l'on veut
r~ellement quantifiet l'hdt~ro&4dnitd de l'dcoulement alimentarit le moteur,

4.3 - Ecoulemen-t damn~ Za manche.

Leas sondagea r~aliada plus en a-aont dans la manche (plan 1) illustrent la nature du pbdnombne. Ldes cartogra-
phies de pressiond'arr~t at d'angle ezimutal (fig. 18) montrent qua le contotirnement du bord "au:p~rieur" du
bisaeu provoque tin d~collerseat qui tend A Atre combid pair des dcotilement,,t circontd rent iala. engendrant tin
champ d'incidenc' 9 dont lea maxima (- 19' at + 218*) se trouvant pr~cisAment A la limita ie la zone d~collde.
La carte de turbulon'w, du plan 2 qui a dtd& dtsbI.e avec tine bande paaaante *dqjivalente ý Ise vitease de
rotation de la machine gotiligne 4galement que I'a zone la plus turbulenta eat la zona frontibre.

Las cartographieu de pression d'arr~t indiquent clairemert tine diminution de la distorsion stationnaire entre

lea pasIt2 l doffcin de~k~~nnn nsomsinal La profsse, dp sorr o etotinnar de p0,s24o b'~ eat45

La Longuceur de la manche apparatt bien comma tin param~tre fondamental de la simulation.

(4.4 -_Ecotemen________________ uol

La figure 18 synthdtise les rAsultats obtentia pour tin nombre de Mach moyen done la inanche de 0,43 at tin rdgi-
medertto glA9%durgmnoia.L rfld itrinsainardepeso 'rtet
modifid A la traversde du compreaseur (rouie mobile at redressetir) ; 1'homogdndisatiot. de l'dcoulement
s'opbre d'aillaura d'autant mietix qua le point de fonctionnement eat plus Aloignd du pompage bien qua las
effets rodiatix prennent de l'importanca.

En sortie, leas dcoulement circonfdretitiels ont fortament diminti4 ; il o*e+ft crdde tine diatorsion thermique
ozimutele qui ne col~ncide d'ailltiurs pas aevc !a distorsion de pressiom. Une certinas symdtrie persiute pour
chacune de coo cartogrophias avac tine rotation de l'axe de plusietirs degrds dons la sons de rotation de la
machine.

L'instrumentation closaique utilisda permat donc d'effectuer lea dttides qui sont habituallement faites stir des
compresseurs, alimentdo par ttr ecotilement stationneire h~tdrogbne, En particulier la figure 19 repr~uente lae
points de fonctionnement dane l'hypothbsa de huit compresaeurs en parellble fonctionnant stir cinq nappes de
courant diffdrentes. Le rapport de compression eat calcul~i A partir des points homologues amont at aval
situds stir tine mame ligna de courant dana le cadre de l'hypothbse prdc~dante ; le ddbit eat d~ternin6 A
partir dea conditions amont du point conaiddrd.

4.5 -Cornipau~ion a~vec Z'e6a.i. en -oAte

Lea mesures aui banc compreasetir at en sotifflarie prdsentent quelquea diffdrences qui pauvent avoir una influ-
ence stir lea conclusions A tirar de Ia compareison dea esaies.

Hormis 1'dchelle qtii oblige b corriger Ia banoe passanta, le plan de meauras A X/D - 4 n'est peas placd ati
m~me rapport da moyati, le nombre et le positic.'inement des prises sont diffdrants. En outre lea nombras de
Mach internee considdrdsaen soufflerie sont supdrietirs aux nombres de Mach obtantis atv banc comprasseur.
Malgrd ces restrictions, lea velotirs de divers "aoefficients de diatorsions portds planche 20 pour lea points
dchella I at pour le point 6chella 1/4 calculd dans des conditions proches de l'essei aui beoc se compaerent
favorablas'ent tant en stationnaire qu 'en instationnaire. On noterc cepandant qua lea coefficiente obtenus
stir la maqti'tte sont ldg~re~ment infdrieurs aux coefficients obtanus au beoc compresseur.

5 - CONCLUSION-

La plan compreeseul d'une prise d'air schdmatique de forme cylindrique a 6t6 qualifid en' pression d'arrat
instatiorn,aire ;lea param~tres Ottidids ant dt4 l'incidence, Ie nombre de Mach interne at la position du plan

de sondaga,

Une qualificatiosi 6quivalente a 6t6 rl5alisde en ,iuufflarie puis aui beoc compresseur do3ns des prises d'air non



asyui~tw5.quii'tieitýi~ni au rulkei fixe. La comparaison des rdcultats montre qutil eat posuible do uimuler
au banic ce qu- ce passe au niveau ptan c~ompresseur d'une ýrise d.'air cylindrique en incidence pour ce qui
eat do

- l'efficacitd moyenne

- Ia carte moyenne id pression d'arrOt

- l'amplitude des distorsions

- la loicalisation at Is niveaiu des !lucrttt ojno de pression.

Las viiiualisations au tunnel hydrodynwniqti Lonfirment l'identitd de nature des Acoulements iriternes,

Dane lee simulations envisagdas. deux paramatres sent A conserver la longueur de Is manche at. le nambre
{de Mach moyan dane Is plan compresseur.

Si le pavillun dissyindtriquo, ddnommd Bourrelet, permet is simulation d'une incidence moddrde ( 20*), lea
* biseaux assurent une plage dt incidence pilus Alevde (30 - 350) mail limitde, mgme en modifiant l'angle de

is ddcoupe.

Afin de pouvoir simuler una prime d'air donnde I incidence quelconque, il sera nicessaire de ddfinir une
prise d'air non axisymitrique an jouant our l'inclinaison du plan d'antrde et surtout au" is valeur des
rayons de bord d'attaque done le plan d'entrde.

Catte d~finition pourra avoir lieu cur tnaquetta avant da recevoir une application au bfinc partiel ou au
banc complet.

Le motoriste disposer&a dora d'un moyen souple et dconomique de simulation de 1'Ecoulemmnt dana une
prime d'air rdello en incidence et donc d'4v:luation de la sensibilitd du compresseur k Is distorsion.
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40. INTRODUCTION

L'augmentatlon du domain. de vol des avions de combat conduit 1 des points de fonctionnomont
correspondant i une blen plus grande variation des caract~ristiques a~rodynamlques Instatlonnaires 1 Ilentr&e du
riacteur, que par le passe. Pour eivaluer si cotto augmentation du domalne de fonctionnement sera effectIvement
acceptable pour les compresseurs et riacteurs du futur, il faut d'abord acquirir line connaissance suffisante des
ecoulements. Une telle connaissance passe par la mesure d'un nombre suffisant de caractirlstiques instationnaires
de l'&oulement. Mals, d'autre part, on dolt limiter les points de mesures & un nlveau acceptable tant au point de
vue du prix que de, la posslblliti de traltement Instantane ou diffiri. C'est une chati~e de mesures tenant compte
de ce compromis necessaire que nous dicrivons dans cet expos6 apris en avoir donni los clauses techniques et les
capaciths de traitement retenues.

Ce travail risulte d'une collaboration triangulaire, entre avionneur, motoriste et organisme de
recherche, dont le but est de rendre compl~mentalres les recherches des uns et des autres, permettant ainsi une
iconomle de mayen et une homog~niiti des m~thodes choisles pour l'analyse et Ilinterpritation des r~sultats. 11 a
it financi, dans ce but, par le MrInIst~re de la Dift so.

t.EVOLUTION DES PROBLEMES DE DEFINITION DE LIECOULEMENT A L'ENTREE DU REACTEUR

1.1 -Les problirnes de compatlbllit6 entre l'&oulement fourni par les manches 'a air des avions et 114coillement
acceptable pe~r un turborhacteur ont ite longtemps ignoris par suite de trols effets favorables existant
simultan~ment ou partlellement sur lea avions militaires anclens £

-utilisation de compresseurs dont les caract~ristiques a~rodynamlques 6talent tris ilolgnies du
maximum possible avant d~crochage des pales;

-utilisation de manches d'amenie d'alr tris longues avec des dimensions 64lev~es des sections de passage,.1condullsant i une tris bonne homog~n~isation do l'6coulement & des vitesses assez faibles ;
-conditions de vol limit~es a ( s angles dlincldence et de d~rapage modir~s, Ie plus souvent pour 4viter i

Ilavion le voisinago do zones de d~crochage mal contr8lees ou condulsant i un risque Important
dlengagement en vrille mal r~cup~rable.

Les Avions Marcel Dassault-Br~guet Aviation ont toujours vls6i &obtenir un fonctionnement normal
4. des avions militaires aux grandes Incidences, de fa~on i ne pas imposer de limitation d'emplol aux pilotes, y

compris en rigime de vrille, Ilavlon 6tant itudi~ pour 8tre rkuperable (ref. 1) 1 aussi la SNECMA a-t-elle,
do son c8t6, maintenu igalement les rnoteurs 6quipant cos avions dan3 un reglage et une diflnition de
quallt6 iquivalente. Cependant Ilaugmentation importante des perforriances des avlons r~cents p-zrmise par
Les gains sur Ia motorisatlon, Les commandes do vol et l'a6rodynamlque i grande Incidence conduit
maintonant i faire voler normalement & des Incidences sup~rieures i 30' et a des vite3sss a~rodynamiques
pouvant &~tre nulles (MIRAGE 2000). Llutilisation de manches & air tris longues nWest pas toujours possible
ou pout 6tre tris coOteuse en poids ; enf in les moteurs eux-mL~mes ne pouvent augmenter leur rapIort
poussie/poids sans une recherche do Ia performance, en particulier sur les compresseurs ; ceux-ci, plus
chargis, donc plus pris de leurs limites non seulement localement mals sur Ilensemble des 61iments,
peuvent avoir des fonctionnements extremes avec aubages partiellernent ou totalement d~coll~s.

1.2 - Nous allons passer en revue rapidoment les il~ments dovant caract~riser l'ecoulement airodynamique.

1.2.1 - 11 importe de caractiriser 116coulement d'abord du point do vue do son Interaction avec le compresseur.

Spatialement, ceci revient i connattre cot 6coulement devant It moteur i un temps donni en fonction de
ses coordonnies radiales et circonf~rentlelles : c'est la carte d'entr&e d'air. Mais 11 faut aussi connaltre
l'interaction ontre itages caract~risie par la succession en fonction du temps de Ia carte et Ilespacement
risultant relatif 1 Ia distance inter-etages pour th~orlquement no rion laisser ichapper de l'intorac~tlon
entro 64&ges. En fait, lea essals montrent quo les fluctuations & haute fr~quence, relativement au temps de
passage inter-aube, no sont pas caractir13tiques des dicollements globaux, do memoe quo los fluctuations
spatlales, trop petitts par rapport 1 une fraction de circonfirence, sont amorties par le fonctionnement en
grille d'aub. do Vitage (reif. 2).



V. ~1..2 - L'augmentation des nombI~es -de Mac-h &i'en-tr-e du -com-pr-esseur a -conduilt 1 utre dimionution du taux de
diffusion dans l'entrie d'air -,ntre la section de col et I'entr~e compresseur, mais i1 flea pas 64 toujours
possible de maintenir des architectures d'avion avec manches tris longues par suite de tour coOt 6ievt6 dans
le biian de masse de I'avion. De tvu ýe f aoon I'interaction de l'aspiration des aubes e i de lour champ local sur
1'6coulement reste toujours faible dans la pratique au contraire des manches ultra-courtes de nacelies
d'avion civil. Au~si peut-on caract~riser valabiement 116coulement dans la manche en l'absence de reacteur,
cc qui simplifie ies essais. Les manches sont le slige de ph~nomines Instationnaires qui sorit caractirisables
adeux niveaux diff~rents:

-soit par des fluctuations d'une front.6re nette entre zones de haute pression et zones de basse pression et
dont la friquence pout 8tre accrochie sur des temps de propagaticn de perturbations bases sur la
longueur du tuyau;

-soit par des fluctuations turbulentes de la vitesse en grandeur et direction clont les fr~quences les plus
basses dependent directement des taillies des grotses structures de la turbulence, elles-mgmes
directernent limit~es par le diamitre moven local de la manche a air. Ces deux types de fluctuations sont
cr66s et entretenus essentiefllement i llext~rieur ou 5ur les le-yres de llentr~e d'air, mais ii nWest pas exclu
que des ritreints ou des courbures excessives de la manche les crient ; les d~collements corrospondants
sont alors d'autant plus inacceptables qu'Ils sont au volsinage de Ilentreu- du riacteur, car Ius ne peuvent

8tre amortis par une longueur de manc'e suffisante.

1.2.3 - Les causes de perturbations cr66es 1 Ilentr~e d'air et dans son voisinage dependent essentlellement des
conditions de vol de l'avion et de ses performances exprim~es en nombre de Mach, et Incidence et d~rapage
pratiqu~s

a) Pour les faibles nombres de Mach, l'icoulement devient identique ý Vicculeme:nt au point fixe et pout
6tre caract~ris par celul-ci, sous reserve des aspirations des couches limites indultes par Ilaspiratlon
sur les parois voisicies (ces aspirations peuvent conduite a des 6coulements tourbi.lloninaires en trombe
importants).

b) Pour les grands nombres de Mach supersoniques, les problirnes majeurs de distorsion it Ilentrie moteur
sont cr66s par les irr~gularit~s du champ a~rodynamique et les inttensIt~s lnegalfrs des chocs amont. On

k .: peut caract~riser la carte a llentr~e moteur par trois types de zones:

-les zones o6i le rendement est lproche du niveau moyen souhalt6 et no dipend que des distorsions du
cham;p amont cr~i par ies dispositifs de recompression Isentropique ou par chocs obliques retenus

les zones o6i le rendement est proche du rendement du choc droit, au pire associ~esi des zones en
survitesse par rapport ý 116coulement amont;

-les zones o6i le rendernent d~pend non seulement du rendement de chocs mais aussi des pertes de
clhaires turbulentes creces, soit par des Interactions chocs - couches Ilmites de parol, soit par des
d~collements locaux.

Les distorsions sont ainsi maximales pour des 6coulerments amont A Mach 6lev6 et A
fonctionnement non uniforme, la non uniformit6 r~sultant de chocs droits ou obliques n'ayant, bien
entendu. pas de raison d'atre stationnaire en g~n~ral. Excepti pour les zones fortement turbulentes
cr66es par des d~collements proches des parois du conduit, l'6coulement est tris bien caractiris6 par les
pertes de pressions d'arr~t qui sont un reflet des pertes dlentropie amont par suite de la tris faible
diffusion de cellos-cl en Ilabsernce de Ilmites turbulentes caract~ristlques. Comme ces variati. ns de
renc'ement peuvent atre tris 6lev~es ý Mach 2 et ont provoqu6 les premiers probl~mes importants de
distc'rsion inacceptables par les compresseurs, comme elies sont mesuries simplement par des prises de
pressions d'arr~t instationnaires, les cartes correspondantes sont bien connues et epote
actuellement. Elles peuvent cependant ne pas rendre compte de rotations d'ensemble ou des turbulences
locales cri~es dans les ritr'eints ou les angles.

C) Pour !es nombres de Mach Intermidialres o6i les pertes de charge par augmentation dlentropie dans les
chocs sont faibles, Ie ph~nomine pr~pond~rant est, au contraire des cas prickdents, Ia fluctuation du
vecteur vitesse ; elle est cr66e par les gros tourbillons des structures turbulentes qui ont pris naissance
en g,4neiial aux livres des entrees d'air ou dans leur voisInage apris un d~collement. La fluctuation
maxirnale de perte de presslon d'arret relev6e par un pitot atteInt alors la variation entre la pression
d'arr~t de 1'6coulement externe, c'est-h-dire la pression d'a.rr~t avion et une eression un peu inf~rleure ii
la pression statique a Ilentr~e moteur dans Ie cas d'6coulements de retour a Ilentr~e compresseur, elle
d6pend donc fortement du nombre d~e Ma0i avion. 11 y a une combinaison d'IncidC-!ce et d~rapage
maximum, de debit maximum du moteur et de nombre de Mach de Ilavion vers les plus hnutes altitudes
en transsoniq~ue qui donnera les d~collements les plus Importants associ6s aux fluctuations maxiimales de
vitesse et de pression et, souvent, &des dibuts de petsetoiusntbe.Cost la zone du domaine

direction de Ia vitesse que par une fluctuation de son lntensiti. Elie est assez mal mesijr~e par une prise
de pitot et demanderait plut8t une prise d'incidence locale ; en particulier tous les tourbillons d'axes
coiin~aires i l'axe de Ia manche sont seulement mesurables en incidence locale.

Dans ces icoultments turbulents, i1 est important cependant de distinguer deux gammes de
- dimensions ou de fr~quences d'intirett tris diffircnts ;les fr~quences correspondant aux plus grosses

structures turbulentes de Ia taitle de la manche a air (et maiheureusement avec les vitesses actuelles
d'entr6e des compresseurs de fr~quence proche &~ Ia rotation moteur) et les friquences bcaucoup plus
~ievies de Ia turbulence Interne dont l'Intensit6 Infiuera assez directement l'extinction des grosses
structures. Les premlires sont les seules intiressantes pour le fonctionnement du riacteur, les secondes
peuvent etra mesur~es surtout pour aider A Ia comprehension des dissipations internes l a manche, elles
donnent aussi le niveau global de turbulence a I'cntrie du reiacteur (figure 2).
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1.3 - Historiquement, les mesures de compatibilit6 manche-r6acteur ont conduit ii caract~riser 105 cartes de
pressions d'arr~t stationnaires en suporsonique et it noter ainsi leurs distorsions maximales. 6tant entendu
que les fonrctionnements anormaux tr~s iristationnaires de manchc (avec buzz, pompages divers, etc...)
devalent d'abord 8tre 61imin~s. Ensuite, on a caractiris6 cos cartes daris tout le domaine de vol do l'avion
et on les a reli~es aux ennuis rencontr~s ailleurs qu'en supersonique. La tr~s mauvais,! corr6lation obtenue a
conduit ý la rneiure des cartes instationnaires de pression d'arrkt qui ont permis do diminuer cette
incoh~ronce g6n6rale. Cependant l'augrnentation du prix de Vilnstaliation et du coOt du d~pouillement
associ6 limite la g~n~ralisation de cette technique qid ost, de toute fagon, assez incomplite. ?"ous
pr~senterons, dans !a suite, trois voles pour 6conomiser sur ces coOts glev~s en les rendant plus homogenes
et plus efficacos, tant au niveau des essals pr~liminaires en soufflerie que des ossais au banc et essais en
vol. C'est sans Ferd,-e de vue une telle recherche d'6conomle quo dolt Stre trouv6 la place de mesures plus
correctes de l'ocoulement instationnaire turbulent d~crit en (1.2.2) ci-dessus a l'aide de rnesures locales
d'incidence et de pression d'arret COupl16es.

En r~sum6, ii nous faut .icqu~rir plus 6conomliguement une Information plus comple-te sur

2. MVETHomE nDACQUISITION ET DIANALYSE

mo -Patnt comrne complnitinsfiment er dscte instationnaires a atrdn 4auto n quclue p'aointssae des cmposanes
launstt6difrationarese d'n crarter en tillse gdbaes statnamire. Comm crleto r'sltatistiqu~end poras dor fun
epagr6trlem desa o donne. u p voblet s d1nconnue l d son flutuaions d on l'culet, eot adent so e limi lanti ne
pr'cisiombyeno(0 ) s uail o eprelos d 1composant es nsatinnares, ponotsredl exprinceo~ nousl condu t a
reomna otuefcn dmettre une el orlto nl ~usn e orlacn suite dleseess als, n16cossit nttraipemonte vone aou

temps.e On peut ecres cnne dajute les coeene r~. tr ffic. Eientrsdest foavnctons do ur Me Ock qulbontune conrtain
staiserthoique e sa vldes6 meuosc due priealutos doison es. u ttsiu rb~fiasel odi

2.2ue n eut cgartmesnnt admettroquo les mesures droaientc prmettrOn dol paractisr nlurs points crtiques d
fntonment pour e cml m preIstaounar, misiI paut aosfir d e 6auaino sasen pendntu n outints es vl dom osne
temps donl'ens etbl doun carouement.~ S'l 4talt pssaibnnle e do connate a role critreintat io dpnn asire fJonpu
rxaglste pou le motour, oablors Ia mesure do s celuctuadovra de p '6orm ett edono retenir pou expitantio n
dptilsl~eqon los exr a do0 c)cr e critpre nte ivalatlonnapproximaotie dolexterieunc peucnut ýtr falt
artir aduer diectio en famont Aduetr placrrlan denredAir do coefiens extrlnmessoiteu typle Molc, ot pldus

cemples 'nportaentor sur l'inc ener locale t a s pros fficin darts Ados oceteidctions de vraikqi t pn ermttrneu

vtempthoreles et duels teurblnes moyriennaes loalnes.

2.32 On done, dgalmns Ia4moparte, ci-dlesmsours leCaiver dos er Ch argsqlact6triet enu pourt careiitique du
syctionmen dpacursto let d'analyseur gm~ais Ifndtalr aieue apendantnd tu prcesu dcougrnet u teraitoente
(m6thode ptatrtiqe dotr alorsl fxa psrioi du deu nombr desrl donnmes tokesd n (chonix paour dxpnicateurs
d~amont dcus zoes do temps dei l'o gatrdera t.' trauaitrlos dpponnm ies dexprieritarecun illes). Mteais IA
quantit dosn dteionn en acquirt du traito d sttr~s d'il eoveffee.xrmesi yeMeik otpu

copespratsrIicdnelcl tl rsindart lr et niaindvatpreteu



On va done dkcrlre ci-dessous en ditall un processus d'all~geraent du traltement et du stockisge
dont le but sera de permettre, pour le cas de Ilessal en soufflerie o6i les contraintes sont les plus difficiles 'j
satisfaire (i cause de la proportionnaliti a Ilichelle des fr~quences maximales 1 prendre en compte).
d'assL.crer u'n suivi des essais en direct et un d~pouillement all~g6 des mesures. Son but est double

- guider l'inginieur d'essais pour rechercher les configurations Int~ressantes,

- ?reciser les zones i dipoLvlller sur la bande magn~tique nurn~rique ou analogique enregistrant
la totalit6 des points de mesure.

3. MOYEN ALLEGE DE TRAITEMENT ET DIACQUISrITd~N FOUR ESSAIS EN SOUFFLE-RIE

3.1 -Si on retient la taille maximale acceptable de maquettes dans les grandes soufflerie de Modane de

l'ONERA, on est conduit des 6zhelles de maquette proche du Mi5me, salt des fr~quences maximales
d'chantillonnage necessaires 5 fois plus 6levies qu'en vol ou au banc. Comme un nombre de points de
mesure ilev~iest requis (r~f. 5) pour caract~riser une rnanche en fonction des quatre parametres t nombrece Mch mon, nmbr deMach ýs Ilentr~e du compresseur, Incidence et d6rapage, et ceci pour plusieursconfigurations, il est trbs Important de disposer de moyens ali~g~is d'ivaluatlon instantan~e de la qualit6 de
l't~coulement pour que l'lng~nleur d'ops~m! puisie guideu 1c pi -;r~mme dtessai au micux. On d~signe
habituellement une telle Installatlun sous Ie terme de surveillance en temps ree! dc~ 1'ns'ai o': "quick-look".

3.2 -. Les crit~res pour Ia d~finltion d'un bon "guick-look" sont

- r~duction maximale du temps d'essal (donc du co~t),
- limitation maximale de l'irtervention humaine,

-possibillit d'utiliser la sLILtion de secours existante au niveau des chaTnes d'acquisition de
Modane pour un d6pouillement local,

possibilit6 de simplification de la m~thode conipto teriu de Ilexp~rience qui sera progressive-

plus 6lev.~e. 11 est done n6cessalre d'avoir un ditecteur de ces Instants. Sachant que les fortes distorsiomý-
dans le plan cornpresseur sont obtenues lorsque de grosses perturbations passent, on cherchern r dktecter,
ces grosses bouffies en amont de ce plan. Pour ceci, des sondes seront placees a environ un diam~tre er
amont du plar compresseur. Ur critire simple, bas6 sur les Indications fournles. par ces sondes, d~clencher..
Ilacquisition pals le traitement de l'ensemble -des prc~wions du peigne pendant le passage de la perturbaTion
i leur niveau.

iridice di distari ion
A Amont

temps idtaction irnont

3.3 -Indice de d~tect!29onIUR

11 dolt 8tre simple, car son calcul dolt 8tre nettement inf~rleur au temps de propagation de
1'6coulement entre las d~tectepjrs et le plan compresieur (,v 2 ms sý X = 2 0).1

Una exploitation effectu6e a IIONERA montre qu'une pression d'arret (avec ses maxis ou ase
minis) ast un mauvais indIce ; par contra, Ia maximum de difference entre deux pressions d'arrgt obtenues
en des points diam6tralement op-os~s, dans le plan de sym~trle, privoit environ les 2/3 des pJlcs des divers
coefficients de distorsion. 11 faul. noter cependant qua tous les coefficients de distorsion envisages (K, KD,
lOG, IR ....) ne donnent pas des extremums aux m~mes Instants.

A ~Ainsi, Oour d~tecti.r le maximum de pics da distorsions, on envisage I'utilisation d
4 a 6 d~tecteurs ; 6 6tant un maximum pour deux raisons

- nombre d'inf orma tions ý traiter en temps r&-"1,
- cr~ation de sillages parturhant I'6coulement dans Ie plan de mesure.

intl~.L'indice de d~tection actuellemrent propos6 est I Pmax - Pmin sur les 'In" d~tecteurs

3.4 -Cr it~ra de detection

L'indice de detection est calcuI6 en temps r~el, avcc un programme on assembleur, avec: une
fr~quence dlacquisition voisina de 16 KHz.

1 -r,.Z
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On~ se fix. un Intervalle d temps "to" pendant loquel on recherche le rnaxzmum de l'indice de
ditection qul 3ervira do ler seull do ditection.

S=Max (d

0

Un dilai dlattente "to" d'environ 0,1 s est envisagi actuellement.

Pour ne tenir compte quo des perturbations d'une certaine importance par Jour dur6e, on
utilisera un indice moyenn6 sur plusleurs acquisitions (trois par exemple).

11 faut noter quo cette moyenne W'est pas 6quivalente l a division par trois do la fr~quence
d'acquisition des d~tecteurs.

I~
Un tel calcul (6 ditecteurs et n 3) s'effectue actuollemont au sioetix en utlllsant une

programmation en assembleur en enviro~n 200 es;valour ý comparer avec los 2 ms n~cessaires A I'4coulernent
pour parcourir la distance I'diLe~teurs-plan do mesuro".

lorsque Ainsi, ý partir do l'instant t t1, o6i un premier souii S. est difini, l'acqulsltion sera diclenchie

Idsera sup~rleur ý S.

A cet instant, qualre actions dibuteront

a) topage de la bande magn6tiqu'e, pour retrouver ult~rleurement les zones a traitor.

b) apr~s un 6ventuel "temps de retard" t , destini ý limiter It- volume des Informations z, trelter, on sLuckera
sur la m~moire tampon les informatioA~ recuelilies stir le poigne

-acquisition : 16 KHz

-dur~e d'acqulsition ev 3 ins, solt envi-on t 50 pril~vements par vole correspondant un
historique portant sur 50 valcurs des 551 voles (duree maximale possible 16 ins),

0) calcul d'un nouveau scull do ddtection SI 1 i1 sera obtenu en recherch'rnt le maximfum do Id qul suit le
d~clenchement du point do traitement.

U ~d) interdiction do lancer un nouveau point dlacquisi lion avant un "ioeu vert" jui sera pr~clse' ult~rieurerncnt,
fonction du traitornent offectui en temps r~el.

3. Tests de choix du Point do mesure

t I Lorsque le "Afeu ver~"1 sera d',rnn au syst~me do detection, Jo di~clencJhern6-L suivarnt sera
effectIt lIwsque

Id dviendra ;uperieur ou 6gal ý Sp, e). ainsi do suite.

L'cssai sera consid'I&r comme termIn6 lorsqu'ii n'y aura pas eu de d6tectior. pendiont un temnps

prid6flni (tin voisin de 10 s) ; cela signifiera quo pendant ce temps tin, aulCine pei'turbation plus forte que
la dernli~r d~tect~e r.est apparue (problime pos'i au paragraphe 1).

11 faut ncter que sA aucune perturbation sup~rieure au scull n'est apparue pendant le temnps to,
11 n'y a pas de d~clenchement, 11 faut cependant conserver la valeur, par c-1xerple ýi t =0, pour verifier
ou'll n'y a pas d'erreur sur le ni,.eai: du seull en pr~cisant la configuration 4tudi~e (no d,- point),,

Si ccci se prodUit r~guli~remcnt, cola signiflo quc le to est trop grand. '
Par ailleur.%, pour avoir le traitement de plusieurs points (et d'au mom;s un clans le dernier

cson relancera d'office un nouveau cycle avec remnise ý t =0 (S 7 0)..1A
3.6 -Traitement du point de mesure

Los inforrutions acquites sur la rn~moire tampon sont transf&r~es sur Jo disque du HP 21CO
de la chalne d'acquisltion. Le traito'ment domand6 consiste a calculer pour les 50 points enregl~itr 6 s les
principaux coefficients do distorsion (K , KD, iDC, et IRD) et de fournir sur une imprirnante les valcurs
maximales do ces indices pour I'acquisitin of fectuie.

Un tel calcut a 6t6 etfoctu4 par I'ONERA sur un HP 21 MXF avec 36 pressioris pour les
4 indices d~finis ci-dessus en 220 ins.



CAHIER DES CHARGES DU MO**EFN GENERAL. DE TRA!TEMENT
4.1 -Compatibiliti

Les organismes do recherches, lea avionneurs et les riiotoristes utilisant des m~thodes
simi~aires d'analyse de M'coulernent, les ichanges d'lnformations entre les dlff&r!nts partenaires doivent
6tre organisds do faqon it ce que chacon d'eux puisse directement obtenir les reniseignements indispensables
'a la r6alisation de ses objectlfs propres.

logcllsdeCette domaiide implique uric compatibiliti aussi pouss~e que possible entre lea matiriels et
logcles, e acon a garantir que Ilexploitation d'une rnesure d'intirt general sera imrnm~diate et identique

..nez P'un ou l'autre des participants.

Cotta compatibIlit:6 ne dolt 6videmnment pas freirner los programmes propres de recherche des

4,'-1 Accuisition des donn--os

Llacquislt~on des donnt'es, dans le cadre de Nut~de des h~t~rogin6tits de l'coulement devra
respecter los dlverseis recom matridatlIons contenuos dana les nombreux documents exIstants qui couvrent
l'ocquis des mesuras pr'c~demnment effectu~es (r~f. 6 et 7).

Le plan de mesuire des pressions d'arr~t risulte d'une diflnltlon commune unique ; 11 sera situi
lo rluq prbs possible d~e l'entr~c du compresseur sans toutefols affecter signIf icativement lea performances
ct la stabilitA de la turbornaclhine, ce qul aurait pour off et do fausser lea conclusions des 6tudes de
comrpatibllit6 entrhe dlair* moteur.

On rappelie quo los 6tudes re'alis~es onv mont-ei qu'll itait Important pour d~crite avec
:~ suffisamtiitent de pr6cision los h~tirog~n~it~s clrconf~reritir"es dl-utlliser au min~mum hult peignes

circonflrontleliornont edquir,6partls. La corrparaison maquette-banc-vol sa fera alors dana uric position
Identique du peigno par rappurt & la manche,

Los distorslons radiales seront enreglstr~as par clnq prises de pression d'arret par peigne
dlspos6es sur des 6'qulsurfar.:s. Des mesures complimontalrus de l'angle d'lncldence seront r~parties sur
chacun des pelgnoe., alinsi quo des mosures de ternp~ rature totale.

~,Des gain& sur le temps do traltement sont passibles avec un d~pouilletnerit partlel sur ordinateur
local, car on petit admettre Ilune des r~ductions suivantes

-limitation du nombre do points trait~s W50~),

riducti'in du riombro do coefficients do dlstor~lon calculis dana le plan de mesuro
pendant k ns,
int6gration de Ilhistolre do Ile'coulement Interne sur !~ouns do 3 dlam~tres do la prise d'air.

4.3 - Mesuros coinpl~rnntalres

Outre lea voles Inistal lonnaires destin~es aux rncaures dana le plan amont compresseijr, plusleurs
voles statlonnaires ou instationnaires sont ri~cessaires pour envegistrer dos paramitres suppi~mentaires qul
Mont sp6eifiquos & chaque type dlessal (baric, 'iol, soufflerie)

- l tilveati do turbulence des divorsos pressirns statiques, des Incidences .... des r~f6rences soufflerle,
Vol.

- les presslons statiques entro 6tages, la tempirature totale A Il'ntr~e du moteur, certains priramktres de
r~gui~ation, Ilinstationnart-4 r~slduelle on sortie du compresseur .... dana le cas do inesure au baric

- quoiquos-uns dos pa-armitres mnoteurs clits prcckdemment, ainsi quo des Informations sur lea param~tres
uatrodynarniques do i'avion (Incidence, dirapage, nombre do Mich) et de la manche dana Ie cas do mesures
Sir Uvion.

Uric base de temps dolt 6galement 8tre syst~matiquernent enregistr~e lbra do chaque essal.

Par rap~port aux volas de mesure des pressions d'arret sculea, on pout 6valuer, dans chaque cas,

a uric vlngtaino le nombro do voles at fect~es & cos divers usages i la sp~cification sera qu'au total 64 voles
Instatlonnairos puissent 8tre enreglstries sans diphasage inacceptable entre voles.

* ~~~~~4.4 ad nat.

La bande passante utile des ph6nom~nes dynamliques se d~terruine pa r l1influence relativc qu~elle
it sur le loictionnement du motvLrkr- ainsi, lea dlstorsions do l'6coulhment arnont & tr~s haute fr~qujence
(sup~rieure Zt 4 fois la vitosse do '. oation do la mac Ono) elfectent peu la stabilitýý du compresseur.

La corrilation coefficient do distorsion-porte do marge d, oompage la meilleure slobtient pour
uric bande passanto variable suivant Ics comp 'sseurs~ (nombre dlaubes, corde do la roue mobile ... ) qui
reste cependant proche de ]a vitesso de ro,4,..un do la machine. La figure (4) montre la variation du
coefficient JLDC max avec la bande passante. Cn constate quo li'volution autour do la fr~quence
correspor'dant A ]a vItesse de rotation de IM machine oat importante ;los r~sultats d~pendront du choix do
la bando passantv atile.

_______ __ vLA
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Rappelons qu'll faut igaiement tenir compte du facteur d'ichelle pour corriger les bandes
passantes entre les essais sur maquette et lea essals i l'echelle 1.

Ceat ainsi que, si on considire que la vitesse de rotation maximum d'un fan est de 250 Hz (soit
15 000 t/mn), la bande passante utile ne dipassera pas 1 000 Hz i i'6chelle moteur ; dans ie cas d'une
maquette i l'ichelle 1/4, la bande passante utile aera alors de 4 000 Hz. SI llacquisition est numirique , un
taux dlichantillonnage igal i quatre fols la bande passante est sufflsant pour 6viter Ie repliement spectral
et lea autrea erreurs diues 1 la m~moriaatlon.

Cette bande pasaante peut ividemnment 6tre diffirente suivant le type de mesure effectui,
notamment bora de Vi'tude des rigimes transitoires ou instables.

4.5 - Imps et volume total d'acpui tion

Le temps d'acqu~sition dolt 6tre suffisamment long pour que le caicul dea (-oefficients de
distorajon inatantanis donne un maximum reprisentatif et assez court pour iviter d'accumuler des
Informations superfiues. A titre Indicatif, on donne sur la fi1g. 5 un exempie caract~riatique de coefficients
de distoralon calcul~a aur une manche i air. On volt que lea dates des maxima sont extrCkmemcnt variables
suivant le coefficient de* diatorsion ou mfm(- sulvant Ia bande passante consid~rie. On admet, avec la
piupart des auteurs, chue 30 aecondes i Ii'chelle moteur sont suffisantes dana Ia plupart des cas pour
caract~riser ur. point de fonctionnement. Une telle longueur d'acroiisition ne pourra 6tre obtenue en
configuration de vol stabilis6 que pour nornbre Ilmiti de points du domaine de vol ; pour lea autres, on
Ilobtiendra par ripitition des essais (figure 5).

(--ffiien DC0 ql mntr qu l r~ultt et fncton iretede la bande passante et du temps de
carij. L fi. 6done dnneunexeplede ipoillmen etdecalcul continu des paramitres instantanes.

XAA~Tap (,m/,e)V 6
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- ---- -C --- 161tlcm devrln: pecmettre do reconstituer un -hamp compiet exp~rimental de
vitesses extr#mes, analogue au champ th~orique qui est trac4 sur la figure ci-dessous et qui est le r~sultat
i temps donn6 d'un caicul instationnaire des 6quations de Navier Stokes.I

FIGURE 7

INS~ z ~ CV

4.6 -Pr~cision des mesures-- \

4.6.1 - La determination de la perte de marge Induite par une h~t6rog~n~it6 amont si edlle depend de la
pr~cision de la m~thodologie (coefficient utilsis, bande passante, ...) requiert une bonne precision sur la
mesure de la grandeur physique.

L'objectif fix6 est d'effectuer une mesure avec une pr~cision th~orique d'environ 5 % pour Ia
partie instationnaire, la pricision absolue globale risultante itant, bien entendu, mains bonne ;cette
precision caractirisera la fidifiti des essais.

Seront distingue'es, deux grandes sources possibies dlimpr~cision :

I) la pricision des capteurs et la d6rive de sensibilit6 des capteurs et de gain des amplificateurs,

2) le non synchronisrne entre voles, la distorsion d'amplitude et le fiitrage.

- I 4.6.2 - On dispose actuellement de capteurs instationnaires ayant le niveau de pricision requis mais 11 faut
ieur assurer un envirannement adiquat. Les capteurs serorit prot~gis a! in dlivlter un 'nidommagement
rapide en atmosphire poilu6e, sans toutetois limiter Iu bande passante utiie, un traitement sp~ciai des
problimes therm-iques est n~cessaire pour 6viter une d~rive thermique excessive spicialement en vol et en
soufflerie (Rif. 8).

Par suite de l'imposslblit6 d'assurer un fonctionnement sans difaut de I'ensemnble des
* capteurs on assurera le remplacement des capteurs d~ficients par une mayenne 6 valiu,! our ies capteurs

voisins

- ia partie stationnaire sera, si nicessaire, calculie grfice aux n (n =3 ou 4) prises stabaonnairesP S
adjacentes: n

4T. Ir, is R. : distance entre la prise consid~r6e et la prise dit6rior~e

- la partie Inst-itlorwiaire sera de mrn~ke calcul~e grAce aux n prises instationnairt-s adjacentes:

PTIN 11 1 W TINS Ri :distance entre la prise co-sidirie et la prise dit~rior~e

De plus, un contr~le par une valeur test devra 6tre systimatiquement effectuie avant at
apris essais. 

A

4.6.3 - Le non synchronisme entre voles est une source d'crrcur qui provient, soit d'un dicalage statique ou
dynamnique entre pistes dans ie cas d'un systime d'enregistremet~t analogique, soit de la non synchronisation
de 1'6chantillonnage en cas de numirisation. Un 6chantlllonneur bioqueur par vole peut 6tre indispensable
pour assurer la synchronisation de l'6chantillonnage, compte tenu de la large bande passante demandie.

La distorsion d'amplitude est fixie par les normes IRIG d'enregistrement magnitique et
augmente lortqu'on s'&carte de la plage llinaire de fonctionnement. L'erreur due au bruit de fond risuite
d'un comnpromis avec l'erreur de distorsion d'ampiitude. En effet, pour iviter d'&cr~ter Ie signal, II convient
dtenregistrer piusieizrs d~cibels en dessous de la pleine 6cheile, cc qui a pour ccnsiquence de diminuer Ia
dynamnique utile. Ierreur peut aiors atteindre piusieurs pour cent. Dans un systime du type PCM, I&
dynamiquc est dif inle par Ie nombre de bits de la conversion analogique-numiriqvie (soit 60 dB pour 10 bits)
cc qui, avec une marge de 6 dB, conduit 1 une erreur tie 0,2 % pour ce type d'enregistrement.



d~mp~ci~ Le type do flitrag. qtffl salt analoglaus Cu num~tiqu - Ma 63alement une source

Rappelons quo Ilerreur Imputable l a distorsion de phase ost due au fait c~ie la fonction de
transfert d'un quadrlp~le est complexe et modifle, i Is fois, ramplitude et Is phase du signal quile1
traverse ; cue se produit en trois points do la chalno:

- Ilenroglstreur analogique si ce type d'o;-.registreur ost utilsis,
- le f iltre anti-repilement avant conversion analoglque digital s'il s'agit d'un f iltre classique,
- le filtrage num~rique lors du traitement si on utlillse un filtre re'cursif.

Les filtres passe-bas slmul~s lora du traitomont numiriquo pouvont 6galement *tro source
d'Impr~cision provenant du type do filtro ut~lls 6 ou do la pr~cislon souhatite qui so fait au detriment tlu
temps de calcul. Le tableau I pr~sente un exemple de I& r ponhe do divers types do f lltres du point de vue
du temps do calcul, du d~phasage et do la valour maximum d'un coefficient do distorsion K Inst.

TABLEAU I

TYPE D1 FILTRE [PATS DU KWA. TZt'PS RZLATIh DE VM.EUR RELATIVI VX

L __________ CALCUL. IS

MIRAMGE AHALOCIQL1I F - 630 HZ As ~l/oct. T 100

5XULThPLICATU04 SPECTRALZ RAMN TWCET
Difinition spectral. A M1 I il -cf

A 1co.,r(fttl f* Lf f2

L-1,56 HZ 46 Wloct. Domi-longueur - 30 Achuntillons T 162 69.9
fI -56 HZ 60 dB/oct Dow!-lonjuour - 30 4chantillons T 162 69.7
ft *156 HZ. 60 da/act. Domi-loosuour - 60 Achantillons, T 276 69.5
II , 56 HZ 60 da/act. Deml-lonsuour - 20 Schantillons T123 69.8

M1ULTIMLCATION SPECTRALS BARTLETT
D&1Lnition upectralo A~f). * I f 11

A(S) - 1 (3+4 eo&ITr/Sf I ) * 2 cos 2Trr(f-fl~

A(S) -"0 It I , 2
Sil 154 HZ 48 dB/oct Dout-longuour - 30 Schantfillons T 161 67.1

LISSAGE SPr.CTRAL CLASSIQUE.
Sur 5 points poids (1/5. 1,5, 1/5. 1/5. 1/5).
LI I 156 HZ 48 dRl/oct. Domi-Ionguour - 30 dehantillons. T 158 65.1

LISSAGE SPECTRAL HIANN TWIT
*Poida ( 11A. 1/2, I/4).

ft 156 HZ 46 dR/oct. DomL-lonsusur - 30 dehantillons. T 156 65.6

FILTRE gCCURSIF BUTTER WRT

5-156T 6 pIT4 100 86.0

Le type de filtrage choisi - multiplication spectrale ou lissage spectral -pout avoIr une
grande Importance sur le r~suitat, alors que Ia longucur du flitre, ou mmem Ps ponte, ont moins d'influence
sur los risultats. Le filitre ricursif Butterworth 8 p8Ies est particulli~rmert performant au nlveau du temps
do calcul ; cependant, 11 n~cessite une programmatlon en quadruple pr6C131on pour assurer la stabIlIte

~*numirlque et ýntrodult un diphasage Important. 11 est cependant Impossible do fixer dsnor mes, compte

-en despsi dles saisieatan et en souffieleriuenvl

Le dispositif de d~tection rapide rtn rvil nlasnae 'riaerCiII 0d

__ _- disosti desrlee

5.2~~ ~ ~ Esas nsofiei



La7 sucsso do$ silquences 6t tests est ia suivantc:i

- une perturbation est ditectie;
- apris un iventuel temps de retard, les valeurs numiriques caract~risant 50 cartes Ins~antan~es sont

stock6es en m~moire tampon;

- 1'ensemble est transmis sur le disque clu 2100 de la soufflerie;
- le disque est aussit8t vid6 sur 11IRIS 80 qui peut commencer le traitement- le disque 6tant vid6, 11 donne le "1feu ve.t" pour une detectlon suivante.

AInsi toute 1'acquisition, jusqu'& convergence du systime peut se faire tris rapidement, 11 nly a .4
N ~~pas d'attente pour le trAitement entre deux acquii.Itions d'une mfi.-e configuration.

SOUFFLERIE I B~MN
SALLE I INFORMATIOUE

vot -.- MITRA jRS4
SLEDE MESMfE 5

IG

SALLE DFl CONHUITEI
liE LSS~IFIGURE £

S~ato~4~rc ~HP 2100 '1 goI SOIp apl'Ie

SIKO KIK~

JI tti- O-vNL

Y*OLS~r Ire.Top~

Ins~~t I.1*~4L CAI4g ( 16 me

J A chafne existante

I 3 : Ddtection

----3C :Acquisition et stockage
Ensemble "Quick Look"
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~ ~''"!nparali&Ie, I'RIS'8O travalle ef sort successivement, sur une ImprImante Logabax, les
coefficients de distorsion maximaux calculis pour chaquc ditection.

Cette m6thade permet de r~duire les temps dlessai mais, bien sOr, en travaillant en temps
quasi--.-el.

L'adjonction dans le systilme de surveillance de l'essai, de l'ordinateur central, pose le probl~me
de sa dIsponlbIIIt6. Dans le cas contraire, Ilessai pourrait s'effectuer avec le systeme de secours
habituellement mls en place A Maclane qui consiste A r~duire le traitement (10 pl'~ns au lieu de 50 par
exemple i traiter de suite) et 1 Ileffectuer sur le HP 2108 (les autres plans seront ttc.utefois sur le disque du
2100 et donc transfirables en temps dift&risur l'IRIS 80).

Toute acquisition d'une seirle de plans de mesure sera suivia d'une sortie pricisant ies
coefficients de distorsion maximaux sans se limiter i la seule sortie de la dernivze acquisition qul
correspond au maximum de l'indice de d6tection rencontr6 pendant V'estal. En effet, les divers coefficients
de distorsion n'itant pas maximum au mL~me Instant, uls ne seront donc pas necessairement tolis au
maximum, lors de la derni~re acquisition.

5.3 -Essais au banc

A partir des sp6cifications g~n~rales expos~es pr'c~demment, un systime complet d'acquIsltion
et de traltement a 6t6 deini, ce systeme est capable de mesures en soufflerie, au banc: et en vol.

L'option choisie est celle d'un enregistrement et d'un traitement enti~rement numiriques, grAce
aux matdriels performants ac'tuelle~ment disponibies sur le march6.

Les grands,, princlees du fonctionnement g'iniral de la chalne, dans le cadre du banc moteur
(f igure 9), sont expows ci-apres
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W~~~Dans lece 'nreglAtrement avec calcul en tempt r4.l, le calculateur pout postitonner des
marqueurs sur une des pIstes pour silectionner Jes maments Int6ressants en~ vue d'un d~pouiilemekit
ultirieur.

-Systime de calcul temps riel et de d~pouillement

C'est le mLrne systime qui est utilsis pour le caicui temps riel et le dipouillement.

11 cumprend un array-processor qui assure la. r66valuation des clipteurs difectu .ux, le filtrage
num~rique des sIgnaux, si nicessaire, et le caicul de coefficients simpies en temps riei. La recherche et
le marquage des instants o6i ces coefficients dipassent un seull sp~cifii est effectu6 par le calculateur.

En temps diffiri, le systime est capable d'effectuer tous ies calculs numiriques sur l'enregis-
trement complet.

Lin certain nombre de pe'riphiriques - traceurs rapIdes, console et clavier, disque.- sont
interface's au calculateur. Une liaison avec le banc d'essais et une structure de donn~es centrale est
6galement privue.

5. Essais en vol

Le dispositif retenu utIlisant ie maine type d'acquisitIon qu'au banc est trop volumineux et lourd

pour 8tre installe dans un avion de combat de la taille du MIRAGE 2000. Aussi pour les mesures de
distorsion sur cet avion, on fait appei dans un premier -temps i un enregistrement analogique FM multiplex6
o6i la synchronisation parfaite requise entre ies diff~rentes plstes est obtenue par une base de temps IRIG

A prti de bsois divluaionduchamp airodynamique A Ilentrie du compresseur des
r~acteurs et de cc qul est r~alisable avec ies moyens dlacquisition et de traitement actuel, on a pr~senti les
specifications et les ditaiis de riallsation d'un ensemble de mesures. Les caract~ristiques airodynamiques
instationnaires a I'entrie du compresseur pourront ainsi 6tre mesur6es avec une fiabllit6 suffisante, tant dans les
essais au banc que dans ies essais en soufflerle et en vol. L'interpritation des risultats devralt permettre des
progris dans l'evaluation de la compatiblltit entrie d'air - r6acteur par Ie choix de crit~res de sensIbIlIt6

Instationnalres et, par cons~quent, permettre une meilleute adaptation du moteur et des cellules aux conditions

plus sivires de fonctionnement propres aux nouveaux avions militaires.
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A SYNTHESIS METHOD FOR ESTIMATING MAXIMUM INSTANTANEOUS INLET DISTORTION
BASED ON MEASURED INLET' STEADY STATE AND RMS PRESSURES

By :Zonold Borg
Aerodyn-3mics Department

Volvo Flygmotor AB
S-461 81, rrollhuttan, Swvsdon

SUMMARY

The requirement for maximum instantaneous iret distortion measurement hot increased the cost and
work involved in test and data reduction iR, snsely. Therefore, for screening purposes, there is a
need for a method to estimate maximu.. inst-,tanoous distortion based on time averaged values such
as steady state and RMS inlet rake prssuvx . using small scale models and relitively sparse
instrumentation. A synthesis method baeod oin steady state and RMS pressure measure..nts has been
developed using a simple mathematical computer model which estimates the maximum value o, an engine
distortion index. The estimated values obtained with the computer model have beon correlated '4+h
actual measured maximum instantaneous disto'tion values from several different tests and the resultbindicate that the method is useful in an inlet-airframe-ongine configuration development program.

The method is not proposed to eliminate time correlated multi channel instantaneous distortion
measurements, it is primarily intended as a tool for screening configurations before final selection
and commitment to more expensive testing. The synthesis method has aiso been complemented with
extr6me value analysis of the computer generated distortion data in order to evaluate the likely
increase in maximum distortion index with increased time of observation.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

b weighting term applied to KRA2

DCO eo = 60; 90; 120; 120 GG (Rolls Royce)

f cut-off frequency
C

GG gas generator

IDC, IDR circumferential and radial index (G.E.)

K9  circumferential distortion index (P & W)

KA2  weighted sum of K9 and KRA 2 (P & W)

Kc2 core flow circumferential index (P & W)
2KR radial distortion index (P & W)

KRA2 radial distortion index (P & W)

AP RMS root mean square total pressure fluctuation at a probe around a steady state value

APRMS average of several probe root mean square values
:ew

PT2 compressor face steady state average pressure

q average steady state dynamic pressure at compressor face
SWc corrected engine weight flow

C1 standard deviation

angle of attack

INTRODUCTION

In the late 1960:s it became apparont that all inlet testing would hove to be carried out with
dynamic probe instrumentation in the future in order to properly account for the effects of inlet
distortion on the engine stability margin. This is shown for instance in ref 1. The result of this
was an immense increase in cost and work involved in screening the data with analogue computers
and then followed by digital data reduction of massive amounts of data. Dynamic testing is here
understood to mean meisurement of maximum instantaneous inlet distortion using multichannel time
correlated time variant pressure data. This has been described in ref 2 for example. The measurement
of maximum instantaneous inlet distortion also increased the required minimum size of the wind tunnel
inlet models to w 1/6 th scale from 1/20 to 1/10 th scale generally used in the early development
phase of a project. This was due to the sheer physical size of the multichannel dynamic probe rake
re~quired for the time correlated data. This in turn eliminated several smaller types of wind tunnels
for inlet work and several facilities also did not have the dynamic data reduction equipment and
computer power required for analogue and/or digital data reduction of the inlet data.

-. • . • .. .• . •, .. ,, ,.'..-.-
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SMALL SCALE DYNAHIC INLET TEST

In 1972 a dynamic inlet distortion test was carried out on a 1/10 th scale inlet model of a combat
aircraft, ref 3. Due to cost restraints the model used was an existin inlet steady state test
model which had been used in a multitude of tests previous],, The ¶mayl scale limited the dynamic
probe airay to 12 in addition to 16 steady state probes arr.nriged as shown in a half face compressor
inlet ccnfiguration in figure 1.

The test conditions were the following:
Angle of attack 0 to 25 deg.
Mach number 0 to 0.8. V1iOTH SCALE INLET MODEL
Inlet-engine mass flow varied from 30 % to 110 % of HALF FACE INSTRUMENTATION
design flow.

Due to cost restraints only 40 % of the inlet test conditions
were digitally reduced and screened for maximum instantaneous
distortion values with a properly scaled engine response
cut-off filter, (1600 Hz), while APRMS and steady state probe
data were measured at all the test conditions. The maximum
instantaneous distortion data points were picked from a
distortion sample of 500 values of the screened index used.
This number was again related to the cost of data reduction.
Data at a few test conditions were evaluated with up to
2000 samples but these did not show significant increases in
maximum distortion values.

Dynamic distortion data were urgently needed for the RM8B
engine computer simulator, but it was clear that the
wind tunnel data could not be used directly without some
special treatment due to the sparse probe instrumentation used
in the test.

Large amounts of steady state distortion data were available 16 0 STEADY STATE PROBES
frcm a multitude of previous tests with close] spaced 12 * HIGH RESPONSE PROBES
instrumentation (up to 72 probes). There was therofore a
great need for a synthesis method that could put together Fig. 1
all the data available and estimate the maximum instantaneous
distortion at all tho flight conditions required for the
installed engine simulator.

COMPUTER MODEL FOR DISTORTION SYNTHESIS

The computer model uses a steady state distortion pattern together with local RMS-pressure
fluctuations and a fixed APD-distribution at a number of probe locations or rake geometry.
The information is combined to an artificial instantaneous distortion pattern using a computer
with a random number generator and a chosen distortion index is evaluated. The process is repeated
a large number of times and the generated pattern producing the maximum distortion index is
retained. The method is a close analogy to the evaluation of maximum instantaneous distortion in a
test. The method was applied to the 1/10 th scale model data.

Analysis of the inlet model test data showed that only 0.1 % of the probe AP:s exeeded 3 3 0 in
amplitude. Also APD:s (Amplitude Power Density) in the Form of histograms showed that the pressure
data were relatively close in form to a normal Gaussian probability pressure distribution as shown
in figure 2.

PSD (Power Spectral Density) analysis of probe pressures showed that the energy was distributed
relatively evenly over all frequencies ith no concentration to any Epecific frequencies, ref 3.
A check on averogo vortex size accordi.,g to a method outlined in ref 4 showed that the average
vortex size in the inlet duct was 5 % of the duct diameter based on the measured PSD:s. It could
therefore be assumed that with the spacing used in the model rake the pressure correlation between
probes would generally be weak.

After trying several different approaches to the computer pressure eneration as described in
detail in ref 5, the method shown in figure 3 yielded the best results when correlated with
measured maximlm instantaneous distortion.

The normally distributed random numbers are actually generated by adding 12 independent random
numbers which ore uniformly distributed over the interval (0;1). Such a random number generator
is often available in a computer system yielding fast results. By adding 12 such numbers we get a
random number which is approximately normally distributed according to the central l.mit theorem
of maihematical statistics. A linear transformation can then be applied to yield a number with
the desired mean value and standard deviation. A

The input to the computer consists of the measured probe steady state and APRMS pressure values
with the APRMS values measured with a suitable cut-off filter. The computer then generates a
random pressure at each probe and calculates a chosen distortion index value for the rake geometry
used. This is repeated until a sufficient number of distortion samples have been generatod and the
maximum value is retained with its corresponding pressure distribution.

'Ai



-ISTOGRAMS Oi MEASUIO PR1SSURL

AMPLITUDES COMPARED TO NORMAL GAUSSIAN
PROBABILITY DISIRIBUTION

COMPUTER MOL)EL FOR RANDOM

DYNAMIC PROBE PRESSURE

PROBE 1 2 3 GENERATION

W I.AAA Wi

00
4 5 i~ii~i 1 123 APRMS

SSTEADY STATE PRESSURE COMPUTER
7 O.4 GENERATED

S0.3 /1' PRESSURE

S-3 .2 .1 0 1 2 3 '*PRMS
'0 1l 12 PROBE

Fig. 2 Fig. 3

COMPARISON OF COMPUTER GENERATED MAXIMUM DISTORTION WITH 1/10 th SCALE
MEASURED INSTANTANEOUS VALUES

The values of maximum Ke circumfeorontial index and KR radial index obtained from the computer
(500 samples) were compared with the maximum instantaneous measured values (500 samples) obtnined
from the 1/10 th scale model inlet test. Results are shown in figures 4, 5 and 6 with Ke in
figures 4 and 5 for two different inlet configurations and KR in figure 6. These results are
typical for the 49 inlet test conditions that were digitally rduced to obtain instantaneous
distortion data, see ref 5. As can be seen the circum erential index is on tha average somewhat
underestimated while the radial index is overestimated.

Ke MAX SYNTH.

K S MA X S YN TH ,./

0.6

/
LI E O0.4

0.6 - 0.3 V
0N LEAST SQUAREI

.02 030.4 0 0.4
T' 0,3 0,3. /o

03.0.1 C V . h0506 . . . .

-•.,'(•/INLET CONFIG. M 0° INLET CONFIG. I
•,.0.2/" 0.2 0

"1 Ke MAX INST. Ke IAX INST.
'•"!Fig. 4 Comparison of max. inst. and Fig. 5 Comparison of max. inst. and

•max. synth. distortion max. synth. distortion

Figure 7 shows the effect of using an average of A•PRHS at all probe stations in the compute~r and

then comparing these values with max instantaneous values. This was a check on how sensitive the
distordion values are to local turbulence values rather then the average intensity of the
turbulence. As can be neon in figure 7 there was no drastic change in correlation when compared to
figure 4. Therefore there seemed t.. be a possibility of using a reduced amount of dynamic probes
if these reflect an overage of the turbulence intensity and then applying these values to a more
closely spaced steady state rake configuration in the computer model.

lt
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0.6 /7"

0.5 'AVERAGE CORRELATION
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0.3

S•// INLET CONFIG, M
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These results were considered sufficiently
encouragilng to go ahead and use the method 0.1
to generate distorr..on vaJues for the RM8B /
computer simulator using steady state
information from inlet models with dense 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0. 0.9 1.0

compressor face rakes and APRMS volUea KR MAX INST.
from the 1/10 th scale dynamic inlet test. Fig. 6 Comparison of max. inst. and
At this stage it could be argued that the mux. synth. distortion
correlation achieved was due to the sparse
rake configuration and that the method
would not be successful with more closely Ke MAX SYNTH.
spaced instrumentation due to increased AVERAGE

correlation between probes. It therefore RMS I0

remained to verify the method witb maximum
intantaneous distortion oata obtained in 0.9
tests with closely spaced rakes (Fs 48 probes)
and these data would have to be obtained 3.3
fro• sources outside VFA. LINE OF PERFECT

0.7 AVERAGE CORRELATION /

0,6

0.5 LEAST SQUARES
0 o / DATA LINE

0.4 /0

0.3 V

R K C //O 0 INLET CONFIG. M

0.t

S0.1 0,.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0. 7 0.$ 0.9 1.0

KI MAX INST.

Fig. 7 Comparison of max.Wonst. and
max. syttha distortion

RAKE CONFIGURATION FOR P&W HARTFORD

TEST OF THE DISTORTION SYNTHESIZING METHOD TEST CASES WITH CLOSELY

ON DATA MEASURED WITH CLOSELY SPACED 3PACED INSTRUMENTATION
: INSTRUMENTATION

"'.•1 With the kind cooperation of P & W and

.•',•Rolls Royce it has been possible at different

with closely spaced rake configurations.

I. Four test coses were obt'.ined through
P & W Hartford. The results of the
application of the synthesis method to
these data is reported in detail in
ref 6. The data of the four test cases
4ere taken from a test described in
ref 7.

Figure 8 shows the rake configuration
used in the test and the table summarizes
relevant details and data about the test 36 STEADY STATE AND
cases used. 36 HIGH RESPONSE PROBES

Fig. 8
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0076TfAT~ DATA CARES

CASE 1 2 3 4

I ~ 0.016 0.022 0.012 0.016 K9 MAX SYNTH.

FT2/q 18.87 13.91 16.29 16.29 /

STEADY STATE (FLU FACE) 0 CASE I /
' CASE 2

K 1 .183 1 0.601 10.5 .0 o CASE 3 -

0 CASE 4 / 7-20%

MAX INST. ,//

K 0. 0664 10.8591 0.987 11.0470 0.5/

MAX SYNTh. //UNFLAGGED 500 SAMPLES

Ke 0.591 0.881 0.843 1.00 FLAGGED 1000 SAMPLES

STEADY STATE (SPLITTER) 0.5 1,0

K 00.235 0.755 10.24 0.2:46 K MAX INST,

MAX INST. (SPLITTER) Fig. 9 Comparison of max. inst. and
max. synth. distortion

0.621 1.021 0.889 0.854

MAX SYNTH. (SPLITTER)

K8  0.738 10.881 10.843 1.10379

The input data to the synthesis computer program were given in the form of steady 3tats pressures
and APRMS pressures at each probe.

A comparison of K is shown in figure 9. The synthesized data were evaluated with 500 and 1000
samples. It has n~t been possible to trace the sample size (f the instantaneous data. Figure 9
shows that there is a significant improvement when going to 1000 samples and that the correlation
is well within t 20 % with a trend towards underestimate of maximum instantnneous values for the
few cases shown. These results are very similar to the results obtained from :he 1/10 th scale
model inlet test and gave an indication that the synthesis method did not deteriorate when data
with closely spaced instrumentation were used.

Figure 10 shows the result of using full face average APRMS at oll probe stations and this
apparently increases the underestimate when compared to figure 9 where local APRMS values were
used. Figure 11 shows KO splitter coreflow cGlculotions and in this case the correlation is more
cantered.

KOMAX SYNTH
AVO, RMS SPLITTER K9 MAX SYNTH.

. CASE 1
+20/ CASE2 2 /

.0 /,/ 1,0 a CASE 3
/ y,1-20Y. 0 CASE 4 / .0S 

7
0.5 0.5

.// UNLAGED/ SMPES/UINFLAGGED 500 SAMPLES
NFLAGGED 1000 SAMP.E5 FLAGGED 1000 SAMPLES

's.100.5 1.0

K9 MAX INST. SPLITTER KO MAX INST.

Fig. 10 Comparison of max. inst. and Fig. I1 Comparison of max. inst. ind
max. synth. distortion max. synth. dictortion
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11. Data of nine test cases were obtained from Rollc Royce repre.6nting moximum instantanecus
test data from 1000 samples (1 second of digitized data) ref 8. Figure 12 indicates the rake
geometry used. The nine test cases are summarized in the table below.

ROLLS ROYCE DISTORTION DATA CASES

CASE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

6
PRMS 0.012 0.010 0.014 U.10I 0.011 0.012 0.015 0.021 0.020

RAKE CONFIGURATION FOR ROLLS ROYCE _.-

TEST CASES WITH CLOSELY 1'T2/q 7.395 7.863 7.800 8.187 7.985 7.895 7.722 9,219 10,726
SPACED INSTRUMENTATION -

STEADY STATE DISTORTION

0
C60 0.331 0.1'4 0.349 0,119 0,188 0.310 0,403 0,421 0,412

DC90  0,297 0.089 0.317 0.103 0,165 0.282 0,371 0,381 0.376

0
C120 0.253 0.080 0.278 ,070 0.143 0,242 0,328 0.339 0,336

/ C120 GO0,2501 0.042 0.268 0.057 0.109 0.2281 0.340 0.291 0.258

PAX INST, DISTORTION

D C6 0  0,464 0,272 0,484 0,250 0,301 0.!29 0, 549 0,629 0.658

0c90 0.404 0.234 0,484 0.219 0,266 0.382 0,502 0,569 0,586SDC,20 0.332 0.190 0.4i7• 0.182 0.221 0.319 0.441 0,614 0.540

DC120 (G 0,367 0.206 0.390 0.172 0.231 0,321 0,463 0 583 0,496

MAX SYNTH. DISTORTION

40 STEADY STATE AND DC60  0.450 0.204 0,487 0,234 0.288 0,442 0.524 0.603 0,574
40 HIGH RESPONSE PROBES 

0
9 .7 ,8 ,7 ,3 ,1Fi .D c9o 0.392 0.177J 0.436 0, 180 0.239 0,370 0,418 0.5J5 0,51-6'

Fig. 12 DC120 0,325 0.163 0.375 0.167 0.205 0,321 0.412 0,468 0.468

DCI20 00 0.393 0,125 0,379 0,131 0,191 0.352 0,461 0,468 0.48

Figures 12 through 16 show the correlation obtained with 500 and 1000 samples with a worthwhile
improvenent when using WuCO samples. The evaluated index values are DC0 with e0 = 60; 90; 120 and
120 gas generator (3 inner rings). The results are extremely encouraging and the general trend
is again towards some underestimate. In reference 8 some additional inlet data are treated byRolls Royce where also the results of the effect of reduced APRMS probe information shows very
encouraging results.

DC60 MAX SYNTH. DC90 MAX SYNTIH.

o20'/./ /
0/ / 00

0 / -20%

0.4"/ /

/ LEAST SQUARES 0.3-

DATA FIT d

AJNFLAGOED 500 SAMPLES,
// FLAGGED 1000 SAMPLES 0.1 UNFLAOO0O 600 SAMPLES

-'FLAGGED 1000 SAMPLES

0. 0.1 0.2 0 3 0. 0.5 0.6

0c_0__A__NT DC60 MAX INST. C M -
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III° Four test caise were obtilined from P & W Florida. The application of the synthesis method to
these dato has been treated in detail in ref 9. The table bnlow summarizes relevant detcils
und data of these test csecs. These data have their origin in tests later reported in ref 10 and11. The sample size uced to pick the maximum instantaneous values is pr*esently not known to
the autl'or but it is probably grenter than 1000. As can be seen from the table case~s 1 and 2are very high APRMS cases while cases 2 and 3 are mnre normal inlet operating conditions.
Thu rake configurations used are shown in figure 17.
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,Figure 18 shows the results Of kA2 correlation and also includes oa cporison of the distortion
components that constitute the value of KA2 namely the circumfereniaol inox Ke and the radial
index KRA 2 . The data were screened for max value of KA2 and the synthesized data is based on
1000 samples. Figure 18 shows that cases 1; 3 and 4 ars well predicted in KA2 while case 2 is 20%
underestimated. Looking at the component values one can expect that getting a good estimate of the
individual terms is rather remote when screening on the sum and the plot shows that case 1 and 2
radial te rms KR.A2 are off in either direction. Extreme value analysis of a 1000 sample synthesized
values shows that the case 2 point has a likely increase to values indicated by the flagged triangle
in figure 18, if the sample size is increased to very large values.

Figure 19 shows the results of correlation of KC2 screened on KA2 and these results are extremely
satisfying. If the synthesized data are screened for maximum KN2 instead much higher values of
KC2 are obtained as indicated in the table of the test cases The test cases were also compared
using the DC60 index and the results are shown in figure 20. Although the P & W data were screened
on KA2 the results are not very different with the synthesized points screened on Dc60. Case 2 was
also run with 2000 samples and showed a definite improvemelit. Figure 21 shows the effect of using
the rake ring 3 APRMS values (8 probes) radially constant and it shows virtually no effect on
calculated values in figure 20. A midspan ring APRMS information only, apparently yields very good
results as shown also in ref 8 on inlet data not included in this paper.
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FIT EXTREME VALUE ANALYSIS

Ref 12 describes a method of extreme value analysis of inlet data whereby it is possible to predict
the likely increase in an inlet distortion index with time (or sample sixe) by using a relatively
limited sample size or time period of data. Actually 1000 samples is the minimum recommended with
20 extremes and 50 independent samples for each extreme. Extreme value analysis has been incorporated
in the synthesis program and is applied to the generated distortion values. Test of the prediction
when comparing synthesized and measured values is limited due to lack of instantaneous measured
complete data samples. A comparison has been mode between measured and synthesized data for data
point 29/3 from the 1/10 th scale test, and the results are shown in figure 22. The index K is
plotted versus a log time scale and includes synthesized values and measured data values for sample
sizes of 500; 1000 and 1500. With sample size 500 the faired curves (3-rd asymptote) show different
trends.

This is also the case with 1000 samples where the tost data include 3 higher distortion value& at
the end of the sample while the synthesized values .atill include only one high value and this xesults
in different extrapolated trends with time.

With 1500 so•ples the synthesized data have picked up an additionaJ high value point while the test
data have not picked up any higher value from the increased sample size.

This now results in quite similar trends of expected distortion values with time or increased
sample size. One can then conclude that for this particular data point extrapolation to larger
sample sizes requires at least 1500 samples of teot data. The 1/10 th scale data which was run
with 500 samples for each data poi,,t therefore probably does not lend it itself to extreme value
analysis with the purpose of extracting a probable increase in distortion value witn increased
sample size. Work is needed here to define the minimum sample size needed with test data and
synthesized data in order to be able to e.xtrapolate a distortion index to larger sample sizes or
time periods with reasonable accuracy and stil.l keep the cost down.

If extreme value analysis had been employed in ref 3 (not available at that time) to analyze the
minimum sampla size required for extrapolation rather than checking the increase in singul or
maximum values with sample size which led to the value 500 samples it would probably have been
found that this value was too small. This does not affect the synthesis work as we were thor
comparing equal sample sizes of test data and synthesized data.
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Figure 23 shows a cf..parison q,' 3-rd nsymptote value: at the end of 500 samples (no extrapolation)
for 13 data points from the 1/10 th scale inlet tost using synthesized distortion and actual
measured distortion -clues. Tho correlation improves somewhat and there is less underestimate of
the synthesized vales when comparing the 3-rd asymptote plot with the plot of singular maximum
values. The maximum dynramic distortion value from an inlet should probably be defined as a 3-rd
asymptote value with d bond based on r certain minimum sample size that yields reasonable
extrapolation possibilities.

In this way one obtains a weighted volue rather than a value onsed on a singular maximum
instantaneous value.
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Fig. 23 A Comparison of 3-rd asymptote Fig. 23 B Comparison of max. inst. and
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AVERAGE APRMS FROM REDUCED NO OF PROBES

Midspan ring average APRMS values have been compared to the average of all instrumentation for
tue tests evwluated in this paper. This is based on the good corre ation of results obtained when
using only midspon data. Figure 24 summarizes these comparisons and it indicates that a rather
good estimate of average turbulence is achieved when using only 20 to 30 % of full instrumentation.

If a rotating rake is used in a small scale model test the required number of installed dynamic
probes is further reduced.
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TEST AND DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURE

Wind tunnel inlet test model. Small scale x 5 % to 10 %.
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CONCLUDDC•, REMARKS

A method has been presented t.at estimates maximum instantaneous distortion and it has been
applied to small scale inlet mLdel testing, (10 % to 5 % models).

The main reason for this work has been the high cost of measuring time correlated instantaneous
distortion and the work load and cot involved in analyzing such data. Also the large size inlet
models required due to the sheer phyical size of the dynamic rake instrumentation are not
compatible with the transonic/supevsotc wind tunnels presently available in Sweden.

The method does not require very costly cqta reduction equipment oi instrumentation and is only
slightly more costly than a regular steady state inlet test. The method is not proposed as a
substitute for maximum instantaneous inlet distortion testing but rather as a complement in the
early development phase of on inlet-engine-oi:craft program when screening a multitude of
configurations.

The method has show- that it is possible to estimoae values of maximum instantaneous distortion
using a sample size of a 1000 to well within t 20 %. Extreme value analysis can be used to
further define the likely increase in index value with greater sample sizes.

The method should be used with caution when, studying very low inlet mass flow points where it has
been shown to unaerostimate in the subsonic Mach range, raf 8 and also not be used on buzz
conditions in the supersonic range. This is due to the assumption of no correlation between probes
in the computer model.
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Summary

Two methods of measuring inlet drag in transonic flow are described. In the
first method, a flow-through nacelle is tested in a transonic wind tunnel. Capture
ratio is varied by installing individual annular blockers in the nacelle. Corrections
for the drag force exerted by the captured streamtube are determined from blow-through
tests in a static test stand. In the second method, drag is determined directly in a
single test using a special rig which has a variable-loss throttle. The thrust exiting
the control surface is determined by a choked ASME nozzle. A comparison is made of
the advantages and disadvantages of the two methods.

Resum4

Deux mdthodes pour mesurer la train6e des prises d'air en regime transonique sont
Sprsenteds. Pour la premiere, nous employons une nacelle A flux direct (flow-through),
installde dans une soufflerie transonique. Le taux de capture est chang6 par l'instal-
lation de bloqueurs annulaires individuels A la prise d'air. Une installation statique

flux souffle4 (blow-through) permet le calcul des corrections pour tenir compte de la
force de trainde producte par la capture des filets de courant. Pour la seconde
mdthode, nous mesurons directement la trainee par un essai singulaire dans une
installation spdciale employment un volet A perte variable. La poussde a la surface de
controle aval est obtenue par une tuyere ASME sonique. Une comparaison des advantages
et ddsadvantages des deux mdthodes est present~e.

I. Introduction

Practical considerations, such as the desire to work with larger size models and
reduction of complexity and cost, often lead to the conclusion that an isolated inlet
test is a logical first step in an inlet development program. For instance, the
transonic spillage drag of nearly sharp-edged swept inlets is probably more sensitive
to inlet lip radius than it is to flow interference between the inlet and the aircraft.
Inlets for wing-mounted turbofan engines are usually far enough ahead of the wing that
the only important aircraft flowfield effect is an upwash of a few degrees. This is
generally compensated by drooping the front portion of the inlet so that the highlight
is perpendicular to the local flow diiection. Development testing for cruise per-
formance can either be conducted at an angle of attack equal to the upwash angle or by
testing a similar inlet without droop at 00 angle of attack.

Aerodynamic bookkeeping systems for aircraft performance define inlet drag as the
axial force component on that portion of the inlet which is in contact with external
flow. It is not practical to try and measure this force directly by using a model
which is split at the stagnation line since this dividing line between internal and
external flow surfaces changes with inlet capture ratio. It thus becomes necessary to
"devise a means of determining the forces on the structure in contact with the internal
flow to apply corrections to the measured axial force on the model. In the first
method to be described, this force is determined by blowing air through the inlet
model (Ref. 1).

II. Determining Spillage Drag from Flow-Through and Blow-Through Tests
So-a Nacelle Model

Tests were first conducted using an isolated flow-through nacelle. The nacelle
consisted of an inlet forebody which was an undrooped model of a high bypass turbofan
inlet, the fan exhaust cowl and a pylon. The model was connected to a three component
(drag, lift and pitching moment) balance by a strut which was covered by a grounded
windscreen. Grit strips were placed aft of the highlight on both the inner and outer
surfaces. Wedges were placed between the pylorn and the balance strut to provide vari-
ations in angle of attack. The model is shown ins+-alled in the FluiDyne 5.5 ft. (1.68m)
transonic wind tunnel in Figures 1 and 2. Four an(.ular blockers were a',ailable toprovidw variation in capture ratio. The outboard surface of the blockers was designed

to simulate the shape of inboard surface of the fan nozzle and the core cowl. The
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inboard surface of the blockers was a circular cylinder. Total and wall static pressure
were measured at an internal reference station which contained three total pressure
rakes at 00, 900, and 1800.

Separate model assemblies were made with each of the four blockers and tested
over a range of Mach numbers up to 0.85. The axial balance force was equal to the sum
of the external drag of the nacelle and pylon and the internal drag caused by the
forces exerted con the model by the captured airflow.

The magnitude of the internal drag was determined in a separate test in which air
was blown through the model (blow-through tests). The inlet forebody was removed and
replaced by an axisymmetric duct which had the internal shape of the inlet forebody
almost to the highlight and a smooth contraction forward of this point (Figs. 3 and
4). In such an arrangement, the inlet geometry in the region of the stagnation line
is purposely not simulated. In the flow-through nacelle, an internal boundary layer
is initiated in thiji region in a highly favorable pressure gradient so that it grows
relatively slowly. if this shape and the shape of the captured streantube were simu-
lated in the blow-through model, the boundary layer on the duct ahead of the stagnation
line would separate because of the adverse pressure gradient caused by the abrupt
change in wall slope. This would result in a boundary layer thickness further aft
which is greater than desired. Since it is desired to have a boundary layer thickness
at the beginning of the adverse pressure gradient which is as similar as possible to
that occurring in the flow-through nacelle, a contraction was used.

This blow-through nacelle was mounted on a nozzle static test stand with a per-
forated plate (which was operated choked) and screens to create uniform flow upstream

*1 of the contraction. A rake ahead of the contraction verified that flow nonuniformity
was so small (+ 0.4%) that the resulting Mach number variations inside the nacelle
would generally be less than 0.5%.

Flow was introduced to the model through a choked long radius ASME nozzle which
was isolated from the measured structure by a sealed gap of a few thousandths of an
inch. The effective area of the seal was calibrated by applying static pressure in
the anticipated operating range and dividing by the axial balance force. Before the
model was installed, a 4.5 inch choked ASME nozzle was installed in place of the model
to check for system bias in thrust and mass flow (Figure 5). Biases of + 0.10% of
gross thrust and mass flow are typically achieved for systems of this size. The model
and contraction were then installed on the test stand and the mass flow, which was
being metered by the upstream 2.5 inch ASME nozzle, was varied over a range which
covered the range of reference station Mach number (or corrected weight flow
w/'-) observed in the wind tunnel test.

Th nenldrag was calculated as the difference between the measured exhaust

thutand the ideal exhaust thrust. Ideal exhaust thrust was calculated by multiply-

igteknown mass flow by the velocity resulting from isentropic expansion from the
prsueat the rake ahead of the contraction to ambient pressure. A small correction

tointernal drag was made which was equal to the drag on this rake plus the drag on
tecontraction. This correction was less than 10% of the internal drag. The blow-

truhtests were conducted at an ambient static pressure equal to the wind tunnelttlpresnure (one atmosphere). The Reynolds number was thus higher in the blow-truhtests. This was corrected for by using the Prandtl skin friction coefficient

C. = 0.455 (log10 Re) -2.*58

Itwas noted that the ratio PT/P at which the corrected weight flow at the
coresondngtotal pressure to static pressure ratio in the wind tunnel. (This is
attibued o areduction in discharge coefficient caused by the external flow of the
win tunel aswill be discussed later.) When the corrected mass flow in the blow-
throgh mdelcorrectly corresponds to that in the flow-through tests, it is to be
expetedthattheskin friction and diffusion loss are being properly modeled in the

blowthrughtests. This was confirmed when the wind tunnel data were corrected by
theineraldrag coefficients obtained from the blow-through tests. At design capture

ratio and Mach number, the nacelle external drag was quite close to a calculated skin
friction drag. As the capture ratio was reduced, acceleration of the spilled flow
around the inlet outer lip resulted in locally supersonic flow, shock waves, and
separation. This spillage drag was calculated as the difference between nacclle
external drag at reduced internal flow and the nacelle drag at design flow rate and
Mach number. It wa.j found, as expected, that the spillage drag coefficient for a
given capture ratio increased as the Mach number increased. The spillage drag coeffi-
cients could, for instance, be used to correct the drag coefficient of a force and

L moment iircraft model operated at design capture ratio.

The flow-through model was then tested over a range of angle of attacks of + 20
to - 40 to determine lift forces. Since the blow-through model tests were not con-
ducted at angle of attack, it is not certain how valid the internal drag coefficients
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obtained from those tests are when applied as corrections to the flow-through data at
angle of attack. However, the total and static pressure data at the internal reference
rtation indicat..ed that the internal mass flow rate was not significantly altered over
this range of angle of attack. From this it can be hypothesized that the internal
drag coefficients would not be changed very much over this range of angle of attack.

It is speculated that the exhaust suppression by the external flow could be
reduced (and perhaps eliminated) in future tests by designing the annular blocker to
have a cylindrical trailing edge (Fig. 6). Other blown nacelle model tests of high
bypass turbofan exhaust system conducted in the same wind tunnel show that, at low
pressure ratios, conical core nozzles are much more strongly suppressed by the effects
of free stream flow than are fan nozzles. The use of such a blocker shape would not
compromise the test technique and would result in improved simulation of the internal
flow in the blow-through tests. It is further speculated that if such a concept were
adopted for test programs using turbine powered simulators (TPS), static calibrations
of the TPS would be mote accurately applicable to tests conducted with the TPS mounted
on a wing or fuselage model. The primary purpose of such a test is to determine the
aerodynamic interactions between the TPS and the wing or fuselage. This aerodynamic
interaction should not be materially affected by adding a short cylindrical extension
to the core cowl of the TPS.

III. Direct Measurement of Inlet Drag Using a Variable Loss Throttle

Another method which we have used to measure inlet drag is conceptually described
in Reference 2. This technique, shown schematically in Figure 7, requires only one
type of test to determine the external drag of the inlet.

The forces on the structure shown crosshatched in Figure 7 are grounded through a
one-component (axial) force balance. A model of 0,' inlot is mounted on a diffusing
duct at the and of which is a variable-loss throttle. The throttle consists of two
perforated plates having identical hole patterns. The variable porosity resulting
from translating one plate with respect to the other results in precisely controllable
variation of inlet captured flow.

The perforated plates are operated above choking pressure ratio. There are more
than 600 holes in each plate so that the flow leaving the throttle rapidly becomes
uniform, and this process is assisted by three screens (Fig. 8). This uniform flow i
then accelerated through a choked long-radius ASME nozzle before discharging from the
structure which was supported by the force balance.

The control surface for calculating inlet drag passes througn the exit plane of
the ASME nozzle. The momentum flux passing through this part of the control surface
can be calculated with an accuracy close to 0.1% since the thrust coefficient of an
ASME nozzle is known to a very high accuracy. This procedure, involving the use of
nearly one-dimensional flow properties, may be contrasted to the accuracy problems
encountered in more conventional approaches where the momentum flux leaving the control
boundaries must be integrated from measured total and static pressure distributions in
the distorted flow at the end of the inlet diffuser.

As shown in the appendix of Reference 2, the grounding force, H, accounts directly
for all of the forces exerted by the captured flow. The inlet drag can be calculated
directly as:

DI =m(V - V.) + A (p A (P - p) + As ( c
n n n s A 4 (Pc~P (p -p-

In this equation, A is the effective seal area determined from the same type of
calibration tests dascribed in the preceding section. Captured mass flow, n , is
caluulated using the choked ASME nozzle, of which the discharge coefficient Ts known
to a high accuracy.

'he level of bias for this test rig were determined by testing a circular sharp
edge inlet in the FluiDyne 5.5 ft. (1.68 m) transonic wind tunnel (Fig. 9). The inlet
had a diameter of 5 inches and the external split line was five inches aft of the
leading edge. The results are shown in Figure 10, where the inlet drag coefficient
(drag divided by freestreamn dynamic pressure and external inlet area) is compared to
the analytical prediction of Crosthwait (Ref. 3). (An external skin friction correction
of 0.012 was applied.) The agreement is very good, and these data, taken as a whole,

* indicate a rig bias of 0.0014. As expected, the measured drag was essentially zero at
unity capture ratio.

SThis procedure is somewhat analogous to checking out the static test stand (usedin the blow-through tests described in the preceding section) with a choked ASME

nozzle. In each case we can predict the force balance reading in advance of the test.
If sufficiently close agreement is not obtained, the instrumentation may be recalibrated.
Often the data taken in the checkout tests reveals another problem to be corrected.
It may be misalignments or grounding between metric and non-metric components near a
split line, or errors in the seal calibration.
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Thwis r'ig'h~as been used to test a swept inlet with a slightly rounded leading edge
(Ref. 4). Tests were conducted both in the FluiDyne transonic wind tunnel (Fig. 11)
and in the NASA Ames Research Center 6 ft. supersonic wind tunnel. Four different
compression ramp settings were tested at capture ratios between 0.4 and the maximum
achievable when the inlet throat was choked. Drag coefficients for one of the throat
settings are shown in Figure 12 and follow trends that are to be expected. There were
121 static pressure taps on the internal and external surfaces of the inlet. Engine
f ace flow distortion was measured with a rake containing 100 total pressure probes.
Configuration details and data at three other ramp settings can be found in Reference
4.

Fig. 13 shows how a model of an inlet for a high bypass turbofan would be installed
on this rig. The split line is located at the fan cowl trailing edge. The windscreen
can be designed to simulate the exhaust plume shape.

IV. Comparison of the Two Methods

The second method has the advantage, in terms of cost, of requiring only a single
test to measure inlet drag. It is also more accurate because there is an addition of
errors accompanying the first method since two tests are required. A further advantage
of the second method is that bias can be independently assessed directly. Finally,
the capture ratio can be accurately set at any desired value in the second method by
the variable loss throttle. In the first method, only discrete values of capture
ratio are available.

One disadvantage of the second method is that the model size must be smaller than
was used in the first. method begause of jig flow limitations. The maximum captured
streamtube is limited to 23 in. (148 cm ) at Mach 0.8. Another disadvantage is that
this rig caz~not measure vertical forces. Also, there is a splitline between the aft
aft end of the inlet and the windscreen in the second method which is more difficult
to keep aligned than the splitline of the windscreen in the wind tunnel test of the
first method.

V. Effects of Rig Bias and Scatter on Cruise Performance Prediction

Rig bias (systematic error) and scatter (nonrepeatability) in inlet drag or
nozzle thrust coefficient both :ontribute to errors in performance prediction. A bias
error propogates unchanged. The effects of scatter error can be reduced by repeating
the tests, and the reduction will be proportional to 1//PiF where n is the number of
tests. An examination of these effects can be perforzined by statistical analysis using
large sample theory and adjusting the required number of repeat tests upward by two to
roughly account for the fact that in reality we normally can collect only a small
sample of data. (An accurate analysis would use Student's t distribution.)

Inlet drag coefficient is the ratio of inlet drag, D ,to the multiple of free
stream dynamic pressure, q., and the maximum cross sectio~a~l area of the inlet, Amax

C D D

After making the assumption that, at cruise, FG . 3 F~ and Amx- 2AC where FG and FN

are cruise gross thrust and cruise net thrust, it is easy to show that DI 2C D FN.

We can ncixt calculate what error in C0  (AC0 ) corresponds to an error of 0.005'1FN

~ IThis is equal to 0.005 of total aircrait drai so that 0.005 F is ~equal tol1l/2 draq
counts.

0.005 E, 2AC0  FN therefore, AC0  0.0025.
N DI I'

AC0  will be a function of bias error, B, standard error of estimate, s, and the

number of tests, n. At the 90% confidence level, we can write

AC 0.0025=B + 1.65 a

The data from the pitot inlet (Fig. 10) had B = 0.0014 and s = 0.0012. Solving this

scatter error to the point that the error in measured CD will cause less than 1 1/2

couns erorin redctig ttalaircraft drag. The sta~dard error of estimate for the
inlet drag coefficient in the first test method over the test range 0.70<4 M < 0.85
was slightly lower, s -0.0011, but we have no way to know bias and thus cannot con-
duct such an analysis.

Another commonly used method of measuring inlet drag is to make a momentum defect
survey at the trailing edge of a model of the inlet (Ref. 5). It would be useful tok
have available some data on the repeatability of suich tests. one author (Ref. 6) has



•e '" od•iid"' Tt hi method does not satisfactorily provide an absolute datum drag
level. This method would be less attractive when nonaxisymmetric flows, such as would
be caused by a pylon, are to be measured. A discussion of the nonrepeatability
encountered in a different test technique, the 'earthed' throttle technique, is in-
cluded in Ref. 7.

It is an interesting fact that this accuracy of drag prediction is almost identi-
cal to the accuracy with which we can predict engine thrust from model tests of high
bypass engine exhaust nozzle models. Bias is determined by testing an ASME nozzle.
For static tests (no external flow) at cruise conditions and with models large enough
to have Zlow rates of about 30 lbs (14 kg) per second, we typically achieve a bias of
0.0010 and a standard error of estimate of 0.0007 for the gross thrust coefficient,
although these levels are sometimes exceeded. Thus,

0.005 FN - 0.001 6 6 7 FG f AC TFG and

0.001 6 6 7 ACT -C B + 1.65 s

results in n - 3 and we would estimate five tests as being required to achieve this
accuracy.

For transonic isolated blown nacelle tests and static calibration of turbine
powered simulators, the necessity to measure a slightly variable ambient pressure adds
some nonrepeatability and we typically find D = 0.0010 and s - 0.0010. This results
in n - 6 and we would recommend 8 tests to achieve this accuracy. It seems pertinent
to point out that if a reasonable number of repeat tests are made, bias errors will
contribute more inaccuracy to performance prediction than nonrepeatability. For this
reason, we have always attempted to use some means of measuring rig bias for both
inlet and exhaust nozzle model tests. Reduction of nonrepeatability errors is also
important in order to economize on the number of repeat tests required to achieve a
given accuracy. We have a goal of reducing these bi.,i and nonrepeatability errors by
1/3.
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perat~ive program was established between the Canadian Fo' el, uid the National Researoh

Oil of' Canada to invustigate conipressoi' stall problems witti C?-.) Aiircraft, powered by
twu J35.-CAN-15 engines.

Analytic ;and toot oull inveatlgntitiusi identified one major cause for compressor stalls as
ihplpk'orer opernt4 .olt f the ongines 4 cont~rol system under low timparature conditioniq. Sub-
netluent: "light s, ujr demonstrated thin control eystem malfunction to be the result of
enginle .' "Iall~tiuM effect which produced an erroneous compressor inlet temperature signal
to I'lle imuii fuel tio itro uAt The i'light testing determ;'ned the degre~e of signal error for
nov*'a..i f'ight. nunditionta, nuch an level flight, high angles of attack, aircraft s.talls, and
iftQ.1Iol1t4 dv ii vevy pr'ofi len .

Tomperuturie errors. Weise gruato' tit higph angles ofr nttack wherle nevere oampressor lnlvt; diu-
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In ,s-eýr~v-ie , t-he C-a~n7aidia-n v~ers'1o'n o~f the F'-5 a I rera ft-, t'he C-F -5, shown in Figure 1, had
proven to be vfery s~isceptible to compressor stalls during low inlet total temperature
conditions and air comnbat manoeuvering. The Canadian For'ces, in an effort to define and
rectify the problem, Initiated a co-operative program with the National Researcn Council
of Canada (NRCC). The program consisted of analytic and ground level test cell investi-
gatiozis, culminating in instrumentpd flight tests at the Canadian Forces Aerospace
Engineering Test Est-ablishment (AETE), CFB Cold Lake, Alberta.

'Phis paper outlina3 an engineering investigative program to correct a situation inl which
all the classical or standard Installation effects In terms of prensure recovery, inlet
distortion, spillage, etc., had been determined during the aircraft development, yet upon
entering service, a major stall inducing factor -ittributabl~u to the engine installation
was still present. This factor was the improper input to the engine control system of
compressor inlet temperature (CITr or, T2) , a critical engine control parameter. This paper

Illustrates an example of' a subtle, installation error, which can go undetected, or un-
appreciated, but yet can have serious consequences on operational capability.
2. AIRCRAP'T AND L'NOINE. WITH CONTROL SYSTEM

2.1 CI"-5 Aircr'aft

The CV-5 is a twin-engdlned fighter aircraft with the engines located in side by
side bays buried in the aft fuselage. The aircoraft ia a modified version of the
Northrop F-5 A/B aircraft, produced under licence by Canadair. The air induction
system consists of' two side mounted intaKes plus pilot selectable auxiliary inlet
doors !., improve pressure recovery and engine inlet conditions at high power set-
titigs durilng take off and low speed flights (see- F~igure 2).

2.2 J85-CAN-15 Iinglji!

T1he G'10-5 In powered by two .J84j-CAN-l5 General Electric afterhuArnirig turbojets.
The .181i-CAN-J1 ( Cigurv 3) Inl t ilnelc itpoul aI'Lerbur~ning l-,,,boj et engine consist-
Intg on 1.11n eight n tapeo oompveninot', ananultu, combustor , a '. wo stage t urb itl and a
fu l~y modulated L-XhllAunt nnozl,'~e i3tinides che variable exhausat nozzle , the engine
cruntal ill two otit, e ~ 9 10liet of' vaviable gooeua'ry, namiely varilable inlet guide
vanen C il 'nII) Iti'! jitoter0-nige bL tel valIvon , 'heoe last two itetms ore muc hanica) -

I y I it ilId and VItilIy as a V'unctLi oi of' ~Oolipi'el lot' vtotr' opee'd alid collpr-essor' inlet
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3.1 General Compressor Man

The prime factors leading to compressor stalls in axial compressors have been
identtfied for some time and are illustrated in Figure 5, which represents a com-
pressor map for a simple,.single shaft gas turbine with a fixed area exhaust nozzle.
A compressor map Is a plot of compressor pressure ratio as a function of corrected
compressor m~ass flow, WA1~6, for lines of constant corrected rotor speed, N/VT.
Compressor operating or working lines, steady state and transient, lie somnewhere
below the surge line. A hypothetical acceleration line from a low power setting
(A) to a higher setting (B) has been Eketched inL.

In simple terms, a compressor will stall if the stall margin, represented as the
relative distance between a point on an operating line and the surge line, is re-
duced such that the compressor operating line inter's'cts the surge line. This can
be the result of a lowered surge line, a raised operating line, or a combination
of the twc. Some of the factors affecting the positions of these lines are included
In Figure 5 and are summarized below:

Factors Lowering Compressor Factors Raising Single Spool
Surge Line Compressor Operating Line

Reduced Reynolds numbers Engine accelerations

Inlet flow distortion Reduced exhaust nozzle area

Compressor, deterioration bit' Increased exhaust
wear, deposits, corrosion, gas temper-eture
or, foxeirn object damage Engine tolerances
Increased tip clearances Fuel control tolerances
iManufacturing, tolerancen

Ill addition to the above Vactors, at high ox' low corrected speeds, two areas exist
where stalls can occur. They are usually avoided by proper ' unctioning cr tile
engine's contr'ol %,stem. At low corvooted spends, a stall problem essentially
results from di f'rerent flow requir'emenits at the front and back of thle compressor'.
The front compresnor stages require a higher, maus flow than tho rear' atagen ir'v
utipable of' handlinp and the t'ront fitapon conseqruently strril . This type of* ntital
has been overcome by eip~inst devigns11 incorlporating multiple s1pools and/orl variaiblo
TOI(iVi, stators, or, blood valves * At tho other' extreme, a hillh corrected eipoed

A;the is' poinct, ts copof'1)th unlu I' pot fagnlivbo eked and 1,[Istu very im ortur, thtait.
the Othmersature inpu ntol sthallu 2 nol cost Cond e rition th)ieseloullpl'otloof, 1i gs o t(1,ua
aomprerrsl o'lorat tota OtPllIit' i~tal'Q indilong (f'ftst ill fi to nle 'riporturt tl, or igil
ir'urclietior if' isib Unttitpi-eio dtrsltvr'ioruttol 1.1 ght Mash nlubr' th il ir.IrI sordiI I~~~pfo limi t IL (hav air Iwlwor'tn I m uiaIliai(I li (J0IIoltU55V beyo rll which thor or'e llo 41thl , cailip
bpetwooro U(i'rlil O~lle 1'05n10Z' withrIli Pu ts's as show UN icieo I~ilduro tiarid ai 'si rusin
No'l io*h ethV)op 1 lb ietw riCtri phonotiv'Igri nvi . Reynold t oourbs'ofltod ItiLo roiperi NIAy
Ilhoy pro Nouso tici ofe' b lt;. tudos *o almrlu adi CIT Itot oIn thl(iIIO l)o') j)'ortililt0lI~t,
asV aoir'arati ft ingle to athe Is .1 trar't'ase. ob' ti rs Ilopool htbOittOitil ~of'O U500'dlo atual
nWithu~ul respe t tota han filsh y 'w, 13llit dlifo VtrI'll Is 1 totil I'roqelipetaule isoi irtc'Iw
Vurooktiur' of, a gilrit; Li'nsti I ollS l'Ci l til o troij woalighti 11 rI tigll p . Al o 111g,111,~ oisper'-
tiposed(ul han algue 11pl' 1t~nosfilli o il conhipairt ol 1011,11 -4b( or hiianlrn fr 10

flight aIlrdtil,)55 , / I Li o fl oltIlPipti, o 0.i r'up'ussts a i flm tllosi v jue of iI' fil oll r'11

lif al o l5t (Iorigl'~ o r (-IttlI 1) I 1ontrite alo or'il 1 -1lt o ololIlvt lo o-ilt

with .Jflh-CAN-to barlk andl tyaw.~il 11l'ovt;doslol'ttio' lfil lilo l'05Iigauinity batinowuailrid W11I11
fl)IIokt;d oio~r g pee ga rwnitronii5 mAstiust fvi ie the p 'ngrii (1051 Altionto boht; vsrl 5111
iniV 'oaiod blo Vuod 6 vlvestoi 1rivctl lowf' ee aouiu trd"I' .,?6uo avoid hitgh 51)05(an Ptri Is
troiny tlriond t ntri . Aiiitg w 1i r 11 L o w oool lIu unrd I-lo ll thei a u~ 111 IOI. d los Igir of (I'l Poll
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3. 3 In-S ervic e Stall1 Expe rienc e

In analyzing an in-service stall problem, the impo~tant point to nota is that
while all the factors mentioned previously are ousmu -.ive in reducing the stall
margin, not all will necessarily be present simultanjously in producing a stall.
Thus, in order to properly investigate a stall problem, the individual factors -
responsible for a particular type of' stall must be isolated. At firnt glance, it
appeared that there was no pattern to the in-service compressor stalia. However,
as a result of' pilot feedback providing such information as airspeed, altitude,
attitude, throttle position, etc., just prior to stall, a base of three years of
data was built up and a pattern began to emerge with Jome common denominators
appearing. Figure 9 illustrates that compressor stalls generally fell into
four regions of' the aircraft level flight envelope. Each region has identi-
fiable potential compressor stall cause factors:

Region A, Low speed flight at medium altitudes;stalls typically followed throttle
transients. 'These fligh,. conditions are experienced in certain training profiles
and air ccinhat nanoeuver-ing (ACM). This region accounted for 52% 0of all reported
compressor stalls at.d of' these, 71% occurred with a CIT below -26 C. The stall
inducing factors were a SUspected lack of T2 cutback, coupled with inlet distor-
tion associated with thu higher angles of attack and aircraft yaw frequently en-

c our.teFred durithg ACM.
Regio~n B. StallB a, higher altitudes, often occurring during throttle transients,
ao~ointed for 17% cf all stalls, of these, 41l% occurred with CIT below -260C.
The munpected stall cause factors were lack of T2 cutback, decreased stall margin
due to Reyrnoldo numnber eff'icts, and pos~lble degraded compressor condition.

Rqiion C. 11.gh speox1, low 11titude Otall.s accounted for 1.r% of all stalls. Undcr

these condirionG, CIT is high. hent".6 correot-ea engine speed ia low. If the cocr-
rected:.'peed fall.s sufficiently, actuati<cn or engine variable geometry will help
to pi-eieove stall ma.N~i. Stlttls exia-.,ianced in th~.s region were attributed to
liriproper' variable geiometvy operation, ot' vigging, and inlet tawnperatu:'e and pressure
Wiiuoztion associatcdl with weaipolih 6civery' prorij-, and gun or rocket gas inges-
t tlcn.

iýgOf4ojiD. Sev~irr pcr'oint; of' all. utalls o~curetid unO-tr t,,rcunci level static conditiona
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4.1 Instrumentation and Data Aequisi on

The parameters measured,and location of temperature probes,are given in Figure 10.
B~asically, the instrumentation provided information on aircraft flight parameters,
port and starboard engine parameters, and several temperatures such as external
total air temperatures, compressor inlet temperatures and thcse internal to the T2
sensing systems. The signals from the transducers were f iltered, amplified, and
recorded on a digital tape unit installod in the rear seat compartment of' the CF-SD)
(dual) test aircraft. The raw data were converted into engineering units on a
ground based computer system at AETE and forwarded to NRCC for, analysis.

4.2 Test Flighnt Profiles

The flight test program was devised to con".entrate data collection on those flight
envelope areas with a high stall frequency. The test program Initiated with
flights to examine T2 sensing system performance under steady state conditions,
then progressed to dynamic system testing during aircraft transients where CIT
would be changing, and terminated In complete transient testing, such as In weapons
delivery profiles where both CIT and engine parameters vary.

Steady State 'resting. To obtain stable (i.e. steady state) da~ta, flights of'
constant alL itude with varying airspeed were made. After arriving at a suitable
altitude, the test engine was set at MILITARY power. The airspeed was progress-
ively lowered in steps, thus decreasing CIT, by varying the power setting of the
other, non test, engine. The aircraft remained at each test point until CIT was
considered stable (typically 2-3 minutes), and then data were recorded for
approximately 5 seconds. The airspeed was progressively reduced until the aircraft
reached its lower, level flight speed limit. At that time, th'l sequence was re-
peated with the other enigine as the test engine. This series of tests was done at
altitudes varying between 25,000 and 35,000 ft and airspeeds between 150 KIAS and
M3 .05, resulting in CIT's between OOC and -J47 0C.

Dynamic Testing. Dynamic '1'2 system response was obtained by continuously record-
ing data under' the following conditions:

a. thight arraft tietudet otsetals uing whblh flgth poincrsf
a. tihrotlvetransatietatud esstal uiay stable fliht pointsaf

with fixed power, aettingt. was allowed to climb at a 600
now' high attitude,rivontually venulting inl an aircraft

C . levol t'light aircraft rttalla , in whiich the aircraft was
ma in .1taitted at a relat i vly colnotalit al~titiude. Tlhe
aii'riift stallI was induced by docrorasing power oett irng
of' tho :ion-twtt engi ne thus reoducing atvrnpnotd and CI'[' anO,

dU. typical low 1evel wet]ponlt: deli very pt'o I'll o whoreo there
are cona idorabl o thi'ott le movemeint a plurt cont inual ly
changiting tompireI'llturos IIIpeeda , it ti tudes , and Olnginei
trond it one, Ali tho teait airlovil'at wart at dual neait (31"- 50
whluch duoet not have gruns; fitted, no live gun Vt'ir' teatsa
we re perfVormeld.

11-.3 '[oait HolaJltu and Diucruurtiont
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b. High Atttude Stalls. Figures 13 a, t., and c. illustrate the T2 syst~em response
to altIihaETeuce-aircraft; stall under a reducing CIT envtronwent. T2 system
err..rs (T23 minus CIT) .t~pproach !80C anC 1100 for the port arnd stFarbe:%ard
engines respectively at a CI?' of -,!700). These errors are signific.antly
greater, than those observed undar the steady state conditions, and are pri-
mari~ly due to cr, increased discrelancy between CIT and the ter~iperature of the
air at the scoop ialet (T21). This Is thought to be a result of boundary
layer effects In proximity to the scoopn as the aircraft approaches stall.

c. Level Fltý,t Stalls. P'igure 1Y demonstrates the Tr2 system responde during a
Y~eve fligl, Trcr,*aft stall. In tutis series of tests, oeciuse the aircraft waL.
not stalled as rapidly as In the previous high attitude stall, the CIT envivon-
mont di~d ziot change as rapidly In this manoeuvre. Also, the scoop inlet
temperature (T21) floe Imreclosely than in teprevious stall tests.

V ~However. ,he týortu' ise It, t.ue T. duct reached 1300, exceeding the steady
~ A state incrcrse of JOG'C at thin CIT value of -350C.

These vircraft itall tests have demonstrateu~ that external temperature dia-
crepancies exist between the coinpressor face and the scoop In addition to
internal system temperrqtur'e rises 'ound Iin normal steady state flight. Theae
external discrepanciea, are probably due to distorted flow and boundary layer
effects in proximity to the system scoop. The signi!"Icance of the increased
errors is that under the conditions or' high aircraft angles of attack, aircraft
stalls, and during stall reoveries, the compressor face would encounter in-
creased inlet Niow disto-:ltiori. The flow discortio-r and the coincident effects
of' T2 system erpor's w~oull be additive to significantly roduce compre-isor stall
margin under tLoese fli~ht conditions.

d. Weaponn IC-l1very PrrQfiles. The dynamic conditions experiencod during, a t~ypical
weapons d livery are illusi~rated Ili IVigures 15 a, b, and c (onlj one englne'sj
parameters ore ahown since they are essentially tho sasme for, both engines).
T1.his manoeuvre tepresents a different situation Prom ithv preovious ones, in thiat
C111 a relat~ioly warm duu to tho higher, spoeds and lower' altitudest and io
tincreasing, ;!ue both to the altitude decirease and speed build up. As- Shown In
ligpure l5c , thew I nt:Ull temperature dI.ff'on'onco Iin the V2 duct decreased with
tfime and the r'elsu ining err' r wouldi 'atual ly reduce thte poios si hi.ty of' oomrpies -
nor' ol al S *'I rl.is M e ongine oper"Itt I ng poinit, i. r~uw inl 11 low N/V'9 regiime,
ongiv~re viritlih 1 e. iguollietrvy would be ac twit d u lilhtly eal IPCr' t han requir~ed duco
to tho error'.

'Iho toout jII'I'ru111 hiuti thullIe I'~ ' donI VIiA 1. thirut thore xi rit Iii "', liollnilllj flylitolil pr'ovi dtl! ar,
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eul'ruitl ~ to i~till dtrvo'.n oifi hyo 1iloitei'ill haytri whichl wil1in1At
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a. Since its introduction into Canadian Forces service, the CF-5 aircraft has been
plagued by compressor stalls and consequent combustor flameouts. A co-operative
program between the Canadian Forces and the National Research Council of Canada
was launched to investigate the problem.

b. It was found that, during a three year period, over half the reported stalls
occurred at compressor inlet total temperatures (CIT or T2) below -26 0 C, an
operating regime in which compressor speed and exhaust gas temperature (EGT)
cutbacks (tirmed T2 cutback) are to take place.

c. An extensive flight program with an instrumented CF-5D aircraft was executed,
which showed that significantly higher CIT input signals were given to the
main fuel control unit (MFCU) and the exhaust nozzle controller. These erron-
eoius temperature signals would delay the siheduled T2 cutbacks, increasing the
clances for etalls at high corrected compressor speeds.

d. Heat transfer from the engine bay environment to the T2 sensing system air duct
was identified as a major cause for the higher temperature indication. Asymmetric
MFCU locations in the respective engine bays caused greater rates of heat transfer,
and hence iiidicated T2 errors, to the port than to the starboard engine.

e. Left hand indicated T2 errors ranged from ll 0 C (CIT a -450C) at steady state level
flight to 130 C (CIT c -34 0 C) during a level attitude aircraft stall and to 180C
(CIT a -27 0C) at a 600 nose high aircraft stall. Right hand engine errors were
approximately two.-thirds of the left hand ones.

f. In the case of errors during aircraft stalls, the T2 error arising from the engine
bay heat transfer was compounded by an erroneously high total temperature measure-
ment at the T2 system inlet scoop, located on the underside of the aircraft. In-
creasud compressor inlet distortion under this flight condition would add to the
delayed T2 cutback in pushing the engine towards stall.

g. Various steps have been considered to alleviate the faults of the T2 sensing
system. The most notable to date has been the planned relocation of the sensor
providing the temperature input to the nozzle control and which governs the EBT
cutback.
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THE ROLE AND IMPLEMENTATION OF DIFFERENT NACELLE/ANGINE
SIMULATION CONCEPTS FOR WIND-TUNNEL TESTING IN

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT WORK ON
TRANSPORT AIRCRI.FT

by
B. Ewald and R. Smyth

Vereinigte Flugtechnische Worke GmbH
D 2800 Bremen

Germoary

SUMMARY

Research and development work on future transport aircraft demand a reliable assessment of engine Interference
in order to fully exploit the performance potential of the aircraft. The use of high bypass-ratio turbofans result in
nacelles of substantial dimensions causing complex flow phenomena in both low- and high-speed flight conditions. At
low speed the problem Is further complicated by angle of attack, sideslip, engine-out conditions and slat/flap inter-
ference. The determination of propulsion-system interference drag is onp of the major tasks In all analytical and
experimental work. It is also one area w!th the largest uncertainties in drag prediction. This paper concentrates
mainly on the different experimental methods and their specific roles in various stages of research and development.
The main problem here is the srnulation and calibration of the propulsion system. Different methods of simulation can
be applied. The main types ares flow-tI;;jugh nacelles, powered nacelles (blowing, turbine powered simulators "TPS",
ejector powered), inlet models. Turbine powem6c simulators (TPS) represent the most advanced simulation of the high
bypass-ratio engine in model scale. However, complicated model design, accuracy requirements for calibration and
operation and costly windtunnei test prornedures limit the routine usage of this technique. A large part of the wind-
tunnel tests still have to rely upon flow-through nacelles, In addition, a novel flow-through nacelle with a variable

plug, already developed and tested by VFW, will be presented. It will be shown that the combination of flow-through
nacelles and TPS can be efficiently used In the windtunnel investigation of propulsion-system effects for transport
aircraft. Test set-up, calibration methods and evaluation procedures are presented for each method.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A flaw through nacelle exit area PI wall static pressure In inlet

Aeo/AC inlet mass flow ratio based on capture ar AC Pe o amblent pressure
C, CocIwn hr PT total presuure at ton am"r

loC1 cal wing chord T

Cd nacelle drag PTF, P115 total presure in ton ,nozzle
CDF on nozzle discharge coefflclent - actual flow/Ideal flow PTT, total pressure in primary mnozle

COP prima7 nozzle dichargoefficlent q dysmaic hoead
Cu fan nozzle gross tihrust coefficient w actual thrust/ideal thrust SFC specific fuel consumptlon - fuel flaw/thrust
COP primary nouzle grat•s thrust cooeficient TPS Turbine Powered Simulator
C pressure coefficient (p - p, )/q Tto total temperatur In Inlet

lCD Interferenc drag coefficient due to the engi installation TtI 5  total teforpeatur fan nozzle
Defined In Fig. 2.1 X oxial distance

4CDPjie pressure drag coefficient due to let effect VA nozzle exit velocity

zFOP grei thrut primary ncwzle V primary nozzle exit velocity
FGF gram thrust ton nozzle Includity cat cowl drag

F rgnome trutVIS fan nozzle exit velocity

.~ ~ FN einne hstV.*, V° froestrow" velocity
S•RD rom drag W aircrftl weight

ton woos flow oe angle of attack
, 4  PS turbine ao0 flow sideslip angle

M, Moe Much number " ab~olute pressure relative to standard tse level
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I. INTRODUCTION

Modem transport aircraft must offer improved performance characteristics with respect to energy efficiency and
operating costs. The dramatic development of fuel prices mcke fuel consumption the main factor contributing to the
build up of operating costs.

Projected fuel prices for 1987 and the impact on operating costs for a typical wide-body transport ahicraft is
shown In Fig. 1.1 taken from Ref. 8. The high and low projections of fuel price result in fuel costs being 46 % to
70 % of the overall operating costs.

Thus the reduction In mission fuel burned has to be one of the main objectives for future transport aircraft.
This requires the application of advanced technology. With respect to aerodynamics and propulsion the objectives must
be to sirsmise the overall drag of the aircraft and reduce fuel consumption of the engines.
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iMaxlmL'm benefits can be achieved by paying careful attention to the nacelle/airframe integration process
for a given engine/airframe combination In order to exploit the full performance potential.

The basic elements of advanced aerodynamics and propulsion technology shown in fig. 1.2 are-

0 Advanced wing design u. 'ng transonic aerofoils and efficient high lift devices. Improved supercritical
wings are characterised by higher aspect ratios and increased thickness.

o High bypass-ratio turbofan engines with lower specific fuel coniumptions.

Modem high bypass-ratio turbofans present today's state-of-the-art in propulsion technology. Compared to the
first generation of turbojets they have a 40 % lower specific fuel consumption, see Fig. 1 .3. Furthe- improvements
are expected to bring an additional reduction of 12 % - 15 %.

One of the main problems which tend to offset these benefits are the relatively large dimensions of these engines,
which result In large nacelles close to modorn wing profiles of greater thickness. Future energy efficient engines will
tend towards even highir bypass ratios as can be seen from Fig. 1 .4. Larger engIrt dimensions also mean higher mass
flows in and out of the nacelle.

Installation of these nacelles must therefore take account of interference effects due to closer nacelle/wing
spacing and larger flow rates of the naceile in both low and high speed conditions. This problem is of special
importance In the case of the twin-earne transport with a single large powerplant under each wing. A typical twin-
eorgine wide-body transpoct is shown in Fig. 1 .5. Research and development of modem transport aircraft must pay
particular attention this problem area in order to obtain the most favourable combination of engine/nacelle and air-
frame on the basis of reliable theoretical and experimental predictions.

Nacelle/wing integration requires the handling of a highly complicated three-dimensional flow field comprising

o flow amound a swept wing with fuselage

o inlet and nozzle flows

o pylon between wing and nacelle

The complex nature of this flow field makes the determination of propulsion system Interference drag one of
the main uncertainties in the prediction of overall aircraft drag.

A clear definition of Installed thrust and aircraft drag taking account of jet-interference and inlet spillage
effects Is also necessary of the correct breakdown of overall aircraft drag and In odor to facilitate ihe correlation of
flight test and model data. A practical thrust/drag bookkeeping procedure also facilitates the efficient integration of
development work between engine and airframe manufacturer. It further provides the possibility of identifying specific
aeas of drag uncertainty, where further research and development efforts should be concentrated,

Although theoreticol methods are advancing In this area, windtunnel investigations using different methods of
engine simulation play a very important role In the integration of engine and airframe,

This paper will be mainly concerned wit'. the different experimental methods and their specific application at
various stages of the research and development work to be done. This will be preceded by a discussion of the main
aspects of nacelle/airframe interference at typical high nnd low-speed flight conditions.

2. ENCINE/AIRFRAME INTERFERENCE EFFECTS

2.1 Description of te General Problem

Interaction of the flow fields from nacelle and pylon influence the lift and drag characteristics of the complete
configuration as compared to the characteristics of the wing and fuselage alone. With respect to drag this can be
expressed as an Interference Drag Coefficient A CL, for a given flight and nacelle flow condition and
cribed in Fig. 2.1.

A. C (CD (CD) (C - (CD"
total W+F N Nacelle Pylon

(CD) total drag of wing + fuselage + nacelle + pylon (CD) drag of nacelle alone les pylon drag coefficient
total Nacelle

(CD)W4 drag of wing + fuselage (CD1 f)Pylon pylon skin-friction drag coefficient

Py'Lon
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ihe Case of dru measinUmentt using powered smmulators appropriate corrections for simulator net thrust must
W.• be applied to the above equation.

The goal for the design of an efficient transport aircraft is to minimise the interference drag ACD by design
and arrangement of nacelle and pylon within the structural and functional limitations of the engine Installation. It
is possible to even achieve a favourable interference drag,

Experience with the present generation of wide-body transport aircraft and windtunnel investigationis show thor
the interference drag problem is not entirely a high-speed problem connected with premature drag-rise eofects with
increasing flight Machnumbers. Attention must also be paid to low-speed interference in.order to achieve the best
take-off and climb performance.

V Correct understanding of the flow conditions at the inlet and exhaust of the naa.elle, pylon and swept wing
is necessary for the best possible representation of the full-scale aircraft in the wlndtu ,il. This is also important In
the analysis of flight test results, where interference due to different lnle, and nozzle conditions is sometimes
erroneously looked upon as data scatter. Flow In and out of the nacelle is defined by the thermodynamic cycle of
th-, engine, Flow around the nacelle depends upon nacelle shape and the presence of other airframe components near
the nacelle. A simplified description of the interference flow field is shown In Fig. 2.2.

The main parameters influencing the engine/airframe interference for a given nacelle and pylon geometry are
the flow conditions at the Inlet and nozzles, which vary as a function of flight condition (Machnumber, temperature
angle of attack) and engine speed. Fig. 2.3 indicates the range of flow condition depending upon flight condition.
It must be reallsed that due to the relatively large dimensions of the engines these changes In flow can have
considerable effects on the overall lift and drag characteristics of the aircraft,

Nacelle shupe plays an important role in the interference problem. One of the main factors here is the
nozzle type. This has tradionally been the responsability of the engine manufacturer, who in moit cases Is mainly
interested int:

o Thrust and SFC of isolated (non-installed) powerplant at specific points of the mission profile

o Thrust reverser design

o Maintainability and commonality of same engine in different aircraft

o Weight

The present generation of high bypass-ratio engines belongs to the non-mixIng type and thus has sepuate
nozzles for the fan and primary exhaust systems. Fig, 2,4 shows the different types of nozzle design. It has been
usual practice up to now to select the nozzle combination on the basis of isolated nozzle tests, I.e, without Influence

of the wing. This may be quite sufficient for preliminary dosign studies and Initial trade-offs for different nozzle types.
In final configuration work however the effect of wing and pylon must be considered.

Optimisation of the nozzle system using this tradlonal method leads to different proposals by the engine
manufacturers, Fig. 2,5 shows nacelles for the Airbus A 300 from General Elertric and Pratt & Whitney.

Longduct mixing nacelles are also being proposed for future commercial transports, Fig. 2.6 shows proposals
of General Electric and Pratt & Whitney.

Closely coupled with the nacelle/airframe interference Is the pylon. Careful consideration of this component
Is necessary due to the following aspects:

o Fence effect of pylon

o Division of fan nozzle flow with boundary layers

a Cross-flow over pylon leading edge under certain flight conditions

o Interference of pylon and core cowl

Windtunnel tests must Include the pylon to simulate a realistic flow field of the nacelle Installation. Fig. 2.7
shows the effect of the pylon taken from model tests presented in Ref. 12.

With respect to the Inlet, the boundaries of external flow separation must be determined. Inlet external
separation can occur at

o Enghli Windmill during tcrke off

o 4igh Mach number and ýower engine power settings.
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In summary, the problem of engine/airframe ;nterference must take uccount of the following factors:

a Problems typical to high-speed and low-speed

o Angle of attack/Sideslip

o Nozzle shape

0 Nozzle flow conditionr

G Inlet flow conditions

o Mutual interference between nacelle and wing

In order to achieve the maximum benefits from the combination of nacelle and airframe, the process of nozzle
selection for future aircraft must be done in an "Integrated development approach" between engine and airframe
manufacturer. This method must consider mutual Interference effects, i.e.

a nacelle interfo,.,nce vi wing and pylon (change in wing pressure distribution)

o wing interference on nacelle (effect on nozzle performance including modification of cowl pressures)

in early stages of aircraft development work.

2.2 High Sreed Interference

Engine/airframe interference at high-speed flight conditions Is characterised by modifications in the

transonic flow fields of the Isolated components with respect to

o Wing upper surface

o Wing lower surface and pylon

o Nacelle, especially cmre cowl

Fig. 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10 showing measured data from flight test and wlndtunnel models explain this basic flow
phenomenon which Is fundamental for all work on nacelle/airframe Interference at high and low speed flight conditions.
The examples shown are for the case of a conventional wing profile, Stronger Interference effects must be expected

-I with the thicker supercrltlcal wing profiles of advanced transport aircraft.

With respect to thrust/drag bookkeeping the following conclusions can be drown:

a Nacelle interference on the wing Increases wing leading edge "suction", which manifests Itself in
an aooarent drag reduction, if the nacelle forces are not measured in the model test.

o Wing interference on the nacelle Is mainly an the core cowl. Integration of pressures over this surface,
leads to an Incremental dran. The magnitude of this Incremental drag depends upon th" core cowl shape,

0 Viscous effects must be taKen into account when evaluating model pressures and forces to predict full-
scale peiformance. ,)ifferences In the boundary layer characteristics especially with respect to the
displacement thickness due to scaling effects can lead to Inaccurate predictions for full scale.

It has already been shown that the pylon plays a very Important role in the Interference problem. Pylon shapecan inte'rfere with the core cowl and lead to unfavourable pressure distributions resulting In flow separation on the

core cowl. Appropriate shaping of the pylon with respect to thickness distribu;ion and camber can provide drag re-
duction at cruise. All considerations with respect to the use of a "Universal Pylon" for left and right wing and for

,• different engines must be based on trade-of,: investigations to assess the overall "drag penalty" for commonality. This

requires model tests with correct inlet and nozzle flow simulation.

Besides the understanding of the Interference flow phenomenon described above It Is also essential to know the
characteristics of nozzle flow at cruise conditions in order to make the correct decisions for engine simulation techniques.1 In the windtunnel, For the high bypass-ratio engine this is mainly the fan efflux. As can be seen from Fig. 2.3 this is
mainly supersonic flow with nozzle exit Machnumbers ranging from 1 .2 to 1 .4. The flow over the core cowl consists of

a sequence of shock and expansion wares with strong viscous interactions (Ref, 14).

Turning of the supersonic flow at the end of the core cowl, where it meets with the primary stream usually
takes place with a shock wave Experience shows that the strength and position of the shock wave under the wing plays
an Important role in the nace6:/airfrime interference drag problem, Closely connected with this supersonic flow field
is the peak Machnur-ber on the pylon whick can be related to interference drag increments as can be seen from Fig. 2.11.
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SWtndtunnel tests show that Interference draq changes wlfh increm'Ing fan 'iozzle pressure ratio up to pressure
ratios of about 2,2 for a typical transporter configuratioti. At fan nozzle pressure ratios higher than 2.2 there is
hardly any change in Interference drag. Thus, it Is only necessary to simulate nozzle pressure ratios up to about 2.2
in m.'del tests. For tests with the objective ao determ;ning aerody.'r'nmic loadi on nacelle, pylon end wing it may still
be necessary to go up to the highest possible nozzle p'essure ratios. The Fresent generation of turbine powered
:imulators ccn cover the full range of engine nozzle pressures.

In addition to the infiuence of fan nozzle pressure ratio on interference drag the effect of inlet mass flow
must also be considered. It is not sufficient to use only an isolatec fan cowl with true representation of the
inlet to determine the change in spillage drag due to changes of mass flow ratio and free-stream Wlachnumber. A
check must be done with the complete configuration of nacelle, pylon and wing in order to take account of three-
dimensional effects, especially the upflow at the inlet plane. A crossflow component of this flow field can in
certain cases make the outboard sides of the inlet critical. Since spillage drag depends upon boundary layer develop-
ment and flow separation the effect of Reynolds-Number must be taken into consideration when using model data.

2.3 Low-Speed Interference

The interference problem between nacelle, pylon and wing at low-speed flight is characterised by

o High angles of attack corresponding to take off and landing

0 Different clat and flap settings

0 Sideslip

o Engine power settings from Windmill to Go-Around

Fig. 2.12 identifies the parameters involved and typical problems areas.

The main objective here Is tho determination of the low-speed drag polar for symmetrical and asymmetrical
flight conditions, In the case of a iwin-engined transport this means:

0 Symmetrical
Both engines at Go-Around Power

, Asymmetrical
One engine out (windmilling), one engine at Go-Around

The basic flow phenomenon with respect to the complexity of the flow field between wing, pylon and nacelle
'ns already discussed under high-speed interference also applies here. The problem is additionally complicated by the
large range of angle of attack and changes In wing geometry due to slat and flap.

Flow observations from flight and model tests show that the highly complex flow field around nacelle, pylon
and wing contains substantial cross-flow components and engine power effects.

The low-speed nacelle interference problem is an Important task in the nacelle Integration process. Especially
the high bypass-ratio engine with the trend to larger dimensions and more mossflow in and out of the engine has a
strong effect on the lift and drag characteristics of the wing at high-lift conditions.

Recent windtunnel investigations on typical wide-body transport aircraft configurations show that jet-effects
must be Included. This is a verylmportanA fact for the decision concerning the use of engine simulating techniques in
windtunnel tests. Viscous Interaction must also be taken into account in order to correct for scaling effects. This is
similar to the high-speed case.

't, Due to the fact that the nozzles are subcritical In the low-speed flight regime back-pressure effects can In-
fluence the thrust and discharge coefficients of the nozzles. The clarification of this problem is very important in
the thrust/drag booklkeeping procedures and for cooperation with the engine manufacturer.

3. THE ROLE OF EXPERIMENTS IN NACELLE/AIRFRAME INTEGRATION DEVELOPMENT

3.1 The Need for Experiments

The complex nature of the flow in the nacelle, pylon, wing interference drag problem of modern transport air-
craft makes this one of the difficult areas in the drag synthesis of the complete aircraft. Computational methods for
the three-dimensional potential-flow including jet-effects are presently In the stages of development. Methods already
available are three-dimensional subsonic potential-flow programmes and empirical area ruling methods described in
Ref. 16 and 17. Apart from this, investigations of nacelle/airframe Interference must still strongly rely on experimental
methods In the wlndtunnel and In flight test. Windtunnil testing with appropriate simulation of the propulsion systemconstitutes the main source of data on engine/airframe Interference effects both in development work for aircraft and
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.nI t K u•0tt Of "light 1tes progaomml for new afircrft and product Improvements.

Typical noicelle and engines tests for clrcraft development work are shown in Fig. 3.1. Included
in these methods is also the engine calibration procedure normally used by the eng;ne manufacturer. Correct unJer-
standing of engine calibration techniques is necessary for the evaluation of wind-tunnel and flight-iest results and
for the final thrust/drag bookkeeping of the car plate aircraft. This is not only important due to the equivalence of
thrust and drag, but also to compare calibration techniques of simulators used in the windtunnel with those used by
the engine manufacturer for the real engine.

The current state-of-the-art of sea level and altitude engine test facilities represents the best the engine
nanvacturer can do for engine development work. They however do not fully represent the underwing engine installation
due to the lack of freestream flow around the nacelle and the wing effect. Fig. 3.2 compares a typical altitude
test facility will the actual engine installatio.i unc,ar the wing.

Data from all sources of experimental testing should be compatiable in order to "close the loop" as shown in
Fig. 3.3 in a combined and well coordinated effort by both ingine and airframe manufacturer. Ref. 18.
describes an integrated systems approach for propulsion system testing with respect to performance.

Among the experimental methods shown in Fig. 3.3 the windtunnel offers the highest degree of flexibility.
Modifications can be incorporated quickly and at lower cost. In order to achieve reliable test results adequate
simulation of the propulsion system inlet and nozzle flows is necessary. Simulation techniques, calibration and
evaluation are discussed in 4. and 5.

7 3.2 Engine Cflibration

Calibration methods used by the engine manufactur.r are shown In Fig. 3.3. The main source of aerodynamic
data for nacelle integrationr is the isolated blown nacelle for the measurement thrust and dischorge cotfficlents.
These tests are of high importance because the results are used not only for real engine nozzle calibration but also
in the process of thrust determination of model simulators. Testing of the blown nacelle should take account of the flowing:

o Freestream suppression effect

o Effects of real installation, e.g. wing and pylon

During the development of the real engine corrections for full-scale effects can be obtained in order to
adjust blown-nacelle data io the real aircraft. The full-scale nozzle data is needed for the calibrution of flight test
engines for infl-ght thrust calculation.

One of the mnost Important taslat for validation of full-scale performance in flight test Is the determination
of Inflight thrust. This is a key item In flight test programmes for new aircraft and more often in cases where
aerodynamic or engine modifications have boen applied to improve overall performance. In flight testing the problem
of accurate drag measurement is mainly a 'problem of thrust determination.

The most accurate method of thrust determination makes use of well calibrated engines using total pressure
rakes in the nozzles as shown In Fig. 3.4 to contrail the flow through the engine. Thrust and mass flow are based
on carefully determined nozzle coefficients derived from blown nacelle tests (see Fig. 3.1) and corrections for full-
scale. Best accuracy is obtained from direct engine calibration In an altitude test facility.

Flight testing on production aircraft has to make use of the instrumentation available. Different thrust
parameters are used by the engine manufacrurers-

o Genera' Electric
Correct.: low pressure rotor speed Na

corr

NI N -
corr 1 Tt

Tt0 -total temperature fan entry OK

o Pratt & Whitney
Engine pressure ratio EPR
EPR - PT7/PT2
PT7 - total pressure in primary nozzle
PT2 - total pressure at fan entry

Engine calibration techniques based on nozzle pressure and temperature measurements and the simple GE
method using Ni w-nrr are also applicable to Turbine Powered Simulators (TPS) for windtunnel work. Due to the
similarity between-real engine and TPS use of this new technique in model testing can improve the cooperation betwoen
engine and a!iram* manuiaturer In the area of performance with benefit for the overall accuracy of thrust/drag
determinatiat and performunce development.



. E 0 1 TI TECHNIQUES IN WIND TUNNELS U

4.1 Flow Through Nacelles

This is the cheapest engine simulation for wind tunnel models of transport configurations and because of their
cheapness they are widely used.

Since no energy is added to the internal flow of such a nacelle, the simulation of the jet and its influence
on the airframe is wrong except in the windmill case.

On the other hand the intake flow can be matched correctly to the full-scale condition for the high speed
flight region. In the low speed flight region the intake flow can be simulated only for the windmil' and flight idle
cases.

Different flow through nacelle schemes, which are used presently in transport wind tunnel testing, are shown
in Fig. 4.1.

o Triple Body Nacelle

This suheme gives a perfect optical simulation of the full-scale engine. Fan cowl, fan noz'Je, eas generator
cowling and primary nozzle plug are simulated correctly to scale. With this scheme the intoke mais flow at
a given free stream mach number is fixed by the nozzles exit areas. The mass flow can be reduced by In-
stallation of screens or rimilar drag devices.

o Double Body Nacelle

This scheme allows a higher mass flow due to the larger primary nozzle exit area. Plugs of different sizes
may be used in the primary nozzle to adjust the inlet mass flow.

Usefulness of the double and triple body nacelle design is controversial. Since the nozzle exit flow energy
is wrong, It seems not to be useful to ccrrectly scale the gas generator cowling and primary nozzle. Due to the
wrong jet energy the simulation of cerodynamic interference of the engihes rear part Is wrong anyway.

On the other hand these nacelle designs have a high internal diag, which is difficult to evaluate with suffi-
cient accuracy. This is even roore difficult if drag screens are used to reduce Inlet massflow. So the evaluation of
airframe drag by subtraction of internal drag is burdened with relatively large errors.

0 Skirted Nacelle

In this design the intake lip and fan cowl Is correctly scaled downstream to the fan nozzle exit. From this
point the solid surface is extended further downstream as to simulate the boundary of the fan jet. The exit
area of this single body nacelle Is matched to give the desired intake mass flow.

This design scheme gives a low total drig of the nacelle which simplifies Internal and external drag
separation.

A iorlous disadvantage of the skirted nacelle is the external flow separation behaviour at high incidence.
Separation onset on the fan cowl and its interference with pylon, slat and wing is heavily influenced by the ex-
tended fan cowl surface. So the high lift results of a wing in presence of tuch a nacelle may be misleading.

4.2 Powered Nacelles

4.2.1 Blown Nacelles

The designation "blown nacelle" is used for nacelles with a faired intakt and a jet simulation by pressurized
air which is feed into the nacelle from external sources. Fig. 4.2 shows three diffb,-ent possibilities to fed pressur-
ized air into the nacel!e.

If the air is fed to the nacelle by an external sting, the nacelle is nonmetric. A measurement of the forces
acting on the nacelle is possible only by a separate nacelle balance with a force free air bridge. The necessary gap
between pylon and nacelle generates additional errors.

Feeding the air through wing and pylon is limited by the available space.

A sophisticated modification of the blown nacelle uses hydrogen peroxide to simulate the hot primary nozzle
jet, see Fig. 4.3. This technique gives true simulation of the primary nozzle moss flow and temperature but the
test set-up is very expensive and thrust calibration is complicated. With regard to the small interference effects of
the primary jet in the case of most transport configurations this large expenditure seems not to be worthwhile.

The general disadvantage of blown nacelles is the nonexisting inta•ke flow. So the use of blown nacelles is
based on the assumption that direct and interference effects of the intake flow are independent from the nozzle exit
flow effects.
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l if this assumption is true, effects of intake and nozzle exit flow may be determined by different test

arrangements.

In the case of military airplanes with long ducts this assumptiorn is valid and corresponding test procedures
are successful. In the case of wing mounted high bypass short duct engines however intake effects and jet effects
are coupled to a certain extent by wing and pylon interference effects; main effect In this respect is the wing cir-
culation. Since an extremely high accuracy is essential in todays transport development, the use of blown nacelles
is a questionable concept.

Especially questionable are test set-ups with extarnal air supply and nonmetric nacelle. Experience at VFW
shows that important parts of the interference eff, -t act on the nacelle and thus tests with metric airframe only
may be misleading.

4.2.2 Ejector Nacelle

A typical bypass engine ejector simulator is shown in Fig. 4.4. The ejector nacelle advantage, compared to
the blown nacelle is the partial simulation of the iniakA• Flow and the reduced feed air mass flow which simplifies
the air supply through wing and pylon.

Nevertheless for correct nozzle exli pressure ratios the intake mass flow of an ejector nozzle reaches only
50 to 60 % of the real engine mass flow, which requires complicated correction tests. An additional disudvantage
is the extrfime mixing turbulence of the nozzle exit flow, which is most different to the real engine jet flow charac-
teristic. Th:: may result in diffei •nt interference behaviour of the jet; the knowledge in this field is still insufficient.

Despite these shortcomings ejector nacelles are still in use due to their cheapness and simplicity. However
their utilization in high accuracy transport tests is certainly not recommended.

4.2.3 Turbine Powered Simulators (TPS

Historically the TPS is the most recent concept for engine simulation and the most sophisticated too. A typi-
cal TPS is shown in Fig. 4.5 and 4.6.

A correctly scaled and calibrated TPS gives geometric similarity of the complete engine pod, correct pressure
ratio, temperature and mass flow of the fan jet and correct thrust of the gas generator nozzle. The intake mass flow
in relation to the real engine is reduced by the gas generators part of tho total mass flow. In the case of a modem
6 : 1 bypass ratio this results in a 14 % intake mass flow deficit. The standard concept to correct fnm this is to use
a modified intake lip contour which Is calculated to give the same streamwise pressure distribution on the external
fan cowl surfo:e with the reduced mass flow as in the real engine case. Additional correctio s are possible; see
chapter 6.

The drive air mass flow is small compared with the blown nacelle or ejector nacelle concepts and the drive
air pressure is high. So the air fed through wing and pylun presents no problems.

Since the TPS is normally mounted on the modei, the thrust is measured by the balance together with the
aerodynamic forces acting on the model. A successful evaluation of drag and interference drag depends on the exact
knowledge of the thrust. This thrust calibration over the total speed regime used in the wind tunnel is the real prob-
lem of the TPS use. Calibration and wind tunnel test accuracy must be pushed to the utmost limit of the state of the
art, otherwise the interference drag effects are hidden by scatter of the results.

4.3 Inlet Models

These models are used to study inlet flow details, inlet flow losses (steady and unsteady) and the inlet

flow-compressor compatibility.

Normally, only the fan cowl external and internal contours and adjacent parts of the aieframe (wing, pylon

are realized with inlet models and the air is sucked into the inlet by an external compressor.

Recent publications, e.g. [6] , show a marked influence of the real compressor on the flow measurement just

ahead of i:*ie compressor face. This means a measurement without compressor, simply by sucking air through the inlet
"gives no reliable inlet/engine compatibility judgement.

4.4 Comparison of Simulation Techniques

Fig. 4.7 shows a comparison of differeni wind tunnel engine simulation techniques and full-scale flight test.
Obviously the TPS concept is the optimum engine simulation aviilable for transport configurations in todays wind

tunnels. The blown nacelle and ejector nacelle concepts or, ser!ously limited and should not be applicated in modern
'ransport development.
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-Nevertheless the high expenses and the time consuming complexity of TPS tosts forbid the general use of
"this design with ali aerodynumic development wind tunnel tests. For this reason the additional use of flow through
nacelles is unavoidable. A detailed comparison of the simulation ranges of flow through nocelles and TPS is shown
in Fig. 4.8. The flow throueh ricelle gives a correct simulation for idle and windmill cases. For cruise condition

the flow through nocodle only gives correct simulation of the inlet stream tube and the fan cowl external flow. For
low speed/ high power conditluns, i.e. initial climb and approach, the flow through nacelle is wrong.

This comparison ieads to a concept for combined utilization of flow through and TPS nacelles in the develop-
ment process, which is outlined in chapter 6.

5. CALIBRATION AND EVALUATION METHODS

5.1 General Considerations

Calibration and evaluation methods proved to be the key to success in wind tunnel engine simulation. Only

"sophisticated methods, applied with great carefulness, are able to show the small interference effects we are hunting
for.

From v purely scientific point of view a lot of different methods may be derived, which are suited for correct
and accurate data evaluation. In the case of practical transport aircraft development however one has to accomodatethe wind tunnel evaluation methods to the full-scale engine calibration and specification method, to allow a correctapplication of the wind tunnel data to the full-scale aircraft performance prediction.

Most full-scale engines are tested in altitude simulation facilities where the thrust is measured for the full
range of Math numbers and altitude. This calibrated and guaranteed thrust includes the scrubbing drag on the gas
generator cowling and the scrubbing drag of the fan let on the pylon as well as the internal loss of the inlet duct
flow.

All other losses or influences are depending on the engine installation on an airframe.

In consequence all such effects are considered to be part of the airplane drag:

- Drag of external flow on fan cowl including spillage drag
- External flow influence on nozzle discharge coefficients
- Wing and pylon interference on nozzle discharge coefficients
- Wing and pylon influence on scrubbing drag
- Jet and fan cowl flow influence on wi-g and pylon flow.

The calibration of engine simulators has to follow closely the full scale engine calibration and specification
methods; so the widely i.I Boeing TPS calibration tank is nothing else than a model scale engine altitude test
facility.

This method of tank calibration has been discussed in many papers, so no further discussion is necessary here.
I,%

5.2 Calibration of Flow Through Nocelle

The tank calibration facility was invented for the very critical calibration of the turbine powered simulators,
but this test set-up may be used for the calibration of flow through nacelles as well.

The necessary flow through nacelle calibrations cover the mass flow calibration over the Mach number range
and thie internal drag (total drag minus external fan cowl drag ). Normally, the mass flow is measured by a Pitot-
static rake at the fan position. The internal drag is measured by wake measurements or in crude experiments is

" estimated by very simple calculations. Obviously the most accurate calibration is achieved in a tank calibration
facility; this type of calibration shculd be used for precise performance tests.

Calibration of a flow through nacelle is much simplified, if the internal drag has a low level even for wind-
mill mass flow conditions, because errors in the evcluation of a low internal drag result in smaller total errors.

This was the main idea of the novel VFW p!ug nacelle, see chapter 6.

5.3 Calibration of Blown Nacelles and Ejector Simulators

If such nacelles are mounted on the wing, the thrust force is measured by the balance together with all drag
forces and an accurate calibration is necessary. In this case only the tank calibration method gives satisfactory results.

If the nacelle is mounted by an external strut, the thrust is not mixed with the drag in the balance and so a
rough thrust or nozzle exit pressure calibration is sufficient. In this case however, the corrections necessary for the
external mounting rises problems.

I5w, : .... ... .., ,, • '• d('I



Fle- 5.1 shows a half model test arrangement using the ejector simulator shown in Fig. 4.4. In this case the
simulator is nonmetric.

A reference to similar cieon airframe tests and tests with flow through nozzles hud to be established and a
correction was necessary for the considerable bulky air feed and nacelle mounting tube.

The igures 5.2 and 5.3 show the enormous amount of different tare tests, thcot were necessar,- with this test
arrangement to remove all tares by crass-checking of the influences and to esteblish the required references to clean

airfrome and flow through nacelle tests.

Obviously this is not the optimum test technique; despite the large amount of tare tests the final accfracy
;s not tho best.

5.4 TPS Calibiatioo

As outlined already in ch-,pter 5.1, the calibration of tilrbine powered simulators is normally done in a call-
bration tank farility. This scheme, originally invented by Boeing, is well known from several publications, so no
fi: 1her description Is necessary hsre.

The experience gathered at VFW showed, that It Is relatively simple to achieve a very accurate fan mass
flow and fan thrust calibration by fan flow total pressure anti total tirperature measurement and by fan RPM measure-
ment.

On the other iuand extreme care is necessary in the mensuremnent of primary nozzle exit tutel pressure and
totai temperature, since the primary nozzle thrust rr acts sentitively, on variations of the:s-i parameters. Extreme nccu-
rucy in this field proved to be the koy for successful IPS calibration and operation.

A simplified calibration method for TPS was used at VFW successfully for low speed climb ýerformonce wind
tunnel tusts. It was found, that in the low speed rigime the external flow Mach number irnfluir.:,; on the nozzle
discharge r'.ufflcients is small and can be negl-ctea. So a veiy accutate TPS calbration could be achieved with
static tests i•, the wind tunnel. rhe TPS was mounted on a strut in the test section. The externmoi wind tunnel ba-
lanc#v; with a force free air bridge wcu used to measure the static thrust of the TPS. This test set-up is shown in
Fwg.a .4.

The evaluation of this static thrust cilibration is outlined in Fig. 5.5. The flow discharge coeffi|ent of the
pri, ary nozzli was taken from a tank cafbration of a similar nozzle canfiguroti-m and was assumed to be constant
over the low speed Mach number range. Repeatability of this calibration proved o be satisfactory also with vnrying

parameters such as drive air temperature.

6. VFW ENGINE INTERFERENCE EVALUATION METHOD

6.1 A Novel Flow Through Nacelle Concept

As was outlined already in chapter 4,1. ti-e flow through ncr.elle only gives a correct simulation of thk, in-
take 0ow or; the external fan cowl flow For part of "ie flight contitions. The flow over the rear part of the engitte
and the jet flow is wrong e-cept for the windmill c€se.

For the other flight conditions the best, i.e. the least wrong, one can achieve from the through flow nucelle,
is the correct inlet massflow and correct external fan cowl flow and a fan nozzle exi' flow, which is free of disturb-
once and free of losses.

A nearly loss free flow from the rozzle exit can only be achieved, iF there is no screen in the nacelle and
if the exit area is the smallest area of the internal flow tube. In this case the desired Wnlet mass flow must be fixed
• by the correctly motch-€l nozzle exit area. To combine the matched exit area with the correct geometry of the fofn
nozzie outer diameter, a correspondingly sized control plug in the nozzle exit plan is necessary.

" frtIf this central plug has a variabjle diameter, different inlet mass flow settings ire possible according to dif-
ferent flight and thrust conditions. These considerations led to the VFW PIg Nacells Concept.

The design principle of this nacelle is shown in Fig. 6.1. Externolly the fan cowl is shaped to the scaoed
geometry ot the real engine from the intake lip to the fan nozzle exit. Internally the intake is correctly scaled at

least downstream to the fan plane. The internal contour then is streamlined to the fan nozzle exit,

The variable diumeter of the central plug, which gives the smallest cross iection area of the internal flow
always at the fan rozzle exit plune, is achieved by a design of radial lamellos, which are expanded synchronously
by a lever and sliding block mechanism. The lumellas are covered by a thin rubber tube which gives a smooth sur-
face at any diameter.



Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3 show the nacelle with maximum ai-d minimum exit area. The rubber cover on the W
lamella is removed for these photos. Fig. 6.4 shows the plug nacelle with rubber cover.

The nacelle was tested in a small open test section wind tunnel. Fig. 6.5 shows the fan flow Mach number
plotted against free stream Mach number for various exit areas. This diagram clearly shows the possible raoge of in-
let mau flow variations.

The drag of the isolated nacelle, including the d.ag of the thin mounting strut, is plotted in Fig. 6.6 against
free stream Mach number for different nozzle exit areas, The drag coefficient is based on the total frontal area of
the nacelle.

The diagramme. shows the following drag characteristics:

o General diag level is Ic,. -ipored with double or triple body nacelles or nacelles with throttling screens.

o At low MKi:.h numbers drag is decreased with decreasing exit areu due to reduced internal flow fricticn
drag.

0 At higher Mach numbers drag is increased with decreasing exit area due to transonic spillage drag

(local supersonic flow with shocks on the intake lip ).

This behaviour is confirmed by wake flow total pressure measurements. Fig. 6 7 an.i 8 dnmonsthate the
total pressure distribution in the fan nozzle exit plan. Note the loss free nozzle exi o the momentum loss

of the external flow at high Mach number and small exit area.

The wake flow measurement in a plane behind the plugs rear end (Fig. -3.9 ) demanst.'ates also this momentum
Io of the external flow with small exit area. This measurement also confirms that there is no or only small separation
on the plugs rear end.

These very simple measurements with the VFW plug nacelle confirm the follow!ng characteristics:

o The variable plug diameter allows a range of internal flow Mach numbers from close to the free stream
Machnumber down to about half that value. Thus the total high speed eng.ne operational range and part
of the low speed engine conditions is covered by iii,- nacelle without use of internal drag devices iike
screens.

o At all corditions the nozzle exit flow total pressure is very close to free stream total pressure and
there is no or cnly little separation on the plugs rear end. Thus In any case the drag of the intrnaml
flow is small which resulti in small errors associated with evaluation of this "ag and Its subtraction hom
the total measured drag.

0 For the rangi of maslows, the nacelle can achieve, t+e external flow on the fan cowl anid thus also
the external nacelle cdrug is correctly simulated by this nacelle.

6.2 Low Speed TPS Test Set-Up and Results

In the past the use of TPS was limited to the high speed raspectively cruise flight regime. Low speed engine
intarferen,'e was not thought to be an important problem and wind tunnel tests in this region were done with much
simpler methods like blown .nicelles oý elector simulatoms.

Quite recently the use ot diffreAt ea.0ines on ctimpo.uble airplanes demonstrated, that also in the loy, speed
flight refion the engine interferenc- is seosihiv..ly dependent on small configuration changes und that a larges portion
of climb performance prediction uncartainiv is hidden in the enginq/pylocr/wing inlarference region. So the most
"sophisticatec engine s&,nulation techn;que is just good enough to improve this situation.

tneFor this low speed region we decided to introduce the TP3 technique in the VFW low speed tunnel. l his
tunnel icas a 2.1 x 2.1 m2 test section, a maximum speed of 70 nv/s and the circuit is the open Eiffel type. Forces
are .neoe)rvd by a weight beam type overhead balance.

Normally half models are used in this tunnel in Airbus development work; a typical scale is 1 : 16. A turbine
powered simi:ator repres..ntlng the full scale engine in this scale was available from Tech Development the type

u.,• •TDI 441.

Sinoe in th- low speed flight the thrust compared with drag is much larger thtn in cruise condition, the
accuracy p-oblem of TPS testing is even worse in low speed. The first problem W,,. therefore th6, installation of a
very preciso fcas free air biidge in the balance sVstem. A symmetrical system with frictiorless flexible steel bellows

ave excelternt results. The baiQ accuracy o,' the balance, which is about *- 0.1 Newton for an axial force balance
rung4v of + 800 Newton, was on!y slightly radured by the air bridging to abot + 0.2 Newtons.

IL4
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r ~The total teat set-up In the VFW wind tunnel is shown In F•ig. 6.10, Fig. 6.11 gives a close view an the
* TPS racelle. Tests with this model were dkon using the following techniques:

o Total force measurements.
o Pressure distribution measurements on nacelle, pylon and wing.
o Wake flow total prr-s,'e distribution behind the engine ore~a.
o Flayw visualization with tufts and oil flow.

:•! The force measuremont evaluation method is shown in Fig. 6.12. A lot of repeatability runs with the same

il conf~iguration and varying conditions like tunnel temperature and drive air temperature wer• doqlq the overall ro-
•.• peatability with full TPS power is about +_ 4 drag counts.

i~t A typical force measurement result is •;ven in Fig. 6.13. This figure shows the engine installation drag

increment plotted ego'nst engine power.

!/ •,.3 Evaluation and Performance Predticatn Method

To give a better understanding of the Following ideas, the test contfigurations used in the experimental field
¶ of engine interference evaluation are outlined in Fig. 6.14 and 6.15.

In VFVt practice ur to now rues. of the •ngine effects have been measured using half models. The half model
test set-up gives a simpler model, sfmpler engine simulation,, higher Reynolds number and ai better accuracy and
repeatability of small drag irt.crements. $0 this wind tunnel philosophy is based on basic performance tests with conm-
plete models and engine increme•+tal effect measurements with half models.

K The actual evaluation procedure depends on the aim of the wind tunnel test. Fig. 6.16 shows the simple
cc~e where the lnter~a.,ence effe•.t between engine/pylon and wing/body is evaluated. The encircled numbers on
Fig. 6.16 refer to the Fig. 6.14 and 6.15.

Th© complete evaluation proc,•'dure necessary to predict the full-scale aircraft performance is shown in
Fig. 6.17.

With respect to the evaluation of the engine thrust this procedure follows exactly the usual method of the

'1 full scale engine performance calibr•,•ion. The TPS tank calibration is nl trun duplicate of the full scale engine
colib*ation in an ultitude test facility. So, if the engine manufacturers specified thrust is added to the performance
prcdic~tion evaluated as shown In Fig. 6.17, the result should be the true air plane performance.

Normally, in a TPS nacelle the intake lip diameter is reduced compared with the •eal engl ,e intake to
cor:•rct for th, mis.sing mcassflow of the gas generator. The effect of this difference in the intake i. ,)merry is measured

a• comparison of flow through nacelles on the half model with correctly scaled intake and TPS-intake. Exit areas
of these flow through nacelles must be adjusted for the correct massflows of both intakes.

Normally, this effect of the TPS-intoke modification is small, so this part of the tests and the evaluation may
be omitted in most cases.

• I As shown in Fig. 6.17, the full-scale performance prediction can be derived from the completely evaluated
' wind tunnel result by two different methods. The reference method derives tie wind tunnel test/ flight test corre-

lation from a reference aliplalne, which must be closely related to thc. airpLine being in development. In the case
e.g. of the A 3100 and the A 310 the difference is slightly too large for abso.ut reliable results. Therefore at VFW

Sthe direct performance prediction metlhod ,vs used with good success. This method uses a direct wind tunnel / flght
SRe-number extrapolation which is basod partly on theoretical methods and partly on generalized wind tunnel / I

flight test correlation data. A detailed discussion of these methods is beyond the scape of this paper.

";. / It must b• well understood, that in the method shown in Fig. 6.16 as well as in the normal full scale engine
• ~specification and calibration method one important effect is not separated and evaluated, that is the "Exter,•al Flow

Engine Effect". h. the altitude test facility for the full scale engine as well as in the TPS calibeatlon tank the
S~correct nozzle pressure ratios for all Much numbers and altitud~es are simulated. The external flow however, quite

:, apart from real installatio.n interference due to pylon and wing effects, is not stmulated. Without doubt the external
St. flow has an influence on the fan nozzle discharge coefficient, the fan jet spreading and the gas generator cowl

j pressure distribution. Theft influences change the thrust compared with the altitude facility specified thrust. This
i influence should not be called an installation effect, as it is evaluated in Fig. 6.17, but an engine external flow

effect.

numbers refer to the figures 6.14 and 6.15.i For simplicity the TPS intake correction,shown in Fig. 6.17, is omitted

in this figure.

The compotison of the TPS tank calibrat'on and the is,•lated TPS wind tunnel result gives the external flow
effects. Conventionally the spillage drag and the fan cowl external friction drag is considered to be a part of the



-A smmary of th engine Interfence evaluation mebod4, used at VFW, Is given In Fig. 6.19. Slnc* 1TPS
testing is an expensive wind tunnel technique, It cannot be used In the early project phase, where the general shape
of the airframe Is not jet fixed. Irn this phote engine influence is simulated by flow through nacelles, preferably by
the plug type.

Since performanco prediction is already very important In this phase, jet influence is considered in the per-
formance prediction by reference air plane data, goneral eo.perlence ond theoretical methods.

In the development phase, TPS testing with half models is added to this as outlined in this paper. The per-
formance prediction follows the methods outlined in Fig. 6.17 and 6.18.

During te final development and check out phase accurate performance guaranties have to be tabtlished.
In this case the unability of the half model to simulate caymmetric cases, may not be acceptable.

!n the low speed field, especially the second segment climb is an asymmetric "•e. In the near future the
new DNW low speed wind tunnel will offer the ultimate TPS testing capability.

Turbine powered simulators at a stale of I : 9, 5 ( related to GE CF 6 ) ore built for this tunnel, which Is
the correct scale for an existing )NW Airbus complete model. This test setoup will give complete simulation of
asymmetric one engine out climb cases a' high Reynolds numbers and will thus establish reliable performance data.
The large scale allows detailed Interferecm, flow analysis. This flow analysis is even more improved and realistic
with a large scale ( 1 1 5,4) TPS, which Is built for VFW and will be used in high and low speed with an existing
half model of the some scale.

7. CONCLUSIONS

With the present state of the art of airplane development, engine Interference is one of the Important reasons
of performance prediction uncertainty, and engine interference optimization is one of the most difficult tasks. This is
valid for the cruise speed region as well as for the low speed flight.

At VFW the TPS wind tunnel technique, already well known and widelm,' used In the cruise flight condition,
has proven as a valuable and reliable tool also for low speed flop down cass. The combination of this technique
with the use of plug controlled flow through nacelles gives reliable performo.€•e prediction during all phases of
transport development.

Experience with windtunnel programmes using the TPS techniques for the Investigation of propulsion system
effects on the airframe shows that cooperation with the engine manufacturer Is much more efficient. This Is not only
due to the direct comparison of real engine and TPS calibration methods but also because the test results can be
directly related to the real engine/alrframe installation. It is recommended that future testing based an the VFW
concept outlined here be integrated with the experlmewtal work of the engine manufacturor to on overall experimental
approach to the problem of engine/model calibration for performance prediction. This Integrated opproath will reduce
errors In thrust/drag bookkeeping to a minimum and provide the engine manufacturer with a better understanding of air-
frame effects on the nacelle in order to optimize the engine cycle for actual installed performance.

The next generation of transport aircraft may use long-duct mixing turbofans us already demonstrated In the
NASA Energy Efficient Engine Programme. The VyW model concept can still be applied here, In the case of the
variable-exit-area flow-through nacelle no problems are expected. Modification of the existing generation of non-
mixing TPS is not necessary. It It proposed that both primary and fan nozzles remain separated to facilitate calibration
for TPS thrust, and the make the exits coplanar or even allow a very small extention of the primary nozzle as shown
in Fig. 7.1. Tho main objective of simulation should be the pressure ratio and bee approximation of the corrected
mass flow of the real engine m~xing nozzle. In spite of higher fan total pressure atlos lower nozzle pressure
ratios are expected due to losses In the mixing process.

This paper has highlighted the problem of Interference associated with the installation of high bypass ratio engines
In modern transport aircraft and typical procedures for performance prediction by engine and rirfrome manufacturors.
Based on the understanding of Interference as being a mutual propulsion system/airframe problem a concept for windtunnel
testing has been proposed to separate thrust and drag effects as far as necessary and which Is compatible with the
thrust/drag bookkeeping for the full-scale aircraft. Further development of this concept will provide the framework for
more efficient cooperation between engine and airframe manufacturer in order to exploit the full performance potential
of engine and airframe.
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FIG. 4.5. Typical TPS Design, Type TDI 441 (5

FIG. 4.6. Turbine Powered Simulator
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FIG. 5.1: Half Model Test Arrangement with Ejector Engine Simulator
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FIG. 6.10i Low Speed Half Model with TPS FIG. 6.11: TPS Nacelle
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ESSAIS EN SOUFFLERIE DE 14AQUETTES MOTORISEES

COMPARAISON DlE flEUX ME71hODES DR SIMULATION DES JETS DES REACTMURS

parBECLE JP. (ONERA)

OFFICE NAT1ONAL D'ETUDES RT DE RECHERCHES AEROSPATIALES,

29 Avenue de la Division Leclerc, 92320 CIIATILLON (France)

et PERIN R. (AEROSPATIALE) Toulouse

Socligt National* Industrielle Afirospatialo 3:060 Toulouse (SNIAS)

La privision plus prficiat at l'optimisation do* performances das la stade do I*
difinition do* avions civils a conduit 1'AEROSPATIALE A effectuer des exssis de

maquette motorisfie done lea souffleries do 1'ONERA au Centre de MODANE-AVREEUX.

En coopgration avec l'ONERA deux mithodes do simulation froide des iota. des

riactours ant 4t6 divoloppies.

La premiare dite "Jets souff lfe" a b~nfificid du montage mix au point antirieure-

mont pour les 6tudes do l~avion CONCORD?.

La seconds qui utilise des petite. turbines 1 air a dtg rdcemment mise en oeuvre
pour lea avions do Ia famille AIRBUS.

Le sasson effectug o ur de eimqetsmontges cur uric balance a 6

11n ontge rignalperet uelquasoi lepricip demotorisation ou 1. type

d'essas (pont fi eso sais en soufflerie) d'utiliaer lea mimes moycris de

mesue (alace.ddbinatres, etc).

Lea 6talonnages des flux de sortie s'effectuent aix conditions arnbiantas de Ia¾ soufflerie dane le caisson A vide SO5 du Centre de l'ONERA 3i MODANE.J

Cet expos6 ddcrit lea installations, lea rnoyeni do mesure et lea m~thodes d'exploi-

tat-ion des rfisultate. L4isrtgrgt respectif de chactino des nfithodes (!e motorisation

eat analyad complexitg des mayens, durde, pirdcision des mesures et comparaison

des rdsultats.

4-J

4.N.
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L'importance prise par lea problbmes dus ht la propulsion 8ur les avions civils ne permet
plus de :,e satisfaire uniquement d'une ana..yse de l'interf~renhce des jets par la mesure des rdpar-
titions de :,ression (rdf, 1). L'exp~rience acquise et lee progr~a r~aliska sur lea moyesn de mesuire
ont conduit Y*Adrospatiale et l'ONERLA h se doter de moyens d'essais capables d'accdder aux effete
d'installation dei nacelles par une pes~e globale. A cet effet deux m~thodes ont kt6 d6velopp~es.
La premibre (Trurbine Powered Simulator) utilise one turbine h air entrarinant une soufflante lIont
lea caractdristiques aunt proches de nelles du moteur rdel. La seconde dite "jets souffids" analyse
sdpar~ment lea effete dolentr~ d'air de ceux de l'arribre corps.

A Cette note d6crit lee mdthodes et lee moyens dlessais, lea proc~dures d'analyee. La pr6-
cision des mesures o4 la comparaison des r~sultats obtenue suivant lee deux m6thodes sent analysdes.

II - M.8TI10DE D'ESSAIS

L14valuation des efforts d'inetallation implique une similitude aussi ccrnplhte que possible
avec l'avion. Lee deux mdthodes de motorisation des maquettee (nacelle "jets souffl~s" ou 4quipde
d'une turbine hi air TPS) ddcrites ci-dessous demandent une proc~ddre d'essaie complexe pour satis-
faire lea exigences d~u problbme posd, et en particulier Ia pr6cisicn des mesures.

11.1 . - Conditions de similitude..

KLee conaitions de similitude choisies sonu les donndee g6om6triques du moteur et le nombre
de Mach d'4jection, reprhsant4 par Ie taux de d6tente du jet (rapport de la pression d'arr~t du jet
L Ia pression statique on sortie).

TPS

Par cette m~thode le ddbit6 d'air amont ne reprdsente que 80 h 85 % du d~bit d'air avion et
la similitude correcte du champ de vitesse autour de l'entrde d'air n~cessite de contracter celle-ci,
d'o4 la n6cessit6 de v~rifier l'influence de cette modification eur la traitn~e de carbne. Par ailleurs,
si ).es caract4riotiques du jet secondaire sent correctement reprdsent6es celles du Jet primaire ne le
sent pits (voir §IV.3). Enfin le rapport des pressions d16jection des deux flux, 1i65 au fonctionnement
de Ia turbine, rend cette m~thode difficilement adaptable h une simulation de nacell.e de type "lets
confluents".

Jets soluffl,~s,

Avec la technique jets soufflds, lea condi.tions de similitude choisties eont respect~es,
sous rdserve d'une inddpendence effective des effete de llentr6e d'air et des effete de lirir corps,

11.2. - Ddfinition des efforts d'installation.

Las essais en sotufflerie de maquettea motorisdes permettent de ddterminer le bileii poussde-

train~e de la maqoette, mais sans Ia possibilit4 de sdparer lea deux composantee.

Des essais au point fixe (M4 = 0), sent donc n~cessaires pour 4valuer las performances du

moteur (XN I M = o) dane des conditions de fonctionnement identiques 4 cellee de Ia soufflerie.

D'une fagon g~ndrale, la coniparaison de la tralride at de la pouaaade do l'avion pout s'expri-.
mer, aelon une d~composition des efforts proposde r~ftence Lji] , par ia diffdrence

(X 1 +AýX installation motrice + AX Vo)-X (M-0) +a X1  (MOOl~)

diffdrence considdrde A une portance dorn~e de l'evion.

Dane catte expression,

1eat la tratnde du planeur on soufflerie,
train~e obtenue par l'eaaai en soufflerie d'une mequette de l'avion non Jhquip6e de nacelles,

AX installation mtieeat le compl~ment de trainde due A l'installation des nacelles
mtcemotorisdes aur Ia maquette

AX vo eat un terme compidinenteire, notenunent de frottement, qui perrnet d'obteuir Ia
oltraln~e en vol A pertir de la trainde en soufflerieA

(=0)eat la composante suivant X de la pouss~e des Jets meaur~e au point fixe pour
des m~mes conditions de fonctionnement (pressions g~ndratricee. taux de ddtente)
qu'en vol

(i )eat 1'influence de 11culmn extdrieur ,Eur la pousade do isoteur (suivant X).

Pour obtenir le bilan recherchE, Is diffdrence trainde-pouss~e et la portance sent Calcul~es
A partir des r~sultats d'esaeis A cheque incidence de Ia mequette, ce qui permet ensuite de se situer
A un niveau do poreance donnd.

-- RMEO



La prdssnOAtiorn qui stilt me limitcra ems~ntielletaent: 1 ia ddtormination du terme do
tratude do 14 vintorimatioin, A X installation motrice,ýl# d~termination des termus de portance,
an particulier, s'effectuant Ptuv..at Is mama dfmarcne.

La plekiche I prdsente lea diffdrents essais (configurationb 1 A 10) effectuda soit avec
TPS, soit avec jets a uufflda, pour a'nc~der A cette d~termination.

Plus prE~idc.Wnnt, A partir dos 6cforts .... X esurd. done le, diffdrentes
configurations, toel 1;u'indiquds planc.he I at prdcse 8 ans l'Enumdration qui suit, lea termes
tie t~rainde d'inotallation sonlt obtenus reaspectivelent par lee relations suivantea

TPS

AX Tnstallatiin riotrice (X (4 - x1) -XN - X C~

Jet$s ouffil4

PAX Installation motrica (X 2 x1 ) + (X4 - X X 3 .
2' Efforts sit le planneur. Configuration 1.

X4Effortr en pr~sence des nacelles dvo rfrne. Siultiotes jaelte reprant Confgrtron d'ai

Ce Potere orute o~rivig I de efot int rnW Xdit calufldan 1. Lobtngs dutube onn courpont
depula. l'nfin±aramont- Cofgr.in 1F t

Effortflenc preIsne des nmateiaaion .deimulati6ponfdogujetsvions. Cofg9to 4.10

g la br oure Imotaourcosdr, Configuration 1.

K2 Effort on prdsence des. nacelles der rdf~rence, avo-c entcele dir carndse. Simuantr 'ion

avio, iar.-brecorp dtntfoncion dou sml'nienle oufic t du la po inc t dupint debi

Cc erm ea cori~ de ef mrt nerne Xivr par i'ONRIs long Centrbe de couranetviax

utiliixe pouri1i aaoot. eotnfigunatplnnchee2.2L

X Punso but ddini sit M Cour leqno pvient e ou irir un alaget etriepr, oulnant

labohr oeu o~dre Cofiuy riatio e d5. tu ntan n ett ubn

b~ un Htfo nrt an rbre d lque dest naclles ~ u rne soufciante.'ai VapirE c net r Simul aretioe

djo# ;: ;::Tu~:flux du ~i aua vi configuration 2).
Ccin termsntatio nceoo,.ir do la onnalissane deei,. dinffdrente an~te d3.tere

survellanou dooi tdurbino h omnt lstrsaren focindes es lcs inagsdance lue bs ord'ttaque et di, Ubod

J)OV OfO~U~rOOT eWAS(10SiMlatonde oteurine pe aractP upr jetqes douffloteu d oin t lee condtions

parfloi unoupot rvesEpa necaalsain.Led.i

11a1 t-b noyato dos fournir par uncrci hue rrso

't oct maurE por~anai ~n ael tlsepu e sa9ete)n lnh .Lnucll ot cmps~ dun 1.met oter TP) ur aqelvint tifi:3 unhailag rerienae
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La souffla~nte 4u moteur aspire son dibit dana une chambre de tranquillisation, fix~e elle
aussi aur la balance. Le d6bit Becondaire eat aliment6 par un circuit basso preasion (9 bars) et eat
mesur6 par un ou deux cols soniques selon lea cas.

La raccordement chambre do tranquillisation - nacelle a'effectue h l'aide d'un pavilion
qui peut, noit 8tre cylindrique, soit roprdsenter l'entrde d'air rdelle de la nacelle (P1. 4).

L'enaemble balance - chambro de tranquillisation - nacelle eat inatalid dana un caisson
dtanche reli6 au vide. Un col scnique rdglablo assure le maintien d'une preS3ion statique constants,
quiel que soit Ie ddbit entrant.

Lea principaies grandeurs mesurdes sontA

len deux ddbit primaire at aecondaire (WF et WG)

-lea pressions at temp6ratures en amont it en aval de Ia soufflanto (ri, Ti. PTF, TF)

-lea preasions et tempdraturesaen amont et on aval do la turbine (PCH, TCH, PTG, TG)

Isl rdgime turbine RPM

-la prassion atatique p

-la pouss~e globale X

111.1.2.2.- Circuits d'alimentation.'I 111.1.2.2.1.- Cirouit haute pression.
Le circuit haute preasion ndcessairý 'a Ia-m~s9 9'n r6t~ton de la turbine eat identique eu

banc dl 4 talonnage et dana la soufflerie.

Ltinstallation actuelle comprend

- une rdaervo d'air sac de 28 m3 h 270 bars,

- uno sph~re B2 de 1 M3 , rdgul6e h la pression de 60 bars

- un rdchauffeur assurant la rdgulation en temp~rature do l'air alimentant la turbine

- un filtre arrAtant lea poussibrae do dimension supdrioure h 12 Am, qui pourraient endommager
lea aubagee de la turbine

- une platino de rdgulation et de meauro comprenant

une vanne d'entrde
une vanne de mise h l'atmosphbre
une vanne do r~gulation
un venturi
une soupape do adourit6.

encu WLingLallation permet un ddbit de 1 kg/s pendant Wh3 mn environ. Une nouvelle installation
encusde rdalisation, pretaun fonctlonnement permanent (regonglage A 3 kg/s).

111.1 .2.2.2.- Circuit basse preasion.

Le circuit basse pression alimentant !a soufflante du moteur lora des eaaais do calibration
compr'3ad

-une rdaerve d'air sec do 4 500 m3 h 9 bars do preasion

-un r4chauffeur assurant la rdgulation do la tomp~reture do l'air d'alimentation do la
soufflante

-un filt-e identiqise h celui du circuit haute pression

-une vanne do rdguletion

-un dispositif de mesure ded ddbits pLr coJvs soniques.

Le niveau maximum do preasion diaponible h l'amont des cola soniques eat do 8 bare.

La r~gulation des conditions amont des circuits d'alimentation assure une tr~s bonne
stebilitd do l'pnsemble does parambtre3 do la turbine.

111. 1.2.3.- Eslancj (p1. 6)
L'ensemble chambro de tranquillisation -. nacelle oat mont6 sur une balance dont Ia struc-

ture permet le passage do quatre conduits d'air compriad. Cettv balance do paroi h six composantes,

eat utilisde indiffdromment au caisson d'4talonnage, ou dana Ia soufi'lerie.

La d~vouplage entre partin pesde et partie non pes~e s'offectue au moyen d'un syst~me do
soufflets do faible raideur qui no modifie pas ln aenEibilit6 do Ia balance. La sdparation des flux
en doux parties ot leur jonction en opposition Sl~r un ;-loc distributeur annule lea effeta do fond.
Par ailleurs, ce nontago assure la meaure dirocte do la dynalpie sortanto.

..'¶: ~ Y



Prsuidte dl±uperfeotions do montage at d'aligneme.nt, un effet risiduel de pression done los
souf±'lets our lea pants do Ia balance eat observ6 Un 6talonnage pr~alable permet de mosurer cet
effet de pression at d'en tenir compte done lea calcals dlefforts. La validit6 eat vdrifil~e fr6quem-
mont (avant cheque essai si n6cessaire).

La rdgzulation do la balance h la temp~rature de l'air d'alimentation des jets permet do

s'aftfranchir des problbmes que cr4eraient des gradients therm~iques sur la balance.

111. 1 .2.4.- Lila~ta&_tt suveillance.

Le pilotage at Ia surveillance de l'installation mont aasur~s par un ensemble de trois
consoles (p1. 7) aur leaquelles sont ramenda lea commandos des diff4rentea vannos des circuits
d'aliment~tion et le rdglage des rdchauffeurs do l'inatallation.

L'inddpendance des trois circuits (alimentationa primaire et secondairo et 6vacuation)
permet un zdglage sdpard de chacun des parambtres.

Les surveillances provaquent un arr~t do l'izistallation on coo de surviteace do la turbine

ou d'dchauffement anormal des paliers.

Le traitement en ten~p3 rdal par un ordinataur local des signaux provenant des capteura
mesurant los principaux parambtree (pi, Ti, p, RPM) at la visualisation do lours velours physiques per-
mettertun pilotage ais4 de l'inatallatian.

111.1 .2.- Vaiato dubnadgaen~

Une tuy~ro 4talon ASME, montda h la place do la nacelle en sortie do la chambre do tran-
quillisation (p1. 8 at p1. 9) sort do rdfdrance en matibre de fidblit4 des essais et de
contr8l* des quantitds caractdrisent un jot.

Le ddbit primairo h haute preasion act ramen4 sur ltnlisentiition do la chasbre flo tranquil-
lisation.

Les masuros da ddbit et de farce enregiatrdes par les capteura pour diffdrents taux de
ddtente sont compardee aux velours thdoriquea do la tuybre.

L'utiiiaation salt du ddbit primaire, soit du ddbit aecondaira, soit des deux ddbits
mdlangds, parmut do comparer ontre ellba los difffrentes mesures des ddbits.

111. 2. - Simulation des motaurs par Jiets souffids.

111.2.1.- Princip do .simulation (p1. io)

Les doux jets, primaira at secondairo sont simulds par deux flux dWair comprim4 h haute
pressian (30 bars) dane la maquetto. Les deux flux sont ddtendus par une uucceossion do plaques per-
fordes jusqu'kt Ia preasion d'djection.

Chaque canal est 6quipd en una section do rdf4rence do prises do pression at do thermo-
c-ouples permettant, avec la connais'rance des ddbits, do calculoe. Ia pression d'arrat des jots.

Lea prises do preasion our la nacelle zont branchdes sur -in petit commutatour do presalon
modulaire h doux tates, placc dons l'ogive do la nacelle.

111.2.2.- Point fixe.

Les essaia au point fixe sleffoctuant dons le mama caisson dtanche ddcrit au §111.1.2.1.
Dana co cas d'essai, la voilure se2.'K directement de support h la nacelle.

Lea doux flux d'air compriad sent issus do la mama source haute prassion ddorito au

Un iou de cola soni .os hL sections ticheloaindes at do vannos commanddoa automatiquemernt
donna une grande souplosso au choix du domaino do fonctionnement du motaur. La fonctionnoment
s~par4 des circuits primairo ot secondaire eat possible.

111.3. - Easnia on soufflorle.

Lea essais ant 4td effectu~s dana la veine transsonique do la aaufflerie S2 du Centre
de Modane-Avrieux.

Il slaglt d'une veina do largeur 1,75 m at do hauteur 1,77 m. Los parais verticales esot
plames et lsa parois horizantalas perfordes ; Ia porositd do Ia veine eat do 6 %

La preasurisatian do la soufflorie at as rdg'ilatian an tempdrature permettant, quol quo
salt I* nombre do Mach do maintenir Ia preasion statique et la temp~rature gdn6ratrice canstantes.

~ ~ ,*



L'acquisition des meaures sleffectue en paliers d'inoidence. Un programse d'automatisation
commands la~ positionnement en incidence de la maquette ('(41tO,01 degr4) et rbgle 1e nombro de Mach
(6M.C40,002) ; ±1 commando l'acquisition des points de mesure et contr8le loeur validitC.

Les signaux sent tranbmisen temps r6el h l'ordinateur central qui restitue aux utilisateurs
lea rdaultats d6fir-itifs sol~s forms appropri~e (console de visualisation, 4dition, trac4s).

Les demi-maquettes utiliades po:r les deux adries d'ossais (,)1. 12-13-14) reprdsentent u
avion de transport bir~acteur subsonique.

Des essais de nacelles ;sol6ea (p1. 15) peuvent 6tre dgalement effectuds.

Le circu~it d'arrivde d'air, l'instrumentation at la bala~nce sent coux utilisds au banc
d' dtalonnage.

IV -METHODS D'EXPLOITATION

IV.1. - Etalonnage de la poussde.

TPS.

La masure do Ia pouss~e oat globale et le d~bit secondaire doit faire l'objet d'un 6tnlon-I

nags. Le para.-ubtre de contr8le pour l'6talonnage du d~bit secondaire peut Otre soit une pression
a tiqua moyenns, soit une pression totals mayernno meourdea respectivomont en amont at en aval de la
soufflanl-o. Vu la complex-1t4 do Ilinstallation, cot 6talonnage res peut 8tre rp6pt4 en souffleris, ot
uno 4ventuells d~gradation des performances de l'snsemble nacelle-turbine au cours des sasais-eat

plus difficile h d6celer.

Jets souff]A~e,

L'affichago at la mosure a~par~e des d6bita primaire at secondaire confbrent h cetto technique
plusiours points d'intdrdt, Ella r.,ermet

- do mesurer les coefficients do tuybrs do chacun des flux
- d1vle l'influence do i'6coulement ext6rieur sur cos coefficients do tuybre, c'oat-h-
dive d'estimer an partis la parts do poussde moteur install6.

Par ailleurs, l'dtalonnage pout s'effsctusr directoment dans la veins do Ia soufflerie, cu
tout au momns Atre contr8ld apr~s chaqus changement ds configuration, co qui assuro uno v~rification
permanents do toute l'installstion.

IV.2. - Lois d'6talonnago.

* I La planche 16 pr6aonte los lois d16talonnage utilisdes dana notre analyse. La rolation
dirocts poussde-d~bit a pour avantago do faire appol h un noabro limit6 de mesuros, donc d'assurer
uno pr~cision meilleure. Appliqu~e h la technique "jets soufflds", shle conduit h une 6valuation do
la pousade affectdo do l'effot do l'dcoulement extdrieur our lea d~bits. Son utilisiation dans le cas
do la m~thode TPS ndcesslto un contr8le rigoureux du rendement do la turbine ; en effet, lea varia-
tions 6ventuelles des perts'g do charge du circuit priMalrs no sent pee prisos 6n compto.

S1 l'on so refbre h une brochure moteur 4ta' lie h. M 0 on utilise lea lois classiques
faisant appel aux coefficients do pouassfo globalo CT at do d6bit CD on fonction du taux do d6tonto
fan.

IV.3. - Contr8le de !a validit4 des m~thodes d'osegai.

TPS.

Cette technique n'assurF, pas la continuit6 des d6luits entre ltamont at l'aval. Pour 4viter
une p6 nalit4 do trafn6e sur l'entr4s d'sir, Ia gdom~trie do cette dornibro eat modifi~e do tolls
sorte quo le coefficient do d6bit #~-Ao/AE soi~t identique hi celui de l'entrde d'air rdollo. La
fonction do transformation i~pand do cheque entrde d~ajr. Un essai sp~clal sur tin montage do nacalle
isol~e (p1. 1) v6rifie si cet objectit' est bien atteiný et 4ventuellemont permet d'appliquer une
correction.

Sur llarribre-corps, lco conditions do similitude avioc l~avjon du jet primaire no sent pas
romplios. Le taux do ddtente Puj/Pc d~pend do la conception de la turbine (soufflante h 1 ou 2 6tages)
et il eat on g6n6val trop 61ev4. Il on d~coule quo los rdpartitions do prossiori sur 1e capot moteur at

le forms du "jot pouvont 6tre modifi6es (r6f. I ). Cot offot eat mis en 4vidence planche 17 par
compaiva1ijon aux essais "Jots souffl~s". Souls tins 4tude spdciale polirrait en 4valuer los consdquonces.

Enfin, il oat imp~ratif do v~rifier, lors des oosais en soufflorie, qua los caractdristiques
des Jets (distorsion do pressi')n ot do temp~rature) sont identiques h cellos aesurdes bora des ossais
au point fixo, faute do quci lei 4talonnages do la pousado deviennent doutoux.

e .



Pour valider cetto technique V'on dait slassurer

10) - quo le champ de prossion autour do Ia nacelle nlest pas perturb4 par l'obstruc'dicn
do l'ontrde d'air

20) - quo Ins caractgristiques des jets no modifient pans Ie champ de pression our l'ogivo de

Le contr~le du point I sleffectue en comparant lea r~partitiono do pression (voilture-nacslle)
meauraes lore des essais des configurations 2 at 3 (voir pl. 1) nacelle avab entr6e dWair r~elle ot
nacelle entr~e (Pair cardnde h mgme d~bit.

A4 Puir lea positicna relatives nacollo-voilure dtudides, cette condition eat r6aliade
(pl. 18 et 19).

Une priso de pression Judiciousement placdos ur le cardnage d'entr~e dWair a dgalomontI
permis de vdrifier l'ind6pendance de llogivo d'entrde d'air par rapport mu jet.

V -RESULTATS - COMPARAISON DES DEUX METHODES

W.. - Prdcision des mesures.

Lea mesuree aent doubldes pour ohacune des configurations 6tudi~es, quells quo soit la
m6thode. Loa configurations motorisods sent mosurdea A diffdrents taux do d6tento du flux sacondairo
(at primairo dons le oms do Ia technique "Jets soufflds"), co qui reprdaento environ 100 points do
mesuro par configuration ot par Mach.

La prdciaicn ddduite de l'6cart entre deux rotat:Lona h m~ines parambtres do fonctionnement
du motaur eat pr~sentge plancho 20. La pr~oision globale aur l'estimaticn des efforts d'inotallation
pout ainsi 8tro estiinde h environ ± 0,7 % do la traindi totale avion.

Notons don e Iscas do la technique "Jets acuffida' Is trbs bon accord entre lea rdsultate
du bana de point fixe at ceux effectu~s en soufflerie (p1. 21).

V.2. - Comparaison des deux m~thodes.

Lea planchee 22 at 23 pr~santent, an comparaiaon, lee rdsultats obtenus suivant lea deux
m6thodes pour un avion moderns do transport commercial 6quip6 do moteurs biflux.

Lea 6carts observ6s our lea efforts d'installation sont do l'ordra de 0,5 % de la trainse
de l'avion, Ceci d~montre Ia coh~rence des deux m~thodea compte tenu do leur prdoision respective
(± 0,7 %). Qualitativament, l'influence do l'inatallation des nacelles sur le champ do pression
voilure eat identiquo. En particulior on note un trbs bon accord aur ha cation at l'amplitude de
la pointe do survitasse duo h Ileffet do ltentratnement des ,jets (p1 . 235.os

VI - CONCLUSIONS

Cotta 6t- montre qua lea deux mdthodos do motorisation d~velopp6es par 1'AER0FSPATIALE
at 1'ONNRA pour 6valuer lea efforts d'installation du groups propuloif dtun aylon do transport com-
mercial subsoniqus ont permis d'obtenir une pr~oision satisfaisante at des r~sultats coh6rentri.
Llexp~rienco acquise nous conduit h pensar que coo deux m~thodes sont compldmentaires. En offet, Ia
m6thode TPS noux parait plus facile d'smploi ; our une maquetto dquipde d'un nombre important de
prises do premuion pour le contrOle des effete locaux, elie est bien adaptde A l'dtude d'aindliorations
do l'interactiton nacolle-voilure (positions de nacelle, formes de mAt, profile voilure, etc.) pour n
installation motrice donn6e, mais moins fiable lorsqulil s'agit de comparer des nacellsa do typos
dif'fdrents (problbme do l'dtalonnage). ILa m~thode "Jets souffl~s" dons sea limites do validit6 permet
un moills'ir contr~le du nivoau absolu des masures at de ce fait sat misux adapt6e h Is comparasion
de dif'ferents motaurs. E~n outre, ella soule ýermet, pour le moment, dos 6tudes our dos nacelles do
type h jots confluento.

REFE RENCE
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WIND TUNNEL TEST AND ANALYSIS TECWI.)Ukl USING

POWERED SIMULATORS FOR CIVIL NACELLE

INSTALLATION DRAG ASSESSMENT

by

A.E. Harris and E.C. Carter

AIRCRAFT RESEARCH ASSOCIATION LTD.

MANTON LANE, REDFORD, ENGLAND MK41 7PF

StUMARY

Full span and semi-span wind tunnel model tests and powered nacelle calibration techniques are discussed
in the context of civil nacelle installation drag assessment and optimisation.

In order to achieve the accuracj required for drag analysis it is necessary to determine the installed
net thrust of the powered nacelle simulator to the equivalent of at least one aircraft drag count. This
implies stringent control of mass flow and thrust accounting and imposes the need for consistency of
approach in the wind-on and calibration tests where thrust and mass flow coefficients must be known to
0.,12 to 0.2% accuracy, This need for high confidence in the data at all stages of analysis has led to a
methodology in which the measured data is combined in various ways to enhance confidence in its final
use.

experiences obtained in the use of a Mach Simulation Tank (MST) for the calibration of turbine powered
simulator (TPS) units are discussed. The MST is used to obtain simultaneous mass flow and thrust
calibrations with representative internal nacelle conditions in the presence of a quiescent exhaust
environment.

Practical problems associated with the design of balance and airfeed arrangements are discussed along
with the use of blown and turbine powered simulators.

NOTATION

This refers primarily to FIG.8 which contains some of its own notation.

Principle PH Pressure

T Temperature

A Area

W Mass flow rate

M Mach number

X Thrust

Secondary V Venturi

I'i Intake

P,T Primary, Turbine

F Fan

S[GGross (referring to thrust)
S/reference to pressures

S Static

a Incidence

Normalised Temperature T0K/288

Normalised Pressure psia/14.7

Abbreviations

AMCV Total Multiple Critical Venturi Throat Area

ATF Altitude Test Facility

CRPMI, CRPMT Corrected rotational speed RPM/r/e. RPM//V'
I' T

FNPR Fan nozzle pressure ratio PTF/PS

MCV Multiple Critical Venturi

MFR Mass Flow Ratio A /Ai

MSIM Simulated Mach Number

MST Mach simulation tank

PNPR Primary nozzle pressure rat:io PTP/PS
TFN Through Flow Nacelle 'TPS Turbine Powered Simulator

CWI, CWT Corrected mass flow rate WIr/Oi . WP T/e T



1. INTRODUCMON

There is more than adequate evidence to show that the performance benefit or penalties of a power
plant installation can significantly influence the success of current high economy civil transports.
Future trends towards higher by-pass ratios and lover specific thrusts will make the accurate asesesment
of engine installations even more important, and probably much more difficult.

It is fortunate that the present range of engines and "'~uise speeds put the critical cruise
performance points in a region where external flow coupling of inlet and exhaust is small but accepted
and where internal cycle awareness of the ex~ternal exhaust 'invironment is limited or non-existent, This
may not of course be true of other critical flight regimes such as second segment climb.

If it is accepted that the presence of the real flows associated with the engine unit must be
simulated in wind tunnel performance tests then we are well on the way to saying that the ideal simulator

L..t should be a model engine. The degree of simplication which is accepted leads the choice of simulations
from the simplest free-flow nacelle to the blown nacelle, to the. ejector, and finally to the turbine
powered simulator.

Having chosen an acceptable simulator on the grounds of cost, flow similarity, complexity, accuracy: \ and past experience, etc. then the question of what measurements will give the best assessment of
performance and understanding of results must be considered. This in turn will define the nature of the
measuring system and the complexity of the model and its instrumentation. Complexity of model in this
instance probably meaning the use of a complete model or a half model.

The choice having been made of a particular simulator on a given range of model configurations,
consideration must next be given to the best way of defining the performance of the simulator whilst
operating in the wind tunnel test environment mounted on the model. The natural approach to this must be
the use of a parallel thrust and drag accounting system to that of the full scale engine and airframe
accounting system. This requires a model "altitu'de test facility" capable of simulating the correct
wind tunnel environmental pressures and temperatures, and of measuring thrust and mass flow to at least
the same degree of accuracy as achieved in the wind tunnel,

The instrumentation of the simulator must be sufficient to define the required mass flow Anod th,-ust
parameters to the necessary acciracy whilst at the same time being compatible with the simulator size,
the tunnel instrumentation, and the data recording facilities. For these purposes it is essential that
the simulator is a. stable, repeatable unit, which can be calibrated in terms of measured model temperatures
and pressures.

To meet these requirements an auxiliary compressed air supply with accurate monitoring of mass flow
and temperature and precision servo control of pressure at the simulator is essential. The pressure
must be high enough to be compatible with the duct sizes and the balance air transport system, and the
air must be sufficiently dry to avoid condensation or icing problems. For blown models a twin servo-
controlled high pressure air supply must be provided.

* Air transport across model force balances requires close attention to detail in model and balance
* design and manufacture. For some configurations, rear fuselage mounted units for example, it is

* essential 'o use a complete model. This in turn requires complex internal ducting and non-interfering
air transport systems Oithin the fuselage and across the balance. For this reason half model balance
systems are favoured wherever possible because of the extra space normally available for the balance,
air transport, and instrumentation. The half model however brings with it the usual associated doubts
in absolute accuracy and possible half fuselage buoyancy forces.

The above problems are considered in detail in this paper which reviews the nature and magnitude
of the difficulties and current state of the art in UK testing.

2. THE APPROACH TO DIFFERENT AIRFRAME LAYOUTS

The solution and methods of approach to the representation of power plants must essentially differ
4from one layout to another. Three different nacelle installation layouts have been considered; these

include the underwing installation both close to and remote from the fuselage and the rear fuselage
* mounted installation, Fig.l.

* ~The rear fuselage installation requires the representation of the full fuselage with the tests '
being made on a complete model. Complete model testing with simulators is particularly difficult
because of the need to transport high pressure air across the balance. As a validation exercise, tests
have been made on a 1/25th scale research model with two TPS wing mounted units. This representation,
whilst not being a rear fuselage application, has posed all the problems that would arise with such an
application. Considerable development was necessary to design a non interfering high pressure air
system to cross a standard complete-model balance. The system is based on flexible metal bellows
coupling the live and earth balance ends. The air transport across the bellows is normal to the balance
axes and equally opposed to avoid pressure interference. The system is designed to minimise thermal
interactions between the airflow and balance elements as well as to eliminate mechanical hysteresis. The
balance and air transport system was calibrated as a combination with the balance blowing pressure as a
small term in the interaction matrix. Use of this technique is the subject of a separate paper in this
symposium and so will not be enlarged upon here. The application of these techniques can well be adapted

to a rear fuselage configuration when the need arises but the primary method of support would have to be

Fig. 1; this includes a fully metric fuselage and power units, all mounted from an earthed strut which
enters the lower surface of the forward fuselage. The presence of the interfering strut is not an
unomnpolmin most afterbody experimental work and has to be accepted as a factor which does not

nfunethe incremental terms that arise from small optimising changes in the rear fuselage/nacelle '
region. Whatever the final support system that is chosen it is imperati're that the wing be included in

JI...



Considering now the wing mounted RELATED7
nacelle, more test configuration -J ULL VANIamWVXt
options are open to us. If a fully IMODELSUNEWG
representative installation drag isI OR A
required then a complete model must be OVERWING
provided and the technical involvement INSTLLATI
discussed above is necessary. If
however the incremental effects of
installation changes are considered
to be localised to the wing then the
half model technique offers
considerable advantages. The questions
to be asked about the validity of half CLOSE OMP.EO
model testing are not new, neither is WING OFRLA
there a simple reassuring answer. .IOUNTELA
Nevertheless the simplification TFW KTALLATION
introduced into powered simulator
testing by the use of half models makes
us address the question of whether the
technique is acceptable in this
instance. In general the lift curve
slope obtained from a halt model test
is the same as that of the complete
model if the fuselage centreline stand N Lt5I• AFT
off distance on the wall is at least a irLL t RsI.Wog
displacement thickness and probably up ._TLLrT, NJ
to two displacement thicknesses.
Whilst providing the correct basic lift
the longitudinal stability may be
slightly modified due to the
unrepresentative distribution of
fuselage lift. This term would n2t
be expected to be greater than 2%c and
would also not be expected to change
with nacelle/pylon configuration FIG.I INSTALLATION TYPES AND POSSIBLE MODELS
change. However drag is our prime
concern here and there can be no
justification for believing absolute drag levels of half models although there is evidence to indicate
reasonable representation of drag due to lift and good representation of drag increments due to wing
build changes (i.e. controls, stores, nacelles etc). In general of course, powered half models areassociated with a corresponding unpowered full span model and the above objections probably become

academic.

The final question that remains relates to the fuselage. If it is accepted from the above arguments
that accurate installation drag increments can be obtained from a half model then we have to consider
whether the half fuselage should be metric. This may appear to be an unnecessary question and "of
course the fuselage should be metric" - however the main basis for considering the half model technique
at all is the assumption that a true representacion of incremental interference which is free from
tunnel flow boundary effects, is obtained. For a half model it must be accepted that the fuselage flow
is not correctly represented and neither in particular is the fuselage cross-flow. Hence the use of a
complete metric half fuselage will require the assumption of consistent floor boundary layer effects
which are independent of the wing/nacelle configuration changes. It is our view that if wing/nacelle
changes genuinely modify the aft fuselage drag then a complete model must be used; if however such
changes do not or may not influence the aft fuselage drag then a non-mt-ric fuselage should be used on
the half model. The reason for this view (which is not for the purpose of easing the model design
or testing) is that a metric fuselage is an excellent integrator of tunnel buoyancy. Modifications of

4 wing flow and turbine and fan efflux can have small and unpredictable effects on tunnel buoyancy which
will be most faithfully integrated as drag changes by the rear fuselage; these would then be incorrectly
assumed to be changes in drag associated with the wing/nacelle modifications.

To suimmarise - it is our belief at ARA that for configurations where nacelle installations are
likely to mutually interferL with the fuselage flow then a complete model must be used; for
configurations where the effects of nacelle installation and modification are confined to the wing then
a half model should be used with a non-metric fuselage. An accepted criticism of this belief is the
need for an advance decision of what builds are considered to be independent of the fuselage, but we
feel that this is greatly outweighed by the strong likelihood of erroneous answers due to the incorrect
representation of aft fuselage flows in the tunnel (typically at M - 0.8 an error of one aircraft drag
count is caused by a AM gradient in the flow over a metric rear fuselage of 0.00075, this is clearly
approaching the calibration accuracy and repeatability of most tunnels).

3. THE OPTIMUM SIMULATOR

At the expense of repeating what may have been discussed before, probably with appropriate bias
associated with the experience of the particular operator or facility, we would like to briefly address 41
the question of the best or most appropriate power plant simulator, with reference to Fig. 2.

Through flow nacelle (FIG. 2 upper)

This is the simplest and most economic simulator. This provides correct inlet geometry and
M.F.R. if the exhaust geometry is enlarged or alternativtly reduced inlet M.F.R. with the correct
exhaust geometry. Experience at ARA (Ref.1) indicates the latter nethod tc oz most desirable in relation
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r ~ ~ to local wing surface pressures. The .
modification to inlnc geometry to allow for

reduced inlet flow, or the increase ----
spillege around a correctly ui~ed inlet,
are both shown to give wing pressure
results equivalent to the correct sized -1 et
and mass flow ratio. HROUGH FLOW - TCRLLE

(TFN)
The exhaust flow is unrepresentative in .... w mWALKS ONt)tPN

both total pressure and temperature and

consequently in exhaust plume shape and
stream shears. The optimum methods of
nacelle and plume representation by a hard
free flow surface may well develop in
time as more experience is accumulated
with jet flow representative models.

Evidence (Ref.1) suggests that the best BLOWN NACELLE
through flow nacelle simulation is obtained
by the use of full representation of the
real cowl shapes in preference to short cuts
which do not include the gas generator cowl,
or which use a hard body representation of
the fan jet boundary i.e. extended cowl. An
example of local wing surface pressures is
shown in Fig. 3. In this particular case
the extended cowl through flow nacelle (TFN)
gives a closer result to the powered case
but experience indicates that for different cEJECTOR NACELLE

installations the particular form of TFN
giving the best simulation of the powured
case differs - hence the use of TFN nacelles
can give unpredictable local interference
results anid so a powered nacelle must be
used in the general case.

Blown Nacelles (Fig.2 mid upper)

The blown nacelle has advantages and __ _

disadvantages. All the air that exhausts TURBINE POWERED NACELLE
from the nozzle has been fed into the (TPS)
model so no nacelle measurements of mass
fluo are needed in the model which
simplifies instrumentation (although of FIG. 2 TYPES OF NACELLE SIMULATORS
course T is needed to give w/T from a feed

[BBRD NACELLE
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............ ItoVal~ usI , of The exhaust total pressure of both primary and fan are very low (about 2 atmospheres)
in comparison supply pressure into the nacelle (about 30 atmospheres); this leads to complex pressure
dropping systems giving the problems of non-uniform nozzle pressure distributions and temperature distributions
(due to the Joule-Thompson drop). The accuracy of the whole experiment depends upon the repeatability of the
instrumentation as it "sees" the pressure and temperature distribution and small changes in performance
of the pressure dropping system (say perforated plates) can give different distribution of nozzle pressure
and temperature profile from that for which it was calibrated. One significant advantage often quoted for
the direct blown nozzle system is its potential for over-blowing for calibration purposes to provide the
correct nozzle flight pressure ratios in static calibration. This however requires the dangerous assumption
of similarity of flow distribution in thle nozzle whilst operating at the elevated (over-blown) absolute

pressurps and pressure drops; and also requires that any dependence of nozzle thrust aad discharge
coefficients on internal Reynolds number can be quantified and accounted.

The front of the nacelle for the fully blown nozzle does of course require to be faired. This can be
designed to give the same pressui distribution over the inlet cowl region back to the fan nozzle plane for
a range of CL and M conditions whitat allowing for the extra boundary layer displacement surface. So in
principle the approach conditions to the flow mixing at tho nozzle plane can be correctly represented.
However the edfects of the dii.placed "non-captured" inlet stream tube into the gully flow between the
nacelle and wing and pylon must have significant effects, albeit unquantifled at present.

Ejector Nacelles (FIG.2 mid low,'r)

The ejector nacelle has the great advantage of high pressure air economy compared with the direct
blown nacelle. It would be reasonable to expect to achieve an ejector mass ratio of abouit 1.5 permitting
an inlet flow of about 60 to 65% of the design operating value. This inlet flow deficioncy can be reasonably
accomnmodated by inlet cowl redesign.

Multi tube ejectors are essential to achieve the required performance and although it would be a
refinement to provide independent fan and core duct ejector pressure controls to give precise engine twin
stream schedule matching it should not be forgotten that this faciiity is readily available to the ejector
nacelle if required.

As with the direct blow nacelle, the accuracy provided by the ejector nacelle depends upon the
consistency of the flow at the nozzle instrumentation reference plane. This reference plane, by the nature
of the internal geometry of the nacelle, is always likely to be closer to the ejector plane than the rules
of complete mixing would dictate, possibly aui acceptable distance but nevertheless too close for comfort,
and too close for guaranteed repeatability. Consequently the accuracy of an ejector simulator is
dependent upon the repeatability of the flow from a multitude of minute condi ejector nozzles and their
mixing with a distorted flo-a field.

The Turbine Powered Simulator (FIG.2 lower)

Probably the most significant advantage of the TPS is the large wealth of relevant experience that
has been and is being built up in the use of these simulators. The domination of the design and manufacture
of these TPS simulators by Tech. Development Inc. of Ohio USA has undoubtedly made a telling impact on the
quality and survivability of the units. Insofar as initial cost is a significant consideration, the TPS
unit has this fector against it but the cost of TPS, ejector or blown nacelle core power-packages does
not represent a major element in the typical total program cost, In any event the initial capital costs
of all powered simulators represent quite small proportions of the cost of all programs for which the
simulators are likely to be used. Ia general, a simulator is likely to be asesodatud with a particular
major full scale engine and is likely to be used in many cladding variants before it is discarded.

Setting aside the cost aspects it is clear that the TPS offers many technical advantages, not least
of which is the representation of the inlet flcw, For certain types of nacelle installation the facility
to represent 80% of the inlet flow is fundamental; for many other installations where no publiE' ed
evidence is available to predict the importance or otherwise of the presence of the inlet flow it appears
that the decision between blown or TPS comes down to past experience or practice. In any event certain
facets of nacelle installatioci aerodynamics dictate that to select a blown simulator requires that high
confidence must :e placed in the independent influences of intake capture and exhaust stLeam effects
rather than the concept of interrelated inlet and nozzle effects. Certainly in this largely subsonic
sphere it appears advisable to assume, unless faced with insurmountable technical obstacles, that the
nacelle front end and rear end aerodynamics may well be linked in the complex flow field generated when
the nacelle is close coupled to the forward lower surface of a modern advanced wing.

Civil testing at ARA has included development and installed tests using blown nacelle simulators
as well as TPS simulators and from this experience it is clear that the control of air supply stability
and precision of the data for both simulator types are similarly exacting. To some extent the TPS has
an advantage due to the use of linked mass flow accounting methods in the ram drag and gross thrust
estimation procedures. Nonetheless both simulators require high precision internal pressure and
temperature measurements and accurate calibration facilities. One of the most important points in the
blown versus TPS comparison is that in general the blown nacelle requires about three times as much air
to be passed through the pylon (or strut) together with all the necessary inscrumentation; this
considerably enhances the difficulties of pylon (or strut) design.

A disadvantage of the TPS is the tendency for icing which is associated with large temperature drops
across the turbine. This aspect is discussed further in section 9 below, but it suffices to note here
that this problem has been aaequately eliminated using current practices at ARA, whilst avoiding the
additional problems that would occur with the use of heated turbine drive air.

4. THE PARALLEL MODEL AND FULL SCALE ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

In simple terms the full scale engine is run on a ground based altitude test facility (ATF) capable
of supplying the engine face with air at representative ram total pressure and permitting the nozzles to

'exhaust into representative ambient pressure. For the real engine, non-dimensional gross thrust and
mass flow coefficients are uniquely obtained in static operation in relation to corrected revs. and internal
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pressures and temperatures. In applicationt SOLTED WAKE MODELTSTS ISOATDEX MDLTESTS

to the installed flight conditions, the ATF RY L SPILE DRAG PWC4AANC DATA
static gross thrust is reduced by the ram
drag to give the net thrust of the isolated . 1IUK
pod in flight. The effects ýIf a uniform C4 --
external flow field may be introduced as a
refinement at this stage, if test data is
available, to modify the fan and primary
discharge coefficrent with corresponding
modifications of the in-flight gross thrust.
This estimated "free flight' net thrust is _ __

then used in conjunction with airframe
and cowl drag estimates and installation FULL SCALE MODEL
drag factors to estimate the aircraft
performance. M.0 M-O

This paper describes current ARA methods
in the determination of these installation
drag factors. Hence the natural methodology
is to run a parallel accounting system for
the full scale and model tests - Fig. 4 - STATIC TEST STAND BENCH TEST

where the unknown in the full state equation IPr-+
is the installation drag, which is determined
from wind tunnel measurements of the various
model builds of wing/bidy and
wing/body/nanelle and installed thrust
estimates. M-0

ATF CALIBRATIONS MST CALIBRATIONS
Hence for the model we measure the gross

thrust and discharge coefficients in a .PMACS // S --

calibration frame which reproduces the inlet M " -/ LoD
bellmouth flow conditions at the total p___
pressure of the tunnel and exit ambient
static pressures at the nozzle exhaust. By MAus6<
use of the relationship of internal instrum- 30,00' FLIGHT TEST TWT TESTS

entatiun in the model engine unit, the "free
flight" net thrust may be calculated from FIG.4 AIRCPAFT AND MODEL NACELLE INSTALLATION TECHNOLOGY PLAN
the calibration static gross thrust and the
ram drag. The differen.e between the "free

of T - D for the engine/airframe model RPMZ A . TVA2 *. PTT
installation provides a measure of the drag

of the engine/airframe full scale
installation. PVAIflgtRe hutadth unlmauee PM PVA1 T 1 VAI

The engine nacelle interference drag
may be obtained from the above measurement
of the drag of the wing/body/nacelle
compared with the drag of the wing/body \ I , I PVA1 TVAI
together with the estimated or measured P 2
external drag of the nacelle/pylon. TYPICAL KEv

5. BOOKKEEPING AND ACCURACY AMCV.1 [Tst¶o M C- AMCV-S 1 Data_

In general the thrust and mass flow To
accounting systems adopted for the model are, --. T4ACH=O.7 TW
wherever possible, parallel to the full W MACH-O'TesI
scale nacelle performance accounting T s MACH-0-8 Data

procedures as noted above. This includes
quantity and placement of
instrumentation as well as the definitions
of coefficients, as far as is practically
p o s s i b l e . "4 n -W L " A

The procedures therefore form a . PTF * "'" D

composite structure.

For the model test data it is possible CRPM1 FPR TPR

to form three diatinct groups of functional
relationships; these are:- hA""•Eio't *A"h * ...... *

PSI PSF tt ssu
A Diagnostic and distortion parameters " ' "

B TPS nacelle performance data CRPMI FPR TPR

C TPS nacelle coefficients

In Group A the parameters are devised T~i-i T-Fi~, TPAJii., *,to provide the characteristics of the basic TIMPI[TUS( DITOT'I

measurements using such basic variables as
local total pressure distortion levels. CRPM! FPR TPR

FIG.5 DIAGNOSTIC ANP DISTORTION PARAMETERS
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Fig. 5 shows, schematically, the set of MACHMCHFP
Plots commuonly formed. 
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In Group B the parameters are for FP NRPPexample corrected fan mass flow and NRP R
fan corrected rotational speed; Fig. 6 (TS-Toi
show. the sets of relationships.T4Ia -- &commnonly formed. ,

inle duc~fannozle ad prmar
InGroup C ma.. flow and thrust HoL_ _coefficients are developed, for the Poe PAN -CRPM1

(turbine) nozzle using in-duct pressure EA
and temperature measurements and derived EAv.mass flow and thrust datai Fig. 7 I oP
illustrates these parameters and flow
zones. ICRPVII

whtBefore addressing the question of FRTREA

are necessary to achieve a given
installation drag discrimination level,
it is necessary to outline the
typib-al mass flow, thrust and drag CRPMI CRPMT CRPMT
ac.;ounting procedure. Consider for
simplicity, a sirgle TPS nacelle in FTR ~TUETTR RELWcombination with a half span model.

CRPMI CRPMT CRPMI

FAN TYPICAL KEYcwi CWT M * AMCV a.14 MST

S A AMC V a15 ITiatCR~4[CE 
AT AMC a. 16 Dalta

IAMCV. A4- MACH 0-75 Tost

MACH-O at

CRPMI CRPMT

INTAKE FLOW FAN TZLt H IW
CDI COEFF:CILNT CDF COCIPMO CTF *WZ RP1
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"• IFIG. 8 MST AND TWT MASS FLOW, THRUST AND DRAG ACCOUNTING PROCESS

•i•Fig. 8 shows schematically the essentials of the MST calibration and TwT (in-tunnel) bookkeeping
•,process. In the case of the isilatn.d nacelle tests in the TWT the process is similar except for the

computation of normal force and lift. /

In the MST calibration phase of testing as in the TWT phases the above-noted groups A and B of

parameters are qystewatically plotted, examined, and compared. The calibration phase essentially
yields a set of nozzle coefficients which represent the characteristics of the nozzle and instrumentationcombination. For example, the coefficients will vary as the instrumentation set is varied and for this

reason it is essential that the MSI cnd TW`T instrumentation standards are identical. Particular
emphasis is placed on linked methodology in the TWT phase where ram drag and fan gross thrust terms
are computed using an identical mass flow term. It is accepted that lepl3ge of turbine air along the
TPS shaft can influence this accounting but currently, in the absence of more specific information,
compatibility of test conditions in the MST and TWT is accepted as a solution to the problem. It will "
be noted also that multiple methods are used to estimate the value of the fan nozzle mass flow rate:

i i'•,• " 4,"-•• .'. " .



this mphasis is well placed since gross fan thrust levels are typically twice the magnitude of the
aircraft mo3del drag and one hundred times the magnitude of the installation drag increments for which
we are looking. In practice, drag data is estimated by up to six composite methods in which the
principal alternative variable is the fan nozzle mass flow rate; comparisons of the resulting drag data
and of increments between builds generated using these alternative methods prove to be most valuable.

The fundamental question is - what size of increment in nacelle installation or interference drag
do we wish to discriminate. For civil work the answer must be something of the order of 1 to 2 drag
counts where this increment is one half to one percent of aircraft drag. In general, a simple, apparently
quite rigorous pre-test error analysis will show that we will be unable to discriminate differences of the
order of 1 to 2 counts due to predicted data scatter. However , a fully rigorous statistical/engineering
error analysis will show that when all relevant bias (fixed) and repeatability (random) errors are
accounted, together with the enhancement of precision due to multiple measurements (samples) it ia likely

I i~lthat statistically-significant measurements of this order (I to 2 counts difference) will be achieved on
increments. The full statistical analysis has not been done because this has been rendered academic by

the wind tunnel experimental evidence. This evidence shows that from point to poinit the final drag data
exhibits repeatability to well within one half of a drag count and that from drag polar to polar the
repeatability is better than +0.6 drag counts. A reliable value for bLild to build repeatability is not
available due to the considerable expense of deliberately rebuilding and testing a datum model build a
statistically significant number of times. In all of the above, the confidence level has been quite
deliberately left out; this is because the precise form of the true drag curves cannot be adequately defined.

The above remarkai have also dwelt on the incremental drag type of exercise wherein a given set of
MST nozzle coefficients are used for all TNT modpl builds. The related question of absolute drag accuracies
and drag differences between installed nacelle models fitted with varying nozzle systems are more complex
and equally prone to the pessimistic answer from a statistical error analysis. In a recent example the
MST calibration data was examined using statistical means; four builds of model were considered and in
all cases the fan parameters CDF, CTF and their product exhibited a spread (random) of less than +0.2% at
a 2c or 95% confidence level. Perpetuation of these levels of calibration accuracy into the TNT-test
indicates that, without regard to the random TNT elements of accuracy, differences between builds of less
than 0.8 drag counts would be insignificant; a typical practical level of random TNT error leads to the
deduction that for varying nozzle systems, differences of less than about lI drag counts are not likely
to be significant at the 95% confidence level. However, such are the economir consequences that lower
levels of confidence are frequently accepted when unde': all other considerations the designs have equal
merit. Also, in practice, MST repeatability levels of +0.1% are frequently (but not always) achieved.

6. CALIBRATION METHODS AND TEST DATA

The tests in the Mach Simulation Tank (MST) are conducted to determine nozzle coefficients in the
presence of a quiescent exhaust environment but under conditions which match nodel internal pressures
to those of the transonic wind tunnel (TWT).

Test conditions are created to simulate TWTr Mach number, so far as the nacelle internal duct flows

are concerned, by setting up an appropriate pressure difference between the model inlet and exhaust
environments. Use of ambient atmospheric pressure upstream of the TPS nacelle creates engine face
conditions corresponding to ARA TNT ran total pressure levels whilst pressures in the vicinity of the
nozzles are selected to correspond with ARA TNT free stream static pressures at the requiied simulated
Mach number, s-e Fig. 9.

CLEAN, DRY
AIR FEED TURBINE DRIVE AIR TO CRITICAL CoMPRESSED AIR
FLEXURES MODEL VIA FLEXURED VENTURI HEATERS AD FILTERS
(3 0FF) FEED PIPE METER

I, M, TV'II

CELL EARTH
AMBIENT o

14*,i To To,

TO SUCTION
SIDE OF

LOýCALTANIK'COMPRESSOR'

BELLMTH

F.9 ASIC ELEMENTSOF McSATO ARRAY OF MULTIPLE

T E T F INIVID•L
DEFLECTOR EHRMCUPE
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FIG. 9 BASIC ELEMENTS OF MACHl SIL'JLATION TANK.
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Tank internal pressure conditions are controlled by selection of appropriate tank exit areas AMCV
which are related to the total model nozzle area, for a given TPS unit. In order to optimise the
precision of the MST exit mass flow measurements, the critical venturi meter concept has been adopted
(Ref. 2). The required simulated Mach numbers of the exhaust environment are achieved by tho selection
of the appropriate critical venturis from a binary range of venturi areas. The relationships between
simulated Mach number, model nozzle area and TPS unit rpm are readily obtained from the following equations
which are approximately valid for fully choked nozzle conditions.

IPTozL AV
NOZZLE AMCV since (W/f) (W)OZZ

PS TA14K - jO= TAN NOZZLE

PTNOZZLE fI RPM MSIUATED f HOAMBIENTJ

HOCORRECTED = PSf M

In the above relationships the terms PT andNOZZLE refer roughly to a combined fan and turbine
exhaust and with real fan and turbine nozzles the relationships give only an approximate guide to the

conditions; in practice more precise relationships and past experience are used to predict the required
AMCV values.

Thrust measurements are made by means of a symmetrically placed pair of force balances as shown
in Fig. 9; considerable care is given to the calibration of these balances and the various pressure
tares which arise due to the high pressure air feed and tank depression. Calibration of the forces and
pressure tares are systematically carried out for each model test series.

Fig. 10 shows typical MST operating conditions for a representati-'e TPS nacelle model; the range
and numbers of test points are typical of many such tests.

In praclice, as evident from Fig. 10 and the above relationships, having selected the value of AMCV
for a given test run the levels of simulated Mach number are achieved directly by variaLion of TPS unit
RPM. Conditions in.the duct down~tream of
the tank exit MCV array are maintained at a ISEFORE TWT TESTSIAFTER TWT TESTS
suitably low level of statlc pressure, OPEN SYM1OLS AMCV SOLID SYMBOLS AWCY
typically 3 psia, to ensure fully choked 16 16
-flow through the venturis. 17 17• 16 • 18

V 19 19
A venturi meter is used in the high • 20 A 20

pressure feed line for the measurement yA.,. 19
of turbine drive air mass flow rate. 2-7 0.82

In order that the MST facility should 20 0.9
have demonsLrable accuracy, a periodic 2-6 r- P
practice of testing a set of-referpnce FAN
nozzles has been adopted. The results have NOZZLE 1.
shown that mass flows from th6 high pressure RESSURE

venturi meter and tank exit venturis ER 2
generally match to setter than +0.2%
whilst the thrust measuring system has been
shown to match predicted reference nozzle 2.4-

thrust data also to within +0.2%, (Ref.3). 1

Characteristic sets of nozzle 2'3-
coefficients from a recent MST test series
are shown in Fig. 11; the numbers of points 1
and range of conditions shown are quitc 2.2.
typical; in particular, it is policy,
whenever practical, to run calibrations M
both before and after TWT teats. This 2.1 0.76
procedure provides both improved confidence 0
levels and essential continuity of the

* TPS/nacelle performance evaluations. 0.84
No serious problems of TPS performance 20
variation have hitherto been encountered.

The coefýicients show a clear trend 1.9
with TPS unit RPM: this arises due to 1.2 1.4 1.6 I8 20 2 .4 2-6

the variations in the sampling of nozzle PRIMARY NOZLE PRESSURE RArIO PR
upstream total pressures and temperatures FIG. 10 TPS CHARACTERISTICS FROM MST CALIBRATIONS
and is consequent upon the finite set of
measuring stations allied to the development of the duct distortion map as a function of unit RPM.
The current ARA view is that at a fixed value of FNPR the apparent nozzle coefficients will vary with
fan corrected speed and that the magnitude of this variation will depend upon the size of the data
sample (numbers of pitots and thermocouples).

The relationships between the means of the measured duct total pressures and temperatures and the
apparent 'true' mean values can be identified and evaluated. The procedure involves selection of
reference values of fan corrected speed and associated reference sets of nozzle discharge and thrust H
coefficients (CDF. CTF). It has been shown that the ratios of indicated-to-true total pressures
and temperatures can be derived directly from the indicated nozzle coefficients CDF and CTF (Ref. 4).
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It should also be noted that this NOZZLE A - 0.90
concept is not new, as evidenced by THRUST,

the work of Kimzey (Ref.5) and Decher FT..(Raf, 6). .•--- -0-098

7. ISOLATED NACELLE TESTS 0.2%[

A number of technical advantages
can be claimed for a test plan which 16 17 is 19 20
includes TWT testing of an isolated AMCV
nacelle mounted on a strut as shown
together with typical drag data in 20 2.1 2 23 24 25 26
oge. FAN NOZZLE PRCSSURE RATIO. FNPR
Fig.12.

There are two independent reasons JOEFORE TWI TESTS AFTER TWT TESISI
for utilising '.solated nacelle tests: OPEN SYMBOLS. AN SOLID SYMIOL3. AMcv

16 a 6
A. For pylon/nacelle calibration 17 17
.urposes as an alternative to MST I 1s * 18

19 19devised nozzle coefficients. This A 70 £ 20
technique uses nacelle/pylon thrust V 0909AT 19
minus drag measurements on the strutto determine T - D of the nacelle and

pylon operating at the correct nozzle FAN CRP.08
pressure ratio in the presence of the NOZZLE ..0 __ .. -- -- - 082
correct external stream M. DISCHARGE 0T76e

measurements in conjunction with COEFFT. - 0.90
thaoretical estimates of external "I

pylon and nacelle drag and fan mass 09
flow from calibrated inlet statics
(a weak link of this method) and 0.27[ V/
turbine mass flow from a feed line
venturi provide thrust and discharge
coefficients for the fan and.primary 1C

nozzles. These coefficients are in ,-1
principle different from those 2-0 2.1 2.2 2'3 2.4 2.5 2.6
obtained in a MST calibration due to FAN NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO

the effects, if any, of external
stream suppression. The primary thrust
and mass flow are consistently

accounted throughout.

The coefficients, when used for PVM, •
the TWT wing body nacelle tests, PRIMARY

provide the "true" installed nv. NZLSCHAR .
thrust of the nacelle, which wien COEFFT.
combined with the estimated external FCOP ]4 TWT ESTSI LAFTER TWT TESTS
drag of pylon and nacelle (via the OPENSYMBOLS AMCV SOLIDSYMBOLS AMCV
same method as used in deriving 0 a 16 * 16
nozzle coefficients) and measured wing t17 * 17
drag, yields the aerodynamic drag 1I

interference of the installation. . 19 0 19
a 20 A 20

J ( RPtcAT 19

1., 1-6 18 2'0 2"2 2'4 2"6

PRIMARY NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO P PR

FIG. 11 TPS COEFFICIENTS FROM MST CALIBRATIONS

(T - D)Nacelle/pylon/strut Strut ÷ (T-D)Nacelle/pylon measured

then (T - -)0 estimated DNacelle/pylon Nacelle/pylon Ram

TNacelle +CThrust fan' CDisch fan

"Then using these C and C ,acoefficients in TWT wing/body/nacelle tests at M,
Thrust fan Disch fan

CThrust' CDisch ' TGross' DRam T Net

and (T - D~Wing/nacelle/pylon - Wing -4 D Nacelle/pylon installation

and T~et -Nacelle/pylon estimated 4 (T - D)Nacelle/pylon

(T - D)wing/nacelle/pylol - Dwing- (T - D)Nacelle/pylon A AD Nacelle/pylon interference

Wn/ael/yo WigNcll/yo
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B. For installation drag increments utilising the MST static colibration coefficients. This methoduses thrust minus dru.e measurements on the strut in conjunction with static calibration valueb of C hrust
and CD, to obtain the external drag of the nacelle and pylon. This makes the assumptinn of no externalDis
flow suppression effects or the nozzle coefficients, or alternatively that such effects are accountedin the derived external drag ,,f the nacelle and pylon. Hence this method also provides the aerodynamic
interference increment or an installation drag increment as above, but with any external flow supprewsion
effects included in the interference term viz.

(T -D)Nacelle/pylon/strut - DStruc L (T - D)Nacelle/pylon

Then using C and C coefficients from Mcr and consistent primary accounting
then !Thrust+ fan~ro MSTc coe fi ie ts

CThrust, Diachb Gross' DRam -• TNet

Nacelle/pylon Net 4 Nacedle/p;'ion
and from TWT wing/body/nacelle testa

(T-Dwing/nacelle/pylon - wing .DNacelle/pylon- TNet(from MST coefficients)

ADaee , interference inclding external stram supprossion on nozzle thrust.

An example of the isolated nazelle drag data is shown in Fig. 12; it is clear that good repeatability
of the measurements can be obtained.
It is also clear that testing of the
isolated nacelle premits evaluation FNA-ELI L
of the mass flow, thrust and drag
accounting process under more SUPPOAT STRUT 4
favourable and predictable
circumstances than the installed
tests permit. As a result of this
important facet of these tests,
together with considerations relating
to the presence or otherwise of free SI Fot
stream suppression of a nozzle flow, wWVI
it is currently recommended that this
isolated TWT test phase he included
whernev-,r a compreh'nsive technology
package is believed to be necessary.

8. INSTALLED NACELLE TESTS " L R L.-

In the installed nacelle/pylon F LAN
TWT test phase largely conventional
test conditions and procedures are
adopted. In the planning stages
it will havve been decided whether Co
the wing/fuselage would be counts 2 A/C DRAG COUNTS
represented by a full span or half
span model. In either case the ,.STRUT ,
objective of the powered installed -2-- NACELLE!PVLON
test phase will have been clearly
identified. In many cases where
the aircraft is new it will have RUN-NO. TPS SYMBO
been decided that an associated RPM C, NACELLE/PYLON
unpowered full span test series is I 61K
used as a link into the aircraft 

counts
drag accounting scheme and that 4
the powered tests are to provide adrag increment due to the presence STRUT ALONE
of power and of representative
nacelle/pylon exhaust systems; that
is, that the powered installed tests MN5uAO lprovide AC Ddata due to the differencebetween through-flow nacelles (TFN) 0,10 -004 -0-02 0 0'02 0.04
and TPS nacelles. Many alternative INCRMENTAL MACH NUMBER
approaches are possible, however, and
the installed TNT tests may be aimed FIG. 12 ISOLATED NACELLE DRAG DATA
at determination of either interference drag or installed drag, or both, as describ,,d in 7.

, An alternative uld technically sound approach may on occasion be adopted. This is when a
"flying baseline' build is included in the installed TWT test plan; this approach sets out only todefine the differences between candidate configurations of wing/pylon/nacelle end n 'flying baseline'
representing a design having known full scale flight performance standards.

Whatever the precise objectives of the installed TWT test phase, and frequently many of the aboveapproaches are combined in the same test entry, there are many common facets to the test techniques.

In a number of recent typical test programmes, the actual build-to-build test sequence has becomui
quite routine; it will enhance the value of this note to describr this routine.
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FIG. 1.4 TYPICAL MODEL DRAG DATA AND REPEATABILITY

aerodynamic conditions .n the flow over the lifting surfaces, i.e. surface pressure listributions.

The data shown in Fig. 14 illustrates one or two important aspe, s of test technique; these are
that when looking for small drag differences it is very important tc systematically establish and

confirm repeatability levels on all builds and that test conditions should be both tightly packed within
the cru;se flight envelope but also should cover significantly more than the confines of the cruise

C a .d. n.. . ...
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"iweiope a��'s sgnificant aerodynamic interference features frequently materialise near to the edges of the
cruise envelope and may be much more readily identified in the extended regions of the test envelope.

The data repeatability in evidence in Fig. 14 is quite typical and it is clear that repeat runs
show a spread within +1 drag count. It is relevant to note that the drag data plotted has been
computed using force balance measurements of about -300 drag counts, ram drag values of about 250 drag
counts and total (fan primary) gross thrust levels of about 600 drag counts. In the presence oi these
substantial vectors it is both remarkable and gratifying to achieve the illustrated levels of repeatability
of the final drag data.

It is also important that the repeatability levels both from test run to test run as well as from
build to build are established.

9. INSTRUMENTATION METHODS, MODEL DESIGN AND POWER CONTROL.

The related problems of numbers and disposition of the nacelle instrumentation is an aspect which
appears to lead to nearly as many differing solutions as there are engineers involved; on the one hand
it is clear that an extremely large number of measuremeias is necessary in any given duct in order that
the mean value of the measutrements will closely approximate the true mean; on the other hand it is
equally true that, provided we are dealing with absolutely stable and repeatable duct flows, calibrated

for a given fan pressure ratio, it should only be necessary to use a single, well-placed pitot and
thermocouple in each duct. However, the real test situation requires that a compromise be struck
between these two eictremes. Firstly, it is not necessary that the mean of the measurements should be
close to the true mean; it is necessary only that the ratio of the mean of the measurements to the true
mean shall remain invariant, through all test phases at a given test condition, say corrected rpm.
Seco.idly, to rely on a single measurement in each duct would be extremely hazardous, with the liability
of oil contamination or partial leakage or blockage; equa'lly if the nozzle were not fully choked then
mass flow variations could go undetected by a single pit:or. So in general a reasonably large number of
instruments is used in each duct of the simulator to provide an economical sample which will give a
reasonable representation of the true mean flow and minimise the technical risk of the loss of some
instruments.

The ultimate selection of the internal instrumentation set installed, Is primarily defined by the
model design office having due regard to the space available; the selected set generally includes intake
duct statics and thermocouples, fan duct pitots, statics and thermocouples and primary (turbine) duct
pitots and thermocouples - the numbers vary from programme to programme but the key numbers do not differ
widely, for example - current praccice seems to suggest somewhere betweei 12 and 30 fan duct piltots,
between 7 and 12 primary duct pitots, ust'ally fewer thermocouples and between 4 iind 6 intake duct statics.
Using this instrumentation and the various weighting and averaging methods previously described, it
is practical to assess the mass flow and thrust levels in the various test phases.

It is worth noting that the practice of using pneumatically ganged aets of piltots is not recommended
in our view, in this context of TPS cruise drag tests. It is suggested that by reducing the number
of readout measurements higher rates of data taking can be achieved but in the present context it would

* appear to be unw,•se since the slightest ingress of oil into a gianged set of pitot tubes (which it must
be accepked can occur with TPS) could unbalance the pneumatics o., th,' ganged arrangement and could
cause an error source ln the duct pressures which would be very difficult to trace at the time of the
tests. It is therefore considered to be unwise and unjustified to vsduce the number of critical internal
pressures whilst less important external pressures are recorded. A multi scanivalve system is more than
adequate to cope with the total number of pressures, and the only penalty of scanivalve recording is a
scan time of 5 seconds as compared to about 2 to 3 seconds, with the corresponding extra blowing time.

The design of the model wing, pylon and nacelle hardware poses many special problems, not least
of which are the provision of adequate space for instrumentation and air feed ducts to the TPS as noted
above. Further important design aspects include the need for the cowl set and wing/pylon/nacelle
assemblies to be free from flow leak paths. As a rule the final sealed nacelle asseL.blies are subjected
to rigorous leak check tests at their maximum operating pressure, whilst all high pressure components
and assemblies are subjected to appropriate safety checks at twice the expected pressure levels.

Experience shows that cowl and pylon designs in which the number of components and associated h
leak paths have been minimised are most successful.

A particular feature of note on the cowl design is that of the tendency for icc formation due
to the very low turbine exhaust temperatures; these can be as low as 160°K. The use of an epoxy based
fibre or glass cloth laminate material (TUFNOL) for the core cowl components has been shown to give
adequate resistance to the heat flows and has thus reduced icing of the core cowl to acceptably
minimal levels.

The pressurised oil systems for the TPS bearing feed requires special consideration; system
design must be conducive to the maintenance of high standards of cleanliess to totall/ eliminate
contamination and debris; here again the rule is to minimise numbers of componentr.- and maximise skill
and awareness in the assembly area.

In order that high precision drag data be obtained, it is necessary that a servo-controlled compressed
air supply ;ystem be used. The dual systems currently in use at ARA provide precision control of TPS
unit rpm to better that. +0.17. Finally, of course the success of the whole experimental system depends
upon the balance accuracy, repeatability and discrimination; particularly in the presence of a HP dual
air feed system. Again, the possibility of achieving this is much greater with a half--model balance
in a controlled environment than with a complete model in the tunnel environment.

~.-,.. ~ ~ -- * 'd.L
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SUMMARY

Definition and optimisation of installed thrust/drag is a particularly
demanding aspect of civil nacelle installation design and development.

A recent programme has beon concerned with model to flight comparisons
as a means of validating the calibration and thrust/drag analysis tech-
niques employed in tnd tunnel te!,ts. The work was related to a modern
wide bodied transport, Lockheed LlO1l, having high bypass ratio RB 211
turbofan engines with two alternative exhaust system designs. Wind
tunnel model representation comprised a full span simulation with under-
wing mounted turbine powered engine simulators.

Calibration techniques included the use of a Mach Simulation Tank in
which concurrent mass flow and thrust calibrations were conducted in a
quiescent exhaust environment. Data presented includes nacelle thrust
and discharge coefficients, installed drag comparisons and finally model
to flight correlations.

NOmENCLATURE AND ABBREVIATIONS

AF Fan nozzle geometric area
AI Intake duct reference area
AMCV Individual throat area of critical venturi in MCV array

r AP Primary nozzle geometric area
AVA High pressure critical venturi meter throat area
C Local wing chord
CTP Estimated p;.,imary nozzle thrust coefficient
Ho Freestream (ambient) total pressure
Mo Freestream Mach number
m Mass flow
PMCV MCV upstream total pressure
Po Freestream (ambient) static pressure
PS Static pressure in MST adjacent to exhaust nozzles

PSF Fan duct static pressure
PSI Intake duct wall static pressure

A PSP Primary duct static pressure

PTF Fan duct total pressure

PTP Primary duct total pressure
PVA High pressure critical venturi meter upstream total pressure
q Freestream dynamic pressure
R Universal gas constant
S Wing planform area
TI Intake duct total temperature
TF Fan duct total temperature
To Freestream (ambient) tctal temperature

TMCV MCV upstream total temperature
TP Primary duct total temperature
TVA High pressure critical venturi meter upstream total temperature
Vo Aircraft velocity
W Aircraft weight
X Linear dimension from wing leading edge
XAF TWT axial balance force
XB MST force balance reading
XNF TWT normal balance force

- Fuselage angle of attack
Nacelle angle relative to fuselage datum
Nacelle 'toe-in' angle
Ratio of specific heats

A Increment

it •' -• . - . _ • - .... A' ., . j ,



DERIVED SYMBOLS

CDF Fan nozzle discharge coefficient (m rTF) measured

(m (_TF) ideal

CDP Primary nozzle discharge coefficient = (m (_-_ measured

(m f'Ti) ideal

CDOC Model drag coefficient corrected for thrust, ram drag and lift induced drag

CLC Model lift coefficient corrected for thrust

Cp Static pressure coefficient

CRPMI Corrected TPS fan speed - (RPM//•-

(MAXIMUM RPM)

CTF Fan nozzle thrust coefficient = XF/m TF measured
(XGF/m ýI''l) ideal

DRAM Nacelle ram drag

SW/6 Normalised aircraft weight

XGF Fan nozzle gross thrust

XGP Primary nozzle gross thrust

e Temperature ratio, local to s.•a level standard T /288

5 Pressure ratio, local to sea level standard Po/14.7

ABBREVIATIONS

FNPR Fan nozzle pressure ratio

MCV Multiple critical venturi meter

MSIM Simulated Mach number

MST Mach simulation tank

RPM Revolutions per minute

SAR Specific air range

sfc Engine specific fuel consumption

TPS Turbine powered simulator

TWT Transonic wind tunnel

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes work carried out to establish an experimental technique aimed at advancing the
state of the art in civil, full span, powered model testing. The trst work is related to a wide bodied
aircraft with underwing mounted turbofan engines featuring alternative standards of exhaust system design.
Validation of the technique employed is by aodel-to-full scale performance correlation. The wind tunnel
model was a 1/25th scale full span sting-mounted simulation fitted with turbine powered nacelle simulators

(TPS).

The study was initiated after consideration of the state nf the art in the mid-seventies. In part-
icular, it was rLcognised that whilst half-span model tests usiiug powered simulators were commonplace
(Refs.l and 2), little published evidence was available to demonstrate valid model to flight performance
correlations, noting especially the importance of spanwise distributions of lift and wave drag. Further-
more, the then likely advent of noise shielded installation designs featuring close coupled arrangements
of wings, nacelles, fuselage and empennage were unlikely to prove suitable vehicles for study using half-
span models - hence the emphasis on develupmhent of the full span method.

"The use of TPS units arises from the requirement to reproduce, sj closely as possible, the intake

and exhaust effects of the installed turbofan engine, together with interactions between the two. To this
end, two Tech Development Model 1079 TPS units were acquired for use in the test programme.

An important early consideration was the availability of comparative full scale data including visi-
bill y of engine nacelle and aircraft performance procedures. On the practical side, early consideration
was given to the key balance airfeed design problem.

The aim of the study was to develop test and analysis techniques of sufficient accuracy to discrimi-
nate drag differences between builds of 1 to 2 drag counts (or 6CD ! 0.0002); the one drag count level
of accuracy was known to be an ambitious target but provioed a clear basis for error estimates as well as
setting an exacting design objective.

-~ is,'
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"The precise basis of the technique validation procedure involved comparison of model and aircraft

drag values for a Lockheed L1Oll TriStar with Rolls-Royce RB 211 powerplants configured with 150 and 11lQ

afterbody systems; these are illustrated in Figure 1.

2. FORCE BALANCE/AIRFEED SYSTEM AND Exhaust systems evaluated on full scale
MODEL DESIGN aircraft and wind tunnel model

The full span model was designed to
simulate a Lockheed 1011 and to include Configuration I Configuration 2
only the two wing-mounted nacelles, the____
centre engine, fin and tailplane bei.ig
area ruled; model scale was set at 1/25
based upon an estimated practical maximum
tunnel blockage limit of 1% for tests up h b
to Mach 0.87. The airfeed system was
designed to minimise pressure effects and
stiffness effects of the air transferarrangements, especially in the normal ••

and axial force directions; stiffness
contributions were kept to less than 2% 11° 150
when compared with the basic balance and
pressure tares were, by design, very Circular arc afterbody Short 150 conical
small. At an early stage it was decided with 110 boat tail afterbody
to adopt a conventional six-component
balance and literally add on an airfeed Figure 1
system. The eight alectro-deposited
nickel bellows eventually selected from
an optLmisation study were arranged .n vertical equilateral opposed pairs. The arrangement was designed
to be capable of supplying sufficient high pressure air for blown, ejector or turbine powered nacelle
simulators. Figire 2 shows a schematic of the full span model including the balance/airfeed system,
details of the high pressure air suppl.y
metering arrangements and the nacelle Schematic of full span model
instrumentation definition. Force

balance
An important feature of the air.

feed design was that thermal effects TPS compressed
arising from temperature differences Nose mounted airfeeds
between the HP air supplies and model scanivalves
hardware should not cause extraneous
balance forces to arise. To prove
this and to generally develop the
bellows/balance system, a mock-up and Qonventionalstn
proving rig were built and certain mounted full lEarth/liveair
special in-tunnel preliminary check span model transfer bellows
tests were conducted with fully rep- syst
resentative airflow pressure and Wing surface system

temperature conditions. instrumentation

Conventional numerical controlled Full span model balance/airfeed system
machinery processes were employed in Air supply
the manufacture Gf the various wing, TPSair ducts
fuselage, pylon and nacelle components; Sting
in the case of the wing, a computm2rBanc
enhanced 'flight' wing geometry was de-
rived. r icd. Fs~a~...._-a flexible

The design and fabrication of the ,bellows

nacelle and pylon for this model proved " treair
to be quite difficult. In the presence transfer block
of the very tight geumetric constraints
imimposed by the need to match full scale .. "
ixternal geometry at 1/25 scale the
provision of space for instrumentation
ways and an airfeed duct through the Wing tl E-- Non-metric parts
pylon necessitated special vacuum braz- blockA•.t tng operations on the pylon hardware; Nacelle instrumentation
Figure 3 shows the model components.

The packaging of scanivalve, air ducts, Tw. • ,d,. p.'

balance and bellows system inside the t#.,(PTT)
model fuselage was a comparatively simple TwbW 4blve* k - ,k dd,No Iew*walw

matter. The provision of air ducts, r-- _3 ......
instrumentation ways and pylon fixationb IM*'*X ,
at the wing/pylon Junction proved to be ,
more difficult from the point of view 4ge.(mi (10111

of stress leveLs bince the lift loads WAS 1*4.|.p, F-fnwa

on the outer wing panel had, nonethe- 5@iiJrl Po m P pis Ptly p140"
less, to be ,-0equately kand permanently) 2"A, ,foa ,A lio IiiPTP) IeofiPTPI

supported. %wd -up Flo*Mvae 2imit4k2*11)| (11,M)| $401 (PepF) a off. i'ls

A particular feature of special 1,.ITi) I'MIP

interest on tite model is the provision
of glass based lamimnate (Tufnol) nacelle Figure 2



afterbody components. These were design.ed
and developed in order to eliminate the
likely formation of ice on the afterbody
arising from the very low temperatures
developed in the turbine duct exhaust flow. ' .
Air temperatures of around 1900 Kelvin have T• i I i U
been recorded in the primary (turbine mrdel ropel4i...s
exhaust) ducts when using turbine drive air
at around ambient temperature. The glass
based Tufnol material has proved to be Pylnmvwualcum vewholly successful in eliminating icing on .. ++;•• i•l
the afterbody and nozzle trailing edge .

thicknesses of 0.025 inches have been pro-
duced by conventional machining processes. Fan, de

Ic should be noted that because of
the externally supplied primary (turbine % F_" Vrz I-
drive) air, the TPS inlet operates at Int :
reduced mass flow ratios. Consequently Fon duot Intrwnlaft•on
the design of the intake included suit- Ptmwy duct AIn
able modification of the forebody cowl
and inlet area in order Lo maintain rep-
resentative nacelle drag levels whilst
the TPS was operating at these lower mass
flows. Figure 3

The complete model assembled in the
ARA transonic wind tunnel is snown in
Figure 4.

Full span model in transonic wind3. MACH SIMULATION TANK THRUST AND tunnel
MASS FLOW CALIBRATIONS

Details of the ARA Mach Simulation
Tank (MST) calibr tion procedures have
been included in the companion paper ! top",
Reference 3. In this study it was im-
portant that a definite and comparable
data system was employed on the full scale
and model for nacelle thrust and mass flow i.
accounting. For the full scale calibrat-
ions an Altitude Test Facility (ATF) is
used and the use of the MST provided a
strong parallel. In both cases the
nacelle internal flow pressures and
temperatures were comparable to the V.
Icruisel test levels, the exhaust press- ,,
ure ratios were comparable, and both
tests were conducted in quiescent exhaust
environments. Figure 5 presented here
for completeness, shows the 1/25 scale
nacelle mounted in the calibration Figure 4
facility; the tank is, in practice,
9 feet in diameter.

Simultaneous measurements of nac-
elle internal pressures and temperatures,
MST total mass flow and high pressure
airfeed mass flows, force balances, and
tank external and internal conditlons TUrbine POWWd
lead, by design, to development of a Mn1aletw wh
set of nacelle nozzle mass flnw and
thrust coefficients. In addition, TPS
unit performance and nacelle internal bl oflO~th
flow quality were identified using a rt ldoun In MaCh ;
composite set of computed variables. 11 f

Figure 6 shows typical sets of
fan nozzle coefficients far the 150
aiterbody system. The discharge and
thrust coelficient'i are clearly shown
to depend upon simulated Mach number,
or TPS fan rotational speed (rpm), as
well as nozzle pressure ratio. This
is due to the now well understood
,power effect' which reflects sampling
deviations from the true valueb of duct
mean preqsure and temperature. These Figure 5
sampling deviations aris, due to the
use of a finite set of pitots located
"downstream of the rotating fan which
produces variations in hie duct



"i•stortton levels. The samplins errors can
be shown to be a function of fan pressure
rise at a fixed nozzle pressure ratio, pro- Fannozzle MCV
vided the nozzle is 'hard choked'. A more goith•tust

coefficlint -
comprehensive discussion of this feature of GTF j.12601
the data is not necessary here but it is Tg| 13..¢_ -
sufficient Lo note that not only will the Typical nozzle a.

observed 'power effects' depend upon the coefficient data soa
precise definitions of the coefficient in- obtained from -

volvtd but will also vary from one TPS unit 1o 87
to another and with the number of instruments Mach simulation I
used in the fan and primary ducts. tak' "Sdr , t .82

Pord 150 nacelle Fa• nozzle

Statistical methods as well as cng- dscharge 7 .-. -coefficient - ,,

ineering judgement have been used to analyst COF
the calibration data; in general, it canI . '--M

be stated that fan nozzle discharge and I
thrust coefficients exhibit scatter band 2 22 23 24 25 2-6 2" 28
widths of less than +0.2%. In addition, Fan nozzle2 re2a3a .24 5 TF/,

mean gross thrust increments measured for
the model between the 150 and 110 exhaust WM 17M

configurations compare favourably with full
scale engine data. Figure 6

Internal data quality and TPS performance levels are compared with tunnel data in Section 5 below.

4. TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL THRUST, DRAG, AND MASS FLOW ACCOUNTING

In this particular study a number of alternative methods of thrust drag accounting procedures have
been used as recommended in references 4 and 5. Figure 7 gives, in sunmmary form, one typical method which,
it will be noted, is based on the use of calculated primary nozzle thrust levels using measured duct total
pressures; this particular method closely parallels the procedure used in the full scale analysis. The
various methods diifer, principally, in th? manner in which fan duct mass flow is calculated in the trans-
onic wind tunnel (TWT) test phase; three alternative calculation methods have been used, these are:

(a) using fan nozzle discharge coefficient, CDF = f(FNPa, MSIM)

(b) using inlet duct (discharge) flow coefficient, CDI f(PSI/Ho)

(n.) using fan corrected airflow, CWI -• fVCRPMI)

where FNPR = Fan nozzle pressure ratio

MSIM = Simulated Mach number

PSI = Mean static pressure at intake reference plane

H Freestream total pressure (TWT) or ambient static pressure (MST)

'. CRPMI =TPS fan speed corrected to fan upstream conditions

This paper concertrates on the first of the above mentioned methods. In all cases a 'linked
methodt is empioyed in which inlet and fan duct mass flows are matched before calculation of the inlet
ram drag and nozzle gross thrust terms.

'ki1
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AIYIPSI T VA CALMCVRA

PSC

PVA, TVA, AVA 0- mVENTURI =mPRIMARY lb/sec PRIMARY MASS FLOW RATE

PMCV, TMCV, ANCV MMST Lb/sec TOTAL TANK MASS FLOW RATE

MST TOTAL _________________

mINTAK(E mFAN =mIOA mPRIMARY FAN AND INTAKE MASS FLOW

To, TI, 11o, PSI, Al, rnFAN a- CDI = f (Ho/PSI). INTAKE DISCHiARGE COEFFICIENT
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PRIMARY NOZZLE DISCHARGE
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(XFm~ FAN FAN NOZZLE THRUST
' ACTUAL (X~v.mANVTF)- COEFFICIENTS - TO BE USED

CTCF =

m )FAN f (PTF/PS) FOR TWT THRUST CALCULATION

Similar Parameters and Calculations
performed for Port and Starboard
Nacelle

SINDICATES COEFFICIENT FROM ORE..J USED IN MST CALIBRATIONS

FED Fý f (P./Po) (ANDMSIM) DA TS 1

____I f(PTP/Po)

fC TF = f (PTI'/Po), (andMSIM)

PVA, TVA, AVA -s 'mPRIMARY 1, L

PTF, TF, P0 FAN T, TS

DRAM = mFAN * MovTR TO' q

PTP, TPI, mPRI, PO--lb-CDP (f(i'TP/Po),Mo) F!T

XGP = CT * w.PRI V * f (PTP/Po)

XGF = rC 7F * mFAN V ? * f (i'Tr/po)

DRAG j DRAM,XAFcos (X OXNFsinCC p (XGF * XGPcos (a+9) cos 13 CDRG DA

LIFT E FXNFCOxXQ (XGF + XGP)sin~a49)coso ,XAFsin OCLIFTN
L C LIFT = qS

FIG.7 -SUMMARY OF TYPICAL MASS FLOW. THRUST AND) DRAG ACCOUNTING M4ETHOD



5. MST AND T ,T NACELLE INTERNAL DATA Typical MST -T.W.T turbine powered sknulator

Figure 8 shows comparisons of the niale porformance comparso
various internal data for both the MST M.S.T T.W.T

calibration and TWT cruise test conditions. 0 AMCV - 11.251n 2

"a AMCV - 12.00in2 x Mach• 0.85

The fan performance characteristics 0 AMCV - 12.501n2

appear to be virtually unchanged from tank 0 AMCV - 13001n 2

to tunnel. In addition, the distribut-
ions of fan duct total pressure are very Fan 1.8 Fan 1.20
similar in the two test phases, as evid- pressure temperature
enced by Figure 9. ratio- 1. 6 ratio- 11

Comparisons of performance and local 1"4 TO/T
flow conditions of the type presented here 1.10 ,
have supported the validity of the thrus. 01 08 9 O10 080.91*O
and mass flow accounting approach, at least,
in so far as the local measurements can be Corrected fan speed-CRPM1
held to represent the total internal duct
flow conditions.

Figure 8
6. MODEL LIF1 AND DRAG DATA

The model was tested over a range of
typical cruise conditions at a wind tunnel
Reynolds number of approximately 4.0 x 106
per foot. Typical MST/TWT Internal flow

Mach number 0.80 -1 0.87 distribution comparisons

itW MW ~ I
Aircraft fuselage incidence I°-.4° _____ 1A[ V - ii2-0 2 I

PT .. a IL A... .. S. Pylon AAMCV - 12001n
2  -8a'• ... PakMc' I 12.'01112 85

Fan nozzle pressure ratio 2.10 - 2.60 1 iAtMW Fan 0 A.V 13-00W 285

Drag polars for the model with 15 0 ........l- Mach-.O.5
and 110 afterbody systems are shown in 0 2 .4 , tO 10

Figure 10 for the maximum TPS power setting
only; drag differences between the two _-___,

builds however, exhibited in Figure 11, R=W.'S' Rake 'B' ., ,

clearly illustrate the dependence on fan e..TF.. .0..

nozzle pressure ratio and hence the great
importance of correctly simulating engine 0 2 c-*po e f e t ,s 2 .4 .8 .8 10o 0 .2 .4 6 .B oJ
Spower effects. FWRcor Ri.nnr Dodt rmveionWer

The drag data presented here is
based on the use of fan nozzle discharge
coefficient to estimate fan mass flow; Figure 9
similar drag levels and similar compara-
tive drag increments are obtained using
all of the alternative thrust/drag
accounting procedures. The spread of
the drag data for all methods is gene:-

ally less than 2 drag counts (overall) 87
and the variation of the drag increments P-V
between 150 and 110 is generally less -0We
than 0.5 drag counts. Typical - * O

The repeatability of the thrust maxin m
corrected drag data is generally better power drag Modeldrag

than +1 drag count; a statistical pioore for .83MU.
analysis based on the curves drawn .2.50
through the data has indicated the 95% 110 and 150
confidence band to be +0.8 drag counts. conflguratioXb5 M"

At this confidence level it is clear that Wo..,7odl, -2.44
the observed differences between the Mo-.16o,'n
results for the 1.5° and 11 builds is Wo-.3orkon
statistically significant. Mo. 5Ow~ki

Model lift owoIoWn (CLC)

Figure 10

.71 == _ .,

u-.S ,1 . , ' .,- . . . . • . , . ... " '



*7. FLIGHT/TUNNEL COMPARISONS

Procedures adopted to convert model drag
Ný results into incremental aircraft drag data,

for comparison with flight test, are outlined Proceduith full scomarfing modealwntne
in Figure 12. Second order effects due todaawtfulsleldrsls4
changes in engine specific fuel consumption LWI

T~ooo- -,d itLlI I,.1.as aircraft drag (and hence net thrust) I-.*~a~

changes, have not been considered significant. bb

The effect of the 110 afterbcdy compared -W dd- -co
with the 15 0conftguration is shown in Figure L..
13, for both the wind tunnel and flight data,
in termis of measured percentage drag incre- Coýtd;, W-
ment against freestresin Mach nunber. Coin- ""'
atT tyia rievleso oml darparisons between model and full scale are made W.It..l_
craft weight, (W/6). D& I bh 6C

to2.improvements in aircraft,0 drag of up%
t2%are exhibited for the 15afterbody con--*tow

figuration, however it should boa noted that
the increments presented here are due entirely

4. to differences in installed drag levels,

quiescent thrust differences for both the Figure 12

mdladfull scale cases. The TOTAL incre-
mninSpecific Air Range, which includes

bohinstalled drag and quiescent thrust
effects, as measured in the flight tests
is approximately 3% at representative cruise

condiions.Comparison of model wind tunnel data
with full scale flight reosultApart from the 0.*83 Mach number con- Drag Incremerit of 110 afterbody confilguration relative to 150dition at high aircraft weight, the model

to flight correlation is quite satisfactory, s-'s0Ib ~lsO~
particularly on consideration of the est-33-F 1 x6]
imated accuracies of the two rets of data, 2oe Model
also indicated in Figure 13. Intle 2 Flti Installed 2-

k orswrmt 1 110' woe increment I 110o'ol
Examples of the local flow condit- 0ID ACD% 0ions in the ir.board gully region bounded Ow 018 0 o1 08 D4 6

by the wing lower, pylon and nacelle sur- Mo-reestrear Mach~ 1o Moo-treestrearn Mach np
Pfaces are illustrated in Figure 14. A Model and flight accuracy bends - Flight teat reeultregion of high local Mach number and 3

adverse pressure gradient for the 11" Installed 2 W1SlIb ------ Pf~rd5ldeafI1tso lc"Wpl t itlo
afterbody appears to reflect the increinen- dra
tal drag data presented. The peak local ACDZ 110 voI iFight iY2%drag
Mach number is seen to increase as air- .1080 0,408 a oe itIda oncraft incidence is reduced, consistent Mo Modtran elr cniguragtoni
with increased airflow into the gully
area.

Prsuesurveys, ntpresentedheFiue1
also appear to indicate that the variation

4 in afterbody configuration does not sign-
ificantly influence the wing upper surface

4 flow field.

incremeints in model drag - counts Wing lower surface pressure
150 af terbody relative to 110 a? terbody datum distributions T

Sy~mbol Frp RPMM -O8,.I 25
Adrag Worse 0 2-10 60K ESY-

0y 000000 l5bte4 2423 64K I 26 .4

aA dre A # A 2-36 68K Ap- ~ apns c

&rgWorse o 2-20 60K o.U -(counts) 0 0 *, au 2-32 64K -2 0Datm 2-46 68K 
ollt, 00'135Better a 2-55 71 K `4 110 afterbody .-2 10at

2 024 6 .810 0 2 4 6a1.0
0.1 0-2 0~3 0-4 0-5 X/kwing X wing
Mocl". Ilif t coef f icent - (CILO) , Fan 1,ozzle pla'.e "-Fnnozzie plane

Figure 11 Figure 14



8. CONCLUSIONS

(a) A full span model test technique for high accuracy subsonic ci.vil installed drag swudies has•i• been developed.

(b) Mach simulation tank thrust and mass flow calibrations have been conducted for 1/25th scale
TPS nacelle to repeatability levels of generally better than + 0.2%.

(c) Transonic wind tunnel drag data for the TPS full span model with alternative powerplant after-
body systems have exhibited repeatability levels of the order of + 1 drag count.

(d) Comparisons of flight and transonic wind tunnel data have shown that the full span model and
aircraft increm3nts generally result in up to 2% advantage for the 150 relative to the 110

configuration, thereby establishing confidence in the test technique. This, it should be noted,
is only the drag increment. The total increment in SAR, as measured in flight test, is
approximately 3% at representative cruise conditions.
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EIVALUATION OF AN EXPERHIMENTAL TE3CHNIQUE TO INVESTIGATE T~lE,
EFFErCTS OF' THlE ENGINE POSITION ON IING1NE/PYLON/WhlO INTERFERElNCM

by

J.A.J. van Engelen, 1B. Munriiksma and A. Elsenmar
National Aerospace Laboratory NLI1

Anthony Fokkerweg 2
1099 CM Amsterdam
The Netherlands

SUMMAARY

A flexible experimental technique to study thle effect o1' a variation of' engine position for at range
otetconditions wsevaluated, I this test anl underwing mounted 11, fannowl eigi no was invest iatod at

sxdifferent positions as a free flow nacelle and as a strut mounted blown nacelle. Prrnnvre and balance~
force measurements were made. Some typical aspe!cts o1' thv aerodytastidc interference are discussted, niotably

the value of free flow nacelle measurements. Also a comparitson of' balance weighed aned integrated protorersi'
forces is pi-esented.

1.* INTRODUCTION

If. anl early stage of a civil airplane development prograilill the choice of' the eninkile 1ucatiorn hfall Offu
reaching consoquencesfor the airplane design. The most favo.urable elimile L-ocationl Wil.l bo a ooltljirolllilf bol
ween the objec tives of' the n.rvol ved technologi cm. di lit, phi nies. For conl'iguraUti onel wiith Willit moon te1d ''rlgi ni

&~ ~~~~i is required frosm the ae1rodynamic po lit oi' view buillt. pelilt. thul (lilt! to eh11igi I Itil lfi'ial'll iitlt i lt
to a iltlhiflU1i US Vref'IrsCd to an optimliZed clean1 Wing anld anl :Ls0oltofd 011iig Aecw i.tni ltirri ilI

to !).Ž answered are: 
coln.1olopliiolt ofl

- how large are the interference lift, drag arid thrust terms alt affec ted by the, enginle positioni i'elattti y

-to the Wingi
-how large are thle jet effects on flap and tailplano characteristicsitit, take-of'l' find c~i hisb-ouLtias deleon-

dent onl engin.e location.
To study these aspects in a wind tunnel environ'neont the enigi noeac t, be represe tlli~ (ill m1Cccl1 ' I ,0y 110i

possible. The by far most simple representation of' the engine is the free flow liaci'.l1 Whic h (loll c u] itol
the cruise inlet flow and fail cowl geometry. The free flow nacelle can be wcl15 odl integrall1y with the' filt-
plane mode.l without any difficulty. More adequat.e engine sisiulat ion itt coi ttub]i i fibl d by 11jl rit 1a irUW linode Ic
or a so-calledc turbo-powered nacelle. Application of' these typesl of model 1i 1 ri 010lili td On the,110 lm

introduces problems such as thrust-on-the-balance * Ali' ductineg along tie balancev fnti thlnorgl t'ill . lilt I tl'l
space in thle model is another complication to be expected. iturther'mlorc the atit tel tesit seot-up ill '([li ati-
tractivye for a "pathfinder" test where anl cisy change of urtginle peelltioli is vI'elt rod. Th 1 veriere itI ei'Ii
test set-lip was adopted in the experiment described iii thin paper' * 'l'i oxjipeimtett Willi iiwliklt; t~o tlxlIidl'o
the aerodynitvid consequencest of a variation of' engine location.

A semli-span model was used, typical for a transport type aircraft with a iicpercri.tical w~iiig, A i!,('il-
cowl high by-pass engine was located at six different pus1 tiolili 11iiid'rovtat'lh lie w.i rigl. Toitritl wvro plt'i'lit''d
cr1 a f'ree flow nace 1.1 u arid a blown eacolle*. Tbo ro c q'ivro f'i l)xibii 1ty Waillci be 'liti c'i by Il1l inii, ig i' llf. blwn
nacellte onl an additionial strut * The test progrtulil io include'd tilt tletc1'iii liat. iol of' i ltribrl'o re' ict tl'i"'t''t oi l4
lift and drag, changes in riov.-zI charact~ericticS, sieasureiiioii1t,1 ciJ' dlyresliti 10'~ oa il t.n lii'Xt.''Iidl [']111

rake surveys of' the jet location and jet nirects oil tail. cliiracterillt-i--l.
Thes di Ecussion in this paper will be confined t~o the( ariipteil 1,1-t, toCChtililirt' ill -('14LIJOil toL H10t Itlilitilil-

4 merit of' lift arid drag interf'erecnce at. and near oi'u tof ecriii t~iohili * Mor, i''' e l'u' icii iy tilti'o I ow riglifjk~i re
will be considered:
- the value of' tile free flow nacelle uc cerirpar'ed to the! biiwii lao''f~ hI ill al I'ltgineu/t1i cl-ilulio i'iii t

test

- thle magnitude of' the parasitic interl'i'r''nce oi' thel addit icita. lii iii. litusid 'rigi ut(' iinot I'I t'iri 1'g
-the correlation ofI' t.liý i nt.r fore noe e f'f'ec t it it Ohbtain ied from11 Jo'' 91Iti-P' and Ucvl11 cii 1.t '01'0 111V1 IIIA'eii-ir tile,

in terms of' relative Chcliges iii lif't arid drag.
Whein appr'opriate, results of' theoreticalJ (1alcCirLat0ion (w iii itt' NIlt paioil iiitled) irri giol vt'i ,0 nucpr~'t

the experimient..

Si

Thisc paper has been propared fonr the see t log oi' the Wic 0 rluir l I iaie Plare' . o~f' AllAili *Sytlponiri o silo
"Aerodynamicsb of Power Plant. I nstallat ion" , Teu olue' P ratiov,', 1 1 lit Maly 19111

Itf
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2. '1'OMET SCHltiM1 ANlD MODE!L CONILIG RATIONS

fti'o toutlli'lili il oum[liu of' 'Lligi ii /wili' Inil itertencol eIffectu oirlng f'reu f'iQW aniJ blown
inuo'.1 IIIn ivi~lvitim tLoot, ntloln )ni ll 11it~lated( inl Vi 1,11 I . Thie principal stepsl are
- tihlt, u1 ClI wi W ig lit, w iligillgur ti, 1
- bile llIOLIloI Mit11 Ijha i ith thle I'rou flow ziu~ccllu wit hout core ill wrder V) aeconwiodate the require of Pilot

lillinul 1.1 ow
- tfii Iliii)1.f 1 id lowli iicl~ilet, nimilulaft Lugi Lhlt fio flow nal-Le.11 e xtoolet. coiditiu~ns
. tffe muoInil find blowlI nOit l. I vw I I co rl if jI ml Iati log ther ai. tial. ol[gii if(' llovle preoilnre rat ior

ITe tnl oIl tho blown lia'nil lo were flolfortilod With) anId Without a iplpitl inc anid at di l'f'rent, power not ti ngni
'Tlw 110111-Itlkll 111,01 WtotlUilli Illoulltilif ill tim trallilolliL. wiii no 1011le110 f11' of' N1,t (f'ig. I'l) . thu tt prograilune

Willi '~111, itl lill '.Wo pL'l *Ilitht~e Preto Plow loucenlle wall att~acted t~o tUP wing al,. nix different poniulijono
by 11vlil.ll 1 111 ''ll~iIitf u." pyloil The11 'ff1' lifll.,tlelleltu oil thin ii ll'dv1 iliwJ.Udci' o ral1. bulallno I 'ol''e mueauure-

mllIll ill lovai pf-moi~lmil I'm~lignl a110 t locat, i111 of' iiiturest onl wing., pylon und niacellel (1f'19. 3)
if- tilt , flo' i '0 Ifll IIt, o I' t,:, t 'IIIll, Or~tvwlulrl i I hluiowl iitui 011 with fill lifillopli alte fair ed Iinllet wau un ad to

Ill' tt .i t. Of fo~ittu Phi' 1AI'i, WO~ ill 1111u tU21ACOIhdi ig tO iPi t fluatul,4il igI in geolnetry (Nfg. hi).
TillIo' l oli 111109'f' llOild11 illI 10J1Qh1 1 f'ia ntILILt, Walk loi0l1ttd iioat' t,11 win~g/jiyl n00111 CRClilitiOll [it tfIt 3111110

pmot;lin I ti iliVolit lift9'lf 11111 llS if f'ho 'voc? t~uw 1011101 i. T1111 :;t.l'llt wollol Pxed outol do tile tent tlectioli to
Uw9 r'tiftII-qI ~' 1110,ll10II'i lit towil 1 t111111lit'lumn10ll ll l oh uiiin ill 1111,'''' of' i 112idolitn ov 'fIllen91gine1 location wan
VIII toil ii Imllliy fly the 101,1 'llt1101911oit. of' It'l$ ltl'liut, .tocl~iali anld Itol' Ix~ttialge of' pyloiin . tfipii prl'linw'0 air wuln
II(Mill 19911 ti'(1i~tile Illftl'lit '1,1 till$ blownIllwo1100 fiWfliv'( 'it plunedlII it hioko p~lateI anid a 25 mnll uab of' letull
V1111111 ViI I Ill Ill"'Nithi'dif IL ulio'Jtli' Lt, 1,1.1 lll9)inoU~ro pr110ft ri, Fiol adljun~timilllt oi' fa11 ll1 und ol' pilounnur vation, the
f'low 111111 t i liltll wiuiI ropglial'hod fly it 1111110' iolit'll'0,t. VaLIvol looilted ill the' blowni 11111011.

W119 I Hl lk 1 ilih19'll Ill t~l' , I WoI o l~ d Ilt l 1L ,o ,t f y ol (1 . ;) h l e lf, Ilv liil f
lItllil Iii thl' h, illit Il'111lfl h Ilf mil. (, odj k11 ill~f Laitd 0, whi fiiii'l Wfohll 1 il'rotrVllf tijfll ,11,111111L toU1 bothO llidl 9  o f'iOy

I. Am I f fAtII 'lUAP II It W~it 'fifll ff 10 I. 1TlE o q!tf )fl IfhE - vm Nl lh'tif l i t vl5 ii 'l h il 111111tU il I) I- i-l U 10

1111 i''!1 'I~t l it- 991 o'iiil I iit' T.11 III I'll),,i ) I t Wii'' 'lli o 91119'I,'Lo~Ii do Iloti l f'i' I ll(' Wiff 1111 i t'hI 1,11 bi l own I

:11t l 11, 9 fl
1

n'lo I' ll (,hi ' i lg p l l ,w lb I .Iol l h l pi to iy pio oion w w okn v d t I lf

tod 1 111, 9 ''19,Il''11 py 11o~ l oi~ u,0.ol

1. A ILO~ bIT TIVI: )NOCM "I, it(it' IIIIE 1111111101 IN I-30 1;H N9'



F4 ARASITIC INTERMEN~CE EFFCTS

The interference effecti, due to deficiencies in the blown nacelle configurations were riot in~estigate'1
very thoroughly, based onl the presupposition that they are small and cancel each other when one is looking
at differences in engine location. Ihowever in this paragraph attention will be paid to the parasitic inter-
ference as a consequence of'
- inlet fairing
- strut mounting

-Splitlinle

Phe combinied pressure interference as a result of' the(, inlet fajiring anid strut mounting war determinled
experimentally by comparison of' the conl'iguratiorn; C anid It (fig. 1). The rorul to (both unicorrec ted arid
corrected for -plitline interference) are prersented in figure 9. Although the eff'ects are generally smnall
sclm, features are discernible. Onl the fanl cowl velocity increments are observed that may be attributed to
the inlet fairing (see eg. ref. 3) which causes anl increased flow around the nacelle anid wing. The slightly
S-shaped pressure distribution enl thre wing lower surface resembles that o1' figuro 5 although less pronouli-

cesgetn hnei jet contour. The oentvty of the( pressure distribu' Ion to the, jet con tour

Fo aread bee initdicaedhir ofatstsigraph 3. chOrnl tire w ing apped srac par ofrg t scy0nattre hiln er Wed Tis ci dal
sproaltyin Wae usedrbte to The plesrienintoivinof tiensoic resltow th stial cha i ngs.i d ae lllig 0 h

iFiguel als tibetde rithrIogLi(hlo hutito app~ease th thtee mise hadlf ayecitunr of itlowo'iin rsqtrtin.

tatill-inle faa aphring yeled rit) a tmal shift.orii uf' t'hani'resiur di'rlri stribuin bione havrthcular oi tefur (!od l
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and non-metric parts, the final accuracy will depend on the accuracy of the individual components. There-
fore, a definite answer with respect to the value of partly metric tests cannot be given on the oasis of
the present results. In principle, data obtained from integral balance force measurements with a blown
nacelle or a turbine powered simulator will increase the accuracy since the total effect will be measured
directly. However, part of this improved accuracy is off-set again by thrust-on-balance problems and the
accuracy of the engine thrust calbiration.

6. CONCLUSIONS

An experimental technique to investigate the effects of the engine/pylon/wing interference has been discus-
sed. In this investigation an underwing mounted 4 fancowl engine was tested as a free flow nacelle and a
strut mounted blown nacelle. The measurements included pressure and balance force measurements. Although
it must be noted that the investigation was related to one particular engine configuration, it is concluded
that :
- accurate simulation of the engine nozzle geometry is of prime importance for an investigatioo concerning

engine/airframe integration. Nevertheless,tesrtu on a free flow nacelle may still be useful for the selec-
tion of the most favourable engine position

- a reasonable correlation was established between intert'erence forces an obtained from pressure integra-
tion and balance measurements. However, the pressure forces tend to underestimate the baiauce forces

- for a flexible "pathfinder" test an described in this paper, interference forces derived from pressure
integration only appear to be very useful for the determination of trends in interference effects.
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ESSAIS DE PRISES D'AIR A DES NOMBRES DE REYNOLDS COMPARABLES
AU VOL DANS LES SOUFFLERIES FlI ET S IMA DE L'ONERA

par

J .Leynaert
Office National d'Etud.-s et de Recherches Adrospatiales (ONERA)

92320 Chatillon, France

La procaurivation do la soufflerie sa~sonique Fl du~ Centre du Fauga-TMauzac do 1'ONERA a dtd

miss A profit pour rdailizer des easais do maquette, do primes d'ao- d'avion de typo "Airbus" a grande

dchollo afin de bdudficier d'un ncoibre do Reynolds Pa'pprochant do coli'i du vol.

Los m~muc maquettes pouvent enhuite atre esaeydes juacqulb un noanbre de Mach voisin do 1 dans

Ia soufflorie SlMA du Cant'ro do Modane-Avrieux.

Los primes d'air d'aviori uilitaire pouvent dgalenient 11tre dtud±Ees dans lou deux soufflerie.

A des nonibros do Reynolds dlevda,

Les dispoo'.tifs utilisdat Joe mdthodog de mesure et lea mayens do tarage et de controls Iisi

en oouvro pour astuurer Is validitd des rdsultats sont prisentda.

1 - INTRODUCTION

i It Les :ssai: on souffleri: A basso vit:::: do primes d':±r d'avio:. civil out en particulier pour
objet do prdciner lea lijnites do ddcolleoenL des couches liniitoc, voit extortion, pour le problbuie criti-
quo do la Lrainde de nacelle on can do panne do motour au ddcollage, soit intarno., pour lo problbmi do
la distorsion urlinissible par le iiioteur par vent do travirs au point fixe it h trbm faible vitemue,

r. (as itiite do ~coletentmon dirctaten trbutaresdu ionbrado Reynolds daousina~ at
noe pouvaient itro jusqu 'Z prdtiint correctoiuiont ddtorinindes, fauki do uiiuyrnu approprids j au iioins ein Luropti

La inontage d'osmai rdalipd dane lto nouvalli mouli korie Fl preavuriued 4k 4 bare du Contra du
rauga-Mauzac do 1 'ONERA permitL iainLanant, sur des iiiaquuttos A dohcitil do 1 'ordl~k do 1/4, d'a~ttindrm, 4
basso vitouso, dom iiombroe do Reynolds coinparablue h ciux du vol.

Loamms nike itiuaqttec pouvant dituai Atre ucaaydou jumqu'A un numbro do tMach prochu di I our un I
nouveau niontago rdaliad pour 14 Youfi'lirii L11MA udu Cintra do Modaiii-Avriuux do 1 'ONEWlA.

Lou prices dtair dtavion iiiilit~aiva pouvonL dgalwuiont Otro dtudidom danaj lie duux wouftlaritu
h due noutbrou do Reynolds Glivdm,

qlcl.L imino'itageu it tichniqucil d1 usedL dulls Joe doux cuuuL'luriuii lunt I. 'bjut doi la pr~oietintiouii

2 - EM'AIS DAMN TA 1901UI01"TRRMh 10.1

2,1 - l'ointioniiouuent gwiiliral do lIs wouuforig.

Lai soufi'laria P1 fait 1' objut d 'loi iu6not:ittion (Rltiij1ldo r~f6rucu ice ,

Settles men ottractdrictiqocc principalou motit iapptiidau ci.pr~c 1.

1A coul'florio iiiiiii cii service oni 1977 fait parti (its doC41itru d 'uiecii, do u oiiNodi du
1'ONERA, prbs do Toulouse,

LA Ligu~ee ail doiinu uiiu vule Wii 'etiieblo,

La vuilia d' uss 1. prilcunto tiwo sctcion reeouiguoai ru, dit, 4,5 'mt (ii largaurv tit do 3,5 'in) du
hiauteur , L& longlititr do vi Inc do secut ton Cliutcuito oat doc 11 tii.

for2.Lu diagraniii Nouiihjru die Macti PrIttsiuii ugi6rmtrivu iiwasiiiiclte do in sufluriti out duni116V
figure 2



Un di1tient do la volin' d'ommai, d'une lonjueur do 8 m, eat mobile, at peak. Atre transtatil
our un chetnin do roulentent perpendiculaire ao circuit. Cot 6l6ment ou chariot, comnports iui-mbie titoe

~il rartie interchangeable, ou palette, qul constitnie le plancher em Is velno, melon in schdnta do is

figure 3.

4 Plusioure palettes, supports do diffdrents montages, petivent ainsi Atre introudotts aitornia-
~ tivemont done it, circuit.

lIorb circuit, cee palettes viennent so ranger dans dou oanle. adpar~es, ditue aivdoiuon

Cette disposition periiot do prdparer lea euraini our lee diffdrontes palettuel (flale dos

conditions aseurant le secret dos maquettes.

L'inetallation, reprilsentdo done son onsemble figure 4, comports 5 aivdolus at 4 palettem,
l'un dee alvdolom dtant utilis6 comme bane do tarag'it des toosoros dlefforts pour lea difftironts mtoutagah,

Sur lea 4 palettes, trais sont actuol.ler,,ont 6quipdos. Cos dquipumnnt~.,, mactflur portit-dard,
tables et supporte divers pour montages au planchar, inure vorticaux d'6carteniont rdduit avoc aslpiratiati
de couche limits, pour eeeais do profile an courant plan, ae-, aunt ddcrito rAE, till

Chaque palette oat munie d'un ensemble inddpondant us 64 voies do mosura, at d'un ordinlatour
HIP 2100 pour lo pilotage does ateuros, Ie contr~le duo voies, 1 acqoieition dos doinidee ,ut: In Iiimonui At
I 'ordinatour central.

1V Le systbme de mosure oist directomont connectd A Ilorditiatour central qoand 14 lalo~tt Got.
noit placdo dons l'alvdiola do prilparation do l'noeai, soit dans mai position dlusmmi onl voina, on qui
peratet d'oemsurer una pr~paration complbto do Iloassni hors voino, et on tompsp do trainafort: do llordra doi
le 1/2 houro antra In fin do Is pr~paratilln do 1 'ooeni oil eivdoio, at lea promibrom itiesuroson ve~ino,

'd ~~La paletto dtant kin voina, lam moaurom aunt ruinydal dillng In mallo do co'mdoitt dog onmaim, 06

ion rdmultato traitdo par 1 'ordinatoor contra] aunti nis h In dispouition (lee utilicittours par (too 6urnite I
cathodliqoos, dos talbulat~ours at dog tabius traqanutos.

L'onnomble does rdaultatu out par ailluorv onuittgavitid our dimcijuan, ca qui paonot: d 'appolur Wi
treed do rdaultat d'un ennui antdriour, pour comparaimon avoo in dAvuIltkt du Itumanl. ait coutrm,

fine banda iuagndltiqoo cle rdiiultate cot habi~tullatoiit:n dgastonont rmittio Il PI.utLantaur,

Cot otalittu2Il do it0yloyna ilifurittatiqlAon. at ens urai:4vtvrLntqiioo mont: ddlucitu rdlX~allog [2. ot 1:1)

La tiaqooctu Atant Ltn venou, at In mouuflurio dtotnt pirdsouriadu, deum cInibilna soubl~loin, iou porton
roprdsentdos our IAt figurio 3, porau~ttunt d' isoaiir In patrtio Oil oiuttciit cuiiatitudn par tn utiortoL, tit do
didpromoorimor soulaoient cut ddidtant pour aeuiddar h lnit iacluottec, ao dvontoitualumta~ oltaliffur do pmlhtttn,
Cotta disposition tuinintiso to 1,00p1 d, 'ouoptiploll do in voil ti, pjour killpt iouvanitlet d 'uWAL dulitnit

2.2 -Montagu dlosqui (to primea d'cir d'nvion eivil

2.2.1 - Dosrfptitdu montag!

iliuxieour demandom dl'osi~ale 4 grand ititmibra do tetytniodo do hirimys d mlr d'aviutti do typoi Alrblin
kint: conduit A iltudior at i-dulisor onl on Loamps liiLttitd (ldal Ni'driour At six moin) titl inulittgo Ukil:I atit;
aul liliaux cortaitis d11ILSititititau oxitate e prticoullor 1.0 pvttivipe at dt6 iotattii d 'no toiquotta dutiat o
ddhit oat itesord par simple ddvharga 4 I 'oxtoriatir do isk Nout'lrt~o , rtAod 11 104 f~~aiIe'oil l I eU) Ic
Ion dimatevinels do ition~atao ant dtd ddtoortiiidiof pour ubtoitir kil nmiihubtdo 4,0 ltiyoid d1Ui* ocac hiov.11 do etiloI
du vol , Avoc otna 11 itnitat mu du &11 1' onxbitill doirci, A d' ftva~tt ion, Cuoltiii-ol. tii Incm q~ivi ounto iltitoit
p L'Iac i1,al to coniduit tie ildp romussotat ion do0 [n monE ~flit ri 11111 unti i ull aNti niJolakit d'4chli'ipui~ioit., It 13i
uumpldt:d itar onte dilviation ittuiiaii do mnai propra a iliknettebx, Wonsimbiu di iithti mu tis lt torupeonitil Iljtut ,

I.e dintiltva t [Ilttdrion dmitir(o$liqutit toni d tud ido oct do (1,35 14 1Uto IciII d' nut.1-1 (:0(i~~ ie o
dlaztiOtro 411t:t A I 'Achltlo i/5 doQ citin I. dil mi1 ioitour (114.10C, no prituli do 1/6 poll. tinl mtain-r ul 'aVil cyiti
Aivlhun A,310,

A/euc itoli to lUill dittuielun dto mnquiet to, toe dWhi~ I a ~ti lits ottl s u [0A tI inhitflt I [Ii dcxtl uo it I
uunt% on poti muopdr-tirs AI uoux deut itotkouru 6tudidu A1 Lour t~d~gii Itr taliittuin,

Uli o,1 a rdro do Lraiudottr du h (110 tiaxlttumt at toIiti. oil outisa in o do 1.1 kg/a i ttiv Il' ei~t Iito gn tcro

?. 1,0 1iomli dIA 16tyno idi flu 1,41mts ciouiiw 4 bar IC ii: ilnin t uo 4 /q' do unit, I doi Inv [ott A tillkjd t itionlls)
,Iitiu lu cam do tututur U;Fli, , ont di /4/6 dattit Id QAs tio ttouton AiL-hui A, 3t[(,

Lius tioutibro (til o Ituytifti ida taximtnit di nine I, roppoi:tdii wu diamiut u t oitdipti r do in plimIs dloik Iaun
plan iftionpruesoktr , (eutlt (0,35 itt) snotil v, *riioittiks tjUro 6, all folltictuti -11 ltolitlrur do 1,1uit *

1lee dlAb to ilnit. it1Anurde putr dikunx udif-tiuthl'ch "V4ititni-IT' dfiipoxds roeqtuiiuI voloilttoti r low diuilx
hrenitlton du circuit d'otxrauct iot , Co lo.irtego Ai ddhlt_ Ii'potid aii Ial t lar illa"!:ros ciutie ldrdrtiolotte, p0olta:
dto tnfr (too mlosiuceos pluse fir lulaou dallb iteit ta tii ll c'f- udoilt, oit faistitn Uloiiu 1,i p.i'ta Is tot llIt (it)
v a u i-cui pgr titl uunl d~bi tuittro , doi l ttione tona &-6dulItoel

lme cuiitt rI'e do ldbit Ot!e 80i11t14 par (faux vat tic 0 .1 .ru t h dis ill si~5dt U.1 Pit-aid l mill'ean IV
Ci iLit: It1' 4MIuxotat Lolt prillteLint , u iar ai duiix ýsttuioe WiartfAt A I luxlzttilut ( do ctalicilto cusi lbrhitlio..d ih I1t enIL,



Uan% varns d'erntrde pormet d'teolex llwfi' 'I dui circuit.

L'16l6.ant dui montage eupportant 0 V. .lentrdo dWair eat installd our uns dne palettes
do I& mouffloria, co qui pormet is p.ijparation i a n alvdole

La maquotte eat fixis I 1'oxtrdimtif d'i -.ipport I rotulo donnent un ddbattameut de 35* d'lnci-
dence at do 10. do ddrapage do* v~rins 1-driauli~veot parmettent do faire varier lincidence at I* dirapage
en coure diessai.

Ce support I rotule eat placE colt face aui vent, our un support tubuloire do plancher coudi A
900, pour lea essais rolatife au vol an phaase de ddcollage ou dlatterricssge, solt vorticalmott darno I&
veine, pour lea eocci. relatift I l'influence du vent tranavorsal ou point fixe ou I trho foible vito....
Des vuom en sont doandes figures 7 at 8.

Par rotation A l1'rrlt autour do lVax. ver~Icai du support, Is domains dlessa pout itre Aiargi
cc=e indiqud figure 9.

Un Squipament do maquette comprenait, h titre u ..xemplo, un ensemble do 108 prises do proolion
d'arrit dispoodes our des peignec done 1. plan d'eutrde comnpresseur, at donnant notommont Is@ profilec des
couche. limitea internes, des captours do pression dlt: inctatiounairo instalido do is u~ne fagon
(40 capteurs montE. our 8 peiiene), un ensemble do 200 prison do preacion statique rdparties our diffdren-
tom coupe. radiales do is prices d'air, et 4 peignoc do 12 priaon do proosion d'arrat donnant un relevd
dusprofilo do 114couiaaont externe au droit dui mattre-coupie do I& carbne.

2.2.2 - 146thod. dooosai

a) Mesurem do r~partition, do pression

La dibit do Is prices Weir entrains une chute continue do Is presmion gdniratrico do la
sauffleria. Pour disposer ndamoins do pointe diesaisi nano dcarts sensible# do nombre do Resynolds, un
fonctiotnmiomnt par vourtes rafalco a EtE rotnum, entre lecquoles I& pression gdndratrice do is soufflerie
eot rdtablio par 10 systbus g~ndral do proomuriostion. du circuit.

Lee meourem do preocion .tationnairee. aunt obtenue. par 1' utervuddlirio de commtateurs tournants.
A chaque plot du commutAteur, is procalon mrneuviseact ra,)portde I & isprouoion gindratrice mosurgeoau .6..
instant dane i&s.ouffiorie. Dan& coo conditions, nucun dicalago n's pm Itre mic an Evidence entro is
msour. do la r~fdrence couffierie, ot Is meoure des presoions donniec par lea prises d arrit des peignes

en~ecoupresosurs sitmdes hors d3 is couch* limits do is prices deir. Laos rapport. do coo procalons,
1 Is preosion gindratrice meourdo do is coufflorie, robtent cOupzi1c *ttra 0,999 at 1.001 ot aent #imple-
ment reprdmentatifs do la prdcialon do. esourea.

La mecure dii ddbit a'offo'ntus I partir do. meouroc classiques do pressions at teiqiraturec
do.iea desdux venturi. dii montage, an app liquant sux dibits obt onus par ls. formuas: u::ollie, do.

Ii iniressontof foctudm

cherchd, Coo vanna. Etant ainsi pri-rdgides aux omvertures voulues, locsaci proproeont dit a'effectus
par oouio ouvorturo rapid. des vannec d'arrSt A& is ortie de. conduits. Laos meoures do procolon par lea
commutateuro, d'une durde d'onviron 10 seconde.o. commoncent dhe is fin du rdgime transitoiro d'dtablioso-
mont du dibit.

Ujn example do rdoultat do mecure Oct dound figure 10.

Pendant Is durde de i& meouro, is proccion gndnrutrice do Is ocufflerie ddcroit d~un pou plus
do I %.. La tempdrature gdndratrice do is couffiorlo ddcro~c 4gasmnent, par cults do loffet do ddtente
de i'sir du circuit.

* . Le d~bit meoun Q ddcroit simuitandment. Le d~bit rdduit wacurd de Is prime damir ', recta
* . par contra bion constant, osne qu'll soit ndcmossiro do modifier is rdgiago des vannac pendant !a dudEs des

meur a. I dispersion do. mesuram, do l'ordro do ± 0,2 %~ dui ddbit, rdsults do foiblos instabii tisdo d*1 i'6colmieont observdes am nivoau des venturim.
Lldcart do t~om minimum antre deux points d'esoai cmccessifs, on incluant un point 4'sjmstment

dui d~bit, eat d'k Pau prho 5 minutes.

-' ~b) Recherche do lincidonco limits do ddcoilemant I failbe dibitL
La recherche de I& limit* do ddcoilsment oxterne an incidence k foible ddbit 'of fectuo par

accroisooinont continu do i'incidonc2 do la maquetto, I ddbit rdduic donnd, at par mesures simultandes at
continues d~un certain nambre do pressolou stationnaines at instationnaires choisiec our Is carnsn at aur
lea peigno. extornol.

L'axpdrionce montra qua l~apparition du ddcollament mas traduit par urn Pout brusque et silmutanE
de. divans.s praoo lone mesurdes, cello. sit 3so done Is Lane do ddcolimet ponant toutes urn .6. r1venac,
procho do is proucion mtatlquo do 1'Ecoulament gindral do Is soufflorlo.

Ce rdoultat cignifie 1'Etabliimoment brusque d'une large nono ddcollde, 00 qui act caractdris-
tique d'un ddcoliement ongendri par I. bord dlattaque. La non roprdmentation, cur Is maquette, do 1. form.
externe dii fuoseu uzotour au-deli du mastro couple risque pem. do ce fait, d'Stre une cause d'enremr dans

_ _ _ _ _ _ L iowlý



Is diteminsatinn do Is Units do ddcollmttnt esters. du fuostu.

La farte disccntinuitd do l'dcaulmontt h i& formation du ddcollamout externe iqplique an
corollsre un hys!'Adrsim do colui-ci. A d"bit domzd, It ddcoa'lment persist* on of fot eur Una large
plage d'incidence quand on r~duik colle-ci an dogi do 'izncidenco ob 1A ddcollainant *'*at dtfbli.

Co r4oultat montre quo Is technique docesai qui concisetrait k fixer Is maquotte & une certain*
incidence (done Is piago d'hystdrdsis), ot I dicablir onsuito do ddbit, no pormoctralt pas d'obtenir Is
limits do ddcoilome~nt ddfinie prdcddatent, at qut set cello, racharchd., do Im, prime d'sir do l'svion, on
cam do rdduction du dibit maotur I in.aidence donn~ (attointe mans dilcollement). On so hourterait on effet
au phinciabne d'hystdrdsis V-4cdden-,, 1ru sousn uno suter farms : ki'incidence cancid4do4, iA configuration
initial*, do ddbit nut, provoque 'ao d~callsmont extern., quS. rest* dcabli loraque I. ddoit nominal out
progrcosivement ftobli., contrairfoant & ce qui so produit al . I*d~bit set d'a~ard itabli h incidence nulls
(ou rdduite on d::& da i& plaga d'hystdrdisi).

Coietillustrd figure 11 au, salon l'incidenco initiaie do Ilosaui (101 ou IV), is car&ua
eat colt cans ddcollsnent jusqu'& 27,5 *d'incidenco, salt consteinzont ddcallde.

.23- Tap!e_ yrsdo d"bit

Llutilicstion do venturia, d'une part,dout I& prdcicion absaiue indiqude par I& non"s L 4*7eu au
maxiMmu do i 0,5 % (abstraction fait* doe arrours dues I Is pr~cision des mesures do twzdratura at do
preccian), at dant 1 'installation n'eat pas conforms aux indicatton. do i& norms on co qui concerns log
conduitac amont ot aval, !t d'autra part, 1. fait~ quo i'dcaulement fl1g5t PAU strictemont an dquiiina par
suite do 1 'Evolution des prece ian at tocV4rature gindratricas au coura des waur.., ant conduit k ritaiicar
des ecssis do taraga des eoures do difbit, on rwaqlagant siqplvmunt Ise price. dali casayded per des
povillanm A col sanique.

Cam pavilions, caractdrinds par un rapport do 4. ontra 1s rayon do courbure do Ia ganirrtrico
au col at 1s diauktro du col, out fait "'abJot do calculi ddcrita rdfdroncs 15), at jironusu an cocizco
Il'ffet do gas real (offot "viriel"), leaffet do courburo do IA ligne sonique, at l'.ffet dec couckes-
limitem. La pricision dui dibit cmini d~termtinE oct do i'ordr. o 0,2 %

Lam pavilions cant pralongdo per des diffucours do fagon I obtonir des profile d'Eaoulimaer'.
interneasseme peu diffdrent. do coux do l'essai, au mains au voisinago do iour anarrage (figure 12).
Laura diamlitras do col mont do 0,32 ; 0,26 et 0,12a..

La tarage a lti offectud on fainant passer Iv d"bit par Is ct.- 'uit principal coulmemnt, puis
par l'ensemble des deux conduits, 1. conduit secondairs u'Etaut utilied dens loseacsais qu'on coqildment
du conduit primaire,

La co'efficient do tarago obtanu pour Is prostier vonturi a dtE omprii oeou Is, foilms d'un
rapport - ddbit rdel * f NOv, Wvdtant 1. nombro do Mach au cal dui venturi. La valour

do e rppot vrisdo 1 pour Mv r, 0,15 1 0,96, pour Mv a 0,6.

L aaedu venturi n* 2, utfAieE I un sombre do Mitch au cal constant (d"bit limitd per
Vouerur unqu idst vanne o soti),_cnuih__________d__rir - .d~ttj~j

L'incertitude du ddbit sinai mamurd, compts tonu d~une certain* dimparafon dm3 r4multats, *at
osti~s o Vodredo± 0,5 %.. Des points do mamure plus nembreux et plus camilets, avoc certaines pricau-
tios sppdmetaiespour lea mmiures do proecion at do buqipraturo, sont prdvus pour prdciser catte

2.2.4 - Exoouidordsultast

Diffdrent.. formsc do prisms d'air Mit d~j&k dti ems"3'dae, eous contrats iaviounnurs et do
"I motaristes. Los rdaultats dtant prapridtd industriells, soults qualqaom ivdications d'ordre gindral &ant

priseatdes.

Lis essisi concernant Is qualification do l'dcoulaeant Intern. utont ltd offteituds qu'au nombru
doReynolds maxlim=. Ila paruiettent do coszzsltre I'efficaciti do In prime deir (prooeeiai d'srrft moyanno

1on.I plan caqiraesour rapportdk I& preamion gdndratrico 4mont) I diffdrenta dibits, nambro do Mach. at
incidences, at lea coefficients do diatorsion atationnairesaet inettscounnires.

L'influonce dui vent transversal (scenis avoc 1s miontage "vertical" A 90* do d6tapage) confirao lea
indications gdndralom do fonctionnement prdienties r~fdreace 161, at conduit au di.Sramom do I& figure 13

porue vitocie donnde do vent trmnsvmamal, Viq, un 4Ldcollonant slexerce h faible dibit; ii so rdsorbs pour
unddbit pIvi important, puis rdapporalt & grand ddbit, PAL suits du dl~veloppoeont d 'uD. Lona sipermomique

rvo r*!mi~ecion par choc autour do bord d'attaque do Is carkne face an vost.

Los esosis cancernant I& recherche do Is Unmits d'incidonce mans dbcoiiament excetusa 4 taiblo
ddi,(problimi do traInde da Ilavion at cam do paomme do moteur au ddcollage) out At& rdaliads h plusioure

nambroc do Mach it uombras do Reynolds.

Las rdeultats smontrost une influence trbstipqarcsnto do coo daux paroimltree, Us exatilo (ddjl
prdcentd rfdfrence ( 13 ) eat repraduit figure 14. Il ea'&it do rdeultato & 'n sima coaf ficiont do ddbit
do Is, price d'sir, d'une valour do l'ordre do grandeur do ceum d'un maotur en rdgim doe noulinst.
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1%0~v to~o do Nubc dooms, Viadmc do ddcollemont crott carstitment avec; le nombro do
Reynolds, jusqu 'ou nambro do Reynolds maximum do 1' osmao Un tracd logarithmique eat propood ou~r 1& figure

4 pour oxtrapoller I* di~gri~mm jusqulaux nambras do Roynoldu do rol, ce qwl. eat 1s plus uouel pour Ileffet do
co paranbtro,. On pout tocatofois Wa~iter dur cetto fagon d'extrapollor ten rdsulto~ta, one extropollotion
lindoire dtant Agalement coflcev.'-T. Une tell* extropollation donnorait vino diffdronce do 1 ordra do 1 ou
2" our 1'incidence limt. au Reynolds do vol h altitude null*. Cette incertitude eot I casyparor & l'otrour
quo loan ccinottralt an no nonsid4Irant quo Is* rdmultato aux Reynolds Ie* plua foible, do Ileossi, I
1,5 bars do proosion gdrdratrice (nomhro da Reynolds ddjk trbu hlovd, vie I via do coux pratiquho jusqu'&
pr6sent,campto tonu do I& dimension dot I& ioquetta) : lea dcarts sant alore do l'ordro do 8". 11 faut aussi
souligner qciz 1'ortifico consistent, I foible viteoso, I 6tudier l'offst du nombro do Reynolds on jouant
our I& vitososa do l'hcoulamont, clqst-t-dire on faisant abstraction do 1'effet du numbre do MAch, oat ici
totalemsnt an ddfaw't, le nambre do Mach ayont on offet trrs Important, ct contrairo I celui do noaabra do
Reynolds, d~a loa plus foibles nombre.n do Mach.

4 11 eat intgrosaont do prho-anter lltniiuonco du coefficient do ddbit do l& prime dWair our
l'incidenco cis dhcolloment. Collo-ci oet do la, forms indiqudo figure 15 (rhaultats prdsentdQ I IOU-
leynolds).

on rrnarquo d'uns part quo l'incidonce do dhcollemmnt crolt lindoiroment ovec 1. coefficient
do debit, at, d'autre part, quo la pent* tee relativement dievi. une incertitude t~e 0,1 our to coeffi-
cient do ddbit so traduit par un &cart do 2,5' our 1'incicrance do dicollemer CodI pose 1s problimo do
la valour du coefficient do ddbit impood )or un motour en pannen our 1 'avion on vol a 51-anda incidence,
qui oat en fidndral mal connu.

1 2.3s prime* ddaar d'o vion militai re mont do 41.oonsions notto"-P- wOus petite, quo cellos ties

avions civilo, mains lo no peuvent Att. disoocides do 1 en~able d '.:., Pour un avian do typo
Mirage 2000, il eat toutefois possible d'dtudier dat.j la ccouffltz W, .. ~ do Il'avion C. .V~let

V Il'hchollo 1/4, at, dame cc cam, l. nombre do Reynolds do funet. .ir d2.A . d 'air or. otrictmemnt

S1 ,temp oat4 dons I& soufflarie presmurisah 1 4 bars.

La f igure 16 prisento un montage possible pour cs type dtoecs

3 - ISSAIS DANS LA. SM7FIMRE SWh DE MMM&SAVRI=~

D~o part ae" dimensions, I& nouvello soufflorie SI 4'. pag "a A.q I~t~od o ad
soufflerie sonique SIM& do )Iodano, dont 1. vein* fait 8 m do dimoltre, #.. dont X& presmion Sindtat rice

set Is proasion atmosophdrique : lea mime moquottom peuvent ýtmw 6tudides on subtooniqua Alovil I SIMA,
nt I baseso vitesse at preeoion ghnhtatrice do 4 bars I Fl.

3.1 - Crarctiristigago Lin4tajpo do la saufflarit
Ct,ýta v'ouf'Aerio situde au 'eaucrfm d',.eais do Modarpe-Avrioux do iCI'MA, dons lea Aiposs, eat

dhcrito rhfhrenco 171

La figore 17 on dwoe une vue gindral..

LA vein. d'oeeai reprdoento un trougon d,) *irý.;ui do 8 m do difthtro, at 14 m do long. Ce4trongQon oat MOUAz our rails. * Troia vein.. intorciarooat leo existent, dispoodes commn indiqud figlore 18,
at pamottont, com su huago, d'asmuror I& prdparatfon d'un essai poesdant le fouctionnoment do Is ioufflo-
rie out um eutro eussi.

Un riambro do Moch maximu proche do I pout btro atteint.

3.2 - mntgaa Veossel do prime dair de4vion civil

La figure 19 veporhsente Is montage d'ossai do price d'air d~avion civil, duw Is lavein. d'11moai
n" 2. Un mit, fix& au plancher do In vein*, support* un conduit qul,. A l'emont, regoit Id dispositif out

* rotule do teonu at orientations en incidence at dhrapage de o 14usmtwste do I& prime dlair,at qui, I 11aval,
me prolongs par un venturf, puis par un col do sortie do secition rhgloble.

La portio amont du montage set ., crite pthchdomment, du foutoge d'ossai dane lo soufflorie

LA figrer 2C eat uno pboto do montage dane La valute.

Le d~bit set ammuri pat 1'Ecoulement naturol. Lep oaasux ont montrh quo Is debit roprdmentatif
du debit maimuasm du motour gouvait Att. *ttdnt I portit d'un nambre do Mo~zh do 0,5.

La venturi, quo prdcbdent '..z Elhsmnt do ,...;tion constants t up nid d'aboille destinds I rdgula-
tipet 1'eculnwt, a fait hgalement l'objat d'un tarabý., as 1& abso fagon qu'au Fouga, c'sst-k-dite act
romlagant ta prime deir per lea cols soniques suiv~s do diffussurs, montionnd. su 1 2.2.3. Lot rhoultats
do cow tar&$#, ant conduit I cons Lddrer un rapport gtbit mef -oo fie (Mv), rapport variant do

t 1,025 h My 4 0,3 h 1,01 pour Mv '. 0,6.

lat msqt ,tte Etudihe pout comporter le usla dquipamor.t qVa'eu Pause.



~ ~~""TLos arouutos poetftt, pour uis priabre pact,! our I& qualification do I14'couiemoent interne 4
diffdronts nombres do Macho inclidanceos ddrapages, et d~i~ts rdduits. Tau* lee points do mature pouvant
s'offoctuar sane discontinuitd, lea rdouitato sant obtenus an pau do tomap.

dezb 'nomta cus demt otfi ofieu hi u e mtL'dqu~pmment standard do Is souf~lerie comporto 40 vote: do wc5urs, qui peuvent Stre ccq2ldtdes

cous auFaua, ravill andialogue avec la scufflaria, at avoc lam mames torminqux.

suivre en tu.~m rdel.

Los assets ant dgalownt pour but do prdclser, ai possible, Is tralndde do It prime d'eir.

Coellm-ci po,,zt Stre obtenue I partir des bilans do quantiti do mauvenent ontre 1. plan
d'antrie comro~sseur et Ilintin! ament (pour 1s tube do courant pennant par I& prime Wesir), do l'inti-
gration des pressions our tout 1. contour interne at externs do I& pries d'air, at do l'dvaluation des
frottaimonts our ia carkna.

L'dquipamnat do i& uasquotto pormot can diffirontes dvaluations, 1t frottement ftant Avalud
par tM caicul.

La fait quo Is maquietta no reproduise Ia formo externo do is nacelle rdelle quo jusquiau
Ma*tre-couple, ob Is montage devient cylindrique, pout toutefois Otro critiquable pour &valuer cotta
tralade, ai I& courbure du fuseau rdel dane cotte rigion sat asses prononade pour qua 1 'Icoulament y
devienne suporcritiquc. Diffironts aspedts do cotta question sont discutdo r~fdrence (8) at f91 Dana
1. cag actual dos avions de typ~a Airbus, cette limits n'est gdndralement pas atteints, at l'Etudo do Is
traInde effactuto pout Stro cons!.'Eris come reprdsontative, notament en 00 qui concerns l'influence
d'uno r~duction du d~bit sur 1. ddvoloppunant do Is traIndo.

ureodLa prisenca do peignes external poruat 4gaemient do ddtecter is format~ion d'una tratn~s I partir
d eod do profile do prassion d'arrit.Lorsque catta traindo deviant importante, coagt-&.dire I Mach

4lovd at d~bit rdduit, les ondas do choc: qui tscmina-xt lit zone do s'jrdltente do bard dlattaqsae prennant
toutafois une grand* extension, at i~paseant largament Is halitour des paignas utilimde. line Etude quanti-
tative do I& trainto par sondage extarna ndcassitarait alorm un tondage our tine surface impartante die Is
veins, onion Is technique ddcrite rdtdrenca 1101I ce qui ant pou praticalb.'e lans to can notamment de
prises Weir non do rdvolution.

3.3 - least@ do prime@ dWeir d'avion militaira

In subeanique diavd, cc=* I bases vitessa, I& caractdrisation du fonctionnamant des prigsm
d'eir d'avion militaire ndcoscits l'utilisation d'usia maquatte ccmplite do l1avian.

La figure 21 nantre tine maquvtte do l'avion Mirage 2000 & 1'echalle 1/4 insitalldaosur 10 support
tripods axial ousovible, do la scuff lone 51, done Is veina dlessai n' 1 munis do fentem longitudinales pour
rondra It veins perm~able, at parmattre Is* asseis an subsonique Elevd do maquettes do Cciii d'obotruction

*ralativamaont 1inportants. Le support tripods act dquipt, I I'amontI d'un wdcanisme do mise en incidence at
ddrapage do Is usquette qu 'ii supports (ddbattament do 45" on inc idence at ±10. en ddrapaga).

La maquatte oat dquipde pour i'Etude do Is priesa d'air.

Dana la cam dos ocasis on subsonique haovE, It d~bit natural eat suilfileant pour reprdsanter
Ia foactiannamont real do l'entrda. Un sycctse dlextraction du d~bit par tromp*eaxists Egalsamnt, pour
forcer It ddbit damn Ia cam dlessalc X Sranda Incidence at nambro do Mach rEidit,

La nbAo maquetto got Ui~ilimablo au Fauga, lea di,'dc supports do faquetto Etant compatible#
entra lea daux soufflarias.

A 11 faut par alilaeurs signaler quo I& partis avant do I& maquotte cempartant Is prime dfair pout
ltra placE. done Is mouffiaria 82 do Hodane, pour Etude do Is prima d'air an supars-eniqua. Ce montage Oct
reprdsentd figure 22 par I& vue do is maquatte done cotta soufftoria (veins rectansulisir, hauteur 1,935 a,
largeur 1.75 m, noinbro do Mach variable jusqu'& M on 3, pressian gdndratrica variable jumqu'& 2,5 bars).

Las miontages dVenetia do primes deir %ilavion civil, our dec maquettes do grandam dimensions,
danemI isoufflonie P1 premmurieds h 4 bar*, at done Is soufflorie soniqua SIM., ant EtE prdmentds.

Los ci... maquettam pouvent Itena smaydas done lea doam scuffiaries dant lea mayena d'asmais
foutcoepidimeftaitos.

La alma campluentmritE exist* pour lea assets do prisoms dair daevian militairs A dos nambrec
do Reynolds comarabies au vol. our do. usquottes d'avion comlat I I'dabeile do i'ardre du 1/4.
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THE INFLUENCE OF CLOSE-COUPLED, REAR FUSELAGE MOUNTED NACELLES

ON THE DESIGN OF AN ADVANCED HIGH SPEED WING
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Hatfield, Hertfordshire

SUMMARY

An analysis of high speed wind tunnel data shows that the influence of
close-coupled, rear nacelles on a wing with modern flow characteristics can lead
to substantial cruise performance losses. This result is explained and contrasted
with the favourable effects of rear nacelles observed on a wing designed in the early 1960's.

The design approach used on the first of a series of wings aimed at integrating
the effect of the nacelle into the basic wing design is described. Particular attent:.on
is drawn to the design risk associated with the modified inner wing super-critical flow
development when nacelles are not represented in the transonic design calculations.
Experimental results from tests on this wing are then described which demonstrate how
generally successful the design technique has been.

Finally, some results are presented from more recent theoretical investigations
in which an attempt has been made to simulate the interference effect of the nacelle on
the wing super-critical flowfield. In this work, a technique has been developed whereby
the nacelle and intake streantube are replaced by an "equivalent interfering body",
whioh is derived from sub-critical flow interference pressures. The results presented
show that this technique provides a simple, cost effective tool for the super-critical
design of a wing operating in the influence of a rear nacelle.

1. INTRODUCTION

The type of rear engined configurations favoured for many small jet aircraft,
where the nacelles are mounted from the i'uselage in close' proximity -o the wing,
usually present a number of important aerodynamic design problems associated with the
powerplant installation. Of these, the principal areas for consideration are:

(i) interference effects from the nacelle and intake streamtube on wing
flow development

(ii) minimisation of nacelle installed drag, which requires the avoidance ofSshocks and/lor separated flow in the channels between the nacelle, pylon

and fuselage

(iii) exhaust plume interference on the empennage and aft fuselage

(iv) avoidance of intake performance lcsses, or even engine stalls, that can
arise from the ingestion of separated flow wing wakes, particularly at
high lift conditions and around the buffet boundary.

The subject of the present paper covers only the first of these topics and, in
Sparticularwill be concerned with the high speed wing design implications of svh
nacelle/wing interference effects.

A A brief description will first be given of the nacelle/wing interference as

observed from wind tunnel tests and it will be shown that, for a wing with modern
aerodynamic characteristics, the nacelle influence is likely to be unfavourable. The
magnitude and importance of this effect will be indicated where, for close-coupled
configurations, it can be expected that the interference losses on wing performance
are likely to be greater than the corresponding effects generally encountered with
underwing engine installations on transport aircraft.

On the basis of these obse'vations, a research win& designated HH5, was designed
in 1978 in which an attempt was made to overcome these performance losses by
incorporating an allowance for the nacelle/wing interference in the basic design.
A broad outline of the denign approach adopted on this wing is given in the second
section of the paper, together with some experimental data from wind tunnel tests which
show the generally encouraging results obtained.

Whilst these results confirm the validity of the concept of the integrated
nacelle effect wing, a shortcoming in the design approach adopted for the initial wing
HH5, was t':e absence of any nacelle representation in the transonic flow design
calculations done at the time. In the final section of this paper some results are
presented from more recent theoretical work in which the nacelle interf'erence effect
on the wing super-critical flow is simulated, using an approach where the nacelle and
intake streamtube are replaned by an "equivalent interfering body". The geometry of
this body is derived from measured sub-critical interference effects but, in principle,
could alternatively be obtained from sub-critical panel method calculations.
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2. . N4ACELLE INTERFERENCE EFPECT3 ON !NING CHARACTERISTICS

Figure 1 shows measured chordwise pressure distributions at a number of stations
across the span of a wing,and compares the clean winv (i.e. nacelles-off) flow
to that in the presence of a through-flow nacelle, at the same overall
lift coefficient. The data is taken from high-speed wind tunnel measurem,-nts on a
model designated N13, made at ARA Bedford under the joint sponsorship of british
Aerospace and Rolls-Royce. An analysis of these tests is given by Hutton in ref.l. The
nacelle, as shown in th- figure, is located in the most forward position tested, with the
intake plane coincident with the wing local trailing edge. The conditions shown are for
a typical cruise mass flow ratio and a Mach number of 0.82. It is clear that the
presence of the nacelle has a major influence on the wing characteristics. The primary
effect of the nacelle and decelerating intake stream has been to impose a pressure field
over the rear upper surface region of the wing ahead of it. The resulting reduction in
suction levels on the rearward wing upper surface are obviously greatest over the
inboard wing region,and require an increase in incidence of i14 to restore the associa-
ted loss in overall lift. The most significant. feature of the comparison, however, is
the substantial increase in shock strength that is apparent across the entire span for
the nacelles-on case, and it is clear that this could be expected to lead to a marked
deterioration in performance. It should be said, however, that no attempt was made in
these tests to optimise the nacelle/pylon pitch setting angles and, for the case shown,
a small download on the nacelle/pylon has been estimated. It could be expected,
therefore, that a small reduction in wing performance interference loss could be made
through an optimisation of the nacelle settings.

Figure 2 shows a similar comparison of nacelle effect on the N13 model, in this
case with the nacelle located one intake diameter downstream of the wing local trailing
edge. Since this position was the intermediate of three nacelle locations covered in
the tests, it will be referred to here as the "mid" position. It can be seen that, as
would be expected, the effects are rather less severe than for the forward nacelle
position. As before, an incidence increase (0.67) is necessary to restore the loss in
overall load due to the nacelle interference on the inner wing. In contrast to the
forward nacelle, there is now little change in shock strength on the inner wing and the
small increase in local Mach number at the shock is tending to be offset by comparable
improvement in shock sweep. The nett increase in shock strength is essentially
confined to the wing outboard of the planlorm crank.

The effect on overall wing performance of the above changes in flow characteristics
are shown in Figure 3 for the "mid" nacelle location. The nacelles-on data has been
corrected for the estimated nacelle download to avoid exaggerating performance changes
associated with non-optimum nacelle/pylon settings. It is apparent from Figur1e 3 that
there is a significant penalty due to nacelle int,,rference for this wing in terms of
both buffet and drag rise performance. For a buffelt limited project, the effect
amounts to a 51% increase in v.ing area and the reduction in drag rise Mach number is
around 0.02 in typical cruise Mach number. Unfortunately, insufficient data existed for,
a similar comparison to be made with the forward nacelle, but from Figures 1 and 2 it
might reasonably be inferred that the losses would be substantially greater than for
the "mid" nacelle configuration.

At this point then, it might be concluded that nacelle interference for close-
coupled rear nacEk.e-wing configurations will generally have a large unfavourable
effect on wing performance. This is not always the case, however, and it can be shown
that the performance effect depends crucially on basic wing flow characteristics as
well as the relative size and location of the nacelle. As an example of this, drag

data from wind tunnel tests are presented in Figure 4, which show the influence of'
rear nacelles on an early 1960's wing design. The effect of the nacelle can be seen on
the drag development with Mach number for a typical cruise value of lift coefficient.
It is evident that the nacelle interference effects (which incidentally are more
closely coupled than Model N13 "mid" nacelle) are beneficial and increase the drag
rise Mach number by approximately 0.015.

Why the sign difference in the performance change due to nacelles for the two
models? The answer is in the difference in clean wing flow characteristics between
the two wings. This is depicted schematically in Figure 5. For both wings, the
presence of the nacelle leads to a reduction of aft suction level over the upper
surface of the inbcard wing, with an associated improvement in local shock sweep and a
reduction in aft loading which requires an incidence increase to restore the overall
lift. However, a major difference between the two wings is -;he balance of shock
strengths developing across the span and the nature of the pressure distribution ahead

¾ "of the shock.

Model N,13 has features typical of what would generally be considered good
practice in modern wing design. The inner wing develops large regions of
isentropically recompressive supercritical flow terminated by re~atively weak shock
waves, with the overall performance of the wing tending to be dominated by the somewhat
stronger shocks developing on the outer wing. For this wing, with the nacelle in
"mid" position, the inner wing contributes very little extra drag, as the shock here
remains weak with the increase in shock local Mach number tendir, to be offset by the
improved shock sweep; the outer wing, however, has an appreciabiy strengthened shock
due to the incidence increase, and this leads to a significant overall increase in
drag. This point is shown in Figure 6 on the basis of a comparison of the spanwise
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wave drag distributions estimated from measured surface pressure for the clean wing and
mid-nacelle position.

Returning now to Figure 5 and the early 1960's wing; the inner wing, whilst still
being less critical than the outer wing, is characterised by relatively further aft and
s~rongE7r shocks tl,-an NO3. In this instance, the flow ahead of the shock is expanding
and 3o the local Mach number at the shock is reduced as the shoc: moves forward due to
the presence of the nacelle. The combined effect of the improved inboard wi.g shock
sweep and reduced shock iocal Mach number yields a reduction in inboard shock strength,
such that the increase in overall shock drag due to incidence is more than offset by

[U the r(luction of drag f'r-,n the weaker inboard shock.

Clear'' then, a modern wing which is designed to avoid thq unfavourable nacelle
interference as observed for Model N13, will require features which will lead to
significant performance losses when the nacelles are not prese.:t. In embarking oa the
design of a new, integrated nacelle effect wingit was hoped that, some twenty years on,
this could be done in a more controlled and deliberate way than had been the case with
the earlier designis.

3. THE HH5 Wl-ý3j DESIGN WITH INTEGRATED NACELLE EFFECTS

3.i, The Design Proced~,re

The discussiCoI in the previous section highlighted the desirability for maximum
cruise efficiency cf allowing for the presence of a rear nacelle in the design of the
basic wing chav'actiristics. In this section of the paper, a brief description will '-e
given of the design ap,:roach adopted on a recent researchn wing HH5, in which such ;n
atte.npt to incorporate an allowance for the nacelle interference was made. The wing,
whici was developed for a moderately close-copled tear engined configuration, was
designeC at British Aerospace Hatfield during 1978 and was subsequently tested in the
9' x 8' transcnic tunnel at A.R.A. Bedford.

At the time of the HH5 'esign, no suitable method was available for computing the
transonic flow development on a wing in tie presence of a rear nacelle. In the absence
of such a method, a hybrid design approach was used which involved the development of
two wings in parallel.

The 'irst of These winp: :as designed J . isolation from the nacelle effects and
was used to establish the "id " or target super-c :_bical flow development and its
associated wing geomel."'y. A aecond wing, tl-4 nacelle-effect wing, was then derived oi
the basi of the follo%.i,,g a~sumption:-

Two wings, one of which is in the presence of a rear nacelle, having identical
planform and sub-critical pressure distributions, will develop approximately the same
super-critical flow development as Mach number and/or incidence are increased.

Folluwing this ?ssumption, the design of the "nacelle-el'fect" wing was undertaker,
at essentially sub-critical flow cunditions. Having first established a suitable
sub-critical pressure distribution (close to "sonic rooftop" conditions) for the "ideal"
wing, this pressure distribution was 11odified by subti.acting from it the pressure 'ield
due to the nacelle, and the resulting wing pressures were then used in the design of
the "nacelle effect" wing. In this process, the nace'lle interference pressurcs were
inferred from an analysis of the A.R.A. Model N13 wind tu-,nel data, using an Ps'proach
similar to that described in Reference 1. Theoretical flow calculations done at this
time using the method of Hardy, Reference 2, to estimate the nacelle interference
effects, were found to be useful in giving the variation of spanwise loading changes
dae to nacelle location but,in detail,gave the wrong form and level of the chordwise
distribution of pressure increments'. Through this overall procedure then, ohe second
wing was developed with modified camber, twist and 'hickness with the aim of
producing sub-critical pressure distribution changes '&,ich hopefully would be exactly
cancelled by the presence of the nacelle. In passing, it is perhaps worth noting that
the resulting modifications to the thickness distribution of the wing yielded a very
worthwhile bonus of' a 23% increa,.e in fuel volume.

Figure 1(a) ,,-,ws the sub-crit'cal theoretical design pressure distribubions for

Sthe two w.ngs ri,; a station just outboard of the nacelle. The flow computations were
cdone using tIne contemporary version of the R.A.E. Inviscid Trarsonic Wing/Body program,
Reference 3. A simple "str'i.p" displacement surface correction was made to the wing
ordinates in these c:i].cu: tions to allow for the gross viscous effects. It can be
seen from tne figute ;.aa; the diff~rences in Ghe theoretical flows for the two wings
are confined essential' - to the upper surface aft of 30% chord. These differences are
broadly in line with 1, he N13 tests but the suction increme.,ts have not been maintained
over the rear 20Z chold as would otherwise be anticipaied from that data. This was a
deliberate act of caution in the light of t1he already severe trailing edge boundary
layer conditions associated with the advanced section design standard oi t'jc haul-; wi,.g.

The changes to the pressure distribution shown in Figure "(a) appear relativeily
i inocuous. Fiýures 7(b) aid 7(c) show the corretponding flow development for typical
long range and high speed cruise conditions respectively. For both cr 'Le conditions,
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the target flow in~ character~ised by a ",arge region of isentropic supercritical. flow
terminated by a relatively weak shock. On the integrated nacelle effect wing, with no
nacelle representation in the calculation, ther( ib an appreciable re-expansion in the
upper surface flow terminated by a substantial shock wave which, although not shown
here, increases in strength somewhat alarmingly further outboard. This stage in the
design called for a strong act of faith!

3.2. Wind Tunnel Results

The first HH5 test series in the ARA High Speed Tunnel took place in September
1979. The wing was extensively pressure plotted and the tests covered a range of
nacelle locations, giving the wing flow sensitivity to both nacelle height and
longitudinal location. The data presented in this note is confined to the datum nacelle
position on which the design was predicated (intake datum 0.25 x D. enacelle intake
highlight diameter jaft and 1.18Di up from the local wing trailing'e ge.)

Figures 8(a), (b) and (c) show the effect of the nacel-e on measured pressures
at the station just outboard of the nacelle and are directly comparable with the
theoretical conditions shown in Figure 7. The 6eneral agreement with the anticipated
incremental effect of the nacelle is very good, although the reduction in suction level
over the rear of the chord is rather greater than designed for. It can be seen that
the aft shock for the nacelles-off case is remarkably well predicted and that the
nacelle is having the desired alleviating effect in suppressing this sk k.

Figure 9 compares the measured nacelles-on pressure distribu. i: the cruise
cases with the theoretical target flows developed on the "ideal" i & !ng. For
the high speed cruise case, the level of agreement is very reasonable whe i the main
features of the large region of supercritical flow terminated by a weak shock wave have
been achieved, although the leading edge suction levels are appreciably higher than
predicted. The same level of agreement cannot be claimed for the long range cruise
caiie. Here, the greater than predicted leading edge suction levels result in a forward
Rhock development where an isentropically recompressing flow was designed for. It can
be seen in Figure 8(b) that this forward shock is a feature of both nacelles-on and off
cases and is therefore not a failing in the procedure to design for nacelle effects.
For all of the measures pressure distributions presented, it is also apparent that
there is a shortfall in rear loading from the lower surface, althouigh this again may
well be associated with the very low wing nature of the model and the inadequate
representation of the fillet in the f'low analysis computations done at the time. The
general loss of inboard load is summarised in Figure 10 which compares the target
spanwise load distribution with the measured loadings.

4:.> Performance Effects on the Nacelle Effect Wing

Whilst the forward shock development and the lcss of rear loading clearly leave
some scope for further improvement on HH5, the general performance standard achieved
by this wing in the ARA tests compares favourably with the best standards of contemlorary
advanced wings in the U.K.

Figure 11 shows compressibility drag and buffet comparisons for the new wing with
nacelles both on and off. Also included in the figure are equivalent data from the N13
model with "mid" nacelles (suitably corrected for nacelle/pylon download). The nacelle
interference effects are, as would be expected, favourable on drag for the new wing
qithough the effect is rather morp than anticipated at low values of lift coefficient
and rather less at high values. It seems likely that this is associated with the double

shock development on the inner wing. It is noticeable that the effects on the buffet
boundary are much less than those shown earlier in Figure 3 for N13. Again, this
may be explained by the extensive load associated with the aft shock on the inner wing
for the nacelles off case, which will tend to offset the penalty of the strengthened
outboard shock (particularly at the lower Mach numbers).

In considering tha drag improvements achieved by HH5 relative to the N13 "mid"
nacelle data, it should be borne in mind that roughly half of the apparent gain at low
. L could be attributable to the increased sweep of the new wing, although at higher CLthe

s'.,eep advantage will be largely offset by the much thicker inboard wing of HH5.

The improvement in buffet boundary is particularly rewarding since here the sweep
differences clearly contribute much less to the gain for the new wing, as can be seen
from the similarity in slope between the N13 boundary and a constant M CL ocus.

A 4. THEORETICAL SIMULATION OF' REAR NACELLE/WING INTERFERENCE EFFECTS

Despite the generally encouraging results obtained for the HH5 wing design, there
-i little doubt that the inability to compute the transonic wing flow development

S,, the presence of the nacelle introduced considerable risk into the design process.
At pr sent, the emphasis within the U.K. in the development of numerical solutions for
the transonic flow about wing/powerplant combinations is being placed on providing
solutions for underwine nacelle/pylon configurations. An alternative approach to the
direct modellir.g of a wing-fuselage and rear nacelle has been developed, however,
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and has been found to give very good results. This approach is based
on the observed similarity in the measured nacelle interference effect and that which
would be expected from a finite body located co-axially with the nacelle, and with its
nose longitudinally in the vicinity of the wing trailing edge. The concept of
simulating the interference effect by replacing the nacelle and intake stream with an
"equivalent interfering bndy" has been developed at British Aerospace, Hatfield, using
a program developed by Albone at the R.A.E., Reference 4. This program, which is an
extension of the RAE TSP method and includes interactively calculated viscous efoects,
was originally intended to be used for the computation of the transonic flow about wing
fuselages from which finite interfering bodies, such as weapon stores or external fuel
tanks, could be mounted. As will be seen, it nevertheless appears to cope quite
adequately with the present class of problem.

Figure 12 shows chordwise pressure distributions on the N13 wing at a station just
ahead of the nacelle. The comparison is made at a freestream Mach number of 0.78 and
a constant value of incidence giving subcritical flow conditions for each of the clean
wing, forward and mid nacelle configurations. Figure 12(a) shows the computed pressures
based on the "equivalent interfering bodies" as indicated in the diagram at the top of
the figures. These bodies h ve been designed to simulate the measured effect of the
nacelle on the sub-critical w~ng pressures, as shown in Figure-ITM7. In each of the
cases shown, the nose of the body is located at 85% of local wing chord and the maximum
diameter of the body is approximately equal to the nozzle exit diameter (: intake
streamtube diameter far upstream for the isolated through-flow nacelle). The principal
difference between the bodies for the two nacelle locations is in the geometry of the
forebody shape, where the fineness ratio's (L/D) are 1.09 and 1.67 for the forward and
mid nacelles respectively.

The main test of the usefulness of tnin approach is how adequately the sub-
critically derived interfering bodies can be used tc simulate the effect of the nacelles
for super-critical flow conditions. Figure 13 compares computed and measured wing
pressureat M m 0.78 and 0.82 respectively, for conditions at which there exists
substantial regions of super-critical flow on the wing. It can be seen that the
computed flow reproduces remarkably well the main features , f the nacelle interaction in
terms of changes in snock strength and position and also the upper s'irface pressures
over the rear of the chord. In Figure 14 a direct comparison of computed and measured
wing pressureis given for the forward nacelle location at M = 0.78. A particularly
encouraging feature of this figure is the way in which the measured spanwise variation
of the nacelle effect is simulated by the numerical modeL. It is worth noting that
some of the less favourable features of the comparison, ruch as the over-estimate of
the super-critical flow at the root, have also been found for a similar comparison on
the clean wing. It is felt that on the basis of experience with clean wing flow
computations, see Reference 5, still better agreement will be obtained when the effect
of the wing wake is included in the calculations.

On the basis of these very encouraging results it appears that, in t a absence of
a fully representative modelling of the rear nacelle, the equivalent body approach can
provide a simple, cost effective alternative for the computation of both sub-critical
and super-critical flows. The fact that the body is based on sub-critical flow
interference effects means that, if no suitable experimental data is available, it could
in principle be designed from sub-critical panel method calculations. With the range
of experimental data now available, it is hoped that in the future it will be possible
to establish an empirically based parametric definition of the body which relates it to
nacelle size, location and mass flow ratio.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The main points made in tois paper can be summarised as follows.-

(i) Rear nacelles located in close proximity to a wing exert a major influence
on the wing flow development across a considerable extent of the wing span.

(ii) For a wing with modern design characteristics, this influenice is likely to
be unfavourable and there is therefore a strong case to modify the wing
geometry to allow for this effect.

(iii) An integrated nacelle effect wing(HH9 has been desigied with modified camber,
thickness and twist. The results from high speed wind tunnel tests on this
wing generally validate the design concepts used and demonstrate that the
principal aim of designing out the unfavourable influence of the nacelle has
been achieved.

(iv) A technique has been developed, usinh the concent of an "equivalent
interfering body,"', whereby it has been possible to obtain a very reasonable
numerical simulation of the nacelle effect on the wing super-critical flow
development. Although lacking the rigour of a fully representative
modelling of the nacelle, the standard of the results produced and the
simplicity of the computc.tional procedures involved make this tzchnique a
very cost effective tool for the auper-critical design o0 wingm in the
influence of rear nacelles.
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AERODYNAMIC ASPECTS OF A HIGH BYPASS RATIO ENGINE INSTALLATION •:
ON A FUSELAGE AFTERBODY

N. Vocg t
J. van kI~n,•st R
J.Th. v d. Kolk

Fokker B.V.
Aerod~ynanU •s Department
Schiphol Oost
Uostbox 7600
The Netherlands

SUMMARY

The paper describes the design process used in shaping rear fuselage mounted large
tiv wa tosupres th loalvelocity levels and pressure gradients in the interest
to aoidaerdynmic nteferncedrag of the nacelle-pylon-fuselage combination in high

In tedsgpresteshpsof fuselage afterbody, nacelle and stubwing were
sucessvel moifid i adesign-by-analysis process involving a number of iterations

witha treedlmnslnalsinulaitymethod for inviacid subsonic flow. Windtunnel tests
confirmed the adequacy of the singularity method to analyse complex iv.erference problems.

P 1I. INTRODIICTION

During the last decade requirements for improved fuel efficiency and better noise !
characteristics have drastically changed the appearance of turbofan engines. The high :
bypass ratio engineL currently being developed have a much increased diameter to length

jratio and consequently integration •f th engines with the airframe will ke more •
demanding than for engines of the previous genieration (Ref.1). In the past i.ntegration
was established by applying empirical design rules and the configuration w;4s optimized
through windtunnel assisted iterations.

Thanks to the achievements in computational aerodynamics the optimization prc cess can
now be considerably accelerated. The most important tools in the design process are
ringularity methods such as the NLR panel method which allows the complex three-dimensional
for subcritical inviscid flow.

The paper describes a theoretical investigation and experimental verification of aero-
dyniamic interference at high subsonic Mach number for high bypass enginres mounted on a
tapering rear fuselage. Figure 1 shows the complete configuration - a narrcow body twin
jet transport - and compares it to the F28 configuration. Because for both caqes the
distance between nacelle and fuselage side-wall is kept equal., the i.nterference due to
high supervelocities in between these bodies potentially will be much stronger fc.r the

The computational model - outlined in the next section - is first used to quantify the
•% i influence of the various elements contributing to interference.

• 2. THE COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

I Panel methods form the most versatile basis for mahing detailed predictions of the
S~flow field about a geometrically complex configuration in high subsonic flow. The methods
• are based upon a potential flow solution to the equations of inviscid and incompressible
•.i. 'flow. The basic incompressible solution is modified to account for subsonic compressibility
:: Ieffects. In the case of the NLR panel method which is applied for the present computations,
•.I the surface of the configuration is represented by flat panels, each carrying a constant
-'•**•t trength source distribution while for lifting cases an additional vortex system is placed

on the camiber surface and in the wake. The strengths cf the singularities are calculated
_• after applying a set of appropriate boundary conditions. Special features of the NLR panel
•r'-•'•lmethod (Ref.2) include:

• . semi-empirical compressibility terms allowing an accurate prediction of suction levels
i in highly curved regions such as neai. the leading edge

•..ian iterative method of solution which reduces computing time significarnily.
• !Simulation of powered nacelles requires representati~on of mass flow through the nacelles.
• In tuils respect inlet flow and jet flow can be treated separately. For the present confi-

guration early computations indicate3d that t~he influence of the jet behind the nacelle is
only of minor importance for the interference problem investigated hera. Therefore the jet
bou~ldary was simply represented by a cylinder with zero norma] velocities.

*) presently employed by NLR



On the front part of the nacelle however, representation of the inflow is essential for
an accurate prediction of the supervelocities in the nacelle inlet lip. In the present
computations inlet flow is modeled by specifying a desired normal velocity distribution
in a control plane inside the duzct. Like the external nacelle surface, the inlet control
plane is represented by source panels. It is well-known that a source distribution is in-
adequate to represent internal flows (Ref.3). For this reason and also because the internal
flow has no influence on interference tte control plane was placed at the inlet throat.

3. EXPLORING THE INTERFERENCE PROBLEM

For the configuration shown in figure I interference between nacelle and rear fuselage
was calculated in the flow field of a high-lift advanced wing. Computations were p;rtormad
at the adopted cruise dosign condition of the wing-body combination, for M - .745 a,,d
u -1-. At the nacelle location the l 8 cal downwash from the wing calculated for tnce wing-
body combination alone, showed to be 3 . The nacelle-stubwing combination was therefort
positioned with 30 incidnce relative to the fuselage centreline. The stubwing had in this
explorative phase a RAE-104 section scaled to 12% relative thickness and the nacelle a
NACA-1-81-72 contour whi-7h waa modified on the bottom surface to represent the required
internal volume of the nacelle. A velocity ratio of 0.9 at the throat corresponding to a
mass flow ratio of 0.721 based on the high light irea, was selected as representative for
the cruise condition. The complete configuration .-onsisted of 1420 panels among which
648 to represent nacelle and mass flow. The compv.tations were made for the wing-body-
nacelle configitration with and without the stubwing.

The calculated pressure distribution for several stations around the nacelle is depicted
in figure 2 and compared to a reference pressure distribution computed for the isolated
nacelle at M - .745 and a - 0 . Interference appears to be very severe especially on the
bottom part of the nacelle. The pressure distribution on the stubwing (figure 3) and the
suction peaks on top and bottom parts of the nacelle show Ihat due to interference effects
the pylon is aerodynamically loaded in a downward direc.tion resulting in unwanted super-
velocities on the lower surface. This flow would hp iuporcritical and consequently would
cause high interference drag due to the affected thick fuselage boundary layer. Under these
conditions the subsonic panel method can no longer be expected to yield a meaningful pre-
diction of the pressure distribution. The same applies to the pressure distribution on the
nacelle quarter below the stubwing.

Although the contribution of the stubwing to the supervelocities can not be neglected,
the results of figure 2 indicate that interference must primarily be reduced by modifying
the channel beceen nacelle and fuselage.

4. DESIGN COMPUTATIONS

In searching for a configuration with reduced aerodynamic interference and thereby
aiming for subcritical flow in crder to avoid shock-boundary layer interactions a number
of computations was made for the wing-body-nacelle combination wherein the channel
between fuselage and nacelle waE ruccessively modified. In this process the curvature in
the channel is thG most important factor. Simply increasing the distanGe between body and
nacelle reduces the supe.-veloc.'tieii insufficiently. In one of the first computations the
distance wes increased wiýh !'ne tonth of the inlet diameter, but the resulting drop in
suction level was only of t'Ae irder of 4Cp & .1.

In the design process the curvature at the inboard side of the nacelle was reduced by
rotating the rear part of the nacelle towards the fuselage. On the body side contouring
was introduced to create a large concave region. As a guide to the modifications a few
criteria can be specifieo. In the first place the curvature in the concave part of the
channel must be strongest in the region of maximum iiierference. Because the concave part
must be proceeded by a convex one, the location of maximum curvature in that area must ba
properly relected. It should not be too close to the nacelle forebody; this would create' • very high suctions on the intake lip at the inboard side of the nacelle. Therefore the

fuselage body contouring must bs initiated at some distance upstream of the nacelle,
although this distance is obviously limited by practical considerations for a transport
type aircraft.

Figure 4 shows the considerable effect of body- and nacelle contouring for configuration
n define,ý after a few iterative steps as compared with configuration A with the initial
-,arimel shape. On the outboard pressure sthtion the interference has practically dis-

appeared on the inboard stations the maximum suction level is reduced by as much as
A.C .4. The pressure peaks however are much higher as a consequence of the above
mehtioned c•urvaturs of the flow entering the contoured channel. These peaks can be strongly
reduced by ti' s,., nation effect of the stubwing, which should therefote be carefully
located.

5. STUBWING DESIGN

CQnfiguration B was adopted as the new basic configuration. The stubwing was also
designed through several successive panel method nomputations. The complicated inter-
section contours of the stubwing with the fuselage on one side and the nacelle on the other
are determined by means of a computer program calculating the intersection point of each
stubwlng generator with the relevant panels on nacelle and fuselage.

A * ..k• •



'The stubving has a constant spanwise cross-section which was kept at a 100 thickness
to chord ratio. The main objective was to eliminate the high velocity level on the front
part of the lower surface. After a few iterations this front part was flattened and given
more incidence. The final profile shape as well as the pressure distribution for stubwing
and nacelle inboard side are shown in figure 5. Comparison with the previous figure
demonstrates the stzong influence of the stubwing on the front part of th* nacelle adjacent
to the stubwing. It should be noted that apart from the local suction peaks near the
leading edge the flow around this final configuration is now subcritical.

6. WINDTUNNEL TESTS

In order to verify the calculated interference effects a windtunnel model was defined
on the basis of the final rear fuselage configuration and existing wing and body components.
Although the surface of the configuration is sufficiently represented to obtain accurate
panel method results, the numerically controlled manufacturing process requires a more
detailed surface description especially for the rear fuselage. Therefore the GEOLAN
geometry definition system which is implemented at the Fokkee design office was applied to
describe and where necessary to smooth the rear fuselage. From this system any convenient
number of points can be generated on the surface. This is illustrated in figure 6 which
also shows a top view of thu complete configuration represented by panels.

Of the engine installation only the fan cowl part was represented by means of a flow
through nacelle. The mass flow of this model represented the cruise flight condition, as
used in the calculations and was obtained on the model by trimming the exhaust nozzle
area.

The stubwing was fixed to the nacelle and provisions were made to change the angle
of incidence of the complete nacelle-stubwing combination over a small range, whereas in
the computational model the incidence is fixed at 3 degrees. The reason behind this was the
uncertainty about the downwash from the wing, which is implicitly used in the computations
and was assumed to be about 3 degrees. Because the downwash is directly coupled to wing
lift whic& is overestimated in the computations due to the neglection of viscous effects,
the downwash and consequently the required incidence of the nadelle/stubwing combination
must be expected to be smaller in the experimental design condition for the same wing
incidence angle.

The tests were carried out in the High Spited Tunnel (HST) of NLR in Amsterdam where the
model was installed on a Z-sting support as Fnown in figures 7 and 8. The model was tested
with and without the nacelle/stubwing combindtion for a wide range of Mach number and
angles of attack at Reynolds numbers upto 2.2 x 106, based on the mean aerodynamic wing
chord. The discussion of test results will be limited to comparing computation and
experiment at the design condition which for the computation was at M - .745 and a - -1
Due to viscous effects the experimental design condition is usually found at a different
M, a combination (Ref.4) in this case at M - .75 and a .10. The best possible correspond-
ence between measured and calculated pressures on nacelle and stubwing is found when the
angle of incidence is set at 2 degrees.

A first comparison of the measured pressure distribution with the calculated result
of figure 5 revealed a discrepancy on the lower surface of nacelle and stubwing. Flow
visualization tests showed the strong influence of the Z-sting support fairing on the flow
field over the lower surface of the fuselage afterbody (figure 9). Therefore that part of
"the model support (the shaded area in figure 7) was i::cluded in the computational model
and it was found that the stagnation effect of the model support reduced the suction level
on the lower surface of the nacelle-stubwing configuration with ACp w .1, but the influence
on the surface above the stubwing was negligible. The measured and calculated pressures on
nacelle and stubwing for the configuration with the model support included are compared in
figure 10. The flow is subcritical and pressure gradients are moderAte.

The nacelle + pylon drag - being the difference between tht. drag measured for the
complete configuration and the drag for the wing-body combination alhne - at the design
lift coefficient is shown in figure 11 as a function of the free-stream Mach number.
It can be observed that the drag contribt'cion of the nacelles and pylons is virtually
independent of Mach number upto a Mach number beyond the design value. Consequently it can
be concluded that transonic effects - wave drag and shock-induced drag - are avoided.
Moreover, a separate drag analysis yields a favourable conclusion with respect to thelevel of the drag contribution over tne full Mach number range.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The problem of aerodynamic interference encountered with rear fuselage mounted large
' • diameter nacelles was analyzed by means of the NLR panel method for a free-stream Mach

number of 0.75. In the investigation a computational design process was applied, subse-
quently verified by windtunnel tests. It can be concluded that:

the NLR panel method Is an excellent tool for analyzing complex interference problems
in high subsonic flow

* a design was obtained in which unfavourable interference effects were avoided

for a design Mach number of 0.75 an integrated approach to the shaping of large
size nacelles, rear fuselages and pylons showed the need for moderate fuselage body
contourinc in the nacelle area



a"'-ielrio tomust ba corrects~ for interftrence* effects caused by support
struts placed in the vicinity of the nacelle-pylon-body combination.
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UNE METHUDE NUMERIQUE POUR LI'UJUE LDE ' I.NTERACTIIZJ NAUEL.LE-JET-VUILURE
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RESUME

'.interaction naerd Ia-Jot-vi litre cot un ptt6nottttne tr~iditttneionnel ertitplexe quo
nous ovens nberdE5, en foisant doux hypatl-boes simplifiratricao isl fluids eat incompressible et non
visquoux. Aver ces hypathbsos, 1'enaemble praptilaif est madtilio6~ par uine entrda d'nir eannt on contrflla
is ddbit at uin jot propulaif dont an carttr~le In preasian gd6nrat:ricR. La mdthaed miss au point ant uine
tt~thado do ainguiorit6s qui ut-ilise doe sour-,es at des doublets doa donsit6 constante at des doublets do
densit6 iin6eire r~pnrtis sur ties panneaux plans. Los riquationo gui rdgiooent le probIbme constituent
Lin oystbme nun lin6airo quo 1'er ddcampose en una partie lindoaira et tine portia quadratiqUe. Cen doux
parties sant rdoolUea do manibre itdrativo par in e6thao de (I ausa-Saidol at Ia m6thode do Newton. Lee
frontibree libres do i'dooulemont, (jet at aillage) soot auosi calculdas per un proesous itdratif qui
eat intdgrd aux doux mdthodes itdrativea prdcddentaa. (Just as rdsultats pratiquos senot propaoste on
dcaulemont, bidimonsiannol et tridirnonsionnel. La cetttparaision aver des esas~in permot do Juqar l'intdro~t
des hypothibseai aintplifircrtricon.

v i.- IN RUDUTIUN doIs neuvelle g6ntlration de moateura bohut. taux do dilution panre Ie problibe e doVin-
tdgratian do I'avien at du syotbms propulsif. SWAN at SICALLA 1 6tudiont lea diverses positions envi-
sagdeo pour lea rdacteurs (au.-deosouo at nu-dlensus do I'ails, our In fuselage), tondis qua ARMED2

colcitlo 1 'influence do In pasitiun dlea nacelles our Ia tirainui induito. Do nambrausas t6tudoa ant
dtd r61altseos pour prtddire i'int'luoocr d'un jet our Line voiluve prarhe, avec ou sans interaction
entre It' jot at la veilaira,
PUITNAM 3 utilina t'ne m6tbodo linda~irL 30 1Valle cot roiprtioontdo par un synttmre tourbillonnairo. La
rnacaln n'ost pas prioc on rottpte, at i'effoit d'ontroloemettto du jet cot moddlio6i par una ligne doe
sources dent lsa intoonsitts onot obtenuos grfco D I inmdthodo do SQUIRE et TRUUNCER4 . 11 stuppose die
plus gulil 0'>' a pan d'interartian nntra Io jot at In vailure.
SPANCLER, MENDENHIALL r t DILLENIUS5 nort atia au taint: une tndthoeo utilisnot nuasi ilea eyntbittto tourbil-
leonnaires at qui pout traitor Is vellura, lea nocalcan at leo m~ts rdartsurn. La jet eat repr6soot:6
par uin cylindra sur loquol sent, rlpiartis den tourbillona coocootriquen JttnqIti' 1 'infini. La gdtiimdtris
du jet oat ficdo, mrain lea inteositha de siagularitri antni abtonuea per uin anbdtna ittiratif.
LAN at til (rrif. 6 ?4 11) utilicont nuasi line titthadn linriorisde pour ritadier 1 'intoractien Jot-voilure. '
La jot eat reprdaontd par uino double ceucho toarbllloonaire qui poriittate do td6liner la diffdronce do
profssian q~dodrotvica et Ia difftdronce cia Maccl untra is jot .it 1 6rnulerttant. oxtririou~r. t 'interaction
ontre Is jet at 1 nil eant colcul6o pour Io qritattdtria at pour- lea olaqttlaritdn. Lu programume porruot
o0 autre doe traitor duonn ras CitoI jot teliche Tai voilairo (oaufflarjo ext~radna). Main cotta mrtritde na
Drend pen an copeptP tinrlacnrv de In nacelle.j
SIIULLENI3ERCER1 2 diaecrdtian 'ottoe at Is jet par un syot.Lie teurbillannnalre. La Jet ant raddliois par
uno tioppe do doublets cnantants (tiquivalants h (Ion taurbilionas lindigluas), qui peritattant dos repr'ri-
aentor l't difftirenre do prussian qdor~ratrica. La gtont16trie du jot ant abtenou par un proressun lt,(-
GlLETTE 13 (itudia 1 'interaction antro in ntacelle, lo 111t ait in voilarn t ?I 'aida d'une eintbode des sin-

* qularittin riu premier :rdre 'itilinunt den neurrna at dlen doubleta; Le ditbit do In nnovlla eat rontr~lid
par uino plaque do deublets, Landis qua Io nurfave (Iit Jot ant reprtioent6s par un aynt~ea tourbillen-
noire. Lu gooiattttrie du Jet eat fixe at calcultir ht priori pour une naceille do revolution par uno

uift~u e reaxaiontrnrtaaoniquo.
SNEL 6tude linfluence d'un jet propuloif aur uno veliure par one etithode des Binguinrittia du

premier ordra ossocido ht un programttt doa cairul. d'un Jot vingcuoux innoeprassible. La atithodo oat '
boade our tin procoosus ittiratif ontre lea daux progrometie. La ourt'o'Žo du jet eat slams reprdsnottie
par des pannonux do Sources canstonton aur lonquola on aptrinif art r:ortaio dtibit. Las nacollos traitties
par la pruoormme daivonL Gtre ferindes n 1 'avant.
C 'interaction once1lie-Jet-voi lure ant ''n flt~~tatrvit Lump'r..ý . 11 -'aqit. d'une configuration Cr1-
dimensoinenlle (nucollo-tttgt-vnhilur') qui camprood bIt n fain doai zones It forte i.,;vnrunqsibilittl
(andes do char dens ie JcOL at den zones bt forte interaction visgucaUsa (zone do rialu;n entre
lo Jot at I 'draulamoot: extorna). Per Aillioura, coo riiffdrontoo, zoens snot. farmetn d 'tineulomenLoi b
tinoaglas difftit'eotes, ro qui contribue ht augmtenter Ions difficuitti (I tiemddi mation . AU liaai d 'Aburdor
In prablIbme dons teuto all campiexitti, no qui direandorait. an invoaitissrment connidtiroblo, noue aovns
e~ssoy6ie doatparer lea diffiraittis pour titlox lea rdneudre. Noun tivna r(loce fail lea- deUX hyp Lttitaaa
tritupllifjicatricea saivanteo

10 - I'ricaulemont oat incompressible

21 - Ia fittide eat parfait (antran phtinomtire d'intorartion visgauaue).



La promibre phase do 1'6tude a dtd faite 6n decoulement bidimensionnel. Cette premibre partie nous
* ~a permJis de mettro au point et de valider un cortain nomnbre de principes do calcul, qui constituent

Is base do 18 mn~thnde tridimensionnelle. Dane le cadre des hypothhaee prectidentes, nous nous propo-
nons done do calculer la rj~om6trie du jet en pr~sence do Ia voilure, at son influence Bur celle-ci,
pour diff6rentes dnergies du jet, et difT6rentes valoure du ddbit de la nacelle. La configuration
type eat illustr6e air la figure 1.

2.- MODELISATION DE LIENSEMBLE PROPULSIF-

2.1 - Paramktres du syat~mi -

Puisque le fluide eat incompressible et non viaqueux, lea seulIS parambtroBs ont ceux qui d~coulent
do Ia mod~1isation do l'enaemble propulsif. Les phdnombnen complexe3 qui tint lieu A Ilint~rieur
du rdacteur no peuvent dvidemrnen, 6tre pris en compt~e do fat~on prdcise. Ou poli.t de vue de 1 tdcou-
lament ext~rieur, on pout considdrer le moteur comma la cornhinaison d'uon qntrde dlair at d'un
jet propulsif. Le parambtre caractdriatique d'une artrde JPair eat son coefficient do debit E
rapport du debit rdal au d~bit que donnl~rait un 6cnulememý uniforiine de vitesse ao . IUn jot
propulaif as caractdrise par une dnergie sup~rioure h calle do 116coulernent ext6rieur, cleat h
dire dana le cas do notre hypothbae da fluids incompressible, par une vitosse supdrieure. Or.
Ia pression dana 10 jot b Ilinfini aval oat uniforms ot 6qale A Ia preaaion extdrioure. Donc,
an fonction do la ici do BERNOULLI ( .2=.P~l) le fluide dana le jet posoatde une proasion

g6n~ratrice supdrieure 6 cello du fluids externo. On impose donc queloue part & l'int~rieur de

Ia nacelle un saut do praaaion g~n~ratrice avec continuitd do la vitamme do fagon b assurer laconservation dio d~bit. Nous allons mantrir quo, dans co cas, le champ dam viteosos no d~pend quod'un parambtre adimensionnol 8

B

CE

NiO Fil

D'aprbs l'hypothbae d'incomproaaibilit6, Io calcul do l'dcouloment so rambne b la r68oluUtin

de l'~quation do LAPLACE avec lea conditions aux limit~ea suivantes
- viteaaea normales nulloesour lea corpsaet la surface du jet,
Ponditions do JOUKOWSKI our lea corps, soit, en f'onction do Ia loi do BERNOULLI

*aur Voaile A0P 11VAII = 11 iiBi 11

ourlaacll P 2 - 2 P11 - Plo
su ICncle P )1 y 1 01 1/2 e

- conditions do gliasamant our la aurface du jet 2_ ' et l
-~ lVE11

- Ii~U= 1/2 e
On a'int~resae A does coulements co Ia vlteaae d'antrainemant V.0  eat non nulle. On pout donc[ ~normaliner lea viteaaea (V., = 1). Les deux dernibres relations devionnent

I I2lVDil Ell - IIVFII2 = 6
oci 6 Ia forme d'un coefficient do pressionF P11 -Pio

1/2e~
Pour una g~omdtrie donn6o, at un coeffic'iE~nt do ddbit donnd, le champ des viteases eat donc fonc-
tion du parambtra 46 . Le syatbme possade ainsi, outre lea caract~riatiquea gdomitriques des
corps, rdoux deyrdo do libert6S, correspondant aux deux variables ind6pendantes E et 6

2.2 -Mod~lisation du debit variable-
Pour fai-e varier le d10bit A 1'intdrieur de ia nacelle, le programme bidimens-'nnnel utilise un
corps central dnnt on andifie la section par affinit6 iA partir dltun corps do rdf6rorice. La
rapport d'offinit6 eat calcuid par un sch~ma it6ratif. Il eat possible d'ftendre ce principe
en tridimensionnel, aisi nous avona iraind un modble plus simple. On salt quo lasauperposition
dWon dcnulament uniforma do vitesse 0a et d'un doublet do direction parallble et oppos~o b ro
oat O.qUivnient A 1'6cnuiement autnur dun crerrs en hidimrinsionnel, at autour d'une sph?ýre en!V, tridimenajonnel. L'dcouleinent au centre do la nacelle peut 8tre considdr6 comma quasi-uniforme
at un doublet placd our l'axa aura un effat de blnoge our 1'4cnulament interne. Fn faisant
varier l'intensit6 (10 ca doublet, on pourra done contr~ler le d~bit. LlicLdrdt num~rique d'une

tell modlistioneat e sivan :Je ac d biseftpringaionurqeetn
obtint ina un dcuaton in~air por dterine llntesit dudoulet Cete quation pout

6teitgrcdrslessbe lbie on caciduleVintsenstpadu doblt eatnnumrm emsqueatn



5 Dena s le as d'un fluide non visqueux, la jet isau de Is nacelle d~limite dons 1'espacte dolly
4 zones hi'dnergies diffi~rentes. La e-urface du jet eat une surface de gliasement, et il n'y a

pas de melange entre le-i deux 6coulements. Le jet ae continue donc jusqu'b l'infini dens Iep aens de 1'6coulement. Sa surface eat rdgie pnr lu~i deux Oquations sulvafltes

- une conidition sur la vitesse normnle Vn = 0 (1)
- une rondition sur la continuitd des preasians Pext =P int

Or le Fiuide eat incompressible, et on petit utiliser is- th6orbme de BERNOULLI. Aprbs normali-
, At.sation des vitesses on ohtient l'exprossion du §2.1

2 u~~~ 2
= (2

Pour satt'sibire cette dquation, on r6partit sur la surface du jet des doublets normaux

w i(P) uj(P). n,

a(p) Y

L Xr Vp

A Ia traversee d'une surface porteuse de doublets normaux, la diqcontinuit6 de vitease toangen-
tielle nn d~pend que dew(PI9' `uisqý(- Vn = 0, lea viteasee tangentielles hi i'int6rieiir et
b l'ext~rieur du jet aont Vint et Voxt .On a donc

Vint - Vext = Grd w(P)

obv uud(pl est ie gradient de Is fonction w(P) dana ls plan tangent 6 la surface. Soi~t
½,(Vext+71nt) Is viteone mayenne en P1. Les viteaseea Xt ot Vint ant alona lee coepocantes

suivantes dana Is repbre local
Vmx - 1/ 2 8w/ax VmnX 1/2 aw/ax

Voxt Viny- 1/2 aw/ay Vitnt Vmy .1/2 a w/83y

0 ý0
L'dquatinn (2) devient alors

2(Vmnx ..w + Viny 6~) 3)

L 'intensitd dee doublets eat (lone (j6finie per un eystkie diffdrentiel du premier ordre. P'our
obtenir ]a fonction w(P) , ii faut fixer Ia valour do is constants dlintlgration. Cette ini-
tialisation eet obtenue par la condition de JOUKOWSKI eur is nacelle.

L 'autre problomne de mod6iisation eat dOl ou fait que is jet so prolonge ,iusqu 1b linfinll. Mais
on peut d~terminer is fonction w(P) loreque P te d vera l'infiy4i. En effet, 6 l'infini aval,
l'dcoulement dens le jet eat uniforine de vitesse paralel ?3~ Vý0 (V.0=1). La rondition de glis-
assent e'6crit donc

soit 1 J i w1

V Vj -V,,.) 2 Vin 6
'o6 Vm eat Ie vi~:asse noypnne th l'infini. L'6Sciuation (3) se sieplifie

2 Vm n a X
Donc =Vj Vao canstante

A~L O urfc ,).ue Pettend 1es 'infini,lasfonction w(P) tend vers une fonction lindaire en x

Lasroe jteat docdtri~oprdu quatione V.-I 0 (1)

Le eu quationn no pouvant 8tre rdealues simultandeent, on fait appal hi un ach6ma it~dratif
la oncionw () et clcude patirde 3) ourune q6os~trie donn~o du jet, puis an sodi-

fectegdom~trie pour satisfeire l'6qUatiar (1). On obtient ainsi de proche en procho une
g~imoriedejet et une fonction w( P) qui eatiefont le systbme d'6quation'c (1 , 3).



3.1- Ciulcul dldcoulemunt autour de cra ore2eE2tant

LAEROSPATIALE a mis au point depuis plusieurs ann6es un programme de singularitils du
premiei ordre parmettant, de traiter des ronfigurBL.ICe1 complexeE telles qua voilui'e-

fucelge-~mniiage. Ce programme es. aamez voisin des m~thodes d6velopp6tos au NLR16 e
chez MBB~l e~ t d6riv~ea des travaux de J.L. HESS19621. Le programme repose sur un certain
nombre de principes

-Le g~om~trie eat disercdtia6e par des ponneaux plans qiji approximent localement la
surface des corps. Css panneaux ne sont en g~ndral pas jointifs.

Les cornditiosiis aux limites .coný appliqudes sur ces panneiux au centre de chaque
panneau.

-Les aingularit~s correspundant r es conditions oux limites sont rdpartius cur ces
m~nmes panneaux : v sont des sources dlintensit6 constante par panneau.

On obtiant ainsi un programme capable de calruler 116couloment autour do corps non portants.

Les effete portants iort reprdnentds par un sillage d'6paisseur nulla sur lequel sont r6partis
des doublets norrnau' d'intensitH constante. Cette nappe de doublnts est prolonq~e h l'int~rieur
dea corps ; on obtient ains% our le squelette un certain nombr'e de panneaux do doublets cons-
tanta. L'intensitd des doublets varie du bard d'attaque au band de fuite, suivant une loi qLii
ddpend de 116paisseur locale du corps. Cette loi, fixde L priori, part d'une valeur nulle
au bard dlattaque at as naccarde aux doublets de la nappe. La condition de JOJKPWSKI eat obtenue
en dcrivant 1'6galit6 des pressione b l'extrados et h 2'intrados du bord de fuite. Conmea cette

Ottnappe de doublets reprdsente un sillaqe, on 1'6.quilibre par une m~thode it~rative, pour aligner

3.2 decotiato dut pout Atre19fi~ d anael

Une acele put trecunsiddr~e .'omme una voilure qul so referme cur elle-m~me. Le jet corres-

discitide omm lanaclle er es annauxplaa. Pu3 r~csement onconsid~re un certain
nombre de plans P1 fixes et perpendiculaires b l'axe
des x . Les panneaux du Jet sont d~finis entra deux

IP' P\2 P3plans cons6cutifs. On obtient sinsi des panneaux trap&.
zoldaux. On r~partit sui ces panneaux des doublets

-- 4-normarux w doit, llintennit6 eat donn~e par l'Aquation

(3 2(Vmx aw/ax + Vmn aw/y) z; 6
La solution Ia plus simple consiuta h r6partir sur

t" cheque panneari un doublet dlintensift6 constante. Les
ddrivdes 83w/8x at aw/ay cant al ors obtenues par di I-

f'6rence Finle. Maio la vitessefm est una vitecac tangantialle, at On sait qua l'erreur num6-
riquo aLUt' lecoloul d'une talle vitasse augmenta quand on se rapproche du panneau 2 3-24 . On
utilise done urra d~stribution de doublets normaux line~aires. Comma la variation en y est assez

sou colcuele uoilnt r i pa rt], e doublet cndton aur doet jinet st ai i~ermn uv

Eontl superp o a t la eintu~aitr3 e p oid nto du panvieau. 'nranmn n bin

Jot otn t oitinlof, i cete lafutinctiont uneP ae sule soutin )smtt -un P ed* r Ilni

()LI ~lna 10bd qua rfau e du ete-opp ns icyinr oa pua erale &plagr'o esm e exi tratamnt atj A1ARsappTIaL t
eu n y e~rantb seco~lstion d unrtse jet pnropulaif. La ccx e cyinglritdes dutils~e nrlaut donc '.

-n terlls t ~aurface do da oblret aet dais niaelle b nuils des sourcel s constant e 6 ist~b suprie

11j 1 f\( I

so4
-~-. -J

En* suepuat Is -iqlrt -rJr .et I -vtsed'nrleeto b

'I I ~2



-Pouir satiataire In condition do 3CJKOWSK1 our In voilure On utilise la mAme m~thode
que pr6cdderiuent :un sillage mod6lis6 par une nappe de doublets constants (6quivalentR
b des tourbillona) et des panneaux plans de doublets constants sur le squelette, la loi
donnant i& valeur de cen doublets 6tant fonction de l'dpainaeur relative des profils,

-sur la surface dui jet on utilise des panneaux plans trapdzoldaux de doublets normaux
lin~aires, que llon prolongs h~ Ilinfini par une singularitd particulibre.

-Pour satisfaire is condition de JOUKOWSKI stir Is nacelle on prolonge is diser~tisation
du jet sur ls squelette de la nacelle. On utilise done des panneaux trap~zoidaux sur
leaquels sont r~partis des doublets normaux lin~aires.

-Pour contr~ler is d6bit & llint~ricur de Is nacelle, on place au milieu de Cells-ni un
doublet ponctuel de direction paraill~le Ni I'axe de is nacelle.

4.- METHOUF DE RESOILUTION -

4.1 -Conditions auy limites-

Les conditions 6ux limites aont lea suivantes
-vitesse normale nulls aur lea corps V n =0

- ondition dea JOUKOWSKI Sur les corps portants

*sur l'aile li Vint =1 IVex 0
.9ur is nacelle 11 Vint 112 _1 IV ext 11i2  6

-condition de glissement sur Is sillage de is voilure V n 0
-condition ds glissement aur le jet V n 0

-condition sur Isd~bit ~2 (VmX w + Ymy 8w_,,

Les conditions de vitasse normals nulls sui le jet et Is sillage do In voilure serornt rdaolues
¶de manibre it6rative ; nous nous int6resseronrý donc pour is moment au systbme formd par lea

sutres 6quations. Ce esytbme pout ase d6composer en deux parties :lea dquations correspondent
116coulament non portant, et lea 6quations r6sultant des conditions de .JOUKOWSKI et de is

moddlisation de 1'ensemble propulsif. Les premibres dquations ferment un aystbme lin~aire,

tandis que is seconds partie eat quadratique.

Pour rdsoudre is systbme lin6sire, on isole lea inconnues "sources" correspondent aux 6quations,
at on rdsoud un systbms avec autant de seconds nombres qu'il y a d'dquations done Ia partie
ciuadratique. Cette r6solution eat faite par la mdthode de GAUSS-SEIDEL par bloc. La partie non
lindaire du systhme d'dquations eat r~solue par Ia m~thode de NEWTON. On initialise is mdthode
de NEWTON de Is fa~,on suivh'nte

-Au lieu d'6crire is condition de JOUKOWSKI en dgalant leam pressions extrados et intrados,
on 6crit que !a vitesse norimels sat niulle en un point situ6 6 0,5 %~ de is cords, sur Is
plan bisaecteui lu dibdre de boid de fuite. On obtient ainai une 6quation lin6aire.

Pour initialiser las doublets du jet, on approxime is d~riv~e aur lea panneaux & is ddriv~e
our Is partie infinie du jet

Vi (!8)i a

La loi de doublet sur le, jet davient ains! lin~aire h partir du bard de fuite de Is nacelle,
et on obtiant toutes lea valours desawi 6 partir de Is condition de JOUKOWSKI aur is nacelle.

4.2 ------- 9alul - domtrie des frontibres libres-

Pour une gdumdtrie do,,n~e du Jet at dae is nappe de Ia voilure, on a vu que llon peut obtenir
l'intensitd de toutes lea singularitds. On. eat donc capable de calculer is vitesas normale en
un point quelconqun de n~ee ourfacca. 11 slagit alors de mettro au point un proceiusua itdratif
pour calculor lea gdom~tries de is nsppe ,it dii jet, qul sont initialiades par des paralltles
h l'axe dsrn x

4 a.2.1tiatond je ea gefetrieduj ~ partir de plans Pi perpandiculaires & loaxe des X.

Ces lan reten fixs a cors es i~raion etIs maillege eat donc u~fini d~a que
llnconnait lea segments M.J iM WJ et MJ1I i+1 (voir figure ci-dessous)

A '~A.#1  PIA

AN,; -- -

leh-_a 4%.



Lean parnseaux pians our leaquels sent ripartis lem doublets lindairee sent obtenus h

partir des surfaces gjuuches Mi M~ 1+~M1 par mayenne

----------.1.
j .. 1 I.'i j*.1!

11Ni N 1 11- M M1  ~MJ M 1I4 1 14
et on alignse Is segment Mi o.I ur cetta vitesse. Dana certaine cam le point 1B1 eat
our le bord d'un panneau de doublets iin6aires, et on ne pout y calculer In viteame.
On fait donc une interpolation entre lea viteases calcul~es au milieu des deux panneaux
vcjisins. Le calcul de Is surface du jet se fait a nra tr..ýnche par tranche on calculeii ur tous l:a segments deune tranche lea vitesaca tJ . M) .

sappuyant stir cette section et parallble hi l'axe
deis x X

4.2.2 -Calcul de la gdomdtrie de lanae de Is voilure_-

La nappe de Ia voilure eat difinis par des panneaux
plans our lesquels mont r~partis des doublets cons-
tanta. Catte discr6tisation eat dquivalente & des
tourbillons qui s'4chappent du bard de fuite et qui
vont jusqu'A l'infini. ('em tourbillona sont reprdserntda par des segments jusqulh une
certains distance puis par des demi-droites parallbles A is vitesse dlentrsinement.
Le calcul de is gdomdtrle se fait avec is mime m~thude que prdcddemment, tranche par
tranche A partir du bord dr. fuite. Comme d'autre part ii y a interaction entre Is nappe
St is jet, ii faut traiter simultandment leab tranches de jet Et de nappe qui mont face
Aface.

4.3 -ne!Io des diffdrenta 2rocessus it~ratifs -
L-e schdrna du programme do calcul est reprdsent6 sur is figure 3. Le calcul des singularitds eat
eff:ctiu & hqei~rto a deux procesaus itdratifs qui utilisent comes initialisation

lea dsutat deIlidraionpr~ddete. uan ona oten Issoltio dusystbme, on fait
convrge Isjetat s nppevoiure Le estde onvrgece ort ou Isdiff'irence entre lea

.- 5 RESULTATS PRELIMINAIRES -

Lam~thode qui vient d16tre prdsentde permet d'analyser l'dcoulement autour d'une voilurs at d'une
.1 nacelle loraque l'an prend en compte lea effete du rdacteur, par une entrde d'sir de ddbit variable

atpar un jet propulsif d'6nergie variable. Catte mdthode repose sur deux hypothbees sirnpllficstrices
1'6coulement eat incompressiblbaet le fluids est non visqueux. Dans ce paragraphe naum prdsenterone
quelques rnmparaiaona avec des rLdsultats d'emssis en soufflerie; pour l'interpr~tation de ces coinparal.

snii faudra donc tenir compte des hypnth~ses pr~cddentea. Voici tout d'"bord quelqijee rdaultata
abtenus lors de l'6tude en 6coulement bidimensionnel.

5.1 -R69ultats en dcaulement hidime~nsionnel-

Leam principes de Is m~thode ant 6td ais au point aur un programme bidimensionnel. Ce programme
permet de traiter des confiquretions comme celle de Is figur'e 4. Cette planche montre l'influence
du parambtre 6 sur In gdnmdtiie du jet -plus 6 eat dlevd, plum is jet a d'fnergie, et maine
ii est perturbd par Ia pr~sence de l'aile et de l'aileron. La figure 5 lillustre Ilinfluence du
jet sur lea coefficients de preemion at lea cuefficienta adrodynamiquee de Vails. L13 jet mug-
mente les Cp dea l'xtradon et diminue qiobalement is portance de l'aile. Pour faire varier le
debit & i'intdrieur de Ia nacelle, Is programme bidimensionnel utiliae un corps central dolit is
g6om6trie eat calcul~e par af'finitd A partir d'un profil de r~falrence. La figure 6 il~lubtrs
l'influence du paraM~tre 6 at du coefficient de debit sur 116coulement autour de l'silu at de
is nacelle. Quand on fait passer 6 de Is voleur 0 A In valeur 3, is g~om~trie dui jet vanie et
Is dibit augmente (resserrement des lignes de courant dans le jet). Pour satiafaire un certain
coefficient de dibit ( E =1,19), an place un corps central qui madifie A is fats l'icoulenientA l'entrde d'air at la gdamdtrie du jEt.



- Ratrivats onr dcoulament tridimennionnal-
Le can de calcul le piu,'. simple ect Is configuration nacelle de r6aolution isolde. On pout 6tudier
lea rdcultata du Programme cur uine tells configuration on faisant varier in prennion q~n6ratrice
et i'incidence. Les figures 7 ot 8 permettent de coriparer Is g6om6trie du jet pour deux velours
du paramrbtre 6 , quand In nacelle a uine incidence de 100. En d~bit natural on retrouve l'nnrou-
lenient ciccciquo d'nn sillage, et In formation d'un "jet" dont In section prend uine forms de hari-
cot. Lorsque 6 =5 , iu jet a heaucoup plus d'6nnrgie, ii eat mains d6vi6 que Is jet natural, et.
I'enroulemnnt ent rotardii. Ce cornportemr-nt carricteristique d'un jet en incidence a d~jh 61:6 men-
t~ionnii done in littdraturel2 & 26.

La figure 9 montre l'influence (kgI parambtro 6 cur leg coefficients de pression de In nacelle.
Le saut de pression g6n6ratrice se traduit par une augmentation brutnin decCp d'une valour 6qale
au paramnbtre 6 ; en effet Is champ dest vitescoc eat continu, et IJen coefficients do pre!38lon
sont calcui6s h partir de Is proanion statique ý i'infini samnt. Sur cette planche Go rerirarqun
d'aUktro part uric acci6lration den vitessee sur is ibvre int6rieure de l'entr~e d'air, et tin ddpla-
cement du point d'arrft Vera Iloxt~rieur, cn qui correspond h uine augmentation du ddbit.

5.3 c- Orn-2Esranton vec dIes r6sulitst-c 't,,n.raia -

L'int6rAt easentiol de cotte m6thodt, eat l~analyne die l'infiunnco du jet stir Line voilure, at en
particulior Sur le champ do pruscion uiutour de is voilure. Noun dispnosonc pour cotte dtude de
quellquea rksultatn d'osnais, qui n'ont malheurousement pas 616 r6oiiatia dana dos conditions iden-
tiquec, puisque lea nacelles utili1o6es 6taiont ferm6es ti Il'vsnt. Cnn r~suitats tioat done h utili-
ser avoc rt'serve, loa coriparsisone p~nrtrnt our' 1 ordrn de gr'andeur de 1 influence du jet piut6t

clue aur an valeur rHells.
La premibre configur&tion test oct celia de Is rdfdrnnce 27, pr6sentde sur In fNgi're 10. Il s'agit
d'une nacelle aimpiifide, Ilobjet principal do i'6tude 6tsnt Ilintersction entre in jet et In
voiluro. Cette valiume oat uLine vollure droito d'aiongemeni: 3.4, gdn6rde par uin profil sym6triqUe
NACA 0010. Los escais mniln eavoc cette rnqi'ette concistnient en uina 6tude paramdtrique, A Mach
faible, do l'influerrce du jet cur is VOilUrn, ins paramhtres dtant in position de Ia nacelle, et
is variation do viteene du jet. Noun nous nominee conterrt6a d'dtudier uine seuls configuration
qdomdtrique, en faisant varier Vi '6regin du jet. La figrire 10 fournit ion cnractdriatiques g6om6-
triques correspondant h cette configuration, Leo aauoes menurem feites lore des nassisconcornaieat
In portance de is voiiure. La figure 11 perinot do faire in comparainon entre iea rdsoitntsa des
eonnis et ceux do Is mdthode do calr-ul. Le programmre minsun point Indique uine variation de par-.
tance qualitativement dana In mhnre mono, masi rqatto augmentation de C7 eat infdrieure ý celie
obtenue lore dns eesais. Cetto diffilrance eat pout-6tre due au ph6nom~ne d 'ent mainement do jet

non pric en carrpte (dens notrp nrodble th6orique.

La neconde configuratiorn test eat cello do Is r6fdrenco) 28, prdsenntdeocur In figure 12. La vailure
eat une silo cans fibche non vriil6e, avec uric soction CLARK Y do 11,7 % dl~palaseur ralitive
et 300 mm de cords. La montage oat du typo h Ia paori. La nacelle eat une nacelle do rdva,.ution
olin oct fermde h l'nvant at pcssbdo do grandec dimensions par rapport & In viliume (longuour
770 mm, diambtre do sortie 200 mm). Lea occuiis ant 616 rdaliridn b falbic vitease et on pout
n6gliqer ien effete do In noompreesibiiit16. Done son 6tst actual, vn programme ne peraret tip traitor
que des inailinges groesiern. Lo inaillage utiliad pour 6tudier cetlo configuration oat iilustrii
ntir inn figures 14 et 15 ; is nacolle oct d6coup6eo ci 8 bandes de 40 pan~ieaux, In voliure en 8
bandes do 60 pannesux, et in Jet caraprend 8 hundeo do 25 pannesux. Le J&.oupage our 15 valiume
neat fnit dos mani6re 6I ce quo ion bandec voisincri do Is nacelle corresporidunt aux sections C o~rint
6tes faites inc mesumna do preccion. La nacelle price en compte par Is programme ect ouvarto h
1 'avant. Lee randitione rio aont donic peas towt h faitlfis rn~mio quo lore des enonie ; maim 6tonrt
donn6 leb grandec dimensions do in nacelle, on pout donciddrer I'influence de 1'ontrde d'Ilr
comine ndgligenbio an niverru do In voilure. Puiaque lea csasni ne prornnant pan on compte l'entr6e
d'air, on nimpose pea de condition cur Io d6bit darts in nacelle. Pour chaqun configuration qdo-
mn6trique, deux cainals ant 61:6 felts pour deux valnurs de is vitecee d'6Joction

Ve = Vo, rc qul pemmel do calculer 1 'influorcc do In nacelle cans jet propulaif.

.Ve= 4Vo

Les valours corromipondenles du parambtre 6 nont 0 Lit 15.

Avant de faire lea comparaicons arver ion escais, Ii ost ban d'uvoim uricn r6fdrence qui faurnisee
lee caract6risliques du programme. Un calcui a done 61:6. Fait sync In viliume soule. La figure 13
compare lea r~partitions do partance ohtanues par ins csanas nk par in caicul. On retrouivo isH ourestimation cinassique do is parlance obtonuc par ion m6thodes numdriqoce en fliuds parfait.
Ii foot done nattendre N In m~n'no diff6morrce pour ion configurations avoc nacelle et ovec jot.

dessius de l'aile. La variatiun do CZ se fail dane in c~me eons qun los esases nais elin eat plus L
faible. Co can eat en fail trha comparable aux nsaisi du paragraphe pr~c~dnrt.. c-m Ic j'-t oat tree
pmoche do i'extradoe de in voiil'.rn. La diffdrer'ce viendrait donc de i'effet I! -ntralnoment du Jet.



La figure 15 fournit Is comparaison entre lam rdpartitionm do CZ, done le cam 1. On observe 1.
msme sureetimation qua pour l'aile aeule et la prdaence du jet induit uns diminution de portance.
Maim cette variation eat l6ghrement plus foible qua l'6cart mesurd en soufflerse.

La comparaison entre ces deux dernibres planches appelle une remarque : la mdthods prddit mieux
lea variations de portance dana le cam I qua dana is cam III. Or, dana Is premier cam, Is Jet
eat plus loin de la voilure qua dana Is second cas ; I'effet de blocage eat done relativement
important. La mithode ddveloppde jusqu'ici permet done de pr6dire une partie de l'interaction
jet-voilure. L'estimation fnurnie our lea variationa de portance locale eat moilleurequand il
jet n'eat pan trop prhs de Is voilure,

6.- CONCLUSION -

La mdthode qui vient d'Atre prdsentda permet d'analyser l'gcoulement autour d'une voilure et d'une
nacelle loreque l'on prend en compte lea effeta du rdacteur ddcompoods en deux parties : entrde d'air
at jet propulsif. L'intfdrt d'une telle m~thodo tiant au fait qu'elle permet de traiter l'ensemblecomma
un tout, sans ndcemeiter le d6coupage entrde d'air-Jet-voilure. La suite de l'tude porters sur lea
points suivante t

. prise an compte de l'effet d'entralnement du jet,
corrections de compressibilltd,
intdgration du mAt rdacteur.
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SUMMARY

An economic and practical calculation method is presented. The method has been deve-
loped especiall'j for transport aircraft wing design with coasideration of interferences
such as wing-body or engine-airframe interference. A so called "Hybrid Method", consis-
ting of a combii~ation of panel method and finite difference-method, is described as an
improvement of a well proved An.:logy Method. The panel metiod is of higher order using
linear source and doublet distributJ-ns. The transonic flow region is removed from the
entire flow field and the panel method is used for calculating boundary values for the
subsequent finita difference method. The finite difference method solves the full poten-
tia! equation in streamline coordinate6.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

b half span Vn - normal 'elocity

C1 - lift coef'icient x } coordinates
C - pressure coefficient y

C * - critical pressure coefficient - angle of attack

1 - chord lernth - soanwise station

M.- free stream Mach number 0 - velocity potential

1. INTRODUCTION

The significance of propulsion system/airtrame interference flows was diversly assessed
in the past. The evaluatibn was uopendant on the aircraft nmission which was consequently
utilized for the design concept, In the case of V/STOL technology, interference was a main
item for reseatch work, whereas in the transport aircraft technology this topic was rele-
gated to lesuer importance with the exception of few cases of singular configurations with
unorthodox engine positioning as the VFW 614 aircraft. However, it was only after the
economic crises called by fuel prices escalation that the interference problem g.lined
befitting importance in transport aircraft technology. The aerodynamic treatment is further
complicated with the introduction of shockfree transonic wing technology and engine size
1roblems due to bypass ratio increuse.

The principle of interference effects on the wing flow and efficiency at high speeds is
outlined in FIG 1. The nearly shockfree flow of the design case, which is advantaqeous for
lift to drag performance, is destroyed and the spanwise lift distribution is affected.

The aim of applied aerodynamics is to reinstate a favourable pressure distribution design
concept after considering the interference effects. Furthermore the limiting effects of
wing lofting on manufacture, etc., must be considered. It is very important to develop
and use suit~ble theoretical and experimental methods to solve these problems. For the
theory it is ,cry essential that the expenditure and accuracy of the method used is matched
to the deveiopment stage of the programme. Experimental research could also make a contri-
bution using the simulation of the through flow nacelle instead of complicated TPS techniques
(see [I] ). This applies alse for the theoretical treatment of similar problems which are
detailed in this paper.

As the objec. of theoretical research is to render consistent assistance to design wolk,
it is necessary, for theoretical methods to satisfy the following conditions:

1. Applicability to the actual design
SThis necessary condition stipulates that the method should
be adapted to the design philosophy.

2. Economic handling
The method should be cost effective requiring a minimum of
compnter anr¶ manpower costs. Further, a rapid repetition of
the design iterations should be possible.

3. Practical handling
Simplicity in input and output and handling of the method
should be aimed at. It should be unnecessary for the designer
to understand the whole theory.



4. Modern state

Reliable modern methods should be applied but care should be
taken as not all of these methods warrant superior design.
It is the designers task to consider a range of design
parameters. After selecting a design philosophy and there-
after, with the correct application of the right method
corresponding to the problem, he should be capable of
interpreting the computed results in a practical manner
as a part of the engineering art.

A further important range of application of theoretical methods is the understanding and
interpretation of experimental results. In FIG 2 experimental data at a wing section very
close to the pylon/nacelle station shows plausible differences between the pressure
distributions of the wing/body alone and the wing/body/nacelle/pylon configuration. The
nacelle and pylon have a distinct effect at the lower surface of the wing and give
a higher peak and stronger shock at the upper surface.

Considering FIG 3 where the same configuration has the same angle of attack and Mach
number, the measured pressure distribution is farther from the pylon than in FIG 2. Here
the pylon and nacelle have a smaller effect on the lower surface of the wing as expected
due to the greater distance, however , the upper surface of the wing is more greatly
affected in the supercritical flow range. The influence of the pylon/nacelle results in a
much smaller peak and a much weaker shock. As this result does not seem plausible, theo-
retical simulation (f a similar wing/pylon/nacelle configuration in the subsonic and
tvansonic flow regima was done to clarify this phenomencn. .n

Theoretical and experimental wing/pylon/nacelle investigations represent the first step
in treating jet interferences, which shall be shown at the end of this report.

2. VFW ANALOGY METHOD

A well tested reliable method for designing supercritical wings for transport air-
craft is the VFW Analogy method shown in FIG 4. This method is used to calculate the
transonic pressure distribution over a wing including wing/body or wing/body/engine inter-
ferences. The calculation steps begin with subsonic pressure distributions taken from
experiment or 3D panel calculations. This procedure takes advantage of the cheaper, more
exact and easier handling of theoretical and test methods of the subsonic flow regime,
together with the greater existing experience at hand compared to the transonic flow
regime.

In the second step -which requires some experience- analogous profiles, Mach numbers and
angles of attack are determined for the desired wing sections.

In the final step the transonic pressure distribution is calculated by a 2D Finite
Difference Method after Bauer/Garabedian/Korn/Jameson [2] or the VFW 2D Finite Difference
Method which includes the treatment of 2D transonic interferences [3,4,5] . The practical
advantage of this quasi 2D procedure for handling wing sections lies in the short com-
puting time which enables many design loops to be repeated. The importance for checking
the off-design characteristics and modifying the required section shape must be emphasized.
"Some results with this method for a wing/nacelle configuration are shown in FIG 5. The
comparison of two measured pressure distributions showing the influence of flow through
a nacelle on the left compared with the results calculated by the Analogy Method on the
right, The comparison of calculations with tests show that the Analogy Method can calculate
"the significant effects of wing/nacelle interference even with small interference effects.

The comparison in FIG 6 between tests and calculations do not show the same good agreement
achieved in FIG 5. It is uncertain whether this represents a limiting case for the Analogy
Method or this coincides with the unexplained phenomena in FIGS 2 and 3, which occured
with a greater nacelle wing station distance in FIG 3. For the purpose of solving such
limiting cases and simultaneously having two comparative theoretical methods at hand
the following Hybrid Method has been developed.

3. VFW-HYBRID METHOD

This Hybrid Method is similar to the Analogy Method but without using analogous pro-
files, analogous Mach numbers and angles of attack. FIG 7 shows the similarity with the
Analogy Method. The calculations begin with a Panel Method but in contrast to the Analogy
Method not at subsonic but at the actual transonic Mach number using Goethert's rule. The
Panel Method is of a higher order using lir.ear source and doublet distributions. A speci&a
algorithm for solving the system of linear equations for determining the singularity
strenghts allows very short computing times. The calculation of a supercritical wing with
500 panels for example takes only 150 seconds on IBM 3033.

In a second step, boundary conditions are calculated with the Panel Method and in a final
step, a Finite Difference Method determines the supercritical flow. The procedure can be
explained on basis of FIG 8. Only a small region of the supersonic flow field bounded by

r , r , r and r is considered for which streamline coordinates are calculated with the
3DOPanEl Mithod. 4his system used is a quasi orthogonal. In this small region, the full
transonic potential equation is solved by means of Finite Differences. The boundary con-
ditions prescribed on r , r and r are either the velocity potential (Dirichlet conditions)

1 2 3



orte normual velocity (Neumann condition). The condition of vanishing normal velocity
is required for the wing contour r;. All the above boundary conditions are calculated
by the VFW Panel Method.

The 3D streamline coordinate system of a rectangular wing is shown in FI(" 9. The coordi-
nates were not determined sectionwise by 2D-methods but calculated together in one step
by means of the 3D Panel Method. In the following lifting rectangular wing (see FIG 10)
good agreement is achieved between the VFW calculations and BaileVysTSP-Method. In
FIGS 11 and 12 calculations are presented for a supercritical wing with rear loading.
There is a very good agreement with experimental results.J6]

For the further reduction of the Hybrid Method computer time and achieve ease in hand-
ling, a 2 D computing grid was used sectionwise. The grid, similar to the 3D net, is cal-
culated using a 2D Panel Method after [3] . A consequent simplification is then made,
wherein, the 3D Finite Difference Method is replaced by a 2D method, applied section-
wise to the 3D transonic full potential equation in which all derivatives in the spen-
wise direction are prescribed from panel calculations. This means that mathematically,
a 2D boundary value problem is solved.

The manner of treating the transonic wing flow sectionwise is similar to the VFW Analogy
Method, however, in contrast to the latter, no analogous profiles, Mach numbers and
angles of attack are necessary, consequently the application of this special version of
the VFW Hybrid Method requires lesser experience than the Analogy Method.

The second version of the VFW Hybrid Method is applied to a wing/nacelle/pylon configu-
ration, see FIG 13. The nacelle wake is simulated with a cone having non-vanishing normal
velocities found experimentally. For this case correct knowledge of the wakes contour is
less important than that of the normal velocity distribution. The calculated pressure
distributions of the clean wing and the wing/pylon/nacelle configuration are shown in
FIG 14. Good agreement with the test results of FIG 2 are achieved after matching the
lift coefficient. The calculations show stronger shocks compared to the tests which
could result among others from either the neglected boundary layer effects or the in-
correct shock jump conditions. The normal shock included in the present theory does not
quite represent the swept wing condition. The further development of the Hybrid Method
thus promises a great range of applications.

4. JET INTERFERENCE

Greater interference effects occur in wing/nacelle/jet configurations. Many experi-
mental and theoretical investigations have been done at VFW to clarify the complicate
pnysical effects and to evolve a mathematical model for prescribing jet effects in the
subsonic flow regime. FIG 15 shows a Panel Model of the VFW 614 aircraft. The jet is
simulated by a cylinder about 15 diameters length. At the cylinder boundary, normal velo-
cities derived from a semi-empirical theory [7] are prescribed. In the next FIG 16 test
and calculated data are compared, showing very good agreement. Furthermore it can be
seen, that the jet induces a higher lift for the over-wing nacelle installation.

Much more complicated interference effects have been treated for VTOL aircraft in ground
effect [7] , see FIG 17. Here, in addition to free jets, a wall jet has also to be
simulated. The following FIG 18 shows that the suck-down effects irduced by the free jets
and the wall jet can also be determined.

These few examples of jet/airframe interference show the utility of the described mathe-
matical jet model for subsonic flow. Further research is necessary and improvements of
this model will commence after completi.og the VFW TPS experiments in the transonic flow
regime.

5. CONCLUSION

The methods presented in this report are to be seen as efficient design tools. Short
computing time, a minimum of man power and a rapid repetition of the design itera4 -ions
are the economic features. Practical handling facilitates the design work. The presented
VFW Analogy Method requires much experience and engineering art. On the other hand the
described VFW Hybrid Method is very similar to the Analogy Method, but requires much
lesser experience. With both methods complicated interferences as wing/body/nacelle/pylon
Interferences can be treated in the transonic flow regime.
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SUMMARY V
A numerical procedure has been developed to calculate the flow fi~elds resulting

from the viscous -inviscid interactions that occur when a strong jet exhaus't and
aircraft flow field coupling exists. The appruach used in the current procedure is to
divide the interaction region into zones which are either predominantly viscous or
inviscid. The flow in the inviscid zone, which surrounds most of the aircraft, is
calculated using an existing potential flow code. The viscous flow zone, which
encompasses the jet plume, is modeled using a parabolized Navier-Stokes code. The key
feature of the present procedure is the coupling of the zonal solutions such that
sufficient information is transferred between the zones to preserve the effects of the
interactions. The zonal boundaries overlap with the boundary conditions being the
information link between zones. An iteration scheme iterates the coupled analysis
until convergence has been obtained. The procedure has been successfully used for
several test cases for which the computed results are presented.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

New varieties of military and commercial aircraft o neetueasrn
coupingbeteenthejetexhast lowa~dtheoveallairplane flow Field to enhance

performance. These aircraft range from STOL transports such as the Boeing YC-14 and
the NASA cQSRA to combat aircraft with highly integrated nozzles that can be used for
life enhancement and thrust vectoring. Development of these aircraft requires the
ability to achieve a high performance for a low development cost. The complex flow
interactions characteristic of nozzle installations with strong flow field couplings
make the development of such installations expensive, high risk undertakings when
using conventional parametric test based design approaches. The 3-0 flow fields
associated with these installations can include mixing layers, wakes, separation, and
strong curvature effects as illustrated in Fig. 1. With little applicable experimental
data available and without appropriate analytical tools, the designer of such
installations is faced with a formidable task.

7n the traditional design approach, the designer relies heavily on parametric
model scale wind tunnel test simulations of the proposed installation over the range
of nozzle and flight conditions to be encountered by the aircraft. The available
aerodynamic and propulsion performance data base is used to aid in the selection of a
configuration. Analytical procedures that are used are generally 2-D and, therefore,
have limited value. High quality model scale wind tunnel tests of complex nozzle
installations have proven to be expensive and extremely difficult to implement. often
the details of the boundary layers and the jet plume are not measured. This leads to
uncertain results which cannot be meaningfully scaled when designing a larger device.
Hence, the test based design approach is usually expensive while providing results of
unknown quality.

Developments in computational fluid mechanics and computer technology offer the
4potential for a significant imorovement in the design process. Numerical codes have

been developed to model complex 3-0 flows . When the appropriate analyses are
available, parametric analysis can replace parametric wind tunnel testing in the
design process. This offers distinct advantages s.ince the analytical approach allows
the designer to maintain precise control over the flow and boundary conditions. Full
scale installations can be c'xamined since physical size is not a constraint for a
computer program. Furthermore, all of the flow variables can be examined in detail to
obtain a better understanding of the flow. Wind tunnel testing is still necessary to
validate the analysis and for "fine tuning" the design, but the configuration test
matrix can be substantially reduced in size with an equivalent reduction in7'development cost. As computers increase in size and speed and codes become more
efficient, the analytical approach offers an increasingly practical and less expensive
alternative for the des~gn process.

Analysis of the complex flow phenomena associated with the strongly coupled
nozzle installations with a single flow analysis would require a solution of the
complete Navier-Stokes equations. Even with today's flow modeling codes and
state-of-the-art computers, this is not practical. Accurate numerical solutions~would
require vast amounts of storage and days of computer processing time. When the number
of parameters to be varied in the design process is considered, one can imagine that
the computational costs would be prohibitive aside from the necessary technology
developments.

The problem of numerically modelIing these complex flow fields can be examined
fromn another' perspective. Not all of the flow phenomena of interest occur in all
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regions of the flow domain. One can divide the flow domain into separate zones in
which only certain phenomena are known to exist. The complete Navier-Stokes equations
can then be simplified to model the flow in each zone. Hence, instead of one solution
of the Navier-Stokes equations for the full domain, one has a set of simplified zonal
solutions that must be carefully coupled together to preserve the interzonal
interactions. This reduction in the overall complexity of the problem significantly
decreases the computational costs and brings the solution of the problem back into the
reolm of what is practical to achieve. The zonal modeling approach to the solution of
fluid mechanics problems has existed for years. Numerous examples of procedures for
successfully coupling potential flow codes to boundary-layer codes have been presented
in the open literature. These procedures have typically used a boundary-layer
displacement thickness to couple the effect of the dEveloping boundary layer to the
potential flow solution. Lemmerman and Sonnad (Ref. 1) have recently demonstrated
that a surface transpiration approach is equivalent while offering a reduction in
computational costs. Brune, Rubbert, and Forester (Ref. 2) demorstrated a more
sophisticated zonal modeling approach by coupling a potential flow code to a 2-0
Navier-Stokes code to model the flow separation behind an ellipsoid. The demonstrated
success of zonal modpling for these simpler flows suggests that it is a practical and
feasible approach for simulating complex 3-0 flow fields.

The zonal modeling approach discussed in the following sections was used to
develop an analytical procedure for predicting strongly coupled Jet exhaust
interactions with the overall airplane flow field. In this analysis the flow domain
is divided into inviscid and viscous zones. The inviscid zone encompasses the entire
aircraft. The viscous zone is carved out of the inviscid zone and surrounds the jet
exhaust plume which is dominated by viscous interactions. One carn envision more zones

such as the 3-D boundary layers on the aircraft surfaces or a separation zone on the
nacelle as depicted in Fig. 1, but these are beyond the scope of the present study.
In the inviscid zone, a 3-0 potential flow solution is computed by the PANAIR pilot
code (Ref. 3). A numerical method for the parabolized 3-0 navier-Stokes equations
(Ref. 4) is used to calculate the flow in the viscous zone. A key fet,ture of the
present work is the development of a solution coupling procedure and an associated
iteration scheme that result in converged solutions while preserving the necessary
flow of information between the zones.

SThe present paper discusses the overall solution strategy, the component
analyses, the coupling procedure and computed results. Several conclusions are drawn
from the work to-date and recommendations are made for further development of the
procedure.

2.0 DISCUSSION OF THE COMPONENT ANALYSES

PANAIR Pilot Code

The PANAIR pilot code (henceforth called PANAIR) is a preliminary version of an
advanced panel code intended to solve a variety of boundary value problems in steady
subsonic or supersonic inviscid flow. This code is discussed in Reference 3. Just
the subsonic capaoility will be considered here, since the coupled analysis procedure
is at present limited to subsonic flow.

The PANAIR analysis is based on the assumption that for a wide range of flow
conditions, a potential flow solution will substantially describe the flow past a
prescribed configuration. This implies that the flow is assumed to be inviscid and
irrotational.

The flow past the configuration is considered to be a small perturbation of a
uniform flow that exists far upstream. PANAIR generates the potential flow solution
in terms of the perturbation velocity potential, e, which is used to calculate the
local perturbations in the flow properties. The basic boundary condition employed in
PANAIR is that the total mass flux vector be parallel to solid surfaces. Non-solid
surfaces can have mass fluxes normal to the surface.

The method used in PANAVR to compute the potential flow is to superimpose
fundamental solutions of the partial differential equation for . These fundamental
solutions are sources and doublets whose locations are prescribed but whose strength
must be determined to meet the prescribed boundary conditions. The sources and
doublets are distributed on continuous networks of quadrilateral "panels" that
approximate the surface of the• configuration, as well as the vortex sheets shed from
trailing edges and other surfaces such as inlet faces and Jet plumes. Each panel is
divided into subpanels on which the source and doublet strengths are approximated by
linear and quadratic functions respectively. These functions contain the unknown
source and doublet strengths which are then determined by the simultaneous solution of
the algebraic system of equations. The resulting potential and velocity fields are
tnen determined. The pressure field can then be calculated, and the forces and
moments on the configuration can be computed.

Paneling

In general a configuration is divided into a system of networks which arc
composed of panels. The number of networks depends on the complexity uf the
configuration. The number of panels in a given network will depend upon the detail
and accuracy desired front the analysis. To use PANAIR -s part of the coupled
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analysis, networks for the surface of the configuration and its wakes are supplied.
Networks defining the jet plume and its wake are also required. Additional networks
are necessary for obtaining the flow properties a. points off the body. These panels
which do not disturb the flow, are specified with zero jumps ir, the potential and the
normal component of mass flux.

Boundary Conditions

The panels are covered with a cjntinuous distribution of sources and doublets.
Boundary conditions are imposed at selected "control points"' on the networks to
generate the necessary set of equations which are solved for the unknown singularity
strengths. Networks can have just sources or just doublets in which case the boundary
conditions for the other singularity type are not required. Special options exist for
the treatment of wakes.

The user determines the f. 4 behavior by specifying the types of boundary
conditions on each of the netwoiks. The most commonly used types of boundary
conditions are those foe impermeable surfaces, which are used on the wetted surfaces
of an aircraft. For the coupled analysis the jet plume network hes boundary
conditions that allow the specification of the perturbation mass fluxes normal to the
panel surfaces. Thus, the plume network is a permeable surface that entrains fluid
from the surrounding potential flow.

Parabolized Navier-Stokes Code

The parabolized Navier-Stokes code (PNS) was dnveloned to calculate a particular
class of three-dimensional. compressible viscous flows. The flows of interest are
characterized by a predominant flow direction and by negligible influence of
downstream disturbances on the up.tream flow. Thus, the assumption is made that the
propagation of perturbations in the upstream direction by convection, diffusion, or
pressure can be neglected for this particular class of 'lows. Cross stream
propagation is allowed and in fact can be significant. Flowr of this type are
generally classified as being "parabolic". Numerous internal and external flows
ranging from complex 3-0 duct flows to 3-D jets mixing with 3 freestream are known to
be parabolic.

The time averaged Navier-Stokes equations with suitabie closure for turbulent
flows are acknowledged as being sufficient for analyzing complex viscous flow fields.

When the parabolic approximations are implemented, the reiiulting eouations areSsimplified for practicil solution in a design oriented computer program. Th e

Navier-Stokes equations are parabolized by neglecting the streamwise diffusion terms
and decoupling the streamwise and cross stream pressure gradients. The streamwise
pressure gradient Is assumed to be uniform at each cross-sectional station. In the
PNS code a simple marching solution procedure was implemented which eliminates
communication with the downstream flow while solving the parabolized Navier-Stokes
equations. Other features of the PNS code, which are discussed in the following
sections, are the use of a general coordinate zv,;stem, the transformation of the flow
equations, the pressure-continuity relations, th'• turbulence model, and the solution
procedure.

General Coordinate System

Flows in geometrically complex domains are difficult -to compute on sLandard
orthogonal computational meshes such a:; Cartesian or cylindrical coordinate systems.
The difficulties arise because the mesh points do not naturally fall on the boundaries
of the flow domain of interest. This results in cumbersome differentiation and
interpolation schemes at the boundaries that can achieve only low levels of accuracy.
Fnr man• flows it is cesirable to maintain high accuracy at the boundaries. For this
reason significant effort in recent years (Refs. 5-8) has been aimed at generating
general coordinate syutems that are fitted to the boundaries o" the flow domain. In

!. • the PNS code a curvilinear mesh is formed in which the boundo y mesh points always
fall on the natural boundaries of the flow domain and tie interi r mesh points conform
to the boundary shap.. This allows the use of standard differencing expressions and"maintains high leveJs of accuracy at the boundaries. The boundary-fitted mesh is
particularly suited for coupling with a panel method which also can handle arbitrary
geometries. Numerous methods exist for automatically generating the boundary-fitted
meshes. These methads offer varying degrees of complexity and capability. Orthogonal
meshes can be generated, but absolute orthogonality has not been demonstrated to be
necessary or worth the effort, though highly skewed meshes are undesirable.

* .Transformed Flow Equations

To use Lhe general boundary-fitted computational mesh, the flow equations are
formulated w.th 1., n , and a as the independent variables. Using standard
transformation relations the Cartesian primitive variable form of the Navier-Stokes
equations is transformed to the , n, and u coordinate system. These equations are
parabolized with the o coordinate specified to be t.he streamwise or predominant flow
direction. The transformed equations are further simplified by requiring that the
cross-sectional planes be parallel arid perpendicular to the z coordinate. This limits
the amount that the mean centerline of the flow domain can deflect from a straight
line, but any significant curvature would typically indicate a non-parabolic flow.
In n, , and o coordinates the parabolized steady, three-dimensional
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continuity, momenttm and anerfly equations are as follows:

(y OU) -(Y PU) +(x %I)-(x Pv) +(Dpw) +(Epw) +((J/z )OwJ = 0 (la)

Fu t+Gu1+(J Pw/za)uO+ynPt-ytPn S (Ib)

Fv +Gvn+(J pwl/a)v +XCP n-x P = S (ic)

Fw +Gw n+() Pw/z ) + z P S (Id)

Fl +GH0+(J pw/z, )H = S (le)

where

x ya - x ya y0x1 - x yCD ='O " 11 Eu=
z za

F = yPpu - Xrnsv + t w, G -ye w PU + xrpv + E pw

S= X tYn - x n Y

The appropriate diffusion terms, which are too cumbersome to present, are

represented by the S on the righthand side of each equation. The Cartesian velocitycomoonents have been retained. The P. which appears in Eq. U d) represents the

constant streamwise pressure gradient for a given cross-section. In aodition to the
field equations, an equatlin of state is included, and a calorically perfect fluid is
assumed. Sutherland's formula is used to relate the viscosity, 0, to temoerature.

Pressure-Continuity Relations

Although the streamwise and lateral pressure gradients have been decoupled to
parabolize the flow equations, they are impliuitly coupled through the continuity
equation. The functional purpose of the pressure gradients is to insure the
conservation of mass both globally and locally. Equations have been developed to
guarantee this effect, since mass conservation is an essential requirement for an
accurate numerical simulation. A relation for P,, which must be calculated for each
cross section, is derived from the w-momentum equation and an integral definition for
the mass flow rate. Mass is globally conserved by adjusting P and iterating the
w-momentum equation until the predicted mass flow rate reachps a specified level of
accuracy. Global mass conservation is required before local conservation can be
considered.

Local continuity is satisfied indirectly by means of the lateral pressure
gradients Pý .'nd P . These pressure gradients are calculated such that the u and
v velocity components generated by Eqs. (Ib) and (ic) will simultaneously satisfy the
continuity equation (la) everywhere in the computational domain to a specified
tolerance. The method used in the PNS code is similar to methods developed for
time-dependent flows (Refs. 9,10). A detailed discussion of the present scheme is
provided in Reference 4.

kI Turbulence Model

Closure of the set of flow equations for turbulent flows is achieved by modeling
the Reynolds stresses that appear in the time-averaged Navier-.Stokes equations. In
the PNS code these stresses are modeled by replacing the laminar viscosity U with a
turbulent eddy viscosity U. . The eddy viscosity is calculated from the turbulence
kinetic energy k and the turbulence kinetic energy dissipation rate c.

1 = C, pk k

The %.alues for k and c are calculated uslin two additional transport equations

(Ref. 11), which have the same form as Eq. (le) with additional terms that model
production and dissipation.

Boundary Conditions. The three velocity components u, v, and w are set to zero on impermeable

surfaces. An adiabatic wall boundary condition is used with the energy equation. To
minimize the mesh requirements in the lower regions of boundary layert,
law-of-the-wall functions are used to represent the velocity distribution near the
ý;ill. These functions are used to calculate tho wall shear stress and the production
and dissipation source terms in the turbulence model equations for the wall region.
The use of wall functions allows k and c to be accurately predicted in the vicinity of
a wall.
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Numerical Solution Procedure

All of the differential equations presented above have been transformed to
finite-difference form by standard second order centered difference approximations
for C and n derivatives and by one-sided upstream differences for a derivatives. An
iterative marching solution procedure was developed for the PNS code to allow
converged numerical solutions after just one pass through the flow domain. An initial
set of data iý required at Lhe starting plane. A solution is obtained at each
successive cross section before a step is taken downstream to the next lateral plane.
A converged implicit solutici of the nonlinear flow equations at each plane is
achieved by an iterative AOI p:'ocedure. Iteration is required at each plane to reduce
the accunulution of truncation errors that can result from linearization. Typically,
just a few iterations are required to achieve reasonable accuracy unless the flow is
changing rapidly in the streamwise direction.

3.0 COUPLING PROCEDURE

The Interictions between the jet plume and the surroijnding flow field are
simulated by the coupling of the component analyses. It is not sufficient to run each
cooo once in its separate zone. The uodes must interact in such a manne,' that the
3olution for the entire flow field is convergent and unique within the limits allowed
by the algebra incorporated in the codes. ELch code must provide iniormation to the
other code that adequ!ately describes the physical processes being modeled in that
zone. The PNS code, which calculates the jet plume development, must provide PANAIR
with the effects of entrainment at the plume boundary. PANAIR must use this
information and the other aerodynamic effects of the aircraft to calculate the
potential flow field and in turn provide boundary conditions for the PNS code. The
procedure developed for coupling PANAIR and the PNS code is discussed in the following
sections.

Overlapping Computational Zones

The domain in which the flow field is to be calculated is divided into
computational zones f or the individual codes. The inviscid zone is oriented to
include all regiuns which can be adequately modeled by the PANAIR potential flow
solution. The viscous zone is positioried to surround the jet plume where the viscous
interactions are predicted by the PNS code. The location of the ooundaries for these
zonus is a significant aspect of the coupling procedure.

Abutting the zones such that the boundaries are coincident does not provide the
necessary flow of information for a convergunt coupled analysis. Since both codes in
effect solve boundary value problems, a specification of boundary conditions on
coincident boundaries would lead to unique solutions in each zone that are functions
of those boundary conditions, Unless a prior knowledge of the flow properties on the
boundaries was available, the flows predicted in each zone would not necessarily bear
any resemblance to the physical flow. New information that could be used to update
boundary conditions would not be available since the solutions are boundury condition
dependent and their boundary conditions are identical. Iteration is useless without
new information. Hence, coincident boundaries lead to a coupled analysis that does
not allow the codes to interact and exchange information and yields un Iteration
procedure that will not be reliably convergent.

The proper coupling of these two codes requires that the boundaries if the
computational zones not be coincident. Furthermore, the boundaries of each zone
should be arranged such that the boundary conditions are dependent upon the solution
in the neighboring zone. This allows the necessary transfer of information from one
zone to another. In the present coupling procedure, this is accrmplished by
overlapping the zonal boundaries. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 for the simple case
of an axisymmetric nozzle exhausting into a co-flo.1wing freestream. Note that the
boundaries of the viscous zone extend well past the elge of the jet plume and into the
region that is inviscid flow. The inviscid zone bounduries extend into the viscous
zone to a close proximity of the plume edge where the flow is still dominated by
inviscio effects. The overlapping region Is sh3red mutually by both zones.
Therefore, the boundary conditions applied in the PANAIR code on the plume boundpry
can be derived from the Flow properties calculated by the PNS code. Similarly, the
boundary conditions for the viscous zone car. be obtained from the PANAIR solution.
The overlapping boundaries therefore provide the necessary communizaýion link between
the two zones that allows a simultaneous coupled solution for the flow domain.

The solutions computed by PANAIR and the PNS code are consistent within their
numerical accuracies for the overlapping region. If the flows under consideration are
restricted to those that are parabolic, the P. term in the Equation (ld) will be
negligible for external flows. By realizing that the flow in the overlapping region
is effectively inviscid, the flow equations reduce to the Euler equations. This
region Is also irrotational since no mechanism is present to generate vorticity. In
the overlapping region the PNS code is in effect solving the potential flow equation
which is the fundamental equation of the PANAIR analysis. Therefore, the two
solutions should be consistent in this region. Due to the numerical approximations
incorporated into these twu codes, exact consistency cannot be achieved, but the
accuracy will be comparable to that obtained for the complete coupled solution. TIhe
effect of the size of the overalapping region was not stucied, but it should be kept
reasonably small, since it would be inefficient to have a large region in which the
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flow Is actually calculated twice.

Boundary Conditions

The specification of the boundary conditions on the overlapping boundaries is
straightforward. The solution from the PNS code is used to calculate the perturbation
mass flux through each of the panels that form the Jet plume boundary network. This
is accomplished by averaging the predicted velocity components and density on the
corners of each panel and using the result to calculate the component ef the mass flux
vector that is normal to the panel. The array of perturbation mass ,7uxes is stored
for access by the PANAIR code.

The boundary conditions for the PNS code are determined from the FANAIR solution
in a similar manner. Special panel networks tha' do not disturb the flow are
positioned in the inviscid zone to form the boundL Les for the viscous zone. The
predicted velocities on the panels are used to generate the boundary conditions for
the PNS code. In the PNS code, these velocities are also used to compute the mass
flux entering the viscous zone. The upstream boundary of the ,iscous zone, Fig. 2,
forms the initial data plane for the PNS code. On that boundary, the panel velocities
are used to calculate initial conditions, therefore, that iegion is initially
irrotational.

Mesh and Panel Generation

The generation of the panels on the overlapping boundaries is directly related to
the generation of the computational mesh for the PNS code. All other pLnels are
directly input into PANAiR through the normal input procedure. Various options can be
used to define the boundaries for the overlap region. Each of these options affects
the method used for generating the mesh and panels. To facilitate the discussion of
these options, consider the diagram in Fig. 2.

The outer boundary of the overlap region (and of the viscous zone) is desi ited
to have a computational mesh index of J=N. The inner boundary of the overlap legion
(the plume boundary for the inviscid zone) has the index J=JNP. In the PNS analysis,
the JNP mesh points are computationally like all other interior mesh points in the
viscous zone. The correct usage of the coupled analysis requires that the JNP
boundary lies beyond the edge of the viscous plume while not crossing the J=N boundary.

The simplest option for generating the N and JNP mesh points is to specify the N
boundary points at the initial plane and allow the N boundary to expand with a
prescribed slope for downstream planes. The JNP points are specified at the initial
plane on the edge of the plume and projected downstream with a given slope such that
the JNP boundary expands. The panels on the N and JNP boundaries are constructed by
using the mesh points on these boundaries as the corner points for the panels. The
initial plane panels are similarly generated from the initial plane mesh points. Only
simple plumes can be considered since the plume trajectory is limited to a narrow path.

The complt~ity of the shapes of the plumes to be calculated is enhanced by
another option in which the N boundary mesh points are specified for the initial plane
and for all succeeding downstream planes. The JNP points are specified i.n a like
manner. The associated panels are generated as discussed above. Clearly, this option
requires that the user have some knowledge of the expected trajectory of the plume.
This information is often available when the aralysis is being used to parametrically
examine a case for which some experimental data exists for similar flows. Care must

Another option was developed for the coupled analysis to automatically track thme
jet plume. At the initial plane the JNP boundary points are specified. The N
boundary points are computed based on the JNP points and the number of mesh points one

desires to have between JNP and N. At each of the downstream planes the JNP points
are positioned using the vorticity in the most recent plane to locate the plume edge.
This procedure involves calculating the vorticity at all points and determining where
the vorticity approaches zero, which indicates the edge of the plume. This data is
used to project the JNP points downstream to positions that will be outside o, the
plume. The maximum change in position can be controlled by specifying a maximum slope

4 from upstream to downstream. The N boundary points are then calculated as before, arid
the panels are generated. This approach to generating the mesh allows the boundaries
of the viscous zone to move and distort with the plume. The viscous zone can then be
compact and computationally efficient.

Iteration Procedure

One iteration of the solutions in the inviscid and viscous zones will generally
not be sufficient to yield a converged solution for the total flow domali. The
essential information transfer between the two zones is accomplished by rep.tUtively
updating the boundary conditions and generating new solutions for each zone. An
Iteration procedure was developed for the coupled analyses to automatically perform
the necessary data manipulations afid transfers without requiring interruptions by the
user.

To start the iteration process, an initialization of the boundary conditions on
the overlapping bounuary of one of te zones is required. This is done by making an



"educated" guess as to what the boundary values should be. The better the guess the
fewer the number of iterations to reach convergence. The zone in which one chooses to
initiate the iteration is not important, unless auxiliary information is available to
yield a better estimate of the boundary conditions in jne of the zones. If the
viscous zone is the starting point, the velocity componerits on the initial plane and
the outer boundaries must be provided. ihe freestream velocity components are often
adequate for this initialization purpose. By starting with the inviscid zone, one is
faced with the task of estimating the perturbation mass fluxes on the plume panel
network. First the overlapping boundary networks must be constructed by executing the
panel generation portion of the PNS code. Unless knowledge of the jet entrainment is
available, the initial plume boundary fluxes can only be guessed. Using o constant
flux is sufficient to start the iteration procedure.

As a demonstration of the iteration procedure, assume that the solution is
started in the inviscid zone and refer to Fig. 3. The overlapping boundary panels are
generated in the PNS code and the perturbation mass fluxes on the plume panel network
are initialized. PANAIR is then executed in the inviscid zone. This potential flow
solution is used to calculate the boundary conditions for the viscous zone. The next
step is the execution of the PNS code in the viscous zone. This will include the
generation of new overlapping boundaries if the plume tracking capaoility is
utilized. New values for the boundary conditions on the plume panel network are
computed from the viscous zone solution. At this point these new boundary values can
be compared with the old values. If a prescribed level of convergence is aclhieveo,
the iteration procedure can be terminated. Otherwise, the iteration loop will
continue for a given number of iterations. The alternative *of starting the solution
in the viscous zone has the some iteration loop with the exception that the starting
point would be the fourth step in Fig. 3 in which an initialization of the viscous
zone boundary conditions is made.

4.0 VALIDATION CASES

To demonstrate and validate the usefulness of the coupled PNS and PANAIR codes,
several test cases were set up and run. The main purpose of these tests was to
demonstrate the coupling procedure and show that converged solutions can be achieved.
In addition information about the behavior of the coupling procedure as the solutions
iterate in the different zones could be obtained and used to understand and improve
the existing procedure. While the accuracy of the overall solution depends on the
accuracy obtainable by each code, the accuracy of the coupled codes can be validated
to some level of satisfaction by comparing the computed solutions with existing
experimental data when possible. The following cases provide a variety of the
applications of the coupled analysis.
Axisymmetric Jet in a Freestream

The first test case, a subsonic axisymmetric jet in a freestream, was used
primarily as an aid in the development of the coupling procedure. The simplicity of
this case, see Fig. 2, was desirable since the effects of the coupling procedure and
the overlapping boundary condition could be readily isolated. In addition, some
experimental data and previous computational work were available for comparison. To
minimize the computational costs, the symmetry of the case was used to limit the
Ssolution domain to half of the jet. In addition just five mesh points were used on

thecirumfrene o th je, wile21 points were used radially. In the overlapping
region seven mesh cells were used to separate the inner inviscid zone boundary from
the outer viscous zone boundary. The plume tracking option was used to locate the
plume edge by monitoring the vorticity. This guarantees that the number cf mesh cells
in the jet plume will be the same at all stations since the mr'sh expands at the same
rate as the plume. It also ensures that the panels generateu for the plume network
will be outside of the plume where the strong viscous effects dominate.

The freestream for this case had a Mach number of 0.2, The ratio of the
freestream velocity to the jet core velocity was 0.46. In the jet, the initial
velocity was given a constant value which gave the initial velocity profile in the
viscous zone a top hat distribution. Th.; turbulence quantities were initialized with
values that were empirically determined for developing free shear layers. A constant
total temperature was used in the jet and freestream. The initial marching step
size, 4Z, for the PNS code was equal to 0.25 of the initial jet radius. The step size
was then gradually increasec to a maximum of 1.25 initial jet diameters for one run
and 2.5 diameters for another to examine the effect of step size. The coupled
analysis iteration was started in the inviscid zone.

Experimental data for the axisymmetric jet is available for the decay of the jat
centerline velocity and the spreading rate of the jet. Rodi (Ref. 13) has also
computed axisymmetric jets using a turbulence model like that incorporated in the PNS
code.

The results computed for this case using the coupled PANAIR/PNS analysis are
presented in Figs. 4 and 5. The centerline velocity decay is undeipredicted, Fig. 4,
when compared with the experimental data. However, the present calculations are
similar to Hodi's. Rodi concluded that the two-equation turbulence model was adequate
for calculating the axisymmefric jet when the velocity ratio was large. However, he
also found that the accuracy of the calculations is sensitive to initial conditions,
mesh density, and step size. The sensitivity to aZ is confirmed by the present
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results. Since the initial conditions were not available, this effect could riot be
,,4 confirmed.

Of greater importance was the information about the coupling procodure that was
obtained from this test ca',e. The plume tracking option is very effective in
minimizing the required amount of computationas mesh in placing the mesh and panels in
the proper locations. However, since the final plume boundary is not known until the
coupled solution converges, the plume tracker, which calculates the new boundary ab
the solution is marched through the viscous zone, moves the boundary with each
iteration of the PNS code. In effect the overlapping boundary locations converge as
the flow solution converges. This has a detrimental effect which tends to reduce the
overall convergence rate. The boundary conditions for the viscous zone are calculated
at the previous boundary positions, whereas, they are used in the PNS code with the
new boundaries. The movement of the boundaries has an associated area change and
normal velocity error which lead to an error in the mass flux into the viscous zone.
It is this small error in entrainment that tends to slow down convergence. This
effect is demonstrated in Fig. 6 which shows the convergence histories for the
boundary conditions at several locations along the developing jet. At the upstream
locations the convergence rate is substantially greater than at the downstream

i I locations. When the plume tracking option was activated, a maximum allowable slope
change was specified. In the initial region this maximum slope was achieved for
several steps during each iteration through the viscous zone. Hence, the boundary did
not move with iteration or affect the local convergence rate. Farther downstream the
maximum slope was not achieved, the boundary moved during each iteration, and the
convergence rate was reduced. Convergence of the position of the viscous zone outer
boundary is not necessary for convergence of the flow solution. To reduce this
detrimental effect, the standard plume tracking option could be modified to move this
boundary for only a couple of iterations until a rough position for the plume is
found. Then the outer boundary should be frozen to allow a more rapid convergence of
the flow solution.

A related point n, interest is the effect of convergence on the streamwise
pressure gradient tecni PC . As discussed in the section on Pressure-Continuity
Relations, PC is adjusted to satisfy overall continuity. For the axisymmetric jet,
P, should be zero at all stations. However, initial errors in the bu.,dary
conditions lead to an inconsistent mass flow rate which results in a nonzero PC. Asthe solution converges these errors diminish and PC approaches zero at all

streamwise stations.

Axisymmetric Jet Over an Airfoil

The main purpose for developing the present coupled analysis was to provide an
analytical method for predicting the effect of the jet plume on the aerodynamics of a
given aircraft configuration. To test the coupled analysis for the interaction
problem, n test case was set up for an axisymmetric jet positioned over an airfoil of
constant cross section. This case provides a degree of flexibility since the jet
position can be varied to determine whether the analysis predicts the expected trends.

A schematic diagram for this test case is depicted in Fig. 7. Thn axisymmetric
nozzle of diameter, Dn, is positioned a height, h, above the airfoil. The leading
edge of the airfoil and the nozzle exit plane coincide. The half span of the airfoil
was 2 . 5 0 n. The initial conditions for the jet and the Freestream conditions were
identical to those discussed above for the isolated axisymmetric jet. The natural
symmetry plane was used t simplify this problem. The plume tracking option was also
used for this case A fairly coarse computational mesh and panel network
representation was used to conserve computer costs since only trends were to be
predicted dnd no experimental data was available.

"4 •The coupled procedure was started in the inviscid zone with a PANAIR solution and
then iterated. This case was run with the nozzle at three different heights above the
airfoil.

The basic result obtained from this study was the net lift on the airfoil. The
airfoil drag was not considered since the boundary layers were not part of this
investigation and the jet was not allowed to scrub the wing. Fig. 8 presents a plc•
of the airfoil lift versus the height of the nozzle. The lift has been normalized by
the lift of the airfoil without a jet present, and the nozzle height is normalized by
the nozzle diameter. One can observe that the increase in lift is greatest when the
nozzle is closest to the airfoil and the interaction is the strongest. The
entrainment of the jet increases the circulation about the airfoil which enhances
lift. Fig. 8 can only be used to observe trerri since the actual increment in lift
will be a function of the length of the airfoi among other things. However, the
trends predicted by the coupled analysis agree with what is found exparimentally.
This offers encouragement for the use of this analysis in design.

The effect of the interaction of the jet with the airfoil aerodynamics on the
convergence of the overall flow solution was substantial. The convergence history for
the boundary conditions on the plume network panels closest to the airfoil surface is
presented in Fig. 9. With h/D =0.9 the perturbation mass fluxes approach their final
values smoothly and quickly in just three iterations. The convergence behavior was
substantially different with h/D =0.775. The rate of convergence was still
reasonable, but four iterations were necessary, and it appears that one more iteration
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may have been warranted. Part of this slowdown might be attributed to the movement of
the jet plume uoundaries since the plume actually was deflected upwards and then
downwards as it progressed over the airfoil. The stronger interaction at the lower
height also affects convergence since the plume has a greater influence on the PANAIR
solution for the airfoil which in turn has a la.ge influence on the PNS solution for
the plume. In general large perturbations reduce the rate of convergence.

uSB Nozzle/Wing

A case of practical interest is that of a rectangular nozzle blowing over the
upper surface of a wing, see Fig. 10. This upper surface blowing (US8) type of nozzle
has been successfully used in recent years on such aircraft as the Boeing YC-14 and
the NASA QSRA. In the present case the computed results are compared with the
experimental investigation discussed in Reference 14.

The PNS code was modified to predict this case by making use of the natural

symmetry of the problem. As shown in Fig. 10 the nozzle exit plane is positioned
approximately 0.32 of the wing chord, C, frcm the leading edge. The nozzle half
width, Rn, is .21C. The half span of the wing is 6.4 Rn. Since the coordinates
for the wing cross section were not available, they were estimated from a diagram in
Reference 14. The angle of attack of the wing was set to zero; however, for the
experimental data the wing had an angle of attack which is not known. There,'ore,
direct quantitative comparisons with the data will not be attempted.

The flow properties were set up to simulate one of the experimental test
conditions as closely as possible. The freestream Mach number was M =0.6. The
freestream tcial pressure and total temperature were 67000 N/m2 and 289 0 K. The
velocity profile at thp nozzle exit plane was estimated from the experimental total
pressure surveys. The average total pressire in the nozzle was greater than the
freestream. Part of the nozzle flow was supersonic which is beyond the capability cf
the present PNS code, however, most of the viscous zone was subsonic which allowed the
PNS code to successfully generate a solution. The boundaries of the inviscid and
viscous zones were fixed since the plume tracking option was not designed to work on a
solid surface. The computational mesh in the viscous zone was rather coarse, to
minimize computer costs in the development phase of this procedure, and provides only
qualitative results.

The principle result from this ttst case is the effect of the nozzle on the
pressure distribution on the upper surface of the wing. Since the wing was analyzed
at zero angle of attack and the wing cross section was just an estimate, the
calculated pressure distribution did not agree well with the experimental data, and a
comparison would be of no value. The predicted trends on the other hand were
identical to those found experimentally. Figure 11 provides the calculated chordwise
pressure distribution at a position Y=1.8 Rn from the nozzle centerline (PANAIR
coordinates are used). The distribution for the wing alone and the wing/nozzle with
jet thrust are shown. It is observed that with jet thrust the pressure drops below
the wing alone curve at approximately X/C=0.2 and rises above it at X/C=0.6. Hence,
the effect of the jet plume is to reduce the lift of the wing at this spanwise
position between X/C of 0.2 and 0.6 and increase the lift beyond X/C of 0.6. This
trend is exhibited in the experimental data even to the points at which the curves
cross (Fig. 16 in Reference 14). This favorable comparison offers encouragement for
the potential of the coupled analysis. Since part of the nozzle flow is superso.nic,
the pressure distribution along the nozzle centerline at Y/Rn=O cannot be accurately
calculated. By mjdifying the method for calculating pressure in the PNS fode, these
supersonic regions could be predicted. In addition this case should be run again with
denser computational meshes and panel networks to assess the effects of truncation
errors. The computations for this case were run on a Cyber 7600 computer. With 450
panels for the PANAIR solutions and approximately 400 total mesh points for the PNS
solutions, the cost was 155 seconds per iteration of the coupled analysis. Over
ninety percent of the time was spent on the PANAIR computations.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The most significant conclusion of the work discussed in this paper is that a
successful procedure has been developed for coupling PANAIR and parabolized
Navier-Stoks solutions to allow numerical s'mulations of the strong interactionsA between jet plumes and the overall aerodyamics of aircraft configurations.
Overlapping inviscid and viscous computati.onal zones provide the means for 'nformat!on
transfer between the solutions. The iterqtive coupling procedure is autumated and
yields convergent solutions. The results of the predicted test cases indicate that
the coupled analysis is providing the correct trends.

Both of the component analyses are limited as to the types of flows that can be
simulated. The pr-set coupling procedure can be extended by modifying the existing
analyses and adding new 3nalyses. The complexity of the flows to be preOicted will
determine the zonal solution strategy and thus which extensions are necessary to the
present procedure. The technology developed for the present procedure will be
dieectly applicable to future work.

Detailed experimental data for 30 flows with a strong coupling between the jetand the flow over an aerodynamic geometry is non-existent. This data is necessary if
a detailed evaluation of the procedure reported here is to be made.
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PROP-FAN INTEGRATION AT CRUISE SPEEDS

H. ROBERT WELGE
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS CORPORATION
LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

The aerodynamic installation features of a highly loaded turboprop (prop-fan) on an
aircraft for flight at Mach 0.8 are discussed. The aerodynamic flow environment inwhich the prop-fan must operate is shown for both wing and aft-fuselage installations
based on analytical studies using advanced surface panel methods. The effects of
various prop-fan slipstream parameters on the drag of a supercritical wing are
presented; they indicate that only small drag penalties occur. Drag reductions are
possible by tailoring the local wing section to account for the rotor-induced flow.
Using these inputs, an integrated wing/nacelle is shown. Mission analysis study results
using a modified DC-9 Super 80 with wing and aft-fuselage prop-fan installations reveal
that fuel savingb of 20 to 40 percent can be assessed for the prop-fan relative to thePratt & Whitney Aircraft JT8D-209 engine. Concluding remarks cover future NASA wind
tunnel tests with a subscale (2 foot, powered prop-fan to develop low-drag installations
and planned flight tests using a 10-foot-diameter prop-fan to demonstrate structural,
acoustic, and drag characteristics on a large scale.

SYMBOLS

A wing aspect ratio
b/2 wing semispan
C local chord
cl local section lift coefficient
CL configuration lift coefficient
Cp pressure coefficient, p-po/qo
C sonic flow normal to wing quarter-chord
cmac wing mean aerodynamic chord
ACD incremental drdg coefficient
D diameter
Af incremental profile drag, drag/qo
lb pounds
M Mach numberOWE operating weight empty
p static pressure
PT total pressure
q dynamic pressurer or R radius
SREF reference wing area
SHP shaft horsepower
TOGW takeoff gross weight
t/c thickness-to-chord ratio
Vx, Vy, Vz velocities in the x, y, z direction divided by

free-stream velocity
X/c fraction of local chord
XYZ coordinate system, X streamwise, Y spanwise,

and Z vertical
percent wing semispan
angle of attack or prop-fan swirl angle

Sc/4 wing quarter-chord sweep

SUBSCRIPTS

FRP fuselage reference plane
1 induced
J jet or slipstream
0 free stream
S swirl
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- INTRODUCTION

Increasing fuel prices in the early 1970a prompted the consideration of turboprop
propulsion systems for 'aircraft to reduce fuel consumption and counteract the costs
associated with the increasing fuel prices. Turboprop enigines have the potential to
considerably reduce fuel consumption for a given mission relative to advanced turbofans
used today by increasing propulsive efficiency. The increased efficiency is a direct
result of simple thrust-momentum equations which state that efficiency decreases as the
axial velocity increment through the propulsion unit increases, Turboprops induce
smaller velocity increments t-: a larger air mass flow than do turbofans, thereby
increasing efficiency by several. percentage points.

For turboprops to be competitive ini today's turbofan airline fleet, it is necessary
for the aircraft to fly at speeds and altitudes of M - 0.8 and 30,000 to 35,000 feet.
This is a considerably higher speed than previous turboprops have' flown and requires
engineering development to ensure low drag and efficient installations. The last large
turboprop-powered aircraft used for passenger service in the United States was the
Lockheed Electra (Reference 1). It flew efficiently at M0 - 0.6 to 0.65 and used
propeller designs that absorbed about 12 shaft horse power per diameter squared (power
loading = SHP/D2, where D is in feet). Since the horsepower per unit density required
of the propulsion system varies as the cube of the velocity for a given drag
coefficient, the size of a rotor using this earlier power loading technology would have
to increase dramatically for flight at M0 - 0.8. For example, the diameter shown by the
dashed line in Figure 1 would be required to power a typical two-engine aircraft at
competitive flight conditions. A rotor of this size could not be physically integrated
on the aircraft because of insufficient ground, wing, and fuselage clearance, and would
present significant vibration and structural problems and weight penalties. So the
diameter must be reduced. With a power loading of 37.5 SHP/D2 at 0.8 Mach and 35,000
feet altitude, the more reasonable installation shown by the solid line in Figure 1 is
the result. Rotor designs for this high-power loading must have an increased number of
blades and large chords (increased solidity) to maintain high levels of efficiency
(Figure 2).

Practical turboprop installations are therefore possible if highly loaded rotors
(prop-fans) with high solidity are used to reduce diameter and maintain high efficiency.
Additional improvements in efficiency at high free-stream Mach numbers are possible by
area-ruling the spinner/nacelle to reduce compressibility effects near the blade root,'1 by using blades that are thin, and by sweeping the blade tips to reduce the local Mach
number normal to the quarter-chord line to reduce blade compressibility losses. These
prop-fans, initially developed by [Hamilton Standard, have been tested by Hamilton
Standard and NASA. Detailed descriptions and test data are presented in References 2
through 5. It has been demonstrated that significantly better efficiency is achieved by
the prop-fan at M0 - 0.8 than other competitive propulsion systems, as illustrated in
Figure 3.

This paper will discuss the aerodynamic installation of the prop-fan on an aircraft
for flight near M0 a 0.8. The aerodynamic flow field entering the prop-fan disk area
which is produced by adjacent aircraft components will be shown because it is pertinent
to the design and efficiency of the prop-fan. The required increases in power loadings
are accompanied by increases in propeller slipstream axial velocity and rotational
velocity or swirl. Advanced aircraft with prop-fans will alao most likely use some form
of an aft-loaded or supercritical wing. These wings have large regions of supersonic
flow and the perturbations to this flow produced by the axial and swirl velocities could
produce significant shock-induced losses. The aerodynamic interactions between the
prop-fan and the wing will be discussed. Mission studies using a DC-9 Super 80 aircraft
and an efficient prop-fan propulsion installation are presented to indicate net fuel
savings.

PROP-FAN INFLOW

When the prop-fan is installed on the aircraft, it is required to operate in a
¶nonuniform flow field produced by the aircraft components. Axial, vertical, and

horizontal velocity increments are produced upstream and downstream of the wing and for
aft-mounted engine installations, an added local deficit in ve~ocity is present due to
the wing boundary layer and shock waves. Velocity perturbationa are also produced by
the fuselage and engine nacelle. An understanding of the magnitude of these flow
nonuniformities must be obtained by the prop-fan designer for both aerodynamic and
structural design.

To illustrate these effects, the wing/body shown in Figure 4 has been analyzed
using a subsonic surface panel method (Douglas Neumann, Reference 6) . Wing-alone and
body-alone solutions were obtained to determine the individual influences and the
combined results obtained by linear superposition. Computed results upstream of the
wing are shown in Figures 5 and 6 for M0  0.8 and a lift coefficient (CL) of 0.5.
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.Beause the fuselage is at a small angle of attack for this CL and the wing is well aft
of the fuselage nose, the fuselage effects were found to be negligible and the results
shown are for the wing alone. All the velocities are given relative to th% free-stream
flow. Over the region considered, the vertical velocity, Vz, (or upwash) is virtually
independent of vertical and spanwise position and, as expected, Vz decreases as the
distance from the leading edge is increased, being nearly zero at 40 percent semispan
ahead of the leading edge. Unlike Vz, the axial (Vx) and horizontal (V ) velocities are
strongly influenced by the vertical position relative to the wing prane, beiag much
smaller at 13 percent semispan above the wing plane than in the wing plane.

A typical prop-fan disk installation has been indicated in the figures. The effect
of the upwash and sidewash velocities can be minimized by properly orienzlng the rotor
in the vertical and horizontal planes., However, because the wing is swept, the rotor is
much closer to the wing leading edge on the inboard side, thereby producing an
unavoidable axial velocity (Vx) increment a3 the prop-fan rotates. For this example, Vx
varies from 0.96 to 1.01 per revolution. This 5 percent spread in velocity is
equivalent to a 10 percent variation in dynamic pressure and approximately a 1.5 degree
blade angle-of-attack change at the tip.

Decreasing the free-stre!'m Mach number increases the Iccal upwanh, as illustrated in
Figure 7. Also shown are two points calculated using a 1952 NACA report (Reference 7)
and an assumed elliptic wing loading. These results are shown to be in excellent
agreement with the more accurate surface panel solution at the lower Mach number. At
Mo - 0.8, the disagreement amounts to about 0.5 degree.

Downstream of the wing, the inviscid axial velocity inciements, Vx, are negligibl.e,
Values of V and Vz are shown in Figure 8 for the location relative to the wing and body
illustrated in Figure 4. The wing trailing vorticity produces the typical inflow above
the wing and outflow below the wing, which increases in magnitude near the tip. The
downwash velocities away from the wing plane are nearly equivalent to the value obtained
at downstream infinity using classical theory for an elliptically loaded wing (2CL/R).
These values are slightly exceeded in the plane of the wing.

When ronsidering an aft-mounted engine installation, the effects of the fuselage
afterbody must also be considered since these effects can be significant, as illustrated
by the results given in Figure 9. In addition to the inviscid flow, a localized wake is
present downstream of the wing, produced by the wing boundary layer flow and shock
waves. This wake can have a 10- to 15-percent reduction in free-stream total pressure,
as illustrated in Figure 10. These results were obtained experimentally for a different
wing than considered above, and were obtained near the wing trailing edge. Mixing will
occur downstream, and the wake will get wider and the total pressure deficit will
decrease.

The flow field about a typical isolated nacelle is shown in Figure 11 in a
horizontal plane passing through the nacelle centerline. These results were obtained
using the same surface panel method described earlier. Radial and vertical velocities
were found to be independent of Mach number. The radial velocity was also independent
of angle of attack (a) whereas for leasonable accuracy, it was found that the vertical,
or upwash, velocity varied linearly with a . The induced upwash velocities are
relatively small, but significant axial and radial velocity increments occur, much
larger than those due to the wing flow.

PROP-FAN EFFECTS ON WING

To produce axial thrust, the prop-fan must increase the velocity of the air flowing
through the rotor disk area. In addition to the increased velocity, the Drop-fan torque
will also produce an angular momentum or skirl velocity in the prop-fan slipstream
rsgion. A certain amount of turboshaft engine energy is used to produce this swirl flow
which does not produce useful axial thrust to overcome drag and appears as a loss in k
efficiency of the isolated prop-fan. If this rotational flow can be removed from the
flow by some means, then there should be an overall increase in propulsive efficiency.

The increased velocity and swirl downstream of the prop-fan will interact with other
aircraft comaponents such as the wing, or engine pylon support for an aft fuselage
installation, with subsequent changes in the aerodynamic characteristics of these
components. Considering a two-dimensional airfoil section, the increased velocity
without swirl w:ill not change the lccal section lift coefficient (cl' based on the local
dynamic presbure but there will be an increase in the lift. The local velocity increase
affects only the profile drag and the compressibility (shock) drag.

The swirl, however, does change the local cI because the local angle of attack is
chanoud. Changes in both the local section lift and profile drag will occur at
subzritical speeds and compressibility drag will change at supercritical speeds.
However, the swirl component of onset flow can produce a potential drag reduction
because the Kutta-Joukot-ski law requires that the local lift vector at each spanwise
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station be perpendicular to the local onset flow direction. If upwash is present, this
will effectively increase the section angle of attack and rotate the lift vector forward
relative to the free-stream flow direction, thereby producing an apparent thrust term
(Figure 12). The thrust term is not cancelled by the flew on tie downwaeh side of the
prop-fan because the section angle of attack is reduced, which results in a smaller
normal force vector. The thrust recovery or drag reduction cannot exceed the swirl
energy lost in the isolated prop-fan efficiency.

For a three-dimensional wing, in addition to a spanwise integration of the effects
described above, there will be distortions in the span-loading which change the downwash
across the span and lead to increases in induced drag (Figure 12). To investigate the
magnitude of the prop-fan effects on the drag of a three-dimensional wing, an
incompressible lifting-line computer program has been used to study prop-fan onset flow
effects of different input variables. For this study, the wing shown in Figure 13 was
used and the reference prop-fan slipstream and location are also shown. The assumed
nominal prop-fan onset flow is shown in Figure 14. The results of different rotor
diameters and spanwise locations are shown in Figure 15., As indicated in the figure,
the rotor diameter is much more important than the spanwise location and the drag is
always reduced from that of the clean wing. The downwash across the span is unfavorably
modified due to the large unfavorable distortion of span-load shown in Figure 16, which
causes a drag increase. But, by considering the nonuniform upwash onset flow to the
wing produced by the prop-fan, the unfavorable downwash effect due to the distorted
span-load is more than offset by the favorable forward rotation of the local lift
vectors over the prop-fan region.

A variation in the axial velocity increment due to the prop-fan, expressed as total
pressure ratio PTJ/PTo, has a negligible effect on induced drag, as shown in Figure 17.
The effects of swirl, however, are large and depend on the direction of prop-fan
rotation as shown in Figure 18. The drag reduct-.ion is much larger if the prop-fans on
each side of the wing rotate in such a manner as to produce up-inboard swirl, or
increased angle of attack over the inboard half of the prop-fan wake. The drag
reduction is larger by a factor of 2 relative to co-rotating rotors where one is
up-inboard and one is up-outboard.

The above analytical study considered only the effects of inviscid induced drag.
An experimental program was conducted* using a supercritical wing to verify these
conclusions and to determine viscous and compressibility effects. The test setup
installed in the NASA Ames 14-foot tunnel is shown in Figure 19. The prop-fan onset
flow was simulated by using an ejector-powered flow-through nacelle that contained
pressurized internal nozzles to increase the total pressure in the outer part of the
flow to simulate propeller axial velocity and internal turning vanes (swirl vanes) to
produce swirl flow. This simulator approach has inherent experimental approximatlions to
the real prop-fan flow because of the simulator-nacelle effect on the wing flow, but was
used with the objective of obtaining an edrly order-of-magnitude assessment of the drag
at low cost. The pressurized air to power the simulator internal nozzles was supplied
through the tunnel floor and up the support strut. Nominal measured exit conditions
closely approximated the target conditions shown in Figure 14. Different nozzle
pressure ratios and swirl vanes were used to simulate various combinations of power and
swirl. The wake-rake downstream of the wing traversed spanwise and contained total
pressure probes to measure the wake about one-third-chord downstream of the wing
trailing edge. A description of the wing-body and the location of the simulator exit
are shown in Figure 20. The drag rise Mach number for the isolated wing body was 0.82,
0.81, and 0.79 at CLs of 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6, respectively.

Results of the test program are shown in Figure 21. The drag increments are taken
relative to the zero power/zero swirl condition. The test data show a 10 count
(ACD = 0.0010) drag increase up to 7 dsgrees of swirl and a drag reduction at 11 degrees
of swirl. The lifting line analysis using the test simulator onset flow indicates that
the anticipated level of induced drac reduction is not achieved. These lifting line
results may he too large, however, because the increments in span-load are highly
overpredicted compared to the test data, as shown in Figure 22. The experimental
results are not sensitive to Mach number or lift coefficient, as shown in Figure 23.

The axial thrust loss levels due to swirl shown in Figur2 21 indicate the
theoretical potential benefit recoverable from t•.e swirl energy of the prop-fan if
recovered totally by wing drag reductions. Douglas studies using the lifting line
program have shown that drag levels closer to the theoretical potential benefit are
achievable by tailoring the span-load to be closer to an elliptic loading. Planform
modifications have also been used to lower the section lift coefficient and reduce
profile drag losses.

The effects of power were found to be small as shown in Figure 24, and at M = 0.8,
up-outboard swirl does increase the drag (Figure 21), confirming the analytical results.
The last conclusion is not confirmed at Mo = 0.7, however.

* NASA-sponsored test using Douglas wing/body model and wake rake (References

8 and 9).
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0Results from the wake-rake survey are shown in Figure 25 for the zero swirl case.
Pressure ratios less than one occur because of the simulator/nacelle and wing boundary
layer. The spanwise movement of the simulator flow can be seen consistent with previous
analysis (Figure 8). Maximum total pressure levels are slightly reduced below those at
the simulator exit, indicating smail losses in the flow of the simulated2 prop-fan flow
over the wing.

The distortion of the high-energy region due to swirl is shown in Figure 26. The
smaller area of the high-pressure region indicates higher losses for this case
conpistent with the force data. The residual swirl at the trailing edge of the wing
Iappears to be small because there is little distortion in the wing wake.

Wing surface pressure distributions are shown in Figures 27 through 30. The effects
of axial velocity are small, but significant effects are shown for.swirl, supporting the
conclusions from -he force lata. Supersonic local ,elocities and increased shock
strength were achieved near the leading edge with up-inboard swirl at 35 percent
semispan at Mo - 0.7, which contributes to the observed drag increases. The effects of
positive swirl are diminished at the 50 percent span station, indicating that the swirl
component of the flow is significantly reduced by the inboard portion of the wing whichis upstream of the 50 percent span station. This supports the earlier conclusion drawn

from the wake-rake data that most of the rotation of the flow is removed by the wing.

Analytical estimates of the surface pressures using a surface panel potential flow
computer program capable of including the rotor onset flow are snown in Figure 31.

INTEGRATED WING/NACELLE

Preliminary studies have been made to integrate an over-wing propulsion system
installation. An initial attempt at contouring a nacelle to the aerodynamic flow field
is shown in Figure 32 and a schematic of a proposed wing/nacelle structural intersection
is shown in Figure 33. The aerodynamic contouring was based on the results shown
previously plus the flow streamlines ahead of and on the surface of a 25-degree swept
wing, as shown in Figure 34. These streamlines were obtained by analysis using a
surface panel potential flow computer program. As shown in Figure 32, in the plan-view
the propeller and forward nacelle are canted inboard 0.5 degree for alignment with local
onset flow and streamlines. The region of the nacelle which passes over the wing upper
surface is aligned with the average surface streamline angle. In the profile view, the
prop-fan axis alignment was selected after studies by Hamilton Standard found that a
4.5-degree nacelle downtilt angle had excitation factors well within the structuralSlimits of the blades. The excitation factors were evaluated at the extreme operatingconditions of high speed-low weight and low speed-high weight. At the nominal cruise

condition, the 4.5-degree alignment angle results in a small 1-degree crossflow velocity
about the forward part of the nacelle due to upwash and wing angle of attack. However,
this upwash increases !significantly near the wing leading edge.

The nacelle desicgn shown is a compromise between aerodynamic and mechanical
requirements, and therefore does not have extreme streamline contouring. More extensive
contouring may be necessary, especially in the profile view, but this will have to be
ebtablished after more detailed analysis and testing.

T flanCONFIGURATION STUDIES

The fuel sav;ings advantages of a prop-fan propulsion system have been identified by
using a Douglai, DC-9 Super 80 aircraft (Figure 35) and comparing the calculated i
performance obtained with a prop-fan propulsion installation to that obtained with the
current Pratt and Whitney Aircraft JT8D-209 turbofan engine (Reference 10). Using an
actual flying aircraft as a baseline gives a realistic basis from which increments could
be calculated for the prop-fan installation, and all engineering aspects of the
installation were considered. For these studies, an Allison PD 370--22A turboshaft
engine was used to drive an 8-bladed, 800-foot/sec t.p speed, Hamilton Standard
prop-fan. The PD 370-22A is a derivative of the T701 engine used in helicopters, and a
1985 cperatioial capability was assumed.

Three propulsion system concepts were studied. These are:

Configuration I (Figure 36)

- VIing-mounted design with the wing moved forward 95 inciles and main landing
gear extended 10 inches to provide a 10.5-degree rotation angle.

- Mlnimum development risk.

h.!
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Coniigurati.n 2 (Figure 37)

- Afh fuselage pylon mount with wing moved rearward 38 inches, inain landing
gear canted 5 degrees aft, and air-conditioning and 580-gallon belly fuel
tank located in forward cargo compartment to satisfy tipover limits.

- Requires development to avoid deep-stall problems associated with the large
span extent of the engines and the "T" tail.

Configuration 3 (Figure 38)

- Horizontal tail aft mount with wing moved aft 38 inches and landing gear
canted 5 degrees aft.

- Development risk associated with having the horizontal control system
affected by the level of propulsion power.

An aerodynamic drag and weight analysis for each of these configurations was
conducted so that aircraft mission performance could be calculated. The aerodynamic
drag results are shown in Table 1. The table lists the new tail areas required for
stability and control and percent drag increments from th., DC-9 Super 80 baseline. Drag
increments due to the nacelle and pylon are the difference between installing the
prop-fan propulsion system and removing the existing JT8D-209 engine. Scrubbing drag
increments duo to the higher velocities in the propeller slipstream are included. For
the wing-mouivted configuration, a drag increment was included to account for induced
drag and wing profile drag changes due to the prop-fan slipstream flowing over the wing.
It was assumed that the othcr two configurations would not have tris increment.

As noted in Table 1, Configuration 3 has the lowest drag because the propulsive
support and horizontal tail are combined, thereby reducing the wetted area. The
wing-mounted configuration ranks next; the highest drag increment being the wing-induced
and profile drag increment which may be reduced by future development testing.
Configuration 2 hao the highest drag due mainly to the large engine pylon support
required.

A summary of the weight increments given as a percent of the takeoff gross weight
(TOM) is shown in Table 2. Configurations 1 and 3 both have an operating weight empty
(OWE) about 4.5 percent higher than the DC-9 Super 80, due in part to the heavier
propulsion installation. The OWE for Configuration 2 is about 7 percent heavier than
the DC-9 Super 80 due to the structure required 'o support the engines on the aft-
mounted pylons.

Offsetting these unfavorable increments is a large 27 percent advantage in cruise
specific fuel consumption (SFC, or pounds of fuel burned per hour per pound of thrust).
Figure 39 compares the SFC of the prop-fan used in this study and the current JT8D-209.

Using these inputs, mission performance was determined. Conventional reserves were
included and the engine was sized at a Mach numb&: for 99 percent maximum specific range
and an initial cruise altitude of 31,000 feet af,.er a takeoff at 140,000 pounds gross
weight.

The fuel reduction benefits for the three prop-fan configurations for constant
altitude cruise at Mo = 0.8 are shown in Figure 40. For a 1000-nautical-mile range,
Configuration 3, which had the lowest weight and drag, saved 24 percent in fuel;
Configuration 1, which had the same weight but higher drag, saved 22 percent in fuel;
Configuration 2, with the highest weight and drag, saved 19 percent in fuel. The
performance of Configurations 3, 1, and 2 is reduced from the 27 percent cruise SFC
benefit by 3, 5 and 8 percent, respectively, due to the difference in installation

7 4 effects.

If a mission with the optimum cruise Mach number (Mo ý 0.760) and a step-cruise
altitude is assumed, even larger benefits occur, as shown in Figure 41. Configuration
3 can have e specific range benefit as high as 45 percent. A payload-range curve for
the same mission is shown in Figure 4?.

FUTURE PLANS

This paper has discussed a limited amount of work that has been done on the
installation of the prop-fan propulsion system on a Mach 0.8 cruise aircraft. Studies
of prop-fan onset floos, interactions with the wing, and configuration studies have
served to scope the mognitude of the aerodynamic problem and have indicated that the
installation is feasibl.e and that fuel savings from 20 to 40 percent relative to
state-of-the-art engives in service today are realistic. However, to bring the
technology to the level where aircraft production would be considered requires more
work. Specifically, soae of the items that must be considered are the structural
integrity of the prop-fan blades at large scaie, the gearbox, the prop-fan pitch
control, installed propulsion system drag, the engine inlet, and interior noise. Two
NASA programs, described belov, are addressing some of these problems with assistance
from the airframe industry.
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.NASA is wind tunnel testing a prop-fan powered by an air-driven turbine installed on
a supercritical wing (Figure 43). The wing was built to the same coordinates as used inthe previous simulator test (References 8 and 9), but at a scale 3.7 times larger. This
program will produce an excellent data base for a wing-mounted propulsion system. The
data will also be used to evaluate the accuracy of using the ,.imuldtor concept described
earlier. Different nacelle and wing contours are to be investigated to develop the
technology for low drag installations of this type.

Cooperative NASA/industry studies are underway to define a testbed configuration to
flight test a 10-foot-diameter prop-fan. The rotor can be powered by an Allison T701turboshaft engine and the nacelle mounted on the wing of a Douglas DC-9 aircraft (Figure
44). This concept is desirable because the primary propulsion system ic separate from
the prop-fan, the DC-9 is about the right scale for a 10-foot-diameter propeller, and
the aircraft is readily available. Engineering analysis has demonstrated that the
approach is feasible. The program objectives are to determine the structural integrityof the blades at speeds up to Mach 0.8 and altitudes above 30,000 feet, investigate the
acoustic properties on and in the fuselage due to the prop-fan, and evaluatp the
installed drag of the propulsion system. Flight testing will also solve numerous
problems unique to the prop-fan that arise during the program, which will lead to a more
successful production program. In addition, subscale low-speed, high-speed, ard inlet
tests will be conducted prior to the flight tests which will serve to expand the
available aerodynamic design data base and determine the agreement between flight and
wind tunnel data. C I

CONCLUSION

A prop-fan propulsion system offers fuel savings of 20 to 40 percent when comparedto turbofan propulsion systems flying near Mo = 0.8. As discussed, the aerodynamic
installation problems of the prop-fan propulsion package seem manageable, but additionalanalysis and testing are required to expand the technology data base and develop
efficient aircraft designs. This work is leading to prop-fan powered aircraft entering
airline service and providing significant reductions in fuel costs, thereby minimizing
future increases in ticket prices to the traveling passenger.
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AIRFRAME-PROPULSION SYSTEM AERODYNAMIC INTERFERENCE PREDICTIONS
AT HIGH TRANSONIC MACH NUMBERS INCLUDING

OFF-DESIGN ENGINE AIRFLOW EFFECTS

by
*R. M. Kullfan and **A. Sigalla

Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
P.O. Box 3707

Seattle, Washington 98124
I;. IUSA

ABSTIZAci

Flow interference between engine nacelles and anl airframe has an important cffcct on the aerodynamnic efficiency
of all types of aircraft. Thle performance of airplane-z designed for supersonic flight particularly has been affected by
adverse interference forces. This has been the case most often at transonic speeds.

This paper emphasizes the transonic speed regime for airplanes at conditions where inlet spillage takes place.
Relatively recent availability of appropriate wind-tunnel data has now made it possible to assess available theoretical
methods,

Thle Nationxal Aeronautics and Space Adioinistration, NASA, conducted anl extensive wind-wunnel test programn to
evaluate aerodyniam~ic performance penalties associated with propulsion systemn installation and operation at subsonic
through low supersonic speeds. Using those test data, a study to assess the accuracy of analytic inethods for predicting
transonic engine-airframte interference effects was conducted and formns thle content of thle. paper. Study variables
included Maclh number, angle of attack, relative nacelle location, and nacelle mass-flow ratio.

Study results included test-theory comparisons of forces as wcil as induced ipressure fields. Prediction capability of
induced shock wave strength and locations was assessed. It was found that large interference forces due to engine
location and flow spillage occur at transonic speeds; that theory canl explain these effects; and that theory, under
appropriate condilitions, canl predict quantitatively thvese effects.

INTRODU CTION

I'low Intter ferenice between enginte nacel les antd tie ai rframne has anl i mportant effect til thei( aerodynainic efficiency
uf all types of Ah-craft. Thle performrance of airplane% designed for suipersoni c flight particularly has been a!ffected by
adverse, imutual Interference forces. This has been the case mrost of tell Lit trunsonim speeds. These adverse effects of teni
have cotte as a %tilrpriso, being discoveredcl in the course of flight testing at a stage In ant airpIlante programn when it was
too late to do mtuchi about the problem. The, reasonms for this have been: (1) absence of theoretical inethods to help the
dlesiginer Ilit defini tiomi uf at confifguration that would not exhibit such hprotlimmi, atid (2) difficulty of conducting valid
experimnetts thikt would warn the designer of potential problemts.

Thevore-tical moitehds aiid roe'arihi testing onI this subject, Iit tile past, have fucused ort thie supersotic: r'gtmte imf
Mvlh 11.11IUi ' lliia em realtert thatn I.S Thlit s wit~s primiarly he auset 1 theary wms easi en to de veil)op for. fhat speed re gimieto atndc tile
testing to Verif!y %tiul etilliaice the tlieu-y was simpler to conduct, PN'yond that, and liare loitlxrtant ly, eiglite opetat ot
for aiirplanes d''slgittd Ili that flight reglitriv is suihi that till flow at the enligi'l nacelle Inlet li1p Is nore reguiart; tha~t Is,
thle mal'ss-flow rati ia s 11ear1 miilty. At transonit speeds, theo'iry Is imore di1ffi tilt, testing mart' complicated, and lith, ass-
flow ratios of typhcal propull %liln systvtmis ate slitih that slgnlfhatlit spillillr' takes plate. Sotie cr the iteridytiatillt. effects
tif spjjilge ha0ve been dlfflmLui t to estitriate.

Thill paiwlt t'ipiii ,t'zs the ttaltsomiii spteed tugimlie slxwclficmall y of tojiditiomit Where Immiet splaeto*tkis pimt'.
Avaliability tif alppi ttptlmttt wltiri-ttinel tiafi its tw , i~~l iw i tiliI t 14.1"1 ally ptt'sibuim to .,t', vailable thporetical
metthtiods, Thei .1lii t! flilt' Imipt' Is itosihiw howti thasit mthoinds ettitipaft' wtltivixiimrowittm't

riti Nafinnal Ai'tmttittitcs anti Spat' Aiitinittirm,tiitio, NASA, has condutedittc an exton'sive witid-tititiel fist protraiti
Itt :,Vtllkt(,ti avrotailyitaiti pt''-fiiittttiite k- hteit'lls assimm'lev d Wiit iiitopils~lott sysfini iltistilialit lolatnd tperatioint a tilisi 41HýIl
throuigh lomw sopttrsottlic speeds.%,Wilt tliti't lost data li Illthaid, a study ttt 1asstss flt' miteitrliy of intailytit mi1t fltims foii
pt'tdl'tlitg titt11oisatttigtt'lttu: iii erferemime oifr'cts WWIt 1ttdiiitt'ti and faints flit' calit'ifei of this piper.

v Tt'msiho [itt -iifitt ld lhls dii w ith fli' tilo)r'lttmrtti dl( ata ris ty'sif' t i loi3 ihiisltitlot of titiitl o l-o Il114Im o sd s t'-N tIll4otitadt ale

listed. Systettliatil cotmpaiisonis of thtetory Wvlfit t spiti1ittei iii shtown lIn t .'fott It, Thlitest' iitpatisoii iclindej-

* -'ut ttell witig-hodttl liftra, and pitching. fitnitiltti

* httmt Mu tuatl m t' iltttn'lt'reiidi ltig for v'irlotis mict-aeIlt'i :iit1tthieti'mi.s1
a Nace'lle Intermf'eretnce sliaci wavr' uimt fr'tis attil pr-t-44imri tlisti-tihiifll otis tilt , Wi'sing iiisver surIface K
a lTtuti imistalhm'u itocilt iiit-fr'ill'rite oflc'rs oitl lift~tti, Otd m)I iftitgtuitti'itts111
* tC'ttalli jt't 'xhiiaiit offr'ct

0ist itssiuon (itt tt-i ii is Is I ittiltdl W I fIt fl Ihs,' (~ttn tl otis 01, A gentteral iosv'ssmt'i oif flit' palm'is titgotiti- Withi

s* g e-lo S,'tt 'in'hil wok slm ntiz dI vi11
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- ' 2-6 MODEL GEOMETRY AND TEST CONDITIONS

The NASA experimental nacelle-aih-frame interference program was conducted in the Amnes 11- by 11-ft wind
tunnel. The wind-tunnel model is shown in figure 1. Basic features and details of the model a,,e summarized in figures 2
and 3.

The wing-body conf iguration it; a 0.024-scale model of the U.S. 1971 5ST. The wing-body was sting mounted with a
six-component internal strain-gige balance. The left-hand wing had 126 static pressure orifices, 95 on the lower surface
and 31 on the upper 5urface. Two different nacelle geometries were tested. One set of nacelles had sharp inlets, and the
second set of nacelles had a slightly blunt inlet lip shape. Investigations reported in this paper concern only the sharp-lip

The four individual nac-elles were supported just below the wing-body model on individual flow-through stings. The
two right-hand nacelles were mounted individually on svparate six-component internal strain-gage balances. The left-
hind nacelles were pressure instrumented and had 40 static-pressure orifices. The six-component force balances used to
support the right-hand nacelles were housed in the thickn(Iss of each nacelle. A two-shell flow-through balance, located
in each nacelle, used four :istrumented flexures located 90 deg apart at two axial locations. The -acellc balances
measured the aerodynamic lorces on the external surface of the nacelle, plus the forces on a srnali portion of the
internal duct near the inlet. The wind-tunne! data corrections included removal of the estimated skin frictienl drag on
this internal duct area.

The nacelle support system could position the nacelles vertically streamwise, and spanwise relative to the wing-
body combination and to each other. The range of achievable nacelle locations is indicated in figure 2. Staggered and
nonstaggered arrangements were tested at six different nacelle stations and three different spanwise locations, as shown
in figure 4. The support system also provided for independent control and measurement of mass flow through each
nacelle by means of a mnass-flow control plug and appropriate pressure instrumentation.

Test conditions included:

* Mach numbers: 0.90, 0.98, 1.1, 1.15, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4
6 Angle of attack: a 0 to 6 deg
a Mass-flow ratio: MFR =0.6 to 1.0

Test configurations Included:

0 isolated wing-body
l solat-d nacelle

0 F~our nacelles in various relative positions
0 Wing-body plus nacelles In various loc~t Ions

These tested configurations provided the following measurements of Isolated and interference data:

& Isolated wing-body data: measurements onl wing-body without the nacelles presen~t
0 Isolated nacelle data: measurements o:: a single nacelle
* Mutual nacelle irterferencet differences In nacelle measurements with and without the othyer nacelles being

present
* Wing-body Interference onl the nacelles: differences In nacelle measurements with and without tl:e wing-body being

present
0 Total wing-body plus nacelle data: sumol of wing-Ixody data plus5 nacelle data
* Spillage interference: differences In measurements onl Identical configorations with the n:acelles spilling according

to a specif ic controlled mmass-f low ratio (MI7 1), and the corresponmding data obtained wi thouit spillage.

The basic: force and presitire data are contained in references I and 2, respectively. Comnplete descrlp~ticns of the
wind-tunnel moodel, test conditions,; and available test data are given InI reference 3.

3.0 DISCUSSION OF THLORL01WTICAL MUTH01l)S

This ~impr sliows comiparisonms of theory Withi experiment and thus provides a basis for assessment of the value of
the theoury. A discussion of the theoretical methods used! to[r these coimiparisoums Is p~resented InI this section.

3.1 Rzequil rleniets for l~or:::ulat oni of Theory

T'he objtic tI ye Is to calcul ate Inter feren ce forces 1 Id flow f ieldcs t hut occuor W111 (I m n egilI :ijencoII0 as'( or0ICated InI
* proxIIl:lty to other airlilanle con~molxieimts. 'I'lils is tu bv, le uti t high tranisonuic Matclu njumbjer~s; that is, fronti just above

Macli I to approxiumatel y Mach 1.I

'To alchieve this objective, the mininimum requit.remlen ts for theoory mnust Includa:

V Ability to preidIct the flow fleld around a irplaone cam pomw: ts In torcins of ch~langs III pressuri'es and vol ad ties
* Ability to sum the effacts of the. varlous flow fleld co, 1 poutin11ts ulponl one aInother
* Ability to predict occurrence of shock waves. 'their proag~¶athion, and their strangthi III order to dete:'muine the f.

(luiiseqiieic us ( f slioCk-w es a-Inducod forces at transtonic Mach 11nummibers '
it was desired to assess thme offactv of anginie I- let 3-pillagn Aulid Jet t'xiiiuht I)LIIuime shape upon lInterferen:ce. Ani

0:(1tIaditioal re qui remenomt fo Ii, the thoury was , there f ore, predc :1tion of th lf Ilow fluild aroa und 1411 dm0gi rlb :iaC ella w ho iiithlir
li0 mass- flow ratio In:to tilie Inmlet Wasl iess thai: unity or Whten th mexha uast Jet wuls :uat fully expamnded.

*3,2 Th1eoretIcal Methodsi Usisd InI Thlis Paper I

I o.I~lie 1imm 1011110dtla~ that mneets %oile of the ailx:'', recliIrci~inemts is lintar siniall-lxwrtumrbat tio theory fits tiupersionic
11: lw hti nlt hod lias boeni duo vao 1xd lor. lie al: it: .tioan of flow HI ads alround auI rp1 one cam::pa: mnts -Indl has beanl

COM~i~uterized lii manay verslons. With thmis Inethled, I Studly coiifiguraIt~ lot:aiml be hroke:: d~own: Into Its biasicc ipomtu entiiRm



~V '(n isInto Vol 'e ad ilfiing eleen"Ws) , o that tho . r Ielative fbfw Influences of all these elements can be examined
individually. References 4 through 6 describe some of these computerized versions of linear small-perturbation theory.

Small-perturbation theory cannot be used, however, to predict the occurrence, propagation, and location of shock
waves. Thus, it could not by itself be used to ineet the third objective listed above. A modified form of linear theory
that can piechct thle occurrence and location of shock waves around bodies of revolution was therefore used for the force
and moment predictions reported in this paper. This nethod is described in reference 7. Figure 5 illustrates a typicaJl
geomectricail representation of a wing-body-nacelle i-out igoration for this mlodi fied linear theory programn.

*rhe flow around a nacelle at mass-flow ratio less tha.- unity with normal shock spillage contains regions of both
subsonic and supersonic flow. Small-perturbation theory, even when modified as in reference 7, cannot predict such
flows. Because of this, a more complicated method had to bc used for the calculation of the nacelle flow fields at
spillage conditions. The method used here is a time marching sclution of the Euler equations for two-dimensional or
axisynmnetric flow. The procedure canl compute mixed regions of subsonic and supersonic flow and yield shock wave
locations as part of the solution. The method, which was -oded for cotrputer use, is described in reference 8.

3.3 Limitations of the Theoretical Methods

lIn general terms, small-perturbation theory is limited to airplane configurations that are thin and slender,
Supersonic smnall-perturbation theory is also limited to flows that do not cor~tain zones of subsonic flow embedded in
supersonic flow,

In practical terms, it is useful to categorize litnitationE of the theory used in this paper as follows:

* Limitations because of viscosity
0 Limitations because of mixed suosonic-supersonic flow
* Limitations because of geometry

The first limitation applies when \he actual flow Is substantially different from the asstuned theoretical attached
f low conditions because Of large areas of flow separation, vortices, wakes, etc. Criteria can be applied to theoretical
predictions, which canl tell Iin advance If occurrence of the- above has a high degree of probability. Suchi criteria, based
on experiment, have been presented and discussed Iin referetnce 9, Art applic~ition of these crit'ria to the type of flow
discussed Iin this paper Is shown Ini section 4.11.

As has been mentioned above, the theory based on Solution of the tCUler equations c:an account: for mixed subsonic-
suipersonic flow regions Iin thle vicinity of the nacelles, particularly when normial shock spillage take- place. It was not
found foasih~e, for this study, to allow for mixed subsonic-supersonic flows onl other parts of the airplane. It was
believed, h~owever, titat this linii atiomm woult affect predictions prlimarily lIn the narrow (but niot uninmportant) Mach range
of 0.95 to I1.05. Iin general, strong shock waves WWIh downstream subaonic flow will also huve ati acdvurse effect on
boundary layers and llmn.t theory for tile viscous reasons already rnentloiled,

Tile smnall-pert urbatlon theory that has bceen used here Is strictly applicable to till wlng..lxmdy geornetr h's wi thIni the
above li imi tations, C alculation of shock wave% and inixed-.flowflelds Is applicable, however, only to nacelle khapes that
arie axisyruilmetl ic. Ilme (deisree that tills 1littiltittOn Would Affect overall riuL.tltsj shotuld thils assumlptioli bo violated has nout
been exaummined.

Ill audidition, tite stmall-lxerturbatlan theory mtetimod evaluiated for this pipeir ý,vqtuires lntrcohmction of flow hvltgmv to
acconiit foi- reflect iou of fuk fro m ilrur t iad jacen t cornpon en t. fir thIese ca.:lcula tion1s, Coi01 1t 0 r e I0ect I0tI) 114S 1)een1 4,ss on;I'd
for the n~calie-oti-Ahi~g Iiitmramctlolis, Ili pra~ctice, fur soneitvgoltletl'i( urranigurl~itS, fpartlul ,efiectioms aind refractionsi
t.Ae <0ilatcm * -'clust' of thiis, the theooty is limitewd eithor to thi ose Cullfigur atlotns ýOv.ieri th ia~' ss rii ptimo of com nplete(
ref let"iot1%is i justlfl'si or- will rv' there ate, no rý!flertiotrs ;It all. T 'ire gm'tmuettiol'- arrirAlrmiittHCt that Is roost likely toi be
aiffec:tvd by this llrrliltitloi Is tll-i sittiutiotio it a nacelle partly alread of the leading edgek of a swopt-wing. Sucih a case in11-
beeir aialyi.ecl, iiowrvor, ind Is tevicwel Ilit 51'tlori 0i .
'3.4 Predictionl of Nacclle.-lir: talitri DraW

Name Ile-lnstaiiled dlrag cal cil~ltcI by~ II( I ii iriiil iiii I ineto theorty riescribheu ý1rbrrve s liet- t(' .upirp1)0) IInii ll app~roac
I' lil1w.rirtet lin ligtire 6.

Typh oily, tire' mhiaCVl ,Iei~stamlh'u uiriip is cLctlrliteul ais tiic' .liii ofi tim(' frir1 trim drt t iiitll irat ncl Ivs, 111. liet wave
Mli i dll tilt' lilt i~lt0L'lfel IT'fil (l' ( r irtS,

T'IC i' ut nacelli, wave Jrag Inmmiti rdis.

* Naccu lie pits tiiie drug,
a Nacii'lie pirtssuresi act Iing. oil ltre wi ir..hody vc ltuirn' o 01 iiichieoss
* h l ir Inuglurchy til(i~llv ckemnirt'shilt' eltn cin g irti firl' iricicl lv%
0 Multiul iraccille lilttrier (,.''iico

'I'll rilltial m li r oil le lie irmrrcirurssts of till eff erl (If tile irressilri filiid of a tilirvell( 'Icit t g dlr1.' il y ()ur theit- th ic
oa,1l~ells pios III(' offect it( thll. pi'vs5tir ficnd ref lntirtigof ti nl' Will) 3 -1.TlrA'i hic k 110110 tlt' IliiliillOS.

lir T i ll -i ltei irrel'st rt'Ni-( ltI I o ft tI iii'r' I Ill- ili r uctsi ilIlIl A ' . jlw ise o lo I t~ ,Iv 14v i

Ow iii liit"-hoiiy ilr'If- err1C.a' leflulllei prmodl ',re rit lier'i floti tot Ill Ililt II redlIrii'd, k' 1  I. rI,' uIi I., if) itI vled lltioil l In Iliv
MI itg.. bodl~y fti 4J-ignt'.- tL .111.

* 'lhno wnillt (' lrrv PIV r&1'sire1sli frildlIhe' .11 tlyirly1111,- t rit c v ni r odlie i 4 1 o llt'Afr-
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"RIThe ccuracy of current analytical methiods of evaluating supersonic airplane drag depends on a detailed knowledge
of the effective airplane shape. These theoretical methods, at present, represent the flow into the engines and the

engine exhaust jets anal 'otically as cylindrical streamntubes extending upstream of the inlet and downstream from the
exhaust nozzle exit. However, since the pressure of the exhaust gases at the nuzzle exit is generally different fromI
ambient pressure, the jet will tend either to expand or to contract after leaving the nozzle. A,ýditionally, for off-design
conditions the engines may spill flow around the inlets. In principle, these deviations of inie' flow and/or jet exhaust
from cylindrical streamntubes can result in aerodynamic interference on adjacent nacelle ur airframe surfaces.

The effects of engine operating conditions on the surrounding flow field moist therefot'ý be considered in the drag
calculations. An embedded flow analysis approach is discussed in this paper. In this approach, streamitube shapes are
calculated for an isolated nacelle, depending upon -the inlet and exit flow conditions. These streamntube shapes are
treated as solid pseudo-nacelle shapes in subsequent fully supersonic flow analyses using the modified lin'ear theory. The
pseudo-nacelle shapes create pressure fields that can act on adjacent components. The pseodo-nacelles shapes cannot
sustain buoyancy forces from these adjacent comp'ro'ents. This requires a careful bookkeeping system.

4.0 TEST VERSUS THEORY COMPARISONS

This section contains a number of test versus theory comparisons to illustrate the validity o" the theories that were
discussed in the previous section. Results are typical of the more extensive comparisons presented in references 10 and

4.1 Application of Theory to Simple Ca3es

Predicted aerodynamic characteristics of the NASA wind-tunnel model isolated wing-body configuration are
compared with thle corresponding test data in figures 7 and 8.

Drag predictions at zero lift were obtained as the surn of the volume wave drag calculated b'y far-field (area-rule)
theory plus fully turbulent flow skin-friction drag. These drag predictions agree well with the test data.

The theoretical lift curve slopes also agree reasonably well with the test data. However, theory predicted the
aerodynamic center too far aft, particularly at the low supersonic Mach numbers.

The good agree~ment between theoretical and experimental drag polars In figure 8 indicates that theory should
predict the reductions In wing-body drag-due-to-lift assocliated with the nacelle interference lift (described in section
3.4).

Theoretical predictions of surface pressure distributions and zero-lift drag of the isolated nacelle at a mass-flow
ratio of unity (i~e., no spillage) are compared with test data in figure 9.

Theoretical drag predictions agree with the test data aL mk,'s 1.3 and 1.4. Theory overestimates the nacelle drag
at Much 1.2 and below. The Much 1.15 pressure distribution shows that theory overestimates the expansion (i~e.,

negative) pressures on the nacelle boattail. This leads to the overestimation of drag at the lower supersonic Mach

to he aceleactually spilling a smnall amount of flow at the "miass-flow ratio unity" test condition.

42Application of Theory to Nacelle Inlet Flow Fields

Teefect (of nael plae(asflow ra'o slow is07wainvestigate I h NASA nac ltealfratile
inefrnetest prga, uh iss thwtruheceael wsvre yacnrlplgIlil!fo-hog string

suprigthe nracellef' At suipersonifc speeds, a ilorlinal shuck forins inl front uf the nacelle arid riuovs p~rogressfivel y
usraasthe mas1 fow0 hrug tile, nactelle is4 reduced.

Mxdsubsoli c-supersi flow1 anal ysts We re rillode of tile Isolated nracellIe. 1'he piogra in used a I fic m llarchin rg

proceduret to solvye ti( f 0 illstea (Iy I w ( (illiId' il sI "e11 'ddy v~soi 5:5Iy'' N avie r-Stokes equaidtionls for t ur buleni t flow of Ii
111crdc~gfluid, Theirlt' o Is'rbc III referilire 8. Viscosi ty e'fi ocs were nreglected IIill( th ranalyses. With

vistosit lrVtIOI.Mtit ill( IlXotf-flow UIUSlll8slrltdi solvvs tivll' Erio Oqpiabtiolls.

The carlcublationls miade were Invlscici o111( axisyrrrrrutric. aird ylii'd bow shoc1k locatitrrrs as part of tire soluiton., A
scirorlatlr: of tile filow fIe-ld Is shobwni III figurre' Itt, Rvl~lis Of tile collipitlatilolls lInlulbIdI xrw silolk locaition kind silaflo,
flow field streaorrrlrbes, di'fili tilln of sublli~sll flow l'gilolls, an1d Ililc'illt, sulifail' static rri'SSWTr mi~tri'brtirrrrS, it.% W('l as
dvtaloiled flow field lInformrationl (Srrrcr as Machil rlrlirb('rs, pretSSUIT5, VVIlObitlVS) tilI-OHlgirout tir0 CUhIClutiorr Iek!loll.

(Xl''clllt lolls firist we're Illadi. for it 5-delg 5ilaill)ýllO5. 'ollilbil pritol ililf't II validate tilt' thieory. Thci clclllb(t lolls
wvlf' mladfe for it lr'ovstreoirr Mici lrrirrrlwr' (if 1,14 anrd for Iimoss-flow i oiios of 0.64, 0.81. 0.91. Mass-flolw ratio equa~ls
11111 rullo of Irra'ss- flow rate of tire- spillin~g 1141(1111 to thein' si-JL flo rte Witihout 8f)lllUPt'.

%I I Cormpuitedf resultsi anl comprediltC witir ex wrt''ilrrltal dtiaa fromr-irrlf'rence 1 2, Ill liglre 1I. Tire roirlrull pfttrt Irriot anrdi
ilie reglorr 1v0(1 rI11- irlif't wihenl till' dto I oof flow fl~Irl (11101 ysos were iade ct'lare shown, Illgllrt' I I also( c(1111(1111
COMrf(~lol pa rl sol f i'dfr ited conllatilt Machi contrlomr wit;r vxexfrlirr-Itrio al w siri''k shirbijs tha~t were (fll'tl'itlllOef fromr
sclilferiltlr pic'tures,5 file ''flbiair-ho'' ofhilbirii Macfh rbllultblrll fir', whichl were 11tiprrtt'rlrte as fplf'liiltd bow shrorks, Liflil

w'ell withr tIre. host dlab, Tire' iuil-lrl'riforr aso In51 licritilt' ll fpreivi v (i'f a significant region olI srihsorric flrow bot'ool~'r till('
inrlet'lold( tile (Iacl' -dfit i'" sirock. 'llre regillofr tilbsrlollit flow grows rapIidly (its till 111055, flow finto tlit' rruirctlie is4 levdoied
i.1rd rInrtr flow Is forced ito spill 'lrollnd till', Irnlet. I"Iligrrtt' 12 uoliprrtfos till(' fred'licted and1( expe'rimenta~ll Voilliititi oif %irtrk
starrdoff llistlalrl wIlir rrlIsis-fllw ratio.

Na -l rf ace rs i '045 11-0 or111enIsorI com 1pared Will th Ie corr asIMrrl I rin thIeore Itical pr edtiI e Ors111 l fgure 13,
R~erducling thelatidms-fhow ratio Hr seen to hrave~ Sigrrlffarll effect Ill decreasling tilemi ncelle lXerfsturis re011l tihe inlet lip).
Thotoietlral predicf~ttions aigreet qfuiten well w ith t'sl resrllts.

'lr rIrix''dlflow 1111r1ly5i% fx"gr arll Was ifrnuirrsed ito 'olulite' the fInle flow fieldi aboult tire NASA-Arutog arae'lle.
lVlgurl' 14 sirtrws thll vulcriloaton iresi orrd rrolYsist 'egloni.



contours zid streamltubae ethapet for flIow Into and around the nacelle were calculoted for different mass-flIow

ratlus and Mach numbers. Figur'e 15 shows t;'pical results of these Calculations.I
Fig irec l6 summarizes the effect of reduce~d imass flow onl the inlet flov field. i ho _-ubsonic flow region bet~veen

the detached bow shock and the inlet lip grows dr.'natically as thle Mach numrber is reduce(. frcui 1.4 1- 1.15. This figore
also shows the joc~ation of the nacelie below thle .',ing chord plane corresponding to the NASA.*Ames nacelle-airfraarrrý
wind-ti,anel mod(- arrangement. The subsonic flow ieqion is seen to intersect thý wing surface at Mlach 1.15.

Nacclle theoretical surface pressure distributiorr' wore calculated for the forecowi o+ the NASA nacelle !or various
am-Tounts of spi'lage at Mach 1.4 aiid 1. 15. Theoretical pre-.sure distributions are comnpared with test 6data in tgure 17.
Tile predictcd effect of reduced mass flow on the nriaeJ1e pres.;urfo distribuitions agrees well with the test d&tar.

isolateet na-el~e drag calculiations ware riade for various amounts of spillage. In these drag calcuktions., it was
assomed the effe(.t of spillage (,t kIdn friction drag was rlegiigil.'te, The nacelle wave drag with spillago was then
c-alcu~ated by adding tile change in forecowl drag due to spillage to tile totai nacýelle wave drag with no spillkge. Thle
predictz~d effect of spillage on isola,:Pe nac,!lI1 diag, as shown in figure i8S, Closely Mratchres the test daza.

Thes-~ results indicat,:d that ti-f. mixed flow theory progrcu.n can predicý satisfactorily thle flow fleld chatracterissivs
around a soiling nacelle.

Predc'tior.r, of interferenc, pe'SSLjrrs near th,- nacel!e were inade using the einbeddqd-subsonic-Diew analysis
approach sUrmmar' zed in figur e 19.

ip this apprraaci.. strearnitubes, .vw'ch were defined by the mixed-flow theory, were analyzed as solid psceudo-nacelle

corresponding mixed flow theory predi-tions to assess the accuracy of the approach.

Tehow shýksaec-lua.d'ytesupersonic ýhecry lot, the na.celk#_ with rio spriigc' agrees well withl thle
miTIedH-flOW theory predictions, cný shown It figur:u ')0. The iiupersonic theory bow sliock, howrevotr doer, "L'ulge" f~rvard of
the mix'ýd flow sh~ock it, the regior' near thle inlct lip.

Calculated int.,'ference pressui-s sur'-ounding tile nonsp~lliit nar~eii are shown In, figure "I for various rvdlal
distances frorir thc nacelle. rhei pres.sure t.!L;atures are qul c' SiIIlar e-xcept in the inrimedaime vicrinity of the bow shock.
Tqin ixed flow theory pressure, rise Is worv gradual than that prvdicted by the supersonic theory. Tiiýn wore gradual
prcss~ire rise is attrlbkited to khe relative , aigseneý,s of the calculation Tmesh. These resuli-s tend to i'Opiy that tilte

s~upersonic theŽory predctions of preisurcvi sui ~oonding a nacelk. aý e accurai ni, provided the flow- remains siuper'onic arid

the bow Jhock Is of irrodei'otu strength.

Calculaclons were riade o?, pseude-nu"celle i~eo:,retrles to evaluate p~rocedures fot- using the supersonic the~oIry to
predict Interferonce pressures for imt'st, !lowv atlns of u 8 andI 0.7. The pseuoLI-na1celle Se-ometries Includedi

* Nacelle plus tot, capture str~iunittibe
Of Stroarntlibe fape4s siirroUL1dl~nky the iaucefle ovet whicr, the flow remains 4upersonic; thr,!c strewintubes at various

radial dl,,tances wtere analyzed

The cul .ulated how shur,:k shaues for tls, s various eswl-culeShapes aro eiriliitd with tho' minxed flow thmeory
predluici'os for tile tiplilhig :iaciles l'r fl&,re 22.

The supersonic surr,.;undltig st. eanitub'i corrospond int, to at spec. fled inass-fl ow rut'u all glave sirillar bow sirock
Shapes and near-fIeld prrvsr.irudirbo te's The capture' strearirtube reitiults, however, drfered from thet sooersonlc

~ri'rtirdlrigstearitberersul ts.

The shapes of thre rrrrxo'l flow thoory bu'ý Shuck aiid thle super'tsonlIc surrink'nrg streuiutube bvv shock are the samio-
bueyo~ndracsurrodistace so apiro hoatly tw !ne (Iliieer nor~ tecit c "II uc At sinirlr r i dir a l (i lst ar cesP the

sowtinrsurunigsteni~,shc ule',fmar f ieinxdflow theur> shock shlirrllr to the( iiu..spilklhrlse
results showsn In irfgure! 20.

The bow shocl~s irerlicteI, lusIng tho napturir strvawrtube plua inacelle geowilvi. y, 'all aift ci filt! corros ,oniiciig iliixcrl
flow theory qshoclk5 except Very neair the nuonei I. Here , fll,' So pe r1su I lC theory Sh.)C k wa Vc' lii o ,' r (tl I y hl g(. lu-rw rd Of I
thik start of tire napitirt strarri tUbCe

P iguirv 23 rcorpai o predlct 'd Interfeireice prlessure' distrl'AtrutI iri1'o tule Sh)Illingl naCollmS Thre flyturt luclirldt-4

0 Mixed flow theory r,"ii1h Cs for SpIllingj riamcelles
* Stiper'sork. C: hery prestl In 'lo,25iiusinog capt 'ire -'t raroiml no 1) us nn lIet.01

* 'ulpers urlr' thear y pretillctlutrs usI rig s riper1s on Icr MrOV ad Ii ig %trC/nlrut ubV

TIhre fili Ixod flow thte or'y prech t~tionti hor eroa iae us51iiig tht ftieacal io l IACC0 %hihx 4111rd pros cr1 bed 1rirui 'ar y curldol 00 to
provi Jo tlwre aIpproprlatt: mairss fi.'rw I rit.e tire rucel I. The supersonli' theory prolli'%z loils Were obtallv I ei 'oi Strear rrtUbe
shjI[-1.i dellined by tile iii 1'cid Niow friar) analyses, In ann r a cki in tilie. pres cm oed m-carol ulie ShI ta pe wIll hereinfore he '
r-Cllerte~d Ill tile 81upetSOInic. theory rTrhcisoai~ llurnr-KpIlg?jt pielrtoIrs101 Of fIlgUr 2 Irupll M.1 thut lihe ririxm flow
thieoury taridod tdr 11immilr lire 'Wow shrock' rive, two or lix op (alruitiotnr-rriilh cell ,vldtlis, lien~rit calculated n trlarritrubo
Rhapes Will also ho overly snnoottr'cl This Youu'il resONL Inlr reduced shack streuillthis c~alrcol'rtor .1isug thlese shiaj's

Thlo pro viouti y roenvitloired li ffei'".iines lin prn'leictotd how shrink stirengthr at, reardily iirparerrý101 In i'si cowlrn'lr-rnii.
M adoi'n In iiit ial airgle chaun ges (npr ix~rohatleIy 2 dSg) would. or cm in t for- ftw dci fferemnice betw ecu tw heiipteis tuni t I-ory j rrd
tier i nixeid flow thoer y bjow Nhock sironer thI pie6 ci, i ns. ~hh pes of tl-v VP"ssu,-' CIs friarth lor i cotn pti ed isi'., tilt-i
stiiprisorii suirrooridIng, stirnoinobit it~ are Airinllor Io th'i rni:;k flaw thlxorv remults, Muinl tcattri ir of uti, ft ~w Ir0,io ol ,
%tirrig stncic~k toliowkrcd by *i rldl;:d eilpi'n.ior IXheh iltl 5ilic m krnI, which s5 In :orir Itcrrinsrted rl h II'c ld %hiork or l,

recrilrrrsloi , Note tkt oWi 1 rrQrbtaurh~lurt'r (i.0Iig -,; AlwitVr srireaiill'Atie-mirillo rrtipremirtathiou doi unit givo coy
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The resuLts imply that normal-shonk spillage interference can be properly calcuilated by using the following
errbeýdded subsonic flow approach.

i, U.-e the mixedt flow theory to calculate the Il-cal flow field characteristics surrounding the splling nacelle using a
fint calculation mnesh.

2. Compute the surrounding sti'eamntube shapes.
3. lck'rtify a near strearntube over which the flow r-.,mains supersonic.
4. Use this %supersonic strearntube shape to calcula e ihe pressure field surrounding the spilling nacelle.
5. lntegro'tion of the spilling nacelles pressure o.i the wing surface and on adjacent nacellet; should provide the

interferetice iarces.

4.3 Application uf Theory to Prediction of Nacelle Interference on Adjacent
Airplane Comnponents

Figure 24 contains a comparison of predicted and measured mutual nacelle interference drag for various nacelle
stagger arrangements. The mutual nacelle interference is the result of thle pressure field of each nacelle pushing on each
of the other nacelles. The rnea,-ured mutual nacelle interference was obtained as the difference in the drag of the
nacelles with and without the other rlacelle5, present. Theoretical predictions agree well with test data.

Theoretical nacelle shock-wave pattern% and interfe!rence pressures on thle wing lower surface are compared with
test data for one of thre aft unstaggored nacelle iocation in figures 25 and 26. The experimental Interference pressures
were obtained as the dift*'rence in the wing lowe~r surface pressures with and witho~ut the nacelles present.

The predicted nacelle bow-shock locations agree well with the experimental shock locations, as indicated by a
sudden "jump" in Interference pressures,&7. from zer- to a large positive value. Theoretical Interference pressure
:lIlstributions agee reasonably well with thte experlrienwal data. The experimental bow-shock strength Is less than
!Ilo.icated by the test data. This may be the result of a shock boundary-layer interaction softening this initial sudden
pr ýsstire rise.

Figure 27 contains a comparibon of predicted rihotck-%ave pitterns and Interference pressure fields with test data
for a forward unstaggered rnacelle location In which the outl.'oarci nacelle is near the wing leading edge. In this nacelle
arrariE-mcnt, the wing experiences not only the bow shocks iror-n the nacelles, but also aft shocks. The aft shocks arise
from th~e flow com-pression at 4,he aft end of the nacelle where the flow-through sting enters the irr..elle ehell.

The predicted and measured interference pressures fvs this wing-b~d>' forward nadcelle arranigewent agree quite
well exceýt in locali areas near the- aft shock and at the most en board station.

In reference 9 it Is shown that flow across a glancing shock wave, Iin which the flow Is deflected in the plane of the
wing, will separate If thle pressure else across thle shock wave #-\ceeds 50%. Furthermore, It Is shown that a local
negative irresmiure field on the wing can amplif y the pressure rise acrosis a shock wave.

Threoretical bow shock and aft sh'~cl< strengths on thle wing luwe; surface are compared with these shock-Induced

bounrdary layer separation criteria (ref. 10) lit figure 27. The aft siro ks are seen to be sufficiently strong to causeI
xlrnidar ,v layer separation, Indeed, thirs se~paratrun is ovidemt by the discrepancy between thle theoretIcul predictions findtest daota In) the areCas nrear the aift slrock5.

Vlr~uros 28 ai~d 29 contaln exp~erirment~al and calculvted shock wave patte!ns, inrd Interference pressures on the wing
!ower surface for tonditIons lit which the nacelles are operating at a mrass .flow ratio uf ap~proximately 0.8. The
ticrortinal strok-wrsve patternls for no spillagec are also 4hown for reference. The theoretical predictions are Ini fair
agrý'einent with tile ,ýest data.

iThe thco n i to cailcrrlu I urs for tilt! spiiloage conrditIions Wer' ii ide lir'ilrlg .solwer'src: theory arid psekido-ndcelki
8eurrret;,y coirsist'lig Iflithe actuill riuicV1l I1c 010- griorri tr pusthe ruptu~re w-eurirtube 'Is Ii let extensions, Thle rIrore accuratt

SARSM rronur g t r ifbe iethud was [lo t used herati r th le i re vlil ens iiid.- f rw arralyses; were re st ri ct to w
Inliet rgloo only, A& it -slilt, thle Jull shapos of thre surlroirrrdlrigt Streurlirtibes werv riot (A flled.

4.4 Installed Nucello t~l& t arid Dlrug

Coin par sort beove'iI theor ci l lrainrdl exp~erlimnetail nieml le lif t and dlraw, are shorwnrI it !Hiures 30 aind 31 for' anilt It
iii itgge red ilkcelt I Ic t i n . Tle draig rcormipar isonrs Inlci ie Ihe net hiteror ter '0 on tilie wIngitbody , the iiet lIlter feronce
on tle 'racelles, ilii iew ýtotal oacelk, i istoll Lt loll drag. Tlre drag and lift prodhtlriais agree chubt well with them test da~ta.

Thirs 'Ift laceile h'cufIloi Is Noeen to be o Ilavorriblo law-drag lIIrSlllatiOri, rNrice( at rIridrIto1.' lift CuefflCIrPrrtS tile
installed rrawelle drlrgI 14ltes tirar, Irulif the isolated ritrolle drag, levor. 'Ihi.i favorable offect I" p-ilriiirr ly duie o tu It.
rodin tier III wrig- hod y cli gto 0.lf sron :at d W"I' the n10acell Ic I rif orforoio lift.

lTre rnieitisuiýd Irterler ':rcn lil t irciril~t It il-cuisvS with) rIlglr' of attack, partlcnillarly I- Matcli 1.,1 T! re
Ith,.oovl e if ':nilit r for etl do lilt Cý I Ia .i5Were iride aft ;a cc us airt br iil Mac clti ii rm. lrc ital to t ht f tees I iani Miw It

r~ioriber Tie increaso Ili irifeofks icv HI;* carn Iv. attribrited to it rodlictlolr 11) thre loc.al Machliriunilber trilourd th. irael'lePS
a5SO CI ater %kll tilti tIJIecorgo III t h wi ngl Ii, 1-or fere'ce pr esitirio fields its Imrit~ of r1(ilck It In crea1sed. I his efof ct 1%. tile1
grefitOst Liat very lo1w S upees nr i c M wh Imniioih:.Si

Sir111il11r test versus 1 ht.Oiy curhntralsoirs orv .1huwni In figure'( IAk fur ii forwardr nirrille locar~lorr it fvu ch i.If. Tl'er ~tileoretIcill lrrocctiorr'i dIffor .riii rrtl int IOw test dut!A. Tl'qr ditl f''orrre IN believed tor txd dIt. to iwt. 'ffec~tsi (I)
I rcki itti ot (ijrirti(i is icit oc vJ -It' f ng nI~ol-e oh lit shorki tarnd (2) Infi rtIion c of thI e oar c lieý .ress Lre fie litd

af fectng igtire upp)r' Stir'f a;:e or1 ft u winrg. Necit her ot t Irhtr lI 0'ntOS ira irncluded Ini tire t h'~o'y, I lwow vet , Whot t lar y finid
051s iridicute that illo tra.olle. Initer tvernro '1 r-tq for tlis urI avrd lacation o're highly nrrlinvorirbe, T'he in1stallitd drag

lireaionsem whir *irrglo o1 attilrik tfid aIJ)rroxlIII~iý'ly rhorr.1IlSS thet Isolited 11acolle drag le Vol,

IiZ
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J*' igu~ gures 30, 31, and 32 show that nacelle locatlon can have a powerful effect on the nacelle interference. At Lhe
aft nacelle locations, both the interference of the nacelles on the wing-body and the wing-body on the nacelles are
favorable. The nacelles in the aft locations produce a substantial level of favorable interference, As the nacelles are
moved forward, both of these interference components become unfavorable, which results in considerable unfavorable
net interference.

Figure 33 contains comparisons ot calculated nacelle interference drag with test data for different mass-flow

ratios, i.e., amounts of spillage. The drag of the isolated nacelle, measured at the averageP mass flow for the nacelles at
each nominal test condition, was removed from the corresponding measured total wing-body nacelle drag. Similarly, the
theoretical interference drag predictions do not include the calculated isolated nacelle drag.

The effect of spillage on the nacelle interference acting on the wing-body appears to be correctly predicted by the
theory.

The effect o, spillage on the interference on the nacelles is less than predicted by theory. Consequently, the
theoretical effect of spillage on the total nacelle-installed aerodynamic interference drag does not agree very well with
the test data.

4.5 Application of Theory to Jet Exhaust Interference

The shape of exhaust plume of a jet engine can provide an auditional source of aerodynamic interference. One
approach to predicting these interference effects is to represent th, jet plume by an equivalent solid body extension.
Calculations of aerodynamic interference with and without the solid body extensions would provide an assessment of the
jet exhaust interference on the adjacent components of the airplane.

NASA conducted an experimental investigation to verify the concept of representing a jet by an equivalent solid
bled",. The exhaust-nozzle siliulution system used in the study is shown in figure 34, Pull details of the study are
reported in reference 13.

Experimental data from this NASA test program were used to assess the accuracy of the supersonic theory
(described in section 3.2) for predicting jet exhaust interference. Theoretical predictions were made ef the pressures
surrounding the nozzle simulator witi the jet shape determined by inviscid theory. Theoretical predictions are compared
with test data in figure 34.

Predictions obtained using the inviscid jet shape agree closely with measurements around the actual exhaust jet.
These results indicate that the concepi of representing a jet plane by a corresponding equivalent solid body shape is
valid, and that ,upersonic theory can predict these effects.

5.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

* 'Because an extensle experimental data base was imrade available by NASA, it has been found possible to evaluate
the validity of theory as applied to the difficult problem of airframe-propulsion system aerodynamic interference, at high
transonic Mach numbers Including off-design engine mass.-flow effects. It was found that practical theoretical nme'thods
arm now available to address this problem iuilte satisfactorily. Success was achieved by selecting the simplest applicable
theory, examining Its Inherent lirniltations, and correcting these limitations selectivceiy and locally.

The onfgurtion exmind were limnited to wing-body conilinatlon~s with axis ynimMinetc nacelles. Future work
should emphasize departures froin axisyinmmetry in nacelle geoinetry, To do this, It will first be necessary to carry out
experiments, comparable In quality to those used I, this paper, with other nacelles. It will then be necessary also to
develop c;inmcctions to the theory to account for nacelle shape-, t:iat are significantly different froT1 those0 for Which the
theories used In this paper were ieveloped.

It was not found possible to evaluate the theories used in this paper in the Maclh rcglon from 0.95 to 1.05. /\s the
regions of subso,,lc flow emnbedded In the iraln supesonh" strewn Increase in .lv,, procedures that have been shown to
work fairly well at Mach 1.05 will eventually faill as Muchi nun"Ixw is reduced froln that value. l".ventually, at Mach

p1rogbers less than 0.95, what has been used In this paper should work lin principle, but dlffrv•,tt elemental computer•: • ~~programs will have to Ix! uqed. T'he problem now becomes onle of supe~rsonic flow Ix~clkets In at main subsonic field. ll,

All li ill, however-, the work presented here has shown that theory can help to understand Interference effects of Mspillilng na4celles; and that calcla01tillnS, Wsh111 these theories, ,should help alr-plane designers avold nacelle Installations .

tawol have highInerent Interferencedrg14
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:' NacelleInstalled = Friction Drag + Wave Drag + Lift Int.:rference

Drag
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Figure 6, Nacelle Installed Elemental Drag Components
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ROI'ND TABLE DI SCU S S I O N

DR. GREEN

I hope that our constitutions have withstood the uxcellent hospitality that we have receited from our French
hosts and that we still have some reserves of energy left for this final discussion. I believe that this
has been a good meeting so far, and I hope the material presented will stimulate a lively and informative
Round Table Discussion this afternoon. What I would like to do is use the time available between now and
when we leave to review the iield as a vhile, rather than specifically to revipw the work that was presented
at this meeting. We have amongst us a good proportion of the people in the West who know most about the
problems that have been under discussion this week. This gathering of sa iasny eminent propulsion
aerodynamics specialists gives us an opportunity today to take stock of the state of our understanding, the
weaknesses, the points of contention, and from this discussion to chart some course for the future - to
identify the important and most difficult problems now facing us. Part of our discussion will, of course.
make reference to the papers that have been presented at this meeting. Those papers, after all, present a
number of high points on the terrain, indicating where we stand in the development of particular aspects of
the technology. However, I want this Round Table Discusssion to focus primarily on the field, rather than
specifically on what has been presented at this meeting.

I am going to ask four people with specialist knowledge of the topics that were covered in the four sessions
cach to review the topic in about 5 minutes. Dr. Richey of the Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
USA will talk to the subject of intakes for military aircraft; Mr. Grieb of Motoren-und Turbinen-Union
Germany will talk to the back-end problemi nozzles and afterbodies; Mr. Carter of the Aeronautical Resrarch
Association England will discuss the problem of techniques for both civil and military powerplant
simulation; and N. Leynaert of ONERA France will review the field of transport aircraft. After that, I
woeld like to open the discussion to the floor and to discuss each of thrse topics in turn.

What I hope we can do for each of these fields is to achieve some sort of agreement on where we now stand-
I am relying on the four specialists to make some statement of our present state of knowledge, and I am
relying on people in the audienco to disagree with those statements if they think they are incorrect.
Silence will be taken as acceptance and the opinions of the specialists will then stand in the writt.n
record as the authoritative view of where we now are. I hope this meeting will, in the discussion time,
enable us to give the statements of our four speakers the seal of approval or to challenge them and to 'ring
into the open any important areas of disaoreement. I would like to ask Dr. Richey to begin. He will talk
on the subject of intakes for combat aircraft.

DR. RICHEY

I will give you some of my views on the current state of the art of inlet-airframe integration. (Fig. 1) I1
we look at the 1970's - a mid-point in that period was the AGARD meeting on Propulsion Installation Effects
in Rome in 1974 - you might view that the current state of the art for combat aircraft intakes is that our
developments are windtunnel based for the most part. We then flight test to verify the performance and
inlet-engine compatibility and do some problem solving in flight. Some good examples have been presented at
this meeting, including the work on the Tornado. There is a clear recognition that measuring and assessing
instantaneous fVow distortion is a correct approach to addressing inlet engine compatibility. This is in
view of the fact that the flow out the compressor face flow is unsteady and that an instantaneous distortion
index is required. We have seen theoretical analysis techniques emerging, but, as of now, for combat
aircraft intakes on supersonic aircraft which tend to be highly manoeuvrable, these theoretical techniques
are not strongly used in the design and evaluation of the integrated inlet airframe system.

If we look into the aircraft which could be operational in the 1990's (Fig. 2), we might do a bit of
crystal-ball gazing on some of the potential intake design drivers, those characteristics of future aircraft
which could have a significant impact on the design of the air intake, There is a potential need for more
sustained supersonic capability. Our aircraft today are capable of r~aching Mach 2 and above, but not for
very long. Fuel usnage is high, the drag is high and there is not mu:h sustained supersonic capability in a

combat aircraft. There could be more emphif-is on this direction, as our uses for combat aircraft change in
the future, however, we do not see that we. will want to give up any requirements for agility and
manoeuvrability that we now have. In fact there may be more, as the threats become more severe, both
ground-based and air-based. Runway denial is a possibility in the future which could lead to requirements
for short take off and landing. For the air intake this may require a cotpatability with STOL configuration
arrangements in terms of reducing or elimiiating foreign object damage, being compatible with thrust
reversers and their hot gas rringestion, and other areas which apply to STOL. Combat aircraft have to carry
weapons to the target and thus the aircra:t designer has to integrate the aircraft with those weapons. If

certain delivery modes are used such as fuselage pointing, aiming, and q" .k weapons delivery manoeuvres,
this could have an impact on aircraft intake design. The final intake debign driver is associated with
reduced detectability, which could be very important in future aircraft designs. There will be a strong
need to reduce the detectability, thereby improving survivability in combat situations. This is certainly
an opportunity for unique intake designs and unique inlet-airframe configurations.

From these crystal ball images of potential future drivers - I will not tell you that those will be the only
drivers, because they are only based on our view at the present time and the requirements can change very
rapidly - we can perhaps derive some new unique opportunities in aircraft intake design. A few of my
tioughts are as follows: (Fig. 3) First of all, I believe there is a tremendous potential for computer and
theoretically based intake designs to be applied to combat (military) aircraft, using some of th- techniques
we have seen this afternoon for transport aircraft. I am very encouraged about these theoretical
developments for transport aircraft, which M. Leynaert will cover later. I think we need to emphasize the
application of advanced computational techniques to combat aircraft, which are more manoeuvrable and operate
over a wider range of conditions. I think that there has been some reluctance to use the computer analysis

methods in that environment.



.. . .A untloiisd .arlier,"there La perhaps a need and opportunity for extensions to higher supersonic cruise
and manoeuvre, more sustained supersonic capability than we now have in cembat aircraft. Integration of -he
inlet and propulsion system with advanced weapons is an area of buth concern and opportunity. Perhaps there
could be integration of the control system of the inlet or air intake with the control of the vehicle or
wi", the weapon itself. We can !ook at many unique configuratiuns, and I am sure that ter. are many
inventive people here in this room and amongst your colleagues, who with the requirements set before them,
can cowq up with many unique configurations for more efficitncy and wider range of operation.

I will finish up by reminding us of a couple of configurations that we saw on the first day in the paper
presented by Mr. Surber. He showed examples of high aspect ratio inlet dosign-t, top moanted inlets and
concepts closely integrated with the fuselage. The flow fields of these combat aircraft intakes are
interesarng t, say the least, and these intakes will require a high deg'.e of integration between the
propulsion system and the airf.ame to make them perform effectively and effi.ciently. It the paper by Mr.
Williams there uas a good discussicn of the very difficult flowfield aseLciated with a top-mounted inlet and
the iý,tegration with the leading edge extension and wing configurations. If there are benefits to the total
aircraft system of these types of inlets, then it is quite a challenge and indeed an opportunity for inlet
designet s.

DR. GRFEN

Thank you very much Dr. 11chey. May I now ark Mr. Grieb to review the field of afterbodies and nozzles.

DR. QRIEB

Fi-st I would like to mRke some comments on nozzles. As described in (Fig. 4), the present situation is
marked by the application of convergert sad convergent/divargent nozzles with various individual designs and
subsequent control schen,es. So far, the extent of voriability (f exit and throat areas seems to be rather
limited. Evidently, there is a significant trend towards convergent/divergent nozzles. The comb'natiou of
nozzle and thrust reverser is presently practised in one case on the baais of a very simple convergent
*hort-fiap aozzle and a target thrust reverser being also the simplest concept. At least with faired
long-flap nozzles favorably shaped afterbodies cat, be configured.

In my mind, for all nozzles with or without base area, the afterbody c'rag problem seems to be caused mainly
by the normally complicated afterbody configuration of twin--engined #.ircraft, taking into account also the
influences of vertical and horizontal, tails, of weapons stations at the fuselage ahead, and last but not
least the influence of angles of attack and yaw on the fuselage boundary layer approacning.

Concerning future requirements as well as design and performance aims, considerable attention is being paid
to nozzles with thrust vctoring and thrust reverse with tespect to manoeuvrability and STOL (Fig. 5). Here
the 2--D nozzle concept at first sight seems to be a better starting point than the axisymmettic nozzle as
long as the thrust vectoring is limited to the vertical direction. In comparison, axisymmetric nozzles of
any design prrbably form the only base for thrust vectoring in both directions. This night be very
attractive in view of super-manoeuvrabiliry of the aircraft. However, the combination of sophisticated
axisymmetric nozzles with thrust vectoring and thrust refrse will be a very difficult task, all the more
since in this case, the simple target thrust reverser would probably not be feasible. All these
multi-purpose nozzle concepts will give rise to more or less considerable extra weight and complexity, and I

would suggest that aircraft designers should not dream too much of these concepts in view of the
effectiveness and the life-cycle cost of the aircraft.

Now come comments on afterbodies. First I chould say that I am not an expert in the afterbody aerodynamics
end development problems encountered. The experts are sitting in the audience. But, I may be allowed to
make some simple comments from an engine designer's a.oint of view (Fig. 6). In my opinion, it is obvious
that the design and optimization of aftirbodies, at least of twin-engined aircraft, suffers from the fact
that flow prediction methods a-e not yet sufficiently developed, the results gained by wind tunnel testing
are often misleading and flight testing does not allow etroight identification of afterbody drag. The
physical reasons for this rather poor situation are listed here and form a challenge for f,,rther theoretical
and experimental research on afterbody aerodynamics.

(Fig. 7) Concerning the futuri situation I realize, on the one I.and, that more stringent aircraft
"requirements as well es advanced nozzle concepts will give greau impetus to future R and D work on afterbody
aerodynamics. On the other hand, it seems to me chet com-ared with the influence of othe'. airodynamic and
geometric parLmetera, the choice of a specific nozzle concept is by far not the only Jecisive contribution
to an efficient afterbody.

DR. GREEN

Thank you very much Dr. Grieb. May I now ask Mr. Carter to review the field of techniques.

MR. CARTER

I hope that they get the right viewgraph up this time, I came with a pzezared viewgraph because I knew that
if it was written in my own fair hand, you wouldn't be able to read it and neither would I. I am sorry if
it looks rather long and rather fussy, but I will go through thp points, skipping fairly vigorously through
them. and then we can come b&.k at a later stage. I also wasn't aware of the fact that these dill be kept
and used as 1uture evideice aCinst us. I am sure that probably most of us would like to grab our
viewgraphs and take them way again.

<A .- "



-- '"I 1t .46 i a here, t a first one to a military one (Fig. 8). 1 have broken it down on the
"Chairman's suggestion into wt-.at I saw as the present state of the art. This was before this meeting. In
general my view was that the scene on the whole is quite promising, but to a large extevn we still deal with
the military aspect on a rather piecemeal approach. Piecemeal insofar as we test front ends, we test back
ends ano we find it difficult to test the whole of them together. The piecemeal approach is fairly well
documented And handled at the moment. Inlet internal performance, interface methods and dynamic distortion
techniques are quite well established now. Inlet spill drag on military configurations is now also
apparently well-established by using di3torted rear end models with .ae correct relevant front end
portions. These can be done either by mom.ntum traverse or more normally by force measurement for military
aircraft. Afterbcdy performance measurements are currently in hand but in the presence of cold air.
Accurate results are difficult to obtain, and I agree entirely with Dr. Grieb that this is a particular area

where sigrificant developments can be made.

Through-flow complete models, that we call the aero-force model measurements are 'I established. On the
whole however, I think that we all still find that the process of internal - w c bra-ion is very tedious
and very time consuming, very expensive and often somewhat inaccurate. Coin .tl s wi.th inlet and
exhaust simultaneously represented should be our objectives. Representatior '. or TPS is beginning
to b,- established, but I would say ontly-just beginning would be the better empnajib :re. The simultaneous
representation of inlet and exhaust flows is particularly difficult at present for multi-nozzl. a of the
vectored Pegasus type configurations. So basically, the question is still to be answered, is it really
necessary that inlet and exhaust should be simultaneously represented? Future developments on the military
side I would see as being (and 1 am jumping to the bottom of my list for one of the items here) a study of
inlet/exhaust mutual interference to demonstrate the need or otherwise of their simultaneous
representation. I think that we all feel in our bones, that front ends and back ends, for close coupledconfigurations must be represented simultaneously but there is no really concrete evidence that has been

produced on this that I am aware of. This will be thrown open to the forum.

To summarize 'he areas of future development then, on the assumption that mutual interference is important,
one of our curient foremost needs is for a military simulator to provide representative nozzle pressure
ratios and inlet flows. If we can have such simulators, wi

l l these accept the typical type of engine face
distortions which we are going to throw at them? Just as engines dislike distortions, I am quite sure that
some of the simulators will dislike them even mote, and particularly at high incidence. Equally well, will

we be able to calibrate such simulators? I will emphasize here, as a personal view, the need for a short
simulator for VTOL Pegasus type installations, where the space in between inlet and exhaust makes it almost
an absolute necessity that both should be simultaneously renresented, but there is virtually no space in
which to do this rapresentation.

Afterbody performance techniques need development, they are currently an extremely difficult technical and
practical procedure. There is also development needed, of associated model support systems to produce
minimum interference for afterbody work.

This second viewgraph of the civil scene (rig. 9) is, I am afraid, rather long. I hope that you can just

about get it on the screen. On the broad side, viewing the present state of the art, again I woild say that
in general the position is good. There has been a wide acceptance of the need for high accuracy ald correct
simultaneous simulation of both inlet and exhaust flows. Relatively, I would think that the state of the
art for the civil field is probably more advanced than that of the military, but then the range of the
problems is less. Techniques for the internal performance of inlets a-e now well established, spill drag
measurements are fairly well developed both by momentum traverse methods and force methods. Single ano twin
stream exhaust perforrmAnce measurements are now readily available on static rigs and external flow rigs.
Hot core representation is also provided in certain areas. For complete and half models simultaneous inlet
and exhaust flows with TPS are established as are direct twin stream exhaust blow methods, all of which we
have heard quite a lot about thi past week. The use of ejectors is still developing, just as the arguments
for and against ejectors are developing. This work, I would say, with TPS and other simulators, isH 'ssentially confined to large wind tunnels, current TPS sizes are dictating model scales and in some cases,

are dictating that one must use half models, not because you necessarily want to use a half model, but
because the smallest available TPS or other types of simulators really dictate the scale of the model and
puts you into a half model situation. The calibration of simulators is developing, and is probably the item
which is currently defining the present accuracy limits of testing with simulators.

Summarizing the current limitations, model performance techniques being developed for half and full models
* ,• are expensive and somewhat inflexible. There is no adequate digested information at present to demonstrate

the coiasistency and repeatability of simulators. I have said that to provoke a little. Simulators are used

a lot arod calibiatcd a lot. We get slightly random answers from these. We don't necessarily know whether
it is our calibration technique or whether it is the simulator which hi.- got a character of its own whicha changes daily. Present performance measurements on inlets are invariably isolated. Representation of the
curved flow environment of the inlet flOw iE: a subject which worries people. Should we be studying the

rerformance of inlets whilst in the presence of the wing flow, or is it sufficient to do them as isolsted
itetms? PresenL performance measurements on <:xhaust nozzles are usually ijolated but should be made in the
presence of the wing. This is possible fc', discharge coefficient measurements but is very difficult for
thrust measuremeots where interchange of buo',ancy forces makes it very difficult to differentiate between
drag and force.

Future developments: obviously, there is need for consolidation of the current techniques particularly with
TPS and other simulators, Examination of dati from simple through-flow representations in comparison with
exhaust simulators is needed to optimi-e the through-flow. We still have a long way to go in defining what
are the optimum through flow types of nacelle representation. Calibration of the half model vs the full
model techniques and possible tunnel interfeterce with exhaust flows is a subject which is causing some
concern. Does the presence of the exhaust fl%,y change the tunnel interference parameters, and in
particular, the buoyancy in the tunnel? A metric fuselage and afterbody is an extremely good way of
integrating buoyancy forces in a windtunnel and giving the wrong answer,.



- u -. 1 uv.~~tof mofel -smspjett tow fama beth three. eugive and year @vaine cofgrations are neededi. '
V-] Forward blade support interferenes needs development as I feel we are going to havi, to live with forward

supports in the near future. How can thAse be used without interfering with the answers significantly?
Also there is virtually no information oL. Reynolds number effects on installation performance and aigain. we
would like feedback from the audience on this subject as much of the work discussed at this meeting has been
at relatively low Reynolds number for the current civil transports.

In pursuit of that particular item, consideration muat be given at this stage to engine representation in
cryogenic facilities for Reynolds numbes effects. I do not anticipate that TPS viii be useable here, but
maybae the ejector or the blown nozzle will come into its own and will have the advantage that perhaps
correct temperature ratio representation will be available by the sample use of normal ambient ;ir in the
blowing system against the cryogenic external flow on the models.

Finally, I had a poin.t, which has been answered by Bob Welge very adequately this afternoon, that propellers

before they become a reality, a-n they are becoming a reality, should have the main principle's of mutual
propeller and wing interference considered along with 1he special bookkeeping of that work.

DR. GREEN

Thank you Hr. Carter. And now may I ask H. Laynaert for his remarks on the subject of engine installations
on transport aircraft.

H. LEYNAERT

The subject of the session IV was the "I:.stallation Aerodynamics (f Transport Aircraft". Considering this
subject in a broad sense is equivalent to asking '"hat is the best aircraft solution?" So as not to
disagree with everyone, I will answer that all the configurations are "the best one", and go to the next
question which is asked by the aircraft manufacturer at a certain definition stage of the aircraft. How to
minimize the installation drag?

This question assumes that an ideal wing in clean configuriation without any engine has bien defined, and sn
ideal isolated nacelle has been defined, an! that we are impressed by the difference:

CD - integrated (wing + nacelle) - (ideal wing + ideal nacelle)

This is the way in which the various sorts of results have been presented by voriov speakers. If the
engines are at the rear of the fuselage, the wing is to be replaced by thw rear fuselage. or by wing and
fuselage as a whole. The solution of the problem is based upon three different elements:
- theoretical computations of given configurations. (Inverse solution of optimization conditions does

not a:em easily conceivable). These calculations have to be carried out either according to the
design or off-design conditions.

- wind tunnel testine.

available aerodynamic test results, among which the importance (not to say the weight...) of ACARD
publications should be emphasized; and you have been presented with a great number of them during
these sessions.

All these experimental results vake it possible to define a first configuration and to give z guidelane to
computation and testing. The questions concerninrg these elements can be sumuarised as follows:

- Theoretical computation problems
Some computations using transonic potential theory do exict at the present time. This is where the
greatest progress has been achieved since the last AGARD meeting on this topic. These computastiona
can be applied either to the complete aircraft, or to a detailed analysis of the local flow in the
neighborhood of the racelle. The problem of under-eshing or coupling techniques of the two types of
study is, however, where there is still progress to be achieved.

4These computations do not include. the computation of the two jwts of the engine.. Some methods have
been presented in subsoni: flow, but the problem is still to be solved in transonic flow.

The coupling with viscous effects has to be developed and worked upon. The calculation of the viscid
effects themselves also needs to make headway. I will simply mention some points which are important
in the calculation of a nacelle at incidencet

three-dimensional transition of the boundary layer by a laminar separation bubble.

three-dimensional shock-boundary layer interaction.

separated areas.

shear layer of the jet boundary, and coupling with the potential computations.

- Experimental results.
they can be presented for isolated nacelle first, for a definition of inlet orr exhaust. Then, what is
of interest is the results for either overall performance or very detailed studies of the flow

characteristics.

in parallel to the isolated nacelle, there are some results dealing with the installation itself;
either optimization results of overall configurations, or local improvement type of results.

1~f
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... s•r said, there are alroesy many resulte available in ftOis particular area, but thert. ore never
enough. 1he technique movee ahead all the time, and we project new specific aircraft configuration. with I
CCV and variable camber of the wing*; we talked for instance about: prop fans. These projects present some
3pecific iispecti which will have to be studied in depth.

To conclude, these overall questions being prosetted, I hope thiat certain participants will give their point
of view in particular of the key problem of priority. In opposition to what Dr. Green said, I a. not really
a specialist on all these questions. I have simply had the opportunity to study wome particular aspects of
certain points, and it will be up to the ladies and gentleman to really tackle the problem and come to grips
with it.

DR. GREEN

Thank you M. Leynaert, and I think here we should acknowledge the efforts of All four speakers. Between
them, they have compiled, in effect, a very useful review paper which will appear, including the viewgraphs,
in the transcript of this Round Table Discussion that will be printed in the Conferetce Proceedings.

Now the discussion is open to the floor, and I should like to go through the four areas cove•red by our
speakers one at a time and test with you the points that have been made, starting with Dr. Richey's review
of combat aircraft intakes. It seems to me there are two issues of driving importance ini the development of
combat aircraft intakes - one is performance and the other is the problem of engine/int.ake compatibility. I
took Keith to say that he thinks our understanding of the compatibility problem is acceptable, that we have
adequate criteria to tell when our intake is operating satisfactorily, and the problem is really to extend
the range of flight conditions over which satisfactory operation is maintained. Is tLat a view that is
accepted around the hall?

DR. COLOU__ E

This problem of compatibility is the one that I wanted to comment upon. We have heard from several authors,
myself included, discussion* of intake engine compatibility. In particular, the various, ever more
sophisticated methods for collecting and processing dynamic pressure distortion data. In addition, we have
now had refwrance to swirl measurements and the suggestion that a representative index could or should be
defined (Paper 10). Furthermore, outside this room, there has been the not entirely serioust but perhaps
(from past experience), increasingly inevitable call for time-variant swirl measurements. The calculation
of these coefficients and their correlation hith engine instauilities, I would suggest are engineering
approaches to the problem of compatibility, and I would just like to make a plea for a more scientific
approach. We should investigate in more detail the physics of the inlet flow interactions with the rotating
turbomachinery, and hence understand what fundamental properties really need to be o,,.ncitleo.

DR. GREEN

Could I ask what is in your mind when you say a more scientific approach? Those are fine words, and I use
them frequently, but I have to admit that sometimes I don't have a very focussed idea of what line a more
scientific approach might follow.

DR. COLBOURNE

..............- i: p-z-.b a plza~ maur st, L*-ULuzluA.u(Znlrsry awroaynamicist rather than the installation
aerodynamicist, but he is the one who should, if he hasn't already (and I don't believe he has), gain a
better knowledge of exactly how the flows interact.

DR. G.rEN

Do you enmisage thin as a theoretical approach by the turbomachinery man or do you think that he can tackle
the problemn empirically?

DR. COLSOURNE
I think, first of all anyway, that he has got to attack it empirically, but with due regard to the
fundamental effects of variations in the velocities relative to the rotating blades rather than the overall
compressor effects.

MR. MOTYOCA

I am glad that you asked the question, because my comment goes just the other ways that is, that I think we
must realise that no matter how we deal with inlet/engine compatibility, the odds are very great that the
engine will pay a penalty for being supplyod with turbulent and distorted air. I would plea for some
improvements in inlet technology so that the distortion is reduced or eliminated, particularly during some
of these wild manoeuvres that we are looking at in the future aircraft,

DR. GREEN

Could I ask you, as an engine man, a further question on this point? The overall aircraft design p.oblem is
surely one of integrating the engine with the intake. The intake man would like to throw you dirty air and
have you sort it out in the engine, and you would lika perfection from him. What we have to do iA strike a
balance between the two. Do you hae-v any feel at the moment for how much potential performance is being
thrown away when we make this design compromise because of our uncertainties about the compatibility
criteria?

"MIT
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There probably is room for improvement in the intake design and comparable improvemnt in the process of
designing the compressor with less conservatiomn however, I an not a compressor expert. I do know that the

compressor designers have made great improvements in their ability to analyze the effect of distortion on
the compressor and that this is also an emerging art. I would like to bring out one thing that we have

discovered in the commercial busines•. Commrcial inlets are relatively short, and when you have a
aspLrated inlat such as you might have with a high c;.oes wind, or a very high angle of attack, there is very
definitely an interactý.jn between the inlet and the fan in this separated wake. The fan can tolerate a fair
amount of distortion and tends to work to clean it up. With a very short inlet where you have distortion
and the fan clots-coupled, talkirg to each other so to speak, you can take advantage of that favorable
interaction. I think that in the military world that advantage should alto be explored.

DR. GREEN

That is an interesting point.

HR. GOLDSMITH

'4•i Continuing the theme of dynamic distortion measurements - al though on the one hand we have heard in Mr.

Borg's paper the result of considerable simplification of these type of measurements by using synthesis
techniques, we have on the other hand heard ronm M. Perrier and his DNERA colleagues giving us the results

of experience at Dassault which appears on the sur~face to contradict all the American experience on this
subject. Thus M. Perrier is saying, as I understand it, that ,ven with 64 Kulite probes collecting 7

int bitos of information in 30 sacs of testing, there is still no correlation between any of the peak I
instan.'aneous distortion valuia and the incideace of engine 'conughing'. This is its contrast to the American
expy-rince where peak inutanta eous distortion measurements based on 40 or 48 probes correlated with engine
surgia& on 90 or 95 % of occasions. Are we back to not understanding this phenomenon or is this French
experience an is-lated instance?

DR. GREEN

in his review of the subject, Dr. Richey took the view that instantaneous distortion was a satisfactory

.riterion. That is essentially the American experience, as I understand it: I would like to know the view
of the specialists in France. How do they regard the differences between the American experience and their
own. I do not see M. Perrier in the "aom: is there anyone else from France who would like to take up this

question?

HR. PERRIER

I would like to make the two following statements:

Firsts You cannot camp! by rely on one overall unsteady ctilteria baled on 48 dynamic pressure because the

extreme unsteady value can be quite different and at different times anJ for different flow conditions. One
of the main acquisition we obtain of theoretical Navier Stokes direct sinulation is that the flow is not

well characterized by such approach if you are interested in low level of listortion on long ducts.

Seconds When you try to reach better overall performances as Hr. Modycka (if P.W. explained and SNEOHA and
AND-IA are trying to do, you are to be very cautious on the detail of the unsteady flow and made provision
for approximate measurement of unsteady longi. .dinal vorticity (swirling flow) and transverse vorticity

(rolling flows) and mean turbulence.

If you don't make that detailed analysis and choose some simplified unique unsteady distortion index, you
will be very disappointed by the correlations for the low level of distortion we consider as a target for

the future. But anyway, the past is well established by the U.S. work on unsteady high distortion levels.

M. LEYNAERT

I think that the airframe manisfacturer, when turning to test peopl,. will always paint the situation very
black, so they have good reasans to ask them to improve their measurement facilities and testing

facilities. But what I remeoaber from rending the American papers, and perhaps it can be confirmed for me by
a person who was there, is that the instantaneous distortion coefficents give us the possibility of

improving the probability of properly prddicting the surge limits for the engine. But it doesn't give an
absolute and final reply. It cannot promise that the engine is not going to surge at all in this or that
condition. The measurements did not indicate "hat we have reached the limit for surge. I think that what
M. Perrier wanted to underline was perhaps inflight testing. He always finds configurations for which the

engine has been surging. Even though all distortion coefficients might indicate that in this or that
-ondition the engine should not have surged. It's a matter of probability and may only happen in 5% of the
ca.es.

DR. RICHEY

I agree with the point of view expressed by M. Leynaert. Our inlet-engine compatability approach gets its

pretty close, but there is a probability that there can still be some compressor surges in flight test,

But, in the US, and probably the Daseault paper is in general agreement with this, we have found that if you
measure instantaneous distortion from an inlet and then set up the proper conditions and settings to the
engine, you can determine the major areas where compressor stall will be expected. Through a careful
development program and cooperation between engine and airframe designers, there can be then a low

probability of compressor stall within the flight regime. Our experience then is that compressor stalls
mostly occur when other things are being done to the engine, such so throttle bmtrsts and chops, manoeuvres

which are outside the expected envelope, etc. But generally, if you go back to the pure inlet distortion

case that the flight test has verified, there is a low probability of stall.



.... n i aly COWId h at t wae s generally understand the process, but it Is not an exact science, as
has been suggested here, to guarantee the elimiaLtian of compressor stall. I believe the point is that
instantaneous distortion tracking is the best correlator we now have. It needs to be followed rigorously

through a development program and can at least minimize the surprises in flight testing.

MR. GRIEB

I would like to make a camment concerning inlet distortions from an engine designer's point of view. In my
mind, as long as there is a clear distortion without swirl and without pressure fluctuations, the behavior
of a compressor can be predicted fairly accurately. But the combination of pressure distortions with swirl
and with severe pressure fluctuations cannot be predicted correctly, all the more since a great number of
parameters would be necessary for correctly describing ouch a complex distortion.

DR. GREEN

I think that I would like to move the discussion lo.ig now and consider another aspect of the combat
aircraft intake story that Keith Richey laid emphasis on, which is the importance of investing in
theoretical methods, the role that advanced theoretical methods can play. I would like some reaction from
the audience on this. How far away in time do we thitik we are from being able to replace our tunnel testing
techniques, which sre often compromised by their low Reynoldv number, with adequate theoretical methods for
this very complex type of flow?

MR. GOLDSMITH

I am not going to answer Dr. Green's question, but I would like to support the need for more computational
work on engine installations aerodynamics for military aircraft. On the civil aircraft side we did have
some nice examples of the correlation between experimental and calculated pressure distributions on wings in
the presence of nacelles and on nacelles adjacent to bodies in the work presented by Laugher in the UK and
by the Fokker team. In the military field, however, there appeared to be the usual mixture of
incompressible flow r*iutions for complex shapes or compressible flow solutions for simple shapes that did
not match up well uith available experimental data. There is a need for more close cooperation between
computational and experimental asrodynaw.icista so that experimental and computational answers are closely
aligned. It is possible to sat up erieriments with axi-sym•ieti c or near two-dimensional duct flows. Would
it be a good idea to have an .AGARD cotiference solely on the theme of closely aligned experimental and
calculated investigations so that we could really leern the relative merit of various computational schemes?

DR. GREEN
Even for two-dimensional airfoils, we still have discrepancies between computation and experiment: for
t0.ee-dimensional combat aircraft intakes, the flow can be much more complex and the liklihood of

"liscrepancy will be corresponditimy greater.

DR. ROBERTS

Perhaps the reason that experimental people and theoreticians are not talking is because people like John
Green keep asking the question.." when can we replace wind tunnels with theory or with computation?". I

really think that it is the wrong question to ask. The cost of either experimental work or computational
work, in relation to the design risk you take of not having good information from either source is so .mall
that we really shouldn't be worried about replacing one with the other, The real question, as the last
speaker pointed out, ist "how soon can we expect, to see the best use of both, and good comparisons between
both, working towards the same ends, i.e., removing the design risk"?

DR. GREEN

My apologies to Dr. Robertes I will rephrase my question, "how soon will it be before computation takes its
place along side wind tunnel testing as a fully mature and reliable tool for intake design and
development"? It seems we are not yet ready to answer that question, but the point Dr. Roberts makes is
worth emphasising; the costs of computation and wind tunnel R & 0 nre small compared with the costs of
rectifying design faults which are only discovered during flight testing.

Are there any other points that you would like to see discussed on the intake side before we leave it, which
we shall do very shortly?

DR. RICHEY

Not really, but the comment on the exploitation of computational techniques for combat aircraft intakes here
was expressed to the forum as a need and opportunity. That was the point of continuing to emphasize that
area. In the U.S. we have run some Navier Stokes calculations on a three-dimensional supersonic inlet using

very fast Cray computer, that computes the flow field through the supersonic region and through the normal
shock in mixed compression inlet in less than 20 minutes time per calculation. With advances in both
.il2orithms and computers, it seems to me that this is a fruitful area for continued research.

DR. GREEN

In view of the time, I would like to move on to two of the other areas. Can we turn now to the back and of
the military aircraft but continue with the theme we have just been discussing? Again, th's is a field
which is open to theoretical attack. Is there hope that computational methods can be developed into
reliable design tools in the next few years, or do we again face the problem, that, although we can tackle,
simple configurations with some conviction, we cannot deal with the more important practical problems noted
by Mr. Grieb? I am thinking, for example, of the geometrical and aerodynamic complications associated with
twin engined configurations, of the problems which arise when the aircraft is flying at high angles of
attack and there is aerodynamic interference from tail surfaces as well as separated flow around the base
and ahead of it.
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S.'ain at the feeling is on the theoretical side? I am looking for an apologist for the
theoretical methods in this field, who can offer us some views on the potential applications of theoretical
methods and also give us some views on their limitations. The general silence suggests to me that we

believe the back-end problem is going to be addresi*..:1 experimentally for some time to come.

DR. ROBERTS

I think that the problem is really coming down to the size of the computer and the availability of fast
memory. The algorithm development is moving along at a pretty fast pace right now. To handle an aft body,
especiolly in a three-dimensional flow, the length scales involved are quite small and to be able to handle
it you have to have a huge computer. So, for probably 10 years we are not going to have a computer
available, even Cray won't give you everythiig you want. As far as the algorithms themselves, I think its,
is a long way there.

DR. GREEN

So, would we accept that backend toctical combat aircraft designs are going to be a matter primarily of
development rather than design? That we don't yet understand the physics well enough to have clear design
principles and so will have to rely on past expeoience and 'cut and try'.

DR. ROBERTS

I think dcat you really need to carry out the numerical work at a high rate of effort, because the codes
themselves don't exist right now. You have to have the codes, the technology is on its way. It takes three
to five years to get any type of a code into a production capability, so you can't stop now, you have got to
keep progressing.

UNIDENTIF IED

To me it seems that the boundary conditions problem is a big one, in the sense that for any numerical method
you need boundary conditions to start the problem and whether at the inlet or, at the nozzle, these boundary
condit, oab have to be given by the experiment or you huec to compute all the engine numerically which is
quite a difficult problem, if not impossible. Most of the boundary condition, are totally missing, you
cennot have more than a few points when you need perhaps a thousand points to start the problem.

DR. GREEN

Do we believe that it is really necessary to provide the engine information in great detail in order to
handle the front or the back-end deoign problems? It seems to me, admittedly as a layman in this field,
that some )f thb effects that we cannot begin to calculate at the moment as really quite large and gross,
and I would expect the detailed aspects of engine performance to be of second order relative to these large
uncertainties in the basic external flow.

PRC • RESHOTKO

You have provoked me into some remarks. I am not necessarily going to answer your last question, but I
would like to comuent on some of the things that I have heard so far. it was sort of agreed in some of the
presentstsons that the front end can be addressed by computation. Yet tiere was some concern expressed
about the rear end because the Cray computers, even when activated, would take a long time to do a case. I
thirk that we are asking different questions on the front and back ends, and maybe the back end is really
more amenable to calculation than the front. On the back we arr generall:, asking steady flow questions. We
have not identified unsteady effects there that are troublesome for the moment.

There are separations and shock-interactions, jet plume interactions with the aerodynamic surfaces and the
like, but we feel that a steady flow result for that would be adequate. When it comes to the front end, the
troublesome questions have to do with distortion, time dependent distortion, things that we are not even
beginning to look at computatlonelly. Computationally we are trying to define steady-state design points,
and steady-state off-design operation. IL is going to be a rather long time before inlet computation will
address the question of time dependent distortions and things of that sort which seem to be at the root of
many of the operational questions. When it comes to the engine we are really in even worse shape because a
clear understanding of engine operating problems does require eventually a three-dimensional time-dependent
viscous treatment. The people who are working on engine computations are barely able to handle a half
stage, not to speak of a whole compressor, with any kind of reliability. So I think that the front end
problems particularly relating to inlet-engine integration are for quite a long while going to be handled
through testing and experience and development of compatibility techniques through the use of maps, etc., of
the time dependent operation of both the inlet and the compressor.

DR. GREEN

There was one paper which referred specifically to the apparently simple problem of Reynolds number affect
on afterbodies. It showed that quite a lot of so-called Reynolds number effects found in previous work
arose from misinterpretation of the wind tunnel results. The paper highlighted the difficulty of
extrapolating from wind tunnel Reynolds numnbers to flight, particularly in cases where the trend with
Reynolds number appears to be changing as we approach the upper Reynolds number limit of our tunnels. I
wonder what ths present feeling is about extrapolating from tunnel to flight. Having identified the
misleaciiii fa'tors in earlier work, do we now have an acceptable understanding of Reynolds number effects?
Is this an area Awhere we uould make more use of computational methods?

Each company makea its extrapolation and crosses its fingers and waits for the next guy to produce a paper
which says that these results weren't sound results because of some other effect, I suppose.
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Speaking about experience full ecale to tunnel on ihe Tnrna4o, we had made some pressure measurement:. which

showed quite good correlation between tunnel and :light. Afterbody baas prersure and surface pressuras
under a ministry contract. I feel that the need actually is also that we ought to be looking at the
turbulent aspects on the afterbody with regard tc' aft end buffet as uel , which Is a possible problem on the
Tornado. Configurations which had the rame drag had qt'ite large# differences.

DR. GREEN

ThAnk you, that was a point that was .ot ver7 much addressed in this meeting. I am conscious of time
slipping by. We have strayed into the area of tesitig techniques. Could we now turn to the points that
were made by M

4
r. Carter, to consider whether his fa•irly full statement, which will appear in the record of

this discussiotu, constitutes a fair assesment of whore we now sýand.

MR SMYTH

I vonXd like to come to thu simulation techniques which Mr. Carter woe really asking for military aircraft.
Now, tiqrbine powered simulators for milit,-ry nlrcraft do exist. They are being developed in the United
States aud are cqlled compact simulators. ThA technical p..'oblema with these simulators 4rrive from the fact
.hat you have to fulfill a, additional requireomnt of variable nesale area. This is additional to what we
already have on :he civil ýnginas, which means you have to sinmilate the intake flow, the .oasle flow, and
also additionally the vorisble nozzle area. Now to fulfill these requirements, meags that you have to

return part of the drive air of the turbine after expansiorn bect, to the model and out cf the windtunnel
through the balance system to fulfill these tweefold requirements.

In a way similar to the development of turbine-po*xa-ed simulators for civil high bypass-vatio engines this
more complex technique will come someday, but it is a long way to go to get these things working with
sufficient accuracy and repeatability.

But they will be coming in any case becmise they are necessary. This is the next otep in the simulators.
If you look at future combat aircraft with high angles of attack in low speed flight a-nd with post-stall
mperation, then there will be strong coupling effecti of partially jet-induced supercirculation around the
sing influencing the intake flow. You Iave to simulate itake and nozzle flow at the same time to get the
aerodynamic characteristics right.

DR. GREEN

I thirk that that ts an important point. I don't know whether anyone wishes to take issue with it?

Mr. Carter did e!,ke the point that the consistency and repeatability of simulator& had not been demonstratei
adequately. GiveL;- tha amount of use that is now being made of simulators, particularly on the civil side ,

wonder whether p( ,ple are very happy to have a statement like that written into the record. The people in
industry wh. heve to offer performance guarantees to the airline custoivrs taust fie working on the assumption
that their simulators are reasonably adequate at the moment?

MR. SMYTH

If I might just give a very short piece of information there and say, "yew". Wde have found a reasonably
good correlation between low-speed flight test of a transport type of aircraft. with model test results,
where changes in the nacelle/pylon/wing configuration have produced the same tendencies and magnitude@ using
turbine simulators. So we have seen that you can get good results. I would like to answer that question
that yes, in certain cases adequate, but further work will have to be done. This is the reason for saying:
yes, turbine powered simulators have shown to be adequate in these cases. No doub% further work must be
done to improve measurement techniques and accuracy.

DR. GREEN

0. But there is a difference between obtaining good results in one particlar case and being confident that your

results will always be good. I wonder what Mr. Carter intended when he towed these doubts in our minds?

MR. CARTER

I think primarily I had iJn mind that our evidence at the moment are bits of information like that Mr. Smyth
has given us. We have a confident feoling, and I think that we wouldi't be in the business at all if we
didn't believe in this work that wo art doing. The tendency unfortunately has to be that, with the orders
of accuracy thatt we are looking for, the results that you produce for final flight curves from tunnel data
for the calibrations in particular, tend to be based on a statistical approach to the work.

With the TPS unit, I defy anyone to go to calibration or test and believe answers based on one or two data

points. We all know that there are so many factors, maybe 30 or 40 items which all contribute to the
answmrs which amy differ slightly from day to day. You find that you have to go through an almost
impossible process to analyze which is the parti~ular faulty item in your measurements, and I am really
thinking of calibration in particular here. So, Mr. Smyth* and I are thinking very much alike on this. I
am quite sure that he wouldn't cross his heart and say that he wiuld believe any one particular result in a
test run. He will use the same essentially statistical approac. as I feel is necessary. It is simply that
it worries me a little that we have made good use of the TPF's, we have made them a workiv% tool ansd w, do
believe the answers like Mr. Smythe, but faith is not enough.
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•'1'1 m t.Omll ,to-y sind, hae actually demonstrated that some of the discrepancies we may get from point to
point in our statistical analysis is due to our calibration technique, as distinct from, does the TPS behave
in precisely the same manner from one rul to the next run. I .as really trying to be provocative rather
than going down into posterity in this question - and it was a question, not a statement.

MR. MOOYKA

I think that Mr. Carter is well aware that when you use a TPS to do model tests in the wind tunnel, that the
force that you are measuring is very close to zero. When you are trying to find a small percentage of s net
thrust (which for a half model in 1/20 scale range, is about 50 pounds) and you have a balance that has the
capability of measuring 1000 pounds, that trying to Set a good reliable number close to zero is very
difficult. Perhaps we need some sort of variable capability balance that gets more accur.ite as it gets
close to zero. It is both the balance and the performance of the TPS that must be considered. Besidea
that, with the higher coat of fuel, the required accuracitjis are getting smaller and smaller.

DR. HOLDHUSEN

As regards accuracy of TPS calibration, we have a new faicility which does not depend upon faired "urve. as
does the facility that Mr. Carter has. We can set any feasible combination of rpm and fan flow
independently. Moreover, we can statistically demonstrate repeatability by this method. As regards
lonuiterm stability, we ran A program for Mr. Notycka during November through January. At five week

intervals, we repeated the basic build three times and came much closer than 1/10th percent to the same
average performarnce curve. The standard error of estlaate of all three runs was 0.00079, and we think that,
as I mentioned in my talk, this represents a propagation of uncertainty of full-scale performance of one and
one-half drag counts if six or eight repeat tests can be afforded. Most of that error is bias error and not
scatter error.

DR. GREEN

That is useful Information and is , tind o. statsement I was trying to provoke.

MR. STEPHENSON

I think that in talking about the requirements of flow simulation, we shouldn't lose night of why we want
the flow simulation. Thei-i may well be quite diflerent requirements for flow simulation for the civl man
to that for the military man. As a civil tan I um looking for a good thrust/drag balance and a high
accuracy in the drag direction. The military man, as I understand it, is primarily looking for flow
simulation over a very broad flight envelope to assess the influence that the intake/exhaust effects can
have on the stability and control aspect.. My understanding is that he is reasonably happy with the
standard of drag accuracy that he is getting from conventional blown nozzle and intake suction techniques
and that it is the S & C requirement which demandb simultaneous flow representation. For this case it may
well be that the TP9 approach, adopted for goos accuracy by the civil man, may not be the best route for
military engine flow simulation.

MR. CARTER

Yes, I think that that is right. When I addressed my doubts, it was related entirely to the civil
application an far as accuracy is concerned. The military TPI - I was well aware of the CHAPS work that has
been going on. What I have read on that subject tend@ to frighten me somewhat more in a way. In that
application it wasn't only accuracy which was their particular problem, but the actual size of the unit. I
am sorry that I am slightly digressing from the point that you have made, but the military application that
concerns us is whether it is necessary to represent inlets and exits at the come time. If the answer is
yes, then probably, without an available CHAPS, we are going to be forced into the ejector-type arrangement,
if anything for this very short, close-coupled inlet and exit work. I don't think that accuracy will be the

major feature of designing military TPS, it will be compactness and pressure ratio which will be the major
difficulty.

DR. GREEN

I have a question concerning accuracy not of measurement but of our accounting methods. There was some
debate in an earlier session about the pressures used for reference and about the definitions used in thrust

and drag accounting. I should like to ask Mr. Carter and the audience whether, in thi. area of powerplant
installation, they believe our methods for distinguishing between the forces attributed to the engine and
those attributed to the airframe are. soundly based.

MR. TIPPER

I'm reporting on Edwardes' view in this respect. He had a long debate with Mr. Harris after Mr. Harris and

Mr. i'ugh had read their papers. Mr. Edwardes is very concerned about the sensitivity to bookkeeping detail
of performance predictions for powerplant changes. Mr. Harris' viewpoint appears to be that ne has set up a
process through which accurate predictions of full scale thrust minus drag can be made and ,'hich avoids
various bookkeeping problems. I think that what has not been achieved is the ability to evaluate the
consequence of changing the engine or nozzle type except through the kind of carefully constructed test
program that Mr. HArris described, but for which there is often neither time nor money. I think that this

summarizes Mr. Edwardes' problem which I see as a real one.
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sions by Mr. Edwardes
Powerplant Installation Performance and Thrust
Drag Accounting Problems

1.0 INTRODUCTION

in any engine inetall.tion there is a need to relate the inst ,led engine performance to the
acceptance test pezuztance and possible to a further -eforee configuration performance.

Whereas ';ne .•mpresaor bleed and shaft power offtake --*fect:s are well known for turbo-jet and
turb. fa ei.ones, the aerodynamics of the engine as installed on the aircrcr.t compared with the
aerody-waics of the test cell inutallation are not well known. We see a need to define and measure
the relevant aerodynamic effects in a manner that will give the moat meaningful thrust-drag
&aýcoun~ting, Wou believe the problems we hove encountered or are anticipating in doing this are commonto many aircraft. I am therefore sumbitting this note for consideration by the Fluid Dynamics Panel
as subject matter for future meetings. At the sameencou thes note paovides a better explanation of
the thrust-drag accounting mathod which I attompted to compare with that used by Mr. A.E. Harris and

Mr. G. Pugh following thel presentations. I would therefore appreciate it if the question "How would
you compare your thrust drag accounting method to that proposed in this noto?" be entered as a written
question to Messrs Harris, Pugh and Carter, and also to Masers Hunniksma, Engelen and Elsenaar, whose
paper presented yet another method of thrust/drag accounting.

2.0 STATEMENT X' THE PROBLEMS

The following situation, procedure and problems are common to the inotý,,latlon of tw.: alternate high
by-pass ratio turbo-fans on the aft fuselage of the Canadair Challenger executive jet and future
variants.

a) Engine installed performance at sea level and altitude is guaranteed with a "Referee" nozzle
confijurAtion that cannot be installed on the Challenger.

b) The engines are acceptance tested in a test cell using an "Acceptance Test" configuration -
different from the "Raferee" and again not capable of being installed on the Challenger.

c) Engines have either been or are planned to be calibrated when installed in the flight nacelle
using an isolated nacelle "Open Field" thrlist stand.

d) On our present installation we have experienced as yet unexplained changes in the relationships
between engine parameters (NI, N2, ITT) in the above configurations (a, b and c) arid the installed
configuration on the aircraft.

e) The effect of inatalling the nacelle on the aircraft is perhaps the hioedest to represent or
understand and probably disappears at relatively low fcrward speeds.

3.0 PROPOSED APPROACH TO D, INITION AND SOLUTION

a) Instrumentatiou to datermines intake recovery (including a few high response transducers), the
gross thrust and engine total masoflow have been included on flight test nacelles.

b) Nozzle coefficients ha:.7 or will be determined over the full e of fan and core pressure ratios
using static (no nacelle external flo,) exhaust model tests.

c) It is assumed that the behai-ior and hence performance of the esagina. in each configuration and
situation (cell, free field or rit-talled on aircraft) is dependent ont

i Steady state intake recovery of the fan and or core flow independently. Here the effect
of turbulence caused by vortices may need consideration.

ii Forward speed including eff]tive changes due to wind, cell and installation.

Siii The fan and core velocity and discharge coefficients. These must include fan duct
lossas, core cowl cooling and fan duct leakage.

iv The effective local atatic presawire into which the fan and core nozzles discharge.

v Core cowl scrubbing and pressure drag of an isolated nacelle is accounted as thrust
los3. Changes associated with installation on the aircraft or in a test cell must be
accounted as interference drag (or installation thrust loss) and by cell thrust
corrections respectively

Vi In order to account for the changes in local discharge pressure the nozzle coefficients
must be referred to the ratio of total pressure to the local static and the thrust must
be determined at the exit plane. This thrust determinavron must include an application
of the ideil choked flow pressure (or the local stacic if not choked) applied to the
geometric ,tozzle exit area in order to maintain a fixed thruAt/drag boundary. The
thrust therefore depends upon the velocity and discharge coefficients CV and CD. We
take the liberty of assuming that the average exit static pressure is equivalent to the
average static pressures measured during nozzle model a4- '-.1 scale calibration@.

.Li AkN' . ..
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I believe it is necessary to use a constant thrust-drag geometric boundary to correctly separate the
installation effect on drag and engine performance.

When the thrust is determined using the total pressure to ambient static pressure ratio and the
installation causes a change in nozzle exit pressure, this is not achieved and changes in thrust which
will require more fuel are being assessed as interference drag and may lead to false comparison of
configurations.

Response by Hr. Carter

We would not consider it to be necessary or desirable to use a constant thrust-drag geometric boundary
for accounting purposes. For complex, by-pass turbo-fan installations the redistribution of the
potential thrust between nozzle(s) exit and the infinite fully expanded downstream condition is the
major concern. An understanding of this redistribution or in fact the thrust changes at the nozzle(s)
exit, whilst being ideally desirable, is not essential nor pr'acticable, unless essential experimental
steps in the bookkeeping are missing.

In the work quoted by Mr. Edwardes, the existence of a difference between various ground rig static
calibrations on 'referee', 'acceptance' and 'flight' build:i, and the flight installation values bf Nl,
N2 end ITT should not be unexpected. If, however, the question is 'how do we determine the
installation increment', then our answer would be 'via the appropriate bookkeeping steps'. All
establishments have their own variants on the basic bookkeeping theme, but the following steps are
necessaryt

A Inlet
Isolated internal performance (recovery, distortion)

Isolated external performance (datum drag, spill drag)
Installed external performance (drag)

B Exhaust

Isolated T-D (for static and M external flows over engine schedule to obtain (T-D) coefficients and
discharge coefficients.

C Engine AV
Connected engine test at altitude conditions (thrust coefficients & discharge across the engine
schedule).

D Installation
u-r'•,n powered, blomn, or ejector simulation (drag corrected for aimalator A'Th thrust)

Parallel ATl test of sl.aulntor (simulator AVi' T/instrumentation cal)
Reference through-flow isimulator (datum link if necessary)
Isolated nacelle simulatorr (installation increment if necessary).

Then in the final bookkeeping:
A gives engine fact input data, spillage drag to correct model inlet flows to real engine flows, and
Lhe effects of the i.nlet installation on these items. C gives the engine brochure performance at
correct FNPR, correct internal R No, and zero external stream. B corrects C for uniform external
atream effects mainly via core stream mass suppression. D gives the interference drag increment due
to nozzle flow relative to the performance that would be assessed via A, B & C. At this point there
can be discussion whether a through-flow nacelle datum should be used, or whether an installation
increment which includes interference should be used.

b ut, fundamentally via these experimental routes, the effect of nozzle flows on the environment and
the environment on nozzle flows are contained in the toLal drag bookkeeping without recourse to
arbitrary division boundaries.

MESSRS EW.ELEN, MUNNIKSMA, & ELSENAAR

As could be deduced from the final comment of Mr. Edwardes note, his question concerns the split-up of
penalties due to engine/airframe integration in thrust and drag terms. To answer the question, how this
proposal compares to our th-rust minus drag evaluation, knowledge in detail is needed of the engine refetence
stations, the precise definition of drag and thrust of base line airframe and engine configurations to be
used in an accounting procedure. In principal we agree, that steps as described in paragraph 3 of his note
will be needed in a thrust minus drag bookkeeping. His main point that engine performances are influenced
by the local static pressure around the engine nozzles is correct as long as the nozzle flows are
non-choked. This effect is part of the interference, and therefore, may not be excludid from a thrust minus
drag optimalisation process. It can be understood that from an aircraft manufacturer utandpoint, it is
important to split up responsibilities with respect to performance prediction along some constant
thrust-drag geometric boundary. But, as shown in cur paper, induced forces on airframe and engine due to
integration cancel to a large part. To 3ur view, a split-up of penalties along a boundary as mentioned is
of questionable value for optimizing thrust minuc drag.
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Time is running on, aind I think that this is the last isue that we are going to be able to address. Is
there anyone from the floor who wishes to make a comment?

MR. HARRIS

I would like to clarify the points that Mr. Tipper has raised. I didn't intend to expre.J the view that it
is an intractable problem. The view we express is that if we are looking Tor irstallati-in drag, the
accounting can be quite simple. We look for the mass flow and the total press.,r and we look at free stream
infinity. 7f 'v* are looking for diagnostic information about discharge coeffici-nts perhaps, or why your
drags ching# li, i. e way they do, then you will have to look at more pressures. But, in our presentation we
clearly pa;-ellelt,, the full-scale aircraft in the way that the bookkeeping was done. We particularly looked
at the results from the parallel system of accounting and so we don't offer the suggestion it is intractable
at all. In -aply to Mr. "arter's point on the use of TPS units, I would like to refer again to Paper 25
which showed 4 very good comparison between the model and the full-scale result. We, on the slender
evidence of one comparison, would say that we are finding the right results. V'e have also recently
unearthed one or two other results which parallel the flight results. We sia not- in a position to publish
them today. That i, where we stand.

DR. GREEN

I will give Mr. Carter the opportunity to give me a direct answer to a direct quistion. On the matter of
definitions, do you believe our position is satisfactory or unsat-isfactory?

MR. CARTER

In the direct answer, yes, I think it is satisfactory.

DR. GREEN

On that joyous note, I should like to bring this session to a close. On behalf of the Programme Committee
and my co-chairman on the Committee, Dr. Dunham, from PEP, I would like to thank all the authors who have
contributed to this rieeting, and also all those who have contributed to this afternoon's Round Table
Discussion. I believe cvaejtll it has been a very constructive and informative symposium. And now, Dr.
Orlik-Ruckemann, Chairman of the Fluid Dynamics Panel, will make some cowcluding remarks.

DR. O•LIK-RUCKEMANN

It seems like a long time ago, but some of you may recall that in my opening remarks Monday morning, I
suggested that we dedicate this meeting to the memory of Dr. von IKarman. I think that if von Karman were
here this week, he would have been pleased with this symposium. Firstly, it contained a number of excellent
tech'vcal presentations and some very good discussions, including the one just concluied. Furthermore, by
virtue of being the result of a joint effort between two AGARD pannls, it confirmed one of von Kerman's
basic tenets, namely, that the division of AGARD activities into a number of well-defi',id fields does not
have to preclude a joint effort in areas where these fields touch or even overlap. Finally, this symposium
demonstrated once again the basic soundness atd usefulness of the overall mission of AG.ARD, providing the
opportunities for furthering and developing the international cooperation and at the same time for retaining
and strengthening the individual contacts and friendships. I think that von Karmen would have approved of
this meeting.

Of course, all these nice things do not happen by themselves. There is a lot of effort from a lot of people
behind it all. It is now my privilege and my very pleasant duty to recognize some of these people.
Firstly, we have Dr. Green of FDP and Dr. Dunham of PEP and their Programme Committee. We owe them our
thanks for putting together such an excellent programme and for conducting this symposium so efficiently.
We have Mr. Thoulouse, the local coordinator; Mr. Bob Rollins, the Panel Executive; and Mile Anne-Marie
Rivault, who made the necessary practical arrangemnont, ensuring that All the administrative and logistic
elements were functioning smoothly and on time. In this they were !xpertly assisted by Mme Denise Michaux
and Mr. Patrick Sandman, and also the two young ladies who are here. Finally, we had the translation. As
you all know, interpreting and trying to keep up with the enthusiastic speakers and discussors is ctrtainly
not an easy task. On this occasion we were very fortunate to have with us Mlle Malot, Madame Radioson and
Madame Vioche, who tirelessly and efficiently performed this difficult job.

Finally, a few words about some of the future activities being prepared by the Fluid Dynamics Panel. It ma/
be convenient for you to know our plans in advance so that you can start thinking at an early date about
your participation or maybe pass this information on to a friend or a colleague. Our next symposium will be
on 'Vluid Dynamics of Jets with Applications to V/STOI,", nd will be held in Lisbon, Portugal on the 2 - 5
November of this year. Next spring, we will have two specialist meetings in London, probably in the week of
the 17th of May. The topics of these two meetings are "Prediction of Aerodynamic Loads on Rotorcraft" and
"W.?.1. Interference in Wind Tunnels". In the fall nf 1982 there will be a symposium on "Aerodynamics of
Missiles". L.. All be held in Norway, probably on the 22 - 23 of September. We are also preparing a
special course on "Modern Data Analysis Techniques in Noise and Vibration Problems" to be given at VKI in
Belgium in Decembev of this year, and a lecture series on "High Angle-of-Attack Aerodynamics" to be
presented in B.rlgium, Germany and the USA in March of 1982. We iope to see you again at come of these
activitidd. With this, I declare thib meeting adjourned.
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COMBAT AIRCRAFT INTAKES

STATE OF THE ART SUPERSONIC CONFIGURATION EXAMPLES
* WIND TUNNEL BASED * SIDE MOUNTED
* FLIGHT TEST VERIFIED - Fl 5, MIRAGE, TORNADO

- PROBLEM SOLVING * FUSELAGF, SHIELDED
* INSTANTANEOUS DISTORTION -16

APPROACH * WING SHIELDED
* EMPHASIS ON M -2 -FIB

* THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
EMERGING

* GOOD PROGRESS IN 1970s
REF. AGARD - ROME 1974

* OPPORTUNITIES IN 80s and 90s

Figure 1

COtIQAT AIRCRAFT INTAKES

1990's COMBAT AIRCRAFT

- POTENTIAL INTAKE DESIGN DRIVERS

o MORE SUSTAINED SUPERSONIC
9 AGILITY/MANOEUVRABILITY

- FULL FLIGHT ENVELOPE
* STOL COMPATIBILITY
o WEAPONS INTEGRATION
* REDUCED DETECTABILITY

Figure 2

COMBAT AIRCRAFT INTAKES

NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES

o COMPUTER/THEORETICAL BASED DESIGNS
* EXTENSIONS TO HIGHER SUPERSONIC CRUISE

AND MANOEUVRE
* WIDE RANGE OF COMBAT AGILITY/MANOEUVj!
* INTEGRATION WI."3 ADVANCED WEAlONS
s UNIQUE CONFIGURAT., ,NS

- REDUCED DETECTABILITY
- STOL &. V/STOL
- MANOEUVRE FREEDOM

Figure 3
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WNO ZZLES FOR MILITARY AIRCRAFT

Present Situation

- Mai:y designs of cony. and conv./div. nozzles applied to various aircraft

Extent of variability (ATrmai, Agxit/AThroat) rather limited

-- Marked trend towards conv./div, nozzles with fared boattail

-. Nozzle/thrust reverser arrangeement in one case:
Tornado with short-flap cony. nozzle and target type thrust reverser

Figure 4

NOZZLES FOR MILITARY AIRCRAFT

Future Development

- 2D-Nozzles are in principle a good starting point for multi-purpose :esign with
- fully variable nozzle contour
- thrust vectoring (vertical)
- thrust reverse

- Thrust vectoring vertical and horizort i attractive with view to
super-m anoeuvrability

Soly axisymmetric nozzles feasible

- Aircraft weight and life-cycle cost: '.:sitive to weight miid complexity of
sophisticated nozzle concepts

Figure 5

AFTERBODIES OF 0A'LITARY AIR.'R.R FT

Present Situation

- Prediction methods for compressible, viscous flow around afterbod:es not yet
sufficiently developed

influence of jet plume
boundary layer separation

- shock fronts/boundary layer interaction
-Re-number influence

- Extensive wind tunnel testing as prime development tool necessary, but limited
reliability of results

wind tunnel calibration problernatic

- Re-numbers too low

- Flight tests do not allow identification of afterbody drag

Figure 6



AFTERBODIES OF MILITARY AIRCRAFT

Future Views

- More stringent requirements on aircraft performance and effectiveness expected
- careful design of afterbodies with minimum drag mandatory
- more emphasis on sustained supersonic performance

- Improvement of flow prediction methods important (see Figure 6)

-- Advanced multi-puipose nozzle concepts (axisymmetric or 2-D)
(Convy/div., thrust vectoring and reverse)

will cause extra problems with afterbody aerodynamics i d design as well as
with engine design and installation

Figure 7

MILITARY

Preseat state of die art

* In general the scene i. quite promising but to a large extent is still based on the piecemeal ipproach.
Techniques for: o inlet internal performance, engine face static and dynamic distortion ar•e wel!

established
* inlet spill drag by force measurements on partial models are satisfactory.
* afterbody performance measurements in the presence of cold or ho. s are not

readily available particularly for fully representative military afterbody shapes at
incidence.

* through-flow complete model measurements corrected for internal forces are
satisfactory but calibration of internal force is often time consuming, expensive
and inaccurate.

* complete models with inlet and exhaust simultaneously represented by ejectors
or TPS are beginning to be established.

Current limitations

"* Accurate definition of internal forces.
Afterbody performance measurenments, with or without live jet suffer inaccuracy and support
lnteiference.

• Simultaneous representation of inlet and exhaust flows is difficult, particularly for multi nozzles - is
it necessary?

Future developments needed

a Forrmost need is for a military simulator providing nozzle pressure ratio and inlet flow. Will these
acc'pL typical E.F. distortions at high a?

* Even more need for a short simulator fot VTOL Pegasus type installations with short inlet/exhaust
upacing.

* Afterbody performance techniques need development, also associated support systems for minimum
inteiference.

* Study needed of inlet/exhaust mutual interference ta demonstrate the need or otherwise of
simultaneous representation.

Figure 8
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Present state of the art

* In general the position is good. There has b.)even a wide acceptance of the need for high accuracy and
correct simultaneous simulation of both inlct and exhaust flows. Relatively, the state of the arts for
the civil field is probably more advanced t0han the military, but the range of the problem is less.

Te:hniques for: * inlet internal performance ait well established, spill drag measurements ave
adequate by pressure and force methods.

* single and tw'n stream exhaust performance measurements are readily available on
static rigs and external flow rigs. Hot core flows are also provided.

e for compiete and half models simultaneous inlet and e,.haust flows with TPS are
established, as are direct twin stream exhaust blow methods. Use of ejection is
still developing.
This work is essentially confined to la."- wind tunnels, current TPS sizes are
dictating model scales.

* calibration of simulators is developing and is probably defining the present
accuracy limits.

Current limitations
* The modAl performance techniques being developed for both half and full models arm very expensive

and somewhat inflexible.
" There is not adequate digested information at present to demonstrate the consistency and

repeatability of simulators.
* Present performance measurements on inlets are invariably isolated:

Representation of the curved environment flow due to wing is rarely simulated.
o Present performance measurements on exhaust nozzles are usually isolated by should be made in the

presence of the wing, this is possible for discharge coefficients but very difficult for thrust (and
probably meaningless).

Future developments needed

* Consolidation of current techniques
* Examinatic n of data from simple through-flow representations in comparison with exhaust

simulators to optimise through-flow builds.
* Validation of the half model v full model techniques and possible tunnel interference with exhaust

flows.
0 Development of model support s33tcems for 3 engine and rear engiae configurations.

k Forward blade support interference development.
*There is virtually no inf.-. nation on Reynolds number effects on installation performaice.
* In pursuit of the previous consideration mist be given to engine representation in :,yogenic facilities.

No TPS here, ejector or blown may have advantages of representation of correc' ti.mperature ratios.
P propellers, before they become reality, the main principles of mutual propeller/wing interference
should be considered, as must be the book-keeping.

Figure 9

INSTALLATION AERuDYNAMICS OF
I'TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT

. WHAT IS THE BEST TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
CONFIGURATION?

Figure 10
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-. M I N A TO W l V&AL LATION DkAG

ACID = integrated (wing + nacelle) - [ideal wing + ideal nacelle]

" Theoretical calculations of given configurations - design/offr design

"* Wind tunnel tests

"• Existing (AGARD) resblts, m a prelimhiary guide

Figvire I I

THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

* Transonic potential flow calc',.ation, applied:
to the comriplete aircraft
to a detailvd part of the engine installation

- improvemr..•ts in the resolution of the equation
- coupled with the twin nozzle flow calculation
- coupled with the viscous effects

• Viscous flow calculation

- 3-D laminar sep. bubble and transition -
3-D shock - B.L. interaction - separate zones -
shear layers...

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

* kolAted nacelle
Inlet and exhaust dusign
Global performances and detailed flow

* Installation effects

Optimisation of overall configurations
Localised improvements

Figure 12
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